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iu the plains near Cave Canon, Lemmon. The narrowest-leaved

forms referred to S. laxijlora (coll. Wislizenus, Schooner) notably

approach this.

AsteroidecB.

Aplopappus (Ericameria) monactis. Facie A. laridfolii, fru-

tex fastigiato-ramosissimus, 1-5-pedalis, vix resinosus ; foliis aceroso-

linearibus fere impunctatis ; capitulis corynaboso-cymosis paucifloris

;

involucro oblongo 8-10-phyllo ; bracteis chartaceis oblougis vel

sublanceolatis obtusis ; floribus hermaphroditis 5 vel 6, corollas lobis

ovato-oblongis, styli ramis latiusculis appendice subovata acuta super-

atis ; foemineo unico (interdum nullo), ligula elougato-oblonga

;

acheniis sericeo-villosis ; pappo albo molli.— Borders of the Mohave
VOL. XIX. (N. S. XI.) 1
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PAPERS READ BEFORE THE ACADEMY.

I.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO NORTH AMERICAN BOTANY.

By Asa Gray.

Presented May 9, 1883.— Issued Oct. 30, 1883.

I. Characters of New Compositce, tviih Revisions of certain

Genera, and Critical Notes.

Eupatoriacece.

Stevia amabilis, Lemmon. S. laxiflorce peraffinis, gracilior, bi-

pedalis ; foliis omnibus linearibus basi attenuatis (sesquipollicaribus)

integerrimis ; capitulis effuso-paniculatis ; floribus laite purpureis

;

pappi paleis 5 cum aristis alteruantibus brevissimis. — S. Arizona

in the plains near Cave Cailon, Lemmon. The narrowest-leaved

forms referred to S. laxiflora (coll. WisUzenus, Schaffner) notably

approach this.

Asteroidece.

Aplopappus (Ericameria) moxactis. Facie A. laricifolii, fru-

tex fastigiato-ramosissimus, 1-o-pedalis, vix resiuosus ; foliis aceroso-

linearibus fere impuuctatis ; capitulis corymboso-cymosis paucifloris

;

involucro oblongo 8-10-phyllo ; bracteis chartaceis oblougis vel

sublanceolatis obtusis ; floribus hermaphroditis 5 vel 6, corollje lobis

ovato-oblongis, styli ramis latiusculis appendice subovata acuta super-

atis ; foemineo unico (interdum nullo), ligula elougato-oblonga

;

acheniis sericeo-villosis
; pappo albo moUi.— Borders of the Mohave

VOL. XIX. (n. S. XI.) 1
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Desert, S. E. California, Palmer (1876, confounded with A. larlci-

fulius), S. B. Sf W. F. Parish (1881), Pringh, 1882.

Greenella PiscoiDEA. Ramis strictis fastigiatis ; capitulis

minoribus; ligulis nullis ; ovariis glabris dcmum secus costas minutis-

sime puberulis ; pappi corona pluricreuulato nudo.— S. Arizona, in

Tanner's Canon, Sept., Lemmon.— G. Arizoiiica, which has been freely

distributed by Lemmon and Pringle, by the latter in fruit, has the

mature akene very villous, in the manner of Gutierrezia eriocarpa, &c.

If, disregarding the color of the ray-flowers, this genus were referred

to Gutierrezia, both would have to be combined with Xanthocephalum,

which would hardly do.

EiiiGERON AuizoNicus. XJltrapcdalis e radice ut videtur annua,

ramosus, pube patente cinerea uudique hirsutus ; fbliis fere integerrimis

(1-2-pollicaribus), radicalibus oblongo-obovatis in petiolum angustatis,

caulinis plerisque lanceolatis acutis arete sessilibus; ramis monoceph-

alis ; involucro (lin. 3-4 alto) cinereo-hirsuto ; ligulis (lin. 4 longis)

perplurimis angusto-linearibus albis ; acheniis obovato-oblongis hir-

sutulis binervatis
; pappo duplici, exteriori setoso-squamellato con-

spicuo.— S. Arizona, near Tanner's Canon, Iluachuca, Lemmon.

Erigeuon Neo-Mexicanus. E. deJphinifolio similis ; dilfert (ut

dixit Benth.) pube hispida patente, lobis foliorum superne latioribus,

ligulis minus numerosis parum latioribus.

—

E. delphinifolius, Gray,

PI. Wright, ii. 77, & Bot. Mex. Bound. 78, non AVilld. & IIBK.

— New Mexico and Arizona, Wright, Bigelow, Thiirber, Palmer,

Lemmon. Bentham (in Gen. PI. ii. 281) indicated this as distinct

from the Mexican species ; and the differences, though not great^ seem

to be constant.

Erigeron Lemmoni. Inter Boreali-Americanas anomalus, e ra-

dice perenni diffuso-decumbens, raraosissimus, pube hirsutula cinereus ;

ramis gracilibus foliosissirais; foliis (parum semi poll icaribus) spathu-

latis, caulinis sa^pius 3-5-lobatis sen laciniato-dentatis, ramealibus

integerrimis ; capitulis brevi-pedunculatis parvis (lin. 2 altis) ; involucro

hirsutulo, bracteis subulatis suba'qualibus ; ligulis 40-50 purpureis

discum longius superantibus ; pappo e setis pauciusculis cum setulis

minimis.— S. Arizona, in Tanner's Canon of the Iluachuca Moun-

tains, with " stems sometimes 2 feet long," in the specimens a span or

two long, Lemmon.

Erigeron Oregands. Ut videtur biennis, pube molli tenui pubes-

cens ; caulibus e rosula foliorum radicaliura plurimis ultraspithamaiis

debilibus foliosis apice l-4-ce[thalis ; foliis spathulatis imisve obovato-

cuueatis, radicalibus 3-5-lol)atis vel inciso-dentatis; capitulis brevi-
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pednnculatis iis E. belKdifoIii referentibus sed minoribus, ligulis

minoribus angustioribus pallide purpureis ; acheniis hirsutis
; pappo

prorsus simplici.— E. pulchellus var., Hook. Fl. ii. 19?— Oregon,

along the Columbia River, under overhanging cliffs, in Multnomah

Co., Howell.— This must rank near E. Philadelphicum.

InuJoidece.

FiLAGO DEPRESSA. Soror F. Californicce, sed a basi ramosissima,

humistrata, internodiis omnibus brevibus ; bracteis fl. foemineis angus-

tioribus ; acheniis obovatis laevibus.— Desert of San Bernardino Co.,

California, at Hot Springs, &c., Parry., 1876 (incomplete specimens),

Parish, 1882.

Gnaphalium pannosum. Lana densa undique incanum ; caulibus

e radice annua vel lignescente adscendentibus pedalibus simplicibus ;

foliis spathulatis, radicalibus amplis obovatis triplinerviis (pollicem

latis), caulinis semiamplexicaulibus vix decurrentibus, superioribus

oblongis (poUicaribus) ; capitulis glomeratis ; involucri bracteis sordide

albidis oblongis obtusiusculis.— Mexico, in the mountains near San

Luis Potosi, Schaffner, 227. Parry ^ Palmer, 420. Habit unlike

any of the ordinary Mexican species.

Gnaphalium Arizonicum. Griseo-lanatum ; caulibus gracilibus

strictis e radice annua ; foliis Intimis oblanceolatis brevibus ; caeteris

angustissime linearibus (lin. latis) basi tenuiter breviter decurrentibus

;

capitulis parvulis in glomerulis cymoso-fustigiatis aggregatis ; involucre

oblongo fusco, bracteis oblongo-lanceolatis plerisque acutis tenuibus.

(Juxta G. microcephalum collocandum.)— S. Arizona, near Fort

Huachuca, along exsiccated beds of streams, Lemmon.

Gnaphalium Bourgovii. Foliis linearibus attenuato-acutis basi

longius alato-decurrentibus supra glabratis lajvibus subtus cauleque

leviter araneoso-lanatis ; involucri bracteis albidis obtusiusculis ob-

longis, intimis lanceolatis.— Mexico, valley of Cordova, Bourgeau,

no. 1852.* "

—— i—
* The Mexican species greatly need revision, and the collocation of original

specimens.

G. oxYPHYLLUM, DC. To this is referred no. 551 of coll. Palmer, a woolly

form, from near Saltillo, where Gregg collected a form (415) with the wool

deciduous, and the somewhat viscid hairiness well developed. Of the same

species are Coulter's 451, Parry & Palmer's 417, specimens from Botteri, and

one received from Schultz Bip., collected by Schaffner at the foot of Chapul-

tepec, and ticketed " G. hirtum, HBK." It may be so; but the leaves are not

glaucescent beneath, nor the involucral bracts " argute acutis flavescentibus."

The G. inornatum, DC, of which no authentic specimens are at hand, may be a
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Helianthoidece.

SiLPHiUM ALBiFLORUJi. S. laciniato affinis, humilius (1-3-pedale);

foliis minoribus circumscriptioue sa?pius rotundatis, petiolo basi dilatato

integerrirao ; involucro discum baud superante ; ligulis albis ; acbeniis

puberulis apice bidentato-alatis et subulato-biaristatis, deutibus arista?

pi. m. exserta? adnatis.— On limestone rocks, in prairies or on low

bluffs, Western and Northern Texas, Reverchon. Peculiar in the

genus for its white rays, and distinct from the ordinary Compass-plant

in the akenes and other particulars.

Wtethia longicaulis. W. amplexicaiiU perafHnis, elatior ; foliis

lanceolatis, caulinis omnibus basi angustatis nee amplexicaulibus ; capi-

tulis plerumque longe pedunculatis ; involucri bracteis exterioribus

majoribus foliosis
; pappo brevi coroniformi multi-crenulato vel eroso.

— Prairies of E. Humboldt Co., California, V. Rattan, incomplete

specimens in 1876, good ones in 1883.

Gymnolomia encelioides. Annua, strigoso-incana ; caule ramose

hispidulo ; foliis longiuscule petiolatis ovato-oblongis obtusis subinteger-

rimis, superioribus alternis ; involucro (lin. 5 alto) biseriali, bracteis

exterioribus oblongo-lanceolatis acutis cano-pubescentibus nunc hispi-

dulis asqualibus interiores sublineares minores paullo superantibus

;

receptaculo et disco parum convexis ; ligulis 10-12 ovalibus vix polli-

caribus aureis ; corollis disci apice atro-purpureis ; bracteis receptaculi

apice trifidis ; acheniis obovato-oblongis inferne parce versus apicem

crebre villosis ; pappo aut nullo aut squamellis setiformibus minimis

inter pilos achenii summos.— Mohave Desert, near Agua Caliente,

S. E. California, S. B. Sf W. F. Parish, April, 1882, This has the

habit of an Encelia ; but the nearly full-grown akenes are not flat

nor acute-edged.

Gymnolomia ovata. Caule strict© herbaceo 2-3-pedali ; foliis

ovatis brevissime petiolatis serrulatis (sesquipollicaribus) venosis tri-

sniall-leaved form of G. oxyphyllnm ; and the brandies of Parry & Palmer's 417,

as also a part of Coulter's 451, answer to the character. Lanate forms of the

species seem to pass into G. brachi/plerum, DC, the originals of wliich are

Berlandier's 7C0 and 2189. Ghiesbreght's IGl, Linden's 1191, and a plant of

Schaffner's collection, sent by Schultz as G. oxi/phi/llum, are the same.

G. ATTENUATUM, DC. To tliis may be referred Liebmann's 309, from Colepa,

and a quite similar plant from Orizaba by Schaffner ; both have been named

G. Derlandieri, DC. (of which I have no specimen), but they do not agree with

the character of that species, as they do with tliat of G. attenuatum ; and they

differ from G. oxyphjUnm in the particulars which DoCandolle mentions.

Schultz's determination must have been a mistaken one.
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nervatis pube brevi subtus molli supra strigulosa canescentibus

;

capitulis parvulis paucis in pedunculo communi ; involucre campauulato

lin. 3-4 alto, bracteis angustis lineari-lanceolatis cinereis ,• ligulis (lin. 3

longis) 8-10 pallide luteis ; disco convexo ; acheniis glaberrimis calvis.

— Chiapas, Mexico, in forests on the mountain-sides, Ghiesbreght, 554.

Gtmnolomia platylepis. Tithonia platyJepis, Schultz Bip., and

Mirasolia scaberrima, Benth. & Hook. This is obviously one of the

latibracteate Gymnolomice. And the genus Mirasolia of Schultz Bip.

may be suppressed ; for the Tithonia calva, Schultz, if not truly of

that genus, wanting the pappus, may likewise be referred to Gymno-

lomia ; and the following is certainly a Tithonia.

Tithonia diversifolia. Mirasolia diversifolia, Hemsl. Biol.

Centr.-Am. Bot. ii. 168, t. 47. This striking species, collected by

Botteri and Bourgeau in the vicinity of Orizaba and Cordova, we take

to be a strict congener of T. tagetijlora and T. speciosa. One or

both of the awns or aristiform paleae of the pappus are not rarely

developed,

ViGUiERA DECURRENS. Tithonia decurrens, Gray, PI. Fendl. 85, by

misprint ^^recurrens" in Hemsl. Biol. Centr.-Am. Known only from

the specimen of Wislizenus, of which I possess merely a part. But it

is a Viguiera of the same section with V. excelsa (which apparently

includes the Tithonia pachycephala., DC.) and the very similar V.

urticiformis {Leighia, DC, with which SchafFner's no. 2G7 agrees) ;

also V. huddleiformis, Benth. & Hook. The latter appears to include

Helianthus ricgosics, Schauer in Linnjea. And the squamell® being

deciduous as well as the paleaceous awns, this species should rather

be restored to Helianthus.

Viguiera blepharolepis. Frutescens? pube minuta canescens

;

caulibus ramisve monocephalis ; foliis oppositis lanceolatis summisve

linearibus acutiusculis basi attenuata sessilibus subintegerrimis supra

scaberrimis subtus triplinerviis, venulis reticulatis ; involucro (ultra-

semipollicajri) lato-campauulato pluriseriatim imbricate ; bracteis con-

formibus erectis fere siccis oblongo-spatliulatis apice rotundatis margine

insigniter hispido-ciliatis, iuterioribus sensim majoribus ; ligulis sub-

linearibus ; acheniis villosis
; pappo ut videtur persistente pluri-paleaceo

et biaristato, aristis subulatis achenio subtequilongis, paleolis oblongis

saepius insequalibus, majoribus aristis parum dimidio brevioi'ibus.—
Northwestern Mexico, Seemann. Apparently not referred to in the

Botany of the Herald. My specimen is ticketed " Tithonia angusti-

folia, Hook. & Arn.," which species Bentham refers to V. huddlei-

formis, doubtless correctly. This, although of the same group, is very
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distinct, and in some respects much resembles V. sericea (Harpalhim

sericeum, DC), of Peru. The dense and rigid ciliation of the involucre

is characteristic.

ViGuiERA iiELiANTHOiDES, ITBK. Adopting Bentham's reference

of DeCandolle's V. laxa and V. brevipes to this, the original of the ge-

nus, one may confidently add V. SagrcBana and V. dentata, perhaps all of

DeCandolle's first section, and at least two of the second. V. deiitata,

the Helianthus dentatus, Cav., appears to be well matched by Parry &
Palmer's no. 47 h}, and by corresponding specimens from Schaffner,

with upper leaves mainly opposite ; also, although the leaves are alter-

nate, by Parry & Palmer's 467, and Bourgeau's 365 and 1222, which

Hemsley records as two undetermined species. (No. 1222 has rays in

one of our specimens.) In no specimens, even the Cuban, do I find

the receptacle so high and narrow as in Kunth's figure ; and at first

the disk is commonly so low that DeCandolle referred some of the

members of this species to his second section. When growing in

moist soil and shade the leaves are thin and green (as in V. Texana,

Torr. & Gray), in drier and more exposed situations they are thicker,

smaller, rather rigid, sometimes cinereous, as in V. brevipes.

ViGuiEKA CANESCENS, DC, although near the preceding, appears

to be a distinct species, having more rigid leaves and akeues whitened

by a dense and fine silky villosity. It has been collected by Palmer

in Northern Mexico, and by Pringle in Arizona.

ViGUiERA Ghiesbregutii. Uudiquc hispidula; caulibus gracili-

bus oligocephalis ; foliis lanceolatis subintegerrimis concoloribus leviter

triplinerviis subsessilibus, inferioribus oppositis ; capitulis iis V. buddlei-

formis minoribus ; involucri bracteis paucioribus minus patentibus,

extimis brevibus lanceolatis, intimis oblongo-spathulatis discum sub-

superantibus ; ligulis linearibus ; acheniis (immaturis) fere glabris ;

pappo pluri-squamellato et 1-3-aristato deciduo. — Mexico, in pine

forests near Morelia, Ghieshreght^ no. 381 of an old collection.

ViGuiERA sessilifolia, DC. We seem to have this in no. 453 of

Parry & Palmer's collection. But the truncate palese are more than

four, unless they are early fissile. No. 458 of the same collection

seems to be a broad-leaved form of V. excclsa, Bcnth. & Hook. No.

452 is, with little doubt, a state of V. cordifolia, Gray.

ViGDiERA Peruviana, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. v. 124, appears to

be only a glabrate state of IMianthtis aureus, HBK., the Harpalium

aureum, DC.
ViGUiERA P(EPPIGIi. Heliajithus corymbosus, Pojpp. PI. Exsic.

Flourensia corymbosa, DC Prodr. v. 592. That this is a true Viguiera
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has been noted by Bentham and others. The published specific name

of corymbosa is quite inapplicable to a plant with elongated and single

monocephalous peduncles.

What should be done with the other radiate Flourensia of DeCan-

dolle, F. thurifera, seems uncertain. Perhaps it should be retained

as a section of that genus, under Bertero and Colla's name (not Cas-

sini's) of Diomedea. It is no Helianthus. And the following is still

farther from that genus.

Flourensia cernda, DC. 1. c. ; Gray, PI. Wright., &c. Hemsley

calls this " Helimithus cernua^ Benth. & Hook. Gen. PI. ii. 376 "

;

but Bentham, in the work cited, can hardly be said even to refer this

and its true congener (notwithstanding the different habit) F. laurifolia,

DC, to Helianthus, although he has not otherwise disposed of these

peculiar species. They may justly be regarded as the type of Flou-

rensia^ for DeCandolle figured F. laurifolia to illustrate his genus,

which, thus restricted, is a very good one. But DeCandolle's charac-

ter "corollte disci faux vix tubo latior" is inapplicable to these

species, as also to F. thurifera. They have a rather slender proper

tube, which is abruptly enlarged into the much broader and campanu-

late or cylindraceous throat.

Helianthus Parisiui. H. (7a///orn?'co affinis, ultra-orgyalis ; foliis

elongato-lauceolatis pube molli brevi cineris vel canescentibus supra

scabris ; capitulis semipollicem altis ; ligulis ultrapollicaribus ; invo-

lucri bracteis lineari-subulatis disco longioribus basi villosis ; corollis

disci supra tubum sericeo-annulatis
; pappi paleis tenui-subulatis.—

S. E. California, near San Bernardino, in wet places and along streams,

S. B. ^ IF. F. Parish.

Encelia. The presence or absence of pappus proves to be unim-

portant, and far from constant in the same species. TVTierefore, in

adopting Bentham's rightful consolidation, the primary sections should

be reduced, by referring Gercea to Euencelia, and Barrattia to Simsia.

Encelia microphylla, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xv. 37, a North-

ern Mexican species, of which mature fruit has recently been collected

by Palmer, has shrubby stems, foliage not unlike that of Flourensia

certiiia, and the relationship of the two is apparent. It has a pappus

of two slender villous awns, which sometimes barely equal and some-

times much surpass the white villosity of the akene.

Encelia scaposa, Simsia (Gercea) scaposa, Gray, PI. Wright.

ii. 88, is of the genus ; but not F. microcephala, which is a genuine

Helianthella, to a peculiar section of which must be referred the

anomalous E. nudicaulis and E. argophylla.
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Encelia stenopuylla, E. L. Greeue, is a simpler species, with

aristate akeues and liliform leaves, from Cedros Islands, Lower Cali-

fornia.

Encelia halimifolia, Cav. Ic. iii. G, t. 210. This was raised

from seeds said to come from " Nova Ilispania," i. e. Mexico, and was

characterized by "calycibus ciliatis," that is, tlie involucre with " squa-

mulis ciliatis." Instead of this, DeCaudolle, in the Prodromus, has it

that the "leaves" are "margine valde ciliatis," which was probably a

slip, and as to habitat adds '' verosimiliter potius in Peruvia." Now
we have a specimen collected by Palmer on the Yaqui River, in the

Mexican province of Sonora, which accords well with the original

character and figure. E. conspersa, Beuth. Bot. Sulph., of Lower

California, from the description may be the same.

The species of the section Simsia, chiefly Mexican, greatly need

revision. Hemsley, in the Biol. Centn-Amer. Bot., has enumerated

them from the books ; but they should be reduced and characterized

by some botanist having access to original specimens. Only three of

them occur in the United States ; viz. E. exaristata, Gray in Hemsl.

1. c, an annual species (which is S. lagascceformis of PI. AVright.), and

two nearly related perennials, E. suisakistata. Gray, 1. c, and E.

CALVA, the Barratlia calva of Gray & Engelm. E. exaristata is said

by Hemsley to be no. 3320 of Bourgeau's collection from Orizaba ; but

I have it only from S. W. Texas and Arizona, collected by Wright,

Thurber, and Lemmon. It is an annual with (so far as known) undi-

vided leaves and appendaged petioles, rather small or narrow heads,

an unequal involucre of lanceolate bracts, the inner minutely glandular,

rays few and not surpassing the disk; and very smooth and glabrous

akenes slightly emarginate at summit, the pappus wanting or minutely

biaristellate.

Encelia Mexicana, Mart., a name taken up by Hemsley from

DeCandolle's mention, seems to be the best available name for the

most common and polymorphous Mexican species, and the one longest

known. It is Coreopsis fcetlda^ Cav., therefore Simsia ficifolia, Pers.,

and Encelia fcetida, Hemsley, Simsia auriculala, DC, and probably

S. amplexicauh's, Pers., E. amplexicaiilis, Hemsley. It is also, with-

out much doubt, the Helianthus amplexicaidis, DC. Prodr. v. 589.

A slender form of it with undivided leaves and exappendiculate peti-

oles is Simsia Schajfiieri, Schultz Bip., which grows with the ordinary

state. A more robust form, also of Schaffner's collection, with large

undivided leaves and auriculate appendaged petioles, is Simsia cordata

of Schultz Bip., probably also of Cassini (^Ximinesia cordata, HBK.,
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Encelia cordata^ Hemsley). The root is annual ; the involucre be-

tween hispid and hirsute ; and the akenes obovate-oblong, with shallow

notch, pilose-pubescent on the faces, more ciliate towards the summit

;

awns of the pappus rather lon^, with more or less scarious-dilated base

often fringed with two or three teeth or setae on each side.

Encelia lagasc^fokmis ^Simsia, DC.) is taken up by Hemsley

from my naming after Bentham ; but the plants of Hartweg, of Ervend-

berg, and of Parry & Palmer, cannot be DeCandolle's. They have

rather the characters of E. Mexicana in a depauperate state. DeCan-

dolle's species is much better represented by a specimen in our herba-

rium— an imperfect one— from Botteri's collection around Orizaba ;

slender, with small and narrow heads, an involucre which accords

with DeCandolle's character in having (broadly) lanceolate bracts, the

outer only half the length of the inner (but these are villous rather

than hispid), the pays " about 5 " and exserted, the akenes quite gla-

brous. As the awns are wanting in the specimen, this may be identi-

cal with Bourgeau's 3320, referred by Hemsley to E. exaristata, to

which it is obviously related.

Encelia heterophylla, Hemsley, 1. c, I know only from the fig-

ure of Ximiiiesia heterophylla, HBK. It is said to be perennial and

yellow-flowered. One may suspect that E. sanguinea, Hemsley

{Simsia sanguinea, Gray, PI.Wright, i. 107, also distributed by Schultz

Bip. as S. erythranthema) is only a red-flowered variety of it.

Encelia Ghiesbreghtii, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. viii. 658, has a

peculiar habit, in foliage and pubescence agreeing well with the descrip-

tion of E. sericea, Hemsley, 1. c. It is probably a perennial. The
fruit is not sufficiently developed to make sure of the genus.

Helianthella § Enceliopsis. a subgenus formed for the

reception of two anomalous scapose perennials, thick-leaved, silvery-

canescent, with large solitary heads (the disk an inch broad and flat)
;

paleae of receptacle soft and scarious ; achenia flat, oblong-cuneate,

very villous, with narrow callous margins and summit, the latter bor-

dered between the short subulate awns by a very short fringe of

membranaceous and confluent squamella^.

H. nudicaulis. Encelia
( Geroea) nudicaulis, Gray, Proc. Am.

Acad. viii. 656. Mr. Shockley has recently sent it from the western

part of Nevada.

H. ARGOPHTLLA. Tithoma argophyUa, Eaton in Bot. King. 423.

Encelia ( Germi) argophylla, Gray, 1. c. This is still imperfectly known.

Helianthella proper. In revising this genus I find that the

following species may be associated as having soft-scarious chaff of
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the receptacle, and more or less of long villosity at least on the

margins of the akenes; viz. H. quinquenervis (the large-flowered

Helianthella unijlora, so called, of the Colorado Rocky Mountains,

extending to the British boundary, but not of Nuttall in coll. Wyetli,

nor of his character in Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, though he mixed the

two in his own collection : it is the Helianthus quinquenervis, Hook.

Lond. Jour. Bot. vi. 247, of Geyer's collection) ; H. Parryi ; H. Mex-

icana ; H. microcephala, the Encelia microcephala, Gray, Proc. Am.
Acad. viii. 657. The following have chaff of a firmer or chartaceous

texture : H. lancelata, with hirsute or hispidulous loose pubescence

and no long villosity to the ovary or akene ; H. Douglasii, still known

only by the specimen in the Hookerian herbarium, perhaps a form of

the preceding ; H. unijlora, with fine and close pubescence, and more

or less villous akenes, at least on the margins (J7. multicaulis, Eaton,

is a form of this, his H. unijiora being our //. quinquenervis) ; and H.

Californica, with nearly all the leaves petioled, and the ovary and

akene quite glabrous.

OtedjEA Seemanni. Viguiera Seemanni, Schultz Bip. in Bot.

Herald, 305 ; Hemsl. Biol. Centr.-Am. Bot. ii. 178. Good fruit is

still needed ; but the ovary is glabrous on the sides and with acute

edges, and the habit is wholly of Oyedcea, to which the plant jDrobably

belongs.

Zexmenia niSPiDA. Z. Texana, Gray, PI. "Wright, i. 112, Bot.

Mex. Bound. 92. In the first-mentioned publication the resemblance

of our Texan plant to Wedelia hispida, HBK., is noted ; in the sec-

ond, the identity is affirmed. This is now beyond question, where-

fore it is best to reinstate the original specific name. Bentham and

Hooker, in Gen. PI., still leave Kunth's plant, and therefore Cassini's

Stemmodontia, in Wedelia, while yet recognizing the Texan plant as a

Zexmenia. The former reference is probably from the published

figure, which wants the fruit ; the latter, fiom numerous specimens.

The name of the section should be Stemmodontia.

Zexmenia brevifolia, Gray, PI. Wright, i. 112. Nearer than the

preceding species to true Zexmenia. Although the akenes are, as Ben-

tham states, " sajpe vix alata," yet they are often surmounted by a

strong callous wing. Squamella? of the pappus sometimes very con-

spicuous, sometimes obsolete in age.

Zexmenia aurea, Wcddia aurea, Don in Bot. Mag. t. 3384 ( Ver-

hesina, DC), referred here by Bentham (although there are no squa-

mellne), has been distributed from a collection of Schalfner's (no. 56)

as Z. tubt-rosa. The roots swell and become tuber-like.
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Zexmenia fasciculata, Schultz Bip. in Seem. Bot. Herald, 306,

taken up later by Hemsley, is not wholly " discoid " as DeCandoUe

states, some of Berlandier's own specimens having rays. Perhaps it

too nearly approaches the narrower-leaved forms of Z. ceanothifolia,

Schultz, at least as to the Lipochata umbellata, DC, of Berlandier's

collections.

Zexmenia crocea, Gray, PI. Wright, i. 114. To this belongs

Z. sienantha, Hemsley, Biol. Centr.-Am. Bot. ii. 147. The narrow

disk-corollas are common to all the species of this Lasianthcea group.

From the specific name, it is probable that the unpublished Z. tageti-

jiora of Don, enumerated in Steudel's Nomenclator, is of this species.

Zexmenia helianthoides, Gray, 1. c. To this must belong the

Tithonia ovata, Hook. Bot. Mag. t. 3901, referred to the genus by

Bentham, and taken up as Z. ovata, Benth. & Hook., by Hemsley.

Verbesina, L., partly. It is no longer practicable to keep Actino-

meris apart from Verbesina upon the character of neutral or infertile

(although styliferous) rays. Yet the former genus may be kept up

for the species upon which Nuttall really established it, relying

mainly on the globose head, becoming squarrose in fruit, and the

simple small involucre. For the rest, there is neither character nor

habit to distinguish the species from Verbesina. The North American

and Mexican species known to me fall under the following sections or

subgenera.

§ 1. Verbesinaria, DC. Capitula sat angusta, parvula, sfppius cymo-

so-aggregata vel paniculata : involucrum imbricatum : ligiilffl baud

numeroste plerumque fertiles, rarius nuUaj : aristae pappi baud

hamatfe.

* Achenia prorsus aptera : receptaculum fere planum: ligulas 1-5

cum fl. disci luteae : folia opposita secus caulem decurrentia.

V. occidentalis, Walt. Car. 213, a name to be restored for V.

Siegesbeckia, Michx. Besides being the oldest name under the genus,

this is Siegesbeckia occidentalis, L. Atlantic U. S.

* * Achenia omnia vel nonnulla alata : receptaculum convexum vel

conicum.

V. ViRGiNiCA, L., is the only N. American species (of the Atlantic

States) ; it has small white-flowered and S-o-lisulate heads. It

includes V. microptera and V. potycephala, DC, and as a var. (lacini-

ata) V. laciniata, Nutt., which is V. sinuata, Ell. Also, as an anoma-

lous form,—
Var. Palmeri Vegetior, viridior ; foliis majoribus (semi- ad sub-
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pedales) basi sessili in caulem decurrentibus oblongis plurilobulato-

dentatis.— Soledad, near IMouclova, Northern Mexico, Palmer, 733.

To the same group, although some of them are shrubby, belong V.

gigantea, Jacq. (which Ghiesbreght collected in Chiapas, although

Hemsley does not give it as Mexican), V. pinnatijida, Cav. (to which

belongs V. microcephala of Schultz Bip. and Liebman, can it be also

of Benth. ?), V. serrata, Cav., V. pauciflora, Hemsley, which is un-

known to me, V. sororia, Gray, and a somewhat different set of

species, such as V. virgata, Cav. (to which V. persiccefolia, DC, may
be suspected to belong), V. salicifoUa, HBK. (to which and not to

the preceding Bourgeau's no. 963 should be referred, it being the

same as SchafFner's plant from Tacubaya, also Parry & Palmer's no.

457, which has been confounded with V. persiccpfolia, DC), V. Grayi,

Benth. & Hook., according to Hemsley, and others with which I am
little or not at all acquainted.

§ 2. Pterophyton, Torr. & Gray. Capitula latiora, aut solitaria

autsparsa: involucrum imbricatum (nee foliaceum, nee laxe patens):

receptaculum convexum vel conicum : discus fructifer baud squar-

rosus : ligulse aut neutras, aut saepius styliferJB sed steriles, rarius

fertiles : aristce dum adsint rectas.— Pterophyton, Cass. &, Actino-

meris, Nutt., pro parte.

To this, rather than to a separate and ill-definable section, I should

refer various sjjecies which have not winged stems, even if they should

have fertile ray-flowers. The U. S. species with naked stems are,

—

V. LONGIFOLIA, Actinomeris longifolia, Gray, PI. Wright, ii. 89, a

peculiar species thus far confined to Arizona. The involucre is dis-

posed to be foliaceous-bracted.

V. Wrightii, Actinomeris Wrighlii, Gray, PI. Fendl, 85 ; Roth-

rock in Wheeler Rep. t. 8. Texas to Arizona, and recently collected

by Palmer in Mexico.

V. Warei, Actinoineris paucijiora, Nutt., of Florida. There is a

Mexican V. paiicijiora of Hemsley.

V. NUDiCAULis. Helianthus ? aristatus, Ell. Sk. ii. 428. Actino-

meris nudicaulis, Nutt. Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. S. Atlantic States.

Of the wing-stemmed species, or Pterophyton proper, there are only

two U. S. species known, viz. :
—

V. iiETEROPHYLLA, Actinomeris heterophylla, Chapm. in Coult.

Bot. Gazette, iii. G ; native of Florida, most related to the preceding.

V. HELIANTUOIDES, Michx., Actinomeris helianthoides, Nutt. ; from

Ohio to Texas.
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Wing-stemmed Mexican species known to me are,—

-

V. ovATA, Coreopsis ovata, Cav. Ic. t. 280, mentioned under Acti-

nomeris by Nuttall, taken up by DeCandolle, and seemingly known to

recent botanists only by Coulter's no. 362, which is described by Hems-

ley. It is more polycephalous than the figure, and the leaves of .both

specimens and figure are oblong, not ovate.

V. TETRAPTERA. Corcopsis alata, Cav. Ic. iii. t. 260. Helianthus

tetrapterus, Ortega, Dec. vi. 74. Pterophyton alatu7)i, Cass. xliv. 49.

Actinomeris tetraptera and probably also A. tetragona, DC. Prodr.

V. scabra, Benth. PI. Hartw. 41, is said to belong here.

V. CouLTERi. Bipedalis e radice perenni, pube molli cinerea

;

caule inferne foliato alato superne gracili longe pedunculiformi mono-

oligo-ceplialo; foliis plerisque oppositis obovatis vel sjiathulatis sub-

serratis supra puberulo-scabridis subtus canescentibus, summis brac-

teiformibus minimis linearibus ; capitulo hemisph£erico lin. 3 alto ;

involucri bracteis biseriatis lanceolatis a^quilongis ; ligulis circa 12

oblongis styliferis, tubo etiam corollis disci hirsutissimo ; ovariis pilosis

biaristatis.— Zimapan, Mexico, Coulter, 341, 369.

V. Capitaneja, Nees in Linnoea, xix. 729. Actinomeris peduncu-

losa, DC, Prodr. v. 576 ; a somewhat common species. The popular

name " Capitaneja," according to Schaffuer, is applied to V. tetraptera,

probably to other species.

V. NERiiFOLiA, Hemsley, no. 528 of a collection of Ghiesbreght

' distributed from our herbarium, and V. Oaxacana, DC, which Hems-

ley informs us is quite different, belong to a peculiar group, perhaps

to be associated with V. hypoleuca.

Species of Mexico known to me, of the naked-stemmed group,

are,—
V. HYPOLEUCA, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xx. 37.

V. STRiCTA. Actinomeris stricta, Ilemsl. Biol. Centr.-Ara. Bot. ii.

186. The ray-flowers are not rarely styliferous and even form akenes,

but wingless and probably infertile ones. Besides the collections

cited by Hemsley, this is Schaffner's 343, also Palmer's 627, 628.

A peculiar species from the Mexican dominion is,—
V. VENOSA, E. L. Greene in litt. Fruticosa, fere glabra et la^vis

;

ramis immarginatis ; foliis oppositis alternisque chartaceis ovatis et

ovato-lanceolatis cuspidato-acutis subintegerrimis triplinerviis reticu-

lato-venosis utrinque viridibus minutissime scabridis basi in petiolum

marginatum subito contractis; capitulis pauciusculis laxe cymoso-

paniculatis ; involucre campanulato lin. 3 alto disco breviore, bracteis

oblongis lanceolatisque adpresso-imbricatis triseriatis, exterioribus bre-
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vioribus herbaceis ; receptaculo subplano; ligulis pauciusculis parvuUs;

acheniis obovatis subpilosis aut anguste aut latiuscule alatis aristis 2

gracilibus parum longioribus.— Cedros (miscalled Cerros) Islands, off

Lower Califoruia ; spec, in herb. Calif. Acad., the collector unknown.

§ 3. XiMiNESlA. Capitula (sparsa) lata, disco subplano : involucrum

laxe patens, e bracteis linearibus foliaceis : ligulaa plures, majus-

culoe, fertiles : cast, proecedeutis.

V. ENCELioiDES, Bcnth. & Ilook. 1. c. ex Ilemsley, 1. c. Ximinesia

encelioides, Cav. le. ii. GO, t. 178. A familiar Mexican species, now

widely disseminated.

V. COAHUILENSIS. Adsurgcns e radice perenni, pedalis ; caulibus

foliosis subramosis hirsutis ; foliis discoloribus (supra hirto-pubescenti-

bus subtus tomento albido canescentibus) lato-lanceolatis repaudo- nunc

argute serratis basi parum angustata sessilibus plerisque secus caulera

alato-decurrentibus ; capitulis panels (lin. 4-5 altis) ; involucro sub-

campanulato e bracteis linearibus foliaceis ncqualibus sursum patentibus ;

ligulis 8-10 linearibus foemiueis fertilibus ; disco convexo ; acheniis

parvulis hirsutis ut videtur omnibus exalatis aristis gracillimis hand

longioribus, vel in radio arista altera dimidio breviore.— Mountains

six miles east of Saltillo, Coahuila, Palmer, 584, 619. Species appar-

ently allied to V. mollis, HBK., and intermediate between the Ximu
nesia and Pterophyton sections.

§ 4. Hamulium, DC. Capitulum (longe pedunculatum snepius soli-

tarium) latum, hemisphajricum : involucrum breve : ligulas plurimae

disco breviores, fertiles : achenia 1-2-aristata, aristis graciHbus, uno

alterove apice hamato. Caet. fere § 2.

V. alata, L., HamuUum alatum, Cass. Diet. xx. 2G1 ; said to be

Mexican as well as W. Indian.

V. ancistrophora. Ancistrophora Wrigldii, Gray, Mem. Am.

Acad. n. ser. vi. 457. HamuUum Wrightii, Schultz Bip. Verbesina

Wriglitii, Griseb. Cat. Cub. 155. A delicate and stemless Bellis-like

little annual, of Cuba, the original specific name of which is super-

seded by the Texan plant formerly referred to Actinoineris.

§ 5. Plattpteris, DC. excl. § 2. Capitula hemispherica, magna vel

majuscula, radio deficiente homogama ; floribus disci numerosissimis

croceis : involucrum imbricatum pluriseriale : receptaculi paleaj an-

gusta;, carinatK, carina pi. m. hispidulo-ciliata: folia opposita, secus

caulem alato-decurrentia.

V. CROCATA, Less., DC, cum syn.

V. Fraseri, Ilemsl. Biol. Centr.-Am. Bot. ii. 187, t. 48. Near to
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the following, which, taken up by the name only from a specimen in the

Kew herbarium, should have its publication completed by a character.

V. OVATIFOLIA, Gray, ex Hemsl. 1. c. 189. " Herba fruticiformis

8.-10-pedali" ex inveiitore, scabrida ; foliis ovatis acutis subsessilibus

denticulatis ; capitulis subcymosis brevi-pedunculatis semipollicem

altis ; involucri bracteis parvulis ovatis oblongisque adpressis ; coroUis

parce hirsutulis ; acheniis immaturis oblongis ; aristis subulatis basi

alae accretis.— Chiapas, S. Mexico, coll. Ghiesbreght, 523.

Coreopsis anthemoides, DC, is a not uncommon Mexican

species, which very closely imitates Bidens daiicifolia and B. ferulcB-

fol'ia on a small scale, only wanting the awns. I have it not with

mature akenes. It is Bourgeau's 836, and Coulter's 378, which are

doubtfully referred here by llemsley. And Schultz sent it to us, from

an old collection by SchafEner, under two unpublished names, viz.

Bidens Coreopsidis and B. Scharffneri. The keeping up of the two

genera, Bidens and Coreopsis, necessitates a wholly artificial division of

the connecting forms.

Coreopsis Schaffneri. Eucoreopsis, Diodonta, facie Bidentis

anc/iistissimce, glaberrima; caulibus herbaceis e radice perenni 2-3-

pedalibus vamosis gracilibus ; foliis angustissime linearibus integerrimis

aliis integris aliis tripartitis ; capitulis parvulis coryraboso-paniculatis
;

involucro ima basi pubescente, bracteis glabris subeequilongis, exteri-

oribus angusto-linearibus laxis, interioribus lanceolatis ; ligulis aureis

subintegris lin. 4 longis ; acheniis sublinearibus basi attenuatis liu. 3

longis biaristulatis, aristis fere laevibus vix lineam longis, demum
quandoque deciduis.— Mexico, near San Luis Potosi, Schooner, 202,

Fan-f/ ^ Palmer, 448, 4481.

Electra, DC, it were better to retain as a genus, thus excluding

all fertile- or even styliferous-rayed species from Coreopsis. But if

not kept up. it would rather be an aberrant Leptosyne (wanting the

annulus to disk-corolla), a genus which takes in all the other stylife-

rous Coreopsides of the Genera Plantarum, and also Coreocarpus,

Benth. Its section Pagiopappns {Agarista, DC.) comes down to

two species, L. calliopsidea, with a var. nana, and L. Bigelovii, the

P. Breioeri being only a form of the latter.

Bidens heterophylla, Ort. This includes B. longifolia, DC, as

well as B. arguta, HBK., referred here by Hemsley. Palmer's speci-

mens (634), collected at Parras, are very like Berlandier's. To
Hemsley's references may be added 363 of Bourgeau, 384 of Schaff-

ner, and 717 of Berlandier. A genuine form, collected by Pringle in

Arizona, appears to connect with this species the singular variety
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( Wrightii) of PI. Wright, ii. 90, which we have also from Rothrock

aud from Lemmon.

Bid ENS LEUCANTHA, Willd. This, the Coreopsis leucanthema^ L.

Amoen. Acad., 0. leucantha, L. Spec. ed. 2, 1282 (Desc. Fl. Ant. t.

583), and the C. coronata, L. as to Plumier's plant, I take to be quite

distinct from the radiate form of .5. pilosa. The B. striata, Sweet,

Brit. Fl. Gard. t, 237, represents a large-rayed form of it.

BiDENS DONDLEFOLiA, Lcss. To this nuist belong no. 551 of

Ghiesbreght's Chiapas collection, perhaps also 569 and 570.

BiDENS PROCERA, Don in Bot. Reg. t. 684. An older and surer

name for the plant which I had in PI. Wright, referred to B. foe.niculi-

folia, DC, probably correctly. It is known by its annual root, head

of numerous short and (for the section) broadish akenes (outer cuneate-

oblong and owX^ 2 lines long, inner cuneate-linear and 3 lines long),

not overtopping the disk, as in its allies, and the rather long and con-

spicuously barbed awns. Ilemsley has confounded it with the similar

perennial species, B. ferulcBfolia, DC, Coreopsisferulcefolia, Jacq. Hort.

Schoenb. t. 375, and Bot. Mag, t. 2059, which I take to be the species

still cultivated in the gardens in a low form, and which has the narrow

linear akenes of the section, and short inconspicuously barbed awns.

But the fruit is not described by Jacquin, nor in the Bot. Magazine.

To C jjrocera, the annual species, I refer .Schaifuer's no. 231. Bour-

geau's 502, and perhaps Gregg's 397, which has no fruit, nor root.

To B. ferulcBfolia, Bourgeau's 954i. and 85 and 533 of Ghiesbreght's

collection.

Allied to B. feridcefolia are B. dnucifolia, DC (if no. 1117 of Parry

and Palmer's collection is that species), and B, caucalidea, DC (to

which Parry and Palmer's 484 has been referred) ; perhaps also the

Cosmos chrysanthemijolius, HBK. t. 382, which is certainly a Blde/is,

and which should be re-examined at Berlin, to ascertain if it may

not have had yellow ligules. In that case, as the habitat " Nova

Hispania" is given with a query, this may be Bidens humilis, HBK.
" Bidens Seemanni," Sclmltz Bip. in Seem. Bot. Herald, 307.

To this has been wrongly referred no. 485 of Parry and Palmer's

Mexican collection, which seems to be only Cosmos crithmifolius, IIBK.

But there is a plant of an early collection by Ghiesbreght, no. 2G4,

which may be it (if so, Cosmos Seemanni), having filiform divisions

to its leaves, and essentially beakless 6-awned akenes. Cosmos teiiui-

folius, Lmdl. Bot. Reg. t. 2007, is only G. bipinnatus^ Cav.

Thelesperma ambigudm. This name is assigned to the radiate

species which replaces T.JiliJolium in the western part of Texas and
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adjacent parts of New Mexico and Colorado. It has been confounded

sometimes with T. jilifoUum, sometimes with T. siihsimpUcifolium.

From the former it is distinguished by a more rigid habit, coarser and

less dissected foliage, and by being truly perennial, spreading by

creeping rootstocks. The latter goes into a section containing also

T. subnudum and T. longipes, well characterized by short corolla-lobes

and a rudimentary or obsolete pappus.

MadilecB.

Hemizonia paniculATA. H. jiorihundce sat affinis ; caule inferne

hirsuto ; foliis caulinis plerisque pinnatifidis, ramealibus integerrimis

linearibus parvis ; capitulis laxe paniculatis ramulos bracteolatos ter-

minantibus ; ligulis 8 ; bracteis receptaculi aut fere discretis aut ultra

medium connatis ; floribus disci 10-12 ; acheniis radii scrobiculato-

pauci-rugosis, rostro brevi arrecto ; disci baud raro fertilibus pappo

8-10-paleato, paleis subcoriaceis oblongis obtusis extus marginibusque

hirsutis tubo proprio corollas longioribus. — Santa Barbara to San

Diego Co., California, Brewer, Parish, Jared. Includes the plant of

coll. Brewer which was referred to H. angustifoUa var. Barclayi in

the Botany of California.

Hemizonia Wrightii. Proecedenti affinis, inter H. Kelloggii,

Greene, et H. fascicidatam collocanda, aut erecta 1-3-pedalis ramis

patentissimis, aut decumbens ramosissima ; foliis inferioribus laciniato-

pinnatifidis hirsutis, ramulinis parvis cum pedunculis bracteisque invo-

lucri ovato-lanceolatis ; floribus radii sa;pius 5, ligulis lato-cuneatis,

acheniis subtuberculato-rugosis brevi-rostellatis ; floribus disci 5-6

bracteis receptaculi pi. m. connatis circumdatis sterilibus, pappo e

paleis 8-9 oblongis sat robustis apice eroso-laciniatis.— California,

common in the vicinity of San Bernardino, first coll. by W. G. Wright,

then by the brothers Parish and by Parry, also as a waif near San

Francisco, Greene, probably conveyed by railway.

Layta (Calliglossa) Douglasii, Hook. & Arn. Bot. Beech. 358.

This obscure species, so long known only from the single specimen

collected by Douglas near the Great Falls of the Columbia River,

has at length come to light in the collection of Marcus E. Jones, in

1882. He found it at Austin, Nevada. In aspect and in the white

rays it resembles a small form of L. glandulosa ; and it has a few small

stipitate glands on the involucre and the uppermost leaves. It is well

marked by the pappus, which consists of about 10 linear-subulate flat

awns, the margins of which toward the base bear a moderate number

of long and straight villous hairs. It is white ; the fulvous tinge in

VOL. XIX. (n. S. XI.) 2
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that of the orighial specimen was probably from discoloration. — To
Mr. Jones we are likewise indebted for the following addition to the

Calliachyris group of the CaUlylossa section.

Layia Jonksii. L. Fremonti peraffinis, parce hispidula, viscida,

superne glandulis parvis stipitatis parce coiispersa; foliis pinuatilidis

vel superioribus tridentatis nunc integerrimis ; ligulis breviusculis
;

bracteis reeeptaculi tantum ad margiuem
; pappo e paleis ovatis seu

ovato-oblongis acuminato-acutatis erosulo-denticulatis nudis coroUte

tubo baud longioribus. — California, near San Luis Obispo, M. E.

Jones.— Forms like these, distinguished almost wholly by the pappus,

have to be noticed and characterized ; but they weaken the value of

the species in this genus.

HelenioidecE.

Clappia su^d.efoi.ia. Gray in Bot. Mex. Bound. 93. This has

been rediscovered by Dr. llavard, U. S. A., on the alkaline flats to-

ward the mouth of the Pecos River, in the southwestern part of

Texas. A good specimen received from him shows that the j)lant is

an undershrub ; that the linear leaves are so fleshy as to be terete, and

are neither punctate nor at all glandular; so that the genus must be

excluded from the TagetinecE. It may rest in the somewhat artificial

subtribe Jaumlece of Bentham and Hooker. But the genus consists

solely of the original species, which, considering the state of the mate-

rials, has been well figured by Bentham in the Icones Plantarum, t. 1 105.

The supposed second species, C. aurantiaca, Benth. Ic. PL t. 1104,

is very different, and if not Dysodia appendiculata, Lag., with the oil-

glands overlooked or wanting in the specimen, must be very nearly

related to that species.

Lapiiamia and Perittle. A new study of all the species con-

firms our conclusion (in Proc. Am. Acad. ix. 194), that these nearly

related genera should be preserved with their original limitation,

rather than that suggested by Bentham in the Genera Plantarum.

The pappus gives better characters than the style-appendages, and

there is no good distinction to be found in the involucre.

Laphamia divides into three sections: — 1. Pappothrix, for L.

rupestris and L. cinerea. 2. True Laphamia, for L. Lemmoni and

its var. pedata, L. /lalimiftdia, L. anyuslifoUa and its var. laciniata,

L. Pahneri, with flowers said to be '' creamy-white," L. meyacephala^

Watson, and L. Stansburii. 3. Ditiirix, with a pair of stouter naked

bristles, one from each angle of the akene, and the head only 6-8-

flowered, L. bisetosa, Torr.
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Pekittle makes the closest approach to the foregoing genus in

P. dissecta {Laphamia dissecta, Torr. in PI. Wright, ii. 81), the akene

of which is hardly ciliate, and the ci-own of the pajTpus is i-educed to a

mere border, the single awn sometimes wanting. The style-branches

are slender and subulate, not "short and obtuse," as was stated in Proc.

Am. Acad. ix. 195. Among the genuine species, P. Fitchii^ Torr. in

Pacif. R. Rep. iv. 100, founded on imperfect materials, probably from

the islands off California, appears to include (as var. Palmeri) the

jilant collected by Palmer on Guadalupe Island, no. 44, and distributed

as P. Emoryi. It has thin-edged akenes, nearly hirsute-ciliate, and

somewhat falcately oblique ; the jjappus sometimes obsolete, sometimes

of numerous squamella? united into an erose crown, and no awn.

Otherwise it is hai'dly distinguishable from P. Californica, Benth. (of

the section having callous-margined akenes densely long-ciliate), which

proves to be the P. Emoryi^ Toi-r., including var. nuda, the P. nuda,

Torr. P. plamigera is still known only from Coulter's specimens. P.

microglossa, Benth., which had been overlooked, is the P. Ccdifomica

of Gray, Proc. Am. Acad., &c. (but not of Benth.), and P. Acmella,

Gray, PI. Fendl. 77, &c. There is a marked var. ejfasa, very much

branched and pauiculately floriferous, with unusually small heads and

akenes, from Arizona, Prinylc. P. leptoffhssa, P. Parryi, and P.

aglossa remain as rare but seemingly good species, all with setaceous-

filiform style-tips.

EATONELLA, Gen. Nov. Subtrib. PerUylearum.

Capitulum circiter 20-florum, heterogamum, floribus radii fcemineis,

ligulis parvulis, vel radio deficiente homogamum. Receptaculum planum
nudum. Involucrum e bracteis planis 5-8 ovalibus oblongisve eequali-

bus. Corolla; disci breviusculaj, superne dilatata 4-5-dentatJe. Styli

rami fl. disci breves truncato-obtusi. Achenia compressa (extima
nunc obcompresso-triangulata), calloso-marginata, crebre ac longissime

villoso-ciliata. Pappus e paleis paucis sa^pius 2 latissimis enerviis.—
Herbse annua? vel biennes, Californicas, lanosce, alternifoliEe, capitulis

parvulis subsessilibus. Sjiecies 2.

Eatonella nivea. Pygma^a, vix caulescens, laxe lanosissima

;

capitulis inter folia rosulato-conferta spathulata integerrima sessilibus

;

involucri bracteis 8 angusto-oblongis ; ligulis totidem parum exsertis

;

corollis disci 5-dentatis; acheniis lineari-obloncis atro-nitidis coma
niveo-alba ciliatis

; pappi paleis 2 opacis latissimis subtruucatis parce

eroso-dentatis e centre in aristam longiorem subulatam productis. —
Burrielia iiivea, D. C. Eaton in Bot. King Exp. 174, t. 18. Acti-
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nolepis ? [Eatonella) nivea, Gray, Bot. Calif, i. 379. — Eastern side of

the Sierra Nevada, Watson^ Lemmon.

Eatonella Gongdoni. Floccoso-lanata ; caulibus ultraspitha-

maiis ; foliis sparsis oblongo-linearious sajpe siuuato-dcntatis vol

repandis ; involucri bracteis lato-oblongis ; ligulis ut videtur nullis
;

corollis disci 4-dcntatis ; acheniis ovalibus faciebus pubescentibus mox
glabratis, extimis triquetro-obcompressis, cteteris plano-compressis

;

pappo villum achenii baud supcrante, paleis paucis diaphanis eroso-

laciniatis muticis. — Deer Creek, Tulare Co., California, J. W. Cong-

don, and soutliern part of the San Joaquin Valley, Parry.

The suggestion that the original species was of a new genus being

now confirmed by the discovery of a second species, though of some-

what different habit, the genus is now characterized, and named in

honor of Professor Daniel Cady Eaton of Yale College, who elabo-

rated the Compositor of Mr. S. Watson's collection in King's expedition

along the fortieth parallel, in the published report of which E. nivea

is described and figured, and its peculiarities indicated. One would

wish that the name of our most accomplished pteridologist should be

associated with a new genus of Ferns, but such are not met with.

We must be content with a genus of the order which, next to Ferns,

he has most studied, and the type of which he has himself illustrated.

Although the habit and other characters arc of the Bahia group, the

achenia refer it to the subtribe Peritylece.

MoNOi.OPiA GRACiLENS. E grcge 31. majoris, multum tenuior,

paniculatim ramosa ; foliis linearibus vel lanceolatis ; involucri parvuli

(^-pollicaris) bracteis 8 ad basim usque discretis ; acheniis glabratis.—
Coast Range of California, near New Almaden and Santa Cruz, Torrey,

1865, and later collected by S. G. Isaman (received from Prof. Bailey),

Bolander, and Prinrjlc.

Syntrichopappits LE:\niONi. Nana, gracilis, lana laxa mox

decidua; foliis spathulatis sen linearibus integerrimis ; involucri brac-

teis 6 vel 8 angusto-oblongls ; ligulis parvulis roseo-albis ; corollis

disci luteis
; pappo nullo. — Acthiolepis Lemmoni, Gray, Proc. Am.

Acad. xvi. 102.— S. E. California, on the Mohave Desert, Lemmon.

Summit of Cajon Pass, Parish.— This little plant is found to have

the very short proper tube and elongated throat of the corolla and the

asteroid style-branches of Syntrichopappits. So that, in the readjust-

ment of the related forms, this is left to go into the latter genus, not-

withstanding the absence of pappus.

Baeria, Fisch. & Meyer, as extended by Bentham in the Gen.

Plantarum {Burrielia excluded chiefly on account of its slender style-
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appendages), and adopted in the Botany of California, we must now

extend so as to take in Ptilomeris, which certainly cannot go with

Actinolepis. As to the carination and internal saccation or folding of

the involucral bracts along the axis or at base, partially embracing a

subtended akeue, this is quite as distinctly seen in Nuttall's Dichceta,

and there are traces of it in the typical species of Baeria. Some

additional species having recently been recognized, a key to those now

known is appended.*

* BAERIA, Fisch. & Meyer, extended.

§ 1. EuBAERiA. Pappus when present uniform (rarely unequal), of entire

palese or paleaceous-based awns : leaves entire except in B. plalycarpha : ligules

well exserted.

* Akenes with convex or narrowed summit and therefore comparatively small

areola, mostly glabrous or glandular and papillose : pappus aristiform or com-

monly none : lieads comparatively large. — Baeria, Fisch. & Meyer.

B. MACRANTHA. At loHst sometlmes perennial (all others are annual), rather

etout; leaves somewhat 3-nerved and obtuse, hispidly ciliate below ; involucral

bracts about 12, tliickish-herbaceous ; ligules elongated
;
pappus mostly none.

— B. chrysostoma, var. inacrantha, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. ix. 100, and Bot. Calif.

Burriella chrysostoma, var. macrantha, Gray in Pacif. R. Rep. iv. 106. — Var.

PAUciARisTATA. Lower, clearly perennial, leafy only toward base ; rays shorter
;

akenes scabrous with acute conical papillae
;
pappus not rarely present, of 1, 2,

or sometimes 3 subulate and flattened chaffy awns rather than pale£e, ather

shorter than the akene. — Mendocino Co., Bolander, Primjle.

B. CHRYSOSTOMA, Fiscli. & Meyer. Bracts of involucre 7 to 12, or fewer in

depauperate specimens; linear-clavate akenes either wholly smooth or sprinkled

with glandular atoms and papillffi
;
pappus always wanting.

* * Akenes with broader and truncate summit, usually bearing a paleaceous

and mostly awned pappus (but this occasionally wanting, perhaps in every

species), more or less hispidulous and 4-angled, not glandular.

t- Involucre and commonly herbage hirsute-pubescent, the leaves mostly hirsute-

ciliate toward base : plants slender, very variable in size according to season

and station.

B. GRACILIS, Gray, 1. c. Bracts of involucre and rays 10 to 12 or reduced to

5 or 6
;
pappus when present of 2 to 5 awned palese (the smaller number usually

in the ray), which about equal the length of the akene.— Biirrielia gracilis and

B. tenerrima, DC. Prodr. B. hirsuta, Nutt., a form which wants the pappus. The

original of Douglas has 3 or 4 small lanceolate palese of the pappus tapering

gradually into the slender awn ; it therefore approaches the extreme form in

that direction, i. e. Var. aristosa, in which the awn is very gradually and incon-

spicuously widened downward, as represented by Burrielia (jracilis, Hook. Bot.

Mag. t. 3758. The opposite extreme is Var. paleacea, with awns abruptly

dilated at base into an oval or ovate palea. This is Burrielia longifoUa and B.

parriJJura. Nutt. 1. c.

B. cuRTA. Heads only 2 or 3 lines high; bracts and rays 8 or 10; pappus of
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Bahia and Eriophyllum, Lagasca. These appear to be two well-

recoguizable genera, as DeCaiidolle suspected, although he was unable

ovate or oblong pointless palca;, not exceeiling the breadth of tlie akene, usually

4 or 5, or in ray-flowers reiluced to a sin<rle one, in some plants all obsolete.

— S. E. California, near San Bernardino, W. G. Wright, Lemmon, the latter with

obsolete or unipaleaceous pappus.

t- t- Involucre and whole herbage either glabrous or minutely soft-pubescent,

no hirsute hairs : heads middle-sized : pappus of firm ovate paleas abruptly

attenuate into an awn, the whole as long as the akene : leaves rather fleshy,

++ Narrowly linear, quite entire.

B. CAKXOSA, Greene in litt. Stem with some minute tomcntulose pubescence,

glabrate ; bracts of the involucre about 7, oblong, obtuse, thickisli-herbaceous,

smooth, at maturity carinate, having a very strong and salient midnerve and

an obscure distant lateral pair; rays oblong; akenes densely hispidulous-canes-

cent; pappus-pale<E 4, rarely 5, subulate-awned. — Salt marsh at Vallojo, on the

Bay of San Francisco, E. L. Greene, April, 188:>.

B. Clevelandi. Branches and peduncles slightly pubescent ; bracts of invo-

lucre 8 to 12, ovate, rather obtuse, with one or three obscure nerves at base
;

rays oval
;
young akenes minutely scabro-hispidulous

;
paleac of pappus slcnder-

awned, only 2 in disk and ray. — Near San Diego, Cleveland, 1874.

*+ ++ Nearly filiform leaves 3-5-parted or some entire.

B. PLATYCARPHA, Gray, 1. c. Sligiitly pubescent throughout; bracts of invo-

lucre 6 or 7, ovate, acutish, lightly and about equally 3-nerved at base ; rays

narrowly oblong
;
paleae of pappus slendcr-awned, 6 or 7 both in ray and disk.

— Thus far received only from the valley of the Sacramento, station unknown,

coll. by Slillman.

§ 2. DiCH^TA. {Dichceta, Nutt.) Pappus (occasionally wanting) of two forms,

* Unlike in disk and raj', in both of about 5 fimbriate-laciniate paleaj, in the

former awned, in tlie latter mostly muticous : leaves entire.

B. Palmeri, Gray, Bot. Calif, i. 37G, is only of Guadalupe Island off Lower

California, Palmer.

* * Not unlike in disk and ray, composed in both of truncate or muticous

short paleoe between 2 or 3 awned ones or naked awns.

H- Rays hardly exsertcd : leaves all entire : pappus of 3 to 5 awns and at least

twice as many squamellate narrow laciniate palea;.

B. MARiTiMA, Gray. Farralones Islands. Should be collected anew.

+- •<- Rays usually exserted : pappus sometimes wanting : some of the leaves

laciniate or pinnatifid: involucral bracts of the next section. — Dicliata, 'iHutt.

B. FuEMONTi, Gray. Leaves slender; pappus of 4 slender awns and of nar-

row entire or 2-cleft small paleJE.

B. uLiGiNOSA, Gray. Leaves linear or broader, the lower once or twice pinna-

tifi<l
;
pappus of 2 or sometimes 3 chaflTy awns and of broad truncate laciniate

palesE.— Diclucta ulii/inoaa, Nutt. 1. c.

Var. TENERA. Smaller form on drier soil, not rarely leaves all entire; palea;
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to fix the characters, and as Nuttall was assured, although he unwit-

tingly suppressed the former genus by founding his genus Stylesia

upon Lagasca's original Bahia. Bahia oppositifoUa is the only

species which approaches Eriophyllum, and it has the distinguishing

characters of Bahia. These are, the comparatively lax involucre,

open in fruit (or even reflexed when the akenes have fallen), composed

of herbaceous or submembranaceous bracts, always distinct and com-

monly narrowed at base ; a small receptacle ; and paleas of the pappus

witli callous-thickened base or costa : no species is floccose-lanate,

although one is canescent-tomentulose. EriophyUum has an erect

cupuliform involucre, which does not spread in fruiting, is not rarely

gamophyllous at base and sometimes to above the middle, and gen-

erally coriaceous rather than herbaceous ; the receptacle varies from

often united into 2 quadrate scales between tlie two awns.

—

Dichceta tenella,

Nutt. 1. c.

§ 3. PxiLO-'MERrs. Pappus (in one species wanting) of several similar or not

very dissimilar paleae, awned or pointed from the summit or muticous, com-

monly erose : receptacle not murioate-rougliened by the persistent supports

to the akenes, as in the preceding sections : bracts of the involucre more or

less carinate-saccate at the middle of base, when mature somewhat embracing

the subtended akene, at length deciduous with it : leaves all 1-2-pinnately

parted into narrow linear or filiform divisions. — Ptilomeris, Nutt. Trans. Am.
Phil. Soc. vii. 382, Actinolepis in part, Benth. & Hook. Gen.

* Kays 6 or 8, oblong, short-e.xserted : involucral bracts broad : receptacle

glabrous, either acutely or obtusely conical : heads small (barely 3 lines high)

:

plants a span high, minutely pubescent, but hardly at all glandular.

B. AFFiNis. Pappus of 8 or 10 oblong or lanceolate palea?, with laciniate-

setulose margins, some »r most of them produced into an awn which almost

equals the disk-corolla, or in the ray muticous and awnless. — Ptilomeris affinis,

Nutt. PI. Gamb. 174. — Lately collected anew, at Los Angeles and San Bernar-

dino, by Nevin and Parish: probably may hold, as distinct from the next.

B. TENELLA. Pappus of G to 8 short and firm quadrate or broadly cuneate

palete, tlie truncate summit denticulate or nearly entire, not surpassing the tube

of the corolla. — Ptilomeris tenella, Nutt. PI. Gamb. 173. Actinolepis {Ptilomeris)

tenella, Gray, Bot. Calif., mainly. Recently again collected, at Los Angeles, by

Parri/.

* * Rays 10 to 15, elongated-oblong, exserted : involucral bracts oblong-lanceo-

late : receptacle minutely and sparsely pubescent, acutely conical : plants

minutely glandular-pubescent, a span to a foot high, diffuse : perhaps both

varieties of one, differing mainly in the pappus.

B. coROXARiA. Ptilomeris coronaria, Nutt. 1. c. Hymenoxys CaJifornica, Hook.

Bot. Mag. t. 3828. Actinolepis coronaria, Gray, Bot. Calif., with syn. — Pappus

of awn-pointed palea;.

B. MUTiCA. Ptilomeris mutica, Nutt. 1. c. Actinolepis mutica. Gray, Bot. Calif.

1. c, with syn. — Pappus of quadrate-oblong obtuse or truncate paleae.
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plane to conical, and the pappus-palea; are not costate ; all the species

are floccose-lanate, and all are restricted to one phyto-geographical

region. Moreover, the involucral bracts (as had been remarked in the

Botany of California, and is now confirmed in all the species) become
carinate-concave at their centre, or where narrow (as in Eriophyllum

stcechadifoUum) wholly concave around the subtended ray-akenes, just

in the manner of Actinolepis, where it was pointed out by Nuttall and

by Bentham. It is thus seen that Eriophyllum should include Antino-

lepis, DC, yet not Piilomeris, Nutt. And Bahia equally includes

Achjropappus, HBK., to the great relief of the genus Schkuhria,

which may thus resume its natural proportions and character. A
survey of the species will show that while a costa to the pappus-paleae,

or some equivalent basal thickening, is characteristic of Bahia, the

extent of its development and even its emergence at the apex are of

no consequence. In Bahia ? nepetcefolia, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. v.

184, which Schultz has identified with B. sinuata, Less., the larger

palea? are costate-thickened to the apex, but some of the short ones

not perceptibly so even at their base. In both these genera, as in

other HeleniecB, the pappus is occasionally obsolete or wanting. It is

uniformly wanting in B. chrysanthemoides, which I wrongly referred

to Villanova, and was followed by Bentham. But Villanova has broad

and triangular or triquetrous or obcompressed as well as calvous

akenes, the truncate apex with small areola, the lateral angles in the

ray commonly margined, sometimes tuberculate-thickened. Under

these views the three genera of Lagasca, and the older Schkuhria of

Roth, become definite, intelligible, and natural. The species, as thus

rearranged, are as follows.*

* ERIOPHYLLUxM, Lag.

Neither at Madrid nor in Boissier's licrbarium could I obtain any informa-

tion as to Lagasca's two species of this genus, which in all probability is equiva-

lent to Nuttall's Tricho}ihi/lhiin, published two or three years later. But his

E. stcEchadlfvUum is fairly well made out. Even E. trolliifoUum, though not iden-

tified, may be of the genus, for one or two of the following species sometimes

have purple or rose-colored ray-flowers. Our species are these :
—

§ 1. Actinolepis. — Aciinolrpis, DC, Benth. & Hook. Gen. ii. 399, excl.

Ptilonicris. All annuals and low.

» Heads sessile or nearly so in the forks of the at length much-branched stems

or at the summit of the branches, where they are glomerate or leaf-subtended,

2 lines high, yellow-flowered : receptacle flat or barely convex : anther-tips

ovate-lanceolate, obtuse : leaves spatulate, commonly 3-lobed or toothed at

the summit.

E. MULTiCAULE. — Actinolcpis multicaulis, DC; Ilook. let. 325; Torr. Bot.
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Amblyopappus, Hook. & Arn. (Aromia, Nutt., Infantea, Remy), is

near to Bahia. It is distinguished mainly by the reduction of the

Mex. Bound, t. 33. The species was founded on a form, hardly since collected,

with most of the disk-flowers infertile, and with their style almost entire.

E. Pringlei. Depressed, an inch or two high, flowering from near the base,

and forming tufts, loosely and copiously woolly ; rays none ; flowers all fertile

;

akenes villous
;
pappus of about 10 silvery-scarious and oblong-lanceolate point-

less paleas, of rather large size.— On gravelly plains, from the Mohave Desert

to Tucson, Arizona, first coll. by Palmer, then by Lemmon, and recently by

Prinrjie and Parish. Overlooked until lately in the herbarium, having been

confounded with the common pappose variety of E. multicaule, and as such

distributed by Mr. Pringle.

* * Heads larger (3 or 4 lines high), pedunculate, terminating open branches:

rays 5 to 9, oval or oblong, e.xserted : anther-tips narrow and slender (in the

manner of B«»Tie/i'«) : receptacle low-conical or high-convex : leaves mostly

entire : larger plants 4 or 5 inches high, some species diffuse.

\- Rays about 5, small and inconspicuous : disk-flowers not very many : anther-

tips ovate-oblong, obtuse.

E. NUBiGENDM, Grecnc in litt. Densely white-woolly ; leaves lanceolate-

spatulate ; heads short-peduncled, narrow ; involucre of 5 oblong bracts ; rays

with oval ligule hardly longer tlian the disk-flowers, j'cllow ; receptacle with a

small conical centre
;
palece of the pappus about 10, oblong or narrower, obtuse,

somewhat erose, nerveless, obscurely hyaline, half the length of the corolla, one

third the length of the akene.— On Cloud's Kest, above the Yosemite, at 9,000

feet, K. Ctirran, from Greene.

-!-•(- Rays 5 to 9, exserted and ample, oval or oblong: anther-tips narrow and

slender : receptacle high-convex or obtusely low-conical.

E. Wallacei.— Bahia Wailacei Gray, Pacif. R. Rep. iv. 105. Actinolepis

Wallacei, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. ix. 108; with Var. rubella, a form with

rose-red rays, instead of the ordinary golden yellow ones.

E. LANOSUM.— Bnrrielia lanosa, Gray, Pacif. R. Rep. 1. c. Actinolepis lanosa,

Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. 1. c. Remarkable for its white or rose-colored rays.

§2. TRicnopiiYLLUM. — jrncAo7%//«m, Nutt. Gen. ii. 166. PA(V///s, Spreng.

Gen. Gol, but involucre only occasionally gamophyllous. The pappus is

always short, of firm and opaque nerveless and pointless paleaj, not rarely

much reduced, sometimes obsolete or wholly wanting. Elowers all yellow.

* Suffruticose and cymosely polycephalous species ; the head small.

E. STiEcnADiFOLiuAi,Lag.— BrtA/a sta;chadifolia & D. artemisiafolia (Less.) DC.
There is hardly a doubt that Lagasca's plant was a fragmentary specimen of this

Californian coast species, with only rameal leaves, which are not rarely entire or

obsoletely lobed. The " Real del Monte " of Ha;nke is Monterey, California.

E. confertiflorum, Bahia confertifiora, DC. With two rather marked
varieties. — Var. trifidum, the Bahia trifida, Nutt. 1. c, & B. confertifiora,

Gray, Bot. Calif.— Var. laxiflorum. Like the type, but with loose or more
open inflorescence, the heads mostly slender-peduneled ; the rays sometimes
larger. Bahia tenuifoUa, DC. ! 1. c. Coll. also by Coulter.
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corollas, both of disk and ray ; the absence of ligule to the ray-corollas

(if they may be so called) ; by the conical receptacle ; and by some

* * Herbaceous, commonly if not always perennial, with larger heads usually

solitary and conspicuously pedunculate, sometimes more numerous on the

branches and even cymosely disposed : recepacle from low-conical to flat, in

the same species.

•*- Akenes not glandular.

E. c^SPiTOSUM, Dougl. in Lindl. Bot. Reg. t. 1167 ; the involucre doubtless

wrongly figured as gamophyllous, though this is sometimes the case. To this

I am obliged to refer all the forms collected under Buhla hinata in the Botany

of California, along with those under B. intefjiifvlia and even B. arnchnoidea,

arranging them under the varieties latifolium, achi/lauides, grandijlorum, leucophyl-

Itiin, mu\ inlcgrifulitim. A slender form is the B. lanuta, var. tenuifoUa, Torr. &
Gray, Fl. But the B. tenuifoUa, DC, is quite different, as the original specimen

and the description show.

.(--t- Akenes, like the corolla-tube, glandular : stems slender, low.

E. GRACiLE, the Buhia gracilis, Hook. & Arn. This is still known only by
Tolmic's specimens, from the Snake Biver district. It lias a loose floccose wool,

very narrow leaves, so far as known all entire, an involucre of about 10 oblong

bracts, a nearly flat receptacle, slender akenes, the breadth of which is exceeded

by the length of the pappus.

E. Watsoni, the BuJiia leucophylln, in part, of Eaton, Bot. King Exp., wrongly

joined to the preceding in Bot. California. This is canescent rather tlian lanate,

fastigiatcly branclied, has leaves of cuncate or spatulate outline, and o-lobod

smaller heads, an involucre of or 7 oval bracts, only 5 or 7 rays, a conical

receptacle, shorter and thicker akenes, and a coroniform pappus of truncate and

laciniate paleae decidedly shorter than the width of the akene.

* * * Annuals, with leaves apparently all alternate, small pedunculate heads

terminating lax and slender branches, pappus a crown of very small palea;,

or wanting in some flowers, and a conspicuously conical receptacle : the bracts

of the involucre are more commonly, but not always, gamophyllous.

E- AMKiGUCM.— Balda amhifjua and B.parvijiora, Gray, Bot. Calif i. o82, where

the synonymy is given. The two supposed species prove to be mere forms

of one.

BAIIIA, Lag.

The typical species of Balda are suffruticose or perennial. Those of Adnpo-

pa/)/)H.s, IIBK. are annuals, one perhaps rather biennial; and this is the only

tangible difference. These species are more naturally placed under a series of

sections.

§ 1. Suffruticose or perennial ; at least the lower leaves opposite and dissected

or lobed : palca3 of the pappus destitute of a distinct costa — True Balda.

* Anomalous species, imperfectly ligulate, and with irregular very unequal

pappus : leaves all opposite and sinuately lobed : flowers apparently white.

B. siNL'ATA, Less, in Linna^a, vi. 160. B. ? (Anisostemma) nepetcefolid, Gray,

Proc. Am. Acad. v. 184. Mexico.
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cai'ination without and hollowing within of the axis of the involucral

bracts. Weddell's SchJcuhria pusilla, judging from the figure, must

either be of this genus or a species connecting it with Bakia.

ScHKUHRiA, Roth. This genus, after elimination of species which

belong to Bahia, is not so closely related to the latter genus, or to

Achyropappus, as was supposed. It is completely characterized by its

turbinate or obpyramidal involucre, of few bracts with petaloid-mar-

gined summit, very few flowers, these either homogamous, or one or

two with very short ligule, truly obpyramidal akenes with four equal

* * Genuine species : palesc of the pappus obovate or spatulate, scarious and

rounded or truncate at sunnnit, and with a callous-tliickened base.

-1- Rays white : leaves all opposite, much divided.

B. AMBROSioiDES, Lag. — Chili.

i-t- Rays and disk yellow.— North American.

B. opposiTiFOLiA, Nutt. in Torr. & Gray, Fl. Trichophyllum opposilifolitim, Nutt.

Gen. The opaque thickish base of the paleas of the pappus extends into a kind

ofcosta, which is evanescent below the summit.

B. ABSiNTHiiFOLiA, Beutli., whicli passes into its strongly marked variety

DEALiJATA. Pappus nearly that of D. ambrosioides.

§ 2. Herbaceous from a perennial caudex : leaves all alternate and entire, cori-

aceous or tliickisli : paieje of the pappus about 10, linear-lanceolate, hyaline-

scarious, with a distinct excurrent or percurrent costa: flowers yellow.

—

Schkahria § Plutyschkuhria, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. ix. 198, & Am. Nat. viii.

213.

B. NUDiCADLis.— Schkiihriu intefjiifoUa , Gray, 1. c. excl. var.

B. OBLOXGiFOLiA. Smaller, witli leafy stem, narrowly oblong leaves; pap-

pus little sliorter than tlie glabrate akene; its palea; firmer, smooth, entire-edged.

— S. inttyrifolia, var. obloiujij'olia, Gray, 1. C.

§ 3. Annuals, the last species perhaps biennial, with palmately or pedately

parted or divided leaves : akenes all narrow, quadrangular, mostly hirsute

along the attenuate base. — Achyropappus, HBK., DC.

* Leaves mainly opposite and tiie divisions narrowdy linear : paleas of the

pappus broad, very obtuse, scarious, with callous-thickened base not extended

into a distinct costa. — True Achyropappus.

H- ]\Iexican species.

B. ANTHEMOiDEs, Gra}', Proc. Am. Acad. xv. 40. Achyropappus anihemoides,

HBK. Nov. Gen. & Spec. iv. 259, t. 390.

B. scHKUURioiDES. — Achyropappiis schkuhrioides, Link & Otto, Abh. Neu

Gew. Gart. Berl. t. 30, 1828. Schhihria scnecionoides, Nee, Del. Sem. Hort. Bonu.

1831. — A close congener of the preceding, and near the following.

-t-H- North American (Texano-Arizonian) species, which were referred to

ScliLahria in Proc. Am. Acad. ix. 199, with the rest of Achyropappus.

B. BiGELOvii, Gray, Bot. Mex. Bound. 96.

B. Neo-Mexicana. — Schkuhria (Achyropappus) Neo-Mexicana,Gray,Fl. Fendl.
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faces, and also by the habit. The genus falls into two sections ; one,

equivalent to Hopkirkia, DC, has only 3-5-flowere(i heads, generally

homogamous, sometimes a single ray-flower, and the akenes so broadly

obpyrumidal that the length is little more than double the width of the

summit, the angles very densely long-villous, and the faces (also

sparsely hairy) are more obviously striate-nerved at maturity : S.

Hopkirkia, Wislizeni, and Wrightii, Gray, two of them in Arizona,

the other only in Mexico.

The section including the older species has narrower akenes, mod-

98, &c. Paleae of the pappus thickened in centre to the middle or more. Rays
none.

* * Leaves mainly opposite and with simple linear divisions : flowers with short

and apparently white rays : palea; of the pappus lanceolate, acute, and with

a complete but not excurrent costa. New IMexico.

B. WooDiiousEi.— Achyropajipus Woodhousei, Gray, Am. Acad. vi. 540. Schkuh-

ria Woodhousei, Gray, Proc. ix. 199.

* * * Leaves mostly alternate, 2-3-ternately dissected into narrow linear lobes

:

stems slender, loosely branched : rays none : palete of the pappus oblong or

Woadly lanceolate, traversed by a complete costa, which in the alternate ones

is produced into a short bristle or awn, the others muticous or nearly so.

South American ; nearest Schkuhria, but the flowers numerous, involucre

broader, and akenes linear-clavate.

B. Gii.LiESii. — Schkuhria multijlora, Hook. & Arn. in Jour. Bot. iii. 322.

S. anthemoides, Griseb. PI. Lorent. 139 (S. pusilla, id. Symb. Argent. 199, at

least in part, excl. syn., but not S. pusilla, Wedd. Chi. And. Ko. 72 of Man-

don's ri. And. Boliv. (I have not 73) is of this species or very near it, certainly

is neither B. anthemoides, nor Schkuhria pusilla, Wedd., whicli is not a genuine

Schkuhria, but perhaps an Ambli/opappus.

* * * * Leaves all or mostly alternate, 2-3-ternately divided or parted, the

divisions or lobes from linear-spatulate to obovate : stem simple, compara-

tively stout, bearing several or rather numerous somewhat corymbosely

cymose many-flowered heads at tiie naked summit: rays conspicuous, yel-

low : involucre hemispherical: paleaj of the pappus (when present) with

distinct costa. S. W. North American species, of closely similar aspect.

•*- Pappus of 10 to 14 paleffi, with costa in some evanescent below the apex,

in others excurrent : tube of the disk-corollas glandular, but not hirsute

;

the lobes ovate or oblong and shorter than the dilated throat. Species of

Schkuhria § Achi/ropapjnis, Gray, in Proc. Am. Acad. ix. 199.

B. PEDATA, Gray, PI. Wright, i. 132.

B. BiTEKNATA, Gray, PI. Wright, ii. 95.

4--t- Pappus none: tube of corollas viscid-hirsute : lobes of those of the disk

almost cqualhng the throat and tube together: plant more robust, sometimes

4 feet high.

B. ciiRYSANTHEMOiDES.

—

Villanova chrysanthem aides, Gray, PI. Wright, ii. 96.

Amauria ? dissecla. Gray, PI. Fendl. 104.
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erately hairy or glabrate on the angles, smooth and mostly even on the

face ; the leaves usually more pinnate ; the flowers inclined to be more

numerous. As in the preceding section, the species are distinguished

mainly by the pappus. Of the two Mexican species, S. virgata, DC,
comes neai'est to S. Wislizem, to which belongs a plant of Galeotti

from Oaxaca, which I have as no. 2049, probably an error for " 2045."

This number Hemsley has referred to S. ahrotanoides. S. Bunari-

ensis, Hook. & Arn., S. octoaristata, DC. (to which must belong Man-
don's no. 71 and Spruce's 5789), and S. isopappa, Benth,, appear to

be good species.

Hymenopappus Mexicanus. Tomento floccoso-canescens, 1-2-

pedalis e caudice perenni ; foliis aut integerrimis aut pinnatipartitis,

lobis oblongo-lanceolatis vel caulinorum linearibus; capitulis hixe sub-

corymbosis ; involucri bracteis ovatis ovalibusque apice tantum peta-

loideis ; corolla (in stirpibus Mexicanis ut videtur sordide alba, in

JSTeo-Mexicauis lutea) lobis parvis fauce campanulata dimidio brevi-

oribus ; acheniis secus angulos pubescentibus, faciebus glabellis sen

enerviis
; pappo minuto (e paleolis minimis) vel obsolete.— In the

higher mountains near San Luis Potosi, Mexico, Sept. 1876, Schaffner,

seemingly whitish-flowered. New Mexico, in a mountain ravine, near

the Mimbres, Wright, 1851, a single specimen, reported in PL Wright.

ii. 94 as H. Jlavescens, var. ? Pinos Altos Mountains, Greene, July,

1880, and- Mogollon Mountains, Rushy (no. 179), Sept. 1881. The
corollas in Wright's specimens seem to be whitish, but are too old ; in

Greene's and Rusby's they are clearly yellow. The species is ex-

tremely well marked.*

* In all the other species the two or three nerves on the faces of the akenes

are conspicuous ; at maturity not rarely as promiuent as the five angles. In

H. Mexicanus they are faintly indicated.

H. FiLiFOLius, Hook., seems to be the only other truly perennial species, and
to include H. /uiezis, Nutt. ; for flowers appear to vary from dull white to yellow.

The teeth of the corolla are much shorter than the throat ; the pappus neither

very short nor minute, as originally described, though it may be hidden by the

long villosity of the akene.

H. TENUiFOLius, Pursh, and H. flavescens, Gray, are biennials, leafy-

stemmed and cymosely polycephalous, with conspicuous pappus, and lobes of

the corolla more or less shorter than the throat.

H. ARTEMisi^FOLius, DC, with coroUa-lobes fully as long as the throat,

villous-pubescent akenes, and a rather conspicuous pappus, belongs rather with
H. scABios.?Eus, L'Her., and H. cortmbosus, Torr. & Gray ; biennials, with

larger limb to the corolla, more white-scarious petaloid and lax involncral

bracts, and minutely pubescent akenes, with very short and sometimes obso-

lete pappus.
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Ch.enactis Fremonti. GUibrata vol glabra, pedalis ; foliis aii-

gusto-liuearibus aut integerrimis aut lobis 'S-o instriictis ; cajjitulis

paucis ulua-seiuipollicaribus ; iiivolucri bracteis crassiusculis acutius-

culis, costu prominula; coroUis albido-carneis, marginalibus limbo

eximie ampliato uunc in ligulam veram 5-lobam expanso discum su-

perante ; pappi paleis 4 liueari-lanceolatis corollara subitquantibus

costa basilar! mox evanida instructis. — Desert of the Mohave and

Lower Colorado, Fremont (imperfect specimen), Newberry, Parish,

Lemmon. A very distinct species, with the aspect rather of C.

Xantiana, but in character nearer C. stevioides, with wliicli it has

been somewhat confounded. It is the most radiatiform of all the

species, the palmato-ampliate limb of the marginal corollas not rarely

developed into a short and broad ligule, with live equal and parallel

lobes.

Cii.TiNACTis Nevii. This name is given to a yellow-Howered

species, imperfectly known by a single specimen collected in Idaho

by Rev. R. D. Nevius, resembling C. heterocarpha, but with obsolete

jia^pus.

CiiiENACTis TiiYSANOCAKPHA. (§ AcARPHiEA, character amplif.

Pappus aut nuUus, aut deciduous. Achenia subclavata, complauata,

nigricantia. Ahume, involucro viscido, corollis albidis, marginalibus

baud am[)liatis.) Humilis, gracilis, viscida-puberula, usque ad capitu-

lum parce foliosa ; foliis linearibus angustis integerrimis'; involucri

7-10-tlori bracteis lineari-oblongis ; acheniis clavato-obovatis
;
pappo

corolla dimidio breviore deciduo, e paleis 8-9 tenuibus spathulatis

eroso-fimbriatis.— Southern part of the Sierra Nevada, California,

probably in Kern Co., at 9,800 feet, Rothrock, no. 34o.

PoLTPTERlS, Nutt. Nuttall's genus, founded on P. hitegrifolia, in

our opinion, ought not to have been merged in Palafoxia, Lag. It is

distinguished by the scarious-membranaceous or petaloid-colored tips

of the involucral bracts (in the manner of Florestina), and by the

division of the limb of the coi'olla almost down to the filiform tube ;

moreover the style-branches are not so much like those of Eupa-

toriacecE. Our species fall under three sections. The first, and near-

est to Florestina, has middle-sized or small and hoinogamous heads

;

involucral bracts herbaceous up to the short sphacelate-colored tips

;

corolla-limb parted down to the slender tube ; akenes oblong-pyramidal

;

and root aniuial. Here, P. callosa {Sfevia callosa, Nutt., J^alafoxia

caUasa, Torr. & Gray), P. Texana {Palafoxia, DC, &c.), and the

IMexican P. Lindenii. The second section, with heterogamous and

palmately i-adiate heads, slender akenes, and an annual root, contains
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P. Hookeriana, the Palafoxia Hooheriana, Torr. &. Gray, FI., and of

Hook. Bot. Mag. t. 5549. The third section, for the original species,

P. integrifolia, Nutt., has a large homogamous head, a short-campanu-

late throat between the long lobes and the tube of the corolla, slender

akenes, a more imbricated and largely whitish-scarious involucre, and

a perennial root.*

AcTixELLA (Plateilejia) Palmeri. Depressa, subcsespitosa e

caudice multicipiti perenni ; foliis confertis pinnatifidis cum caulibus

brevibus glabris, lobis subovatis ;
pedunculis gracilibus subscapiformi-

bus monocephalis ; invokicri bracteis subovatis ciliatis ligulisque G-S ;

acheniis secus nervos 4-5 liirsutis, maturis glabratis. — Peculiar in the

genus by the following sectional characters: Tnvolucrum oligophyllum,

fere herbaceum, subbiseriale, phyllis ima basi subcoalitis. Recepta-

culum convexum. Pappi palea3 4-5, chartaceo-scariosa', quadratic,

enervia3, ima basi crassiores, apice truncato laciuiataj nunc fissiles,

corollis disci dimidio breviores. Folia impunctata et globulis resinosis

destituta, querciformia.— Near Saltillo, State of Coahuila, Mexico,

April, 1880, no. 554, coll. Palmer. \

AcTiNELLA INSIGNIS. A. chrysanthemoidei sat similis ; radioe

bienni crasso ; caule robusto bipedali ramoso polycephalo ; foliis 2-3-

pinnatipartitis impuuctatis, lobis angusto-linearibus, petiolis magis

complanato-dilatatis ;
pedunculis fistulosis ; iuvolucri bracteis lineari-

bus laxioribus ; receptaculo convexo ;
pappi paleis 5 lato-ovatis muticis

diametrum achenii baud .superantibus.— Coahuila, Mexico, at Lerios, iu

the mountains east ot Saltillo, at 10,000 feet, July, 1880, no. 632,

* Palafoxia Feati, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xii. 59, is certainly a connecting

species, the corolla-lobes being fully lialf tlie length of the cylindraceous throat,

and the tips of the involucral bracts obscurely sphacelate.

P. linearis, Lag., includes P. leucophylla, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. viii. 291, as a

shrubby form, with reduced pappus. In cultivation it produced elongated and

e.xcurrently costate pappus-paleaj ; and the original species is described as

shrubby.

P. latifoJia, DC, of Soutliern Mexico, is apparently unknown to recent bota-

nists, but, having " opposite cordate leaves," it can hardly be of tliis genus.

t ACTINEIvLA, Pers., Nutt., name changed, as was at the time thought

necessary, from Actinea, Juss. Hymenoxys, Cass., DC. Actinella, Hi/menoxi/s, and

a part of Cepliulophom, Benth. & Hook. I have insisted upon the maintenance

and full development of this genus in Planta? Fendlerianffi, Plantaj AYrightiana?,

and later in Proc. Am. Acad. xiii. 373. It has now a good number of species,

which fall into three natural sections, the first of which is new :
—

§ 1. Platkilema. Involucrum oligo- et platyphyilum : receptaculum con-

rexum : pappi palete (4-5) quadrataj, truucato-laciniataj, fissiles.

A. Palmeri, vide supra. Northern Mexico.
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Palmer. Thoroughly distinct from the Actinea chnjsanthemoides,

IIBK. ; the heads and rays as large as in Kunth's figure of that

species, larger than in any specimens of it we possess.

IIelenium Tiiurbeiu. i/. ooc/f«/o affinis, pariter annuum; paleis

pappi breviusculis ovatis obtusis muticis ; foliis lineari-lanceolatis inte-

§ 2. EuACTiNELLA. Involucrutii polyphyilum, simplex, nempe, e bractois

gradatim 2-3-seriatis suba?quaiil)us discretis lierbaceis vel submembranaceis :

rcceptaculuni sa^pius conicum vel liemispliajricuni : pappi palece sursum sa;piu8

angustatae vel aristatae.

* Suffruticosa, caulescens. Am. Merid.

A. IIETEROPHYLLA, Juss., sub Actinea, Pcrs. Cejihalophora hcternphijlln & Cra-
diata {l),hess. Certainly belongs here ratiier than to Cephalophora. Our speci-

mens are incomplete.

* * Annua, caulescens, integrifolia ; receptaculo conico. Am. Bor.

A. LiNEAKiFOLiA, Torr. & Gray, Fl. ii. 383, ubi syn.

* * * Perennes, Am. Bor., caudice multicipiti, raro simplici.

-1- Scaposa;, monoccphalae, plerumque integrifolia;.

A. SCAPOSA, Nutt., var. linearis, Nutt.

A. ACAULis, Nutt.— Var. glabra. A. (jlabra & A. Torrer/ana, Nutt.

A. depressa, Torr. & Gray, PI. Fendl. 100, cum var. pygm^a.

*-*- Caulescentes, mono-oligocephalaa, integrifolia;.

A. ARGENTEA, Gray, PI. Fendl. 100.

A. LEPTOCLADA, Gray, Pacif. E. Exp. iv. 107.

^- ^- H- Caulescentes, humiles, mono-oligocephala;, ssepius megacephalae, foliis

plerisque divisis.

A. Brandegei, T. C. Porter; Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xiii. 373.

A. GRANDiFLoRA, Torr. & Gray, in Bost. Jour. Nat. Hist. Soc. v. 110.

« # « « Biennes vel annua^, IMexicanjc, pleio-megacepbala; ; caulibus robustis

foliosis ; foliis omnibus 1-3-pinnatipartitis. — llymenoxijs, Benth. & Hook.

Gen. 1. c.

A. iKSiGNis. Vide supra.

A. ciirysaxtiiemoides, HBK. Nov. Gen. & Spec. iv. 298, t. 411, sub Actinea.

The developed receptacle in all our specimens is high and narrowly conical.

The preceding species has probably been confounded with this ; but tlie very

different pappus should at once distinguish it.

§ 3. Hymenoxys. Involucrum pi. m. duplex, e bracteis coriaceis erectis,

extimis sa?pissime aut basi aut altius cupulato-connatis : receptaculuni coni-

cum. Ilerbae caulescentes, annuse, biennes, vel raro perennes.— Hijmenoxys,

DC. excl. sp. ult.

* Capitulum liomogamum : involucro utroque 7-8phyllo, bracteis latis obtusis.

— llymenoxijs, Cass. Anier. Jlerid.

A. anthemoides. Gray, PI. Wright, i. 122, &c. Hymenoxys anthemoides, Cass.

n. Ilccnkeana, DC. Prodr. ?
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gerrimis imisve latioribus raro laciniatis ; capitulis multo minoribus

globoso-ovatis fuscis; receptaculo luto-ovato; ligulis uullis.— S. Ari-

zona, Coulter (359, distributed as of Californian collection), Thurber

(346, wrongly referred to H. pubendum in Bot. Mex. Bound.), Pringle

* * Capitulum heterogamum radiatum. Am. Bor. et Mex.

1- Eamosse, pleiocephalae ; foliis (sp. ultima excepta) plerisque 1-3-pinnati- vel

ternati-partitis.

++ Pappi paletE majusculse in acumen saltern aristiforme producta9.

A. ODORATA, Gray, Pi. Fendl. 101. E radice annua diffusa ; foliorum seg-

mentis filiformibus niollibus ; capitulis parvulis sparsis ; bracleis involucri

extern! 7-8 busi tantum coalitis. — Cephulophora anthemoides, Less, ex DC.
Hjjmenoxijs odorata, DC. Prodr. v. 6G1 ; Deless. Ic. iv. 42.

A. BiExxis, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xiii. 373. E radice bienni erecta, 1-2-

pedalis ; foliorum segmentis linearilius rigidulis ; capitulis subcyinosis majus-

culis liemisphsericis ; involucri laxioris bracteis externis 12-14 vix carinatis

;

ligulis totidem angusto-cuneatis.— A. liichurdsonii, var. canesceus, 'Ei&ion, Bot.

King, 175 ; Gray, Bot. Calif, i. 394, forma nana cinerea.

A. RiciiARDSONii, Nutt. E caudice niulticipiti perennis, spitbamaea ad

pedalem, fastigiatim ramosa; foliis rigidulis l-2-ternat()partitis, segmentis

filiformi-linearibus, petiolis radicalibus in axillis l.uiosis ; capitulis parvulis;

involucro externo G-9-angulato e bracteis crasso-carinatis infra medium cupulato-

connatis ; ligulis cuneatis. — Picradenia Ilichardsonii, Hook. Fl. i. l!17, t. 108.

•M. ++ Pappi palese breviores mutica) : caules crecti 1-2-pedales e radice perenni,

vel bienni.

A. Vaseyi, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xvii. 219. Subglabra; capitulis mnjus-

culis fastigiato-cymnosis ; involucro campanulato, externo e bracteis 7-9 carinatis

longe in cupulam 7-9-dentatam interius asquantem connatis
; pappi paleis

oblongis tenuibus obtusis vel obtusiusculis corolla disci dimidio brevioribus;

segmentis foliorum linearibus saltem trifidis. — Still known only by tbe few

specimens collected in New ^Mexico by George R. Vasrij.

A: CooPERi, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. vii. 394. Puberula, 2-3-pedalis e caudice

ut vidctur perenni, superne paniculato-ramosa ; capitulis sparsis ; involucro

fere bemispliffirico, externo e bracteis G-10 basi connatis
; pappi paleis latis

obtusissimis apice erosis liyalinis corolla disci plus dimidio brevioribus ; foliis

inferioribus biternatim quinatimve superioribus tantum 3-5-partitis in segmenta

fere filiformia. — S. E. California, Cooper, an incomplete specimen, in wliicb tbe

pappus seemed to be of firm texture. S. W. Arizona, on liigh slopes, Tanner's

Canon, Lemmon, complete specimens : pappus tbin and byaline.

A. liusBTi. E radice lignescente (ut videtur bienni?) ultrapedalis, stricta,

glabra, apice fastigiatim ramosa, polycepbala ; foliis rigidulis linearibus, radi-

calibus elongatis angustis cum caulinis inferioribus aliis integerrimis aliis

tripartitis, superioribus omnino integerrimis; capitulis parvis (lin. S altis) con-

fertis ; involucro externo e bracteis 7-8 subulato lanceolatis ima basi tantum
connatis ;

ligulis totidem lin. 2-3 longis quadratis
;
pappi paleis 5 quadratis seu

latissime cuneatis truncatis rigidulis prorsus enerviis tubum proprium corollse

VOL. XIX. (n. S. XI.) 3
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(137, was referred to //. oocliniurn) : a well-marked and apparently

always rayless species.

Gaillardia Mexicana. Primo intuitu G. lanceolatoe sat similis,

sed microcepliala, Immilior ; radice perenni ; involucro basi calloso
;

cprollis disci dentibus brevi-oblongis obtusis ; villis achenii parcioribus
;

fimbrillis receptaculi perphirimis setiformibus achenio cum pappo suo

ada^(juantibus.— Nortbern Mexico, Palmer, in tlie Sierra Madre. soutli

of Saltillo, no. 725 ; also in a dwarf and subcaulescent form at Lerios,

in tlie mountains east of Saltillo, no. 726. Collected in tlie same

region, but witbout tbe root, by Gregg, no. 113, 160, also in the

mountains near San Luis Potosi, by Scbaffner, Sept., 1876, no. 259.

Moreover it is no. 374 of coll. C. Wrifj/it, m 1849, on tbe Rio Frio,

in S. W. Texas, which was wrongly referred to G. pulchella.

Gaillardia comosa. G. slmplici, Scheele, affinis (§ Guntheria,

Arjassizia, Gray & Engelm.), bumilis; Ibliis omnibus radicalibus 1-2-

pinnatipartitis vel paucis laciniatis ; scapo spitliamaio ; involucro tri-

seriali parvulo ; ligulis breviusculis fertilibus ; acbeniis longissime

denseque villosissimis, villis pappi paleas oblongo-lanceolatas costa

breviter excurrente aristulatas coroUam disci suba^quantes fere tegen-

tibus; receptaculi fimbrillis brevissimis mollibus.— Northern Mexico,

near Saltillo, April, 1880, no. 721, Palmer. The long villi of the

achenium are found to be inserted over its whole surface in G. simplex

and G. pinnatijida no less than in the present species, in which they

so abound as to form a dense pellet.

Sartavellia Mexicana. Foliis angustissime linearibus
; pappo

e paleis 4-5 angusto-oblongis apice truncato fimbriolatis cum aristis

alternantibus gracillimis longioribus, omnibus imabasi tantum connatis.

— Northern Mexico, near Monclova and San Lorenzo de Laguna,

south of Parras, Palmer, 683, 687. A very interesting accession to

a genus which was supposed to be monotj'pic. The pappus is as if

the cupule of S. Flaverm were resolved into four or five palea?, with

disci Imiid siiperantibus. — Grassy slopes of tiie Mogollon Mountains, New
Mexico, //. 11. Rushy, Sept., 1881.

•t- *- Simplex vel subsimplex e caudicc pprenni, monocepbala ; foliis angus-

tissime liiioarihiis rigidulis fere semper integcrrimis im|)unetatis ;
involucro

utroqiie 12-14-piiyllo consimili, vel iiiterno e bracteis niagis atteiiuatoacumi-

natis, iis externi inia basi pannn connatis
;
pappi paleis circa 10 subulato

lancoolatis sensim aristalo-acuminatis corollam disci fere a?quantibus.

A. Bif;i:i,ovii, Gray, PI. Wrigbt. ii. 97, & Bot. Mex. Bound. 99.— New
Mexico, first coll. by Dr. Dij/flow. Connects Ilijmenoxi/s with Euaclinella, and

with tiie section Dugaldea of Jleknium.
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the interposition of as many delicate and scabrous awns, the latter of

nearly the length of the cylindrical akene.

Flaveria chlob^folia, Gray, PI. Fendl. 88. Among the abun-

dant specimens of this well-marked species in Palmer's Mexican col-

lection (682, 2083), one was noticed in which most of the flowers had

a pappus of four oblong and entire paleee

!

PoROPHYLLUM FiLiFOLiUM. Caulibus 6 radice perenni gracillimis

simpliciusculis rigidulis monocephalis ; foliis omnibus alternis flliformi-

bus plerisque pollicaribus, summis parvis ; involucro brevi-campanulato

8-9-phyllo, bracteis lato-oblongis obtusissimis crassiusculis flores (raul-

tos) purpurascentes sequantibus ; tubo corollse fauce subinfundibuli-

formi cum dentibus ovatis 2-3-plo breviori ; acheniis gracilibus apice

baud angustatis pappo subparco barbellulato parum longioribus.

—

Northern Mexico, in the Sierra Madre, south of Saltillo, Palmer, G88,

mixed in the distribution with a little Thelesperma subsimplicifolium.

Belongs to the section which contains P. scopcanum and P. amplexi-

caw/e ; but with more dilated throat to the corolla. The last-named

two species are remarkable for the slender corolla, of which the greater

part is a narrow tubular throat, raised on a decidedly shorter proper

tube, and surmounted by very short and blunt teeth. In this they

agree with Ghrysactinia.

PoROPiiYLLUM Ervendbergii. P. TiuleraU var. elUptico sat sim-

ilis, multo minus ; foliis omnibus oppositis oblongis ; capitulis gra-

cillimis 10-15-floris; involucro semipollicari.

—

P. ellipticum, var.

Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. v. 184.— Wartenberg, Mexico, Ervendberg,

no. 75.*

Dysodia and the genera nearly allied to it are of difficult limita-

tion. A I'enewed study of nearly all the species concerned obliges me
to modify the view adopted by Bentham in the Genera Plantarura,

* A few Mexican species may be noted as follows :
—

PoROPHYLLDM viRiDiFLORUM, DC, to wliicli Hartweg's no. 147 has rightly

been referred, comprises P. Lindenii, Schultz Bip., if Hemsley has correctly

identifiecl Seemann's with Hartweg's plant.

PoROPHYLLUM Seemanni, Scluiltz Bip. Bot. Herald, 308. Seemingly a

variety of this, with narrower and mostly attenuate-acute or acuminate leaves

(the base tapering into a petiole) is a plant from " ^lexico, Tale," long ago
received from duplicates of Herb. Hooker. By the elongated corolla tube it

belongs to the same group with the broad-leaved petiolate species.

PoROPiiYLLXJM OBTusiFOLiUM, DC, we know only from the specimens of

Mendez. It appears to be truly perennial, has the involucre eitlier bright violet-

purple or sometimes greenish, the leaves mainly tapering somewliat into a

petiole ; the limb of the corolla deeply 5-partedinto oblong-lanceolate lobes, and
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and to recall the reference T had formerly made, and he had accepted,

of Lebetina to Adenopliylhun. This was the result of giving ^n'onii-

nence to the double pappus of unlike form. But this character breaks

down in respect to Lebetina cancellata and Dysodia poropliylla, DC,
which are likely to prove mere forms of one species, and would carry

some genuine Hymenathera to Adenopltyllum. A better limitation of

the genera is as follows :
—

ADKNOniYLLUM, Pcrs. ( WlUdenovi'a, Cav.), with involucre and

calyculate bractlets of Eudysodla, habit between that and Tagetes, disk-

corollas at least sometimes unequally cleft into long and narrow linear

lobes; and a double pappus, each of five palere ; the outer short and

truncate; the inner elongated-lanceolate, entire or with a pair of subu-

late teeth at apex where the strong costa is excurrent into a short awn.

The filiform style-branches are hispidulous above, at summit abruptly

produced into a hispidulous setaceous appendage. The single species,

A. coccineum, Pers.

Dysodia, Cav., and chiefly of Lagasca, the distinguishing character

of Avhich is the multisetose polyadelphous pappus, i. e. the 10 to 20

palea; are resolved each into numerous (at least 9 or 10) long capil-

lary bristles. In one species only, D. cancellata, is there a different

outer series, the short p:,lea3 of which are usually entire, yet occasion-

ally setiferous. The involucre is not so diagnostic; for, although

mostly calyculate with accessory bractlets, and gamophyllous only at

base, or not at all, in J). serratifoUa (which can in no wise be referred

to Hymenatherum) it is even that of Tagetes.

Hymenatherum, Cass , connected with the preceding by Aciphyl-

about tlie length of tlie narrow throat (i.e. of the portion of tube above the

insertion of tiie stamens), wliich again is only equalled by tiie proper tube.

PoROPHYLLUM GRACiLE, Beutli. Bot. Sulpli. 20. To tliis probably belongs

no. 449 of Coulter's Mexican collection, a depauperate form.

PoRoi'HYi.i.iTM LiNARi.\, DC. {Cacdliii Linmia, Cav. Ic. iii. 2-57). To this we

slioul.l refer Coulter's no. 448, Tarry & Palmer's 502, Schaffner's 203, and with

little doubt Ilartwcg's 146. It is distinguished from the next by its perennial

root, thiekisli more sessile leaves, &c.

PoROPiiYLLrM roLOR.\TrM, DC. The annual species with tliinnisli narrow

leaves, and violet-purple involucres, with little doubt including P.tafjetioidcs, DC,
Kleinia incjftioides and K. colorata, HBK., well figured under the latter name in

Mart. AmoRn. Monac. 23, t. 15. It comes from Schaffner, Bilimek, &c., and is

Bourgeau's 584, 30'Jl.

PoiiOPHYLLUM suFFRDTicosuM Is R name which should be adopted for a

South Brazilian species which seems to have been taken for Mexican, if— as I

suppose— his Klfitiin aiiffniliroxfi, Vt'iUi]., and also of Lodd. Bot. Cab., t. 1501,

P. lini/ulium (mainly), and P. decmnbcns, DC.
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l<za,— a genus which I extended in PI. Fendlerianaa, and again in PI.

Wrightiante, and to which must now be added Adenophyllum Wrightii

of the latter work, and even Thymophylla, Lag.,— is distinguished

from Dysodia by its pappus of at most 1-5-aristate palete, or else

some or even all of them muticous ; and the simple campanulate in-

volucre is wholly gamophyllous. In this genus we find all gradations

between a simple and a double pappus. The branches of the style

are truncate, and either with or without an apiculation or an obscure

cone.

The species of these genera may be arranged and characterized as

in the foot-note. *

* DYSODIA (Dyssodia), Cav.

§ 1. Gtmxol^eva, DC. Involucrum campanulatuni, ssepius modo Tagetis alte

gamopliyllitm basi fere nudum : styli rami ex apice truncato-subpenicillato subito

tenuiter appendiculati : receptaculum alveolato-dentatum, pubescens : capitula

solitaria pedunculata, majuscula: folia prajtcr lobulos stipuliformes indivisa,

opposita.

D. SESSILIFOLIA, DC. Pfodr. V. Gil. Ilijmcnatherum sesmllfolhun, Hemsl. Bot.

Biol. Centr.-Am. ii. 241, referred to that genus on account of a note in Bentli.

& Hook. Gen. PI., but it is like Ihjmenatlierum only in the gamophyllous invo-

lucre. Style-appendages slender, nearly setiform.

D. iNTEGRiKOLiA. Gracilis, glabra ; foliis angusto-lanceolatis adpresso-serru-

latis basi attenuatis subpetiolatis basi utrinque lobulo subulato-setaceo instructis

(iiiferioribus ignotis) ; involucro (semipoUicari) bracteolis paucis parvis lineari-

subulatis calyculato, bracteis propriis angusto-lanceolatis infra medium tantum

coalitis; ligulis aureis ; styli fl. herm. ramis apiculo tenui brevi terminatis.

—

District of Chiapas, Mexico, along streams in the mountains, no. 784, Glues-

breght. Leaves not half the size of tliose of D. serrali/olia, which is no. 519 of

Ghiesbreglit, and which is said to have " fleurs rouge tres vif." In this species

they are obviously yellovr.

§ 2. EuDYSODiA. Involucrum campanulatuni vel hemisphajricum basi caly-

culato-fulcratum, bracteis inferne tantum coalitis vel liberis : styli rami aut

prfficedentis (D. porophylla & cancellata), aut plerumque sensim in appendicem

gracilem tenui-subulatam producti : corollse dentes saepius angusti : receptacu-

lum pi. m. fimbrilliferum : capitula majuscula, pedunculata, ramos apice nudos

tcrminantia : herbas perennes nunc suffruticosffi, oppositifolias et alternifoliffi.

— Dgsodia § Eudysodia, Bcebera pro parte, Baberoides, et gen. Clomenocoma

(Cass.), DC.

* Receptaculum eximie setoso-fimbrilliferum : achenia pubescentia : capitula

speciosa : folia omnia opposita.— Clomenocoma, Cass. Coinaclinium, Scheidw.

& Planchon. Clappia pro parte, Benth.

*- Bracte« accessoriae involucri ovatffi.

D. GRANDiFLORA, DC. Prodr. v. C40. "Folia ovali-lanceolata, argute serrata,

acuminata; involucro bracteis ovatis subdentatis acuminatis cincto"; pappo
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Tagetes, Tourn., is so natural that no question of its limitation has

been raised. Its involucre varies from oblong-campanulate to tubular

or to ovate and ventricose. The akenes are augulate or compressed,

fere semipollicari, setis pauciusculis rigidulis. — This is not identical witli

Clomenocoma montana of Bentiiam, as lie (in Addenda to PI. Ilartw. 351) has

suggested.

D. SQUAMOSA. Folia trifollolata, foliolis ovatis petiolulatis serratis : bractca;

accessorial scariosce, apiculato-acuminatie vel niutica;, propriis vix breviores :

pappi palea3 setis nunierosis inollibus.— Di/sodia appendiculaia, Schultz Bip. in

Bot. Herald, non Lag.— Northern part of Mexico, Gregg, no. 1061. Seemann,

1991.
-*- •»- Bracteai accessorise angustae.

D. Ai'PENDiCDLATA, Lag. Nov. Gen. & Spec. 29. Folia pinnata paucijuga:

involucri bracteae accessoriae uumerosae, subulataj vel setaceo-attenuatae. — Aster

Americanus, etc. Houst. llel. t. 18. A. aurantius, L. Clomenocoma auranlia, Cass.

Diet. ix. 416, lix. G6; DC. 1. c. Clappia aurantiaca, Bentli. Ic. PI. xii. 3, t.

1104; unless, indeed, the involucre is quite correctly delineated in the figure as

to the pluriserially imbricated bracts. If so, it is a peculiar but otherwise

similar species.

D. .MOXTANA. Folia ovata seu ovato-lanceolata, indivisa et serrata, summisve
inciso-pinnatifida : involucri bracteae accessorias paucae, lineares.— Clomenocoma

monUtna, Benth. PI. Hartw. 86; Hook. Bot. Mag. t. 5310, excl. syn. DC. Prodr.

Comacliniu/n aurantiactim, Scheidw. & Planclion, Fl. Serres, t. 756. Di/sodia

grandijiora, Hemsl. Bot. Biol. Centr.-Am. ii. 219, non DC.— Guatemala and

Nicaragua.

* * Eeceptaculum brevissime fimbrilliferum, pubescens, vel subalveolatum :

bracteie accessorial tenuiter subulata3 vel setaceaj : achcnia glaberrinia vel

minute puberula, pappo breviora : plantaj plerumque glaberrimaj, ramosaj,

caulibus basi sublignosis vel frutescentibus.

*+ Folia omnia opposita, trifoliolata, petiolis petiolulisque gracilibns.

D. SPECIOSA, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. v. 1G3. Lower California, Xuntus.

++ ++ Folia omnia vel plera alterna, laciniato-pinnatipartita, raro indivisa.

= Styli rami ex apice obtuso subpenicillato subito tenuiter appendiculati :

folioruni lobi et involucri bractCEB accessoriae seta tenuissima protracta

terminati. Spec, duae, Mexicaniie, pappo tantuni diversae, in priore {Lebetina,

Cass.) anomalo.

D. CANCELL.vTA. Pappus duplcx, extcrior e paleis 10 brcvibus oblongis vel

obovatis coriaceis integerrirais aj)ice quandoque denticulatis vel paucisetuliferis.

— Z?. Poro/)%//«Hi, Willd. Enum. 900, non Cav. Lebetina cancellala, Cass., DC.
Bcchera Porophijllum, Less. Adenoj>Jii/Uum Porophi/l/um, Ilemsl. Biol. Centr.-Am.,

maini}'.— This appears to be usually more robust than the following, more

conspicuously radiate, and the paleaceous portion of the inner or ordinary pap-

pus is more conspicuous and firmer than in the following. But the two probably

had a not remote common ancestry.

D. poKOi'iivLLA, Cav. Anal. Cienc. vi. 3-34; DC. Prodr. v. 639. Pteronia Poro-

phjllum, Cav. Ic. iii. 13, t. 225, discoid form. Bahera Porophijllum, IIBK. Ade-
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hardly at all striate ; the pappus is composed of very few and usually

coriaceous paleae ; some of which are apt to be aristiform, but none

setiferous.

nophyllum capillaceum, DC. 1. c. 638, unless that should be the precedmg. A.

Porophyllum, Heiiisl. 1. c, in part.

= = Styli rami in appendicem elongato-subulatam hirsutara sensim producti

:

folia vix setigera.

D. POROPHYLLOIDES, Gray, PI. Thurb. 322, & Bot. Calif, i. 897. Caules

basi lignosi : folia o-5-partita, segmentis angustis dentibusque cum bracteis

involucri externi subulato-acutatis nee setiferis.— Southeastern California and

Arizona.

D. CooPERi, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. ix. 201, & Bot. Calif. 1. c. Caules basi

minus vel vix lignosi : folia omnia alterna, brevia, ovata ct sublanceolata, arete

sessilia, subspinuloso-dentata, nonnulla basi utrinque lobo parvo stipuliformi

instructa: capituliim poliicare, involucro 20-30-phylIo cum bracteis accessoris

parvis.— Southeastern California.

§3. BcEBERA, DC. excl. sp. Capitula minora; involucro fere prascedentis

;

bracteis accessoriis subfoliaceis veras subaequantibus : styli rami fl. herm. cono

brevi nunc obtuso superati : corollae dentes breves ovati : receptaculum puberu-

lum : achenia puberula : herbae sa^pius pubescentes, foliis oppositis pinnatipartitis,

segmentis angustis plerumque dentatis vel incisis.

* Herbae perennes (an semper?), capitulis mediocribus ramos terminantibus

longius pedunculatis, ligulis exsertis conspicuis.

D. T.\GETiFLORA, Lag. 1. c. ; Gra}', PI. Wriglit. i. 114. Caules elongati : pedun-

culi superne incrassati : involucrum glabellum, bracteis accessoriis lanceolato-

subulatis acutis.— Dahera fastigiata, HBK. Nov. Gen. & Spec. iv. 148. B.

tagetijiora, Spreng. Syst. DeCandnlle confounded this with his D. appendicu-

lata, at least in his herbarium, and referred the synonymous names to his D.

fastif/iata, which otherwise is D. chrysanthemoides. And Hemsley omits the

species, taking only partial note of the remarks in PI. Wrightiance. To this

belongs no. 2560 of Bourgeau.

D. PUBESCENS, Lag. 1. c. Humilior, mox diffusa : pedunculi sursum vix in-

crassati : involucrum Scepius pubescens, bracteis accessoriis oblongo- sen lineari-

spathulatis obtusis.

—

Aslei- pimuitus, Cav. Ic. iii. 6, t. 212. Dysodia inlegerrima,

Lag. 1. c, a form with narrow subentire leaf-segments. Bachera incana, Lindl.

Bot. Reg. t. 1602. Dysodia incana & Cloinenocoma pinnata, DC.

* * Herba annua, ramosissima, usque ad capitula parvula foliosissima; foliis

majus divisis; ligulis parvis inconspicuis.— Bahcra, Willd.

D. cnRYSANTHEMOiDES, Lag. 1. c, cum syn. DC. Prodromi. D.fastigiata, DC.
1. c, excl. syn.— Mississippi Valley to Mexico.

§ 4. BcEBEEASTRDM. Involucrum laxius, depresso-hemisphsricum, simpli-

cissimum, e bracteis 8-9 obovatis membranaceis margine subscariosis ima basi

subincrassatis, accessoriis plane nullis : ligulae conspicua? rotundata: coroUse

disci lobis longiusculis : styli rami cono brevi acuto superati : pappi setae ratione
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Tagetes Lemmoni. Fere glaberrima, 2-3-peclalis ; caulibus sti-ictis

superne subfastigiatim ramosis paiiiculato-polycepbalis ; foliis oiimibus

oppositis ; foliolis 5-7 lanceolato- seu elliptico-liuearibus ajqualiter ser-

paleae breviusculae, lateralibus inferioribus brevissitnis : herba annua, humilis,

glabra, diffusa, loliis alternis lineari-pinnatipartitis.

D. ANTiiEMiDiFOLiA, Bcntli. Bot. Sulph. 29.— Lower California, Hinds, Dr.

Streets.

HYMENATIIERUM, Cass. 1817, 1818. Hymenatherum (cxcl. § 2), Di/sodia

§ Aci])hi/lla:a, Gna/)lialiopsis, DC'., cum Thymophijlla, Lag. & Lowellia, Gray.

§ 1. Acipiiyll.i;a, DC. (sub Di/sodia), Gray, PL Wright, i. 115. Palca) p;ippi

simplicis 18-20, angustaj, superne in setas capillares 3-5 dissoluta) : sufl'rute.x

foliis integerrimis aceroso-filiformibus oppositis, capitulis subsessilibus.

11. ACEKOSU.M, Gray, 1. c. Dtjsodla ? acerosa, DC. Aciplii/llcca acerosa, Gray,

PI. Fcndi. 88.

§ 2. Dysodiopsls, Gray, PI. Wright. 1. c. o.xcl. spec. Palea) pappi simplicis 10,

rigidae, achenio breviusculo hand longiores, lanceolataj, corolla disci brcviorcs,

aliffi apice subulato-acuniinataj, alia; apice fissa; trisubulata; : herba foliis

alternis pinnatifido-dentatis, capitulis fulioloso-calyculatis.

H. TAGETOiDEs, Gray, 1. c. Dysodla tagctoldcs, Torr. & Gray, Fl. ii. CGI.

Texas.

§ 3. EcHYMENATiiERUM. Pappi palcaj 10-20, aut omnes aut interiores 1-3-

aristata?, aristis corolla disci vi.x brcvioribus : capitula saepissinie pedunculata,

basi paruni bracteolata vel nuda.

* Ligula; pancEE, brevissimas, inconspicua; : pappus rigidus, duplex, utroque 10-

paleaceo, paleis exterioris truncato-obtusis, interioris triaristatis : herba annua,

erecta, glabra ; capitulis brevi-pedunculatis bractcolis paucis setaceis subtonsis.

H. Keo-Mi:xica\um. Adenoplnjllum IVrirjhlii, Gray, PI. Wright, ii. 92. — New
Mexico, found oidy by Wright. Certainly of this genus.

* * Ligulse exserta), conspicuae : pappus minus rigidulus, aristis capillaribus vel

tenui-setiformibus.

•*- Ilerbas annuaa, glaberrima; (nunc podunculis minutissimc glanduloso-pube-

rulis), humilcs, dilf'iiso-ramossimte, floribunda;
;
pedunculis breviusculis ; foliis

nioliibus pinnatipartitis in segmenta sublincari liliformia obtusa prorsus

niutica, superioribus alternis.

IL POLYcii/ETUM, Gray, PI. Wright, i. 116. Pappi palcas 18-20, angustissiniEe,

ina*qualcs, plorumquc nniaristata; ct bi- (raro 4-) aristulatae, exteriorcs minores

magis attcnuata; uniaristulata?. — Texas and New Mexico.

H. DiFFUSUM, Gray, 1. c. I'appi palea; 10 brevi lanceolata;, in aristam 3-4-plo

longiorcm inter sctulas vel denies breviter aristulatos 2 producta\ et 2-5 jjarva;

sinjplicissima; subuliformes in serie externa imperfecta.— i\Iexico, Tate, in herb.

Hook., only specimen yet known to me.

II. TEXuiFOLiUM, Cass. Dict. xxii. 313. Pappi palere 10, breves, oblonga;,

2-3-aristata?, aristis lateralibus contrail dimidio brcvioribus tcnuioribus, raro

setulis 2 adjcctis, additx> 2-3 minima; setiformes inconspicua;. — I had con-
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ratis (liii. 2-4 latis, majoribus sesqui-bipollicaribus) ; pedunculis brevi-

usculis gracilibus subulato-bracteolatis ; involucre oblongo-campanulato

subturbinato glandulis ovalibus oblongisve raaculato ; ligulis G-8 semi-

nccted this with 11. icnuilobum, DC. ; but having two or three akenes and pappus

of the original in herb. Jiissieu, I can nearly identify it with a plant collected

by Schaffner in the " Valley of Mexico, no. 81," given to me by Schultz Bip.,

under the name of //. dlffusum. Tlie two, and also the next, appear to be quite

alike except in the pappus. Cassini's plant probably was not Cliilian.

H. NyEi, DC. Prodr. v. G42. Pappi pales 10, oblongas vel obovatffi apice

bifida?, lobis muticis, aut omnes aut 0-7 aut 5 intcriores longe tenuiter aristat<B.

— Gray, PI. Wriglit. 1. c. Also II. bceberoides. Gray, 1. c. This is no. 517, coll.

Parry ^- Palmer (referred to //. diffusum in Henisley's Bot. Biol. Centr.-Am.), at

least as to my specimen. I seem not to have no. 513.

H- ^- Herbas perennes vel subperennes radice gracili, glabrae vel glabellaj
; pe-

dunculis sparsis longiusculis, foliis plerisque altornis rigidiuscuiis mucrone

acutissimo vel setuliformi apiculatis : pappi paleaj 10, consimiles, omnes 2-3-

aristatae.

H. WuiGnxii, Gray, PI. Fcndl. 89. Subpedale, sajpius erectum; foliis in-

tegerrimis vel paucilobatis angusto-linearibus vel subfiliformibus ; capitulis

majusculis. — Texas.

H. TENUiLOBUM, DC. 1. c. Diffusuni ; foliis pinnatipartitis, lobis brevibus

subulato-filiformibus
;
pnppo rigidulo, aristis palea vix loiigiorilnis.

—

ll.tenui-

fuliujii, Gray, PI. Wright, i. 118, non Cass.— Texas and adjacent Mexico.

-1- .f- H- Hcrba3 perennes basi plerumque suffruticulosae
;
pedunculis elongatis

filiformibus ; foliis rigidioribus pinnato-3-7-partitis, segnientis fililbrmibus seu

acerosis setuloso-apiculatis : pappus lOpaleaceus
;

++ Paleis omnibus aristatis vel subulato-acuminatis lanceolatis, exterioribus

brevioribus sajpius integerrimis, interioribus setuloso-bidentatis : planta3 pu-

beruliE, segmentis foliorum setaceo-acerosis.

H. Belenidium, DC. Prodr. vii. 292. H. Candolleanum, Hook. & Arn. Jour.

Bot. iii. 320. — Tiie South Clulian species, from Mendoza, Gillies. And to this

belongs a plant in Hajnke's herbarium, at Prague, ticketed " //. Nmi " by-

Be Candolle.

H. TiiURHERi. Facie 11. pentaclurti, sed fere hcrbaceum
;
pappi paleis parum

biseriatis angusto-lanceolatis, minoribus aristato-subulatis. — II. tenuifolium var. 1

Gray, PI. Wriglit. ii. 93. — Borders of W. Texas and Mexico, near El Paso, &c.,

Wright (1408), Thurher (740) ; and a seeming form of the same was collected by
Parry in 1878.

++ ++ Pappus plane duplex, utroque 5-paIeaceo scarioso
;

paleis exterioris

brevioribus spatuiatis seu oblongis apice obtusis vel erosis muticis, interioris

lanceolatis oblongisve inter dentes 2 subulatos nunc aristulatos uniaristatis:

suffruticuloste, cinereo-pubescentes vel glabellae, Immiles, diffusie, Texauo-

Mexicana3.
= OppositifoUffi, floribundaj.

H. Hartwegi, Gray, PI. Wright, i. 117. H. Berlandieri, Benth. PI. Ilartw.

18, non DC.
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pollicaribus ; corolla disci lobis fere imberbibus ; pappi paleis brevibus

iua^qiialibus, 1-3 subulatis ca^teris 2-3-plo longioribus. — Iluacbuca

Mountains, S. Arizona, Lemmon, 1882. A shorter-leaved form, ap-

parently of this species, was scantily collected iu the Santa Catalina

Mountains, in ISSl.f

= = Subalternifoliaj, eapitulis sparsis.

H. PEXTAcn^TCM, DC. (Gray, PI. Wriglit. 1. c), witli II. Berlandieri, DC.
Prodr. V. GJ2.

H. Treculii. Laxe diffusuni vel decumbens, sublierbaceum, fere glabrum :

foliis crassiusculis pectinato-pinnatipartitis, lobis brevibus lineari-subulatis,

rliadii latiore. — II. n. sp. ? no. 13, Gray, Pi. Wright, i. IIG.— S. E. Texas,

Trecul. Too little known,

-t- •)- Ilerba annuse, depressoe, floccoso-lanosissima, Micropi modo ; foliis molli-

bus plerumque alternis spathulatis integerrimis ; eapitulis brevi-pedunculatis

vel sessilibus ; ligulis brevibus ovalibus. — Gnaphaliopsis, DC.

H. Gnaphaliopsis, Gray, PI. Fendl. 90 (i/napliahiles) & 115, PI. "Wright, 1. c,

Gnaphaliopsis viicropoides, DC. Prodr. vii. 258. — Texaiio-Mexiean.

§ 4. Thymophylla. Pappi paleffi 5-12, truncatae, muticae (nunc 3-4 interiores

Lreviter aristatiB vel aristiformes !), subeoriaeeaj, quandoque in cupulain con-

naUc— TIiymophijlla, Lag. Nov. Gen. & Spec. 25; Gray, PL Fendl. 91, & PI.

Wright, i. 110; Benth. & Hook. Gen. [Thjmophijllam).

* Fruticuli Hijmenatheris acerosifoliis simillimi, sed albo-tomentosi : ligulsB sae-

pius nulli. — ThipnophyUa, Gray, 1. c.

H. SETIFOLIUM. Tlnpnoplujlla selifolia. Lag. 1. c. ; Gray, PI. Wriglit. 1. c. t. 7,

fig. 10, 11. — Northern iMexieo. On this plant Lagasea's long unknown and

imperfectly characterized genus was founded, a little earlier than Ilyinenallierum,

whicii nevertheless it could not now well supersede. It was becoming evident

that tlie separate genus could not stand, when it was discovered that in some of

the specimens of no. .516, Parry ^- Palmer, there is an inner series of 3 or 4

aristate or aristiform palete, the plants mingled with and otherwise not distin-

guishable from those with the ordinary pappus of 5 or G truncate paleaa.

II. Greggii. Thijmophijlla Grec/gii, Gray, I. c. t. 7, forma radiata. Pappus

cupuliformis, truncatus. — Texano-Mexican.

* * Annua, glaberrima, pluriradiata, facie //. tenuifoUi, etc. — Lowellia, Gray.

H. AURECM. Lowellia aurea, Gray, PI. Fendl. 89, PI. Wright, i. 118.— S.

Colorado and W. Texas.

t TAGETES, Tourn.— The following are the principal species :
—

§ 1. Pcciidiformes, DC, integrifolia?, radiata?.

T. LUCiDA, Cav. T. florida, Sweet, Brit. Fl. Gard. ser. 2, t. 35. T. Schie-

deana, Less, in Linnaja, ix. 271.

§ 2. Macrocephalce, DC, pinnatifoliaj, eapitulis multifloris, ligulis exsertis.

* Laxe raniosa;, radice perenni, foliolis serratis, dentibus vix setigeris.

T. Lemmoni ; vide supra.

T. Parryi, Gray, Proc. Am. Acud. xv. 41. Puberula, laxe ramosa, 1-3-
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Pectis. Mr. Bentham remarked, in Gen. PI. ii. 412, that the sec-

tions of Pectis proposed in PI. Wright, i. 83, might probably be recast

with advantage. The genus is very natural ; and, although two or

pedalis ; raniis monocepbalis, capitulo majusculo in pedunculo nudo saepius elon-

gato apice turbinate fistuloso; foliis oppositis et alternis ; foliolis ovalibus

oblongisve ligulis 8 latis ultra-semipoilicaribus ; corolla lobis intus barbatis,

dentibus patentissimis. — Hills southeast of San Luis Potosi, Mexico, Parry <^-

Palmer, 504. Now in cultivation ; a liaudsome but late- and si^arseiy-flowered

species.

T. Zypaquirexsis, Hurab. & Bonpl. of New Granada and Ecuador, to wliich

the above has some affinity, althougli said by Bonpland to be annual, is probably

perennial. A specimen of coll. Andre is ticketed " Frutex dumosus."

T. ELLiPTiCA, Smith, of Ecuador or Peru, is unknown as to duration, and

may also be perennial.

T. PAUCiLOBA, DC. A suffruticose Chilian species, with small linear leaflets,

very little known.

« * Annuas, foliolis lanceolatis seu linearibus s^pissime pinnatifido-dentatis,

dentibus fol. juniorum plerunique setigeris : i)appi paleae nonnullEe aristi-

fornies, demum ultra involucruni exserta}.

T. PATULA, L. ; Sims, Bot. Mag. t. 150, etc. T. erecta, L. ; Lam. 111. t. 684,

etc., grosser form, enlarged by cultivation, the peduncle ventricose-dilated under

the thick head. T. coryinhusa, Sweet, Brit. Fl. Card. t. 151 ; Hook. Bot. Mag. t.

3830; the latter a more slender and normal form. 7\ remotijiora, Kunze in

Linnjea, xx. 23. To this doubtless no. 3204 of Boitrgeau is to be referred ; while

583 goes rather to the following. The lines between the two are difficult to

draw.

T. TENUiFOLiA, Cav. Ic. ii. 54, t. 169 ; HBK. Nov. Gen. & Spec. ; Hook. Bot.

Mag. t. 2045, perhaps originally from Mexico, rather than " Peru." T. peduncu-

laris, Lag. & Rod. 1802 ; DC, etc. ; smaller forms, with shorter and more laciniate

leaflets. T. lunulala, Ort.'i Z". e/o?!r7a^a, Willd. Spec. iii. 2127 ? T. sirptala, JisiTll.

Ind. Sem. Gcett. 1837, & DC. Prodr. vii. 292; Kev. Hort. 18G3, t. 11, a floribund

variety of cultivation.

T. suBviLLOSA, Lag., is a still unrecognized Mexican species.

§ 3. Leptocephalce, DC, pinnatifoli^, annure, capitulis pleruraque angustis, ligu-

lis paucis inconspicuis raro nuUis.

The Mexican species known to us appear to be the following:—
* Foliola vel segnienta serrata vel incisa.

T. FCETiDissiMA, DC— Well characterized by its numerous oblong-linear and

obtuse leaflets, serrate with very many teeth ; shortpeduncled narrow heads,

mostly clustered at the summit of the branches, and the one or two awns of the

pappus fully the length of the akene. This, rather than T. coronopifolia, Willd.,

may be T. clandestina, Lag.

T. SUBULATA, Llave & Lex., Nov. Veg. Descr. i. 31. T. midtiseta, DC, and

probably T. oUgocephala, DC. T. Wislizeni, Gray, PI. Fendl. 92. — Known by
the 1-2-pinnately divided leaves, with subulate mostly long-setiferous divisions

or lobes, long and filiform peduncles, and awns of the pappus very much longer
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three genera have been made from it, it seems incapable of division

even into well-marked subgenera. The principal available characters

are given by tlie pappus ; but this is apt to be reduced, or even to dis-

appear, in some specimens of almost every group. Pectidopsis was

founded on an awuless state of a not uncommonly l-2-a\vned sjiecies.

Pectidium, with the anomalous Pedis imberbis (of similar habit, but a

perennial), along with the two species of Heteropcctis, Avliich are

annuals with the ordinary Pedis habit, may be associated by the char-

acter of the two or three corneous awns. In P. pundata these are

not always completely smooth and naked ; an occasional upturned

denticulation has been observed. Allowing that in every section the

pappus may in the same species be sometimes obsolete or reduced to

a crown, the genus may be fairly well disposed of under three sec-

tions :
—

1. EuPECTis. Pajipus paucipaleaceus, vel pauci-aristatus aristis

setiformibus, nunc ex aristis et paleolis paucis vel definitis constans,

plerumque uniserialis.

2. Pectothrix. Pappus (saltcm fl. disci) multisetosus, intequalis,

plerumque biserialis, setis interioribus validioribus quandoque aristi-

formibus inferne sensim latioribus nee vero paleaceis.

(even the paleae longer) than the akenes. No. 688 of Fendler's Venezuelan col-

lection is a very similar plant, except for the sliorter peduncles, and may be

probably referred to the same species. The palesfi and awns of the pappus are

not rarely connate into a tube.

* * Segmenta foliorum angustissima, integerrima, vclhinc inde lobulata.

T. CORONOPIFOLIA, Willd. Euum. Suppl. CO (sine char.) ; Jacq. f. Eclog. i. 118,

t. 80. T. angustifolia, HBK. Nov. Gen. & Spec. iv. 194. There are cultivated

specimens in the Berlin herbarium, and the original of Humboldt at the Paris

Museum. In both, as I learn from comparisons kindly made for mc, tiie longer

palea3 of the pappus are about one third the length of the akene ; the " lonyiores"

in Kunth's description is therefore a mistake for breviores. I possess a single

indigenous specimen, collected by Graham in Mexico, which belonged to the

herbarium of John Stuart Mill.

T. FiLiFOLiA, Lag. Nov. Gen. & Spec. 28. T. multijida, DC. The name of

Lagasca may somewhat confidently be restored for this low species, interme-

diate between the preceding and the following, winch better deserves the name.

Like it, tlie longer paleae of the pappus are strictly aristiform. Tlio divisions of

the leaves are more numerous, shorter, and less slender ; the heads not so

slender, mostly very short-peduncled, and disposed to be clustered.

T. MiCRAXTiiA, Cav. Ic. iv. .11, t. 3o2. Tliis is an anisate-scented little spe-

cies, paniculately much branched, slenderpeduncled (except as to the later

heads) ; the attenuate-filiform leaves with only 3 or 5 divisions, or some of the

lowest and uppermost entire. It reaches the United Slates.
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3. Pectidium. Pappus bi-tricornis, nempe ex aristis paucissimis

(1-4) validis corneis stepius divergentibus.

Of EuPECTis we have on the southern borders of the United States

three species of the paleaceous division P. prostrata^ Cav., of Mexico,

P. ciliaris, L., and P. linifoUa, Less., of the coast of Florida, these

having come from the West Indies. Of the pauciaristate divisions,

we have two short-peduncuhxte species which extend into Mexico;

P. tenella, DC, and P. angustifolia, Torr. (the latter more commonly

wanting tlie one or two awns, and having a paleaceous crown ; and a

peculiar long-peduncled species, P. jiUpes. This cannot be P. Talis-

cana or Jaliscana, Hook. & Arn., having very obtuse involucral bracts

and only one to three (commonly two) much more rigid awns to the

pappus, shorter than in any other Eiipectis.

The West Indian species I have not the means of elucidating. But

it may be doubted if P. prostrata is among them ; and, judging from

Lessing's characters, his P. Sieberi and P. serpijlUfoUa, with broad pa-

leaceous pappus, cannot have been correctly referred by Grisebach to

P. humifusa. His P. Garthusianorum appears to have been collected

by C. Wright in San Domingo (280), and by Fendler (1975) in

Venezuela. P. Plumieri, Griseb. is of the pauci-(3-l0-)aristate di-

vision and '^ P. Jloribunda, Rich." is probably rightly referred to it;

for an unnamed specimen from '' Cuba, La Sagra" belongs here. P.

Swartziana, Less., and of Griseb., I have not seen ; but P. pratensis,

Wright, in Sauvalle Fl. Cubana, 81, which has a pappus of few awns

and of interposed paleolfe, probably belongs to it. P. humifusa, Swartz,

or the plant taken for it by Lessing and by Grisebach {^Lorentea

humifusa. Less., perhaps also his L. sessilijlora) , is well marked by

its aristiform paleae (rather than awns), 10 or 12 in number, and a

few added delicate setfe outside, which, if considered to form an exter-

nal series, gives Lessing's character of Lorentea, Moreover, it may
well be the original Lorentea, Lag. {L. prostrata), "pappus paleaceo-

setaceus, paleis pluribus infcqualibus," which is said to have the facies

of P. prostrata, Cav. Note, however, that Swartz described his P.

humifusa as "aristis 5 paleaceis basi laciniatis margine serratis."

Mexican species of Eupectis are :
—

Pectis prostrata, Cav., depressed, with sessile heads. Schultz

Bip. has sent, from a collection by Schaffner, an unpublished P. Schaff-

neri. This will probably prove to be a very narrow-leaved form of

P. prostrata, the involucre of only 3 or 4 bracts.

Pectis fasciculiflora, DC, collected only by Ha^nke, is quite

unknown to us.
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Pectis Bonplandiana, IIBK., difFuse, with pedunculate heads;

awns of the pappus rishig from broad and short palea; which arc apt to

split away, or witli one or two awnless paleai. We have it from coll.

Siemann, Liebmann, and Ervendberg ; the last, in Proc. Am. Acad.

V. 181, inadvertently named P. Seemanni. That species, of Schultz

in Bot. Herald, Bentham has found to be Oxypappus scaler.

Pectis uniaristata, DC. This, or a plant quite agreeing with

the character, we have from Manzanilla, on the western coast of Mexico,

collected by Xantus. The heads are slender-peduncled, and the

akenes are surmounted by a cupuliform crown and a slender setiform

awn, this wanting in some outer flowers.

A^ar. IIOLOSTEMJIA. Parvula ; corona pappi paullo majore, arista

prorsus nulla.— P. Jilipes, Schultz Bip. in coll. Liebm. no. 394, non

Gray. This is neither P. Jilipes, nor is that P. Jaliscana (by error

Taliscana), Hook. & Arn., to which Ilemsley, following Schultz's

naming, has referred it.— Consoquitla, Liebmann.

Pectis angustifolia, Torn (Pectidopsis, DC), with subsessile

or short-peduncled heads, and a squamellate-coroniform pappus, not

rarely with one or two short awns to some of the flowers, extends into

Mexico as far as San Luis Potosi {Schaffaei'^ 325, Parry S^- Palmer,

519, not cited by Ilemsley).

Coming now to species with aristiforra pappus and no crown :
—

Pectis capillaris, DC, from the southern part of Mexico, with

5-aristate pappus (presumably no paleas or crown), is not identified.

Pectis Jaliscana, Hook. &, Arn. Bot. Beech. 296 (printed Talis-

cana, and the habitat " Jalisco" printed "Talisco"), needs to be com-

pared with the preceding. It is not P. Jilipes, as Hemsley would have

it, following an indication by Bentham. The bristles of its pappus, in

two or three flowers which I have examined, though only three in

number, are much more slender, and the paleaceous squamella3 are con-

spicuous. The published character runs " pappo radii et disci setis 3-6

aristatis basi dilatatis paleisque paucis brevissimis."

Pectis tenella, DC, is a 3-6-aristate species with the aspect of

P. angustijolia, but destitute of crown or squamellai. Laredo is on the

U. S. side of the Rio Grande ; but Berlandicr gathered it also in

Tamaulipas, as did Gregg.

Pectis Berlaxdieri, DC. More diffuse in the inflorescence than

the foregoing (although in no. 1096 of Parry & Palmer this is glom-

erate) ; involucral bracts acuminate
; pappus of 5 or 6 setiform awns,

or fewer in the ray-akenes. C Wright collected apparently a tall

form of the same species in Nicaragua.
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Pectis diffusa, Hook. & Am., from the specimens of Panama,

Seemann, which are all we possess, appears to differ from P. Berlan-

dieri only (therefore too slightly) in more numerous bristles to tlie

pappus, in the ray 5, in the disk 9 and 10. There are sometimes one

or two external setulre. So it comes nearest to P. elongata, and makes

a transition to the next section. P. Hcenkeana, Schultz i^Lorentea^

DC), may be the same. Perhaps also no. 967 of Gregg's collection,

which, however, is more clearly of the Pectothrix section, the disk-

pappus of about 10 long, as many intermediate, and a few small and

short exterior setce.

Pectothrix. This name is preferred to that of Lorentea for the

multisetose or multiaristate section, because the latter, as originated by

Lagasca, and one species (same as Lagasca's) of Lessing's genus, be-

long to Eupectis in the present arrangement ; although, notwithstand-

ing the words of the character, Lessing's two original species belong

here. The U. S. species are only P. papposa, Gray, remarkable for the

rather scanty and barbellate or almost plumose bristles of the pappus ;

and P. longipes, Gray ; both confined to near the Mexican border, but

not yet detected beyond it; for 3159 of Berlandier, referred to the

latter by Hemsley, belongs to the next species.

The Mexican species which we can make out are as follows :
—

Pectis canescens, IIBK. Nov. Gen. & Spec. iv. 2G3, t. 293.

Lorentea cane'scens, & satureioides, Less, in Linn. v. l3o, & vi. 718.

X. auricularis, canescens, «& satureioides, DC. Prodr. v. 102. Pectis

auricularis, canescens, & satureioides, Schultz Bip. Bot. Herald, 225,

nomina tautum. P. latisquama, Schultz Bip. in herb. ; Grav, Proc.

Am. Acad. v. 181, var. Berlandieri. P. longipes, Hemsley, I.e., quoad

PI. Berlandier, 3159. With hardly a doubt, all these are of one species,

with character of ray-pappus quite variable, more so than in the pub-

lished accounts. For all our specimens (Berlandier, Ervendberg,

Schaffuer, Wright from Nicaragua, Parry & Palmer 1067, the latter

by oversight cited under P. Berlandieri by Hemsley) have a pappus
in the ray like that of the disk, or a little more scanty, but inclined to

be deciduous. The breadth of the involucral bracts varies much.
Kunth's specific name is oldest in the genus ; otherwise that of

satureioides would be preferred. The pappus is wholly setiform,

about 5 innermost and longer bristles more awn-like, being distinctly

stouter ; the numerous others all capillary ; outer ones shorter and
more delicate.

Pectis Liebmanni, Schultz Bip. 1. c; Hemsley, 1. c.— San Au-
gustino, Liebmann, 467. A most distinct species, cauesceut with soft
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pubescence, almost tomentose. Pappus nearly of tlie preceding, about

five of the inner bristles stronger and more aristiform.

Pectis klongata, IIBK. 1. c, t. 392, a common Soutli American

species, is not known from Mexico.

Of Western Central America, P. tenuifolia and P. suhsquarrosa

(names by Schultz in transferring from Lorentea) are of this group.

The West Indian P. Cubensis, Grisebach, is of this section, with

babit somewhat of P. humifusa, and the stouter inner bristles of the

pappus slightly broadened downward.

Pectidiuji. The four species here associated are P. Coulteri, Gray,

of Arizona, and P. multtseta, Benth., of Lower California, forming sec-

tion I/eteropeciis, Gray, PL Wright.,— low annuals, peculiar for having

the corneous pappus awns retrorsely barbed in the way of Bidens,—
P. punctcda, Jacq. {Pectidiiun, T)C.), annual, with smooth corneous

awns, and leaves almost destitute of seta3,— and P. imherbis, Gray,

a rather tall Arizonian perennial, with do seta3 to the leaves, rigid

and paleaceous smooth awns and 2 or 3 short rigid palea), the awns

not rarely obsolete. The two latter accord well in habit.

Anthemidece.

Aktemisia Klotzschiana, Bess. Revis. Artem. herb. Berol. in

Linnaja, xv. 107, is the name of the Mexican spcjcies left unnamed by

Ilemsley, Bot. Biol. Centr.-Am. ii. 231. Coll. Sc/iajfncr, 275; Parri/

& Palme?', 528, 529, both from San Luis Potosi. Besser described

only an incomplete specimen, collected by Schiede, the heads destitute

of flowers. As Besser states, it is an annual species, with leaves dis-

sected into small filiform lobes. It belongs to the Abrotanum section,

and the small heads are many-flowered, ripening immerous akenes.

The following are additions to the North American species :
—

Artemisia Wuigiitii. Abi'otanum, microcephala, i)ube minuta

cinerea vel canescens, pedale, foliosissima ; foliis in segmenta 5 vel 7

angustissime linearia mox revoluto-filiformia integerrima pinnatiparti-

tis ;
panicula stricta virgata ; capitulis confcrtis ; involucro demum.

glabrato.— Plains of S. Colorado and New Mexico, Wright (no. 1279,

referred to in PI. Wrijjht. ii. 98, under the "forma tenuifolia" of ^.

Mexiccma), Greene, Palmer, Drandegee, and Rothroclc (no. 539), who

states that it is regarded as a peculiar species.

Artemisia franserioides, E. L. Greene in Bull. Torrey Club,

X. 42. A robust species of the A. vrdgaris type, imperfect specimens

of which have been referred to A. discolor. It is essentially glabrous

throughout, for the coarsely 1-2-pinuately parted leaves, although
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whitened beneath, have no evident tomeutum ; the heads are compara-

tively large and broad, in loose panicles. First collected in the moun-

tains of S. Colorado by Gunnison, later by Rothrock in those of S. E.

Arizona, and by Greene in S. New Mexico.

Artemisia Bolanderi. Seriphidium, between A. trijida and A.

cana, referred to the former in Bot. Calif, i. 405 : the characters

indicated in the subjoined conspectus of the group. *

* ARTEMISIA, § Seriphidium, Besser.

The North American species, which have niucli needed revision, liave been

arranged for the Synoptical Flora of North America essentially as follows :
—

1. Anomalous species, mainly herbaceous, tall, with ample compound panicles,

and heads more or less nodding in anthesis.— S. California.

A. Parishii, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xvii. 220. Has the anomaly of sparsely

arachnoid-villous akenes.

A. Palmeri, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xi. 79. Anomalous in having palese on

the receptacle, subtending most of the flowers.

2. Sage-brush, low shrubs or suffruticulose plants of the interior dry regions,

canescent ; the heads erect even when young.

* Foliose-spicate ; the heads solitary and sessile in the axils and all surpassed

by the mostly 3-parted rigid and almost acerose leaves.

A. RiGiDA. A. trijida, var. rigida, Nutt. Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. n. ser. vii. 398.

— Only sterile specimens were known to the discoverer; the flowering plant,

collected by Cusick in Eastern Oregon, confirms Nuttall's conjecture that it is a

peculiar species.

* * Thyrsoid-paniculate, &c. ; at least the upper heads or clusters exceeding

the subtending and not rigid leaves.

•1- Heads comparatively small and few-flowered, mostly oblong.

A. ARBUscuLA, Nutt. 1. c. Dwarf, with stout woody base but slender flower-

ing branches, along which the heads, subtended by small leaves or bracts, are

spicately or paniculately scattered: involucre 5-9-flowered : leaves on the main

stem cuneate and dilated, o-lobed or parted, and lobes sometimes again 2-3-

lobed. There are two forms, both represented among Nuttall's specimens ; one

with more campanuliite 7-9-flowered involucre ; in the other this is oblong, 4-5-

flowered, and the outer bracts much shorter ; this occasionally occurs with a

more compound and slender polycephalous panicle.

A. TRiDENTATA, Nutt. 1. c. Larger, 1 to 6 feet high : leaves cuneate, 3-toothed

or 3 lobed at the truncate summit, only the uppermost cuneate-linear and com-

monly entire : involucre 5-6-flowered ; its outermost bracts short and ovate,

usually tomentose-canescent. Far the most common and wide-spread Sage-brush

or Sage-wood. — Var. angdstifolia. Leaves all narrow ; lower spatulate-linear

and barely 3-toothed at the rounded ape.x ; upper entire and linear : heads rather

smaller, exactly of A. tridentata, while the foliage is nearly that of A. trijida,

except tiat it is not trifid.— Arid plains, S. Idaho and W. Nevada to the Mohave

Desert and the southern borders of California.

VOL. XIX. (n. S. XI. ) 4
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Senecionide(S.

PsATllYROTES riLiFERA. P. annuce et P. ramosissimce affinis,

pube quasi intermedia, sed foliis lato-rhomboideis basi cuneatis

semper iiitegerrimis pilis longissimis araclinoideis multi-articulatis

ciliatis; involucre oblongo, bracteis fere linearibus erectls ; acheniis

(immaturis) oblongis pilis brevibus hirsutis. — S. Utah, near Kauab,

Mrs. A. P. Thompson, Parry.

Lu.piD0SrARTU3i SQUAMATUM. Tetradymia (Lepidosparton) squa-

mata, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. ix. 207, & Bot. Calif, i. 408. I find

it impossible to retain this singular shrub in Tetradymia ; and the

regularly imbricated chartaceo-scarious bracts, along with the acutish

style-lips, give good gejieric characters.

Cacaliopsis Nardosmia. This striking plant, which I at first

named Cacalia Nardosmia, in Proc. Am. Acad. vii. 3G1, and later

fviii. 601) followed Benth. & Hook. Gen. PI. ii. 247, in referring to

Adenostyles, finds its wliolly appropriate position in the subtribe

Tussilaginece, between Petasites, of which it has the habit, and Luina.

The style is not altogether that of EupatoriacecB, although approach-

ing it, and the flowers are yellow. The anthers are quite entire at

base, but otherwise as in Luina. While the specific name indicates

A. TKiFiDA, Nutt. 1. c. Low : loaves 3-cleft and 3 parted, the lobes and the

entire upper leaves narrowly linear or at summit barelj' spatulatedilated :

involucre 3-9-flowered, its outermost bracts from oblong to lanceolate.

•)- +- Heads somewhat larger and broader, T-U-flowered : inner iiivolucral

bracts more scarious : stems low, less woody.

++ Pubescence looser, furfuraceous-tomentose : inner bracts of the involucre

narrow-oblong.

A. BoLANDERT. Leaves all narrowly linear, less than a line wide, acutish,

entire, or with one or two small and slender apical lobes: heads numerous,

densely glomerate-paniculate, 14-flowered. — Mono Pass, in the Sierra Nevada,

Bolander. Confounded in the Botany of California witii A. tr!Jida.

** ++ Pubescence fine and close throughout : involucral bracts broad.

A. CANA, Pursh. Silvery-canescent: leaves narrow, entire, or rarely one or

two acute teetli or lobes: heads 5-9-flowered, canesccnt.— Saskatchewan to

Montana and south to the Parks of Colorado.

A. RoTuuocKii, Gray, Rot. Calif, i. G18; Kothrock in Wheeler Rep. vi. OGG,

t. 1.3. Includes also specimens referred to yl. ^r//i(/.( in Bot. Calif. Cinereous:

leaves comparatively short cuneate and obtusely 3-lobed, or the upper linear

and entire, sometimes all lanceolate and entire: heads larger, 9-1 2-flowered:

bracts of involucre all ovate or oval, glabratc. —California, in the eastern and

Bouthern portion of the Sierra Nevada, llolhrock, Bolander. S. Utah, Ward,

Parry.
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the resemblance of the herbage to that of Petasites {Nardosmia) pal-

mata, the generic name here applied suggests its likeness to the

original Cacalia of Touruefort, and in part of Linnceus, which is

Adenostyhs of Cassini.

Cacalia, L. Gen. ed. 4, 362 (excl. his own Kleinia, Porophyllum,

Vaill., and Tournefort's Cacalia, which is Adenostyles). Cacalia

(chiefly) and Psacalium, DC. I cannot think that the homogamous

white-flowered Senecionece with deeply-cleft corollas, which Lin-

nteus referred to Cacalia— and which, after restoring Kleinia, L.,

DeCandolle properly made the staple of that genus— should be

combined with Senecio. The genus seems to be quite as good as

Emilia, Notonia, Gynura, and some others which have been kept up.

In view of the vastness of Senecio, it were better to limit it even some-

what arbitrarily, and, as in the analogous case of Asteroidece, to make

use of color ; which on the whole coiricides with habit, and also with

geographical distribution. Cacalia essentially belongs to Central and

North America and to Northern Asia. Only the following are more

or less known to me by specimens :
—

§ 1. N. E. Asian, with one North American species : corolla-lobes

only half the length of the throat.

C. HASTATA, L., and some other species with still fewer-flowered

paniculate heads. It is probably by a mistake that C. hastata has

been attributed to Sitka or any part of North America. Specimens

of the plant so referred by the Russian botanists, collected on Sitka,

prove to belong to Prenanthes hastata, the Sonchus hastatus of Lessing,

Nabalus alatus. Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. i. 294, t. 102.

C. SUAVEOLENS, L., of Eastern North America, with many-flow-

ered cymosely disposed heads.

C. ACONiTiFOLiA, Miq. (Syueilesis, Max.), with cymose heads.

§ 2. Atlantic North American species with cymosely disposed about

• 5-flowered heads : corolla-lobes very much longer than the throat,

i. e. limb 5-parted: receptacle commonly with one or two fleshy

fimbrilljE projecting from the centre.— § Conophora, DC.

* Leaves pedately-nerved.

C. RENiFORMis, Muhl. iu Willd. Spec. PI.

C. ATRiPLiciFOLiA, L. Doubtless includes G. gigantea, Nees «fe

Schauer.

C. DivERSiFOLiA, Torr. & Gray. Perhaps only a form of the

foregoing ; but the corolla-lobes are only moderately longer than the

campanulate throat.
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# * Leaves 3-7-neTved or triplinerved, not lobed.

C. Floridana. Has been mistaken for a form of G. tuherosa and

for C. diversifoUa. Accords with the latter in having the corolla-

lobes little longer than the oblong-campan ulate throat ; is stout, with

thickish leaves (apparently under the influence of brackish water)

;

these ovate or oval, obtuse, all acute or contracted at base, coarsely

and obtusely dentate ; stem strongly striate-angled.— Coast of V^.

Florida, Palmer, Chapman.

C. OVATA, EIL, perhaps of Walter; but the brief character accords

better with the next.

C. TUBKROSA, Nutt. Gen., «fec.

C. LANCEOLATA, Nutt. To this or to C. diversifoUa may be re-

ferred Walter's C. hastata.

§ 3. Mexican species, and one Arizonian, with cymosely disposed or

rarely paniculate heads.

* Corolla-lobes linear, very much longer than the throat, i. e. limb 5-

parted to near and sometimes quite down to the proper tube.

•»- Akenes (as in all the preceding) very glabrous ; but the herbage

of these more or less pubescent.

C. DECOMPOSITA, Gray, PI. Wright, ii. 99. Senecio Grayanus,

Hemsl. Biol. Centr.-Am. Bot. ii. 241. The only species within the

limits of the United States. Has small and few-flowered heads, and

decompound-dissected leaves.

C. CiCRViARi^FOLiA, DC. Senecio cerviaricefoUus, Hemsl. 1. c.

t. 51. Certainly very unlike a Senecio ; and it is not surprising that it

has been taken up as a genus, first by Zuccarini (as Odo7itotrichum),

next by Kunze (Sciadoseris), and lastly by myself (as Mesoneuris)

;

and it was left for Benthani to ascertain that it was a Cacalia of De-

Candolle. The pappus is unusually rigid.

C. siNUATA, Llav. & Lex., DC, which Hemslcy, in the work above

cited, has named Senecio calophyllus. A well-known Mexican species,

with pappus less rigid.

C. PELTATA, HBK. Nov. Gen. & Spec. iv. t. oCA. Psacalivm

peltntum, Cass., DC. Senecio peltiferus, Hemsl. 1. c. Plas a soft and

white pappus and large heads.

C. TABULARis. Senecio tnbidaris, Hemsl. 1. c. 248. Tliis we

know only from the specimen of Bourgeau, no. 292G ; a species with

thin peltate leaves and jiaiiiculate few-flowered heads of small size.

C. rACiiYPiiYLLA, Schultz Bip. in Seem. Bot. Herald, 310. Senecio

sclerop/ii/Ilns, Hemsl. 1. c. Remarkable for its radical leaves, large,

thick, reniform, reticulate-veuulose.
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-1— H— Akenes hirsutely pubescent or papillose.

C. ScHAFFNERi. Facic C. sinuatce ; caule superne pedunculisque

cjmaruai pube fui-furacea cinereis ; foliis radicalibus exceutrice peltatis

circumscriptione orbiculatis 5-partitis, segmentis bis trilobatis, siuubus

obtusissimis latis, lobis oblongis ; capitulis confertis (lin. 4-o-longis)
;

involucro 5-7-phyllo 5-7-floro parum bracteolato ; ovario cinereo-

pubesceiite.— Near San Luis'Potosi, Schaffaer, no. 294, and an im-

perfect specimen also collected by Parry. Possibly this is the little-

known G. radulcefoUa, HBK. ; but the leaves of that should be more

finely dissected, and the peltate character is not noted.

C. ciRSiiFOLiA, Hook. & Arn. Bot. Beech. 437. Senecio cirsii-

folius, Hemsl. 1. c. I have only an imperfect authentic specimen.

C. Chiapensis. Senecio Chiapensis, Ilemsl. 1. c. 338. A singular

species, " growing in forests " according to the collector, thin-leaved,

the lower leaves pinnately 5-lobed ; heads in numerous paniculate

cymes, remarkably small, only 3 lines high, 7-8-flowered ; akenes

puberulous. It was communicated from tliis herbarium to that of

Kew, under another name. S. Mexico, Ghiesbreght.

* * Corolla-lobes of the same length as the throat: akenes glabrous:

pappus-bristles barbellulate-clavellate at tip !— Pericalia, Cass.

C. CORDIFOLIA, HBK. 1. c. 168, t. 360. Pericalia cordifolia, Cass.

Diet, xlviii. 459. Senecio cardiophyllus, Hemsl. 1. c. 237. Kunth
was evidently mistaken in his supposition that the flowers are yellow.

* * * Corolla-lobes not more than half the length of the throat

:

ovaries glabrous.

C. PARASITICA, Schultz Bip. in herb. Kew «fe herb. Gray, cited by
Hemsley, who characterizes it under the name of Senecio parasiticus.

C. PENDULiFLORA, Semcio subpeltatus, Schultz Bip. in Seem. Bot.

Herald, 311, non Steud. The leaves of this remarkable species are

very decidedly peltate.

* * * * Ambiguous species : corolla merely 5-toothed, flesh-colored :

habit rather of Erechthites, but the heads homogamous.

C. PRENANTHOiDBS, HBK. Nov. GcH. & Spcc. iv. 167. C. Toluc-

cana, DC. Prodr. vi. 325. Senecio runcinatus, Less, in Linn. vi.

410, therefore Erechthites'? riincinata, DC. 1. c. 295, but has no ex-

ternal female flowers. Senecio imdgediifoUus, Schauer in Linn. xix.

733? S. eximius, Hemsl. 1. c. 239. Bourgeau's no. 1086, cited by

Hemsley under his (not DeCandolle's) Erechthiles runcinata, and 1087,

under Senecio eximius, appear to be the very same ; and this author

has overlooked Humboldt's plant, to which all appear to belong.
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C. RUNCINATA, HBK. 1. c. ; DC. 1. c. 327. Senecio cirsioides,

Hemsl. 1. c. 238. I have only Licbmann's specimen, no. 393. It is

nearly related to the preceding, but is low, woolly, and bears fewer

und larger heads.

§ 4. West Indian, of peculiar habit, shrubby : corolla-lobes much

longer than the throat.

C. DISCOLOR, Grisebach, Cat. PI. Cub.

Senecio. The study of the North American species for the Sy-

noptical Flora brings in a few changes in nomenclature, mostly relat-

ing to forms which have been named for collectors without revision of

the whole ground ; also a few new forms. Mere notes or indications

may suffice for the present.

Senecio Rugelia. Rubella nudicaulis, Shuttlew. in coll. Rugel,

taken up by Chapman, is a good Senecio, not so near Arnica as might

at first be thought.

Senecio AVhippleanus-is the S. eurycephalus, var. major, Gray in

Pacif. Yj. p]xped. iv. Ill, a species to rank next to S. Mendocinensis.

Senecio Hautwegi, Benth., belongs to a peculiar Mexican group,

and was collected in a glabrous form, within our limits in S. Arizona,

in 1882, by Lemmon.

Senecio Huachccanus, sparingly collected by Lemmon, at the

same time, is a new species related to S. triangularis and S. Andinus.

It has smaller heads than the latter, and broader leaves, the upper ones

all partly clasping by a broad base, instead of attenuate.

Senecio crassulus is a name which I am obliged to give to a

species of the Colorado Rocky INIountains (extending, however, to the

northern part of Wyoming), the S. integerrimus, Gray in Am. Jour.

Sci. xxxiii. 11, «fe Proc. Acad. Philad. 1863, 67, not of Nuttall, first

collected by Parry. It is remarkable for its thickened involucre, be-

coming conical after an thesis, and multangular by the fieshy carination

of its bracts ; the character striking in the living plant.

Senecio Clevelandi, Greene, is a well-marked Californian spe-

cies, the characters of which are published in Bull. Torr. Club, while

this paper is passing tlirough the press.

Senecio werneri^ekolius is S. aureus? vaT.tvernericefolius, Gray,

Proc. Acad. Philad. ISG-i G8.

Senecio petr.iu'S, Klatt, in Abh. Nat. Gesell. Ilalle, xv.. is ^S".

aureus? var. nlpintis. Gray, Am. Jour. Sci. 1. c, which must also be

allowed to be a distinct species.

Senecio Cardamine, Greene, Bull. Torr. Club, of the mountains
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of New Mexico, is a marked species, standing next to S. renifolius,

Porter.

Senecio aureus, L., has to be in part recast. S. Elliottii, Torr. &.

Gray, appears to come into tlie var. obovatus, and S. subnudus, DC. is

only an attenuated and usually mouoceplialous variety of S. aureus.

Senecio Neo-Mexicanus is a name now given to a troublesome

species, collected in New Mexico by Wright, Thurber, Htnry, Greene,

&c., in Arizona recently by Lemmon and Pringle, and within the bor-

ders of California by Parish, specimens of which have been variously

and dubiously referred to S. Fendleri, multilobatus, aureus, «&c.

Senecio lobatus, Pers. A delicate and depauperate state of this

common species, recently collected by Palmer in Southern Texas, is

the same as Berlandier's 1741, on which Klatt, in Abhand. Nat. Gesell.

Ilalle, XV., has founded his S. imparipinnatus.

Senecio Maubensis. Ilerbaceus, floccoso-tomentosus ; caule 2-3-

pedali e rhizomate nodoso; foliis oblongo-lauceolaiis penniveniis, argute

denticulatis (vel inferne dentatis), supra, laxe araneoso-lanatis subtus

tomento densiore incanis, radicalibus in petiolum attenuatis, cauliuis

basi subcordata sessili apice sensim attenuato-acuminato ; capitulis sat

numerosis subpaniculatis (lin. 5-6 longis) multifloris ; involucro brac-

teolis subulatis calyculato ; ligulis aut 1-2 brevibus aut nullis ; corol-

lis disci pallide flavis breviter o-dentatis ; acheniis fere glaberrimis.

—

On the Sierra Madre south of Saltillo, Coahuila, Palmer, 756. Re-

motely allied to iS. multidentatus, Scliultz Bip.

Senecio salignus, DC. 1. c. Near Parras, and in the northern

part of Nuevo Leon, 743, 744, the latter a slender form, same as Ber-

landier's 1367, on which is founded S. axillaris, Khxtt, 1. c.

Arnica Nevadensis. Semipedalis, puberula, subcinerea ; foliis

integerrimis oblongis plerumque obtusis subchartaceis, cauliuis (paribus

2-3) sessilibus, imis radicalibusque obovatis et subrotundis longiuscule

petiolatis basi aut abrupta aut subito angustata ; capitulis paucis longe

pedunculatis iis A. cordifolicB referentibus.— California, collected sev-

eral years ago on Lassen's Peak, by Mrs. Austin, in a cinereous form

:

not a little resembling WJdtneya dealbata, the rays almost an inch long.

Now again collected in the northern Sierra Nevada, altitude 9,000 ft.,

by Mr. Pringle, in a greener form, with smaller rays, some of the

radical leaves abrupt at base, but none subcordate ; the largest barely

two inches long.

Arnica Sachalinensis. Fere glaberrima ; caule robusto bipedali

multifoliato; foliis oblongo-lanceolatis acutis acutissime serratis nervoso-

venosis basibus angustioribus connato-vaginatis (summis exceptis);
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petlunculis paucis brevibus pubescentibus ; involucri (pollicem alti)

bracteis lato-lanceolatis ; corollie tubo hirsute ; antheris nigricantibus.

— A. Chamissonis, Schmidt, Fh Sachal. 151, non Less.— Sachalia

Island.— Associated with A. Unalaschensis and A. obtusifolia by the

anthers ; very different from A. Chamissonis.

Cynaroidece.

Cnicus, L. In revising this genus for the Synoptical Flora of N.

America, the species have been newly arranged, and several new names

have been brought in, of which some mention will here be made. The
section Echinais nearly breaks down. The only one of our species

strictly belonging to it is

C. American us, viz. C. carlinoides, var. Americamis, Gray, Proc.

Am. Acad. x. 48, which appears to be essentially dijGferent from the

Asiatic species.

C. Hallii is a new species of the group with narrow and loose in-

volucral bracts, gradually tapering from a comparatively narrow base,

the outer little shorter than the inner,— to which belong specimens

variously referred to G. Parryi, remotifolius, Hookerianus, eriocephalus,

and edulis. It is no. 310 of Hall's Oregon collection, and was also

collected by Leramon in S. W. California, and in S. Utah by Mrs.

Thompson. Hall's specimen had been referred to C. edulis, but it has

not the peculiar filiform corolla-lobes with capitellate-callous tips of

that species.

C. IvAMTSCnATicus, Maxim., of the same section, is a new acquisi-

tion, from Atkha, one of the Aleutian Islands, collected by Lieut. Tur-

ner. It is the only indigenous species we have which is not peculiar

to North America.

C. Eaton I, to which is referred Cirsium eriocephalum, var. leioccph-

ahim, with C. foliosum and C. Drummondii in part, of D. C. Eaton in

Bot. King Exped., ranks between the preceding group and one to

which belong O, Andrewsii, Neo-Mexicanus, Califoi-nicus, &c., with

more imbrication to the involucre, the upper portion of the bracts more

or less spreading and spinescent-tipped, and no trace of viscid or

glandular line or ridge on the back.

C. RoTiiROCicii, already published in the Proceedings, vol. xvii.,

follows C. Arizonicus in the next group, but is a very distinct species.

C. FOLiosus, Gray. To this (not to C. Americmms), according to

the character, we would now refer Cirsium scariosum, Nutt.

C. WiiEELERi is a new species, allied to the foregoing, but with the

inner bracts of the involucre more conspicuously scarious-tipped, the
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lower successively shorter and more appressed, the corollas crimson-

purple. It was collected near Camp Apache, in Arizona, by Rothrock

in Wheeler's Survey, and was referred by him to C undulatus. It

is his no. 293.

In the section with closely appressed-irabricated involucral bracts,

only the prickle, if any, spreading, the outer successively shorter, and

most of them having a viscid-glandular ridge, line, or spot on the back

of the tip, some changes have been made, especially in the difficult

groups to which C. undulatus belongs.

C. GuAHAMi, Cirsium Grahami, Gray, PI. "Wright, ii. 102, Hook.

Bot. Mag. t. 2885, is distinguished anew. The scabrous-ciliolate edges

of the principal involucral bracts give a good diagnostic character, and

its habit is well marked.

C. OCHROCENTRUS, Cirsium ochrocentrum, Gray, Pi. Fendl. 110, is

again distinguished from C. undulatus, taking with it some specimens

which had been referred to var. megacephalus of the latter. Its invo-

luci-al bracts are comparatively larger, flatter, broader at base, and

only now and then develop a narrow viscid line or ridge on the back

of the tip of some of them, and the prickle is usually longer.

C. ALTissiMUS, Willd. To this we liave to append two varieties,—
Var. FiLiPENDULUS, Cirsium fiUpendulum, Engelm., of Texas, which

had been confounded with C. Virffinianus, and

Var. DISCOLOR, C. discolor, Muhl., differing only in the cutting of

the leaves from C altissimus, to which it must be united, although

intermediate specimens seem to be rare.

Mutisiacece.

GoCHNATiA HTPOLEUCA. Moquinia hypoleuca, DC. Prodr, vii.

23. This shrub, which occurs along the borders of Southwestern

Texas, certainly has more or less polliniferous fertile flowers ; and the

same is true in some specimens of the typical species of the genus, M.

pohjmorpha. The style-branches of the latter, if not so exactly trun-

cate as is figured by Heyland in DC. Mem. Comp. t. 13, are so nearly

so as to offer no obstacle to the reception of the following species into

the genus :

—

GocHNATiA GLOMERiFLORA. Forte hcrbacea, tantum puberula;

foliis ovalibus, chartaceo-coriaceis concoloribus acuminatis modo Pere-

zice rigide dentatis et reticulatis (4-pollicaribus) : capitulis arete glome-

ratis ;
glomeribus in axillis foliorum sessilibus summisve secus apicem

nudum rami concatenatis ; involucro 4-5-floro, bracteis lanceolato-

subulatis 3-5-seriatis ; floribus pallidis ; styli ramis apice truucatis.—
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Cuernavaca, Mexico, coll. Biliinek (October, 18GG), no. 512. Ex herb.

Cosson.

Pkuezia, Lag. The section Acourtia, to which all the Mexican
and North American species belong, is well marked by its homo-
morphous flowers, even the marginal corollas having the three-toothed

outer lip little if at all longer than the two-parted inner lip. True
Perczia consists of the South American species, with the inner lobes

much shorter than the lijjuliform outer lip.
*

o

* PEREZIA, § ACOURTIA. Key to the N. American and Mexican Species.

§ 1. ScaposoE.

P. RUNCiNATA, Lag. ex Don.

P. NUDiCAULis, Gray, PI. Wright, i. P27.

§ 2. Name, ilicifuUce, capitulis ad apicem caulium vel ramorum solitaris sessilibus.

P. NANA, Gray, PI. Fendl. i. 111.

P. Parryi, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xv. 40.

§ 3. Caulescentes, foliatcn, sat altce,

* Capitulum solitarium, poUicem altuni ct latum, crasso-pedunculatum in caule

robusto : involucri sublicmisphajrici bracteae exteriores ovataj, coriaccas, majus-

culse, hi.xaj, interioribus latioros et paullo breviores.

P. WisLizENi, Gray, Pi. Fendl. 1. c, PI. Wright, i. 126.

* * Capitula pauca vel spar-sa, pollicaria vel ultrapollicaria : involucri turbinati

bracteae homoniorplia;, angustae, acutissimaj, exteriores gradatim breviores.

P. FORMOSA. P. turbinata, Gray, PI. Wriglit. 1. c.,non Llav. & Lex. Acourtia

formosa, Don, Trans. Linn. Soc. xvi. 204. A. macroccphala &, Trixis turbinata,

Scliultz Bip. in Seem. Bot. Herald, 305, t. 55.— Northern Mexico, Sesse ^ Mogino,

ex Don, Seemnun.

P. TURUiNATA, Llav. & Lox. Nov. Veg. Dcscr. 25. Caule inferno asperulo su-

perne ramisque gracilibus laxe oligocephalis; foliis " coriaceo menibraiKiceis "

ovatis oblongisve amplexicaulibus creberrime spinuloso-dtnticulatis, majoribus

4-5-pollicaribus ; ramoaiibus parvis, summis in bracteas linoari-subulatis transe-

untibus
;
pedunculis gracilibus; capitulis pollicaribus ; involucro 20-30- floro e

bracteis circiter triseralibus lanceohuis sensim acuniinatis sicco-chartaceis.

—

Described here from abundant specimens collected by Schiffner (no. 220), on a

mountainside, in -the valley of Istlava, " Vallce de Mexico." Answers far bet-

ter to the characters given by Llave & Lexarsa tiian docs the preceding (to

which before knowing the present species I had assigned the name), and the

iiabitat accords better. For the P. formosa, as we must now name it, is known

only from the northern part of Mexico.

* # * Capitula numcrosa, i'-poUicaria (8-12-flora), in thyrsum elongatura stric-

tum foliosum aggregata: involucri bractca; angustas, acutissima;.

P. THYRSOiDEA, Gray, Bot. Mex. Bound. 104. Viscidulo-puberula.

P. MoscuATA, Llav. & Lex. 1. c, if of the genus, may be placed here.

» » * » Capitula sat numerosa, vix ultra-senii])ollicaria, aut laxe aut glomera-

tim cymoso-paniculata.
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CichoriacecB.

Stephanomeria, Nutt. A revision of the genus for the Flora of

North America results in some increase of the species, and a better

I- Involucrura laxiusculura, pauciseriale, bracteis tenuibus angustis acutissimis

vel acutatis saepissiiue puberulo-granulosis,

*+ Apice subito breviter mucrouato-acutatis : capitula 10-15-flora, laxe cymoso-

paniculata.

P. MiCROCEPHALA, Gray, PI. Wright, i. 127, & Bot. Calif, i. 422. Acourlia

microcepliala, DC. S. W. California.

•w •«• Sensim acutissimis: capitula laxe vel aperte cymoso- vel thyrsoideo-

paniculata.

= Folia basi lata cordiforrai vel auriculata pi. ni. amplexicaulia, cum ramis

ininuta puberula vel granulosa, nunc viscidula.

P. Thurberi, Gray, PI. Thurb. 324. Capitula 5-6-flora. S. Arizona, Thurber,

Lemmon.

P. oxTLEPis, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xv. 41. Capitula 12-16-flora. {Acourtia,

Scluillz Bip. in coll. Liebm.)

P. iiEBECLADA, Gray, PI. Wright. 1. c. Acourtia hebeclada, DC. Prodr. vii. GG;

Deless. Ic. Sel. iv. t. 95. Capitula 15-20-flora.

P. Humboldtii, Gray, 1. c, must bo a factitious species. One element, which

gives the name, is Dume.riUa IJuinboldtii, Less, in Linnasa, v. 1-3, described from

an imperfect specimen of Humboldt's in the Willdenovian herbarium, the num-

ber of flowers in tiie head not mentioned, but the involucral bracts described as

broad and rather obtuse or acute. In Syn. Comp. 408, Lessing refers to this

Proustia Mexicana, Don. DeCandolle follows tliis, making the character simply

"capitulis 5-floris." This is taken from Don, who describes an evidently differ-

ent plant, with "involucri squamis ovato-lanceolatis acuminatis." Don's plant,

from the collection of Mor-ino and Sesse (which was largely from the north),

answers not badly to P. Thurberi, of which the outermost involucral bracts are

"ovato-lanceolatis acuminatis." Lessing's plant, which would carry the name

llumboldlii, may be P. reticulata.

= = Folia crassiora basi angustiora, baud amplexicaulia, cum ramis glaber-

rima, subglauca.

P. Seemanni, Gray, PI. Wright, i. 127. Capitula laxe cymosa, 8-10-flora.

-»- -t- Involucrum laxiusculum, pauci-pluriseriale ; bracteis tenui-chartaceis ob-

tusis vel obtusiusculis (nunc mucronato-acutatis), dorso laevi glabro :
folia

submembranacea vel chartacea, nee coriacea,

*-<• Lanceolata, basi angusta nee auriculata, venis parum reticulatis.

P. CoTJLTERi, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xv. 40, pro parte. Caule vel ramo gracili

apice nudo aperte cyraoso-polycephalo : foliis bipoUicaribus lato-lanceolatis

parum denticulatis (infimis baud visis) ; capitulis (parum seniipollicaribus) 7-8-

floris fere omnibus pedicellatis ; involucro pauciseriali, bracteis lineari-lanceolatis

(semilineam latis) obtusiusculis. — Mexico, near Zimapan, Coulter, no. 234.— 1

had confounded it with a Mexican form of the next.
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uiulerstanding of the characters. The changes and additions are

briefly exhibited in the following synopsis.

§ 1. Allosekis (Gray, Proc. Am. Acad, vi., in part). Heads of the

largest, about 12-flowered: involucre obviously imbricated: recep-

-w -w Folia oblonga seu ovata, reticulata, modo generis crebe denticulata vel

dentata,

= Basi sessili baud angustata aut truncata aut subcordata sed parura amplexi-

cauli : caulis ercctus : rami ad apicetn aperte cymoso-pleiocephali : involucrum

pauciseriale, bracteis angusto-oblongis obtusis vel intimis obtusiusculis.

P. Wrightii, Gray, Pi. Wriglit. i. 127. P. Arizonica, Gray, Bot. Calif, i. 422,

forma rigidior. P. Conlteri, pro parte, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xv. 40. Texas

to Arizona, and a ratlier rigid and small-leaved form extending into Mexico to

San Luis Potosi, Schaffner, Parry
<J-

Palmer, no. 547 in part.

= = Basi cordata vel sagittata amplexioauli: caulis gracilis, patenti-ramosus

;

ramis oligoceplialis ; involucrum circiter quadriseriale,

a. Campanulatura pluriflorura.

P. CARPHOLEns [Acourtia carphulepis, Schultz Bip. in coll. Licbm.). Ramis

flexuosis patentissimis; foliis laite-viridibus ovatis obiongisve siepe acuminatis

quandoque sinuatis; capitulis in ramulos breves foliatos paucis brcvissinie peti-

olatis semipollicaribus circiter 10-floris ; involucri bracteis obtusissimis ovalibus

oblongisque apice nunc purpureo tinctis.— P. patens var. fi & var. y, Gray, PI.

Wrigbt. 1. c. Cliiapas, &c., S. Mexico, Linden, 439, Galcoiti, 2001, Liebman, 351

in part, Ghiesbreght, 525, tlie latter in pine forests.

P. PATENS, Gray. Glaucescens ; ramis virgato-paniculatis ; foliis oblongis

obtusis mucronato-denticulatis; capitulis niajoribus §-:]-polli('aribus pedunculos

graciles bracteolatos terminantibus circa 20-floris ; involucri bracteis ovato- et

lanceolato-oblongis obtusiusculis.— Acourtia formosa, Schultz Bip. in Bot. Herald,

t. 56, & Trixis patens, 1. c. p. 315.— N. W. Mexico, Seeviann.

b. Involucrum cylindraceum 5-florum.

P. DuGESii. Foliis ramisque {\exnosis P. carpholepidis ; capitulis ultra-semi-

pollicaribus in glomerulum axillare sa>pius brevipeduiiculatum basi 1-2-phyllura

congestis ; involucri 5-flori bracteis latiuscule linearibus mucronato-apiculatis,

extimis parvulis ovato-oblongis niagis acuminatis; floribus purpureis. — Gua-

naxuato, Duges. A flowering branch onl}'.

^- 4- 4- Involucrum arctius imbricatum, bracteis firmioribus ovalibus obion-

gisve obtusis nunc mucronulatis : capitula magis fasciculato-congesta plerum-

que sessilia,

++ 8-15-flora : folia basi sat lata truncata, subcordata, vel auriculata.

P. ADNATA, Graj'', PI. "Wright, i. 127. Subglanduloso- vel viscidulo-pubcrula
;

caule ramisque usque ad capitula pauciuscula glomerulato-congesta jequaliter

foliosis : foliis Chartaceis ovatis ovalibusque, basi lata auriculis sjepius adna-

tis; involucro cylindraceo 8-11-floro. — Dumeriliu Alamaui, DC. Prodr. vii. 07,

therefore Perezia Alamaui, Ilemsl. Biol. Centr.-Am. Bot. ii. 255. — CHiiesbreght's

plant (the first to be described under this genus) has all the cauline leaves with
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tacle alveolate, the alveoli fimbriolate-hirsute : pappus sordid, short-

plumose : perennial.

S. ciCHORiACEA, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. 1. c.

§ 2. Stephanomeria proper. Heads 3-20-flowered : receptacle quite

naked : pappus-bristles slender, or paleaceous-dilated only at base.

* Heads fully half an inch high, 10-20-flowered, somewhat corymbosely

disposed,

-1- Terminating leafy stems and branches : pappus sordid, of rather

long-plumose bristles : involucre a little imbricated, i. e. having one

or two bracts intermediate between the principal ones and those of

the calyculus, 10-12-flowered.

S. Parryi. Low, widely branched from the base ; leaves run-

auricles adnate-decurrent (a quarter of an incli), those of the short brandies

little or not at all so. Alaman's plant, described by DeCandoUe (with " auricu-

lis adnatis" in the generic cliaracter), is manifestly of the same species; and

good specimens, evidently only elongated branches, have been received from

Schultz (under tlie mss. name of Trlxis Pipitzahuac), collected by Schaffner in

the valley of Tolucca, near " Tinancinopo" and near " Venancingo " (tlie same

doubtless cited by Hcmslcy, 1. c. 25G, under P. fndicosa, to which Schultz first

referred it); the base of leaves little if at all adnate. My conjectural reference

of this species to P. fruticosa Llav. & Lex., cannot be sustained, nor can DeCan-

dolle's Acourtin formosa be the same.

P. PLATYPHYLLA, Gray, ri. Fendl. Ill, & PI- Wright. 1. c, is probably, but not

certainly, a thinner-leaved and less rigid state of the following.

P. KiGiDA, Gray, 1. c. Glaberrima, gljiucescens, robusta ; foliis crasso-cori-

aceis rigidis oblongis vel inferioribus obovato-oblongis, basi parum angusta sub-

cordata sagittato-auriculata, summis parvulis nunc integerrimis ; capitulis

nudatim cymosis; involucro oblongo-campanulato 9-11- (-15-) floro.— Aconrtia

rigida, DC. Prodr. vii. 66. A. formosa, Hook. & Arn. Bot. Beech. 437, i. e. "Trixis

latifolin," Hook. & Arn. 1. c. 300, but cliar. of "spinescent scales of the involu-

cre " does not accord : probably some admixture of specimens. Acourtia formosa,

DC. 1. c, non Don, is probably the same species. It occurs in various collections.

++ ++ Capitula 5flora, raro 6-flora, numerosa, in glomerulis paniculata: involucri

cylindracei bractea; obtusissimaj : corollfe pallida : folia coriacea, oblonga,

basi angusta saepius acuta.

P. RETICULATA, Gray, 1. c. 128. Proustia retictdnta, Lag. ex Don, I. c. 200;

DC. 1. c. 27. A well-marked species, in various Mexican collections ; said to be

shrubby, but none of my specimens show it, nor have they the base of the

stem.

P. FRUTICOSA, Llav. & Lex. i. 26, remains wholly doubtful. It is described as

an alpine slirub, of the heiglit of a man, with amplexicaul and roundish leaves,

cylindrical and many-flowered involucre, and rose colored corollas, tlie outer

radiant and the inner small : so tliat it is a very doubtful member of this genus.
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cinate-pinnatifid ;
pappus-bristles rather stout, naked at base, these

often connate in pairs or threes.

S. LACTUCiNA, Gray, 1. c. Pappus-bristles slender and plumose to

base.

-I- -t- Naked-paniculate : pappus bright white, soft, very plumose to

base: involucre merely calyculate.

S. TnuRBERi, Gray, PI. Thurb. 325, & Bot. Mex. Bound. 105.

S. ELATA, Nutt. PI. Gamb. 173, from Sta. Barbara, California,

remains unrecognized. Said to have lO-flowered heads, whicli S.

virgata, Benth. may sometimes have ; but seems to be excluded from

that by " involucre and branchlets sprinkled with resinous dots."

* * Heads smaller, a quarter to a third of an inch high, rarely larger

but narrow, normally 5-flowered, by depauperation sometimes 3-4-

flowered, or in stronger plants occasionally G-8- (or 10-?) flowered.

— Janiesia, Nees, not Torr. & Gray.

H— Perennials from tortuous roots or a lignescent base, with junciforra

branches : pappus-bristles slender to base.

S. RUNCINATA, Nutt. Distinguishable from the following by gen-

erally stouter habit, larger heads, which are scattered along the main

branches, and dull white pappus, the plume not descending quite to

the base.

S. MINOR, Nutt. More slender, and leaves often filiform ; the

heads terminating the branchlets ; the pappus bright white and very

plumose down to the base. This is the Jamesia paucijlora, Nees in

Neuwied Trav., from the Upper IMissouri.

S. MYRioCLAnA, Eaton, Bot. King Exped. 198, t. 20. A much

tufted and very slender-stemmed species, with scattered small heads,

akenes striate at maturity ; the bri>tles of the bright white pappus

naked at the base. It has recently been rediscovered in Nevada by

Mr. Marcus E. Jones.

+- -h- Annuals or biennials.

++ Pappus bright white and soft; the bristles slender and plumose to

the base : stems, &c. not rarely puberulent or tomentulose.

S. "WRiGHTir. Seemingly biennial : stem rather slender and tall,

corymbosely paniculate above, bearing naked-pedunculate terminal

heads, with involucre almost half an inch long: leaves all very narrow,

cauline linear-filiform : akenes contracted under the summit, smooth,

as long as the long-plumose pappus. — S. rwicinala, var.. Gray, PI.

Wright, ii. 103, no. 1301.— W. Texas, Wrig/d.
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S. viRGATA, Benth. Bot. Sulpli. 42. S. paniculata, chiefly, Eaton,

Bot. King Exp. 1. c. ; Gray, Bot. Calif. 428. S. elata, Nutt. PI.

Gamb. 173? Quite distinct from the following species, with which I

had confounded it. The heads sometimes bear 6 or 8 flowers, or even

10 as it would seem, but commonly only 5. The akenes of the two

species are similarly subclavate-oblong and rugose-tuberculate between

the narrow ribs.

•H- -H- Pappus sordid or fuscous ; its bristles rather short-plumose

down nearly or quite to the more or less paleaceous-dilated or squa-

melliferous base : heads 3—5-flowered, narrow, in a narrow open

panicle.

S. PANicuLATA, Nutt. ; Torr. & Gray, Fl. ii. 743. Of more north-

ern range than the preceding. Pappus inclined to form phalanges.

++ -H- -w- Pappus white or whitish ; its bristles plumose above but

naked below the middle ; base more or less dilated or paleaceous, or

with lateral setulose teeth or squamella? : heads paniculate, on

squamulose jieduncles : akenes tuberculate-rugose at maturity.

= Pappus-bristles 9 to 18, with dilated bases not rarely connate into

4 or 5 phalanges.

S. EXiGCA, Nutt. 1. c. HeiniptiUum Bigelovii, Gray, Bot. Mex?
Bound. 105. These two names were founded on extreme forms ;

NuttalFs upon exceedingly attenuate branches of an apparently de-

pauperate plant, with very narrow 3-5-flowered heads. The latter

name, upon the ordinary form with more robust stem, often 2 feet

higli, in no sense exiguous, the heads bearing 5 or rarely G to 8

flowers in an involucre of 4 or 5 lines in length. It is a species of

wide range, mainly Southern.

= = Pappus-bristles 5 or sometimes 7, distinct, slender, dilated only

at the very base, plumose only above the middle.

S. PENTACH^TA, Eatou, 1. c. Known only in W. Nevada ( Watson,

Shockley) as a low plant, and upon the edge of the desert in S. E.

California, where Parish found a large form, 2 or 3 feet high.

§ 3. Hemiptilium, Gray, in part. Heads 5-flowered, small : pappus

of 4 to 6 rigid palece rather than awns, ciliate-plumose only toward

the summit.

S. ScHOTTii, Gray, Bot. Calif, i. 427. Hemiptilium Schottii, Gray,

Bot. Mex. Bound. 105. Found only by Schott, many years ago, on

the Gila River.
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MiCROSERis, Don. There are a few changes and one or two

additions to be made in this genus. In the section Scorzonella they

relate wholly to the typical group, the forms of which, although they

closely approach, may be distinguished as follows :
—

MicuosKUis rROCKRA is tall and robust, has the largest heads of

all and the broadest leaves (excluding a large form of the next which

has been confounded with it), the papi^us-paleaj are found to be lanceo-

late (either narrowly or broadly), acute, and about one fourth the

length of the awn. It is restricted to N. W. California and adjacent

Oregon, is Calais glauca var. procera in Proc. Am. Acad, vii, 364,

a specific name which is not kept up under Microseris because it is

very doubtful if it can be Ilymenonema glaucum of Hooker, and it is

M. laclniata var. procera, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. ix. 209.

MiCROSKRis LACixiATA, Gray, 1. c, chiefly of the lower Columbia

River, has smaller heads, less robust habit, shorter akenes, and jiappus-

paleai deltoid or triangular-ovate, not longer than the breadth of the

akene at summit, and abruptly tipped by an awn of 7 to 9 times its

lenjith.

Microseris leptosepala {Scorzonella Irptosrpala, Nutt.), from

the Columbia River above the Cascades, is slender, with smaller and

fewer-flowered heads ; the involucre (only half-inch high) of fewer

t)racts, almost in two series, the inner wholly lanceolate-attenuate

;

palea3 of the pappus (often only 8) about a fourth or fifth of the length

of the rather slender akene, ovate-lanceolate or narrower, and taper-

ing gradually from the base upward into the awn. Ht/meiionema

glaucum, Hook., only slightly characterized from an incomplete speci-

men, is pi'obably a narrow-leaved form of this or of the preceding.

MiCKOSEKis BoLANDERi. Calais Bolanderi, Gray, Proc. Am.

Acad. vii. 365, of N. W. California, was wrongly referred to and con-

founded with the preceding species in Proc. Am. Acad. ix. 209, and

Botany of California. It has rather larger heads, mainly narrow

involucrai bracts, or the broader outermost small, and pappus-paleaj

little exceeding the breadth of the akene, broadly ovate, mostly obtuse

or retuse, and abruptly tipped by the slender awn.

§ Calais includes in the Calocalais subdivision the very long-awned

M. macrochceta, not yet sufficiently known ; also the short-awned old

species, 31. linearifolia and M. Lindleyi, and a new species, 31.

acuminata of Greene, which is Calais Douglasii, Gray, Pacif. R.

Rep. iv. 113, not of DC. The species with subclavate to turbinate

akenes are 31. aplmntocarpha, with its var. ienella, and a var. palealis,

which shows a tendency to pass into 31. Bigclovii. The Eucalais
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division contains a remarkable new species, M. atteniiata, Greene,

from the vicinity of Berkeley and of Monte Diablo, having attenuate-

fusiform akenes, the slightly narrowed upper half not occupied by the

seed : the species with more or less turbinate akenes are M. Bigeloviiy

M. Douylasii, and M. 'platycar'plia ; the last, which was very rare,

now abundantly collected on hills around San Diego and San Luis

Rey by Parry and others.

§ NoTHOCALAis. M. troximoides, Gray, a remarkable plant, inter-

mediate between Mtcroseris and true Troximon, appears to have a

rather wide range, from Montana to N. W. California.

HiEUACiUM. One or two species of the section Pilosella, as limited

by Fries in his Epicrisis, are sparingly naturalized or adventive in this

country.

Of Archieracium, Fries, a form of H. murorum is also natui-alized,

and H. vidgatnm, Fries, apparently occurs in Labra<lor. We have

two leafy-stemmed species of this section, viz. : 1. H. umhellatiim, L
,

an old-world species of only a northern range in this country, to

which H. macranthimi, Nutt., and H. rirjidum, Fries, may be referred

;

2. H. Canadense, Michx., which may be taken to include //. corym-

bosum, Fries, as to the Newfoundland plant, JI. miratiim, Fries, and,

if the species is also N. European, //. crocatum, Fries. Even the

distinctions between these two species are indefinite.

The section Stenotheca, as defined by Fries, contains all our other

species ; but in some of the Western ones the character as to the

involucre does not so well hold.

1. Atlantic Species, all yellow-flowered and with sordid pappus.

Those with columnar akenes, not tapering at summit, and loosely

corymbose-cymose heads, are H. paniczdatum, L., H. venosiim, L.

(partly), If. scabnim, Michx., and a species or set of forms which

almost fill the seemingly most wide interval between the last two, and

which, without much doubt, is IT. CaroUnianum of Fries, founded on

specimens collected by Beyrich in pine barrens of Carolina ; while

the larger forms, having tomentose pubescence on the peduncles and

involucre, may be suspected to be H. Marianum, Willd., a mut-h older

name. Indeed, the species is well represented by the H. Marianum,

Pidmonarice Gallicos. suhrotimdis foliis^ &c., of Pluk. Mant, 102, t. 420,

f. 5, whence the specific name. H. Rugelii, Arvet-Touvet, recently

published, should be a form of the same. Fries assigns to H. Caro-

Unianum "achenia longa, gracilia, sursum manifesto attenuata." So

they are in our plant when half grown and not filled out, but at

maturity there is no perceptible narrowing at summit.

VOL. XIX. (n S. XI.) 5
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The species of the Atlantic States having akenes fusiform-attenuate

at summit, and also marked by thyrsoid-paniculate inflorescence, through

most of which the main stem is continued, are only two, viz.: 1. //

.Gronovii, L., as to the plant of Clayton and Gronovius, Flora Vir-

ginica, whence the name. The synonymy of this was mainly worked

out in Torrey & Gray's Flora: but the synonym of Plukenet above

referred to is to be excluded, and probably all that relates to H. Mari-

anum, Willd. But it evidently is the H. Marianum of Fries with " an-

thela thyrsoidea," &c., although the phrase " achenia sursum leviter

attenuata " does not so well apply to akenes the upward attenuation

of which is conspicuous. 2. H. longipilum, Torr., the earliest name,

first published without a character, and not to be superseded by H.

barbatum, Nutt., as Tausch preoccupied that name. Var. spathulatum

of this species, as we hesitatingly regard it, is a naked-stemmed form,

which was collected by Professors Porter and Traill Green, on Tuscarora

Mountain, in the Alleghanies of Pennsylvania, and provisionally named

Pilosella spathulata by Schultz in Flora, 1862, The specimens are

too young for satisfactory determination.

2. Rochj-Mountain and Pacific Species.— These, now considerably

increased in number, may be exhibited synoptically, as follows :
—

* Crinitely barbate or shaggy up to the heads, or even on the involucre,

with long and whitish hairs : akenes columnar, not at all narrowed

at summit : leaves entire.

H. ScouLERi, Hook.— Montana and Mountains of Utah to Brit.

Columbia and Oregon. The Pennsylvanian plant taken for it by

Hooker, in Flora Bor.-Am., must have been the hirsute form of H.

Gronovii. See, in respect to this species, H. cynoglossoides.

H. HORRIDUM, Fries, Epicr. 154. H. Brcweri, Gray, Proc. Am.

Acad. vi. 553, &c. H. reliciniim, Fries, 1. c, from Bridges's collection,

is probably the same species.— Sierra Nevada, California. The name

given by Fries is the earlier, but is not very appropriate.

* * Crinitely very long-villous with black or dusky glandless wool on

the head and peduncles, more or less naked below : heads solitary

or few.

H. TRiSTE, Cham, in herb. Willd., &c.— Aleutian Islands.

* * * Dark-hirsute and somewhat glandular about the heads, also

some whitish stellular tomentum on involucre and peduncles: leaves

and lower part of the stem glabrous or at most puberulent : alpine.

H. GRACiLK, Hook. H. arcticum, Frocl. in DC, by the character

is clearly of this species. H. trisle, in part, Torr. & Gray, Fl. ii. 478.
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H. triste, var. granle, Gray, Bot. Calif, i. 481, with var. detonsum.

In this variety the long and blackish hairs of the involucre are mostly

or wholly wanting, and the grayish pubescence prevails.— Alaska and

Brit. Columbia to the Sierra Nevada and higher Rocky Mountains

down to Colorado.

* * * * Not crinitely hirsute or barbate about the heads, but mostly

(as in many species) bearing long-setose hairs at base of stem and

on lower leaves.

•t- Flowers white : stem leafy and loosely branching, except in sub-

alpine or depauperate specimens : leaves little if at all dentate

:

akenes linear-columnar : pappus sordid.

H, ALBiFLORUM, Hook.— Rocky Mountains to Brit. Columbia and

California. To this without much doubt is to be referred H. Va?icou-

verianum, Arvet-Touvet, Spicil. 10. At least all our specimens of

Lyall's collection, distributed from Kew as " H. Scoiileri" are of this

species, and are white-flowered. A yellow color to the flowers was

probably merely inferred by Arvet-Touvet from the name under which

he found the plant in Boissier's herbarium. It would appear that at

least three species must occur under the name of H. Scouleri in the

Kew herbarium.

-i— -4— Flowers yellow, 15 to 30 in the oblong-campanulate heads:

stems leafy, at least below, except in one species, glabrous or merely

puberulent above : akenes columnar, not at all tapering upward

:

pappus from sordid to dull white.

++ Leaves or many of them salient-dentate : pappus whitish.

H. AKGUTUM, Nutt. Cauline leaves above rapidly diminished in

size, even into linear entire bracts : heads on elongated peduncles in a

lax diffuse panicle: involucre more or less dark glandular.— Coast

Mountains of California, behind Santa Barbara, &c. HcBnke, Nuttall,

Hothrock, Parry.

H. Parisiiii. More equally leafy up to the narrowly oblong pan-

icle; no glandular hairs or stipitate glands: heads short-peduncled

:

involucre pale, granulose-puberulent.— Rock-crevices, San Bernardino

Mountains, S. E. California, Parish Brothers.

++ ++ Leaves all entii'e, or repand and denticulate.

H. RrsBYi, Greene, Bull. Torr. Club, ix. 64, Mostly tall, leafy,

bearing numerous heads in a compound panicle : leaves all elongated-

oblong; cauline usually half-clasping: involucre 3 lines high, pale,

barely puberulent : pappus sordid.— Mogollon Mountains, New Mex-

ico, Rushj.
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Var. "Wrightii. More robust, liispidulous, even up to the pe-

duncles, sometimes :i few small bristles near the tips of the iiivolucrijl

bracts: pappus dull white.— Crepis amhigua, Gray, PI. Wright, i. 120,

not PI. Fendl.— Western border of Texas, between the Limpio and

Rio Grande, Wright.

H. CYNOGLOSSOiDES, Arvet-Touvet. A foot or less high (either from

a naked base, or more commonly from a tuft of radical leaves), simple,

2-several-leaved, setose-hirsute or hispid at base, either liispidulous or

glabrous above : leaves lanceolate to spatulate-oblong, at least the

lower conspicuously setose-hirsute, upper sometimes glabrous : heads

few or several and corymbosely disposed: involucre 4 or 5 lines high,

glandular, sometimes glandular-hispidulous : pappus whitish.— N. W.
Wyoming and Montana to Washington Terr., Oregon, and N. Cali-

fornia.— Arvet-Touvet's species (Spicil. 20) is wholly founded on

Parry's no. 188 of Wyoming collection, quite immature specimens of

a form so nearly on the line between this species, as here recognized,

and IT. Scouleri, as to throw doubt upon the distinctness. A better

representative of the species is found in the //. Scouleri, Torr. &
Gray, Fl. ii. 478, chiefly, described from a specimen given by Sir

William Hooker to Dr. Torrey, ticketed by the former " Hieracium

Scouleri, coll. Scouler." This misled the authors of the Flora of

North America into a character of that species which is not congru-

ous with the original one.

Var. NUDiCAULE. Leaves all in the radical tuft, or only one or

two small ones on the slender (8 to 12 inch higli) and glabrous scape.

— Northern portion of the Sierra Nevada, CviWiovinix, Lemmon, Mrs.

Austin.

-I- -1— H— Flowers apparently yellow, only 5 to 15 in the narrow and

diffusely paniculate heads: involucre cylindraceous, of 7 to 9 broadly

linear and obtuse principal bracts and 2 or 3 short ones, not at

all glandular: akencs comparatively large, fully two lines long,

chestnut-brown, slightly or at maturity not perceptibly tapering

to the summit : pappus dark-fuscous : leaves obovate-spatulate,

all in a radical tuft at the base of the loosely branching rather

low scapes.

II. BoLANDERi, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. vii. 365. Leaves sparsely

or densely long-hirsute : no other pubescence : scape and involucre

smooth and glabrous.— Mountains in Humboldt Co., N. California,

Bolander. Head-waters of the Sacramento, Pringh. Sierra Co.,

Lemmon. Only in Bolander's specimens do the (immature) akenes

have a tapering summit.
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H. Greenei. Leaves villous-hirsute, also on both sides canescent-

tomentose with stellular pubescence: scape, peduncles, and involucre

cinereous-tomentose.— Pine woods, Scott Mountains, N. California,

Greene.

-(— ^— -J— H— Flowers yellow, 20 or 30 in the oblong heads : akenes

fusiform, tapering gradually to a narrow summit, fully as long as

the white or whitish and softer pappus : stems scapiform, bearing

one or two small leaves toward the base, above only subulate bracts

subtending peduncles or simple branches of the panicle : leaves of

radical tuft obovate to spatulate, obtuse, entire or minutely denticu-

late, contracted into short wing-margined petioles.— § Chionoracium,

Schultz Bip. Crepidispermum, Fries, Symb. Heteropleura, Schultz

Bip. in Flora, 1861. Transition to Crepis.

H. Pringlei. Strictly scapose, wholly destitute of setose hairs

and of glands : leaves all radical and rosulate, obovate, densely villous-

lanate both sides: scape very slender, a foot or two high, minutely

soft-pubescent, as also the involucre of the few heads: immature pap-

pus bright wliite.— S. Arizona, on the Santa Rita Mountains, Pringle,

Lemmon.

H. Fendleri, Schultz Bip. in Bonplandia, ix. 173. Crepis am-

hlgua^ Gray, PI. Fendl. 114. New Mexico, Fendler^ Wright, G. R.

Vasey. Colorado, Parry, Hall &, Harbour. Somewhat polymorphous,

with either reddish or blackish akenes, and the copious soft pappus

sordid-whitish. The first of the subjoined forms is clearly of this

species ; probably the other also.

Var. DISCOLOR. Radical leaves (sometimes large) usually roundish,

tinged with crimson-purple beneath: pappus nearly pure white.

—

Mountains of S. Arizona, Lemmon, Pringle, the latter distributed as

^'Hieracium erythrospermum, Greene, ined.," vehich, with name changed

in publication, is really the following:—
Var.? MoGOLLENSE. Leaves narrower, not purple-tinged : bristly

hairs disposed to be shorter: peduncles minutely and sparsely glandu-

lar-setulose : involucre smaller (only 5 lines high): immature akenes

reddish : pappus pure white.—H brevipilum, Greene in Bull. Torr,

Club, ix. 64.— Mogollon Mountains, New Mexico, Riisby.

-'—•'—•'—-'—-•— Flowers white or flesh color : akenes slender-colum-

nar, hardly if at all narrowed upward, about the length of the

bright white soft pappus : stem leafy.

II. CARNEUM, Greene. Glaucescent, above wholly glabrous and

smooth, base of stem, radical leaves, and sparingly some of the cauline,
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beset with villous-setiform hairs : leaves entire, the upper narrowly

lanceolate to linear: heads scattered in a corymbiform or irregular

panicle: involucre campanulate, 4 or 5 lines high, pale, 15-20-flowerod,

of narrow lanceolate bracts: corollas light rose-color,— Mountains of

New Mexico, Greene. Also collected long ago by Bigelow or Wright,

too young. Huachuca Mountains, S. Arizona, Lemmon.

H. Lemmoni, Gray. Villose- or hirsute-setose up to the racemiform

close th)rsus : stem simple, 2 feet high or more, very leafy : leaves

lanceolate-oblong, denticulate with callous or glanduliir teetli ; cauline

partly clasping, acute ; lowest oblong-spatulate, 4 to 7 inches long,

tapering into winged petioles : heads (4 lines high) numerous in the

oblong thyrsus, 12-20-flowered : involucre glabrous or nearly so, not

glandular, not longer than the cauescent-puberulent peduncles ; its

principal bracts narrowly linear, greenish-livid, obtuse : corollas short,

seemingly white : akenes hardly 2 lines long, slender, obscurely if at

all narrowed upward when mature, but manifestly so when younger

:

pappus not very copious, bright white.— Cave Caiion, near Fort

Iluacliuca, S. Arizona, Lemmon. A species of Mexican type, belong-

ing to the Thyrsoidea of Fries.

The following are Mexican species :
—

H. ABSCISSUM, Less.,— a Mexican species which we with probability

identify, and conjecture to include H. thyrsoideum, Fries, a species of

the same group with H. Lemmoni,— is said by Fries (Epicrisis, 150)

to come from " Texas, ad Mulpays de la Joyas," wherever that may be,

and from " Alabama, Hooker." About which there may be some mis-

take ; for nothing from Alabama uuder this name is found in the

Ilookerian herbarium.

H. Mkxicanum, Less, in Linna^a, v. 133, probably includes all the

Intyhiformia of Fries, Epicrisis, except H. abscissum. It is in Schaff-

ner, Gregg, Galeotti, and Ghiesbreght's collections. Palmer's 757

(which probably had a white pappus, somewhat discolored in drying),

and Parry «fe Palmer's 552, 553, and even 551 (which is probably

//. niveopappum, Fries), belong to it; and 384 of Bourgeau is very

nearly the form named by Schultz H. prcemorsiforme.

H. CREPiDiSPEUMUM, Fries, Symb. 14G, probably includes Palmer's

758, from the Sierra Madre, south of Saltillo ; the flowers of wliich

are said to be white. The pappus is white, and the akenes taper from

near the base to the summit, but not very much.

Troximon alpestre. Eutroximon., nanum, gl.ihrum ; caudice

elono-ato; foliis spathulatis sen lanceolatis j)innato-iiicisis partitisve

;

Bcapo 2-3-pollicari debili ; involucri bracteis fere T. cuspidati sed pau-
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cioribus ; acheniis apice parum contractis
;
pappo sat molli uniformi.

— Washington Territory, on Mount Paddo (formerly called Mount

Adams), Suksdoi-f. Oregon on Mount Hood or in the mountains

near it, L. F. Henderson.

TROxniON GRACiLENS. Macrorhyncfius, inter perennes, T. auran-

tiaco proximum ; floribus etiam aurantiaeis ; foliis scepissime integerri-

mis flaccidis ; scapo ultrapedali
; pappo nulli ; rostro tenuissimo (liu.

4-5-longo) achenio fusiformi-lineari paullo longiore.— Cascade Moun-

tains of Oregon and Washington Terr., Lyall, Nevius, Saksdorf, Rocky

Mountains in N. Wyoming, Dr. Forwood.

Var. ? Greenei. Humilius; foliis linearibus lineari-lobatis.— Scott

Mountains in Siskiyou Co., N. California, in dry open ground at 7,000

feet, Greene.

The beak of the akene affords very good characters in this difficult

genus. I adopt the subjoined arrangement for the North American

species. *

* TROXIMON, Nutt. ; Benth. & Kook.

§ 1. EuTROxiMOx. Beak of the more or less linear akene either none or short

and thickisli, and traversed by the nerves of the body.

* No beak, the sliort contracted summit of the akene similar in texture to the

body : involucral bracts tapering above into a slender acuniination : pappus

rigidulous.

T. cuspiDATUM, Pursh, the earliest name published wltli a character. T. mar-

ginatum, Nutt. ; not a bad name, for the tomentum commonly persists on the

margins of tiie leaf.

T. ALPESTRE, Gray. Vide supra.

* * A firm and thickish lightly nerved beak, decidedly shorter tlian the body

of the akene : involucral bracts not attenuate-acuminate.

T. GLAUCUM, Nutt., Pursh. A widespread and polymorphous species ; of

wliich tiie following are leading varieties : — Var. parviflorum, T. parvijiomm,

Nutt. Var. laciniatum, with forms on the one hand dilYering from T. parmjlo-

rum only in the laciniate-pinnatifid leaves, but in the Sierra Nevada with stouter

and cinereous-pubescent forms, some approacliing the next. Var. dasycepha-

LUM, to the synonyms of whicli in Flora N. America should probably be added

T. pumilum, Nutt., as well as T. taraxicifolium. At least tliere are dwarf as well

as large and robust forms.

§ 2. Macrorhynchus. Akenes with a slender and nerveless (commonly fili-

form) beak.

* Perennials ; the akene with acute or pointed beak-bearing apex.

+- Beak little or no longer than the cylindraceous or narrowly fusiform akene.

++ Flowers orange or reddish.

T. AURANTiACUM, Hook. T. roscum, Nutt., imperfectly known, seems to be
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Lactdca. Of genuine Lactuca, or the Scariola section, we appear

to have five indigenous species, namely: L. Canadensis, L., the oldest

only a depauperate variety of tliis.— Var. pukpureum, Macrorlu/nchus purpureus,

Gray, 1*1. i-'eiidl. 114, appears to be only another form of this species.

T. GKACiLEKS, Gray, and var. ? Gulenei. Vide supra.

++ ++ Flowers yellow.

T. NuTTALLii, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. ix. 210, & Bot. Calif, i. 408, excl. pi.

Nevius. To this I should refer the ambiguous forms from tlie Sierra Nevada,
which were placed in T. auranliacum, but whicli are near to T. (jlaucum.

T. AP.vRGioiDES, Less, in Linnaja, vi. 594. A small species, restricted to the

coast of California. The following species has been confounded with it, the

confusion beginning with Hooker and Arnott, in Bot. Beechey.

+- t- Beak slender-filiform, twice to four times the length of the short-fusiform

or oblong (about 2 lines long) akene: pappus soft and fine, rather flaccid:

flowers all yellow.— Slijlopappus, Nutt.

++ Pappus (whitish) about the length of the beak, and only about double the

length of the akene : head from half an inch to barely an inch high : ligules

elongated : involucre villous-pubescent.

T. iiUMiLE. Borkhausia Lessingii, & Macrorhjnchus Lessinf/ii, Hook. &, Am.
Bot. Beech. 145, & 361, excl. syn. ; for it is not Lessing's T. upanjioides by the

character. Macrorhijnchus humile, Benth. PI. llartw. 320, a smiiU form. M. Ilm-

fordii, Kellogg, Proc. Calif. Acad., a larger form. Common near the coast, from

Monterey, California, to Oregon.

w- »-* Pappus (bright white) much shorter than the more elongated and capil-

lary beak : ligules short.

T. LACiKiATUM. Glabrous or with some soft loose pubescence : closed head

of fruit not over an inch high : akene 2 and beak 5 to 7 lines long. — Slijhpappus

laciniatus, Nutt. (specimens too young and small), & var. lonrjifollus, Nutt. 1. c.

Troximon fjrandijlorum, var. tenuifolium &, var. lacinialum. Gray, Bot. Calif. 1. c. —
Common from Oregon to Brit. Columbia, and a form of it in California, which

too nearly ajiproaches the next.

T. GRANDiFLORUM, Gray, 1. c., with syn. ; excl. vars. Leaves liirsutely or

cinereous-puboscent, or glabrate : scapes stout: involucral bracts more imbri-

cated, lanate or tomentosc when young; fruiting head commonly an inch and a

half high : akenes 2 and beak 6 to 8 lines long.

# * Perennials: akenes abruptly very long-beaked from a truncate summit.

T. RETRORSCM, Gray, 1. c, with syn.

» « * Annuals, small, occasionally subcaulescent : beak of akenes filiform and

long.— Mdcroilii/nrh'ts, Less. Syn. 139, but akene not at all " plano-obcom-

pressum." Kijmapleura & Cri/ptopleura, Nutt., 1. c.

T. nETEROPiiYLLUM. T. Clillense, Gray, Bot. Calif. 1. c. Macrorhynchus

Ckilemia, Hook. Lond. Jour. Bot. vi. 25G, but not of Less. M. lu-tcmpliijUus &

3/. Ccdi/ornlciis, Torr. &, Gray. Varies much in the akenes, &c.
;
pretty clearly

distinguished from the Chilian plant or plants, by the erect involucre not villous,

and shorter outer bracts. Outer akenes sometimes pubescent or villous, not
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name of the L. elongata^ Muhl. &c. ; L. integrifolia, Bigelow (a

better and perhaps nearly as old a name as L. sacjittifulia, Ell., which

is not quite certain) ; L. hiusuta, Muhl. and Nutt. (an older and quite

as good a name as L. sanguinea, Bigelow) ; L. gramixifolia, a south-

ern species of wide extension westward ; L. Ludoviciana, DC, a

species which ranges from Dakota to Texas, and is marked by its

larger heads and more imbricated and larcre-bracted involucre. A sec-

tion, Lactucastrum, is proposed for L. pulchella, DC, with char-

acters intermediate between the preceding and the following.

It is impossible not to agree with Bentham and Hooker in referring

the American Malcjedla to Lactuca. Of our three species, L. Flori-

dana has an obvious but stout beak to the akene. But the akenes

figured by Gcertner for this species, when he transferred Sonchus Flori'

danus, L. to Lactuca^ do not belong to it. There is good reason to

believe that these figures were made from the specimen of Sonchus

Floridanns in the Bauksian herbarium ; and that, as we had long ago

noted, is L. leucophcea.

L. acuminata, Sonchus acuminatus, Willd. The akenes of this are

beakless, and with barely an obscure neck. X. villosa, Jacq. Hort.

Sclicenbr., is an earlier but a misleading name. The plant has no vil-

losity and commonly is devoid even of hirsute pubescence on the mid-

rib and veins of the leaf beneath.

L. LEUCOPHCEA, Sonchus leucophceus, Willd., is the well-known and

widely diffused species with sordid jjappus. Its akenes are narrowed

at summit into a neck, but have no beak. The large synonymy of

this species may be still further extended ; for it must be the <S. ra-

cemosus as well as S. spicatus of Lamarck, S. biennis of Moench, and

it may also be S. midtijlorus, Desf.

IxERiS, Cass., which, with Ciiorisma, Don, we had maintained as

a genus under the former name, are referred as sections to Lactuca

by Bentham and Hooker. But the akenes are equally and saliently

costate all round, and are essentially terete. We suppose that the

genus ought to stand.

rarely utricular and enlarged, when it is Cryptopletcm Cnlifomka, Nutt. 1. e
;

sometimes witli ribs extended into wings, and these sinuous-undulate and tliielily

covering the body, when it is Marwrhi/tichus heleroplq/llus, Nutt. 1. c, in Errata

made Kymapleura heterophi/lla ;— two peculiar genera upon mere conditions of

one species. A difference between marginal and inner akenes is not rare in

CichoriacecB.
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11. Miscellaneous Genera and Species.

Malvacece.

Callirrhoe LiNEAKiLOBA. Facies inter C. involucratam et C.

digitatam, parum hirsuta, nunc glabella ; caulibus adscendentibus

;

foliis 1-2-pedatipartitis, segmentis lobisve liuearibus vel laiiceolatis
;

peduuculis elongatis ; iuvolucri phyllis lis G. involucratce similibus sed

minoribus erectis ; corolla C. involucratce nisi colore pallide lilacino ;

carpellis glabriusculis, rostro brevi e margine dcnticulato dorsali

(modo C. Papaveris) libero.— Malva involucrata, var. lineariloha,

Torr. & Gray, Fl. i. 226, probably, though I have not the specimens

of Drummond. It is evidently Berlandier's no. 1815. It comes not

rarely from Texas, is no. 85 and 86 of Palmer's Texauo-Mexican col-

lection from Lerios in Coahuila, and is now, June and July (1883)

flowering and fruiting in the Botanic Garden of Harvard University. It

might be supposed to be (7. jDaZ/noia of Buckley, in Proc. Acad. Philad.

1861, 449, the description of which omits all mention of an'involucre,

but that is said to be a prostrate plant, and the imperfect original

specimen in our herbarium seems to belong to a depauperate C.

involucrata.

Leguminosce.

COLOGANIA Lemmoni. C. kumifusce. similis
; pube magis villosa ;

foliolis obovatis 2-3-plo majoribus ; floribus ut videtur omnibus brevi-

pedunculatis vel sessilibus ; legumine lineari-oblongo utrinque obtusis-

simo polyspermo, stipiti nullo vel obscuro. — Arizona, on the high

mesas of the Chiricahui Mountains, 1881, and the Huachuca, 1882,

Lemmon. The specimens of both seasons are in fruit only, or with

remains of cleistogamous flowers.

CuACCA SERiCKA.= C. J^dwardsii, var. sericea, Gray, Proc. Am.

Acad xvii. 201, now repeatedly collected, in flower and fruit, appears

to hold its characters, so that we have to admit it as a species.

Astragalus Reverciioni, Gray in coll. N. American Plants,

distributed by A. H. Curtiss, no. 601 A, supplied by J. Reverchon,

from the central parts of Texas. It was earlier collected by Wright,

and by Buckley, but in insufficient specimens. Since its distribution by

Curtiss under this name, it has been identified as the Pliaca cretacea

of Buckley, Proc. Acad. Philad. 1861, 452, which was first referred

to A. lotijlorus and afterwards less incorrectly to A. Missouriensis,

and it lies in a certain sense l^etween the two. Tiiere is an Asiatic

Astragalus crelaceus, so that this species may well bear the name of
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our most excellent correspondent and acute botanist, J, Reverchon, of

Dallas, Texas.

Astragalus Rattani. E radice annua mox multicaulis, erec-

tus, pedalis, striguloso-puberulus ; foliolis 5-7-jugis obovato-oblongis

emarginatis; floribus (9-15) in pedunculo folium superante capitatis;

calycis dentibus tubo campanulato paullo brevioribus corolla violacea

(lin. 5 longa) dimidio brevioribus ; lei^uminibus etiam capitato-con-

gestis erectis fere filiformibus (bipollicaribus lineam diametro) tereti-

bus sutura dorsali intrusa bilocellatis.— Mendocino Co., California, on

prairies nortb of Mad River, and on Rattlesnake Creek, June, 1882,

V. Rattan. A remarkable species of the group formerly represented

only by A. Breweri and A. tener, well characterized by its long and

narrow straight legumes in a capitate cluster, from three to seven

maturing.

Astragalus drepanolobus. Micranthi, subpedalis, ramosus,

striguloso-puberulus ; foliolis 4—5-jugis obovatis sa;pius emarginatis
;

pedunculis cum racemo pauci-plurifloro laxo folium superantibus; flo-

ribus albo-violaceis ; calycis lobis subulatis tubo brevi-campanulato

jBquilongis ; corolla3 (lin. 4 loiigce vexillo emarginato ; legumine ob-

longo-lineari compresso obtuso falciformi estipitato fere glabro sutura

dorsali introflexa bilocellato. — Washington Territory, on John Day's

River at Scott's Bridge, /. & T.J. Howell, May, 1882. A species with

much the habit of -4. midtljiorus, but with a very different falcate and

completely bilocellate legume, of an inch in length, 2 lines in width *,

the transverse section Y-form.

Astragalus speirocarpus, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. vi. 225, has

now been received from Mr. Ilowell, collected on the Columbia River,

fine fruiting specimens exactly like the original of Lyall, also in flower.

It is different from the plant of Western Nevada and California, so

named in the Botany of California, &c., which, indeed, appears to be

only a variety of A. cyrtoides.

Astragalus Parishil A. oocarpo similis, pariter flaviflorusj

caule laxo bipedali ; foliolis junioribus sericeo-pubescentibus ; racemo

minus laxo ; calycis dentibus subulatis tubo dimidio brevioribus.—
Common in San Bernardino Co., S. B. & W. F. Parish. Apparently

also collected in adjacent parts of Arizona by Palmer. Flowers earlier

than A. oocarpus, of San Diego Co., which is erect, stout, and fully

four feet high. The legumes seem to be similar.

Astragalus bicristatus. Podosclerocarpi, subcinereo-puberu-

lus; caule sat valido ; foliolis 7-11-jugis sublinearibus (lin. 6-10

longis)
;
pedunculis folium superantibus ; spica aut brevi densa aut
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demum elongata laxa; floribus adscendentibus (lin. G-9 longis); calyce

pilis adpressis nigris albidisquc pubcrulo, dentibus subulatis tubo ob-

loiigo-canipanulato dimidio brevioribus ; corolla ut videturalba, vexillo

obloiigo-ovato acutiusculo ; ovario glabro ; leguininibus pendulis stipi-

tatis (stipite e calyce breviter cxscrto), maturis crasso-coriaceis hama-

to-incurvatls utriuque acutatis turgido-obcompressis suturis utrisque

salientibus acute carinatis prorsus unilocularibus. — San Bernardino

Mountains, S. E. California, in a caiion on the Mohave side, May,

1882, in flower, and in Holcomb Valley, August, in flower and fruit,

S. B. & W. F. Parish.

Mimosa Lemmoni. Hahhasla, inter Ruhricaules et Acanthocar-

pas. fruticosa, late ramosa, moUitcr pubescens ; aculeis ramealibus et

petiolaribus sparsis brevibus recurvis, infrastipularibus validioribus rec-

tis geminis; stipulis spathulatis vel linearibus caducis ;
pinnis 4-7-

jugis ; foliolis 9-11-jugis (lin. 1.1-2 longis) elliptico-oblongis demum
glabellis subtus uninerviis et penniveniis ; capitulis globosis longius

pedunculatis axillaribus et ultra folia racemosis paniculam nudam

efficientibus ; floribus albis nunc purpureo tinctis glabris ; corolla infun-

dibuliformi breviter 5-lobo calyce triplo longiore ; leguminibus angusto-

oblongis rectis utriuque obtusatis (pollicem longis lin. 4 latis) furfura-

ceo-pubescentibus margine aculeis brevibus rectiusculis armatis.— S.

Arizona, Lemmon, in a cafion near Fort Iluachuca, in flower, with

mainly racemose-paniculate heads ; and Cave Caiion, in fruit, with only

axillary peduncles. Near to M. Grakami, Gray, PI. Wright, ii, 52,

to which it might be referred except for the constant cinereous pubes-

cence.

Caprifoliaccce.

Sambucus melanocarpa. Facie fere S. Canadensis ; cymis thyr-

soideo-paniculatis modo S. racemosce sed tantum convexis ; drupis nigris

nee glaucis.— A Rocky-Mountain species which has given some

trouble ; first collected in New Mexico by P'endler ; in the Wahsatch

and (recently with fruit) in the mountains of INIontana by "Watson ; by

Brewer and Bolander in the Sierra Nevada, California ; and in the

Cascades of Oregon by Cusick.

LoNiCERA SuLLiVANTii. Glaucissima, sarmentosa, parum volu-

bilis ; foliis ov.dibus sen obovato-oblongis crassiusculis, iis ramorum

floridorum plerisque connatis ; corolla lutesccnte extus glabra, tubo pi.

m. gibbo (intus fauceque hirsutula) semipollicari limbo vix longiore;

filamentis fere glabris.— L. n. sp. SuUivant, Cat. PI. Columbu.'?, f)?.

L.Jluva, var. Torr. &. Gray, Fl. ii. G ; Gray, Man., &c. — Central Ohio
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to Illinois, "Wisconsin, and Winnipeg ; also in Tennessee near Nashville,

and perhaps in the mountains of North Carolina ; but specimen in fruit

only. Introduced into cultivation many years ago at the Botanic Gar-

den, Cambridge, from plants sent by Mr. Sullivant, thence widely dis-

tributed. In Flora of North America, &c., taken to be a variety of

Lonicera Jlava, Sims. But that is a species of the Southern States

only, still preserved in cultivation, with fragrant flowers ; bright orange-

yellow corolla, the tube slender, longer than the limb, not at all gib-

bous. Elliott gives a good account of it, and of its mention by Drayton,

'' View of S. Carolina, published in 1802, p. G4," as growing on Paris

Mountain, Greenville, where it was afterward collected by Fraser

and brought into cultivation. The " exposed rocky summit of Paris

Mountain" is in Laurens Co., S. Carolina, where the jilant should

be sought anew. L. Sullivantli ranks between L. Jiava and L. glau-

ca, Hill (L. parvijlora. Lam ) ; and from the latter species the var.

Douglasii^ Torr. & Gray, may be erased. For Lindley's Caprifo-

lium Doucjlas'd is plainly L. hirsuta, Eaton ; and many of the speci-

mens originally referred to that variety belong to the latter species

:

others are merely L. glauca with dull purple flowers.

Riihiacece.

Machaonia fasciculata. Ramis calyceque puberuHs, cajt. fere

glabra; foliis lineari-spathulatis eveniis in axillis fasciculatis subsessili-

bus parum semipollicaribus ; floribus 4-meris ; calycis lobis lato-ovalibus

merabranaceis tubo dimidio brevioribus ; corolla subrotata majuscula.

— Mexico, Coulter, no. 1167.

Oldicnlandia. Greenei. Glabra, parvula ; caulc paniculato-ramoso

6 radice annua exili ; foliis spathulato-linearibus obtusis basi attenu-

atis ; floribus in dichotomiis et secus ramos breves nudos cymas sessili-

bus ; corollas albida; lin. 1-2 longaj subinfundibuliformis tubo calycis

lobos parum superante; capsula quadrangulato-hemispha^rico vel parum

turbinato calycis dentibus subulatis paullo longiore ; seminibus angu-

latis fere lasvibus.— Piuos Altos Mountains of New Mexico, ii'. L.

Greene (149), 1880. S. Arizona, in Ramsey's Canon, 1882, Leinmon.

CuusEA, Cham. As Mitracarpus* is characterized by the circum-

scissile dehiscence of the fruit, the upper part with the persistent calyx-

lobes falling oif, so are Rlchardia * and Crusea by the falling oif entire

* If we are constrained by tlie laws of nomenclature to go back to the Linn^an
name Rlchnrdia, adopted from Houston, for a genus intended to commemorate
a Dr. Richardson of those days, notwithstanding the faulty and misleading form,

we may more cordially restore the original Mitracarpus for the genus which
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of the somewhat gamophyllous calyx-limb from the fruit at the matu-
rity or at the dehiscence of the latter. It is by an oversight tliat the

limb of the calyx in Crusea is characterized as persistent in DC. Prodr.

iv. 5G7, and in Benth. & Hook. Gen. ii. 144. The oriirinal char-

acter in the Linnaea, v. 165, " Achojnia .... spermopodio persistenti

piano apice affixa, sub maturitati spoute desilientia, integro calycis

limbo turn seorsim deciduo," is explicit in this regard, and is correct.

By all the essential characters we must refer to Crusea two small-

flowered species of somewhat different habit, namely:—
Crusea subulata.* Borreria subulata, DC. Prodr. iv. 543. Sper-

macoce subulata, Pavon ex DC. ; Ilerasl. Biol. Centr.-Am. Bot. ii. GO.

Besides the casting of the calyx-limb at dehiscence, the two carpels in

this species leave in the axis a conspicuous carpophore, of their own
length, narrow, and subulately bifid to near the middle, so that the

plant could belong neither to Spermacoce nor to Diodia, and the car-

pels dehisce by a chink down the whole length of the commissural face.

This species, not uncommon in Mexico, was collected by Wright in

Arizona; at least seeds were gathered by him from which plants were

raised in the Botanic Garden of Harvard University in the year 1852
;

and recently it has been collected in the same district by Lemmon.

Crusea allococca. Referring this to Crusea, I shall not add

unnecessarily to the synonymy by imposing this specific name. It is

Diodia tricocca, Torr. & Gray, Fl. ii. 30, and D. tetracocca, Hemsl.

I.e. 56, t. 40, f. 10-15, and the carpels vary from three to four, both in

Texan and in Mexican specimens, although the lesser number prevails

in Texas. The species varies greatly in the width of the leaves and

in pubescence ; both the fruits and the herbage are sometimes quite

smooth and glabrous, sometimes puberulent or hirsute, and in no. 1187

of Palmer's collection even hispid. The carpels are dorsally very con-

vex, ventrally flattened, and either closed or with the thin commissural

face more or less ruptured in dehiscence ; the carpophore weak, and

lias been inadvertently written Mltracarprim by all succeeding botanists, except

Bentliam (in Bot. Voy. Sulph.) and myself, who endeavored to improve it into

Milracarpium. By referring to the original publication of Zuccarini's name and

cliaracter in Roem. & Scliult. Syst. Mant. iii. 210, it will be seen that the "Mitra-

carpum" and the ^'Mllracarpum scahrum " there cited are accusatives (as the form

of the word should sufficiently indicate) ; and the index to the volume accord-

ingly gives us "Mitracarpus scaler." No increase of the synonymy should come

from the remanding of the genus to its proper gender.

» The "Cnisca sulmlata " in Ilemsley, Biol. Centr.-Am. Bot. 1. c. 57, is a slip of

the pen or a misprint of Cmsca subalaia, Uook. &. Am. Bot. Beech. Voy. 431.
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very attenuate upward. The ticket of Berlandier's no. 2382 = 952,

bears the record "•fl. flammei." But surely the corolla in this and the

preceding species is white or nearly so. No stable characters are found

to distinguish liemsley's Dlodia tetracocca from the Texan plant, long

ago described as D. tricocca.

The following Cuban genus is to be added to the tribe.

NODOCARPiEA, Nov. Gen. Spermacocearum.

Calycis limbus uullus. Corolla epigyna rotata, tripartita (an sem-

per), lobis ovatis cestivatione valvatis. Stamina 3, sinubus corollas

inserta, brevissima : antherge ovales. Ovarium obovato-globosum,

biloculare. Ovula in loculis solitaria, septo medio peltatim affixa, ara-

phitropa, micropyle infera. Stylus brevi-filiformis : stigmata 2, obtusa.

Capsula globosa, parum didyma, tenui-coriacea, corolla marcescente

diu apiculata, dicocca, coccis demum solutis clausis, axi nullo inter-

posito. Semen nitidum, ovale, plano-convexum vel meniscoideum,

ventre sulcatum. — Ilerbula Cubensis, tenella, flaccido-decumbens et

radicans ; stipulis interpetiolaribus tenuibus parum vaginantibus subu-

lato-attenuatis pinnato- vel ramoso-setiferis ; foliis ovatis subscssilibus

costa excepta enerviis oppositis, summis alaribusque quaternis vel

ternis flores 1-4 parvos sessilcs involucrantibus ; corolla " alba."

(NcuSo?, toothless, KapTTo?, fruit.)

NoDOCARPiEA RADICANS. Borreria radicans, Griseb. Cat. PI. Cub.

142.— Forma hirta, foliis caulibusque pilis longis undique hirsuta.

—

Forma glabrescens, magis tenella, pilis fere destitula. — Western part

of Cuba, on the moist banks of rivers and lagunes, C. Wright, no.

2774.* The difference between the hairy and the glabrate forms is

* Part of the distribution consists of a slender and radicant form of no. 2760,

Diodia simplex, Swartz, according to Grisebach, viz. liis Borreria simplex, but

truly a Diodia.

Spermacoce rubricaulis, Wright in Sauvalle, Fl. Cubana, 71, no. 3590 of distri-

bution, is identical with no. 27G8, named by Grisebach Borreria spinosa, Cliam. &
Schlecht. ; and it ma}^ be a slender form of that species, but it wants the spinu-

lose murication wiiich gives the name.

Spermacoce Domitigensis, 2770 of same collection, Borreria, Griseb. Cat. PI. Cub.

141, appears to be S. parviflora, a narrow-leaved form, which occurs also in

Florida.

Spermacoce richardsonioides, Wright, 1. c, 73, founded on Richardsonia muricata

Griseb. 1. c. (no. 2776), is, as Grisebach had concluded, a dicarpellary Richardia.

Diodia lippioidea, Griseb. Cat. PI. Cub. 141 (2762 of Wriglit's collection) is

remarkable — althougli Grisebach overlooked it— for having a solitary calyx-

lobe ! This persists on one of the cocci, while the other has none at all.
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80 striking, that, since the collector's original tickets inilicute at least

three separate stations and different dates of gathering the specimens,

I was disposed to regard them as distinct species ; but a few scattered

hairs on the glabrate form render the separation unadvisablc. The

larger leaves of this little plant are 3 lines, the smaller only 2 lines

in length. Capsule half a line at most in length.

Galium. The revision of this genus for the North American

Flora brings in few additions and few changes that have not already

been indicated. The following are the principal.

Galium Texensk is a name proposed to take the place of G. Cali-

fornicum, var. Texaniim, Torr. & Gray, Fl., whicli was later referred

to the Mexican G. uncinulatuin. Our plant better accords with the

character of G. obstipum, Schlecht., but still seems to be distinct from

the Mexican species, one or more, to which it is nearly related, and it

is an annual. The form Texense is used because Scheele introduced a

G. Texanum, founding it on a mere form of G. viryutum, and badly

describing it.

Galium Kamtschaticum, Steller, is a species allied to G. cir-

ccEzans, which ranges from the mountains of Lower Canada (where it

was recently collected by Dr. Allen of New York), and the higher

mountains of New England (where it is known as G. LitteUii, Oakes,

G. circcBzans, var. montanum, Torr. & Gray), to those of Oregon and

"Washington Territory, Unalaska, Kaintschatka, and Sagalien. One

cannot understand why Ledebour referred this plant to G. ohovatiim,

II BK., a species figured as having unicostate leaves and inhabiting

Equatorial America.

Galium Arkansanum. Tliis is G. latlfoUum /3, Torr. & Gray.

It has, indeed, the flowers and inflorescence of that most distinct

species, but has more scabrous-hispidulous and narrow tmicosfafe

leaves. Besides Dr. Engelmann's specimen, it is known to us by a

linear-leaved form collected at the Hot Springs of Arkansas by Dr.

Foreman of Washinjrton.

Galium Mattiiewsii. Trichogaliiim, inter G. angustlfoUum et C.

stellatum, glabrum, la;ve, frutescens ; caulibus paniculato-ramosissimis ;

foliis rigidis oblongo- vel ovato-lanceolatis parvis, superioribus apice

cuspidato-acutatis ; setis fructus immaturi rigidulis breviusculis.

—

Arid district in Inyo Co., California, Dr. Matthews.

Galium Bolanderi, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. vii. 350, proves to

have been founded on a male plant of the white-berried species which,

collected in fruit by Sir Joseph Hooker and myself, was published as

G. margaricoccum, Gray, 1. c. xiii. 371.
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Valerianacece.

Valeriana Arizonica.— Glabra, semipedalis; caulibus e rhizo-

matibus repentibus crassiusculis erectis pra^ter radicalia 2-4-phyllis

;

foliis succulentis, radicalibus ovatis integris subintegerrimis (pollicari-

bus) paucisve secus petiolum longiorem 2-4-lobulati.s, caulinis subses-

silibus 3-5-partitis ; cyma glomerato-congesta ; corolla semipollicari

tubulosa, tubo in faucem sensim ampliato limbo quint iiplo longiore. —
Arizona; in mountains near Prescott, Palmer, 187G ; Santa Catalina

Mountains, at 7,000 feet, Lemmon. In character somewhat between

V. Sitchensis, Bong., and V. paucijiora, Michx. ; with the elongated

corolla of the latter.

Valeriana sorbifolia, HBK., is an accession to the North

American flora, a form of it, mostly with unusually large and broad

leaflets, having been collected in a cafion of the Huachuca Mountains,

S. Arizona, by Lemmon, 2713, 2728.

Valerian ELLA. In Torrey and Gray's Flora of North America,

the long-flowered species from Arkansas, forming the section Sipho-

nella, were judged to effect such a transition to Fedla that, following

Gaertner and Valil, Valerianella was reduced to Fedia. This was not

well ; for Valerianella is not only the older name, but one of numerous

published species, while there is hardly more than one true Fedia.

But the junction under the name of Valerianella, Tourn., Ilaller, &,c.,

must needs be made, and Plectritis, DC, should be included. There

is now a species of the latter which has a spurless corolla ; the rudi-

ment of the spur, in the form of a small saccate or conical protu-

berance, is not uncommon in several of our Valerianellas, notably in

V. amarella, V. Ndttallii, and even V. longijlora ; while the Betckea

section has the wings of the fruit replaced by nerviform rudiments of

the sterile cells. The limb of the coi'oUa is not quite regular in the

Siphonellce, is either nearly regular or decidedly bilabiate in different

species of Plectritis ; so that nothing but the diandrous instead of trian-

drous flower is left to characterize Fedia. Whatever view be taken

of- that genus, it is evident that the American forms {Siphonella, Plec-

tritis, Betckea, the latter already united) all fall into one genus.*

* VALERIANELLA, Tourn., Haller, Mcench : spec. Am. Borealis.

§ \. Valkrianella propria.

—

Valerianella, Krok, Monogr. Valer. ; Benth. &
Hook. Gen., excl. § Siphonella.

» Inquilina, subcasruliflora : fructus loculus fertilis dorso suberoso-incrassatus.

V. OLiTORiA, Pollich. V. caerulea, Aikin in Eaton, Man. Bot.

VOL. XIX. (n. s. XI.) 6
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Lobeliacece.

PARIS IIELLA, Nov. Gen. Cyphicarum.

Calyx 5-fi(lus, tubo campanulato adnato lobis spatlmlatis foliaceis

breviore. Corolla subrotata, calyce brevior, profunde fere aqiialiter

5-fida. Stamiua "), a corolla libera : filamenta (basi tantum discre ta)

in tubum gracilem apiee iiiflexum connata : antlierai libera?, nudoc,

ovales, loculis introrsurn debiscentibus. Ovarium biloculare, raulti-

* * Regione orlentali indigenaj, albiflorcc.

»- Fructus pi. m. triangularis, loculis sterilibus fertili niinoribus ad angulam
obtusiorem : corollae tubus gracilis fauce limboque subasquilongus.

V. ciiENOPODiFOLiA, DC. — V. iriquetra, Shuttlewortli in Flora, 18.37, 211, t. 3.

V. Fwjopyrum, \Yalp. Kopert. ii 527. Fedia chenopodifolia, Pursli, Fl. ii. 727.

F. Fagopyrum, Torr. & Gra}^ Fl. ii. 51. Shuttlewortli, having Virginian speci-

mens of tliis species, suspected it to be the plant briefly described by PursIi.

Having examined the original in the Shcrardian herbarium, I can confirm this

judgment.

V. AMARELLA, Krok, Monogr. Valer. 55, t. 2, f. 14. Fedia amarella, Lind-

heimer, Engelm. in PI. Lindh. ii. 217. Texas ; named from a peculiar bitterness

of the herbage, which is wanting in the associated species, according to Lind-

heimer. A saccate gibbosity, at the base of the throat of the corolla, is in

some flowers almost spur like.

t- -t- Fructus oblongo- sen ovato-tetragonus, antice infer loculos steriles con-

tiguos fertili non latiores nee majores sulcatus.

V. STENOCARPA, Krok, ]\Ionogr. Fedia stenocarpa, Engelm.

V. RADiATA, Dufresne, non DC.

t- -I- -t- Fructus loculi steriles ampliati aut inflati aut valde divergentes fertili

multo majores.

V. WooDSiANA, Walp., Krok, 1. c. Fedia Woodsiann, Torr. & Gray, Fl. ii. 52.

Var UMHiLiCATA. Fructus maturus loculis sterilibus introrsis confluentibus

vesiculosis centro profunde umbilicatis, ore subrotundo.— 1'^. uinbilicatn, Krok.

Fedia uinhilicata , SuUiv. /•'. radiata, vur. umbiliaita. Porter in Am. Nat. vi. .387,

t. 108.

Var. PATEi.i.ARiA. Fructus quasi meniscoideus, basi apiceque emarginatus,

loculis sterilibus maximc divergentibus demum applanatis alasformibus nunc

niarginibus pi. ni involutis.— T". paliUaria, Krok. Fedia patellaria, Sulliv.

F. radi(ita_ vnr. piildlaria, Porter, I.e. o37, t. lOG.

§ 2. SiriioxELLA, Krok. — Fedia § Si/ihonella, Torr. & Gray, Fl. ii. 50. Species 2

Arkansana;.

V. LONGiFLORA, Widp. Corollaj tubo filiformi purpurasccnte lobis albis 3-4-

plo longiori juxta basim gibbcre parvo instructo; fructus loculo fertili apice

lato-obtuso. — Fedia loxf/i/lora, Torr. & Gray, 1. c.

T. Klttali.ii, Walp. Corolla) albas tubo lobis diiplo longiori versus medium

gibbero parvo instructo ; fructus loculo fertili angusto-apiculato.

—

Fedia Nul-

tallii, Torr & Gray, 1. c.
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ovulatum : stylus filiformis : stigma depresso-capitatum, bilobum,

exannulatum. Capsula turbiiiata, iiifera, polysperma, vertice inter

calycis lobos persisteutes operculatim dehiscens, operculo late couico

stylo apiculato cum corolla marcesceute deraum deciduo. Semina

globosa, fere lasvia.

§ 3. Plectritis, Lindl. Bot. Reg. t. 1094. Pkdritis & Betckea, DC. Plectritis,

Bentli. & Hook. — Spec. Amer.-Occidentalis.

* Fructus cum ala circumdata meniscoideus, nunc acetabuliformis, dorso obtuse

angulatus : cotyledones faciei ventrali parallels: flores parvi.

V. MACROCERA.— Pkctriti's congesta, var. minor, Hook. Fi. i. 201. P. macrocera,

Torr. & Gray, Fi. ii. 50. Runs into various forms ; the spur of the corolla some-

times as long as the body, not rarely rather short ; the tube below its origin

either slender and stipe-like or short, sometimes very short. So the specific

name is not always appropriate.

* * Fructus dorso carinato-angulatus : cotyledones contrarieaj, i. e. faciei ven-

trali accumbcntcs.

•*- Ala3 fructus sat evoluta?, pi. m. introrsas.

•« Corolla ecalcarata, i>arv a; fauce lato-infundibulari, basi hinc gibbere parvo

mammasformi nunc evanido instructa, limbo ajqualitcr 4-partito, scgmento

postico eniarginato vel bifldo : fructus dorso acute carinatus, ala lata basi

introrsa supcrne patente.

V. ANOMALA. — Wet grounds on the Columbia River and near it, IIoivcll,

Suksdorf. This appears to produce also some wingless fruit.

++ >-* Corolla basi calcarata.

V. CONGESTA, Lindl. Bot. Reg. t. 1094. Plectritis conrjesta, DC. Corolla

usually 4 lines long and with exserted genitalia. Fruit salient into an acute

angle dorsally, but the edge not so acute as in the preceding, or even slightly

bevelled. P. brachystemon, Fisch. & Meyer, Ind. Sem. Hort. Petrop. 1835,

Suppl., according to an authentic specimen of the cultivated plant, is a small-

flowered form of tliis species, with downy fruit. But the character, "fiores

quadruplo minores albos et stamina non exserta," points to P. macrocera.

V. APiiANOPTERA. V. sainoli/olia persimilis, praeter fructus paullo mnjorem,

aliis angustis incurvis inconspicuis. — Wet hillsides along tlie Columbia River,

Klikitat Co., Washington Terr., Suksdorf. And an imperfect specimen, col-

lected on " Columbia Plains " by Nuttall, distributed as Plectritis capitata, appears

to be tlie same.

-1- -1- Alffi fructus suba°qualiter triquetri nullaj.— Betckea, DC.

V. SAMOLiFOLiA. — Bttckea samolifolia, DC. 1. c. 642. B. major, Fisch. &
Meyer, Ind. Scm. Petrop. 1. c. (5) 30. Plectritis samolifolia & P. major. Hock in

Engler, Bot. Jahrb. iii. 37. Raised in 1835, from seed collected at the Russian

colony Ross, in California ; specimens differing from the Chilian only in some-

what larger size,— of small consequence in an annual. Recently collected by
II. N. Suksdoif in low grounds on the Columbia River, " without doubt indi-

genous," says this excellent collector and acute observer. The preceding may
prove to be a mere state of this species ; and in any case the value of Betckea

even as a section is destroyed.
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PARisnELLA Californica. Ilerba exigua, monocarpica, glabella

;

foliis spathuhitis cum Horibus axillaribus brevipeduiiculatis in collo

rosulato-confertis mox proliferis, ramis depressis iuferne nudis ; corolla

alba.— At Rabbit Springs, in the Mohave Desert, May, 1882, S. B.

& ir. F. Parisli. It is interesting indeed to add to our Flora a second

genus of the very peculiar tribe to which Nemacladas of Nuttall be-

longs. The habit of this little plant is quite unlike that of its nearest

relative ; but the floral structure is very similar. The comparatively

large and foliaceous calyx-lobes, completely adnate ovary, and the

short and regular almost rotate corolla, furnish good generic characters ;

and above all there is the subapical circumscissile dehiscence. The

capsule is indeed a pyxidium, the broad and low conical apex within

the calyx-lobes falling away as a lid. The plant forms a small slen-

der-rooted tuft, close to the ground, of spatulate entire leaves, which

are only a quarter or half an inch long, subtending short-peduncled

flowers : the calyx-lobes, of one or two' lines in length, soon much sur-

pass the white corolla. In the manner common to many of these

desert annuals, three or four radical branches are sent out with a long

naked internode, and at apex a tuft of leaves and flowers like the

primary one, these again proliferous, «fec. As there is already a genus

Parishia in another part of the world, I have to adopt a different form

in naming this small but very interesting plant in honor of the discov-

erers, my invaluable correspondents, two brothers of great botanical

zeal and acuteness, who in the few years of their residence in San

Bernardino have wonderfully opened up the botany of that portion of

California, having already sent us many new plants of that region, in

excellent specimens, and most kindly in every way assisted us and

other botanists. A brief note upon this plant was published in Coul-

ter's Botanical Gazette, vii. (1882) 94.

Ericacece.

Gaultheria. The two forms of G. Myrsinites, which are indi-

cated in the Synoptical Flora of North America, now known to us in

abundant specimens from various stations, atid recently by complete

specimens with notes from W. N. Suksdorf of Washington Terri-

tory, are manifestly of two species, with the following distinguishing

characters :
—

Gacltheria Myrsinites, Ilook. Cajspitoso-depressa, undique

glabra ; foliis ovalibus vel rotundatis plerumque semipollicaribus

;

corolla depresso-carapanulata calycem parum snperante. — Alpine

and subalpine meadows and damp hillsides, in the Rocky Mountains
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from British America to Colorado and Utah, and westward on the

higher Cascades and Sierras from Washington Territory to the borders

of California.

Gaultiieria ovatifolia. Major, dodrantalis ; ramis adsurgenti-

bus calyceque pilis mox ferrugineis pilosis ; foliis lato-ovatis etiam

subcordatis pollicaribus immo sesquipollicaribus magis serrulatis ; co-

rolla campanulata caljcis lobis acutioribus duplo longiori.— ^yooded

banks of streams and canons of the Cascade "Mountains, borders of

British Columbia, Washington Territory, and N. Oregon, coll. Lyall,

E. Hall, S. Watson, W. N. Suksdorf.

Asclepiadacece,

Metastelma Arizonicum, Caulibus fere filiformibus e basi lig-

nescente ultrapedalibns filiformibus puberulis ; foliis crassiusculis an-

giisto-linearibus acutis basi abrupta parum latiore petiolatis eveniis

marginibus mox revolutis ; cynmlis paucifloris in axillis subsessilibus ;

corolla lin. 2 longa campaniformi 5-partita, lobis lanceolatis obtusius-

culisiiitus villo brevi retrorsum barbatis ; corona? squamis 5 attenuato-

linearibus stigma superantibus basi columnar antheris paullo brevioii

insertis. — Arizona, on hills near Tucson, May, 1883, Pringle.

AscLEPiAS CuRTissii. Juxta A. ohovatam coUocanda ; caule pu-

berulo 1-3-pedali ; fidiis glabellis oppositis ovalibus brevi-petiolatis

subtransverse lineato-venosis internodiis 2-3-plo longioribus (sesqui-

pollicaribus) ; umbellis subsolitariis brevi-pcdunculatis ; floribus pauci-

usculis viridulo-albidis ; cucullis subhastato-lanceolatis rectis arrectisque

gynostemium longe superantibus supra basim marginibus latis tenuibus

iuflexis, cornu infra medium orto falcato-incurvo lato apice adsurgente
;

antheraruiu alls latissimis anguloacuto; columiia brevissima.— Kastern

part of S. Florida, A. H. Curtiss, 1879. (This has recently been

published in the supplement to a re-issue of Chapman's Flora of

Southern U. S., 643.)

AsCLEPiAS Lemmoni. Procera, pilis patentibus multiarticulatis

pubescens vel in caule hirto-villosa : foliis magnis (5-10-pollicaribus)

oppositis ovalibus obtusissimis basi subcordatis subsessilibus ;
pedun-

culis folio paullo brevioribus ; umbella multitiora
;

pedicellis uncialibus

villoso-hirtis; floribus inter maximos ; petalis (lin. 5 lon<iis) ovatis

flavo-viridulis glabris ; colurana staminea brevi ; cucullis albidis (lin. 4

longis) antheras longe superantibus ovato-sublanceolatis superne pa-

tentibus versus basim obtuse bidentatis et cornu oblongo piano obtusis-

simo instructis, costa callosa purpurascente ; folliculis pubescentibus. —
S. Arizona, near Fort Huaehuca, on slopes in Tanner's Caiiou, in
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fruit jind flower; also in coll. of 1881, fruit ouly, iu Rucker Valley,

Levimon

Loganiacece

.

BuDDLiciA PuiNGLEi. Inter Globosas et Verticillatas, Benth. quasi

media
;
rumis ruuiulisque glabris ; foliis nascentibus furfuraceo-caiies-

ceutibus, adultis glabris viridibus oblongis vel lato-lanceolutis obtusi-

usculis subiutegerrimis (parum bipoUicaribus) basi atteuuatis breviter

margiiiato-petiolatis
; capitulis plurifloris iuterrupte spicatis, plerisque

subsessilibus iiudis approximatis, infimis remotioribus in axillis folio-

rum magis pedunculatis
; corolhe tubo e calyce albo-tomentuloso vix

exserto lobis 2-3-plo longioribus, fauce hirsutula ; ovario apice tomen-
toso; stigmate incrassato, lobis coha3rentibus,— Arizona, iu fields near

Tucson, May, 1883, Pringle.

Gentianacece.

Gentiana Forwoodii. Pneumonanthe, G. affiai sat similis ;

corollis subdimidio minoribus ; caulibus adsurgenti-diffusis (6-12-pol-

licaribus) usque ad apicem crebrius suba^qualiter foliosis; foliis oblongis

iniisve ovatis summis nunc angusto-lanceolatis ; calyce subcampanu-

lato brevi (lin. 2-3-longo) prorsus edentato margine sphacelato aut

ina^qualiter crenato-bilobo aut liiiic fisso quasi spathaceo. — High

meadows of the Wind River Mountains, Dr. W. II. Fnrwood, U. S. A. ;

coll. Au<:;ust, 1882, a low form, with stems little over a span high,

e(jiiably leafy to the very top, the leaves 6 or 7 pairs, uppermost

closely subteudiiig the three or four clustered flowers and of equal

length ; the specimens bearing small resemblance to G. a-ffinis. Again

collected in August, 1883, in abundant specimens, of 6 to 12 inches iu

height, with longer upper interuodes, narrower upjjcr leaves, short-

spiciform or racemiform inflorescence of iew or several flowers, and

so displaying its near relationship to G. ojjinis, the calyx-teeth of

which, generally large, are variable, and in some flowers a part or

even all of them obsolete. The corolla in this new species is dtcidedly

smaller, not over three fourths of an inch long, narrow, and with

shorter and rounder lobes, these little surpassing the plical append-

ages. None of the very many specimens, from several stations,

» In Lemmnn's collection (fruit in 1881, flowers in 1882) we have Axckpias

fjlaucesrens. \\\\K , or, if the si)ecies are different, A. ehita, Benth. I'l. Iliiriw. It

is evidently the latter, which ai)pears to be cnminon in Mexico ; lint we sui)pnse

the plant described .md (iL'nred by Kiuith is only a somewhat snialler-llowereil

and narrower-leaveJ variety of the same species.
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shows the least vestige of lobes or teeth to the calyx. The rare

specimens of G. affinis in which these are obsolete in some of the

flowers have the more ample corolla of that species.

Gentiana Bigelovii. Pneumonanthe, G. affini proxima; foliis

angustis crassioribus, superioribus linearibus; floribus spicato-cougestis ;

corolla vix pollicari vel minore cylindracea extus scabrida et lineis pro-

miuulis crenulato-scabris notata, lobis brevibus lato-ovatis plerumque

erectis plicarum lobulis bifidis duplo longioribus ; stipite capsuloe brevi

fistuloso ; seminibus ala angusta crassiuscula cinctis.— G. offinis, Torr.

Bot. Mex. Bound. 157, &c. — Colorado to Arizona. In S. Arizona,

on a high plateau, at 9,000 feet, Lemmon, 1882. This has passed as

an extreme form of G. affinis, but it decisively differs by its oblong

rather than funnelform corolla, witli shorter lobes, and by the salient

crenulate or roughened ridges which in the bud externally border

the infolded plicai ; the stipe is shorter and broader, and completely

fistulous, so that some of the seeds fall into it even to the bottom.

No. loG7, coll. Wright, from New Mexico, is exactly like Lemmon's

plant. Shorter and stouter specimens were collected in 1853 by

Bigelow in the Sandia Mountains (although not enumerated in Pacif.

R. Rep. iv.) ; and these are matched by Colorado specimens, no. 4G8,

Hall & Harbour, 1862, and no. 329, coll. Greene.

Polemoniacece.

L(ESELiA (GiLiorsis) Havardi. Perennis, humilis, diffuso-

ramosissima, pilis multiarticulaiis crispatulis cinerco-villosa ; foliis

])lerumque pinnato-3-5-partitis, lobis iiliformibus cuspidato-mucronatis ;

floribus sparsis nudis brevi-peduiiculatis ; corolla alba hypocrateri-

morpha, tubo lobis ovalibus obtusis mucronulatis calyceque pauUo

longioribus, fauce parum obliquo ; filamentis aiqualiter insertis corolla

lobos oequantibus valde declinatis et superne involuto-incurvis ; ovulis

numerosis.— W. Texas, on the Rio Grande near Presidio del Norte,

Dr. N. Havard, 1881. Another of those Gilioid species which tend

to confuse Loeselia and Gilia. But if the strongly declinate and even

involute filaments of the present species do not exclude it from Gilia,

both genera will in the end have to be combined with Puleinonium.

HydrophyllacecB

.

Phacelia Popei, Torr. & Gray, in Pacif. R. Rep. ii. 172, t. 10,

is to be re-established, and to be referred to the subdivision with " calyx

more or less setose-hispid." The seeds, which are pretty well figured,
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are short-oval and roughened by muriculate toothing of the reticula-

tions and some rugosity. The recent distribution of Curtiss, as P.

glandulosa, no. 2128* in his sets of United States plants, belongs to

it. Also Wright's no. lo78.

PiiACKLiA Pakisiiii. Eutoca, P. de/m'ssee et P. pulcliellce prox-

ima, seminibus oblongis prioris, viscidula ; foliis ovalibus repando-

crenatis ; spica densiflora longiuscule peduuculata ; oalycis lobis lato-

spathulatis corolla parum brevioribus capsulam ovali-oblongam circa

20-spermam asquantibus ; stylo hirsuto apice brevissimoi bilobo. —
Near Rabbit Springs, of the Mohave Desert, May, 1882, *S'. B. & W.

F. Parish. A span liigh, the earliest peduncles nearly radical. Fruc-

tiferous calyx fully 3 lines long, thickish, foliaceous ; the pedicels very

short. Corolla campauulate, blue in the dried specimens, only 2 lines

long, the internal appendages obscure or none. Seeds fully half a

line long.

Phacelia pachyphylla. Microgenetes, pube brevi viscidissima,

robusta, subpedalis, patenti-ramosa ; foliis succulentis siccitate crasso-

coriaceis rotundatis sa^pe subcordatis fere integerrimis, inferioribus

1-2-pollicaribus cum petiolo percrasso aequilongo, superiorihus subses-

silibus ; spicis brevi-pcdunculatis saipius gemiuatis densifloris ; calycis

lobis lato-linearibus corollam campanulatam lin. 2-3 longara cajruleam

capsulamque subglobosam polyspermum asquautibus ; seminibus ovali-

oblongis semilineam longis.— Dry alkaline lakes, near Calico IMines,

Mohave Desert, May, 1882, S. B. & W. F. Parish. A most peculiar

species, to be placed at the end of the Microgenetes section. Internal

appendages of the corolla small and narrow, connected at the base

with the short dilated base of the filaments.

PilACELiA Orcuttiana. Microgeiietcs, inter P. Cumingei Chi-

lensem et P. Frernonti collocanda, viscido-pubens, subpedalis, erecta

;

foliis pinnatifidis, lobis brevibus integerrimis ; spicis elongatis densi-

floris ; corolla rotato-campanulata ochroleuca vel alba fauce flava calyce

duplo longiore, plicis vix ullis ; capsula ovali-oblonga sepalis angusto-

spathulatis suba^qnilonga 12-14-sperma ; seminibus ovalibus favoso-

corrugatis. — Mountains of Lower California near the U. S. border,

Charles N. Orcutt.

Mr. Orcutt likewise collected in Lower California a well-marked

and very viscid species of the EiUoca section, which was described

under an appropriate name ; but being informed that it was some

years ago named by Dr. Kellogg from specimens collected by Dr.

Veatch, and is about to be published in California, I leave it without

further notice.
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Borraginaceee.

Eritrichium moli.e. Inter Eueritrichium et Knjnitskiam, de-

presso-diffusum, caulibus elongatis basi repentibus radicantibus ut

videtur pereunans, pilis laxis crebris molliter liirsutum vel potius

villosum ; foliis elongato-lingulatis (plerisque bipollicaribus) ; spicis

demura elongatis subsolitariis ebracteatis villosis
;
pedicellis calycis

segmentis lineari-oblongis (i'ructiferis laxis) dimidio brevioi ibus ; corolla

alba, limbo lin. lato ; nuculis (liueam longis) trigono-ovatis modice

obeompressis doiso vix carinatis grosse areolalo-rugosis iutus superne

carinatis, inferne trieute cicatrice ovato-lanceolata gyuobasi brevi-

oblongo affixis.— Sierra Valley, California, on alkaline wet flats and

borders of ponds, Lemnion, 1874 to 1883, at length with good fruit..

In the Botany of California (i. 528) this is referred to as perhaps a

decumbent form of E.' Kiitcjii, of which the fruit was characterized,

partly from the original account, and partly from immature nutlets of

the present plant, or of E. Kingii ? collected by Lemmon in the same

district, but on sandy dunes. The plant now described is very differ-

ent from E. Kitigii, of which I have only now seen, through Prof.

Eaton's kindness, the mature, muricate-rugose fruit. Evidently the

present plant is most nearly related to E. Scouleri, although the scar

of the nutlets is wholly introrse.

Eritriciiium Cooperi. Eueritrichium, Mpsotidea, E. Califor-

nico et E. Scouleri alfine, patenti-diffusum e radice ut videtur annua,

setis patentissimis brevibus undique hispidum ; foliis subsucculentis

fere omnibus alternis linearibus (semipollicaribus) ; caulibus longe

racemifloris inter flores brevissime pedicellatos hinc inde bracteatis

;

corolliE rotatai limbo 2-3 lin. lato albo in centre flavo ; calyce fructi-

fero aporto scsquiliueari profunde 5-partito ; nuculis ovatis trigono-

obcompressis obtusiusculis glabris ventre reticulato-rugosulis dorso

transverse rugosis, cicatrice brevi sublineari. — Mohave Desert, S. E.

California, at Camp Cady, Dr. Cooper, 18G0-G1 ; Rabbit Springs,

May, 1882, *S'. D. & W. F. Parish, near to and in water.

Eritrichium oxygon ujl Krynitzkia, E. muricidato proximum :

cyma terminali peduncidata snspius triradiata ; nuculis calycis lobis

oblongo-lanceolatis obtusiusculis paullo brevioribus subtriquetris Fago-

pyri instar ex ovata subacuminatis, dorso leviter convexo parce muricu-

lato, angulis lateralibus acutis, faciebus Itevibus planis, angulo ventrali

sulco sat lato gynobasi elongato-subulatas usque ad apicem inserto. —
Limb of the rotate corolla 2 lines broad, with conspicuous appendages

in the throat. Nutlets a line lonfj. — S. E. California, on hills bor-

dering the Mohave Desert, Pringle, 1882.
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EuiTRiCHiuM MiCROMERES. KrynitzJcia, erectum, subpcdale e

radioe ut videtur annua, pilis patentibus brevibus hirsutum vcl his-

piduin ; caule gruLili lainosissirno ; foliis parvis (lin. 3-6 longis)

linearibus integerrimis ; spicis filiformibus peduuculatis demum sparsi-

floris ; floribus minimis ; corolla incoiispicua ; calyce ctiam fructifero

vix ulti'a semilineam longo setis uncinalis liispidi.^simo, lobis lanceo-

latis obtusiubculis iructum parum superantibus ; nucuiis ovato-trigonis

acutancfulis dorso demum muriculato-scabris, sulco ventrali latiusculo

basi subito dilatato.— Near Santa Cruz, California, 1881, Marcus E.

Jones.

EciiiDiocARYA URSiNA. Dcprcssa, ramosissima, liispida ; floribus

fere omnibus folioso-bracteatis ; corollis minimis ; nucuiis breviter

stipitatis distinctis lajvibus (hand muriculalis) lint-is leviter prominulis

reticulatis.— Common on dry slopes of Bear Valley in the San Ber-

nardino Mountains, S. E. California, S. B. «& W. F. Parish, 1879 and

1882. This and the nearly related E. Californica effect nearly a

transition to the Plagiohothrys section of JEritrichium.

Convolvulacece.

Ipomcea TnURBKRi, Gray. Pharhltis, prccter folia quandoque

utrinque hispidulo-pubescentia glaberrima ; radicc perenni tuberosa;

caulibus gracilibus procumbentibus ; foliis cordato-hastatis aruminatis

(lobis sicpius bifidis) vel superioribus 5-7-fidis lobis triangulari-lanceo-

latis divergentibus ;
peduuculis unifloris petiolo brevioribus supra brac-

teolas clavato-incrassatis ; sepalis (polliearibus) elongato-lanceolatis

sensira acumiuatis a^qualibus gluberrimis ; corolla ultra -bipollicari pur-

purea e tubo gracili superne infundibuliformi ; stigmate trilobo ; ovario

triloculari (imnc 4-loculari ?) ; semiiiibus furfuraceo-puberulis. — Syn.

Fl. ii. 212, — Southern Arizona, now collected in flower, on lime-

stone rocks, by /. G. Leinmon. And the species proves to be of the

Pharhltis group.

IrOAicEA cuxEiFOLiA. Exigua, glabra ; caule gracili e cormo glo-

boso enato decumbente ; foliis cuneatis brevi-peiiolatis c basi 5-9-

nervatis apice inciso-dentatis, dentibus 3-7 lanceolatis
; pedunculis

filiformibus unifloris folium sub:T5(iuantibus ; sepalis (lin. 3-4 longis)

oblongis obtusis, omnibus vel exterioribus secus costam processibiis

moliibus insigniter nuii-icatis; corolla purpurea vix poUicari infundi-

buliformi ; capsula parva 4-vaIvi disperma, seminibus tantum puberulis.

— S. Arizona, iu Tanner's Canon, near Fort IIuMclnica, Lpinmon. —
The larger leaves of this remarkable species are haidly an iiicli long.

The calyx resembles that of /. capillacea, Don (/. muricata, Cav.),
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but the muricate processes are larger. Two distinct forms of the

latter species are noted by Mr. Lemmon, one erect, the other diffuse-

procumbent, the corms also different ; and he suspects that /. cunei-

folia may be a form of one of these, with the leaflets confluent into a

cuneate simple leaf.

Ipomcea Lemmoni. /. leptotomce, Torr. peraflSnis, prorsus glaber-

rima ; caule debili vix volubili e cormo vel tubere crasso oblongo ; seg-

mentis foliorum pedatorum angusto-linearibus elongatis (inajoribus

bipollicaribus) tenuibus; pedunculis filiformibus unifloris petiolum

gracilem hand superantibus ;
pedicello perbrevi bracteolis setaceo-

subulatis parum longiori cum calyce glaberrimo ; sepalis oblongis

acutis submembranaceis, exterioribus costa vix prominula parce

tenuiter muriculata ; corolla angusta bipollicari ; fructu adhuc

io-noto. — Southern Arizona in the mountains near Fort Huachuca,

/. G. Lemmon*

SolanacecB.

Saracha umbellata, DC. Cat. Monsp. ? Sweet, Brit. Fl. Gard.

t. 85 ; G. Don, Syst. ; Dunul in DC., but '• Peru " cited as the country

by Sweet, and subsequent authors following the lead. Atropa umbel-

lata, Roth, Cat. ii. 26 (no habitat) ; Jacq. Ilort. Schocnbr. t. 493, who

gives "Mexico." A common Mexican species (the fruit edible and

sold in the markets), described under several names, such as S. Jato-

mata, Scblecht., and probably his aS'. alloqona ; also .S". glabrato, and

probably S. diffusa, laxa, and conspersa, Miers, S. Miersii, Dunal.

It came to be taken for Peruvian through some confusion with the

nearly related S. procumbens, Ruiz & Pav. First collected now

within the U. S. by Lemmon, in caiions near Fort Iluacluica, S. Ari-

zona. His specimens have peduncles shorter than the pedicels, which

is not usual.

Margaranthus Lemmoni. Decumbenti-ramosissima, magis foliosa;

foliis omnibus integerrimis nee repandis ; calyoe profundius 5-dentato,

dentibus tubo nunc dimidio brevioribus ; corolla alba supra tubum

brevissimum campanulato-uiceolata, ore breviter obtuseque 5-lobo.

—

* I. tenuiloba, Torr. Bot. Mex. Bound. 148, — of which a specimen exists

only in the Torrey Flerhariuni, and wiiicli was accidentally omitted in Syn. Fl.

N. Amer.,— is another species of this group. It has filiform leaflets, liardly

thicker than the petiole, the latter shorter than the stout peduncle ; sepals

oblong ; corolla as large as that of /. sagittata ; root unknown. Torrey's remark

on no. 1617, Wriglit, is to be excluded. That plant is /. lonr/i/olia, and the whole

sentence belongs to the account of that species on p. 149, and was accidentally

misplaced.
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S. Arizona, in Cave Cuiion, near Fort Iluachuca, Lemmon. Resem-

bles M. solanaceus, but with somewhat different habit, and with corolla

so little urceolate that, if this species only were regarded, it would

hardly be geuerically separated from Pltysalis. P. minutijiora, taken

up by Dunal from Mo(;ino and Sesse's drawings (but accidentally

omitted from the Caiques des Dessins), may be the same ; but the

" foliis repandis " would apply better to M. solanaceus, the " pruiuo-

sis " to neither.

Scrophulariacece.

Pentstemon rubescens. p. dasyphyllo nimium affinis, minutis-

sime pruiuoso-puberulus ; foliis angustissime liiiearibus glabratis

;

thyrso aperto, ramis jiatentibus saipius trifloris ; sepalis ovatis ple-

rumque subito acuminatis glanduloso-puberulis ; corolla sesquipollicari

(ut videtur incarnata) e tubo brevi ventricoso-ampliata, lobis brevibus

latis consimilibus, vel antico paullo longiore ; antherarum loculis (ut

in P. dasyphyllo) turgido-ovatis, valvulis ciliato-denticulatis. — S. Ari-

zona, near Fort Huachuca, in Tanner's Caiiou, Lemmon.

Pentstemon CiESius. Saccanthera, inter P. gracilentem et P.

Roezli, subpedalis e basi parum lignescente ; foliis coriaceis glaucis

integerrimis subeveniis, plerisque rotundis (semipoUicaribus) in peti-

olum ttquiloiigum marginatum subito decurrentibus, superioribus paucis

spathulatis vel sublanceolatis sessilibus ; thyrso laxifloro ; sepalis ob-

longis pcdicellis pedunculisque pruinoso-glandulosis ; corolla (fere |-

pollicari) tubulosa sursum parum ampliata purpurea seu violacea,

limbo brevi intus glabro ; filamento sterili filiformi glaberrimo. — S.

E. California, on rocks in the San Bernardino Mountains, coll. Parry

& Lemmon (1876, no. 304), W. G. Wright, 1880, S. B. & W. F.

Parish, 1880 and 1882. A well-marked species, of which the ma-

terials were until now scanty. It has probably been somewhat

distributed, as a form of P. Icetus or of P. Roezli, from which it

widely differs both in the foliage, the glaucous hue, and the narrow

corolla.

BucHNERA piLOSA, Benth., var. Arizonica. Forma hispidula,

nunc paniculato-ramosa.— Southern Arizona near Fort Iluachuca,

Lemmon 1882. A form of the commonest and the most variable

Mexican species.*

* The American species north of the Istlimus have never been well deter-

mined. Tlie subjoined memoranda may contribute in some degree to a better

understanding of tliem.
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Castilleia cinerea. E grege C. pallidce et 0. viscidulce, multi-

caulis, spithamaja ad subpedalem, molliter cinereo-pubescens ; caulibus

adscendentibus conferte foliosis ; foliis parvis (semipollicaribus ses-

quilineam latis) lineari-laiiceolatis suberectis integerriinis, superioribus

tritidis, floralibus 3-5-fidis spatbulato-dilatatis luteo-tinctis viscido-

glandulosis ; spica brevi densa ; calycis segmeutis bipartitis, lobis

linearibus ;
galea coroUoe brevi-oblouga truncata tubo quadruple bre-

viore labio obtuse tricrenato 3-4-plo lougiore ; stigrnate disciformi

maximo.— S. E. California, on rocky hillsides of Bear Valley in the

San Bernardino Mountains, 1882, S. B. & W. F. Parish.

Castilleia plagiotoma, (§ Calyx normaliter bilabiatus, labiis

latis, postico emarginato, antico parum longiore obcordato-bitido.)

Bipedalis e radice crasso jDerenni, gracilis, rauiosa, inferne glabella ;

spicis inferne sparsifloris cum bracteis calycibusque cinereo-pubescenti-

bus vel tomentulosis ; foliis imis angusto-linearibus, superioribus trifidis

lobis linearibus, fioralibus 3-5-fidis ; calyce oblongo, labiis tubo paullo

Ser. A. Calyx-teetli sliort, equal, broaJly trianj^ular or ovate, not svirpassing

tl)e turgid-ovate mature capsule: corolla-tube pubescent or puberulent: stem

strict, niostly simple, nakeil and pedunculiform at summit.

B. Americana, L. Leaves broad and dentate : calyx-teeth acute. The com-

mon Northern species.

B. ELONGAT.\, Swartz. Leaves narrower, less dentate or entire: calyx-teeth

obtuse.— W. Indies, Florida, Texas, and doubtless iu the eastern part of

Mexico.

Ser. D. Calyx-teeth short, triangular, unequal (the mouth oblique), barely

equalling the gibbous capsule • corolla-tube glabrous.

B. OBLiQUA, Benth. in DC. Prodr. x. 498. Mexico. To this belongs a plant

from Orizaba, Dotteri, 94, and a part of the specimens distributed under no. 177,

3(i5, from coll. Ervendberg, near Tantoyuca.

Ser. C. Calyx-teeth subulate, equal or nearly so, in fruit surpassing the

straight but somewhat oblique capsule : stems simple or branched, leafy up
to the infloresence.

* Corolla-tube pubescent.

B. pir.osA, Benth. Bot. Sulph. without char., & DC. Prodr. 1. c. under B. h'tho-

spermifolia. Sometimes rather stout and 2 feet high, sometimes low and slender

:

radical leaves obovate or oblong, upper lanceolate to linear, the larger ones not

rarely with a few teeth: tube of liie corolla barely twice the length of the

calyx, appressed-pilose outside. — B. clongota, var. pilosa, Cham. & Sclilecht. in

Linn. viii. 24-3. B. lilhospermijolia, Benth. in DC. 1. c, mainly ; Gray, Proc. Am.
Acad. V. 186 (pi. Ervendberg) in part. B. elontjala, Hemsl. Biol Centr.-Am. ii.

457, at least in great part — Mexico, in various forms ; among them coll. Bour-

geau, 884 in part, 2900, Srhaffner, &c., S. Arizona, Lemmon, 2880, the var. Ari-

zonica, indicated above. B. lithospermifoUa, HBK., is from S. America, and is

said to have a glabrous corolla with tube thrice the length of the calyx, the
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brevioribus corolla lutea vix brevioribus ; galea recta tubo cequilonga,

labio brevissiino.— On the Mohave Desert, S. E. California, May 18,

1882, Prinyle. Remarkable for the anterior and posterior calyx-

lobes.

ORTnocARPUS IMBRICATUS, Torr. in Watson. Bot. King, 458, is a

good species and was very wrongly referred to 0. (enuifolius, Benth.

in Syn. Fl. 300. It was characterized on poor specimens, which

seemed to have a minutely uncinate ti[) to the galea ; this, however,

the numerous specimens now in hand do not have.*

CoUDYLANTHUS Pringlei. Adenostejia/iutL'r Ti-trastemones oUgo-

svermeas ; glabellus, elatus, ranaosissimus ; ramis gracillimis diffusis
;

foliis lineari-filiformibus integerrimis, imis j)ubescentibus ultrapolli-

caribus, ramealibus seraipollicaribus glabris ; bracteis flores 2-5-natos

ad apici'ffi ramulorum confertos subtendentibus flabelliformibus 3-.5-

lobalis hrevibus ; sepalis snbaH|ualil)ns oblongis superne parce glandu-

loso-scabridis corolla brevi-oblonga lutea (lin. 4-o-longa) parum brevi-

latter in fruit shorter tlian the capsule. This cliaracter as to the coroU) (and

also in the foliage) is e.xhibited by no. 3255 coll. Spruce on the Oronoco, distrilj-

uted by Bcntliani as " Z>. elomjatu," but its calyx appears to be quite glabrous.

* * Corolla-tube quite glabrous : stem very slender : leaves all narrow linear to

filiform.

B. Mexicana, Ilcnisl. Bot. Biol. Ccntr.-Ain. ii. 457. Rather tall : tube of the

corolla rather conspicuously exsertod ; the expanded limb a third to a halt inch

broad: calyx-teeth slender-subulate, in fruit spreading. — N. W. Jlcxico, See-

mnnn. Mexico, Jlartwe;/, 100 (referred to />. lil/io^pirmifolia, in Benth. PI. Ilartw.,

and by Ilemsley) ; Orizaba, Botteri, 583, 794, form with smaller corolla.

B. DiSTicn,\, IIBK. Nov. Gen. & Spec, ii .340, ex char. Very slender: leaves

mostly filiform: flowers small: tube of corolla less exsertetl : calyx-teeth

shorter, triangular-subulate, erect or little spreading in fruit. B. tinctoria,

Bertol. Fl Guatcmai. 42G ? — S. ]\Iexico, (Jliiishrcfj/d, 82C0. The original habitat

Santa Fe de Bogota? The plant here taken for this species was coUectetl in

that district by Ilolton, 585; also Venezuela, Fcndlcr, 848.

* The three species of the first division of true Onhocarpus, in Syn. Fl. N.

Amer., are better characterized as follows :
—

•*- Corolla and bracts rose-purple or purplish ; the latter whollj' chartaceo-

scarious and reticulated in age.

O. iMHRiCATUS, Torr. 1. c. Usually slender and branched from the base;

stem and leaves minutely puberulent : the rounded bracts either naked or

sparsely ciliate at base, entire or usually with a single pair of short small lobes :

calyx very short, its broad lobes with a pair of short and small subulate teeth:

corolla hardly half inch long; lip and galea of equal length ; the latter usually

quite destittUe of uncinate apex : anther-cells oval.— 0. lennlfolius maiidy. Gray,

Bot. Calif i.*577, partly, Syn. Fl., mainly. — Common in the mountains of the

northern part of California and adjacent part of Oregon.
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oribus. — California, on dry hills in Lake Co., August, 1882, Pringle.

— A most distinct species, with short and obtusely lobed bracts and a

short corolla.

CoRDYLANTHUS, § 4. DiCRANOSTEGiA. Calyx monophyllus (pos-

ticus), bi[)artitus, segmentis ovatis acuminatis uninerviis.

CoRDYLANTHUS Orcuttianus. Humilis, hispidulus, crebre folio-

sus; foliis etiam floralibus pinnatipartitis, lobis linearibus ; floribus glo-

meratis ; corolla flavesceute, labiis requalibus latis ; filamentis glabris ;

antheris longiorum bilocularibus, loculo infero remoto fere casso, brevi-

orimi gracilibus anthera sterili bipartita aureo-hirsuta instructis. —
Lower California, about 70 miles below the U. S. boundary, //. C.

Orcutt and son. The specimens are only 6 inches high, mostly

branched from the base, but it probably grows taller. It forms a

peculiar section in the genus ; the calyx evidently cousisting of a

posterior deeply two-parted sepal.

Lentlbiilariacece.

Utricularia occidentalis. Facie inter U. minorem et U. inter-

mediam ; caulibus foliisque prloris ; scapa spithamaia 3-5-flora
;
pedi-

cellis post anthesin subpatentibus ; eorolhe labio superiore palate

inferioris rotuiidati {lin. 3-4 longi latiquo) pauUo longiore, calcare lato-

conico aciitiusculo lin. 2 longo adscendente. — Washington Territory,

in Falcon Valley, W. N. Suksdorf, coll. 1880, 1883.

Verbenacece.

Verbena Arizonica. V. cnnescenti proxima, e radlce perenni

multicaulis ditfuso-patens, humilis, canescenti-hirsuta ; foliis omnibus

O. PACiiYSTACiiYus, Gray. Low, stouter ami tlie inflorescence flensely inibri-

cato-spicate, puberulcnt and above somewhat hirsute-pubescent; bracts (iiicli or

more long), with one or sometimes two pairs of elongated lateral lobes, niiiUlle

lobe oblong: calyx half the length of the corolla, deeply 2-cIeft, and the divis-

ions cleft to the middle into subulate lanceolate lobes: corolla over an inch

long; galea with uncinate tip, surpassing the lip: anther-cells linear lunate,

acute at base.— Thus far collected only by E. L. Greene, in Siskiyou Co.,

California.

+- +- Corolla yellow (as rightly said Pursli) ; bracts below more herbaceous,

less reticulated the summit of the oldong middle lobe purple.

O. LiNEARiFOLics, Benth. {Barisia tennifulia,'Pnrsh.) Strict, branching at

summit, sparsely hirsute or hispid, especially the margins of the 3-5-lobed

bracts : calyx half the length of the corolla, its lobes with a pair of elongated

subulate teeth : corolla two-thirds inch long, narrow
;
galea with small uncinate

tip a little surpassing the lip: anthers oval.— Rocky Mountains in Montana
to Oregon, first coll. by Lewis and Clark.
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brevipetiolatis bis 3-5-partitis circumscriptione obovata, lobis crebris

oblongo-lanceolatis (liii. 1-2 longis), pube hirsuto-sericea ; spicis.an-

giistis confertifloris ; bracteis subulato-lauceolatis calycem a^quantibus ;

iiuculis obloiigis intus granuloso-scabris. — S. Arizona, iu caiions

near Fort Iluachuca, Lemmon.

Lahiatce.

MoNARDELLA Pringlei. E gregc 3L lanceolatcB et M. imdulafce,

e radice annua ultrapedalis, mox multicaulis; foliis oblongo-lanceolatis

acutiusculis basi attenuates vix petiolatis integerrimis plerunique polli-

caribus ramisque tenuiter puberulis, venis obscuris ; bracteis villosis

lato-ovatis subito tenuiter acuminatis plurinervatis albidis purpureo

tinctis, venulis fere nuUis ; calycis dentibus subulato-lanceolatis acutis

intus extusque hirsutis ; corolla la^te purpurea. — Sandy ridges, near

Colton, San Bernardino Co., S. E. California, Pringle.
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II.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY
OF THE MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY

AT HARVARD COLLEGE.

No. L— ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE POSTERIOR
FISSURE OF THE SPINAL CORD, AND THE REDUC-
TION OF THE CENTRAL CANAL, IN THE PIG*

By William Barnes.

Presented June 13, 1S83, by Alexander Agassiz.

It is well known that the anterior and posterior fissures of the spinal

cord are not produced in the same manner. While the formation of

the anterior fissure results from a comparatively simple process of

growth and enlargement in the region of the anterior horns, the pro-

duction of the posterior fissure appears to be dependent on more com-

plicated changes. More or less intimately connected with its formation

is the disappearance of a portion of the original lumen of the neural

tube. Whether, however, the posterior fissure is "a part of the origi-

nal neural canal separated from the rest of the cavity by a median

coalescence of the side walls," as claimed by Foster and Balfour ; or

whether the atrophy of a portion of the canal is only a necessary ante-

cedent to the formation of the fissure ; or whether, finally, its oblitera-

tion may be considered as causally connected with the appearance of

the fissure,— appear still to be questions which have not received their

definite answer.f

It was with a view to gaining additional information on these points

that the following investigations on the pig were undertaken.

Literature.
Clarke, J. L.

'62. Researches on the Development of the Spinal Cord in Man, Mammalia,
and Birds. Philos. Trans. Royal Soc. London, 1862, pp. 911-938, PI.

XLV.-XLVIII.

* The following investigations were made in the Embryological Laboratory of
the Museum, under the supervision of Dr. E. L. Mark.

t Balfour ('81, p. 344) says, " The exact mode of its formation appears to me
to be still involved in some obscurity."

VOL. XIX. (n. s. XI.) 7
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Balfour, F. M.
'80. A Treatise on Comparative Embryology. Vol. I. xi -+- 492 pp., 275 figs.

London : Macmillan & Co.

'81. Same. Vol. II. xi + 655 + xxii pp., 429 figs.

Bidder, F., und Kupffer, C.

'57. Untersuchungeii iiber die Textur des Riickenmarks und Entwickelune

seiner Fornielcmcnte. viii + 121 pp., 5 Taf. Leipzig.

Foster, M., and Balfour, F, M.
'74. riie Elements of Embryology. Part I. xix + 266 pp., 71 figs. London :

Macmillan & Co.

Kolliker, A.

'61. Entwickelnngsgeschichte des Menschen und der hiJheren Thiere. vi +
4G8 pp., 225 figs. Leipzig.

'79. Same. 2d edition, xxxiv + xvi + 1033 pp., GOG figs. Leipzig.

Loewe, L.

'80. Beitrage zur Anatomic und zur Entwickelungsgeschichte des Nerven-

systems der Saugethiere und des Menschen. Bd. I. Die Morphogenesis

des centralen Nervensystems. xiii+12G pp., 18 Taf. Leipzig.

Lubinoff.

'74. Embryologische und histogcnetische Untersuchungen iiber das sympa-

thetisclie und centrale cerebrospinal Nervensystcra. Virchow's Archiv

f. Physiol., Bd. LX. pp. 217-273, Taf. VII. and VIIL
Remak, Robert.

'55. Untersuciiungen iiber die Entwickclung der Wirbelthiere. vi + xxxviii

+ 195 pp., 12 Taf. Berlin : G. Reimer. 1850, 1851, 1855.

Waldeyer, W.
'76. Ueber die Entwickelung des Centralkanals im Riickenmark. Virchow's

Archiv f. Physiol., Bd. LXVIII. pp. 20-26. 6 Holzschn.

Nothing is said concerning the formation of the posterior fissure by

the earlier writers on the development of the nervous system. Even

Remak ('55) does not enter into this subject.

Bidder and Kupffer ('57, p. 114) say that in the chick embryo, be-

tween the eighth and ninth days of incubation, the white substance of

the posterior columns has grown around the posterior segment of the

cord, so that only a small gap, the posterior fissure, remains between

the columns. They do not attempt to pursue further the process which

gives rise to this fissure.

In the first edition of Kulliker's Entioickelungsgeschichte des Men-

schen, etc. ('Gl, p. 2G2), incidental to an account of the gradual ob-

literation of the dorsal part of the central canal, there is a short

description of cross sections of the cord at various stages in the devel-

opment of man, which affords some insight into the processes accom-

panying the formation of the posterior fissure. In human embryos of

about six weeks the central canal is diamond-shaped on cross section ;

its epithelium is of nearly uniform thickness except in the dorsal part.
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Iq the median portion of this region it is exceedingly thin, whereas on

either side it presents swellings which in cross section have a knob-like

appearance. In this region the epithelium is not covered by either the

gray or the white substance of the cord.

In embryos of nine or ten weeks a cross section of the cord shows,

according to KoUiker, the posterior columns raised into two parallel

ridges. The floor of the shallow furrow embraced between them, which

he says is the actual posterior fissure, is formed by the outwardly con-

vex surface of the epithelial lining of the central canal.

Later these elevations come to lie close together, so that only a nar-

row slit is found between them ; yet they do not coalesce. Even in

the third month there is a connective-tissue partition between them.

They become more and more reduced to the level of the surface of the

cord, and a kind of separation takes place within, which results in

splitting them off as two wedge-shaped bands, which he calls the

GoU'sche Keilstrange.

No account is given of the manner in which the furrow is deepened.

Clarke ('G2, p. 916) describes the formation of the posterior fissure

as follows :
—

" At the commencement of these changes," i. e. those which lead to

the formation of the posterior fissure, " the central canal reaches the

surface of the posterior gray substance. The growth of this substance

is then continued, not only backward, but outward from the mesial line,

while in the intervening angular and gradually increasing space be-

tween it and this line are developed on each side two new pyramidal

columns of longitudinal fibres, which increase in depth in a corre-

sponding proportion.

"Of these the outer one, which is much the larger, rests on the

back of the cornu, over which it ultimately blends with the outer por-

tion of the posterior columns previously developed.

" The inner- and smaller column is in general more conspicuous

and distinct in the dorsal and cervical than in the lumbar region.

The opening between these additional columns constitutes the pos-

terior median fissure, which is now occupied by blood and pia

mater in connection with radiating fibres from the central epithelial

layer."

Foster and Balfour (74, p. 187) give a very different account of

the formation of the fissure. In the embryo chick of seven days the

central canal is divided, according to these authors, into two parallel

tubes by the median coalescence of its lateral walls, thus forming a

dorsal and a ventral canal. Afterwards the roof of the dorsal canal is
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partially absorbed, thus converting the canal into a wedge-shaped fissure,

whose mouth, however, is closed by a triangular clump of elongated

cells. Below this mass of cells the fissure is open. In the lumbar and

sacral regions the two canals still communicate.

Thus the posterior fissure is claimed to be part of the lumen of the

orisxinal neural canal.

Lubinoff' ('74, PI. VII.) figures the same elevations of the posterior

columns that Kcilliker has described, but does not deal with the devel-

opment of the fissure.

Waldeyer (76, p. 23) says that the canal closes dorsally by an

ingrowth of cells. Afterwards the median jiart of the posterior col-

umns grows towards the central canal on each side of the median

plane. These always grow from the already formed parts of the

posterior columns.

After reproducing the substance of his earlier account of the for-

mation of the fissure in man, KoUiker (79, p. 597) says that in the

embryo rabbit the posterior columns, after reaching, on the seven-

teenth day, the posterior median line, grow inwards toward the central

canal, apparently without the formation of any Keilstriinge.

In the case of the sheep, Loewe ('80, p. 75) finds the first trace of

the posterior fissure in embryos of 1.5 cm. The Goll'sche Keilstriinge

also appear at this stage. Between the pyramids there are fibres cor-

responding to the anterior horn fibres. They later develop into the

posterior horn fibres.

In embryos of 2 cm. the Keilstriinge occur as two lateral forma-

tions, rounded ventrally, and lying close to one another. They are

somewhat divergent behind, thus embracing an opening, the posterior

median fissure. The Keilstriinge are formed very late, but develop

fast in comparison with the other columns. He does not state in

what manner this fissure becomes deepened.

Balfour ('81, p. 344) confesses that he has "some doubts as to the

complete accuracy " of the conclusions to which Foster and he had

previously arrived ('74, p. 187). He thinks it probable that the dor-

sal fissure is a direct result of the atrophy of the dorsal part of the

central canal. Dorsally the walls of the canal coalesce, and the fusion

gradually proceeds ventralwards, so as to reduce the canal to a minute

tube. The epithelial wall formed by this fusion on the dorsal side of

the canal is gradually absorbed.

" The epithelium of the central canal at the period when its atrophy

commences is not covered dorsally either by gray or white matter, so

that with the gradual reduction of the dorsal part of the canal and the
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absorption of the epithelial wall, formed by the fusion of its two sides,

a fissure between the two halves of the spinal cord becomes formed."

This is the postei'ior fissure. During its formation the white matter

of the dorsal columns becomes prolonged so as to line its walls.

Material.

The present investigations were made exclusively on embryos of

the pig.

When sufficiently small these were placed for a few hours in picro-

sulphuric acid,* and then hardened in alcohol. In the latter process

stronger grades were gradually substituted for the weaker, beginning

with 70 per cent.

To render embryos in which ossification had begun suitable for sec-

tioning, they were either placed in toto in picro-nitric acid long enough

to remove the salts of lime and then hardened, as in the case of younger

embryos, or the desired portions were cut from the embryos and treated

iu the same manner.

Most of the specimens thus prepared were stained in a neutral

aqueous solution of carmine before cutting ; some, however, were

stained in picro-carmine ; the results were less satisfactory with the

latter method.

The measurements were taken from the tip of the nose to the root

of the tail following the curvature of the back.f

Observations.

In embryos 43 mm. long cross sections through the posterior part

of the lumbar enlargement show that the dorsal wall of the central

canal is still composed exclusively of epithelial cells.

* Kleinenberg's preparation, viz. : Sat. aq. sol. picric acid, 100 parts ; cone,

sulphuric acid, 2 parts ; diluted with three times its volume of distilled water.

t The following table will enable the reader more easily to compare the stages

I have employed with those used by other observers, who have usually given

the length as measured from the mid-brain to the most distant point of the em-

bryo in its normal curved position.

Measured along the curvature. Measured in a straight line.

43 mm 23 mm.
54 " 29 "

65 " 35

100 " 65

125 " 78

«

u
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The cuticula interna (PI. III. fig. 1, i) presents a marked thickeu-

iiiiT alone: the dorsal edge of the still slit-like central canal-

There is in the dorsal wall of the canal in the median plane a tract

which is destitute of nuclei ; it is composed of fibres differentiated from

the epithelial cells the nuclei of which lie at their peripheral ends ; the

central ends of the fibres abut upon the cuticula interna. These nuclei

are granular and oval, the longer axis having a dorso-ventral direction.

It seems probable from the arrangement of the fibres and nuclei that

the latter remain practically fixed, while the cells to which they be-

long— inasmuch as they are attached to the cuticula interna, which

retreats with the restriction of the canal— are drawn out into fibres,

which later are metamorphosed into the posterior horn fibres. More

and more of the cells from the lateral epithelial walls of ihe canal

are drawn in towards the median plane as the closure proceeds.

The posterior white columns (PI. III. fig. 1, h) have not yet reached

the dorsal median line, but as seen in cross sections appear to gradu-

ally thin out as they approach it.

In the dorsal region the nuclei are somewhat more elongated, but

their extremities are still rounded. The lumen of the canal is of

about the same shape as in the cervical region, but it is somewhat less

restricted (PI. I. fig. 2).

In embryos 54 mm. in length cross sections through the cervical

region (PI. III. fig. 2) show that the white columns have approached

much nearer the median plane ; there is, however, between their prox-

imal edges and this plane a space which is filled with a reticulum that

is directly continuous with the gray substance. In the deej)er parts

of this tract there are many nuclei, but as one approaches the surface

of the cord they gradually disappear. The white columns have already

begun to grow towards the central canal, there forming two inwardly

projecting horns, afterwards known as the Burdach'sche Keilstriinge.

In the median plane there is a kind of partition formed of fibres which

are derived from the epithelial cells of the primitive canal ; it extends

from the dorsal edge of the canal to the surface of the cord.

PI. III. fiff. 3, shows a section throusrh the lumbar rcsion of the same

embryo. Here the posterior columns have not yet begun to develop

towards the central canal. The restriction of the canal has not pro-

ceeded so far as in the cervical and dorsal regions. Compare PI. I.

figs. 7 and 8.

In the sacral renion (PI. I. fig. 8) the epithelium of the central

canal still extends to the surface of the cord.

The degree to which the posterior columns approximate each other
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varies considerably both in the different regions of the same embryo

and in the corresponding regions of different stages, as may be seen

from the outlines (Pis. I. and II.) ; in some sections the space between

them is so narrow as to leave room for only one or two fibres. A few

nuclei are constantly found in the fibrous substance occupying this

intercolumnar space while there are as yet none in the columns them-

selves.

Already at this stage there are indications of fibres running across

the median plane, just ventral to the posterior columns, and serving to

connect the posterior horns. These fibres are probably connective

tissue, and not nervous elements.

In PI. III. fig. 4, fi'om the lumbar enlargement of the same embryo,

is shown the relation the nuclei bear to the posterior horn fibres. The

latter expand into a brushlike enlargement, one end of which is merged

in the cuticula interna, while the corresponding nuclei are situated at

a considerable distance from the cuticula.

Cross sections through the posterior lumbar region of embryos

60 mm. long (PI. III. fig. 5) show a pair of cords (G), composed of

a coarse network of fibres, occupying the space between the posterior

columns. They are more firmly connected with the pia mater than is

the white substance of the columns, as is proved by the fact that they

maintain their connection with the pia, while the white substance is sepa-

rated from it by the shrinkage due to the hardening fluids. These cords

contain nuclei which have a granular appearance. I am inclined to

consider this apparently granular condition the result of the nuclear

metaraorpliosis which immediately precedes cell division, and conse-

quently that the cells composing this tissue are still undergoing rapid

proliferation. The columns diverge at their dorsal edges, embracing

between them a triangular space filled with a network of more delicate

fibres than those of the cords themselves. Undoubtedly these cords

are merely the result of a further modification of the cells embraced

between the columns in the preceding stages. The position of the

nuclei indicates at least that they are genetically connected with the

nervous cord rather than its pia-mater sheath.

The connection between the posterior horns is very plainly marked

at this stage, the round homogeneous nuclei of the gray substance being

in striking contrast to the oblong reticulated nuclei of the epithelium.

In this stage nuclei are also found in the posterior columns ; they

make their appearance first near the deeper margin of the white sub-

stance, as may be seen in PI. III. fig. 5.

Sections from the lateral columns (PI. III. fig. 7) indicate clearly,
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I believe, that what KoHiker ('79, p. 596) has ventured to suggest as

possible is iu reality the ouly rational explanation of the presence and

position of these nuclei. They exist, as Kolliker has said, indepen-

dently of the blood-vessels. It is also quite certain, from the position

they occupy when first seen, that they must have been derived from

the gray matter of the coid.

The columns have by this time (PI. III. fig. 6) become thickened

along their median edges, and begun to grow ventralwards along the

outer margins of the tract occupied by the horn fibres.

The posterior columns are already divided into numerous fasciculi of

various shapes by connective-tissue septula, which have in general a

radial direction extending from the gray substance toward the pia

mater.

When embryos have reached the length of 85 mm. the Burdach'sche

Keilstriiuge (Pi. III. fig. 11, B) extend in the cervical region about

half-way from the periphery to the central canal, and have pressed

together closely the distal ends of the above-described cords, which

now may properly be called the Goll'sche Keilstriinge. The latter are

separated from each other only by the partition of horn fibres before

mentioned.

At their distal edges Goll's Keilstriinge are distinct from Burdach's,

being separated from them by processes of connective tissue which are

continuous with the pia mater ; at their proximal margins, however,

they can only be distinguished from them by the different directions

which the fasciculi take in the two cases ; in the former, their ventral

edges trend towards the median plane, whereas the corresponding edges

of the latter have a direction away from this plane. They cannot be

distinguished by their histological structure ; neither by the size of the

nerve fibres nor by the size and arrangement of the fasciculi. Both

are composed of fine longitudinal fibres arranged in fasciculi which are

separated from each other by connective tissue.

The nuclei have nearly all disappeared from the Goll'sche Keil-

strange, the few that remain presenting a more ragged appearance than

in the previous stages.

Tlie further development of this region may be summarized in a few

words. It results from the apparent infolding of the posterior columns

that the white substance approaches nearer and nearer to the canal,

pushing before it the transverse connective-tissue fibres, which thus

come to make a broad ventrally convex curve, the ends of which

(PI. III. fig. 11) sweep up along the lateral margins of Burdach's

Keilstrange.
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The growth of the Burdach'sche Keilstrange towards the central

canal does nut take place with uniform rapidity in all parts of the cord,

neither is there an uninterrupted gradation in the advancement of this

process from one end of the cord to the other ; they grow much more

rapidly in the cervical and lumbar enhirgements than elsewhere.

There seems to be no causal connection between the closure of the

canal and the development of the posterior fissure, since the dorso-

ventral diameter of the canal is very frequently reduced to nearly its

minimum length before the white substance of the posterior columns,

on the morphological condition of which the presence or absence of the

fissure depends, begins to grow veutrahvards.

In embryos measuring 125 mm. and upwards the canal is so reduced

as to appear in cross sections like a round or slightly oval opening, but

in the dorsal and sacral regions of many of these embryos there is

scarcely a trace of an ingrowth on the part of the posterior columns.

(Compare PI. II. figs. 30, 32.) Later stages in the development are

shown in PI. II. figs. 33-36.

Until the embryos have grown to the length of 186 mm., the latest

stage I have sectioned, the posterior fissure remains closed, i. e. the

walls of the GoU'sche Keilstrange remain close together, being only

separated by the horn fibres which completely fill the space between

tliein. In the dorsal and sacral regions, even at this advanced age, the

Keilstrange have made very little progress towards the canal.

In no stage is there any evidence of a direct median coalescence of

the facing walls of the canal. If such fusion actually occurred, one

should find, in some sections at least, a keel-like blade of cuticula

projecting dorsally from the cuticula interna which lines the roof of

the canal at all stages ; or, in the event that the fusion were to occur

more promptly near the centre of the canal than along its doi'sal edge,

there might even be a vertical blade of the cuticular substance entirely

separated from the cuticula lining the roof of the persistent portion of

the canal. But such structures are never to be observed, the cuticular

lining of the roof of the canal always presenting an even curved out-

line, not only for the face which looks inward toward the lumen of the

canal, but also for that which is directed away from it.

It is therefore evident that the lumen of the canal is restricted from

the dorsal towards the ventral side by a gradual and continuous pro-

cess, which causes a shifting of the epithelial cells and makes their long

axes pass from a direction perpendicular to the median plane into one

more nearly parallel with it, as the cells are successively brought into

the region of coalescence.
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The posterior fissure, so called, is carried ventrally with the Bur-

dach'sche Keilstrilnge, either contemporaneously with this restriction of

the canal, though more slowly, or else not until after the restriction is

far advanced.

REDUCTION OF THE CENTRAL CANAL.

Literature.

According to most authors the central canal of the spinal cord in

the adult is formed from the ventral portion of the primitive canal.

Thus Kcilliker ('Gl, p. 261) says that the primitive canal undergoes a

gradual atiophy from the dorsal edge ventralwards, and that its oblit-

eration is due to the increase in size of the ))osterior columns.

Balfour and Foster ('74, p. 186) claim that in the chick the canal

is divided into two portions, a dorsal and a ventral, by the median co-

alescence of its walls, and that the ventral becomes the permanent

canal.

Waldeyer ('76, p. 23) takes the same view as Kolliker.

The latter still ('79, p. 590) maintains the same opinion as in his

previous writings on this topic.

According to Loewe ('80, p. 1 1 9), however, the primitive canal suf-

fers a reduction of its caliber both dorsally and ventrally. He bases

his conclusion on the fact that the epithelial cells at the anterior (ven-

tral) edge of the canal have an arrangement of nuclei and fibres simi-

lar to that of the cells at the posterior edge ; i. e. the nuclei are situated

at the peripheral ends of the cells, while the central ends have a clear

fibrous appearance. He says that the fibrous ends of these epithelial

cells coalesce just as they do on the dorsal side, and that they are in a

similar way transformed into horn fibres.

Balfour ('81, p. 345) says that the walls of the canal coalesce dor-

sally, and that the coalescence then proceeds ventralwards, so that

finally it reduces the canal to a minute tube formed of the ventral part

of the original canal.

Observations.

It can be shown from a series of measurements of the ab.^olute

length of the epithelium forming the floor of the canal, together with

measurements of the di.«tance from the lumen of the canal to the bot-

tom of the anterior fissure, that there is neither a gradual change in the

former nor a corresponding increase of the latter, as would naturally

be expected if the canal closes along the ventral as well as the dorsal
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side. There is, it is true, a variation in the thickness of the epithelium

and in the other measurements, but it shows no gradation correlated to

the gradual increase in the size of the cord. (Compare table, p. 108.)

Moreover, the epithelium in this region shows no marked histologi-

cal change accompanying the growth of the cord. None of the changes

which accompany the atrophy of the canal in its dorsal portion are vis-

ible here. There is neither a thickening of the cuticula interna on the

ventral side of the canal corresponding to that which is constant along

the apex of the dorsal side, nor is there a partition of horn fibres mark-

ing the line of fusion of the side walls of the canal, such as exists on

the dorsal side of the canal

.

In general, the canal has a broadly rounded floor, which contrasts

strongly with the often fissure-like condition of the roof. This we

should not expect to find if the canal closed from its ventral as well as

from its dorsal side.

Rf:SUMfi.

The posterior columns after covering the posterior segment of the

cord develop inwards towards the central canal as two horns known as

Burdach's Keilstrange. They do not abut upon one another at first,

but embrace between their approximated edges two masses of cells, one

on either side of the median plane, which later become metamorphosed

into Goll's Keilstriinge. The latter are therefore developed indepen-

dently of the posterior columns, and are not split off from them as Kol-

liker ('Gl, p. 262) has maintained. As the posterior horns develop

towards the central canal, they carry between them the posterior fissure,

which is filled with the horn fibres derived from the epithelial cells of

the central canal. *'

There is neither a median coalescence of the side walls of the canal,

as Balfour and Foster (74, p. 186) describe in the chick, nor is the

reduction of the canal brought about by the growth of the posterior

columns, as Kolliker states ('61, p. 261) ; but the diminution in the

caliber of the canal and the development of Burdach's Keilstrange—
the latter process being accompanied by the development of the poste-

rior fissure— are entirely independent phenomena.

The nuclei of the white substance originate independently of the

blood-vessels. They appear first in those portions of tlie white sub-

stance lying nearest the gray matter, and are undoubtedly derived from

the latter.

There is no atrophy of the ventral part of the primitive canal, as

Loewe ('80, p. 119) has maintained, but the central canal of the adult

represents the ventral portion of the primitive canal.
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TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS.

L.
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anterior edge of the canal (PI. I. fig. 1, a to $), in the cervical, dorsal, lumbar,

anil sacral regions of embryos from 38 to 185 mm. in length.

In the column marked L is given the length of the embryo in millimeters,*

and in C, the computed ratio of measurements in column B to those in

column A.

Those measurements which are marked with a star are from the cervical en-

largement, and those marked with a dagger are from the lumbar enlargement.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

The following letters have the same signification wherever used:—
a. Anterior white columns. g. Internuclear connective tissue.

B. Burdach'sclie Keilstrange. h. Posterior horns.

b. Region of modified epithelium near- i. Thickening of cuticula interna.

ly free from nuclei. I. Lateral columns.

c. Central canal. n. Nuclei in the white substance.

d. Anterior commissure. r. Reticulum between the dorsal

e. Epitlielium of the central canal. edges of GoU's Kcilstrsinge.

f. Posterior horn fibres. x. Transverse fibres connecting

G. GoU'sche Keilstrange. the posterior horns.

Plates I. and II.

[Reproduced from ink drawings by Heliotype process. ]

Outlines of a series of cross sections through the cervical, dorsal, lumbar, and
sacral regions of embryos from 43 to 165 mm. in length ; magnified 33 diame-

ters. All the sections in the upper row are from tiie cervical region ; those of

the second row are from the dorsal ; the third, from the lumbar ; and the fourth,

or bottom row, from the sacral region. The corresponding sections from suc-

cessive stages are not from exactly corresponding regions, which will explain

the difference in size and proportions.

Figs. 1-4 from an embryo 43 mm. in length.
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in length, magnified 145 diameters. G', intercolumnar mass of gray substance,

the beginning of Goll's Keilsiriinge. B', thickening of tlie posterior columns, tlie

beginning of Burdach's Keilstrange.

Fig. 3. A cross section through tlie lumbar region of the same embryo, mag-

nified 410 diameters.

Fig. 4. A cross section through the lumbar enlargement of the same embryo,

magnified 410 diameters.

Fig. 5. A cross section through the lumbar enlargement of an embryo 60

mm. in length, magnified 410 diameters.

Fig. 6. A cross section through the lumbar enlargement of an embryo 100

mm. in length, magnified 145 diameters.

Fig. 7. A cross section through the lateral column and adjacent gray sub-

stance of an embryo 60 mm. in length, magnified 410 diameters.

Fig. 8. A cross section through tlie lumbar region of an embryo 97 mm. in

length, magnified 145 diameters.

Fig. 9. A cross section through the cervical region of an embrj'o 145 mm. in

length, magnified 145 diameters.

Fig. 10. A cross section from the lumbar region of an embryo 75 mm. in

length, showing the elongation of the epithelial cells in the dorsal wall of the

canal into fibres, magnified 470 diameters.

Fig. 11. A cross section through the cervical region of an embryo 85 mm. in

length, magnified 410 diameters.

Fig. 12. A cross section through the dorsal region of an embryo 47 mm. in

length, magnified 410 diameters, showing the disposition of the fibres and nuclei

at the anterior wall of the central canal.

Cambridge, June, 1883.
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m.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY
OF THE MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY

AT HARVARD COLLEGE.

No. 11. — THE RELATION OF THE EXTERNAL MEA-
TUS, TYMPANUM, AND EUSTACHIAN TUBE TO THE
FIRST VISCERAL CLEFT.*

By Albert H. Tuttle, Boston.

Presented June 13, 1883, by Alexander Agassiz.

The recent revival of Von Baer's views f upon the development of

the accessory parts of the ear in mammals again puts the question of

their possible connection with the first visceral cleft in an unsettled

condition. Such being tlie case, a reinvestigation of the problem seems

desirable. It has been the aim of the author in the present paper to

go over the ground in the case of the pig, and, with the aid of a more

continuous series of embryos and improved methods of investigation,

to ascertain in how far this recently revived theory is worthy of ac-

ceptation.

Historical Synopsis.

In 1825 Rathke ('25, col. 747-749)t discovered, in the case of an

embryo pig half an inch in length, that on either side of the neck im-

mediately behind the head there were four gashes. These were suc-

cessively smaller from before backwards, and all had a transverse or

dorso-ventral direction. It was shown by dissection that they extended

through the walls of the throat into the pharyngeal cavity. He accord-

ingly called them " Schlundspalten " (throat clefts). At the same time

* Prepared in the Embryological Laboratory under Dr. E. L. Mark.

t Especially by Hunt and Urbantschitsch.

t At page 130 will be found a list of the papers cited, the names of authors

being arranged alphabetically, the papers of each author chronologically. In

the body of the paper the number immediately following the name of the cited

author is an abbreviation for the date of the article referred to, and will enable

the reader to turn at once to the full title of the paper.
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he insisted upon their homology with the gill slits, especially of sharks,

and therefore also designated them " Kieraeuspalten " (branchial clefts).

An embryonic horse two thirds of an inch long, which had lain some

time in spirit, was taken for comparison. Although the external wall

of the throat was smooth, the inner surface showed on either side four

moderately deep furrows, having the same general form and position

as the clefts in the case of the pig. Rathke thereupon came to the

conclusion, that the embryos of mammals generally are provided with

gills, and that the clefts are gradually closed by a fusion of their walls,

which progresses from without inwards. This was, in substance, the

important investigation which Von Baer afterwards alluded to as

" Kathke's brilliant discovery of gill clefts."

Iluschke ('2G, col. G20) communicated to the assembly of German

naturalists in September, 1825, his studies on the development of the

frog and other amphibia. In the frog the gill apparatus becomes the

middle ear, in that the inner opening of the first cleft becomes con-

verted into the Eustachian tube. Iluschke ventured to go farther, and

to predict that in birds and mammals the first of the clefts recently

discovered by Rathke becomes converted into the external meatus.

In the following year Iluschke ('27, col. 401) extended his observa-

tions to the chick, where he found that between the two arches (man-

dibular and hyoid) there was a large hole which opened only a little

farther back than the first gill cleft, and also at first led into the mouth

cavity. It was no longer a gill opening, but external meatus, whereby

it was in his opinion still better (than in frogs) established that this

opening (i. e. as well as the Eustachian tube) possesses in the bran-

chial fissure its first outline.

Rathke ('28, col, 80-85) soon after reported that he had not seen

this hole, and he expresses a doubt as to its being the external meatus,

even if it does exist.

Iluschke subsequently- ('28, col. 162) reaflirmed his interpretation

of this opening in an article accompanied with illustrations. From the

fourth to the fifth day a fine hair could be passed without resistance

through this opening and the Eustachian tube into the throat and

mouth, from which he inferred that the tympanic membrane was not

yet formed. Von Baer ('28, p. 77), describing the chick of the fourth

day of incubation, simply says that he observed a deep depression in

the bottom of the pharynx pointing toward the ear, and that it was

probably the beginning of the Eustachian tube. Early in the fifth

day the first gill slit becomes unrecognizable (p. 83). The ear is indi-

cated by a round elevated ridge, but the depression which it surrounds
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remains very inconspicuous during the fifth day. Although the ear

appears to have at this time an opening inward by means of the Eusta-

chian tube, the external orifice is ordinarily formed on the following

(sixth) day, so that it makes its appearance when the gill slits are

closed. Still it was sometimes seen when one or the other of the clefts

remained (p. 87). In the same year he (Von Baerj '28% p. 147) criti-

cised Huschke's view in the following words :
" The circumstance that

the most anterior gill cleft is early reduced in length, and that its upper

persists longer than its lower part, appears to have induced Huschke

to regard it as the opening of the ear. So much is certain: the outer

orifice of the ear can have nothing in common with the gill apparatus,

since the ear belongs to the superior half of the animal (i.e. the

Ruckenplatte),and not to the inferior half (Bauchplatte), to which the

gills belong." Von Baer admits, however, that the Eustachian tube is

a prolongation of the superior half of the body into the inferior part.

In answer to this criticism of his theory of the transformation of

the first cleft, Huschke ('32, pp. 40, 41) declared that Von Baer was

in error in saying that the entire ear belongs to the superior half of

the body; only the labyrinth is formed from it, the accessory parts

being formed by the metamorphosis of the superior part of the first

cleft. Huschke supported his position by renewed investigations, and

by arguments based upon malformations observed in certain cyclopean

monsters. The first pair of clefts, at first widely open, becomes, he

says, progressively closed from the ventral median line backwards and

upwards, and thus become widely separated, until at last only the outer

or upper angle of each fissure is left as a hole, — the meatus auditoriiis

externus,— which leads directly into tlie throat by means of the Eusta-

chian tube without any tympanic enlargement.

Valentin ('35, p. 211) concludes from his own observations that it

is not to be doubted that the Eustachian tube is the remnant of the

inner end of the first visceral cleft, but is uncertain whether tlie tym-

panic cavity and the external meatus are " formed out of the whole

external part of the cleft." His objection is based on the fi^ct, that the

first indication of the external opening of the ear does not lie in a line

with tlie fused lips of the cleft, but '' apparently above it in the sub-

stance of the posterior boundary of the first visceral arch."

Reichert's ('37, pp. 149-155) studies were made principally on the

pig. He was the first to follow the successive changes of the hyo-

raandibular cleft through a numerous series of embryos.* In many

* It was l>eichert, also, who introduced the terms " Visceralbogen " and

Visceralspalten."

VOL. XIS. (n. S. XI.) 8
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points concerning the external features of the cleft I have been able to

confirm his conclusions. Soon after the confluence of the arches on

the ventral side, says Reichert, there appear on the margins of the

arches which bound the remnant of the first cleft elevations, the apices

of which are directed toward each other; each of these elevations lies

between two slight depressions. The cleft is thereby made to appear

broader at two places (the ends), and narrow in the middle. In the

further metamorphosis of the parts there are two points of importance

:

the changes of these elevations and depressions, and the actual and ap-

parent migration of the external opening of the cleft. In stages where

the second and third clefts are already closed, it can be ascertained by

manipulation that the tissue which seals up the first cleft lies, as Rathke

claimed, nearer the external than the internal opening of the cleft. Of

the two broadened ends of the cleft, the lower (ventral) becomes the

deeper and more important.

As seen from the side, the arches present, beside the two elevations

mentioned, other smaller elevations and depressions, which together

with the former surround the visceral opening like two walls. While

the lower division of the cleft is continually becoming more evidently

metamorphosed into the external meatus, the posterior wall, which is

really an outgrowth of the second visceral process, gradually becomes

higher, and while its main elevation forms, as it were, the root or stem

of the external ear, the rest of it becomes the concha. The anterior

wall does not become prominent.

As regards the second point, the remnant of the cleft at first lies

between the upper (dorsal) portions of the first and second visceral

processes, and it continues to occupy this position in relation to the

forming parts ; the latter, however, are shifted backwards by the for-

mation of the lower jaw and the tongue, and in consequence of this

the plane of the fissure, which was at first nearly perpendicular to the

long axis of the embryo, becomes gradually more oblique. Tlie appar-

ent dorsal migration of the external opening, on the other hand, is due

to the formation of the facial parts, especially to a gradual broadening

of the ventral portion of the embryo in the ear region.

The inner portion of the cleft is elongated into a canal by the growth

of the surrounding tissue. The canal is somewhat narrowed by the

encroachment of the labyrinth near the place where the fusion of the

walls of the cleft first took place; the portion lying outside the con-

striction becomes the tympanum, the rest becomes the Eustachian

tube. The latter does not diminish in size, as Valentin claimed, nor is

its axis changed in direction, but remains from the beginning directed,

from outwards and forwards, inwards and backwards.
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While Giinther ('42, pp. 32, 56) agrees with Reichert as to the

division of the external portion of the cleft into two parts, he disagrees

entirely as to the fate of these parts. The edges of the first cleft fuse

at first in the middle, so that instead of one there are two openings,

the lower (ventral) of which suffers no metamorphosis and soon dis-

appears entirely. The upper orifice is converted, the outer parts into

the external parts of the ear, the inner into the tympanum and Eusta-

chian tube.

In his text-book BischofF ('42, p. 410) follows in the main the con-

clusions reached by Reichert, but, contrary to that author as well as to

Rathke, he places the partition which separates the inner from the outer

part of the cleft midway between the two ends, " in the middle of the

thickness of the two arches."

According to Kolliker ('61, pp. 321, 322), the first cleft is closed in

the human embryo in the fifth week ; not, however, in its totality, like

the other clefts, but so that on both sides of the place of union—
which lies near the external orifice— the outer and inner ends remain

open, and are respectively nothing else than the beginning of the ex-

ternal meatus and of the Eustachian tube and tympanum. The region

of the union represents the primitive tympanic membrane. Subse-

quently the inner part of the cleft increases in length, and gradually

becomes wider at its hinder or outer end.

In his lectures Rathke ('61, p. 117) taught that the first cleft in

frogs and many toads, as well as in turtles and saurians, is only closed

near its outer end, and from the substance effecting the closure is

formed the tympanic membrane ; in the case of birds and mammals,

however, that it is closed at about the middle of its depth, and that the

outer half of the cleft becomes the external meatus, while the inner

becomes the Eustachian tube and tympanum.

In 1876 Hunt presented to the International Otological Congress a

paper embracing " a new account of the development of the meatus

externus, drum, and Eustachian tube." The whole paper was re-

printed in the following year (Hunt, '77), and the substance of so much

of it as relates to the meatus externus, etc. was also embodied in a

paper published by the author in the same year in the American

Journal of the Medical Sciences (Hunt, '77^).

In these papers Hunt ('77% p. 1) says: "At the same time Von
Baer stated an opinion as to the development of the meatus and Eu-

stachian tube that was opposed by Iluschke ; here also the latter was

declared victor, but I believe incorrectly." Hunt maintains tliat the

external meatus is derived, at least in part, from a furrow formed at
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the boundary of the swollen root of the first branchial arch and the

neigliboriiig tissue. " The Eustachian tube," he says ('77, p. 9), " is

an involution of the mucous membrane lining the pharynx; it is not in

any way the remains of a branchial fissure, but lies in the tissue in

wliich the base of the skull is forming; it grows in length as the bran-

chial fissure closes." lie states that in cross sections of the head, which

incline anteriorly as they pass downward so as to cut the first arch

obliquely, the Eustachian tube can be seen as a slight depression in the

roof of the pharynx. In an embryo nine sixteenths of an inch long it

becomes deeper, pointing upwards and outwards. In an embryo eleven

sixteenths of an inch in length the Eustachian tube overlaps the inner

end of the meatus. The tissue separating the meatus and Eustachian

tube becomes transformed into the tympanic membrane.

About the same time the development of the accessory parts of the

ear was made the object of special studies by Moldenhauer and Ur-

bantschitsch. Moldenhauer ('76) published a preliminary account of

his results in the latter part of 1876; his conclusions will be given a

little further on.

The studies of Urbantschitsch ('77) were made upon the rabbit and

the chick. Supporting his statements (p. 4) by well-known conditions

found in longitudinal sections of batrachians, he claims that the ridge-

like thickenings of epithelium which mark the boundary between the

fore-gut and the oral invagination (i. e. between entoderm and ectoderm)

correspond exactly in position with the subsequently developed larynx.

The oro-naso-palatal sinus in birds and mammals, which is at first much

less pronounced than that of the lower vertebrates, is only definitely

formed when the front part of the brain has come to form an angle

with the axis of the rest of the body. It is then that the branchial

arches begin to form by their downgrowth the lateral boundaries of this

sinus, which is converted into the definite oro-naso-ixilatal cavity by

the ventral union of the arches. The branchial fissures, as well as the

inner wall of the arches and all other parts of this cavity, are therefore

lined with ectoderm. The usual statement that the fissures are closed

by the concrescence of the separate arches is not accurate ; the closure

of the clefts is effected by a crescent-shaped outgrowth of the substance

of the provertebra which lies opposite the dorsal end of the cleft (p. 6).

This outgrowth covers, or fills up, a portion of the dorsal part of the

cleft, and a similar growth from the ventral side diminishes its extent

in the opposite direction. Thus the fissure is reduced to a small cir-

cumscribed opening,— a temporary communication between tlio oral

cavity and the outside,— which, just before its complete disappearance,
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is seen to have a more ventral position (p. 7). The evidence that the

fissures are not closed by a direct fusion of the facing walls of the arches

Urbantschitsch finds in the fact that the width of the cleft does not suf-

fer any perceptible change in the different stages, whereas a reduction

of its length is directly visible at a comparatively early stage. " Fur-

thermore," he saj's, " one can easily find in successive cross sections,

either that the space between two arches discloses only the apposed

layers of the ectoderm, or that between these two layers there are pro-

ducts of the mesoderm. Where there is no union the section passes

through the region of the branchial fissure ; where the two apposed

layers of the ectoderm are encountered, there the cross section passes

through the most peripheral part of the crescentic outgrowth ; and

where the provertebral mass is found between the two layers of ecto-

derm, there we have the already completely closed branchial fissure."

While the fissures are thus closed by the advancing mesodermic

encroachments, the oral sinus undergoes a differentiation into a central

and lateral portions ; the latter become enlarged, and communicate

with the former only by narrow fissures ; the lateral enlargement be-

comes the middle ear, and the fissure the Eustachian tube, so that in

its origin the middle ear is in no way derived from the first branchial

cleft, but is to be souixht in the two lateral sinuses of the oro-naso-

pharyngeal cavity. The tympanic membrane as seen from the outside

is at first not distinguishable, inasmuch as it lies in a plane with the

external surface of the rest of the embryo ; from the beginning it con-

sists of three layers,— the external layer of ectoderm, the mesoderm,

and the inner or oral layer or ectoderm (p. 13).

Only occasionally is its position indicated externally by a slight de-

pression. This depression is the beginning of the external meatus, the

entrance to which is separated from the first visceral cleft by a narrow

bridge of tissue. Although this at first appears to lend support to the

theory of its derivation from the first cleft, it is nevertheless not so

derived. The orifice is the opening to a canal (meatus) which is

entirely distinct from the cleft, and forms with it an angle the opening

of which is directed inward and forward. This canal is formed by the

elevation of a ridge of tissue around this depression, rather than by any

ingrowth of the latter.

Urbantschitsch ('78, p. 132) in a subsequent paper reaffirms his

conclusions, and claims that the external meatus is formed in the

embryos of mice in a like manner.

By far the most careful and systematic description of the develop-

ment of the middle and external ear is that given by Moldenhauer ('77)
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for the chick. Ilis account embraces a description of the changes

as observed both from the outside and from the inner side of the bran-

chial region, and is made as definite as possible through the aid of what

is really indispensable, — series of sections both transveree and frontal.

In the chick of the fourth day the first cleft is already closed except

in its posterior * third. The position of the fissure is, however, still

recognizable by the presence of a furrow which is least conspicuous in

the region of the middle third of the fissure, which latter, moreover, is

the place in which fusion first occurs and whicli marks the position of

the future tympanic membrane. The total length of the branchial fur-

row is .53 mm., of which the posterior open part occupies .17 mm.
By the sixth day the furrow has increased to .83 mm., but the pos-

terior open portion remains unchanged in length, nor is it really open

at this time, since deep down a welding has closed the passage. Two
pairs of elevations — coUiculi branckiales externi — arise from the

edges of the first and second arches, and surround all of the furrow ex-

cept a small anterior portion. Of the superior pair the posterior eleva-

tion corresponds in position to the root of the first arch, the anterior

to the posterior end of the mandibular process. These elevations are

so placed that the furrow is broken into a zigzag, the most imj)ortant

part of which, since it corresjionds to the region of first closure, is a

valley, the sides of which are bounded by the upper anterior and the

lower posterior elevations, and the ends of which abut against the two

remaining colliculi.

On the seventh and following days the colliculi become more promi-

nent and the corresponding valley deeper ; the lower posterior elevation

soon begins, however, to become flattened, while the three remaining

colliculi become confluent, and thus form a sharp lip, which slightly

arches over the depression from the upper and anterior sides, and

thus converts the latter into an oblique passage, the entrance to which

is on the side of the flattened and finally obsolete colliculus.

The inner surface of the first arch in the chick of the fourth day is

raised into an elongated elevation,— colliculus palato-pharyngeus,—
which, beginning near the origin of the maxillary process, extends

downward across the root of the first arch perpendicularly toward the

first cleft. It gradually increases in prominence from above down-

ward, and ends with a rounded margin at the lower edge of the first

* Moldenliauer's method of designating directions is borrowed from anthro-

potomy, so that liis "anterior" refers to the ventral face of tlie embryo, and

his " posterior" to tlie dorsum. For tlie same reason the cepiiahc end is called

" upper " or " superior "
; the caudal, " lower " or " inferior."
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arch. This elevation is marked off from the rest of the arch by two

erooves, both of which run into the first cleft at their lower ends ; but

in the upper part of their course they differ. The posterior one—
sulcus tubo-tympanicus— gradually becomes shallower till, at its upper

end, it is no longer distinguishable ; the anterior,— sulcus lingualis,—
however, bends forward at its upper end, and opens to the outside at

the angle between the maxillary and mandibular processes. The latter

subsequently bounds the outer margin of the tongue ; the former is the

beginning of the Eustachian tube and the tympanic cavity.

At its upper or basal portion the margins of the colliculus are thick-

ened into crura ; the posterior— crus superius— retains its perpen-

dicular direction ; the anterior— crus inferins— bends forward nearly

parallel with the maxillary process, and is the first trace of the palatine

arch. The edges of the superior crura of the opposite sides of the em-

bryo subsequently fuse, thus forming the common sinus, characteristic

of birds, into which the Eustachian tubes directly open.

Cross sections of a two-day embryo chick show that none of the

clefts are formed, althougli the entoderm is in contact with the ecto-

derm in the region of the first cleft, preparatory to the formation of an

opening. Similar sections of 3-4-day chicks— in which all four clefts

are open— exhibit the sulci as narrow curved hornlike fissures. The

dorsal horn,— sulcus tubo-tympanicus,— faintly indicated in more ante-

rior sections, becomes deeper in the more posterior, and finally opens

out through the first cleft. Its extent is shown by the position of the

sections of the branchial artery ; owing to its arched course the latter

is twice cut in cross sections ;• the sulcus begins near the inner section

of this vessel, where its presence causes the dorsal wall of the pharynx

to protrude, and it extends outward not farther than the outer section

of this artery.

On the sixth day the clefts are all closed except a small posterior

portion of the first. The sulcus tubo-tympanicus has a bend which gives

its outer end a dorsal direction. In a section through the branchial

furrow, which cuts through the territory of the mandibular arch rather

than the hyoid, there is in a line with the sulcus a slight depression of

the ectoderm ; immediately in front of this there is a prominent eleva-

tion (a section of the colliculus posterior superior), while in front of

this elevation there is a second more deeply depressed region,— the

oblique valley seen in surface views,— which terminates abruptly in

front at a second elevation, the section of the anterior superior colli-

culus. This deeply depressed region lies opposite the bend in the

sulcus, and corresponds to the thinnest part of the wall ; it marks the

place of the tympanic membrane.
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In corresponding sections through embryos of the ninth day the pos-

terior colliculus, as well as the depression behind it, no longer exists

;

the depressed region grows gradually deeper from behind (dorsal) for-

ward, where it is terminated by a steep wall,— the anterior colliculus.

An enlargement of the blind end of the sulcus opposite this depression

is the incipient tympanum.

In an embryo of t'le twelfth day the external depression — the

meatus externus— has become deeper; the deeper portion of its pos-

terior wall is diflE'erentiated into a floor, the tympanic membrane, with

which the anterior wall makes a sharp angle. The tympanic mem-
brane is only iialf as thick as in the nine-day stage. Since it is not the

dorsal depression, lying in line of the prolongation of the sulcus, which

becomes the external meatus, but rather the more ventral depression,

Moldenhauer argues that the tympanic membrane has no relation

whatever to the blind end of the sulcus, its mucous surface corre-

sponding to a definite territory of the ventral region of the wall of the

front intestine. Similar conditions are maintained for the embryo

of the deer.

From the study of frontal sections the author concludes that the

tympanic cavity lies on the inner side of the first arch, since in the chick

of the seventh day the lower (posterior) wall of the primitive tympa-

num lies nearly in continuation with the layer of epithelium which

indicates the position of the line along which the arches fused. The

tympanic membrane is formed at the expense of the substance of the

mandibular arch, not that of the hyoid. This conclusion is based prin-

cipally on the fact that the lower (posterior) margin of the first arch

gradually becomes thinner in the tympanic region, and that the upper

edge of the hyoid arch rises abruptly from the region of minimum

thickness.

Kolliker (79, pp. 746-755) still holds that the tympanum and tuba

are undoubtedly developed from the median part of the posterior (dor-

sal) section of the first branchial fissure, which, however, is not directly

and without further change metamorphosed into these parts, but which

grows out into a hollow process directed outward, upwards (forward),

and backwards (dorsal). At the same time the external meatus, which

at first is shallow, forms also a hollow process which takes exactly the

opposite direction; the meatus therefore does not become deeper sim-

ply from the upgrowth of the tissue surrounding its external opening.

Kolliker finds in the rabbit nothin": to favor Moldenhauer's view that

the mouth of the tuba and that of the first cleft do not correspond,

neither is he willing to commit himself to the opinion which makes the
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tympanic membrane arise exclusively from the substance of the man-

dibular arch.*

Observations and Conclusions.

Does the external passage of the ear arise by a transformation

of the first, or hyomandibular cleft? This question may be fully

answered by observing the external changes in a series of embryos.

It is to these external changes that I shall first direct attention.

There are three possible a j^riori answers to the question : first, the

external passage may be developed exclusively from the remnant of the

cleft, simply by an outgrowth of its walls ; secondly, it may arise quite

independently of the cleft, by means of a new invagination and subse-

quent changes ; or, finally, it may owe its origin in part to a transfor-

mation of the cleft, and in part to other and subsidiary changes of parts

not belonging to the walls of the cleft proper.

The smallest embryo I have studied in this connection is G mm.

long ; t its form is much more simple than that of any of the later

stages. The visceral arches are straight, finger-like processes, without

elevations or depressions. The clefts are also straight and deep, with

perfectly smooth walls ; in the profile view of the embryo they extend

dorsally for nearly half the breadth of the neck (Fig. 1). In this

embryo only the mandibular and hyoid arches have become well de-

fined. The otic vesicle is still traceable by an external depression due

to a sinking in of its thin outer wall during the process of hardening.

In the growth of an embryo from the 6 mm. to the 8 mm. stage

(Fig. 2), a considerable alteration takes place in the appearance of the

head and neck. The different regions of the brain have become well

marked externally ; the third visceral arch is sharply defined ; the

mandibular and hyoid arches are swollen at their roots. The furrow

described by Hunt as lying above the root of the mandible has become

perceptible (Fig. 2, d H). The mandibular and hyoid arches have

exchanged their finger-like appearance for somewhat club-shaped forms.

The a2:)pearance of the first cleft has also become altered ; formi^rly

* Unless I have mj'self misunderstood the figures and meaning of Molden-

hauer, Kolliker is in error wlien he makes the latter responsible for tlie view

that the external meatus is derived from the most posterior (dorsal) part of the

cleft. I understand Moldenhauer to say that it is not the dorsal depression cor-

responding to the last closed part of the cleft, but a more ventral region of the

cleft, which marks the position of the future meatus and its floor,— the tym-

panic membrane.

t Measurements were made in a straight line from the elevation of the mid-

brain to the most distant point of the embryo as it lay in its natural position.
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straight, it is now beut near the middle by an elevation formed on the

anterior margin of the hyoid arch (Fig. 2,pe), which projects over

the cleft. This elevation overlaps a depressed portion of the mandibu-

lar arch, and plays an important part in the development of the am-icle

of the ear.

In an embryo 9 mm. long (Fig. 3) the cleft has become more bent

by the forward growth of the elevation of the hyoid arch, and the deep-

ening of the corresponding depression of the mandibular arch. The
furrow of Hunt has become limited to a small triangular depression,

the ventrally directed apex— the part corresponding to the dorsal end

of the cleft— being the deepest. At this stage the depression is quite

conspicuous, since the roots of the hyoid and mandibular arches, which

form its ventral walls, are much swollen. The elevation on the hyoid

(¥ig. 3, p e) has become more prominent, and has thus affected the

shape of the first arch, the mandibular branch of which, as seen in

profile, has taken an almost rectangular outline.

With embryos 10 mm. long (Fig. 4) the cleft is still more bent, and

is sharply limited by the hyoid wall. Its anterior margin, however, is

not so sharply marked, since the mandibular wall gradually slopes into

the cleft. At either side of the hyoid elevation the cleft is deepest,

becoming more shallow as one approaches its extremities. The eleva-

tion on the hyoid has increased considerably in size, and at either side

of it is formed a secondary elevation (s d, s v). Each of these, although

very slight as yet, is clearly distinguishable, and is separated from the

primary elevation by a shallow depression (d). On the mandibular

arch opposite these elevations there are others {mde,mve) which

form the angles of that arch : they give a definite limitation to the

cleft, and at the same time clearly define the rudimentary jaw. The

depression of Hunt has become less pronounced because of the outward

growth of the tissue forming its floor, owing to the more complete

fusion of the roots of the mandibular and hyoid arches.

In embryos 11 mm. long (Fig. 5) the primary elevation of the hyoid

has assumed a conical shape ; it is thickened and swollen at the base,

but thinned out at the apex, and is very sharply limited. Tiie second-

ary elevations have become distinctly separated from the primary by

the deepening of the depressions between them and the latter, and have

thus become much more pi-ominent. At either side of the primary ele-

vation of the hyoid the cleft has the appearance of a deep hole, which

is sharply bounded by the almost perpendicular walls of the hyoid and

mandibular arches. The elevation at the root of the mandibular arch

is still prominent, whereas the depression of Hunt is almost obliterated,

at least in embryos prepared by the picro-sulphuric acid process.
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A series of embryos from 11 mm. to 17 mm. long shows the gradual

disappearance of the elevation at the root of the mandible and of the

depression of Hunt. The primary elevation of the hyoid arch (Fig. 6)

becomes more and more developed, and its growth is attended with

apical attenuation. The secondary elevations become less conspicuous,

and show a tendency to coalesce with the primary. The superior (dor-

sal) one, however, is still distinct. The mandibular wall continues to

slope rather gradually into the cleft. The latter is now confined to the

side of the head, and the surrounding parts show some resemblance to

the permanent external ear; the apex of the primary elevation of the

hyoid arch corresponds to the tip of the auricle.

In the case of an embryo 19 mm. long (Fig. 7), the walls of the

meatus (for such we may now call it) are steep and sharply limited.

The inferior (ventral) secondary elevation of the hyoid has disappeared,

whereas the superior one still exists.

When the embryos have attained the length of 25 mm. (Fig. 8) the

auricle has a triangular shape, thus approximating its ultimate form.

The superior secondary elevation has by this time disappeared, and the

whole aspect now closely resembles that of the ear of the animal at birth.

From this description it will be seen that the development of the

auricle is the most salient feature of the external changes in the walls

of the cleft, and is distinguishable at a much earlier epoch than has

hitherto been claimed. It is to be seen first in an embryo 8 mm. long

as a slight elevation of the anterior margin of the hyoid arch (Fig. 2,

p e). This elevation gradually increases in prominence, but always

preserves its primitive relation to the cleft, since it continues to point

directly across the centre of the latter. In an embryo 25 mm. long

the centre of the meatus is directly beneath the apex of this auricular

bud (Fig. 8). Inasmuch as the centre of the cleft of an 8 mm. em-

bryo occupies the same position in relation to the incipient auricle, it

is fair to infer that the external meatus occupies the region of the

centre of the cleft.

The long diameter of the slit does not increase to any great extent

until the embryo is 30 mm. or 40 mm. long, although it increases rap-

idly in width after the embryo attains a length of 17 mm. From this

it would seem that the depression described by Hunt (which lies at the

dorsal extremity of the cleft, and owes its existence to the less rapid

growth of the tissue at that point), instead of deepening, becomes ob-

literated by a thickening of the tissue which forms its floor. This

thickening constitutes the wall bounding the dorsal extremity of the

cleft. lu other words, the inclined floor of this depression forms the
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dorsal wall of the cleft, just as in many young stages the mandibular

arch forms the sloping anterior wall of the cleft.

After bisecting an embryo 8 mm. long, and laying open the pharynx,

the cavity of the first cleft may be viewed from the inside. It will be

found to be a deep blind pocket extending dorsally and outwards, the

opening to wliich is long and narrow, although somewhat wider near

the centre. The inner openings of the other clefts also are still very

conspicuous.

In an embryo 11 mm. in length the opening of the first cleft has be-

come more diamond-shaped, and is sharply defined by a ridge which

forms its dorsal and posterior margins. The remaining clefts, having

become entirely closed, are now only recognizable as shallow furrows.

When the embryo has grown to 16 mm. in length these furrows

have become almost obliterated. The ridge which forms the posterior

and dorsal boundary of the first cleft is more prominent. By carefully

reflecting it one may observe a bridge of tissue, the primitive tympanic

membrane, through which a certain amount of light penetrates. A
hair inserted from the outside through the middle of the floor of the

external portion of the cleft will pass through this membrane at a point

near its centre. From this it is evident that the external depression

must lie directly opposite the internal part of the cleft, and that there-

fore the former is not a secondary depression at one side (dorsal) of

the external part of the cleft, as claimed by Urbautscliitsch.

An embryo 18 mm. long shows that the ridge still exists, and that it

serves to define the pharyngeal opening of the first cleft; there remains,

however, no trace of the other clefts.

In order to study the shape of the internal part of the first cleft, as

well as the changes which it undergoes and its relation to the external

portion of the cleft, it is necessary to employ a series of frontal and

cross sections through tliis region at various stages of development.

For this purpose embryos were killed in picro-sulphuric acid, and hard-

ened in alcohol. They were stained in toto in Grenadier's alcohol-

borax carmine. Several other methods of hardening and staining

which I employed gave much less satisfactory results.

Sagittal sections through the head of an embryo G mm. long show

that the walls which bound the first cleft in front and behind have

already come in contact along a line running nearly parallel with the

surface of the neck, but much nearer the superficial than the deep, or
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pharyngeal, end of tlie fissure. This line of contact is coextensive with,

the cleft, so that the latter is closed throughout its whole length (Figs.

9, 10, 11),* although a complete fusion of its walls can hardly be said

to have taken place at this time. The second cleft has not yet broken

through the pharyngeal walls, so that for a short period subsequent to

the formation of the first cleft there is no direct communication throuirh

the walls of the neck between the jiharyngeal cavity and the outside

world. The pharyngeal portion of the walls of the first cleft at this

stage is composed of two layers of cells, a superficial layer of flattened

epithelium, and a deep (or mucous) layer consisting of wedge-shaped

or somewhat modified columnar cells. On the posterior or hyoid wall

the deep layer is several cells in thickness, but on the anterior or man-

dibular wall this layer is usually only two, and at most not more than

three, cells deep.

In cross sections through the centre of the cleft of an embryo 8 mm.
long (Fig. 12), the ventral half of the external division of the cleft is

separated from the internal portion by a thick partition consisting of

three layers : the ectoderm lining the external portion of the cleft, ihe

entoderm lining the internal portion of the cleft, and the mesoderm in-

tercalated between them. The deepest portion of the external moiety

of the cleft, however, which lies at its dorsal extremity and which co-

incides with the ventral angle of the depression of Hunt, is separated

from the inner portion of the cleft by only a kw cells which have been

proliferated from the hyoid wall (Fig. 13). I believe this affords con-

siderable evidence that tlie cleft is gradually closed from its ventral

toward its dorsal edge by an upgrowth of tissue which results from a

very complete fusion of the hyoid and mandibular arches.

The regions of the external portion of the cleft which play the most

important part in the formation of the external meatus are indicated

in the sections (Fig. 12) by « and b. They arc a dorsal depression (a),

which lies at the extremity of the cleft, and a ventral depression (b),

which lies anterior to the primary elevation of the hyoid. From

the same sections (Fig. 12) the inner portion of the cleft (c) is to be

seen directed obliquely from the pharynx dorsally and outward. Since

the inner portion of the cleft and the pharynx meet at an angle, the

latter affords a well-marked indication of the extent of each. These

characters are important in determining the cleft, and orienting its

position in the successive stages of its metamorphosis.

Cross sections through the cleft of an embryo 12 mm. long (Fig. 14)

show that the dorsal depression (a) has become deeper and more nar-

* Consult Explanation of Figures.
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rowly limited, on account of the thickening of the walls of the head

without any corresponding increase in the thickness of the floor of the

depression. For the same reason the ventral depression has hecorne

deeper. Tliis series of sections shows that an ingrowth of mesoderm
has occurred even in the thinnest region of the partition, which so

thickens it as to separate more than in the previous stao^e the inner

from the outer portion of the cleft. The ingrowth is greater between

the ventral depression and the inner portion of the cleft than it is be-

tween the dorsal depression and the latter. It reduces the inner rem-

nant of the cleft to a narrow cavity, which, from its shape and position,

we may call the inner edge of the original cleft ; this persists as the

tympanum and Eustachian tube, but it communicates with the pharynx

proper only at its ventral end. That communication becomes the true

Eustachian tube. At this stage it points directly from the pharynx to

the dorsal depression (a), and the partition which separates it from the

same is still very thin (Fig. 15).

By the time the foetus has reached the length of 1 G mm. the dorsal

dejwession (Fig. IG) has become much shallower, since the bridge

which separated it from the inner remnant of the cleft has become very

thick. The ventral depression, on the other hand, has increased in

depth. By these changes the floor of the external part of tlie cleft is

placed in a line parallel to the internal jiortion of the cleft. The prim-

itive tympanum and Eustachian tube continue to point toward the

dorsal depression.

This is the stage that has misled many prominent investigators. The

ventral depression, which has now become very pronounced, has been

mistaken for the dorsal one, which at this time is quite inconsjjicuous

on account of the upward growth of the tissue that forms its floor.

The length of the inner portion of the cleft, as Reichert first pointed

out, has not suffered any perceptible increase ; but, with a confusion

of these external depressions, one might think there had been a dor-

sally and posteriorly directed evagination on the part of the blind end

of the inner portion of the cleft. The dorsal part of this primitive

tympanum is, however, somewhat enlarged.

The whole region of the external depressions is somewhat deeper in

an 18 mm. embryo, and the ventral depression especially has become

deep and narrow (Fig. 17). No other important changes are notice-

able, except an increase in the obliijuity of the plane of the partition,

principally due to the deepening of the ventral depression.

"Wlien the embryo has reached the length of 25 mm. the ventral de-

pression is much deeper (Fig. 18, h). It can now be called the exter-
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nal meatus. Whereas its termination maintains the same, or nearly

the same, relation to the pharyngeal cavity as before, it has approached

much nearer to the inner portion of the cleft, inasmuch as the thicken-

ing of the walls of the head in this region has slightly straightened the

latter, and brought its long diameter into a position more nearly per-

pendicular to the surface of the head. At the same time there has

been a reduction in the thickness of the partition (primitive tympanic

membrane) which separates the inner from the outer remnant of the

cleft. This partition subsequently becomes still thinner (Fig. 20), but

according to Kolliker and others it retains a considerable thickness

during the whole of embryonic life.

To recapitulate, the external meatus is formed by the outward

growth of the tissue constituting the walls of the first visceral cleft.

The closure of the cleft is effected from its ventral edge toward its

dorsal extremity by the gradual upgrowth of tissue, which in turn re-

sults from the fact that the fusion of the contiguous arches progresses

dorsally. The position of the dorsal extremity, which is the last to

close, is for some time marked by an external depression (a), but this

afterwards becomes more shallow, whereas the ventral portion, which

soon after the closure of the dorsal end of the cleft is indicated by only

a shallow depression, gradually increases in depth, and ultimately forms

the deep portion of the external meatus.

The tympanic membrane originates from tissue in the region where

the cleft is first closed ; it is not uniform in thickness at first, and it

lies inclined to the surface of the embryo ; afterwards its thickness is

reduced, and at the same time becomes more uniform. Simultaneously

the plane of the tympanic membrane is shifted, from a position approx-

imately parallel to the surface of the head, to one more nearly perpen-

dicular to that surface. The inner remnant of the cleft increases

slightly in length, but probably not much, until the embryo is 18 mm.
long ; this, moreover, is not due to an actual evagination, but appears

to be accomplished by the growth of the tissue forming its walls. Its

blind end enlarges to form the tympanum, while the remaining less

altered part forms the Eustachian tube.

The first cleft is closed at a much earlier stas:e than observers have

hitherto claimed. The hyoid and mandibular walls come in contact

along a line parallel to the surface of the embryo and a little nearer

the external than the internal opening of the cleft. From the contigu-

ous walls are proliferated cells which form the bridge across the cleft.

Simultaneous with this process occurs the formation of the incipient

auricle, the changes in the deeper portion of which soon separate the
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remnant of the cleft into two distinct part?, a dorsal shallower and

a ventral deeper part. Both of these persist : the ventral part is trans-

formed into the deep portion of the meatus, and together with the supe-

lior half it also forms the cavity of the external ear. Therefore, as

claimed hy Reiehert, the ventral division of the cleft plays the more

important part in the formation of the external ear. In my observa-

tions I have been unable to lind any evidence in favor of Giinther's

view that the walls of the cleft fuse in such a maimer as to leave

for a short period two openings into the pharynx. On the contrary,

the bridge of tissue that closes the last remnant of the opening is a

simple accumulation of cells, which forms an uninterrupted membrane

of approximately uniform thickness. This remains for some time very

thin, and might easily be ruptured even by as delicate a probe as a hair;

moreover, the cleft does not show a defniitc division into a dorsal and

a ventral part until the embryo is about 10 mm. long ; but at this time

the cleft has long been closed, although the bridge is still very thin. It

is from these considerations that I have been led to believe that the

two openings claimed by Guuther were artificially produced by a rup-

ture of the tissue forming the bridge.

As to the conclusions reached by Urbantschitsch about the manner

in which the visceral fissures close, it is to be observed, in the first

place, that his cross sections {op. cit., Figs. 1-3) do not afford the least

direct evidence that the first cleft remains pervious until it is reduced

to a mere hole, for the sections only pass through the orbital process

and the lower-jaw branch of the first arch. It is unfortunate for his

claim, that he has not reproduced the sections which show that " the

same condition that is encountered between the orbital process and the

lower-jaw branch is found between each two of the arches." In the

second place, the single section shown in his Fig 4 is not in itself alone

sufficient to prove that the cleft is not already closed by a continuous

brid«fe of tissue. He calls this a frontal section : the regions of the

embryo touched by the section seem, however, to indicate that it is not

strictly frontal, but, on the contrary, quite oblique to that plane,

—

p(;rhaps even nearer a sagittal than a frottal plane. The section is to

all appearances approximately parallel to a tangent to the side of the

head and neck in the region of tlie visceral arches and clefts, so that it

cannot be safely inferred from tlie condition of the fissures in the plane

of this section that they present the same condition in every part of

their depth. The figures accompanying the present paper (Figs. 9, 10,

in show how unreliable the conclusions based upon any single section,

like that shown in Fig. 0. would have been. While, then, I do not

doubt tliat the restriction of the fissure is largely accomplished, as
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Urban tschitsch claims and as Reichert long ago stated, by the dorsal and

ventral ingi'owth of tissue, it remains none the less true, for the pig at

least, that this is only a part of the process, and that an early fusion

of the arches makes the first cleft impassable long before the reduction

in the length of the fissure is effected by these mesodermic growths.

Moreover, although I admit the dorsal ingrowth to be subsidiary to an

increase in the thickness of the partition that closes the cleft, it helps

only after the bridge has been formed by cells derived from the hyoid

arch.

The conditions presented in the chick, as shown by Moldenhauer's

studies, and those in the pig, are in many points strikingly similar

;

but it is the interpretation given to the facts by Moldeuhauer which is

at variance with my own conclusions. The real question at issue is

this : Is any part of the tubo-tympanic sulcus a result of the direct

metamorphosis of the first cleft, or is it rather the result of a secondary

outgrowth from pharyngeal cavity ? Moldenhauer defends the latter

assumption, whereas I am convinced of the validity of the former. To

answer the question, it seems to me only necessary to determine the ex-

tent of tlie tubo-tympanic sulcus in two directions,— the dorsal and the

posterior.* According to his own figure (Moldenhauer, '77, Taf. VIII,

Fit^ 23), with which m}' own on the pig (Fig. 16) agrees in all essen-

tial matters, the dorsal limitation (blind end) of tlie sulcus corresponds

quite accurately with the dorsal extent of the fissure before its closure.

The depression of tlie ectoderm dorsal to his colliculus posterior,

throu"'h which the lints a h pass in his Fig. 23, lie, accnrding to his

own description (p. 130), in the prolongation of this sulcus; but the

depression in question corresponds approximately to the dorsal limit of

the now closed cleft. That this depression does not subsequently grow

deeper and thus become the external meatus, as has been supposed by

some of the earlier observers, but is finally obliterated, can be no argu-

ment apaiust its being the remnant of the dorsal region of the primitive

cleft ; if it is such, then it is certain that the sulcus tubo-tympanicus does

not have a greater dorsal extension than v/ould be expected if it were

simply the remnant of the inner half of tlie first cleft. There is, then,

no motive for assuming a secondary outgrowth in a dorsal direction.

As regards the anterior (upward, IMoklinhauer) extent, it certainly

must be admitted to be at first greater than that of the fissure ; its pos-

terior end, however, communicates at an early stage with the outside by

* Tostcrior and superior respectively, according to Moldenhauer's tcrmi-

nolosy.

VOL. XIX. (N. S. XI.) 9
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means of the first cleft ; in other words, the posterior (lower, Mold.)

region of this sulcus is identical with the inner end of the fissure, which

in turn is continuous with the pharyngeal cavity. The question, then,

simply becomes. Which portion of this sulcus is converted into the

Eustachian tube and drum,— the anterior or posterior ? When it is

observed that the greatest lateral extent of the sulcus is encountered in

the cross sections (Moldcnhauer's Figs. 23, 25) which lie in the plane

of the branchial furrow, I think there need be no hesitancy in admit-

ting ihiit it is the posterior part of this sulcus which persists, and is im-

mediately concerned in the formation of the drum and tuba ; and if so,

there can be no valid objection to considering these spaces as resulting

from the metamorphosis of the inner edge of the first visceral cleft.
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EXPLANATION OF LETTERS.

a. Dorsal part of tlie first visceral cleft, from Hunt's depression to the point

wliere it becomes continuous with the ventral depression of the cleft.

a. 2. The second visceral or hyoid arch.

a. 3. The third visceral arch.

b. The ventral portion of the cleft to its union with the dorsal part.

c. The inner portion of tiie first visceral cleft.

c'. The inner portion of the second visceral cleft.

c. 1. Tlie first visceral or hyo-mandibular cleft.

c. 2. Tlio second visceral cleft.

c. 3. The third.

d. Depressions separating the primary from the secondary elevations.

d'. Angle marking the limit between the cleft and pharynx.

d IT. Depression described bj' Hunt.

dp. Dorsal depression of the first cleft.

e. Oiitic vesicle.

m. Mouth.

m d. Mnndibular arch.

m d e. Dorsal mandibular elevation ; the swollen root of the mandible,

me. Meatus e.xternus. (In early stages the external portion of the first vis-

ceral cleft.)
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mes. Mesoderm.

wi ve. Ventral mandibular elevation.

m X. Maxillary branch of niandibular arch.

0. Otic vesicle.

pc. I'ritnary elevation on the liyoid arch.

s d. The dorsal secondary elevation of tiie hyoid arch.

6 V. The ventral secondary ilcvation of the hyoid arch.

vp. Ventral depression of the first cleft.

EXPLANATION OF FIGURES.

Fig. 1. Head and neck of an embryo pig G mm. in length.

Fig. 2. Side view of an embryo 8 mm. long, in the region of the clefts.

Fig. 3. Same view of an embryo 9 mm. long.

Fig. 4. Same, of an embryo 10 mm. long.

Fig. 5. Side view of the first cleft of an embryo 11 mm. long.

Fig. G. The same region from an embryo 17 mm. long.

Fig. 7. The incipient auricle at a stage 19 mm. long.

Fig. 8. The same at a 25 mm. stage.

Figs. 9-11. Three successive sections tangential to the left side of the neck,

cut nearly parallel to the sagittal i)lane, from an cmbrjo G mm. long. The
eections pass through the region of the first and second visceral clefts. Tiie

distance of the nearly parallel lines indicates the relative thickness of the ecto-

derm.

Fig. 12. The outlines of a series of sections througli the region of the cleft

of an embryo 8 mm. long. (Since the complete series is quite numerous, only

a certain number have been selected for reproduction. Their positions in the

series are indicated by the numbers accompanying each outline.^ The sections

are cut somewhat obliquely to the plane of the cleft : they incline from above

downwards and backwards. The successive sections from the left to the right

correspond to successive planes from before backwards.)

Fig. 13. A cross section of an embryo 8 mm. long, which shows the bridge of

epithelial cells that separates the inner from the outer portion of the cleft.

Fig. 14. A series of cross sections through the region of the first cleft of a

12 mm. erabrj'o.

Fig. 15. Frontal section of tlie first cleft of a 12 mm. stage, showing the

mesoderm which increases the thickness of the bridge.

Fig. IG. A series of sections from an embryo IG mm. long, cut parallel to the

cleft.

Fig. 17. A series of sections, also parallel to the cleft, from an 18 nun. embryo.

They show a deepening of the ventral depression, and a ciiange in the ilirection

of the plane of the bridge which separates the inner from the outer portion of the

cleft.

Fig. 18. Transverse section through the region of the car from an embryo

2f) mm. long. Tlic bridge has become thinner, and its long axis is now nearly

perpendicular to the surface of the head.

Fig. 19. A jjortion of the section shown in Fig. 20, more highly magnified.

Fig. 20. Section from a more advanced embryo (30 mm.), made in the same

direction as in Fig. 18, but a little more posterior.

Camdridge, June, 1883.
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lY.

THE FOSSIL WHITE ANTS OF COLORADO.

By Samuel H. Scudder.

Presented October 10, 1S83.

The family of Termitina is represented in the tertiaries of Europe

by twenty-nine nominal species, Hagen, however, asserts that sev-

eral of those purporting to come from amber are in reality copal spe-

cies ; and this, with synonyms and sjoecies merely nominal, reduces

the actual number to seventeen. It is doubtful if one of these, T.

Peccance Massal., is a Termes at all, and if it is, its position cannot

be further defined. Tlie number may therefore be considered sixteen
;

besides this, a species has been indicated without name from the Eng-

lish tertiaries.

Of these sixteen, six come from amber, belonofinof to three cenera

(Calotermes, two species, Termopsis three and Termes one) ; six from

Radoboj, also of three genera (Ilodotermes two species, Termes two,

and Eutermes two) ; and three from Oeningen, of two genera (Hodo-

termes two species, Termes one— the same as found at Radoboj).

Besides these, there is a Calotermes from Rott, and a Ilodotermes

from Schossnitz.

The section comprising the genera having a branched scapular vein

is therefore represented by eleven species (Calotermes three, Ter-

mopsis three— from amber only, Ilodotermes five); while the sec-

tion with simple scapular has only five species (Termes three, Euter-

mes two). The nominal and doubtful species (and, it might be

added, most of the synonyms) fall into the latter section, and should

doubtless increase it somewhat. As it stands, the first section has two

thirds of the fossil species.

Thirteen of these sixteen species are entered in Hagen's Monocjra-

phie der Termiten ; the others have since been published ; and it is

noteworthy that of the eighty-four modern species contained in this

monograph, fifty-five, or nearly two thirds, belong to the second sec-

tion ; in other words, only thirty-one per cent of the tertiary, but

sixty-five per cent of the recent species, belong to the second section.
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The additions to the tertiary Termite-fauna here made are in en-

tire keeping witli these statistics ; six species are described, of wliich

four belong to the first, and two to the second section, raising the num-
ber of tertiary species to twenty-two, or about one fourth the number
of recent species.

Of these six species, three belong to a new extinct genus, appar-

ently ijeculiar to America, but possibly including some of the species

from the European tertiaries ; another is referred doubtfully, from

want of sudicient data, to Hodotermes, which has yielded species from

Radoboj, Oeningen, and Schossnitz, as well as among modern types

;

while the other two probably fall into Eutermes, and are allied to, but

considerably smaller than, the species from Radoboj placed with many
modern types in the same genus. They are perhaps more nearly

allied to, as they certainly agree better in size with, the two species of

Termes found living in the neighboring valley of the Fontaine qui

Bouille. Calotermes, which has furnished species from amber and

the Rhenish basin, Termopsis, which has more fossil (amber) species

than recent, and Termes proper, which is represented at Oeningen

and Radoboj and in amber and the Rhenish basin, all seem to be

wanting in the American tertiaries. The composition of the white-

ant fauna of the ancient Florissant, to which locality the known

American fossils are confined, differs considerably from that of the

localities known in the European tertiaries, but resembles that of

Radoboj more closely than it does any other, as will appear from the

following table of representation.

First Division.

Florissant.
'

Radoboj.

Parotcrmcs insignis.

"
ITagrcnii.

"
fodinaj.

Hodotermes? coloradensis. Hodotermes Ilaidingeri.

" procerus.

Second Division.

Termes pristinus.

Entermes fossarum. Eutermes obsciinis.

" Meadii. " croaticus.

Out of one hundred and fifty-three specimens of amber white ants

examined l\y TTagen, only a single larva and no soldier was found ; all

other fossil individuals have ali^o been winged specimens; but it is

worthy of special remark, that in the collection of twenty-six indi-
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viduals from Florissant one is a larva. The scarcity of such forms,

whether in amber or lacustrine deposits, is easily explained by the

habit of life of these creatures.

The very presence of so considerable a number of Termitina

(twenty-six specimens, six species*) in the Florissant beds is indica-

tive of a much warmer climate formerly than the locality now enjoys.

Only three species of white ants, and of these only one belonging to

the section with branched scapular vein, have been recorded from the

United States north of the Gulf margin, excepting on the Pacific

coast, where one or two more extend as far nortli as San Francisco.

Yet seventeen species in all are recorded from North America by

Hagen in 18G1, and some have since been added to tlie list; while

his South American list (nearly all from Brazil) includes thirty-one

species, of which five are repeated from the North American list.

Florissant is situated in 39° N. Lat., and Hagen says that the family

only rarely (weniff), and that only- in the Northern hemisphere, ex-

tends beyond the fortieth degree of latitude. One species occurs as

far north as Manitoba.

TABLE OF GENERA.

Scapular vein branched.

Submarginal vein present Parotermes.

Submarginal vein absent ... - Hodotcrmes.

Scapular vein unbranched Eulcrmcs,

PAROTERMES nov. gen. (Trapo?, Termes, nom. gen.)

Head rather large, short-oval in form, almost as broad anteriorly

as posteriorly, well rounded behind; eyes small, ocelli wanting; an-

tennas longer than the head, but shorter than the head and prothorax,

slender, perhaps slightly broader in the middle than at either end,

composed of about twenty equal joints, shorter than broad. Protho-

rax from a half to a third as long as the head, narrower than or only

as broad as it, broader in front than behind, subquadrate, with the

hinder angles rounded off. Wings slender and straight, subequal, less

than half as long again as the body, four times as long as broad ; basal

scale obscure in most specimens examined, moderately large, as long as

the prothorax, its costal margin convex ; costal margin of wing straight

nearly to the tip, which tapers to a well-rounded point ; marginal and

* According to Hagen (Linn. Ent., XII. 244), no locality in the world has

yielded more than nine species of living types ; thev so rarely number more

than four, that he had formerly indicated tliis as tlie limit, so far as known.
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mediastinal veins both present, the latter distinct and reaching nearly to

the middle (sometimes only to the end of the basal thiid) of the costal

border; scapular vein running parallel to tiie costal margin to the tip

of the wing and emitting from five to seven very oblique gently curv-

ing superior branches at partly regular intervals, the second arising

before the middle of the vein ; it also emits a couple of inferior

branches from opposite the base of two of the later branches which

strike the apex of the wing, diverging from the main vein no more

than the superior branches. Externomedian vein also running par-

allel to the costal margin throughout the greater part of the wing,

and not so far removed from the scapular as the latter is from the

costal margin ; it has four or five simple or forked branches, mostly

arising in the basal third of the wing, and with these branches takes

a remarkably longitudinal course obliquely toward the hind margin

and parallel to the inferior apical branches of the scapular vein ; it

therefore occupies the greater part of the wing. The internomedian

vein is reduced to a very contracted area, consisting apparently of

only a single forked vein or tw^o in the narrowing basal part of the

wincr. The feeble character of the externomedian and internomedian

veins, as well as of the inferior branches of the scapular vein, prevents

their preservation on most of the fossils, and it is only in a few speci-

mens that the whole or nearly the whole can be made out. There

is apparently no network or reticulation anywhere on the membrane

of the wing. The abdomen is large and ovate, generally broader than

the rest of the body.

This srenus, which is most nearly allied to Termopsis and Calo-

termes, differs from each of them in points wherein they differ from

each other, and has some peculiarities of its own. It differs from

Calotermes in its shorter wings (relative to the length of the body),

which lack any fine reticulation, and in its want of ocelli. From

Termopsis it differs in its slenderer but yet shorter wings, without

reticulation, its uniform scapular vein, running paiallel to the costa

throughout and provided with fewer and straight branches. From

both it differs in the presence of distinct inferior branches to the

scapular vein, but especially in the slight development of the interno-

median vein, the excessive area of the externomedian vein, and the

course of the latter, which is approximated much more closely than

usual to the scapular vein and emits branches having an unusually

lonfritndinal course. These last peculiarities also separate this

genus still more widely from Ilodofcrmes, witli which it agrees

pretty closely in many points, and in which Ilagcn places most of the
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larger Termitiua described by Heer from the European tertlaries,

although they do not appear to agree with the characteristics of the

genus as given by liim, and certainly approach in some of their fea-

tures the peculiarities of tlie present genus. It is however impos-

sible from Heer's figures alone to judge whether thej' are really more

closely allied to Ilodotermes or Parotermes ; a nearer examination of

the types themselves would perhaps decide ; but at present Paroter-

mes must be considered peculiar to the American tertiaries.

The species are all of pretty large size. They may be separated as

follows :
—

Abdomen considerably broader than tlio thorax.

Wings produced at tlie apex ; subinaiginnl vein short ; brandies of

the cxternomedian vein and inferior brandies of scapular raore

obliqiie tlian tlie superior scapular brandies .... 1. P. insignis.

Wings rounded at the apex; subniarginal vein long; branches of the

subnicdian vein and inferior branches of the scapular as longitu-

dinal as the superior scapular brandies ...'..., 2. P. Ilajcnii.

Abdomen no broader than thorax 0. P. foduicz.

Pauotermes insigxis nov. sp.

Head broad oval, of pretty regular shape, but broadest in the

middle of the hinder half, the front and hind border broadly rounded
;

there is a slight median longitudinal suture in the posterior half of

the head. Eyes one fifth the diameter of the head, situated with the

front margin slightly more distant from the front than from the hind

border of the head and the outer margin just within or at the lateral

margin of the head ; they do not appear to project strongly above the

surface. Antennae scarcely so long as the head and prothorax to-

gether, composed of about twenty to twenty-two joints, the basal

joints twice as broad as the stem, the others broader than long and

equal throughout, not enlarged toward the middle of the antennas.

Pronotum nearly twice as broad as long, as broad as the head, the

front margin nearly straight with slightly rounded corners, the hind

border and sides forming one nearly uniform broad semicircular curve;

its surface appears to be flat, or at least there is no mcilian impressed

line. Mesonotum a fourth broader than long, with a distinct median

impressed line, at least in the front half, subquadrate in shape, broad-

est in the middle of the front half, and tapering slightly and regularly

behind, the front margin broadly rounded to the shoulder of the wing.

Metanotiim about as long as the mesonotum and of a similar shape,

but tapering more rapidly behind, and likewise with a median im-
,-:

pressed line more distinct anteriorly.
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Abdomen obovate, broad and about equally rounded at either end,

in the middle nearly half as broad again as any other part of the body,

in length just about equalling the entire thorax. Abdominal append-

ages obscurely seen in a single individual, where they are tolerably

stout, tapering slightly, very bluntly terminated, and about as long as

the last abdominal segment.

Legs very short, the tibias being shorter than the width of the thorax,

and armed at tip with a pair of short straight spurs ; tarsi not more

than half as long as the tibiae, but the separate joints are not deter-

minable on any of the specimens.

Wings four times as long as broad, the middle of the front pair

reaching the end of the abdomen, long and very regularly obovate, the

only difference in the form of the two extremities being in the gentler

tapering of the base, and the straighter course of the costal margin next

the base. The basal scale is triangular, about as long as the meso-

notum, its costal and outer margins each a very little convex. The

scapular vein, its superior branches, and the mediastinal, are stout,

while the other veins are very feeble and only appear under favorable

jireservation. The submarginal vein * is crowded against the margin,

but does not run fairly into it before the end of the basal fifth of the

wing. The mediastinal vein terminates a short distance before the

middle of the wing. The scapular vein runs at only a short distance

from and parallel to the margin, and emits from five to eight superior

branches running in an extremely longitudinal course to the costa

;

usually the first branch is thrown off almost as far out as the middle

of the second quarter of the wing, but where the branches are numer-

ous three branches are thrown off before the middle of the wing ; in

addition to the superior veins two inferior veins are emitted in the

apical third of the wing, and strike the lower margin of the wing just

below the apex. The externomedian vein runs subparallel to, but a

little divergent from, the scapular, and nearly as far from it as it is

from the costal margin, emitting four inferior simple or forked

branches which cover the greater part of the hind border with their

nervulcs ; from near the middle of the wing a superior branch is also

emitted, which is soon lost. The internomedian vein is forked, and

strikes the margin near the middle of the basal half.

Although in the number of branches to the scapular vein the speci-

* What I licrc cnll the submarginal vein is tlie sliort simple vein, sonietimea

I present in, at otlier times absent from Termitina, wliicli i)recedes the medias-

tinal vein. Ilagen calls it the first branch of his subcosta.
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men showing the wings most clearly (No. 7752) differs considerably

from the others, the vein commencing to brunch at a considerably

earlier point, all the specimens agree so well in every other particular

that these would appear to be individual variations. It is the largest

species of the genus.

Length of body, 11.5 mm.; breadth of thorax, 2.5 mm. ; of abdo-

men, 3.3 mm. ; length of antennae, 4.25 mm. ; of front wing, 13.3 mm.

;

breadth of same, 3.35 mm. ; length of middle tibia, 2 mm. ; of tarsi,

1.25 mm. ; of abdominal appendages, 0.G5 mm.
Florissant. 4 specimens. Nos. 400, 7752, 9041, 14400.

Parotermes Hagenii nov. sp.

Head roundish obovate, very regularly rounded, scarcely half as long

again as broad, broadest at the eyes, which are scarcely behind the

middle, and are deeply set, their outer border projecting but little

beyond the contour of the head. Antenna? nearly as long as head

and pronotum taken together, composed of about twenty-six joints,

subequal beyond the base, a little tapering at the tip.

Pronotum more than twice as broad as long, fully as broad as the

head, the front margin slightly concave, the hind border and sides

forming a regular broad curve. Mesonotum and metanotum shaped

exactly as in P. insignis, and with a similar impressed line.

Abdomen obovate, but with more parallel sides than in P. insif/ms,

being only a little broader than the thorax, and nearly as long as the

rest of the body, including the head. Abdominal appendages tolerably

slender, equal, bluntly pointed, composed of five or six joints, the last

of whicli appears to be two or three times as long as the others, which

are equal ; the whole is about half as long as the pronotum.

Legs short, but longer than in P. insif/ms, the tibiss being about as

long as the width of the thorax, but they are imperfectly preserved on

all the specimens.

Wings a little more than four times longer than broad, the middle

of the front pair scarcely reaching the extremity of the abdomen,

broadest in the middle, tapering almost as much apically as basally,

the tip roundly pointed, the costal margin pretty straight until shortly

before the tip, the lower margin broadly curved. The basal scale is

of the same shape and size as in P. insignis, but with a stronger costal

curve. The scapular vein and its superior branches are stout, its

inferior branches and the veins below feeble, so as only to appear

under favorable circumstances, being visible in only half of the sped-
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mens before me. The submarglnal vein of the front wing terminates

at about the middle of the basal half of the wing, and about opposite

the origin of the first superior scapular branch. The mediastinal vein

extends about to the middle of the wing, both in the front and hind

wings. The scapular vein is related to the margin exactly as in

P. insignis, and has five or six superior branches on the hind wing,

six or seven on the front wing ; on the front wing they originate at

subequal distances apart, commencing usually at about the middle of

the basal half of the wing, but when there are but six branches (which

appears to be less commonly the case) the first originates at a greater

distance from the base ; on the hind wing there is greater irregularity;

in one specimen there are five branches on the left hind wing, the first

originating beyond the middle of the wing, while on the right wing

there is an additional vein, originating far before the second, at the

middle of the basal half of the wing; in another specimen (No. 8250)

with only five veins, the basal branch originates somewhat beyond

the middle of the basal half of the wing, and the others follow at

subequal intervals ; besides these superior, there are two inferior

nervulcs arising, the first at the end of the middle third of the wing,

opposite a superior branch, and the second opposite the succeeding

branch ; sometimes a third vein appears beyond these ; alter parting

from the scapular vein these take a longitudinal course and terminate

at the tip of the wing. The externomedian vein runs subparallel to

the scapular, diverging slightly from it and being as far from it as it

is from the costal margin ; it emits two or three inferior branches,

the last scarcely beyond the middle of the wing, the basal ones of

which appear to be forked, but all having an unusually longitudinal

course, being only slightly deflected toward the lower margin. Nothing

can be said of the iuternomedian vein.

This species differs from P. insignis by its more laterally disposed

eyes, rounder head, differently shaped wings, more longitudinally dis-

posed branches of the externomedian vein, and longer and narrower

abdomen.

Length of body, 10.5-12, av. 11 mm. ; breadth of thorax, 2.1 mm.

;

of abdomen, 2.6 mm. ; length of antenna?, 4 mm. ; of front wing,

13.5-15.5, av. 11 mm. ; breadth of same, 3.35 mm. ; length of middle

tibia, 1.65 mm. ; of abdominal appendages, 0.6^ mm.

Florissant. 7 specimens. Nos. 4629, 4652, 5224, 6030, 8250, 861 6,

14167.
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Parotermes fodin^ nov. sp.

Head oblong obovate, half as long again as broad, the eyes large,

circular, about one fifth the diameter of the head, slightly jji'ojecting

beyond the sides, the anterior edge near the middle of the head.

Pronotum transversely lunate, as broad as the head, less than twice

as long as broad, the front margin regularly and considerably concave,

the hind margins and sides forming one uniform strongly convex curve,

the anterior lateral angles rounded off. Meso- and metanotum ob-

scurely preserved, but apparently formed much as in the other species,

the mesonotum being of about the same width as the pronotum.

Abdomen rather long and comparatively slender, scarcely if at all

exceeding in width the parts in front, the sides being unusually par-

allel, the tip well rounded, the whole as long as the rest of the body.

Abdominal appendages very small, stout, being only a little more than

twice as long as broad, largest in the middle, and tapering either way,

the tip blunt, the whole not longer than the diameter of the eye.

Legs poorly and partially preserved in a single specimen, showing

them to be much as in P. Harjenii^ the hind tibia being only a little

shorter than the width of the mesothorax.

AVings four times as long as broad, the middle of the front pair

reaching the tip of the abdomen ; the exact form cannot be made out,

but the costal margin is straight until very near the tip, and the hind

border appears to be uniform and to make the wing slightly broadest

just beyond the middle. The submarginal vein is unusually long,

running into the costa only a little before the middle of the wing.

The mediastinal terminates not far beyond the middle. The scapular

vein has five or six branches in the front wing, generally five in the

hind wing, the first appearing always to originate at the end of the

basal third of the wing. The inferior nervulcs of this vein and

the course of the branches of the veins below cannot be determined in

any of the specimens, but there are faint indications of their presence,

and nothing in them appears to distinguish this species by any marked

peculiarities from the others of the genus.

This species differs from the others here described in its consider-

ably smaller size, slender abdomen, and much smaller abdominal ap-

pendages.

Length of body, 9 mm. ; breadth of thorax, 2 mm. ; length of front

wing, 13 mm. ; breadth of same, 3.25 mm. ; length of hind tibia,

2 mm. , of abdominal appendages, 0.25 mm.
Florissant. 4 specimens. Nos. 1247, 1253, 7608, 11190, and 14391.
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liODOTERMES Hagen.

Hagen refers to this genus two fossil species from Oeningen and

two from Radoboj. Assmaun also dejscribes a species from Schoss-

nitz, and one of the Florissant white ants is referred here doubtfully.

The fossil therefore nearly equal in number the living species, which

are all inhabitants of the Old World, the most northern species being

found in Egypt.

HODOTERMES ? COLORADENSIS nOV. Sp.

Metanotum considerably narrower than the mesonotum, as long as

broad, tapering posteriorly, the front border straight, the hind border

rounded.

Abdomen ovate, stout, less than twice as long as broad, the sides

full, as broad as the mesotliorax, posterior extremity rounded. Ab-

dominal appendages long and slender, half as long as the metanotum,

composed of at least six or seven joints, slightly tapering, terminating

very bluntly.

Wings very long, the middle of the front pair lying far beyond the

tip of the abdomen. Submarginal vein absent from all the wings.

Mediastinal vein terminating at the middle of the front border. Scapu-

lar vein parallel to the front margin, with at least four branches in both

wings, and in the front pair pretty certainly five branches, and per-

haps six ; the first branch originates in the front wing at the end of

the basal fourth of the wing, in the hind wing a little farther out.

This species is readily distinguished from all the other fossil Ter-

mitina of North America by its very great size, the length of the

winf^s bein"f double that of any other. Although the specimen is very

imperfect, the tip and lower half of the wings being absent, as well as

tlie head, prot borax, and legs, it differs so much from the species of

Parotermes, in the absence of the submarginal vein and the great

length of the abdominal appendages, that it cannot probably be

associated with them generically. In size and general appearance it

agrees so f.iirly with the tertiary species described by Heer, referred

to Hodotermes by Hagen, that I place the species provisionally in the

same genus, with which (as with all other genera so far as I know in

which the structure of the wings would allow it to be placed) it differs

by the great length of its anal appendages.

Length of body as preserved, 9 mm. (probably it reached about 12);

of abdomen, G mm. ; breadth of same, 4.5 mm. ; length of forewing.
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23 mm. or more ; of abdominal appendages, 1.25 mm. ; breadth of

same, 0.3 mm.
Florissant, No. 6010.

EUTERMES Heer.

The remaining species fall into the division of Termitina in which

the scapular vein is unbranched, and it is uncertain whether they

should fall in Termes proper or in Eutermes, the veins below the

scapular being in all cases poorly preserved or wholly obliterated.

The limited number of antennal joints in such as have these preserved

sufficiently for examination, and the occasional indication of a broad

subscapular field in others, leads rather to the presumption that they

should be placed in Eutermes. Two species have been found at

Florissant. The genus has been well known in a fossil state, four

species having been described from Radoboj in Croatia, and five from

Prussian amber. Indeed, the genus was first founded upon fossil

species, but it was soon seen that many living forms belonged to the

same group. The existing species, some thirty in number, belong

almost exclusively to the tropics, and especially to those of the south-

ern hemisphere.

The two species of Eutermes which have been found at Florissant

may be separated by the following features :—
Head broader lieliind than in front, scarcely half as long again as broad.

Proiiotuni semicircular, the posterior curve uniform. ... 1. E.Jossarum.

Head not broader behind than in front, fully half as long again as broad.

Pronotum very short, the hind margin more or less truncate. 2. E. Meadii.

Eutermes fossauum nov. sp.

Head very regularly obovate, a little broader behind than in front,

nearly half as long again as broad, its posterior border well rounded.

Eyes rather small, situated in the middle laterally, projecting but

little. Antenno3 scarcely if any longer than the head, rather stout,

enlarging away from the base, composed apparently of less than fif-

teen joints.

Pronotum as broad as the head and twice as broad as long, serai-

circular, the front border scarcely concave, the front margins slightly

rounded. Meso- and metanotum as broad as pronotum, quadrate,

equal, about half as broad again as long.

Abdomen somewhat longer than the rest of the body, and slightly
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broader than the thorax, with gently rounded sides and well-rounded

tiji ; no appendages are discoverable on any of ihe specimens.

Legs poorly preserved on all specimens; apparently they are of

medium loniitli.

Win^s rather more than four times as long as broad, the middle of

the front pair not reaching the tip of the abdomen, ver}'^ uniform and

regular, of nearly equal breadth throughout the middle two-thirds, the

costal margin straight until just before the tip. Scapular vein par-

allel to the margin, the subcostal area infumated ; veins below the

scapular not determinable. Tlie basal scale appears to be small,

broad, triangular, its costal border swollen.

Length of. body, 6.5-7,5, av. 7.15 mm.; of abdomen, 8.5-4.5, av.

4.15 mm.; breadth of pronotum, 1,2 mm.; of abdomen, 1.5 mm.;

length of antenufc, 1.2 mm. ; of front wing, 7.75-9.25, av. 8.25 mm.

;

breadth of same, 2 mm,
Florissant, 5 specimens, Nos. 2329, G049, 7393, 11752, 14980,

three of them in pretty good condition.

EuTERMES Meadii nov. sp.

Head very regularly obovate, broadest just behind the middle, Avhcre

the small eyes, sc:ircely projecting, are situated, not broader behind

than in front, the hind margin strongly rounded, the whole fully half

as long again as broad. Antenna) nowhere well preserved, but ap-

parently longer and with more numerous joints than in E. fossarum.

Pronotum as broad as the head (?) and very short, probably more

than twice as broad as loDfj, the hind maruin not formin"- with the

sides a continuous curve, but in its middle half only sliglitly convex.

Meso- and metanotum quadrate, broader than the head, the mesono-

tum somewhat the larger, at least half as broad again as long.

Abdomen rather stout, longer than the rest of the body, the sides

nearly parallel, the tip broadly rounded, and, as far as can he made

out, unprovided with terminal appendages.

Legs moderately long and stout, the tibia3 armed with a pair of

spines at apex, the front tibinc about as long as the pronotum.

Wings long, slender, and uniform, four limes or slijihtly less than

four times as long as broad, the middle of the front jiair reaching the

tip of the abdomen, broadest at or slightly beyond the middle, the

lower border slightly arcuate throughout. Costal margin straight in

the basal threc-fourihs of the wing. Scapular vein parallel to the

margin, the subcostal area scarcely infumated. Veins below the scap-
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ular not determinable. Basal scale small, triangular, equilateral, the

sides straight excepting the costal, which is very slightly convex and

prominent.

This species differs from the preceding by its slightly smaller size,

squarer pronotum, and differently shaped head.

Length of body, 5.25-7, av. 6.3 mm. ; of abdomen, 2.8-3.5, av.

3.2 mm. ; breadth of abdomen, 1.5 mm. ; length of wing, 7.5-8 mm.

;

breadth of same, 2 mm.
Florissant. 4 specimens. No. 19 (Coll. T. L. Mead), and Nos. 31,

1203, 8062.

A single specimen of a wingless white ant has been found, appar-

ently belonging to this species or to E. fossarum. It measures 3.75 mm.
in length, and is of the ordinary form of the worker, with rounded

head and constricted prothorax, bearing a general resemblance to

the only other known fossil termite larva, figured in Berendt's work,

but has the head more produced anteriorly and the abdomen less dis-

tended.

Florissant, No. 6100.

Illustrations of these species will appear in a Government Report

in preparation.

VOL. XIX. (N. S. XI.) 10
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V.

THE ZODIACAL LIGHT.

By Arthur Searle.

Presented October 10, 1883.

At the outset of any inquh-y into previously neglected phenomena,

the observations or experiments which can be made are necessarily

somewhat vague. The questions to which we endeavor to obtain

replies are drawn up more or less at random, and this is even more

true of the hypotheses by which we relieve the monotony of our first

observations. A "considerable improvement in the conditions govern-

ing our inquiries will be made when we begin to discover the details

to which our attention should be directed in order to arrive at the more

general knowledge originally desired. But the discovery of these

details usually demands a jjatient examination of the confused mass of

material first collected by observatiou. It is not so likely to be

forwarded by the formation of new hypotheses, although it is undoubt-

edly true that a lucky guess may give a fortunate direction to our

work, upon which we should have been long in deciding if we de-

pended only upon the study of what had already been observed. Still,

it is never advisable to neglect this study in the hope that it can be

saved by guessing.

For these reasons, it has seemed to me worth while to collect, and

partially to reduce, upon a uniform system, the published work of

several observers of the zodiacal light. I have confined my attention

for the present to their evening observations, as the morning observa-

tions would in any case require separate consideration, and as it has

been difficult to find time, under the pressure of other occupations, for

even the limited discussion herewith presented. From Serpieri's study

of the observations of Jones (to be further mentioned below) we
have, moreover, some means of comparing the most important pub-

lished series of morning observations with the eveninn: observations of

the same observer.

The data hero collected relate to the approximate position of the

zodiacal cone in the visible hemisphere of the sky, to the elongation
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of the vertex, and to tbe latitudes of the northern and southern boun-
daries at successive elongations 30° apart. The term " elongation "

will be used throughout this discussion to denote a difFerence of lon^i-

tude between the Sun and some other point, not the direct aucrular

distance of that point from the .Sun. Since the zodiacal lio-ht, how-
ever it may be produced, has plainly some relation both to the Sun
and also to some great circle not much inclined to the ecliptic, the

arrangement of the observations according to elongation (in the

sense just stated) appears to be the most natural which can be
adopted. The interval of SO"" is arbitrary. The knowledge of the

observations gained by reducing them now inclines me to think that

20° would have been preferable, although it would have increased the

labor of the work ; but I could not have the information necessary to

settle this question at the beginning of the reductions.

In the following pages, I shall have occasion to cite a number of

works, the titles of which are here given, with the abbreviations after-

wards used to designate them. Figures following an abbreviation will

indicate the page of the corresponding work to which reference is

made.

A. Argelander, Aufforderung an Freunde der Astronomie. (Pp. 122

-254 of Schumacher's Jahrbuch fiir 1844.)

C. Celoria, Sopra alcuni Scandagli del Cielo. (Pubblicazioni del

Reale Osservatorio di Brera in Milano, N. XIII.) Milano,

1877.

D. Dechevrens, La Lumiere Zodiacale. Zi-Ka-Wei (China), 1879.-

G. Geelmuyden, Remarques sur la Theorie de la Lumiere Zodiacale.

(Separataftryk af Archiv for Mathematik og Naturvidenskab.)

Kristiania (1882?).

*H. Heis, Zodiacallicht-Beobachtungen in den letzten 29 Jahren

1847-1875. I. Veroffentlichung der konigl. Sternwarte zu

Miinster. Munster, 1875.

Hb. Humboldt, Cosmos, Vol. I. (Bohn's Scientific Library.) Lon-

don, 1849. '

*Jj. Jones, Observations on the Zodiacal Light. (United States Ja-

pan Fxpedition, Vol. III.) Washington, 1856.

Jq. Jones, Observations at Quito. (Am. Journal of Science for No-

vember, 1857, Vol. XXIV. pp. 374-385.)

L. Loewy, Remarques sur la Methode pi'oposee par M. le Professeur

Pritchard pour la Mesure de I'Eclat des Astres. (Monthly

Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, Vol. XLII. pp.

91-94.)
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Ls. Lewis, Note on the Zodiacal Light. (Am. Journal of Science

for December, 1880, Vol. CXX. pp. 437-445.)

M. Miiller, Photometrische Untersuchungcn. (Publicationen des

Astrophysikalischen Observatoriums zu Potsdam. Nr. 12.

Potsdam, 1883.)

*S. Schmidt, Das Zodiacallicht. Braunschweig, 1856.

Sp. Serpieri, La Luce Zodiacale studiata nelle Osservazioni di G.

Jones. (Memorie della Societa degli Spettroscopisti Italian!.

Appendice al Volume V., Anno 1876, pp. 49-161.)

T. Observations de la Lumiere Zodiacale h Toulouse. Notes de M.

Gruey. (Comptes Rendus des Seances de 1'Academic des

Sciences, Tom. LXXIX. pp. 1250-1253; Tom. LXXX. pp.

903-906.)

W. "Wolf, Description du Groupe des Pleiades. (Annales de TOb-

servatoire de Paris. Memoires, Tom. XIV. Deuxieme Partie.

Pp. A. 1— A. 81.)

Tables X. to XXXIV. inclusive, in the Appendix following the

present discussion, exhibit the data obtained from the works by Jones,

Heis, and Schmidt, which are marked with asterisks in the list above.

Besides his own observations, Heis reports others by Weber, Eylert,

and Neumayer. Notwithstanding the small number of observations by

Eylert and Neumayer, the geographical positions at which they were

taken make them at least interesting, if not very conclusive. It may

appear superfluous to print the results of the separate observations, as

is done in Tables X., XL, and XII. But while some readers may be

dissatisfied with the subsequent course taken in the reductions, they

may still be able to make use of the separate observations, as here

arranged upon a uniform system for each observer. I have myself

had occasion to regret that Serpieri was prevented by want of space

(Sp. 61) from publishing the numerical tables by which he had repre-

sented all the observations of Jones.

It has also seemed desirable to include in the Appendix a few tables

and a small chart intended to facilitate approximate determinations of

the position of the zodiacal light in the visible hemisphere. To make

Buch determinations with accuracy seems needless in our present state

of knowledge with regard to the zodiacal light, especially as the time

of the observations is often given without much precision. The

Appendix contains a description of all the tables included in it, which

will make it unnecessary to consider them further in this place. I

may accordingly pass at once to the conclusions which they suggest

to me.
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The first deduction which Jones himself made from his observations

(Jj., Introduction, xvi.) was that the place of the zodiacal light with

respect to the ecliptic depended upon the position of the ecliptic in

the visible hemisphere ; so that the light was comparatively deficient

on the lower side of the ecliptic. As Jones states it, when he was

north of the ecliptic, the main body of the light was also north of it

;

when he was south of the ecliptic, so was the main body of the light

;

when he was nearly on the ecliptic, the light was equally divided by

the ecliptic, or nearly so. He also found that in a large majority of

cases a change in the zenith distance of the pole of the ecliptic during

a single evening was accompanied by a progressive change of the

zodiacal light, in accordance with the rule just stated.

A cause, obviously tending to produce an effect of this kind, is well

known to exist. The atmosphere of the Earth absorbs light with in-

creasing efficiency as the line of sight descends from the zenith

towards the horizon. Accordingly, the brightness of the zodiacal

light on the lower side of the ecliptic should be diminished relatively

to that of the light at the same distance from the ecliptic on the upper

side. But before accepting this explanation of the law discovered by

Jones, we must see whether the law itself is confirmed by the expe-

rience of other observers, and whether the known amounts of atmos-

pheric absorption at diflferent altitudes exhibit a reasonable degree

of correspondence with the observed effects. The subject has been

debated by Geelmuyden and Groneman (G. 83), but seems to need

the different treatment here proposed.

A general view of the result for the elongation 60° is afforded by

Table I., below. The first two columns, headed "Observer" and

" Group," relate to the arrangement of the observations m the final

tables of the Appendix. The " Diffuse " Light observed by Jones is

not here taken into consideration. The next four columns contain the

latitude of the observer's station ; the zenith distance of the north pole

of the ecliptic, here called the inclination of the ecliptic; the elonga-

tion of the zenith, by which is meant the excess of its longitude over

that of the Sun ; and. finally, the zenith distance of the Sun. The next

column gives the number of observations upon which the preceding

results directly or indirectly depend, as is explained in the Appendix.

The remaining columns relate to the position of the zodiacal light with

respect to the ecliptic, 60° from the Sun. The first of these columns

contains the number of observations upon which the result depends.

A strict reduction would have required the number of the preceding

column always to agree with this ; that is, the data for the position of
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the ecliptic in the visible hemisphere should have been calculated

separately for the separate observations. As it is, they apply only

approximately to the mean results at particular elongations ; but when

these results are derived from considerable numbers of observations,

the approximation will be suificicnt for the present purpose. Means

are provided in the Appendix for the further reduction of the work, if

that should appear desirable, but I have not hitherto found time to

attempt it.

The column of numbers is followed by two columns giving the

latitude of the axis of the light, and its half extent in latitude. By
the latitude of the axis is meant the mean of the latitudes of the

northern and southern boundaries. These data are derived exclu-

sively from those observations from which the latitude of the axis

can be separately determined. In the cases of Heis and "Weber the

number of observations for the half extent in latitude is sometimes

slightly inferior to that here given, which relates to the latitude

of the axis, as will be seen in Table XXVIII. The next two

columns of Table I. contain the zenith distances of the northern and

southern boundaries corresponding to the previous data. They are

followed by the amounts of atmospheric absorption due to each of these

zenith distances according to Miiller, expressed in terms of stellar

magnitude by dividing each logarithm of the original table (M. 59)

by 0.4. The last column of Table I. gives the difference between

the amounts of absorption in the preceding columns, expressed as a

positive quantity when the absorption at the southern boundary ex-

ceeds that at the northern.

In the discussion of these results I shall first consider the question

raised by Serpieri (Sp. Ill), whether Jones was right in referring the

apparent changes in the place of the light to the corresponding changes

in the place of the ecliptic in the visible" hemisi^here, and whether they

ought not rather to be referred to the geographical position of the

observer in latitude. In the case of Jones, which Serpieri was dis-

cussing, the changes in the place of the ecliptic are very generally in

accordance with the movements of the observer. But the second

group of observations in Table I. exhibits a decided interruption of

this accordance. Since it may perhaps be conjectured that the

method of reduction is here at fault, I have determined the position

of the ecliptic for each of the twenty-four observations of this group.

The new reduction makes no change in any of the data, except that

the mean result for the " elongation of the zenith" becomes 122°,

instead of 123°, as in the table. This alteration is entirely insignifi-
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TABLE I.

Observer.
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pheric absorption ; for while the inclination of the ecliptic changes by-

seven degrees in passing from each group of observations to the next,

the change in the final column of Table L is 0.30 between Groups 1

and 2, and only 0.06 between Groups 2 and 3. The corresponding

ehanjies in the latitude of the axis are 1°.9 and 0°.0. The evidence

of Weber, taken without regard to the number of observations in each

group, would not support the hypothesis of regular change ; but the

number of observations in his first group is only six, and this circum-

stance leaves us without any distinct result in his case. The mean

result for Heis and Weber, with equal weights for the separate ob-

servations, would indicate a progressive change in the latitude of the

axis.

The small number of the observations of Eylert and Neumayer

makes the result from them inconclusive. It is of interest, because

we have no other observations made in southern latitudes except those

of Jones, and it tends to confirm the principle established by that

observer. But in this instance a change in terrestrial latitude ac-

companies that of the position of the ecliptic.

Schmidt's observations, if they were sufficiently numerous, would

confirm Serpieri's hypothesis. The axis remains at two degrees of

north latitude until the observer changes his station to Italy, when it

begins to approach the ecliptic. But neither of the four groups con-

tains many observations, and there are some peculiarities in Schmidt's

results, to be considered hereafter, which may partially account for

the discordance between them and some of the others.

Setting aside, for the present, the consideration of atmospheric

absorption, my conclusions from the observations thus far considered

are, first, that the experience of Jones with regard to the shifting of

the light is confirmed by that of other observers ; secondly, that he

was right in connecting the change with the altered position of the

ecliptic in the visible hemispliere, rather than with the change in

terrestrial latitude from one place of observation to another.

In the absence of the strict reduction mentioned above (p. 149),

only a very general conclusion can be drawn from the observations at

the elongations 30° and 90°, since their number is often comparatively

small. It will appear by inspection of Tables XXV., XXVIII.,
XXXI., and XXXIV. that the observations of Jones, Ileis, and

Welier, made at these elorgations, agree on the whole with the results

obtained at the elongation G0°. The other observers furnish very

little material for a conclusion, and the results are irregular.

We have still to consider the observations by Jones of what he
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called the "Diffuse" Light. Only those at the elongation 90° are

sufficiently numerous, in comparison with the total numbers of obser-

vations used in determining the successive positions of the ecliptic, to

allow us to attach much significance to the result from them. Still,

the observations at G0° may be worth examining, and they are ac-

cordingly included in Table II. The first two columns of this table

give the numbers of the successive groups of the observations of

Jones and the total number of observations belonging to each group.

These data are repeated from Table I. It is unnecessary to repeat

the corresponding data for the position of the ecliptic. The rest of

Table II. consists of two parts, relating to the " Diffuse " Light at the

respective elongations 60° and 90°. Each part gives data correspond-

ing to those for the " Stronger " Light found in Table I.

TABLE II.

s
2
o

1
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the elongation 90°. It is also apparent that the small mean value

here obtained for the "latitude of the axis" results from the extension

of the " Diffuse " Light, near its vertex, towards the south, which

Jones repeatedly observed towards the end of October, 1853. In

order to decide whether this extension has any bearing upon the

questions now before us, the work of Jones must be consulted. Con-

sidering the probable diinculty of observing the "Diffuse" Light in

the neighborhood of the Milky AVay, it does not seem to me that we

are warranted in attaching much significance to the location, during a

single fortnight, of the small part of its southern boundary wiiich

could be laid down upon the charts.

The observations of zodiacal light at elongations of 120^^ or more

arc too few for profitable discussion in the inquiry immediately before

us. In what follows, I shall assume that the zodiacal light shifts its

place in latitude according to the changing position of the ecli[)tic in

the visible hemisphere. To decide whether this change can reason-

ably be explained by atmospheric absorption will demand some infor-

mation respecting the brightness of the zodiacal light, the relative

brightness of its different parts, and the nature of the lines considered

as its boundaries by different observers. No precise knowledge has

yet been gained upon these subjects, but we are not entirely in igno-

rance with regard to them.

The general brightness of the zodiacal light has been usually esti-

mated by comparisons made with the Milky Way. Humboldt found

it equal at times to the region of Sagittarius (Hb. 120). Weber

repeatedly noticed that the zodiacal light was brighter than the Milky

Way, and on one occasion nearly twice as bright as its brightest por-

tions, (1874, March 5, II. 52; see also H. 37, 40, 43, 54). Eylert

makes very similar estimates (IL 47, 49). In Schmidt's general

description of the light (S. 15), he says that its brighter portions,

under favorable conditions for observation, exceed the mean brightness

of the Milky Wa}'. On January 26, 1848, and on Miivch 9, 1850

(S. 31, 38,) he found the zodiacal liglit brighter than the brightest

parts of the Milky Way. He communicated to Heis (H. 27) a more

precise observation made at Athens in April. 1802, when the lower

and middle part of the light a])peared to be from five to six times as

bright as the parts of the INIilky Way at the same altitude in Argo

and Cepheus. Jones occasionally describes portions of the zodiacal

light as equally bright with specified regions of the IMilky Way (Jj.

150, 152, 16G), and remarks the simultaneous appearance of both

objects, March 25, 1854 (Jj. 258). On two occasions he mentions
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the superior brightness of the zodiacal light (Jj. 134, 298). The

luminous arch which he afterwards observed at Quito was approxi-

mately equal to the Milky Way in brightness, but on the whole seems

to have been sh'ghtly inferior to it (Jq. 377). Gruey's observations

at Toulouse in February, 1875 (T. 905), make the zodiacal liglit

about as bright as the Milky Way ; sometimes a little brighter or

fainter. See also the account of Lewis (Ls. 439). From all these

remarks it appears pretty certain that the zodiacal light and the

Milky Way are objects of the same general order of brightness, so

that if the light of equal areas of their brightest portions is supposed

to be concentrated at single points, the stars so formed would not

differ by more than two magnitudes, and would probably differ by less

than one magnitude.

The relative intensity of different parts of the zodiacal light seems

not to have been investigated. We have reason to think, however,

that the light fades out by degrees as it extends farther from the Sun,

and also as it extends laterally from its medial line, or " axis." This

appears more or less distinctly in all accounts of the phenomenon, but

for the most part only indirectly, by the difficulty experienced in

tracing the boundaries of the light, especially towards the vertex.

An object as bright as many well-marked parts of the Milky Way,

and of nearly uniform brilliancy, would of course be located without

trouble. But there is also positive testimony to the same effect.

Schmidt tells us (S. 15) that the light increases towards the horizon

until checked by the denser strata of the atmosphere, and also men-

tions (S. Gl) the comparative indistinctness of the vertex and the

unequal intensity of different parts of the light. Jones makes a sim-

ilar statement in his Introduction (Jj.xi). He also says (Jj. 346)

that the " Diffuse " Light " faded away imperceptibly at its edges "

;

and that the " Stronger " Light " dims as it ascends." The lower por-

tions were quite distinct on another occasion (Jj. 376) before the night

had deepened sufficiently to show the remainder. The general descrip-

tion by Lewis (Ls. 438) confirms the preceding accounts.

The nature of the boundaries adopted by different observers appar-

ently differs very considerably. In the case of Schmidt, we see by

his account (S. 23) that the boundary is a line within the extreme

limits of the light, selected as one which can be followed among the

stars with a certain degree of confidence. The comparative narrow-

ness of the light recorded by this observer, which will appear for the

elongation 00° on inspection of Table I., is in conformity with the

method of observation just described.
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Heis and TVeber probably attempt to include all the visible light

within the boundaries which they adopt. This gives them a zodiacal

cone wider at G0° than that of Schmidt. The " Stronger " Light of

Jones is of an intermediate width ; his "Diffuse" Light extends much

farther than any other observer has carried the limits of the light.

The form of the various cones or columns thus produced may require

separate consideration at some other time ; for the present, we have

merely to notice the arbitrary character of the boundary. It appears

to me a fair inference that the light fades away very gradually towards

its edges, and this conclusion will be approved, I think, by most observ-

ers, as one accordant with their general impression of the appearance

of the zodiacal light. Other occupations have always prevented me

from making any careful comparisons of the kind required to decide

the question ; but so far as I can judge from casual observation, the

light fades out as above described.

The effect produced by the zodiacal light in dimming the light of

stars has apparently been seldom observed ; at all events, the few

results of such work which I have found on record are not sufficient to

permit any inference except that the light is too fiiint to interfere

materially with the perception of even a small star. Observations

of this kind were proposed by Argelander (A. lo6), but must be very

numerous and frequent to make them of value.

Since the Milky "Way is at present our only standard of comparison

for the zodiacal light, it is desirable to form some idea of its bright-

ness. Our chief resource must probably be the results obtained by

the star-gauging observations of W. Ilerschel and others. The follow-

ing ratios of the maximum and minimum density of the stars found in

different regions of the sky appear in Celoria's discussion (C. 45) :
—

Uranometria Nova, Zone 0° to -\-(J° 5.15

" _ioo '«

-f 16° 6.29

Durchmusterung, to magn. 7.5 3.94

8.0 2.90

9.5 4.20

Milan observations ,3,04

Herschel's gauges G2 78

The manner in which these ratios were obtained is fully explained

in the work of Celoria. Althouijh the remons considered are of

limited extent in declination, they are sufficiently large to entitle the

results derived from them to much confidence. The regions of maxi-

mum stellar density are well known to be in the Milky Way, and it is

needless here to repeat the evidence of this fact. The Milan observa-
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tions were made by Celoria with a telescope of good quality, 10 cm. in

aperture, and capable of showing stars of the eleventh magnitude

under favorable conditions (C. 3).

The general result is obviously that stars of medium magnitudes are

much more uniformly distributed over the sky than the faint stars

which make up the mass of the Milky Way, and somewhat more

uniformly than the stars visible to the naked eye. From the Milan

observations alone we should infer that the ratio of light from the

Milky Way, in its brighter regions, to that from the darker portions

of the sky, might be expressed in stellar magnitudes by about 1.2.

This assumes that the average magnitude of the stars observed in the

brighter and fainter regions was the same, and the assumption is prob-

ably justifiable. But with Herschel the case was very different. In

the darker regions, his telescope showed no greater abundance of stars

than Celoria's, while it disclosed twenty times as many in the brightest

regions. It should be noted, however, that the region explored at

Milan did not include the immediate neighborhood of the galactic pole.

The numbers for Celoria's standard area are as follows (C. 4G) :—
Celoria : maximum 15.1G, minimum 4.98.

Herschel: " 301.16, " 4.81.

The 286 additional stars distinguishable by Herschel's instrument

in the brighter region must apparently be regarded as two or three

magnitudes fainter, on the average, than the fifteen stars visible to both

observers. If they were of equal magnitude with these fifteen,

they would furnish nineteen twentieths of the light emitted by the

region (neglecting any stars still fainter), which means that they

would increase the brightness of the region by an amount to be

denoted by 3.2 magnitudes. As it is, we cannot assume this increase

of brightness to exceed one magnitude. Since we found the result

1.2 for the difference of magnitude between the regions of maximum

and minimum density according to the Milan observations, we shall

have a difference of little more than two magnitudes as the result of

Herschel's observations according to Celoria's reduction.*

If the inequality of distribution among stars too faint to be sepa-

rately visible to Herschel should resemble or surpass that of the

fainter stars which he observed, a higher estimate of the relative

brightness of the Milky Way would result. But in the absence of

further information, we may perhaps make a sufficient allowance for

* See also, for confirmation, the Cape Observations of the younger Herschel,

pp. 373-383.
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these stars, by considering the Milky Way to be two magnitudes

brighter than the mean, instead of the minimum, brightness of the

sky. According to this estimate, the brightest parts of the zodiacal

light may commonly be three or four magnitudes brighter than the

surrounding sky. But at 60° from tlie Sun, it is not likely that the

zodiacal light exceeds the Milky Way in brightness, and for that

elongation we may suppose that its middle portions will not be more

than two magnitudes brighter than the sky around it. At its assumed

edo-es, the dilFerence of magnitude will depend upon the choice of the

observer with regard to the nature of the boundary to be employed

in his observations. Suppose that he endeavors to include all the

light which he can see, and that he distinguishes differences of a single

tenth of a magnitude, so that, at the boundary which he adopts, the

zodiacal light is brighter than the sky beyond it by one tenth of a

magnitude. This may perhaps be the case with Heis and Weber

(see p. 156). Taking their result of about 10° for half the extent of

the light in latitude (see Table I.), we should have a variation of

about one fifth of a magnitude for every degree, if we suppose the

light to vary uniformly, on the scale of stellar magnitude, so as to

reduce the excess of brightness from two magnitudes in the middle to

one tenth of a magnitude near the boundary. If the observer, in fix-

ing the upper and lower boundaries of the light, aims at equality of

brightness in the opposite points through which he draws them, an

excess of absorption at the lower edge amounting to one fifth of a mag-

nitude will consequently set back the lower boundary about a degree.

This conclusion is of no value as a representation of the true process

of observation, but it indicates that the differences of atmospheric ab-

sorption required to effect a sensible displacement of the boundaries

are probably not large. In this way, it appears to me to strengthen

the probability that absorption is an important, and perhaps the only,

cause of the variations of the zodiacal light in latitude. It may rea-

sonably be anticipated that future observation will prove the diminu-

tion of the light from the middle towards the edges to be not uniform,

but much more gradual near the edge than at some other places. In

this case, the effect of absorption would ^it first be considerably greater

than has just been supposed. But it would be useless, in the absence

of direct evidence upon the subject, to adapt an imaginary gradation

of light to the results obtained by observation for the displacement of

the zodiacal cone. At present, we cannot even assert with confidence

that the observers have aimed at equality of brightness between oppo-

site points iu the boundaries which they have drawn.
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Among the facts recorded with regard to the zodiacal light is one

which independently suggests the probability that the observation of

the boundaries is influenced by atmospheric absorption, althoufh it

gives no information respecting the extent to which it may displace

them. This fact is the customary distinctness of the lower edge as

compared with the upper. It is mentioned by Schmidt in his general

description of the zodiacal cone, and also later (S. 15, 27), and is

repeatedly noticed by Heis and Weber (H. 4, 5, 7, 11, 16, 20, 33, 37,

39, 44, 46, 53, 57) ; also by Brorsen, Schmidt, and Groneman (H. 15,

27, 58). Neumayei''s remark, that the southern boundary is deter-

mined with difliculty (H. 32), derives special interest from his south-

ern station, where this boundary is the upper one. Jones has a few

similar observations in the southern hemisphere (Jj. 568, 572, 586,

618), relating chiefly to the " Stronger" Light. He occasionally found

the "Diffuse" Light ill defined on its lower side (.Jj. 290, 330, 352).

Heis, on some occasions (H. 22, 23), found that the usual compara-

tive sharpness of the lower boundary was wanting. Lewis states as a

general rule that the southern side is more sharply defined and more

nearly parallel with the ecliptic (Ls. 438). He adds the interesting

remark that the axis of greatest brightness lies south of the axis of

symmetry. It is obvious that the increase of atmospheric absorption

with zenith distance will accelerate the diminution of light near the

lower side, and retard it on the other, which must have some effect in

makintr it easier to define the lower boundary, although we could not

be confident, without the support of direct observation, that the effect

would be considerable enough to attract attention.

A few additional results from the tables of the Appendix acquire

some significance on the hypothesis that atmospheric absorption seri-

ously affects the observed position of the zodiacal light, but are hardly

to be regarded as strengthening that hypothesis, which must rest, for

the present, on the facts already set forth. The change in the " lati-

tude of the axis " consequent upon an increase of 30° in elongation is

here called "displacement," for the sake of brevity, and is considered

positive when the north "latitude of the axis" increases with the

elongation. This displacement has been computed only for those ob-

servations in which the position of the light was determined at each

of two elonsrations. The number of these observations is often too

small for any conclusive result, and possibly they are not worth study.

But those of Jones, Heis, and Weber seem to me to be numerous

enough to deserve attention. The result I find from them is that the

axis of the cone, as a rule, leans towards the ecliptic, so that its lati-
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tude, whether north or south, will be numerically less near the vertex

than near the base. Supposing this to be an effect of atmospheric

absorption, it appears that the increased brightness of the light at the

smaller elongations does not fully counterbalance the increased ten-

dency to a variation in latitude due to the increased difference in

atmospheric absorption nearer the horizon. This seems antecedently

probable, and indeed it may surprise us that we do not find much

greater variations in latitude at small elongations. In Table II., for

example, we have differences of absorption for the opposite bounda-

ries of the " Diffuse " Light, at the elongation 60°, amounting to two

or three entire magnitudes at the extreme inclinations of the ecliptic.

These differences would doubtless be lessened by a strict computation,

in which the position of the ecliptic would be computed separately for

the same observations employed to determine the place of the light in

latitude, instead of being found only for the mean of all the observa-

tions belonging to the group including them. However, in any case,

the resulting differences of absorption would be large ; and this would

likewise be true of similar differences computed at the elongation 30°,

either for the " Stronger " Light of Jones, or for the ordinary zodiacal

light of other observers. Another circumstance which may seem

inconsistent with the theory here advanced is, that when we compare

the results at the same elongation (G0°) for the " Stronger" Light in

Table I. with those for the " Diffuse " Light in Table II., we find

that a much smaller difference of absorption in the first case appears

to produce nearly as much change of latitude. Still, the change is

actually greater in the second case, and we have as yet no means of

determining its theoretical value in any instance. A light which is

actually confined to the zodiacal region cannot be shifted out of it by

any amount of atmospheric absorption, although it may be so far di-

minished as to cease to be perceptible. Again, we cannot be sure, as

has been said, that observers intend to signify equality of brightness

on opposite sides by the location of their assumed boundaries. If the

sky beyond the boundary is as much darkened as the sky within it,

which may happen in the absence of haze and of artificial light in the

neighborhood, the boundary might still be perceptible. Probably the

condition of equality of light on the opposite sides is partially, though

unconsciously, recognized in the effort to fix the boundaries, while at

the same time it is not regarded as essential, especially when the

boundaries are so far apart as those of the " Diffuse " Light at moder-

ate elongations.

If atmospheric absorption has the importance here assigned to it in
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the study of the zodiacal light, we cannot expect to determine the true

position of the light on any occasion by the simple methods heretofore

in use. We must either discover exactly what an observer means by

the boundary, and to what extent this boundary will be displaced by

given changes of brightness, or we must resort to direct photometric

observations. Tiie last course will probably be preferable. In the

absence of instruments, observers must not content themselves with

the casual comparisons heretofore made, but must compare together

different portions of the light, and also specified portions of the light

and of the Milky Way. The Milky Way itself must be studied in a

similar manner to learn the corrections for absorption due to the

varying altitude of its separate parts. Observations of this kind, it is

to be apprehended, cannot be made to advantage except in situations

peculiarly favorable to uniform transparency of the atmosphere at all

azimuths, and remote from large towns, in order to avoid the disturb-

ing effect of artificial light.

Perhaps some photometric apparatus may be contrived to make
these determinations more generally practicable. Argelander's pro-

posal (A. 157) to compare a portion of the zodiacal light seen with

one eye and a star seen out of focus witli the other, may at least fur-

nish a suggestion for a photometer of the required kind, if it should

prove inapplicable in its original form. Wolf's method (W. 32) of

tracing the limits of the nebulosity about the Pleiades may likewise

prove serviceable in observations of the zodiacal light. It consisted

in watching the fine threads of a reticule, which became visible against

the nebulosity, but disappeared when the telescope was directed to the

darker sky beyond. Suppose a telescope to be provided with a series

of suitable reticules, and also with some apparatus for diminishing the

aperture or otherwise darkening the field. One of the most promising

methods of accomplishing this object is that employed by Loewy

(L. 92). A diaphragm having a circular aperture is made to slide

along tlie tube of the telescope, and its position is recorded by means

of a scale attached to the outside of the tube. If the reticules to be

used are of successive degrees of fineness, so that each will be as vis-

ible with a small aperture as the next in order is with a large aperture

against the same background, an extensive range of comparisons would

be practicable. The same apparatus might be employed in comparing

the imnges of stars thrown out of focus to a known extent, and a stan-

dard of comparison for faint lights might thus be established. But

much experience would be needed to test the value of a photometer of

this description.

VOL. XIX. (S. S. XI.) 11
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Any considerable series of photometric observations of the zodiacal

light, made with trustwortliy apparatus and upon a suitable system,

would doubtless furnish better means of determining the real position

of the light with regard to the ecliptic than could be provided by the

most voluminous collection of sketches. We should thus acquire some

reliable information about the inclination and nodes of the great circle

representing the axis of the light, which has hitherto been sought with

little success. But our work, to be complete, must include an inquiry

into the normal distribution of light in the sky. The zodiacal light

is seen upon a background by no means of uniform brightness, even

in regions remote from the Milky Way. Its more brilliant portions,

very probably, may not be sensibly affected by the inequalities of the

background, but its edges, and especially its vertex, cannot be deter-

mined without attention to these inequalities. The interest of a care-

ful photometric inquiry into the relative light of different parts of the

sky, and especially into the exact form of the Milky Way, would be

considerable, even without reference to its bearing upon the question

of the zodiacal light. But the inquiry is indispensable if we are to

substitute definite knowledge for the vague information now before

us with regard to " zodiacal bands," the singular phenomenon of

" Gegenschein," and the possibly periodical variations in the main

body of the zodiacal light, as well as its a[)parent changes from hour

to hour.

As a first instance, let us consider the semiannual variation in the

elongation of the vertex, evidence of which Serpieri has obtained from

the observations of Jones (Sp. 99), confirming the result by similar

data from the work of Heis (Sp. 101, H. 60). A comparison of the

mean elongations for the successive months given by Serpieri, from

his reduction of the work of Jones, with the corresponding series in

Table XIII. of the Appendix, shows a sufficient general agreement,

althougli there was a considerable difference between the two methods

of reduction, and even in the processes by which the separate elonga-

tions were derived from the observer's charts (Sp. G2).

In both cases, we have two yearly maxima of elongation (about the

beginning and middle of each calendar year) with a tolerably regu-

lar diminution and increase from each maximum to the next. The
"Stronger" Light, however, shows no maximum for the evening

observations of the beginning of 1854, nor, according to Serpieri, for

the morning observations of the middle of 1853.

Before concluding that these variations indicate any important

annual series of changes in the zodiacal light itself, we must examine
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the circumstances under which the observations are necessarily made.

An insjiection of the charts shows us that the maxima occur at those

times of year when the Milky Way cannot interfere with the observa-

tions. This is true of the eastern, as well as of the western light.

We cannot very confidently assume that the interference of the Milky

Way is the cause of the observed lessening in the elongations attained

at other times. If it is, we must infer that, when the Milky Way in-

tersects the zodiacal light, its brightness prevents the observer from

tracing the light so far beyond it as he might in the absence of its

disturbing influence. It is probable that the question must be left to

the decision of photometric observations.

We may next consider the fact, hitherto resting solely on the evi-

dence of Jones, that the ai)parent elongation of the zodiacal light

extends as the evening advances. Most observers have contented

themselves with a sinijle drawing of the li^ht for each date of obser-o o o

vation, so that they give us no aid in the decision of the question.

But it is highly probable that the common statements with regard to

the rising and setting of the zodiacal light cannot be accepted without

modification. The testimony of one industrious observer to a multi-

tude of particular facts must ordinarily jDrevail over mere general

assertions. Jones paid special attention at times to the mode in

which the light disappeared, with varying results (Jj. 186, 190, 192,

196, 248). Tlie darkness of the sky whicli he observed near the

horizon, in the same stellar region where the light had been seen

earlier in the evening, is certainly not conclusive, for ordinary atmos-

pheric absorption may have produced it. On the whole, I should

infer from these passages that the final disappearance of the light

occurs by its setting, rather than by its fading. But this does not

change the customary result, apparent everywhere in the work of Jones,

that long after ordinary twilight has ended the zodiacal light continues

to extend itself towards the east, contrary to the diurnal motion of the

stars. I have myself noticed this phenomenon at different times, but

only casually, and on occasions when no leisure for a precise record

of it could he obtained. The vertex of the light seems to remain at

the same altitude for a long' time. Serpieri thinks that this and other

results of the observations of Jones require us to abandon all i^urely

cosmical theories of the zodiacal light, and oblige us to consider

it as a terrestrial phenomenon (Sp. 73, 152). But it seems to me

that before coming to this conclusion we must know more of the

nature of twili<rht than we do now. We need to know whether the

sky is really as dark just after the arch of distinct twilight has dis-
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appeared as it is some hours later. General impressions and, theories

upon the subject should be replaced by accurate observations. If the

sky grows sensibly darker for a long time after twilight, the zodiacal

light may of course become more apparent during this time. More-

over, the increase of sensitiveness in the observer's eye during the

evening may be more gradual than would at first be supposed.

The next class of phenomena to be discussed is that comprising the

" zodiacal bands " reported by different observers. The wide zodiacal

band seen by Jones at Quito (Jq. 37 G) need not here be considered.

It is to be hoped that some equally enterprising observer will under-

take the re-examination of the subject under similarly favorable condi-

tions. At the present time, the Andes are occasionjflly visited by

amateur mountaineers who have exhausted the Alps, and perhaps they

will yet furnish us with a continuation of the interesting work wliich

Jones considered to be in itself a sufficient object for the joui-ney.

Although he thought that traces of the band he had seen at Quito

were afterwards perceptible from less advantageous stations (Jq. 378),

it is certain that very few observers have seen anything ap|)roa('hing

it in width, distinctness, and definite positiim in the zodiac ; and it is

still to be determmed whether it may not have been the effect of local

or temporary causes.

The zodiacal bands more ordinarily seen have seldom been de-

scribed with the exactness requisite for making satisfactory compari-

sons between the reports of different observers. The account given

by Lewis (Ls. 441) resembles that given by Jones of his Quito obser-

vations in many important particulars. The additional facts furnished

by Lewis, that the band he saw was " more sharply defined on its

southern than on its northern edge," and that, " while its axis of .great-

est brightness is either on or very slightly north of the ecliptic, the

axis of symmetry is decidedly north of that line," apparently indicate

effects of atmospheric absorption. If these observations can be con-

firmed by others, they will have laid the foundation of an important

addition to our knowledixe.

So far as I have learned, oidy one zodiacal band has been so repeat-

edly and definitely described as to leave no doubt of its existence.

This is a faint and narrow belt which takes a southwesterly course

from the Pleiades, or rather perhaps from a place on the southern

border of that group. In the Astronomische Nachrichten, XCIX.
91, 369, will be found a statement of some reasons for thinking that

this band should rather be considered as a branch of tlie Milky Way
than as especially zodiacal in its character. I am unable to trace it
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through Aquarius into Capricornus. The darkness of Capricornus

may certainly be due to atmospheric absorption, and observations at a

more southern station are needed to decide the question. But the

band, as I see it, does not terminate in Aquarius ; it is continued to

Aquihx, quitting the zodiac altogether. This circumstance, combined

witli the evidence furnished by the Durchmusterung of a slight maxi-

mum of stellar density along the northern portion of the band, induces

me to regard it as a sidereal and not as a zodiacal phenomenon.

The earliest account of the zodiacal portion of this band, so far as I

know, was given by Schmidt, who repeatedly observed it (S. 26, 29,

32, 33, 35, 36, 44, 49, 50, 51). The definite observation of Novem-

ber 11, 1849 (S. 36), has a particular interest. But it can scarcely be

doubted that many of the other observations refer to the same object.

On October 24, 1853, the observer noticed the extension of this band

into the region of a and /3 Aquarii (S. 44). Schmidt was in doubt

about the conclusion to be drawn from these observations (S. 68),

which may indicate that the explanation of them by a stream of stars

had suggested itself to him ; but he does not propose that hypothesis.

It seems likely that his perception of the luminous band under dis-

cussion had an influence upon many of his drawings of the ordi-

nary zodiacal light, which may partially account for the peculiarities

already mentioned (p. 152).

Brorsen appears to describe this band as visible early in December,

1853 (II. 12). Later in the month, the advance of the ordinary zodi-

acal light tended to make it a less definite object. Groneman (H.

55) likewise describes a similar appearance on December 2, 1874.

The observation made at Toulouse on November 10, 1874 (T. 1251),

may perhaps relate to the same class of phenomena. Any observation

of light between the Pleiades and the Milky Way, however, needs to

be carefully verified by comparisons made on other occasions, for

certainly there is much galactic light in that region. The prolongation

beyond the Pleiades towards the southwest may belong to the band

already considered. There seems to me to be an extension of the

Milky Way on the opposite or eastern side, passing through and

beyond Prsesepe (Astr. Nachr., CII. 263), which may have had

something to do with the Toulouse observation. Jones noticed this

band, or part of it, on February 15, 1854 (Jj. 234). The narrow

band from the Pleiades did not attract his attention, unless we suppose

that it was in part the cause of the maximum of elongation which

occurs, as we have seen (p. 162), about the beginning of the year.

But the zodiacal light, as observed by Jones, is too wide to be readily
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connected with a band only about five degrees in width, and, more-

over, we might expect the maximum of elongation, if due to the

perception oi this band, to show itself earlier in the season. This is

actually the case in the observations of Dechevreus (D. 20), who fre-

quently noticed the band as an extension of the zodiacal light (D. 5,

10). It is natural that observers should not usually become aware

of this faint object until the season of the year when it has been

reached by tiie vertex of the ordinary zodiacal cone. In endeavoring

to find the vertex, the eye then follows the previously unnoticed band

as far as the Pleiades, without reaching any place at which the light

can be said to terminate.

Before we can satisfy ourselves with regard to the true zodiacal

bands, as they may be called, which are described by Jones and

Lewis, it is necessary for us to observe accurately the extent and

brightness of the similar phenomena which have just been considered.

Moreover, our observations ought not to be confined to the zodiac, for,

if they are, we may overlook the existence of bands of light inter-

secting it at considerable angles, the zodiacal portions of which may

occasion perplexities in our subsequent work. The need of general

knowledge with respect to tiie normal distribution of light in the sky

tlms becomes evident, even if we seek only a thorough knowledge of

zodiacal phenomena.

Admitting the occurrence of the phenomenon called " Gegenschein,"

which certainly has a large mass of evidence in its favor, we must still

feel much uncertainty about its visibility on particular occasions, until

we are able to say with some confidence that the light we are observ-

ing is greater than the normal light of the region in wiiich it appears.

At present, we have only our memory of former observations to pre-

vent mistakes, and if the observer feels sure of the correctness of his

own memory, he ought to have some surer means of making the facts

of the case clear to others who have not witnessed them. For the

study of all zodiacal phenomena, therefore, a photometric survey of

the sky is urgently required.

Although the o[)inion of Serpieri, that the zodiacal light is a species

of aurora (Sp. 153), will probably not find general acceptance in the

present state of our knowledge, it ini likely that auroral and zodiacal

light m ly sometimes be confounded with each other. Auroral bands

sometimes occur, as is well known, in the foi-m of arches extending

from the eastern to the western horizon, and retaining their form and

place for a considerable time. It is possible that such arches are

formed at times in the absence of any other auroral light. If this
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sliould happen at a time when the azimnth of the pole of the ecliptic

is approximately equal to the magnetic declination, we might have an

auroral baud along the zodiac which would be taken for zodiacal light.

It is mainly for this reason that it has seemed desirable to provide in

the Appendix for approximate determinations of the azimuth of the

pole of the ecliptic.

Eylert's observations of December 8 and 9, 1873 (H. 49, 50), afford

instances where the presence of auroral light may be suspected. On

these dates he saw a luminous arch crossing the heavens, the western

part of which had the customary form and position of zodiacal light

;

but the eastern part made an angle of about 17° with the ecliptic, from

which it deviated to the southeast. The observer was in latitude

about +20°, longitude about 30° west of Greenwicli, where the mag-

netic declination is about 15° west. The azimuth of the north pole

of the ecliptic was about 23° west of north, and its zenith distance

about 7G° for the mean of the two observations. It follows that the

aberrant portion of the zodiacal light was more nearly perpendicular

to the magnetic meridian than to the circles of latitude, but tlie devi-

ation was in excess of what would be required on the hypothesis that

an auroral band was seen. It may not be always the case that these

auroral bauds are perpendicular to the magnetic meridian, and the

evidence of auroral light in this instance is not at all conclusive.

A few days later, on the evening of December 12, 1873, Serpieri,

at Urbino in Italy, observed a general illumination of the zodiac

(II. 51). The occurrence of coruscations in the light on this occasion

perhaps adds a little weight to the suspicion of auroral action, but these

coruscations, or pulsations, as Jones called them, have often been seen

in the zodiacal light proper. The nature of this phenomenon, also,

evidently requires photometric investigation. On the evening of

January 31, 1883, I found, during half an hour's observation, that

there were apparent variations in the relative brightness of definite

portions of the zodiacal light with respect to definite portions of the

Milky Way. But the variation may not have been real, or it may

possibly have been due to variable haze, too indefinite in outline to

be recognized.

It is not my intention, on this occasion, to discuss the probability of

any explanation of the zodiacal light. I have merely to remark, with

regard to the ordinary meteoric theory, that it gains greatly in sim-

plicity if we dispense with all the imaginary meteoric bodies or rings

with which it has usually been connected, and retain merelv the con-

ception of meteoric dust difTused throughout the Solar System. It may
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be shown mathematically, if we regard the meteoric particles as solids,

reflecting light iri*egularly, that an apfjearance like the zodiacal cone,

with an indefinite vertex, would result. On this subject, the work of

Geelmuyden may be consulted (G. 95, 106).

APPENDIX.

In passing from one system of spherical co-ordinates to another, an

approximate result is sometimes all that is required. This is usually

the case when the zodiacal light is the subject under consideration, and

occasionally happens in the course of other inquiries ; for example,

durinw the computation of differential refraction, or when it is desirable

to know that no gross error has occurred in the computation of an

exact position. For all such purposes, the projection of a hemisphere

with the poles upon the circumference is a convenient resource. A
stereographic projection, like that given in the annexed figure, has

the advantage of being very easily constructed, at least when the scale

is small, but any circular and symmetrical chart of a hemisphere will

sufTicc. It is needless to state the principles of this method of chan-

ging co-ordinates, but a few illustrations of its use may be serviceable.

In the following directions, a piece of tracing paper is su|)posed to be

at hand, but it may obviously be replaced by measurements from the

centre and from the proper points on the circumference of the chart.

Althou'-^h the figure here given is a somewhat distorted copy of the

drawing which it represents, it will probably be found sufficiently

accurate to be of some use.

In discussing observations of the zodiacal light, we may require the

zenith distances, and perhaps the azimuths of a number of points

the latitudes and longitudes of which are known, while we also have

the latitude and longitude of the zenith, and the azimuth of one pole

of the ecliptic. In this case, consider the circumference of the projec-

tion as representing the circle of latitude passing thronsrh the zenith.

Begin by regarding the chart as one exhibiting latitudes and longi-

tudes. Mark the centre of the projection upon the tracing paper, and

lay down the place of the zenith, by means of its latitude, upon eitiier

side of the circumference, as may be preferred. Knowing the longi-

tude of the zenith, we can also lay down the place of the Sun and those

of the required points, or we can make a sketch of the zodiacal light

as defined by elongation and latitude. Then turn the paper so that
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the point iiKirked as the zenith may coincide with the proper pole of

the projection, keeping the point marked as the centre in position.

The co-ordinates of the chart will now be altitude and azimuth, in

terms of which we may read off the new positions of the {loints pre-

viously laid down in latitude and longitude. The origin of the azi-

muth readings is to be obtained from the known azimuth of the pole

of the ecliptic. It will rarely happen that any of the required points

will lie in the hemispliere opposite to that supposed to be exhibited on

the chart, but if this should be the case, these points can be laid down

as easily as the others, from which they may be distinguished by a

special form of marking, in order to prevent errors in reading their

co-ordinates after the paper has been turned.

If we desire to convert right ascensions and declinations into equiva-

lent positions in latitude and longitude, we regard the circumference

of the projection as the solstitial colure. After marking the required

points upon the tracing paper, we turn it through an angle equal to the

obliquity of the ecliptic, and read off the new positions of the marks.

As the right ascension and declination of the zenith are known from

the sidereal time and terrestrial latitude, this method may be used to

obtain the celestial latitude and longitude of the zenith, which were

supposed to be known in the former example. If the azimuth of the

pole of the ecliptic is required, we may suppose the circumference of

the projection to represent the meridian, lay down the pole of the

ecliptic on the tracing paper, and turn it through an angle equal to the

complement of the terrestrial latitude. But the relative positions of

the zenith and ecliptic may generally be found still more readily from

the tables given below, with sufficient accuracy for many purposes.

The chart may be used conveniently for determining zenith distances

and parallactic angles in a given terrestrial latitude by first drawing

the given parallel of latitude on the tracing paper, marking its inter-

sections with the meridians, and numbering these intersections. The

centre of the projection, and the pole, are likewise to be marked, as in

other cases. If the circumference of the projection is then regarded

as the circle of declination passing through a known star, we may set

the point marked as the pole to the place of this star, read its hour

angle along the traced parallel of latitude, and the corresponding

zenith distance and parallactic angle by the co-ordinates of the chart

at the point of the parallel thus determined. The azimuth of the star

may then be found, if desired, by supposing the triangle inverted, so

that the zenith distance will be read along the circumference. After

turning the paper to the corresponding position, the azimuth can be

read off on the traced parallel.
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III general, a chart of this form may he used for the solution of any

spherical triangle, two sides of which, with the included angle, are

given. The drawing might be constructed on a scale large enough

to read tenths of a degree with considerable accuracy, and a sheet of

slightly ground glass or of transparent parchment might be permanently

centred over it to make its use more expeditious and precise. It may

sometimes be worth while to take the mean of results obtained in dif-

ferent quadrants. With the help of two traced parallels, indicating

respectively the declinations of the pole of the ecliptic and of the

zenith, the chart may be applied to the solution of various problems

in which the three sides of a triangle are known.

The time of an observation of the zodiacal light is seldom recorded,

with precision. Even if it were possible to fix the time of such an

observation accurately, there is as yet no ap[)arent advantage in at-

tempting to do so, except when rapid changes seem to be occurring in

the brightness and extent of the light. It is consequently superliuous

to make any exact determination of the position of the ecliptic in the

visible hemisphere at the time of each observation. In such compu-

tations of the kind as are required, we may disregard tiie changes in

the relation between mean and sidereal time, at given dates and

places, due to the occurrence of leap year, to the gain of the sidereal

clock during a single day, and to the longitude of the observer.

Tables III. to IX. inclusive (pp. 179-184) give the approximate

position of the ecliptic for any date and any mean time. They have

been employed in the formation of the subsequent tables, but are given

here in a modified form for the sake of convenience in printing, which

may occasionally make a slight change in single results derived from

them. Table III. gives the approximate longitude of the Sun for the

first day of each month, and the hour angle of the north pole of the

ecliptic for each hour of mean time on the same days. This hour

angle is counted towards the west, from 0° to 3G0°. Interpolation in

this table is effected without trouble by allowing one degree a day for

a change in date, and fifteen degrees an hour for a change in time.

With the hour angle thus obtained for one argument, and the latitude

of the observer's station for another, Tables IV. to IX. inclusive give

the zenith distance of the north pole of the ecliptic, the azimuth of the

same pole, counted from north to west and fi-om 0° to 3G()^, and the

longitude of the zenith. Each of these tables is divided into two parts

by a heavy rule between the latitudes G0° and 70°, to show that inter-

polation is subject to some inconvenience at these places, on account

of the passage of the pole of the ecliptic. This part of the tables,
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however, will seldom be consulted in any use to which they are put,

and .probably nevel* in discussing observations of the zodiacal light.

From the longitude of the zenith derived from these tables, the longi-

tude of the Sun (from Table III.) is to be subtracted when the

"elongation of the zenith" is required for an evening observation.

Table X. contains the results of measurements made upon the

charts representing the evening observations published by Jones in

his large work referred to in the preceding discussion as " Jj." The

numbers in the first column refer to the charts employed. The date

in the second column, and the latitude in the fourth, are also taken

fi'om Jones, south latitudes being here expressed in Italic figures. The

longitude of the Sun in the third column, and the quantity t in the

fifth {t signifying the hour angle of the north pole of the ecliptic),

are taken from Table III., with the aid of the times of observation

recorded by Jones, which can accordingly be approximately repro-

duced by means of Table III., in case they are desired by any reader

who cannot consult the original work. These data are followed by

two columns giving the respective elongations of the vertices of the

" Stronger " and '* Diffuse " Lights observed by Jones. These elonga-

tions were measured from the place of the Sun as given on most of

the observer's published charts. In some cases, this place falls beyond

the limits of the chart, and Jones then adds a note giving the longi-

tude of the Sun which was employed in the measurement. The next

six columns contain the north and south latitudes of the boundary of

the " Stronger " Light at the respective elongations 30°, G0°, and 90°.

These elongations were found upon the charts in the same way as

those of the vertex. When the northern boundary lies south of the

ecliptic, or the southern boundary north, the measured latitude is re-

garded as negative, and is expressed in Italic figures, which are used

throughout these tables as a substitute for the negative sign. The

last six columns give the corresponding figures for the "' DiS'use

"

Light at the elongations 60°, 90°, and 120°. All the measurements

made upon the charts were merely approximate, and they have not,

in general, been revised. They are believed, however, to have been

made with sufficient care for the purpose in view. When the boun-

daries drawn upon the chart terminated near the longitude at which

the measurement was to be made, they were occasionally extended

by estimate in order to obtain a latitude, but the number of these

estimates forms a very small proportion of the entire number of

entries. When an unusually large number of observations were

made upon a single evening (as on occasions when " pulsations " in
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the light were noticed), some of them are often omitted in Table X.

A few accidental omissions may also have occurrt3d.

Table XI. contains results similar to those of Table X., taken from

the Zodlacallicht-Beobachtungen of Heis, to which reference is made

in the preceding discussion by the letter II. The first column of

Table XI. contains a continuous series of numbers, not taken from

Heis, but inserted here for convenience of reference. The second

column gives the name of the observer, and the third the date. The

next three columns give the longitude of the Sun, the latitude of the

observer, and the hour angle of the north pole of the ecliptic, denoted

by /, as in Table X., and found in the same manner. These col-

umns are followed by the elongation of the vertex, which is occa-

sionally given by Ileis in half-degrees, but here expi'essed in whole

degrees only. The last six columns give the latitudes of the northern

and southern boundaries at the elongations 30°, 60°, and 90°, as in

the case of the '' Stronger " Light of Jones. In the work of Heis, the

latitudes of the northern and southern boundaries are given at inter-

vals of 10° in longitude. The longitude of the vertex, as well as its

elongation, is also given. From these data the latitudes of Table XI.

have been obtained by estimate. Negative quantities are expi'essed

by Italic figures, as already explained in the description of Table X.

Table XII. contains results derived from Schmidt's work, " Das

Zodiacallicht," designated as " S " in the preceding discussion. The

observations are here arranged in the order of the seasons, as they

were placed by Schmidt on pages 55-61 of his work. Besides the

observations there given, five others, made Dec. 1-20, have been col-

lected from the previous pages. Schmidt seems to regard them as too

uncertain to be worth reduction (.S. 54, 68), but it has been shown

above (p. 165) that they probably have a distinct meaning.

The first three columns of Table XII. contain a number for refer-

ence, the date of the observation, and the latitude of the observer's

station. The next four columns give the zenith distance of the north

pole of the ecliptic (here called the inclination of the ecliptic for the

sake of brevity), the azimuth of the north pole of the ecliptic, the lon-

gitude of the Sun, and the elongation of the zenith, all derived from

Tables HI. to IX. inclusive. The last ten columns give the north

and south latitudes of the boundary of the light for the elongations

30°, 60°, 90, 120°, and 150°. They are derived from Schmidt's data

on pages 55-61 of his work, except that for the first five observations

a separate reduction was necessary. This was effected by means of

a chart like that just explained (p. 168).
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Tables XIII. to XVIII. inclusive contain monthly means derived

from Table X. In order to facilitate any grouping of the months

which may appear desirable, the sums of the readings have generally

been retained in these tables, the form of which, in other respects, has

been largely determined by considerations of convenience in printing.

Table XIII. gives the names of the successive months during which

Jones carried on his work, preceded by a column of numbers for refer-

ence, which is repeated in the subsequent tables without the names of

the corresponding months. The third column of Table XIII. gives the

number of evenings in each month on which the observations collected

in Table X. were made, and in the fourth column are entered the

corresponding total numbers of observations. The fifth column gives

the mean result for the observer's latitude, expressed in whole degrees.

The next two columns contain the inclination of the ecliptic and the

azimuth of its north pole, as in the corresponding columns of Table

XII. Instead, however, of finding these quantities for each separate

observation and talking their means, it was considered sufficient to take

the monthly means of the quantities in column t of Tab'e X., and to

combine the result with the mean latitude. The mean of the longitudes

of the Sun for each month is given in the next column, and this is

followed by the elongation of the zenith, the longitude of which was

first found from tlie mean values of t and the observer's latitude, as

just explained. The last six columns of Table XIII. give the mean

elongations of the vertices of the " Stronger " and " Diffuse " Lights,

preceded by the numbers of observations and the sums from which the

means were derived.

Tables XIV. and XV. give in like manner, for the " Stronger " and

*' Diffuse " Lights respectively, the mean latitudes of their northern

and southern boundaries at the various elongations included in Table

X., with the numbers and sums used in obtaining the means.

Tables XVI. and XVII. give mean results at the same elongations

for the " latitude of the axis " (as we may call the mean of the latitudes

of the northern and southern boundaries), and for half the extent of

the light in latitude (the " halbe Dicke " of Schmidt). Italic figures

here indicate south latitudes. In obtaining these results, only those

observations of Table X. were employed in which both the northern

and the southern boundaries had been observed at the required elonga-

tions. The results accorditigly differ to some extent from those which

would be obtained by the combination of the mean results given in

Tables XIV. and XV.
Table XVIII. gives the mean results for the changes produced in
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the "latitude of the axis" and the "half extent in latitude" just ex-

phiined, by an increase of thirty degrees in the elongation. Here also

only those observations have been used which afforded complete deter-

minations, and the results will differ from those directly obtainable by

comparison of the quantities found in Tables XVI. and XVII. This

restriction of the observations, of course, often makes the number

which can be used too small to permit any inference from the result

until it lias been combined with others to form a larger group. The

data of Table XVIII. are given under the headings " Dis[)lacement
"

and " Contraction," respectively, for stated changes of elongation.

Under " Displacement," the negative results expressed by Italic figures

indicate that the axis lies firther south at tiie greater elongation.

Under " Contraction," tlie diminution of the " half extent in latitude"

is expressed as a positive quantity, and a negative result would mean

that this extent increased, instead of diminishing, with the elongation.

In discussing the observations of Table XI., those made by Eylert

and by Neumayer, owing to their small number, can be reduced sepa-

rately with little trouble. It seemed best, however, to furni>)h an

intermediate step in the reduction of those made by Ileis and Weber,

(as has already been done for those of Jones by Tables XIII. to XVIII.

inclusive). Tliey have accordingly been arranged according to the

calendar montiis, and the mean results thus obtained are given in Tables

XIX. to XXII. inclusive. The form of Table XIX. is nearly the

same as that of Table XIII. As only one observation was made on a

single d;iy, the column "No. of Days" is omitted; and the column of

months does not proceed in chronological order, as in Table XIII.,

but combines the observations of dilTerent years. Since Heis and

Weber sometimes observed an " inner cone," the mean elongation of

its vertex is here given in a space which would otherwise be vacant

;

the spparate observations are too few to require a place in Table XI.

Table XX. gives for Ileis and Weber results corresponding to those

of Tables XIV. and XV. for Jones. Tables XXI. and XXII. in like

manner correspond to Tables XVI., XVII., and XVIII., with one dif-

ference. From tile form in which Ileis gives the observations, it is

sometimes practicable to find llic; latitude of the axis at elongations for

which the latitudes of the boundaries cannot so well l)c estimated.

Tiiis allows the number of observations of the axi.s, in Table XXL,
occasionally to exceed that of the observations of " half extent."

Similarly, in Table XXII., the numbers for "Displacement" and for

"Contraction" sometimes differ, and are therefore given in separate

columns, instead of together, as in Table XVIII.
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The remaining tables exhibit a grouping of the observations accord-

ing to the principle announced by Jones that the position of the zodi-

acal light in latitude differs according to tlie inclination of the ecliptic,

as it has been called in the previous tables ; that is, according to the

zenith distance of the north pole of the ecliptic. Tables XXIII. to

XXVI. inclusive arrange the results here obtained for the work of

Jones in seven groups defined as follows : Group 1 includes the

observations of 18;>3, June, July, August, and September; and of

1854, May, June, July, September, and October. Group 2 includes

1853, October, and 1854, August and Xovember. Group 3 includes

1854, April and December. Group 4 includes 1853, November and

December; 1854, February and March; 1855, April. Group 5

includes 1853, April, and 1854, January. Group 6 includes only

1855, January, and Group 7, 1855, February and March. The num-

bers of these groups are given in the first column of each table from

XXIII. to XXVI. inclusive. In Table XXIII. the second and third

columns give the mean inclination of the ecliptic and elongation of

the zenith derived from Table XIII., allowing equal weight to all

the separate observations, so that the weight allowed to the result for

each month is proportional to the number of observations for that

month. The next two columns give the number of observations of

the elongation of the vertex of the " Stronger " Light, with the mean

result, allowing all observations equal weight, as before. The re-

mainder of the table contains the mean results for the latitude of the

boundaries of the " Stronijer " Lisfht, with the number of observations

on wiiich each depends, collected from Table XIV.

Table XXIV. contains similar data for the " Diffuse" Light, from

Tables XIII. and XV. In the second and third columns, instead of

repeating the inclination and elongation already given in Table XXIII.,

it appeared more convenient to insert the mean latitude of the ob-

server, and the zenith distance of the Sun, this last being derived from

the data of Table XXIII. by means of a chart.

Tables XXV. and XXVI. give for each of the seven groups, and

for the " Stronger " and " Diffuse " Lights respectively, the number

of observations and the mean result for '- latitude of axis," " half extent

in latitude," "displacement," and "contraction," as already explained.

These quantities are obtained from Tables XVI., XVII., and XVIII.

Tables XXVII. and XXVIII. contain a similar series of results

for the work of Ileis and Weber. The groups, for Ileis, are as fol-

lows : Group 1, May, November, December; Group 2, January,

April ; Group 3, February, March. The two observations, one ia
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July and one in August, are here neglected. For Weber, Group 1

comprises May and December; Group 2, January and April; Group 3,

February and March. The form of Table XXVII. is the same as

that of Table XXIII. ; while Table XXVIII. resembles Table XXV.,
but gives the number of observations separately for " axis " and " ex-

tent," for " displacement " and " contraction." The reason for this

has already been given in describing Tables XXI. and XXII.
Tables XXIX. to XXXII. inclusive refer to the observations of

Eylert and Neuraayer, combined in a single grouping, since Neu-

mayer's four observations are not sullicient for a separate discussion.

The groups are as follows : Group 1 contains the observations num-

bered 273, 274, 290, 291, 292, in Table XI. ; Group 2 contains Nos.

287, 288, 289 ; Group 3, Nos. 275, 270, 277, 285, 286, 295, 296
;

Group 4, Nos. 278 to 284 inclusive, and Nos. 293, 294. The form

of Table XXIX. agrees with that of Table XXIII. Table XXX.
contains a few means from observations not detailed in Table XI. for

want of space. These include four observations of the elongation of

the vertex of an " inner cone," and four observations of the boundaries

at elongations greater than 90°. The second and third columns of

Table XXX. are filled by the latitude of the observer according to

the mean of all the observations belonging to the group, and by the

zenith distance of the Sun from the data in the second and third col-

umns of Table XXIX. The form of Table XXXI. is that of T;.ble

XXV., and Table XXXII. gives similar data for the observations at

extreme elongations just mentioned.

In Tables XXXIII. and XXXIV. the observations of Table XII.

are grouped as follows : Group 1 contains Nos. 1, 2, 8, 11 ; Group 2,

Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 32, 33, 37 ; Group 3, Nos. 13 to 25 in-

clusive, and Nos. 28, 36 ; Group 4, Nos. 20, 27, 29, 30, 31, 34, 35.

Table XXXIII. bus nearly the form of Table XXIII., with the addi-

tion of a section for observations at the elongation 120°. The second

and fifth columns give the latitude of the observer and the zenith dis-

tance of the Sun ; while the third and fourth give the inclination of the

ecliptic and the elongation of the zenith. Table XXXIV. gives data

corresponding to those of Table XXV., but extending, as in Table

XXXIII., to the elongation 120°.

Table XXXV. gives the relative amount of atmospheric absorption,

expressed in terms of stellar magnitude, for different zenith distances.

It is derived from Miiller's table (p. 59 of his Photometrische Unter-

suchungen). At zenith distances less than 17°, the absorption is less

than five thousandths of a magnitude iu excess of its value at the

zenith.
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TABLE III.

—

Hour Angle of North Pole of Ecliptic.

Date. 1
Jan. 1
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TABLE V.— Azimuth of North Pole of Ecliptic, from North
THROUGH West.

For stations in North Latitude.

North hit.
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TABLE VI.— Longitude op Zenith.

For Stations in North Latitude.

North lat. 0°
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TABLE VII. — Zenith Distance of North Pole of Ecliptic.

For Stations in South Latitude.

South lat.
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TABLE VIII. — Azimuth of North Pole of Ecliptic, from North
THROUGH WliST.

For Stations in South Latitude.

South lat.
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TABLE IX.

—

Longitude of Zenith.

For Stations in South Latitude.

South lat.
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TABLE X.— Evening Obsekvations : Jones.

^^^™
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TABLE X.— Continued.

1
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TABLE X. — Continued.
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TABLE X.— Continued.
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TABLE X.— Continued.
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TABLE X. — Continued.
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TABLE X. — Continued.
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TABLE X,— Continued.

^^^^m
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TABLE X. — Continued.
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TABLE XI. — Evening Observations: Heis, Wereu, Evlert, Neumater.

No.
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TABLE XI. — Continued.
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TABLE XI.— Continued.
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TABLE XI.— Continued.
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TABLE XI.— Continued.
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TABLE XI.— Continued.
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TABLE XII.— Evening Observations: Schmidt.
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TABLE XIII. — Monthly Means from Table X.

—

No.

1
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TABLE XIV. — Monthly Means from Table X
Latitude of Boundaries : Stronger Light.

No.
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TABLE XV.— Monthly Means from Table X.

Latitude of Boundaries : Biffuse Light.

No.
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TABLE XVI.— MoNTnLT Results from Table X.

stronger Light.

No
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TABLE XVII.— Monthly Results from Table X.

Diffuse Light.

No.
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TABLE XVIII.— Monthly Results from Table X.

\0.

1
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TABLE XXI.— Monthly Results from Table XI.

IIeis. |
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TABLE XXIII.— Results from Table X.

Stronger Light.
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TABLE XXVI. — Results from Table X.

DifTuse Light.

o

O
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TABLE XXIX. — Results from Table XI. : Eyleet and Neumatee.
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TABLE XXXIII.— Results from Table XII.

a
s
o

1
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VI.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE CHEMICAL LABORATORY OF
HARVARD COLLEGE.

ON CERTAIN SUBSTANCES OBTAINED FROM
TURMERIC.

By C. Loring Jackson and A. E. Menke.

Presented May 29, 1883.

Owing to the difficulty of preparing curcumin, and the very unman-

ageable nature of the products obtained from it and from turmerol,

we have not made as much progress in the study of these substances

as we had hoped. In fact, we should not publish our results at the

present time, were it not that we cannot continue the work together

at all, and neither of us will be able to return to it for at least a year ;

we have therefore decided to collect in the following papers all the

results we have obtained up to this time, although many of them are

very fragmentary, and others consist only in indications which may
prove useful in future work.

IV. CURCUMIN.

Action of Acetic Anhydride on Curcumin.

Monacetcurcumin. Ci^H]3(C._,H„0)0^. This substance is formed

by the action of acetic anhydride and fused sodic acetate on cur-

cumin, probably also by the action of acetylchloride. As has been

stated in a previous paper,* it forms an uninviting brown resin, which

we have not as yet succeeded in bringing into a crystalline condition
;

but nevertheless it can be obtained in a state of purity by the following

method : Curcumin is heated on the water-bath with a slight excess

of acetic anhydride and a little fused sodic acetate, for about sixteen

hours, in a flask with a return-cooler ; the dark brown viscous product

is then dissolved in a little glacial acetic acid, and precipitated with

water ; after repeating the solution in acetic acid, and precipitation

* These Proceedings, Vol. XVU. p. 123.
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with water, the yellowish-brown precipitate is washed until free from

acetic acid, and dried in vacuo.

0.1710 gr. of substance gave 0.4178 gr. of carbonic dioxide and

0.0922 gr. of water.

Calculated for CiaHigOj. Found.

Carbon 66.G7 6G.G2

Hydrogen 5.55 5.99

Properties. A viscous brown mass without definite melting-point,

although it shrinks together at 58°-60°, but it does not become fully

liquid below 100°. It is soluble in alcohol and glacial acetic acid,

essentially insoluble in ligroine and carbonic disulphide, slightly solu-

ble in ether and in benzol ; but its solubility in the latter is greater

than that of curcumin. It dissolves in strong sulphuric acid with

a blood-red color like that produced by curcumin. Aqueous sodic

hydrate dissolves it, forming a red solution, which becomes decom-

posed, with the formation of ill-defined black products, when allowed

to stand exposed to the air ; a mixture of alcohol and sodic carbonate

was reddened instantly by the substance, showing that the acetyl group

had replaced the hydrogen of the phenol hydroxyl, as was to be

expected} that is, its formula would be

C,H3(0'CIl3) (0C,H30)(CJI,C00H).

As has been stated already,* the substance gave unsatisfoctory results

when submitted to oxidation with potassic permanganate.

Diacetcurcumin. C^^l^^^iS^Mz^^f^i- ^^ ^ne occasion the process

described above yielded a yellow crystalline product instead of the

brown viscous raonacetcurcumin. The coming of the vacation inter-

rupted our work before we had succeeded in determining the conditions

on which the formation of this substance depends, the few experi-

ments wliich we had time to try giving invariably monacetcurcumin ;

we must therefore, for the present, confine ourselves to describing the

properties and analysis of the substance. After the removal of the

acetic anhydride and sodic acetate by treatment witli water, it was

purified by washing with alcohol and crystallization from glacial

acetic acid, dried at 100°, and analyzed.

0.2230 gr. of substance gave 0.5348 gr. of carbonic dioxide and

0.1090 gr. of water.

Calculated for CjjIIigOg. Found.

Carbon G").45 Go.39

TTydrogen 5.45 5.43

* These Proceedings, Vol. XVII. p. 123.
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Properties. It crystallizes from glacial acetic acid in rosettes of a

vivid yellow color without the orange shade of curcumin, which are

made up of very characteristic rhombic plates ; melting-point, 154°.

It is more soluble in glacial acetic acid than in any other solvent,

especially when the acid is hot; less soluble in alcohol than curcumin;

slightly soluble in ether and benzol; essentially insoluble in ligroine

and carbonic disulphide. Strong sul^jhuric acid dissolves it, becoming

blood-red in transmitted light, green like rosauilin in reflected light

;

the red color is somewhat more jDurple than that produced by cur-

cumin. Sodic hydrate in aqueous solution acts upon it very slowly,

and not rapidly, even if dissolved in dilute alcohol ; the red solution

thus obtained gives w^ith hydrochloric acid a viscous brown mass with

a low melting-point, which seems to be impure monacetcurcumin.

Sodic carbonate and alcohol give an orange solution looking like that

of potassic dichromate. According to the formula given by us to cur-

cumin in our first paper, this substance should be a mixed anhydride

of curcumin and acetic acid, with the other acetyl group attached to

the phenol oxygen, as in the monacet-compound, — a constitution

which would be expressed by the following formula:—
Q^U^X^CU.;) (OC2H3O) (CgHeCOOC.HgO).

That the carboxyl group is affected by the introduction of the

second acetyl is shown by the fact that alkaline reagents act upon it

only after some time, and then evidently decompose it ; whereas the

monacet-compound is attacked by them instantly, and the action con-

sists only in the formation of a salt : but, on the other hand, the sub-

stance is more stable than acid anhydrides are usually, as is shown by

this very action with alkalies, and by the fact that it can be boiled

with water for many hours without undergoing any change in melt-

ing-point, or the formation of any soluble acid.

Action of Phosphoric Oxychloride on Curcumin,

Of all the reactions of curcumin, which we have observed, this is

by far the most striking, and we have decided therefore to describe

it at some length, although we have not succeeded in determining the

nature of the substance formed. If a few drops of phosphoric oxy-

chloride are added to some curcumin suspended in ligroine, its orange-

yellow color is converted instantly into a rich reddish purple, which in

reflected light appears bronze-green with a metallic lustre, between

the colors of rosanilin and Hofmann's violet. To prepare the substance

in quantity, the curcumin was rubbed in a mortar with phosphoric
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oxycliloride diluted with ligroine and afterward washed repeat-

edly with ligroiue ; the dark purple viscous mass thus obtained was

dried in a desiccator over sulphuric acid, liine, and paraffiue. This

treatment, the best which we could devise, was usually far from

effectual, as in every case but one the substance contained phosphorus,

and was invariably converted during drying into a black mass having

very different properties from the purple viscous substance at first

obtained. The analysis of the substance free from phosphorus gave

results less than one per cent higher than those required by curcumin,

and this was confirmed by the analysis of one of the preparations

containing phosphorus, after the phosphorus present had been calcu-

lated as phosphoric acid, and subtracted from the weight of the

substance.

The properties of the purple product are quite as striking as its

formation from curcumin ; for the addition of water converts it again

into curcumin, and the change from purple to orange-yellow is instan-

taneous. That curcumin was formed in this case was shown by the

melting-point, 178°. Alcohol also changes the color instantly from

purple to yellow ; but the product is much more soluble in alcohol

than curcumin, and is possibly its ethylether. Ether acts in the same

way, leaving, on evaporation, a viscous red mass ; in ligroine and benzol

it is essentially insoluble. By standing even in desiccator it is grad-

ually decomposed— more rapidly at 100°— into a black mass, which is

unaffected by water, but soluble in alcohol, or sodic hydrate forming

dark solutions. Owing to the uninviting properties of this decomposi-

tion-product it was not studied further.

It is highly probable that the blood- red color imparted to strong

sulphuric acid by curcumin is due to this substance, as curcumin is

deposited when this solution is diluted. As to the nature of the

purple substance, our analyses show nothing ; but its easy conversion

into curcumin by the addition of water indicates that it is an anhy-

dride, and we are inclined to believe that the carboxyl of the curcumin

alone is involved in the reaction, because we obtained a similar but

somewhat redder color when monacetcurcumin was treated with

phosphoric oxychloride.

Id our first paper on curcumin we assigned to it the formula

CJLjCOH) (OCH,) (CellcCOOH).

Our work since then lias been directed toward the determination of

the structure of the side-chain CgllyCOOII, and, although we have

/
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not succeeded in proving anything about it definitely, we may be

allowed to state that our results can be explained by the assumptions

that the carboxyl is attached to the carbon atom next but one to the

benzol ring, and that in the remainder of the side-chain some of the

carbon atoms are united to form a ring.

TURMEROL.

In our first paper on this subject we mentioned that, although

turmerol is converted into terephthalic acid by treatment with an

excess of a hot solution of potassic permanganate, the same reagent

produces, when cold and not in excess, one or more apparently new

acids. In the following paper we describe our study of the product

of this reaction, a complex mixture of acids, from which we have suc-

ceeded in isolating two new acids,— one having the formula CuHj^Og,

which we propose to call turmeric acid, the other either CyoHj^^fi^ or

CjoHjoO^, to which we would give the name apoturmeric acid.

In order to obtain this product, a little turmerol was allowed to

stand at ordinary temperatures with a moderately strong solution of

potassic permanganate until the latter was reduced. The operation

was carried on in large beakers, and the yield seemed to be better

when not more than 500 c.c. of permanganate solution were used in

each oxidation, than when larger quantities were employed ; with this

amount the action came to an end in about three days. After the

liquid had become colorless, the oxide of manganese and unaltered oil

were removed by filtration, and again treated with permanganate

solution ; this treatment being repeated until the permanganate ceased

to act, when it was found that the oxide of manganese was essentially

free from organic matter, and therefore that the entire product was

contained in the aqueous filtrate. The mixed filtrates from a number

of operations were then concentrated on the water-bath, acidified with

sulphuric acid, extracted several times with ether, and the extract, a

black tarry liquid, distilled with steam, when a yellow oil (A) passed

over with some difficulty ; this was mostly turmeric acid. The residue

in the flask (B) contained a tarry substance and apoturmeric acid,

which not infrequently separated in white crystals as the solution

cooled.

Upon distilling with steam the solution left after extraction with

ether, it yielded a strongly acid distillate containing a little of the

yellow oily acid, from which it was freed in great part by extracting it

five times with ether. It was then boiled with baric carbonate to

convert it into a barium salt, which crystallized, after it had evapo-
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rated spontaneously nearly to dryness ; the crystals, freed from mother-

liquor by pressure between filter-paper, were nearly pure baric acetate,

as shown by the following analysis :
—

1.1745 gr. of the air-dried salt lost 0.0G61 gr. when dried at 100°.

Calculated for Ba(C2H302)2n30. Found.

Water 6.59 5.63

1.1038 gr. of the dried salt gave 0.9974 gr. of baric sulphate.

Calculated for Ba(C2H302)2. Found.

Barium 53.73 53.13

As, however, a solution of the silver salt blackened much more

easily than argentic acetate should, and crystallized at first in balls

made up of radiating needles, although after one or two recrystalliza-

tions attended by blackening it gave the flattened needles character-

istic of argentic acetate, we suspected that there might be some other

acid present, the barium salt of which had been removed in the

mother-liquors, and resorted to fractional acidification with sulphuric

acid to settle this point. For this purpose a quantity of the acid

distillate, after treatment with ether, was converted into the calcium

salt and treated with one third of the amount of sulphuric acid neces-

sary to set free all the acid it contained ; it was then distilled with

steam as lonsf as the distillate showed an acid reaction. The residue

in the flask was treated twice successively with the same amounts of

sulphuric acid, and the first and third fractional distillates converted

into calcium salts.

I. 0.3582 gr. of salt from the first fraction gave 0.2894 gr. of calcic

sulphate.

II. 0.2281 gr. of salt from the third fraction gave 0.1980 gr. of calcic

sulphate.
Calculated for
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The formation of carbonic dioxide was determined by a special

experiment, in which a portion of turmerol was oxidized out of

contact with the air ; upon acidifying with sulphuric acid a gas was

given off, which gave a copious white precipitate with lime-water.

A. Study of the Distillate obtained from the Ether Extract with

Steam.

This consisted principally of water, with a few yellow or brown oil-

drops floating in it. It was extracted with ether, and the extract,

which had acid properties, boiled with water and calcic carbonate. The
solution of a calcium salt thus obtained, when allowed to evaporate

spontaneously, deposited spherical collections of white needles and a

yellow viscous substance somewhat more soluble than the crystals.

The crystalline body proved to be the calcium salt of the new acid,

which we have called turmeric acid, after it had been purified by

repeated crystallization from water, which is tedious in the highest

degree, as all the solutions and evaporations have to be carried on at

ordinary temperatures ; in fact, it took us more than a year and a half

to prepare and purify the four or five grammes of this substance,

which have served for the present research.

In regard to the nature of the viscous non-crystalline salt we cannot

speak with certainty, as we were unable to obtain it free from calcic

turmerate ; but we are of the opinion that it is a salt of an isomeric

acid, as an analysis of the salt, which had not been purified by crystal-

lization, gave 8.12 per cent of calcium instead of 8.93 calculated for

calcic turmerate, and the acid set free from the amorphous salt re-

mained liquid even at — 5°, while turmeric acid solidifies at ordinary

temperatures.

The total yield of mixed calcium salts cannot be more than one or

two per cent of the turmerol oxidized, and the proportion of amor-

phous salt in this product is comparatively small.

Turmeric Acid. CjiIIj^,. The calcium salt prepared and purified

as just described was treated with hydrochloric acid, and then ex-

tracted with ether. On evaporating off the ether, a yellowish oil was
left, which crystallized on standing, and gave the following analytical

results after being dried in vacuo:—
I. 0.2198 gr. of substance gave 0.5954 gr. of carbonic dioxide and

0.1586 gr. of water.

XL 0.1320 gr. gave 0.3584 gr. of carbonic dioxide and 0.0960 gr. of

water.



Calculated for CnHj^Oj.
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The salt is also soluble iu alcohol, and is decomposed by a heat of

100^-110°, as already stated.

The behavior of a solution of the calcium salt with various reagents

was also studied, and it was found to give a white flocculent precipi-

tate with aluminic chloride ; a similar reddish-brown precipitate with

ferric chloride ; heavy white precipitates with mercurous or plumbic

salts, the plumbic salt melting mider boiling water and forming, when

prepared in quantity, an uninviting yellowish viscous mass ; cupric

nitrate produced pale-blue flocks, and argentic nitrate a heavy white

precipitate somewhat soluble in water; the other common reagents

gave no characteristic precipitates.

An attempt was made to prepare and analyze the silver salt, but we

did not succeed in purifying it, since its solubility in water is so great

that the impurities could not be removed by washing without using

a larger amount of substance than was at our disposal ; and it was

impossible to recrystallize it from water, as its solutions decomposed

with great ease. An imperfectly washed specimen gave a result which

approaches that required by theory.

0.1932 gr. of the salt dried in vacuo gave 0.0750 gr. of silver.

Calculated for AgCuHijOj. Found.

Silver 37.89 38.82

The barium salt resembled the calcium salt iu that it formed little

balls of radiating needles, but showed a much greater tendency

to separate in a viscous state, so that it was hard to obtain it

crystallized.

The behavior of the zinc salt is very characteristic; when a solution

of it is prepared by boiling the acid with water and zincic oxide,

allowing the liquid to cool, and filtering, the clear solution thus

obtained becomes turbid, when warmed even to temperatures far

below the boiling-point, but clears up again as the liquid cools. The

salt could be obtained only as a viscous mass.

B. Study of the Residue from Distillation with Steam,.

The flask-residue, after the turmeric acid had been distilled off with

steam, contained a black tarry substance, and not infrequently a white

crystalline acid, which can be separated from the tar by treatment

with boiling water. On extracting with ether the aqueous mother-

liquor, from which the white acid had crystallized, a third substance,

yellow and buttery, was obtained. All these substances are acids,
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but we have beeu unable to bring the black tarry acid or the yellow

buttery one into a state fit for analysis, and can only say that the

very ill-defined calcium salt of the former contained 1.69 per cent of

calcium, while the latter gaveou oxidation an acid melting near 180°,

which was not phthalic acid, and was formed in such small quantity

that we were unable to determine whether it was a [)urc substance

or only a mixture of apoturmeric acid with some impurity.

Apoturmeric Acid. The white crystalline acid was separated from

its impurities by crystallization from boiling water, till it showed a

constant melting-point. The same acid is obtained by oxidizing calcic

turmerate with a hot solution of potassic permanganate, and a good

part of the substance used for analysis was prepared in this way ; the

yield, however, was so small, not over 10 per cent of the turmeric acid

used, that we have been unable to determine even its formula with

certainty, as will be seen from the following analyses.

0.1138 gr. of substance gave 0.2582 gr. of carbonic dioxide and

0.0590 gr. of water.

Calculated for C10H10O4.

Carbon 61.86

Hydrogen 5.15

The calcium salt made by boiling the acid with calcic carbonate and

water gave the following results :
—

I. 0.2274 gr. of salt dried in vacuo lost 0.0304 gr. when heated to

100°.

II. 0.1390 gr. lost 0.0186 gr. when heated to 100°.

Calculated for Found. Calculated for

CaC,oU8042Il20. I. II. CaCioU,„042U;,0.

Water 13.43 13.36 13.39 13.33

0.1826 gr. gave 0.3370 gr. of carbonic dioxide, 0.0758 gr. of water,

and 0.1016 gr. of calcic sulphate.

Calculated for Calculated for

CaCioUjO*. Found. CaCjoIIioO,.

Carbon 51.72 50.32 51.29

Hydrogen 3.40 4.61 4.27

Calcium 17.24 16.36 17.10

The barium salt prepared like the calcium salt gave a result which

is not in harmony with the preceding.

0.2704 gr. of salt dried at 100° gave 0.1742 gr. of baric sulphate.

Calculated for Calculated for

BaCioIIsO^. Found. BaCioIIioQ*-

Barium 41.64 37.87 41.39

Found.
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If, however, we suppose that the salt retained two molecules of

water at 100°, the result agrees very well with the calculated per

cents.
Calculated for Calculated for

BaCioUs042ll20. Found. BaCioIIioOi2H.O.

Barium 37,53 37.87 37.32

But this supposition is, to say the least, improbable, as the calcium

salt loses its water easily at 100°; unfortunately, we did not have

enough of the acid to repeat the analysis of the barium salt.

Properties, The apoturmeric acid separates from its solution in

boiling water as a white, rather stiff, wooly mass, which renders the

whole solid, if the solution was a strong one; it melts at 221°, and is

easily soluble in alcohol, ether, and boiling water; nearly insoluble in

cold water.

Ammonic apoturmerate is not very freely soluble, and gives the

following characteristic precipitates : With plumbic acetate, white

flocculent ; with cupric sulphate, whitish green, — both soluble in an

excess of the precii^itant ; with mercurous nitrate, white flocks ; with

ferric chloride, yellowish white ; with argentic nitrate, a heavy white

precipitate, slightly soluble in boiling water. With the other common

reagents it gives no precipitates at all, or very slight white ones.

Several attempts were made to oxidize the apoturmeric acid, but

they gave no satisfactory result. The acid was attacked only with

difficulty either by potassic permanganate or chromic anhydride, and

the only insoluble substance left after the oxidation was simply unde-

composed apoturmeric acid. In no case have we observed the forma-

tion of terephthalic acid from apoturmeric, or from carefully purified

turmeric acid ; but this acid has appeared when a calcic turmerate

containing the non-crystalline impurity was oxidized. We should

therefore ascribe the formation of terephthalic acid from turmerol by

violent oxidation rather to this substance than to the turmeric acid

formed ; but our experiments must be repeated on a larger scale before

we can consider this point finally settled.

It is to be regretted that we were unable to settle definitely the

composition of the apoturmeric acid, as this would have thrown much

liglit on the constitution of turmeric acid ; as it is, it is not worth

while to advance any hypotheses on this subject.

We may add one more observation in reference to turmerol, viz.

isobutylturmerol does not give an addition-product with bromine, but

there is formed with evolution of hydrobromic acid a most uninviting

unstable viscous oil.
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VII.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE CHEMICAL LABORATORY OF
HARVARD COLLEGE.

ON THE ACTION OF PHOSPHOROUS TRICHLORIDE
ON ANILINE.

By C. Loring Jackson and A. E. Menke.

Presented May 29, 1883.

The only paper on this subject which we have been able to find

was published by Tait in 18(55; * in it he describes the product of tlie

action of phosphorous trichloride on aniline as a white salve-like

mass easily soluble in water, alcohol, and ether, which, when freed

from an excess of aniline, had the composition (C|;H.NII)yP3HCl,

gave a chlorplatinate and several double salts, but yielded no satis-

factory result when he attempted to set free the base.

We were induced to take up the study of this reaction by the hope

that a further investigation of Tait's substance might lead to interest-

ing results ; but in this we were disappointed, as we have not suc-

ceeded in obtaining it, and, as far as our experiments go, are inclined

to think it must have been a mixture instead of a definite compound.

At the same time, we cannot state with absolute certainty that it is not

present in the product formed when a decided excess of aniline is

used, since the impossibility of continuing our work after the begin-

ning of the summer vacation prevented us from making the investiga-

tion of this product as thorough as we wished. For the same reason

other parts of this research can be published only in a very fragmen-

tary and imperfect condition.

The isolation of the compounds containing phosphorus formed by

the action of phosphorous trichloride on aniline, in the proportion of

one molecule to three, is surrounded by difficulties which we have

found insurmountable; but, in spite of this, our experiments have

determined with a fair degree of certainty the nature of these com-

poimds, as will appear from the following general statement of our

results, and the argument which can be based upon them.

* Jahresbericht der Cliera. 1865, p. 411. Instit. 1805, p. 264.
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"When aniline is added to phosphorous trichloride in the proportion

of three molecules of the former to one of the latter, the product, a

variable mixture of aniline chloride and a substance containing phos-

phorus, gives a clear solution with water or alcohol. If, however, this

product is heated, a waxy mass is obtained, which is soluble in alco-

hol ; but water throws down from this solution a white precipitate

having the formula (C^H.NH).,PHO. Of the three most probable

products of the reaction of phosphorous trichloride and aniline,

(1) QH^NIIPCl,,

(2) (C„H,NII), PCI,

(3) (C,II,NII)3P,

only (2) could yield (CyH.Nn)2PH0 by the action of water or

alcohol, and we therefore infer that (CgH.NH)2PCl exists in the

product after it has been heated. On the other hand, this substance

cannot exist in the original product, as this dissolves in water with-

out residue, whereas (C^H.NH)2PC1 is converted by water into the

insoluble (CgH.NH)2PH0 ; but it must be formed from one of the

constituents of the crude substance during the heating. Of the two

probable products of the reaction, (I) and (3), mentioned above, it is

hard to see how (3), (CeH.NH)gP, by heating with aniline chloride,

could be converted into (C,H,NH)2PC1, while (1), C,H5NHPCl2,

could easily undergo this change under these conditions ; from which

we conclude that CjjHgNHPClj and aniline chloride are the products

of the action of aniline on phosphorous trichloride under the condi-

tions mentioned. This conclusion is supported by the fact that alco-

hol or water acts violently on the original product forming aniline

phosphite, and it is highly improbable that (CgHj.NII)3P would give

such a violent reaction.

The remainder of this paper contains a detailed account of the

experiments on which the above conclusions are based, a description

of the properties and behavior of the new substance (CJl5NH).,PHO,
and a somewhat fragmentary account of two crystalline substances

formed by boiling the crude product with an excess of aniline, one of

which may he a derivative of (CeH.NH)3P, although this point needs

confirmation by further experiments.

Action of Phosphorous Trichloride on Aniline.

When aniline is added to phosphorous trichloride, the reaction is

attended with so much heat, that each drop of the aniline hisses like



II.
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because our analyses given above show that the substance must con-

tain aniline chloride, and this would not have been removed by mere

solution in water, the only purification to which it was submitted by

Tait. We may add, that the solid matter apparently extracted by

ether was really dissolved in the excess of aniline, as it proved

insoluble in ether after the aniline was removed, and, as aniline

dissolves aniline chloride, we saw no prospect of purifying the phos-

phorus compound in this way. If, on the other hand, an excess of

phosphorous trichloride was used, the j^roduct was a white compact

mass, from which a considerable amount of solid matter was extracted

with ether ; but this was due evidently to its solubility in phosphorous

trichloride rather than in ether, and, as it contained only two per cent

of phosphorus, it was not thought worth while to pursue this part of

the subject further.

Action of Heat on the Original Product.

If the mixture, analyses of which were given above, is" heated, it

turns orange-red, and gives off aniline chloride, the purity of which

was determined by analysis, and a small quantity of a phosphorescent

gas, probably phosphoretted hydrogen. This change takes place

slowly and partially even at 100°, much more rapidly and completely

at 150°, or at even higher tempej-atures. We usually heated the mass

in a porcelain dish over a free flame, regulating the temperature so

that aniline chloride sublimed off freely, but no spontaneously inflam-

mable phosphoretted hydrogen was given off. The product when
heated with alcohol gave a colorless solution, and a residue of an

orange or red color, according to the length of time it had been

heated. As this residue was insoluble in all solvents, and could not

be purified completely ])y washing, we are in doubt as to its precise

nature; but, as one preparation contained as much as 81.73 per cent

of phosphorus, it cannot be an organic compoufid, but is either

amorphous phosphorus, or the red oxide or solid hydride of that ele-

ment. The alcoholic solution when treated with water gave a white

precipitate of (CgILNH)2PriO, while aniline chloride and phosphite

were left in solution with, so far as we could find, no other substances.

The formation of the red body is not essential to the production of

the mother-substance of (CgH5NH)2PHO, as we obtained, by short

heating in a dry test-tube, a yellowish waxy mass, which dissolved

completely in alcohol and yielded a lai'ge amount of (Cgll^NII)^?!!©

on addition of water ; upon longer heating, however, the yellowish

substance turned orange-red.

VOL. XIX. (n. S. XI.) 15
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Before going to the description of the phosjihorous anilid (CgIIjNH)2

PliO, we may add, that we tried to obtain the chlorine compound from

which it is formed by treating the fresiily heated orange mass with

benzol or with absolute ether, as these solvents seemed to offer the

best chance of success. The amount extracted in either case was

extremely small, and possessed the most unpromising properties, the

ether extract containing lumps of ordinary phosphorus imbedded in

a viscous mass, while the benzol extract resembled semiliquid paint,

and gave no evidence that it was a homogeneous compound ; it was

analyzed, however, and contained 5.12 per cent of chlorine and 21.27

per cent of phosphorus, wiiereas (C(;Il5NII).,PCl requires 14.17 per

cent of chloride and 12.37 of phosphorus.

Phosphorous Anilid (C^H.Nff).^PHO.

The preparation of this substance has been just described. In order

to purify it, as it did not crystallize, the crude precipitate was redis-

solved in a little alcohol, and precipitated with water; the viscous

mass thus obtained was kneaded thoroughly with water, dissolved

again in alcohol, and once more jorecipitated and washed with water;

it w, s then dried at about 5U°, and its composition determined by

the following analyses of a number of different preparations :
—

I. 0.3488 gr. of substance gave 0.7992 gr. of carbonic dioxide and

0.1918 gr. of water.

II. 0.285G gr. gave 0.6502 gr. of carbonic dioxide and 0.1610 gr.

of water.

III. 0.2190 gr. gave 0.5012 gr. of carbonic dioxide and 0.1180 gr.

of water.*

IV. 0.3402 gr. gave after treatment, according to Carius, 0.1590 gr.

of magnesic pyrophosphate.

V. 0.201G gr. gave 0.0976 gr. of magnesic pyrophosphate.

VI. 0.4G23 gr. gave 49.9 c.c. of nitrogen at a temi^erature of 25°

and pressure of 766 m.m.
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Properties. It forms a white amorphous mass which melts at 87°
;

all our attempts to obtain it in crystals have been unsuccessful; it is

freely soluble in cold alcohol and in ether, insoluble in cold water,

but melts under boiling water, and perhajjs dissolves to a very slight

extent. It is a perfectly neutral body, neither acids nor alkalies

affecting it in the cold ; even alcoholic sodic hydrate or sodic ethylate

acts on it with ditliculty ; on the other hand, fuming hydrochloric

acid, when boiled with it for twelve hours, decomposes it completely

into aniline chloride, phosphoric acid, and a small quantity of carbo-

naceous substance. The formation of the aniline chloride was proved

by an analysis of the sublimate, 0.2776 gr. giving 0.3114 gr. of

argentic chloride,

Calculated for CuHsNHsCI. Founa.

Chlorine 27.41 27.74

the formation of phosphoric acid by qualitative tests with argentic

nitrate and ammonic molybdate.

Action of Nitric Acid. When the substance is gently heated

with fuming nitric acid it forms a red solution, from which water

precipitates a red resinous body which contains phosphorus, but was

not studied further, as the quantity was not large, and its properties

were uninviting. By far the principal products of the reaction were

contained in the aqueous solution, which left on evaporation yellow

crystals having acid properties, and easily characterized by their

appearance and melting-point, 120°, as picric acid. Another prepara-

tion yielded instead of picric acid the unsymmetrical metadinitro-

phenol, melting at llo°-115°. These results can be explained by
supposing that the nitric acid saponifies the anilid, forming aniline

nitrate and phosphoric acid, and that the former is afterwards con-

verted into the nitrophenols by the combined action of nitrous avid

nitric acids'.

Action of Acetic Anhydride. If phosphorous anilid is heated with
acetic anhydride and fused sodic acetate on the water-bath, and the
product extracted with ether, a viscous mass is obtained, which grad-
ually ber-omes partially converted into crystals free from phosphorus,
melting at 112° after recrystallization from water, and therefore
acetanilid.

From all the observations described above it appears that the
substance behaves like an anilid of phosphorous acid.
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Action of an Excess of Aniline on the Original Product.

If the immediate product of the action of phosjjhorous trichloride

and aniline, or tliis product after it has been heated, is boiled for

Bome time with an excess of aniline, there results a mixture of various

substances from wliich we have succeeded in isolatins: the oranne-red

substance and 2>hosphorous anilid already described, chloride and

phosphite of aniline, and a crystalline substance melting at 208°.

There seems to be also a substance with a higher melting-point, and

on one occasion a body melting at 150° was obtained; unfortunately

we were obliged to break off work on this part of the subject before

we had done more than analyze the two substances melting at 2<)h°

and 150° respectively, so that we have as yet no satisfactory data

for determining their constitution, and also have been able to make

no exhaustive search for other products.

Substance melting at 208°. This compound is obtained from the

mixed products of the reaction by washing out the soluble salts with

water, extracting the residue with hot alcohol, and purifying the

extract by crystallization from alcohol, till it shows a constant melt-

ing-point. It was dried at 100° and analyzed.

1. 0.3352 gr. gave 0.8032 gr. of carbonic dioxide and 0.1770 gr-

of water.

II. 0.294G gr. gave 0.7047 gr. of Ciirbonic dioxide and 0.1520 gr.

of water.

III. 0.2528 gr. gave 0.1200 gr. of magnesic pyrophosphate.

IV. 0.2492 gr. gave 0.1200 gr. of magnesic pyrophosphate.

V. 0.3424 gr. gave 40.44 c.c of nitrogen at a temperature of 20°.

5

and a pressure of 757.3 m m.

1. ir. III. IV. V. Mean.

.Carbon G5.34 G5.24 _ — _ G5.29

Hydrogen 5.86 5.73 _ _ — 5.79

Phosphorus — — 13.25 13.47 — 13.36

Nitrogen _ _ _ _ ]3.38 13.38

The.^e results agree most nearly with the formula (Cgll.NH)^?^©!!^,

but are not far removed from (Cgll NII)-P30.,H2, as is shown by the

owing comparison :
—
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Accordiiiir to the first of these formulas the substance would be a

derivative of the red oxide or hydrate of phosphorus, while the second

can be developed into [(CeH,NH)3P]2lI,02PC6H.NH; it is possible,

therefore, that a study of the decomposition-products of the substance

might throw light on its composition. With this view we heated some

of it to 140° in a sealed tube with hydrochloric acid, and obtained

phosphorous and phosphoric acids, aniline chloride, some carbon, and

an odor of phenol, but no red joroduct; we have also found that boil-

ing aniline with the red substance, so often mentioned, does not give

this compound melting at 208°, so that our results are in favor of

the second formula so far as they go, but need revision before much

weight can be given to them.

Properties. The substance crystallizes in small white prisms ap-

parently of the monoclinic system, or in long radiating needles with,

as far as we could determine, the same melting-point and composition

as the prisms ; it melts at 208°, and is insoluble in water, freely

soluble in hot alcohol, less so in cold, essentially insoluble in ether.

Potassic hydrate in aqueous solution does not act on it at first, but

gradually decomposes it if the two are boiled together; sulphuric

acid acts in the same way ; the decomposition with hydrochloric acid

has been described already.

Substance Melting at 150°. This compound was obtained at the

very end of the term in an attempt to prepare more of the substance

melting at 208' ; on this account we cannot give the conditions which

determine its formation, or anything more concerning it than the

following analyses : —
0.3492 gr. of substance gave 0.7122 gr. of carbonic dioxide and

0.2004 gr. of water.

0.2562 gr. gave, according to Carius, 0.1330 gr. of argentic chloride

and 0.0890 gr. of magnesic pyrophosphate.
Found.

Carbon 55.62

Hydrogen 6.37

Chlorine 12.83

Phosphorus 9.70

It would not be worth while to attempt to determine the formula of

this substance until these results have been tested by further analyses.

It crystallizes in rather thick white radiating needles, melts at 150°,

and resembles the preceding substance in a general way in its

solubility.

At no distant date we hope to be able to return to the study of
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this subject in order to determine the nature of the two substances

just described, to investigate more thoroughly the products of the

reaction, which are soluble in water, and to take up the compounds

formed by aniline and phosphorous trichloride in presence of diluents,

which, according to a preliminary experiment, promise to be of

great interest.
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VIII.

RESEARCHES UPON THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF PLAN-
ETARY AND STELLAR SPECTRA.

By the late Henky Draper, M. D., LL. D.

With an Introduction hy PuoFESSOR C. A. YouNG, a List of the Photo-

graphic Plates in Mrs. Draper^s Possession, and the Results of the Meas-

uremeiU of these Plates by Professor E. C. Pickering.

Presented April 11, 1883.

Introduction.

The early successes of Dr. Draper in the construction of liis 15^7-inch

reflector, and his photography of the moon, together with his studies

in spectrum photography in 1SG9 and 1870, led him to desire to extend

his work to the investigation of stellar spectra. It was with this

object specially in view that he constructed in 1869 and 1870 his

great 28-inch silvered glass reflector, which was finally completed and

ready for work in 1871, and in May, 1872, he obtained his first photo-

graphs of the spectrum of a Lyraj, by merely inserting a quartz prism

in the path of the rays just inside the focus of the small mirror. The

plates obtained on this occasion failed, however, to show any lines.

In August of the same year he succeeded by the same method in

getting plates showing four lines in the spectrum of the same star, the

least refraiiiiible line beins; near G.

Other lines of work connected with investigations of the solar spec-

trum, and with the superintendence of the photographic preparations

for the transit of Venus in 1874, occupied most of Dr. Draper's time

for the next two or three years.

In 1875 he obtained a fine 12-inch refractor from A. Clark & Sons,

which he mounted upon the same stand with his 28-inch reflector, and

in 1876 he resumed his operations upon stellar spectra, and obtained a

number of photographs, some of them with this 12-inch instrument

and some with the 28-inch.

In the summer of 1880 he exchanged the 12-inch instrument for an

11-ihch by the same makers, the new instrument having a special cor-
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rectiug lens fitted to be placed in front of the object-glass to adapt it

to photographic work.

At fii-st, and until 1879, wet collodion plates were Uf^ed iu all these

experiments; after that date, he used exclusively the dry plates of

Wratten and Wainw right, to which, during a visit to England in 1879,

!^^/-;^>r^/^^^^;;^/:^//>y///^/////////w ;//,//'/////////M

the attention of Dr. Draper wa"^ called by Dr. Huggins, whose ad-

tnirahle work in the same line of research is so well known to every

one interested in 8uch matters.

As will be easily unrlerstood. these operations upon stellar spectra

were by no means carried on continuously, but only during Di- Draper's

summer residence at his country place, and in the intervals of other,
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to him, even more absorbingly interesting investigations, and urgent

business occupations.

Tlie observations were made in his private observatory at Hastings-

on-the-Hudson, Lat. 4U° 59' 25", Long. 73° 52' 25". Elevation

above sea, 220 feet.

The pictures of the Observatory and of the Great Equatorial render

unnecessary any detailed description of the mounting and general

arrangement of the instruments.

The difficulties of the research proved to be very great. At first

the limitations imposed upon the time of exposure by the use of the

wet process made it almost impossible to get impressions of suilicic^nt

strength. This difRculty. however, is now a thing of tlie past, having

vanished with the introduction of the modern dry-plate processes.

Another difficulty, however, which increases with the time of exposure,

is that of securing a sufficiently accurate movement of the driving-

clock. Dr. Draper was obliged to construct no less than seven before

he succeeded in getting one that was perfect. Other difficulties which

were more or less completely overcome relate to the firm and rigid

connection of the parts of the spectroscope with each other, and with

the sensitive plate ; to the effect of temperature upon this connection,

and upon the dispersive power of the prisms employed ; and to the

method of obtaining a satisfactory reference spectrum for comparison

with that of the star under examination. Of course, also, every one

knows that operations of this kind are much more sensitive than

visual observations to atmospheric conditions. A slight haze, which is

rathei" an advantage than otherwise to ordinary work, cuts off the

actinic rays to such an extent as to increase the needed time of ex-

posure many fold. On some evenings, apparently good, it will take

30 minutes or an hour to obtain a picture as intense as could be ob-

tained on others in 5 or 10 minutes.

Another serious practical difficulty should also be mentioned,— tlie

fact that Dr. Draper's residence was distant more than two miles from

his observatory ; and this of course involved many absolute disadvan-

tages and some loss of opportunities, as well as much inconvenience.

It is not necessary to give here any fidl description of the telescopes

employed. It is enough to say that the great reflector constructed by

Dr. Draper himself has a mirror of silvered glass 28 inches in aper-

ture, with a focal length of 148 inches. It was generally fined up in

the Cassegrainian form, the small convex mirror, also of silvered glass,

having a diameter of 8 inches and a ncixative focal leniith of 29 inches.

It was placed 33 inches inside the principal focus of the great mirror.
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Dr. Draper tried the effect of replacing the small convex mirror with

a fiat of IG inches diameter for photograpliic work, but the result was

not satisfactor}'.

In the use of the reflector for photographic and spectroscoj)ic pur-

poses it was found extremely difficult, in fact impossible, to hold the

great mii-ror with sufficient firmness to keep the star image accurately

in place, without at the same time distorting the glass and injuring the

definition. In this respect the refractors had greatly the advantage,

though of course they were much inferior in the amount of light.

Tlie 12-inch refractor needs no special description. It had a focal

length of 183 inches, and its color-correction was adjusted for the use

of aL-hromatic eyepieces, instead of the usual Huyghenian eyepieces.

The correction, however, did not vary materially from that of other

telescopes by the same makers, the difference of focal length between

the mean rays of the spectrum and H amounting to about j\ of an

inch. It was an excellent instrument for all visual purposes, and is

now owned by the Lick Observatory. For photographic purposes,

however, it was decidedly inferior to the 11-inch instrument which

succeeded it.

The focal length of the 11-inoh telescope without its photographic

corrector was about 176 inches; with the corrector applied, it was

shortened by 24 inches.

With reference to the driving-clock it is only necessary to say. that

its )-eguiator was a, heavy conical pendulum, or rather pair of pendu-

lums, weighing some 15 pounds, and so hung that tlieir revolutions

were sensibly isochronous through quite a range of inclination.

Whenever by increase of diiving power or decrease of resistance one

of the balls rose above a certain limit, it acted, without affecting the

radial motion of the ball, upon a friction spider which absorbed the

superfluous energy in the manner made familiar by the chronographs

constructed by the Clarks and by Fauth & Co., and now so common

in our observatories. The regulator revolved once a second. Tlie

gearing and driving screw were. constructed, for the most part, by Dr.

Draper himself, with the utmost care and accuracy ; and it may safely

be said that in its ultimate perfected condition the driving-clock was

as good as any in existence, keeping a star upon the slit for an hour at

a time w'hen near the meridian and not disturbed by changes of

refraction.

In the course of the operations a great many forms of spectroscopic

apparatus were employed. At first, as has been mentioned, a quartz

prism was used, simply interposed in the path of the rays a few inches
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inside the focus, witliout &lit or lenses; and witli this, after one or two

unsuccessful trials, he first obtained a satisfactory spectrum of Vega

showins four dark lines.

Afterwards direct vision prisms used in the same way were tried,

and spectroscopes made up of such prisms, some with a slit, some

without, and some with a cylindrical lens to give jiecessary width to

the spectrum. The arrangement finally settled upon, however, and

with which all the plates measured by Professor Pickering were msule,

was the following. A star-spectroscope by Browning, with two CA)^

prisms of dense {but white) Hint glass, was used, of the form designed

by Dr. Pluggins for stellar observations. The telescope and collimator

each had a focal length of 6 inches, with an aperture of | of an inch.

The parts were very carefully braced together to prevent any slip or

movement. The slit was covered with a diaphragm having a hole at

the centre, and painted with phosphorescent paint to make the aper-

ture visible in the dark : there was also a movable '• linger," by which

any part of the slit could be exposed at pleasure, so as to obtain spec-

tra of different objects on the same plate side by side for reference.

At the eye-end of the si)ectroscope-telescope the eyepiece and

micrometer were removed, and a block of hard wood was fitted on iu

such a way as to carry the little photographic plate. This w^as a small

bit, about an inch s(piare, cut from a plate of commercial size. A
small positive eyepiece was mounted on the block, so that the operator

could at pleasure examine the yellow and red portion of the spectrum

which projected beyond the sensitive plate into the field of view, and

in this way assure himself that the clockwork was driving properly,

and that all the adjustments remained correct.

The whole apparatus weighed less than five pound-, and screwed on

to the eye end of whatever telescope it was used with.

On the most careful examination, it is very diflicnlt to see how any

percei)tible alteration in the relative position of the different j>arts

coulil ever have occurred. Still, the bracing employed was not abso-

lutely symmetrical, and there may have been a little " twist " when

the instrument was transferred from an object near the zenith on one

side of the meridian to one near the horizon on the other.

For the most part the development of the plates was by ferrous

oxalate, though the alkaline development and pyrogallic acid were

both used on some occasions.

The pictures obtained with this arrangement were about one six-

teenth of an inch in width and about half an inch long, extending from

a point between the Fraunhofer lines F and G lo a point near M.
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Sulijniiied are certain notes which seem to be of interest, and ina-

jtoriant to a proper underr^tanding of the manner in which the research

was carried on and developed. They are condensed from tlie original

note-book records.

" May 2W, 1872. Two ()hotographs of the spectrum of ^'ega were

taken with collodion plates. The first was with an exposure of 3

miiuites, the next of 30 seconds. iS'o slit was used and no lenses. A
quartz prism was placed inside of the i'ocus of the telescope [the 28-

iiich Cassegrain], and a sensitive plate at the focus. The piiotographs

showed no lines." It was tlien deemed better to reduce the magnify-

ing power of the telescope, by using a flat mirror in place of the small

convex. A flat mirror ot IG inches diameter was therefore orround

and polished. When this was finished and put in place in tl-.e tele-

scope, the three hooks liy which it was supported caused it to deform

the image of a star into a triangular form. Dr. Diaper then tried

supporting the fiat by an iron plate cemented to its back, bnt with no

better result. lie then decided to try a 9-inch concave mirror of 1

1

inciies focus, adapting to it a spectroscope formed l)y placing a slit

at tlie focus, followed by a one-inch microscope objective, next a

Hoffman direct-vision prism, sm-ceeded by an eyepiece, and finally the

sensitive plate. This apparatus gave too faint a spectrum, and he

returned to the original arrangement, with which, on August 1, 1872,

he obtained for the first time a photograph of the spectrum of Vega

showing four lines. The width of the spectrum was obtained by

eiving the telescope a slight motion in declination, during the ex-

posure. On August 8th and Dth lie took several other photographs,

the exposures ranging from 5 to 10 minutes. Of course with this

arrangement no reference spectrum could be obtained.

Recurring to the suhject in the summer of 1873, he took a spectrum

of a AipiiLx', half an inch long and .^ inch wide. It does not appear

from the notes that it showed any lines: exposure 10 minutes.

During the same season Dr. Draper arranged a spectroscope con-

sisting of a (juartz prism combined with a cylindrical lens. It was

abandoned because it gave the spectrum the form of an elongated

image of the nnrror, instead of a narrow l)and.

He next combined a heavy flint-glass prism of G0° with a quartz

piism. This made nearly a direct vision spectroscope of good dis-

persive power, and with it he obtained the spectrum of a AquiUe as a

narrow band, in 5 minutes' exposure.

In 1874 Transit of Venus work occupied all his time. In October,

1875, several photographs of the spectrum of Vega were taken with
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a Browning nine-prism direct-vision spectroscope (without slit) placed

inside tlie locus of the 28-inch mirror, the sensitive plate heing at the

focus.

The 12-inch refractor was received at this time, and a good deal of

photographic work was done with it to determine its actinic focus and

other constants, but no photographs of stellar spectra were made with

it this season. Its best actinic focus was found to be -fj^^ inch outside

of the focus for G.

In July. 1876, several photogi-aphs of the si)ectrnm of Vega were

taken with an apparatus which Dr. Draper called the '-spectrograph."

It consisted of a box about three feet long, which screwed into the

tailpiece of the reflector in place of the eyepiece. It consisted of the

following parts: first, a slit; close behind this the brass tube of a

Browning direct-vision spectroscope containing either 3, (>, or '.) prisms

(variable at pleasure) ; next to this, and 14 inches from the slit, a 7-iiich

Voigtlander portrait-lens and camera. The results were not materially

different from those obtained by the earlier methods, and the apparatus

was so awkward that it was soon abandoned. At this time was intro-

duced the plan of setting the slit in the direction of the right-ascen-

sional motion, so that any slight irregularities of the driving-clock

would only widen the spectrum a little, instead of removing the star's

image from the slit. The use of a cylindrical lens to broaden the

spectrum was not found to be of any particular advantage.

During September and early in October, 1876, experiments were

tried by putting the Browning direct-vision prism, without slit or lens,

inside the focus of the 12-inch refractor. A cylindrical lens of 14-inch

focus could be placed either between the prism and the object-glass, or

between the prism and the sensitive plate. The difficulty produced by

the fact that the focus of the object-glass varies for diflisrent rays, was

partly overcome by tilting the sensitive plate.

On October 9 the Huggins star-spectroscope seems first to have

been brought into use, one prism only being employed. It was at-

tached to the refractor, and at first used with wide open slit. It was

found difficult but very important to adjust the collimator accurately

in line with the optical axis of the large telescope.

On October 12 another stellar spectroscope was arranged, consisting,

first, of a slit with an open space between it and the end of the tele-

scope, so that one could see whether the star remained centred on the

slit; then the nine-jirisin Browning direct-vision combination; then

two opera-glass lenses, and behind this the plate-holder. This was

attached to the reflector, and several stellar spectra were photographed
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with it; but tliey turned out very faint, and the removal of the slit did

not make them any brighter.

October 18 and 19, 1876. Experiments were made upon the spec-

trum of Venus, both vpith the reflector and refractor, -— the former

giving much the stronger pictures. The plates show the lines very

Avell, especially those between G and IT. At this time an eyepiece

was added for the purpose of watching the lower end of the ppectruni,

and so maintaining the adjustments.

October 25, 187G. Six photographs of the spectrum of Venus were

made, which came out very s;itisfactorily. Experiments were made,

giving data ibr determining the best width of slit.

October 27, 187G. Some photographs of the spectrum of Vega

were made with the same apparatus, but results were not very satisiac-

tory. The air was misty.

October 29, 187(5. In the afternoon the same stellar spectroscope

was attached to the 12-inch refractor, the aperture of which was

reduced to 1^ inches. The slit was closed so that b appeared distinctly

triple, in the spectrum of the sun, and a series of photographs was made

with exposures of 4 minutes, 1 minute, 5 seconds, and 1 second, respect-

ively. The last proved just about the proper exposure, and indicates

that the necessary exposure for Venus is 19(') times that for the Sun.

During 1877 Dr. Draper was occupied mainly with work connected

with his reseai'ch upon the existence of oxygen in the Sun. In 1878

the season was occupied with the Transit of Mercury in May, and

with the Solar Eclipse on July 29th; -so that during these two years

nothing was done with stellar spectra.

While in England, in June, 1879, he obtained some of Wratten and

Wain Wright's dry plates, and on his return resumed his stellar work

with them. As the 28-iiich mii-ror had not been resilvered since the

removal of the film at the time of the Transit of Mercury, he used

the 12-inch refractor for all his experiments, in connection with the

Iluggins star spectroscope, witli two prisms, instead of only one, as in

1876. In October, he read before the National Academy of Sciences

a i)aper upon the subject, which was published in the American

Journal of Science for December, 1879.

The plates made by the collodion process up to and including 1876

were, of course, of no value for measurement, and have all been lost or

destroyed, except about half a dozen " strippings " of the earliest ones,

which still remain gummed into the note-books. For this reason it

has seemed desirable to present the note-book data respecting them in

the way which has been adopted.
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111 the list which follows, of the plates existing in the po-scssioii of

;\Ii-s. Diaper, the remarks against each plate give all neces>ary details.

The photographs were all taken with the llnggins star spectroscope

with its two prisms, attached sometimes to the reflectoi', sometimes to

the refractor, as indicated.

The first column of the tahle gives a cuirent reference uuinliii'; the

second, the dale; the third, the name of the object; the foiiiih. tii local

mean time of l)eginning of the cxposiii-e, when the note-bonks liunisii

it; the fifth, the duration of the expo.-ure ; the sixth, the width of the

slit in thousandths of an inch ; and the seventh, the apei'ture of the

instrument used. Remarks follow cputed fom the note-book. An
asterisk denotes that the plate was one of those measured l)y Professor

PickeriuiT.

TABLE I.

No.

18,9.

1 Aug. 6

2 Aug. 9
3 Aug. 9

Aug. 11

Aug. 12

D:ite. Oliject.

G Auj. 19

a Lyroe

Sun
Dajliglit

Jupiter
and

a LjTsc
a Lyras

and
Jupiter

a BootiA

Time.

8h. 30ui.
to

12h.

Expos.

45m.

5s.

30s.

48m.

27m.
40m.

30m.

45m.

Slit.

.006

.007

.007

.007

.007

Inst.

12-in

12-in.

12-in.

12-in

liemurks.

12-in.

The spectrum is about i inch long from
O to U. Put a finger in front of tli.-

slit .<o as to be able to .shut olT eituer

the upper or lower part of it, and tliu.-'

take a .spectrum of a -star with the

moon or a planet juxtaposed uiKjn the

.same plate for .a rcl'i'ieiicu .'spectruni

With the stellar spettro-cope and a he:iMi

of sunlij;ht from a lie.io.^tiit, took some
photojiraph.s of the sun"s spectrum.
Altlioiigli the sun was :>oinewhat ob-

scured by clouds, 5 s. w-.s too long an
exposure, .md the picture was burned
out below U. The exjio.sure of 30 s. to

d.iyli^lit answered better, and showed
that these photographs extend nearly
to K, instead of ending at (i. On coni-

parinj; tlic-se with the |>lii>t(ignipli of

tile spectrum of a L> ra^ of August 6,

it w:is found fo extend .ahovo N (S'lSO),

and looks as if the great solar groups
about Ij (.5815) were represented in a
LyriB by bands.

The evening was quite misty. — too uiutdi

so to photograpli the spectrum of a
Bootis.

The evening was not clear, the sky
being misty orcovered by heavy clouds,
which formed and dissolved away at

interv:ils. The li'nglh of exposure
specified is therefore uncertain, beiiii

tile estimated clear periods during ot
hours the pl.'ite wa.»i iu tlie spei^tro-cope.

The mist cut off the more ri^frangible

part of the spectrum. The two spectr.i

sliirti'd p:ist each other a little in the
photograph, tuit the adjacent coinci-

dences are pl;iiii. To try to prevent,
on another occ.i.'^ion, the spectra moving
past each other when the telescope i-i

changed from one star to another, as

in the preceding photograph, the spec-
troscope was fastened to u piece of

board.
Faint picture.
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TABLE I. — Continued.

No. Da to

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

1879.

Auk. la

Sept. 15

Sept. 17

Sept. 17

Sept. 22

Sept. 24

Sept. 24

Sept. 25

Sept. 26

16

17

Scpt. 27

18

19

20

Sept. 27

Sept. 27

Oct. 4

Oct. 4

Objuct. Time.

anil

Jupiier

Jupiter
end

a Lyra;
Jupiter
a Lyrse

Jupiter
a Lyra'

a Lyra!
Jupiter

a Lyrje
Jupiter

Mars

a Aurigse
a LyrsB
Moon

a I<yrse

Mooii

a Lyrffi

Moon

Jupiter

Moon

Moon

Mars
a Lyrae

Jupiter
Jupiter

llh. 30m.
to

131i. 15m.

9h. 55m.
to

lOh. 55m

llh. 21m
to

12h.
81i. 5m.

to

!)h. 20m.
lOh. 25m.

L-xpos. 1 Siit.

4Tm.

47in.

45m.

43m.
30m.
49m.

4am.
45m.

4nni.

50m.

54m.
30m.

55m.

48m.
li;3m.

30m.

45m.
10m.

47m.
5m.

a.\urigse llh. 43m,

50m.

10m.

10m.

25m.
45in.

25m.
25m.
50m.

.010

.010

.011

.011

.015

.015

.015

.015

015
.015

.015

.015

.015

.015

.015

.015

.015

.015

.015

.015

lust.

.005

.005

.005

.005

.010

.010

.010

.010

12-in.

12in.

12in.

12-in

12-iii

12-iu.

12in
12-ia.

12-in.

12in.

12-in.

12-iu.

12-in.

12-in

12-in.

12-in

12in.
12-«n

Uiiuiarks.

12-In.

12-in.

12-in.

12in

12-in.

12-in

12iii

ILiJ to reverse tlie telescope for She ex-
posure of o Lyra', and, not having
ailjusted the finj;or \.<'.l I'li the slit, the
i\vi> spectra overlajiped too niueli.

In thi.s i>hotogruph the Ulcscope was
fotused for the G rays cu the sUt.

In tliis pirtu!-e the II rays upre focused
on the slit, liut us the spectra did not
extend as fir into the violet as those

taken before, tlie focus of tlio 12 inch
telescope was change 1 to bting the O
rays in focus on the slit, look another
photograph. In lliis both spif tra were
stronger, but a L\rse did not extend
to. H.
The atmosphere was niL^ty, and the
moon looked very yellow. The spec-

trum of a Lyra^ is very faint, and ex-

tends only from F to G.
The night was quite clear, but neitlier

spectrum extended above H. G was
still focused on the slit.

M.irs and a Auriga' were at about the
same altitude. The two spectra are-

very nuich alike.

The night was dear. Gare a Lyra^ two
runs of the clock to try to get its

spectrum above K. The nio©ii"s spec-

trum extends a long distante above II,

but tlie spectrum of a Lyroe only to h.

The moon was fiver-esposed.

The ntghc was quite clear. The moon's
spectrum is very strong, but there is

no picturf of a Lyr». In this plioto-

grnph,used anew gelatine plate, think-
ing the old onr^ might have deterio-

rated, but found it of no advanteige.

When a star is adjusted on the slit so

that tlie green end of the spectrum is

the brightest, the violet loses bright-
ness somewliat, and fice fertM.
Examined the spectroscope with sun-
light and readjusted it, so as to be sure
the violet end (if the spectrum was not
cut off by the prisms or lenses.

This evening went to the Observatory
early enough tu photograph the spec-

trum of a Lyra', when the star was only
a little past the meridian. Readjusting
the spectroscope improved it The
spectra are strong, aud extend above
li. The G rays were focused on the

slit.

Jupiter in this photograph was about
4-5-' high, and the Moon about 50"^.

The exijosure was made upon the

meridian. During the latter part of

the moon's exposure, the lens dewed
over, therrfore one cfiuld not judge of

the n-lative briirhtness of the two. II

rays were focused on the slit.

Got no impression of Mars, for the lens

dewed over at the end of 25 m.,and the

sky clouded
A good picture.

12in
12 in. U rays focused on the slit. Spectrum
12 in.

I

of a Aurigae was faint.

VOL. XIX. (n. S. .\I.) IG
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TARLi: I.— Continued.

No. Date.

1879-80.
*21! Oct. 4

22

*23

24

25

*26

1880.

June 9

June 13

June 16

July 28

July 29

Object.

a Aurigte

Moon

a Bootis

a Bootis

a Bootis

Moon

a Scorpii

a Lyrse

27 July 29 i a .\(iuilse

28 July 29 a Aijuilae

29 July 30

•30 July 30

12h.
to

131i.

9h. 27m.
to

lOh. 16m.
9;i. 20m.

to

9h. 50m.

8h. 35m.
to

91i. 30m.

9h.
to

9h. 25m.

a. Scorpii 8h. 51m.

I

to

a Aquilse lOh. 10m.

o Lyrae

Kxpos.
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TABLE l.— Conti,,

No.
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TABLE I.— Continued.

No.
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TABLE I. — Continued.

No.

04

Date.

1881-82.
July 17

*G.J July 17

i'M July 21

July 23

08 July 24

09 Aug. 8

70 Aug. 12

71 Aug. 14

72 Aug. IG

73 Aug. 23

Mar. 23

Mar. 25

6[ Mar. 28

Mar. SO

Object.

'78

1882
Aug. 18

Time.

a tcorpii

Moon

a Lyras
JIoou
u. Scorpii

a Aquilae
a Aquilas

a Soorpii

Jloon

a Lyrx
a Lyrte

Moon
a SJcorpii

a Lyrse

Jloon
a Scorpii

a Lyra;
Ncl'.ul.'i

ia Orion

Nebulii
iu Orion

Nebula
in Orion

Nebula
iu Orion

Moon
a Aquilw

lOh.

to

llh. 47m.

9h. 44m.
to

12h. 7m.
llh. 40m.

to

12h 2in.

9h. 17ui.

to

lOh. 5Gm.
Oil. 30m.

to

lOh. 4Gm.
10h.4Im.

to

llh. 47m.
8U. 27m.

to

81i. 45m.
llh. 25m.

to

131i. 32m.
8h. 7m.

to

lOli. 8m.
71i. 23in.

to

9h. 14m.
7u. lorn.

to

9h. 27m.
7U. 25m.

to

Oh. 25m.
71i. 25m.

to

'jh. 25m.

Expos.' 81it.

90m.

15m.

47m.
20m.
9Um.

43m.

53m.

20m.

49m.
44m.

20m.
Iftm.

46m.

14m.
U4m.

41m.
111m.

131m.

120m.

120m.

Im.
50m.

.005

.005

.005

.005

.008

.008

.004

.003

003
.003

.003

.(lOG

.003

.003

.003

.003

.017

.012

012
.004

Inst.

11-in,

11-in.

11-in.

11-in.

11 in

11-in.

Kemarks.

11-

11-in.

11-in.

11-in.

11-in.

11-in

11-in.

11-in

11-in.

11-iu

11-in.

11-in.

11-in.

Although the night was unusu.-illy clear,

there was no impression of tlie spec-

trum of a Scorpii. ]t may have been
overlapped by the moon.

a Scorpii very faint.

At 12 h. 2 m. the sky clouded over.

The night was not transparent. The
haze iu tlie sky sometimes almost con-
cealed the star-

Notwithstanding there was a white haze
in the sky. these spectra are very
sharp.
Night clouded over.

At 8 h. 45 m. the night became cloudy.

After the exposure of a LyrjB, had to

wait an hour for the moon to be high
enough tn get its spectrum.

Tlie evening was misty, with clouds to

the north.

This photograph of the spectrum of the

Nebula in Orion, and also tlie one of
March 25th, were taken without a slit,

and with a direct vi.-ion prism in the

cone of rays from the objective, before

they had reached a focus.

Tliis spec trum of the Nebula in Orion
and the one of March oOth were taken
with the two-prism stellar spectro-

scope.

This photograph was taken with a spec-
troscope compo.=ed of an Iceland spar
prism of two inches aperture, and two
quartz lenses of 15 inches focus and
also two inches aperture. This spectro-
scope is much more transp.-irent to the

photographic r.ays than the one witli

glass lenses and prisms, but it does not
give as good definition.

Several of these pliotograph.s, as stated above, were taken to the

Harvard College Observatory in tlie spring of 1883, when the meas-

nrenients described below were made. This work may be divided into

throe parts : first, the determination of the relative positions of the

lines in the varions spectra in terms of any convenient unit of length ;

second!}', from the known spectra of the Moon and Jupiter, a determina-

tion of the relation of these measures to wave-lengtlis ; thirdly, a reduc-

tion of the measures of the stellar spectra to wave-lengths, and a
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discussion of the results. The measures were made with the microme-

ter described iu the Annals of Harvard College Observatory, VIII. 42.

The photograph was moved under a microscope by a micrometer screw

having a pitch of t?'^ of an inch. By turning the screw, the lines were

brought to coincide with the end of a hair in the field of view of the

microscope, and the jjosition was determined by the divided head of the

screw. As is usual when examining photographs, very low powers

were essential, or niucli of tiie finer detail would be lost. The best

results were attained wiili an eyepiece and objective, each equivalent

to a lens of about 2 indies focus, giving when combined a magnifying

power of about fifteen diameters. The luicertainty in the position of

the lines of the photograph greatly exceeded the errors of setting and

the irregularities of the screw. To establish this point a measurement

was made of the divisions of a glass scale constructed by Professor

Rogers, in which the errors were wholly inappreciable with so low a

magnifying power. Ten divisions were compared, each of which was

T7^5 of an inch, and equalled -jJ^ of a revolution of the screw. The

results gave an average deviation of .0015 of a revolution, mainly due

to a slight eccentricity of the head of the screw. This eccentricity

amounted to about .002 of a revolution. Twelve divisions, each equal

to t}^ of an inch (one turn of the screw), gave an average deviation

of .002 of a revolution. These errors might be still further reduced

if required, by taking additional precautions ; but they are entirely

insensible compared with the uncertainty in the position of the lines in

the photograph. They correspond in fact to only about .02 of a ten-

millionth of a millimeter in the wa^e-length, Throuirhout the work,

all the settings were made by turning the screw in the direction in

which the readings increase.

The reduc'tion of the measures to wave-lengths was greatly aided

by the fact that but little change was made in the spectroscopic appa-

ratus throughout the entire investigation, and that especial care was

taken to .«ecure stiffness in its construction. A sinirle curve could

thus be used for all the i-eductions, at least jDrovisionally. On the

other hand, it does not seem safe to assume that, when two spectra are

photograjjlied side by .side on a plate, the lines in each will have the

same position.

In some of the j)hotographs, especially in I'latcs Go and {]'), there is

a perceptible want of coincidence between lines wliich are doubtless in

reality of identical origin. No such deviation could be caused by any

fiexui-e of tlie telescope, l>ut it might be due to flexui-e of ilie spectro-

scope when directed towards objects at different altitudes, or to change
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of temperature of the prisms between successive exposures. It is too

great to be attributed to motion of the star in the line of sight.

The measurements have all been reduced to a common zero point

by subtracting the reading of the H line from each, and adding 5.000

to avoid negative readings. The H line was selected, since it is com-

mon to nearly all the spectra, and is so well marked that an accurate

setting can be made on it. This more tlian compensates for its

breadth, which renders it an inconvenient starting-point in the solar

spectrum. Any correction for error in setting on this line can better

be applied to the final results than to the original measurements.

Since Jupiter and the Moon shine by reflected light, it may be

assumed that their spectra are identical with that of the Sun, and that

the wave-lengths of the lines in their spectra may therefore be taken

from a map of the solar spectrum. On account of errors in the rela-

tive prominence of different lines, errors in identification may occur

in comparisons with maps made by hand. The photograph of the

diffraction spectrum by Dr. Henry Draper (Amer. Journ. Sci., CVI.

401) has therefore been used as the standard to which these measure-

ments are referred. For wave-lengths too great to be contained in

this map, Angstrom's Map (^Recherches stir le Spectre Solaire, Berlin,

1869) has been employed. Comparison has also been made with the

map of Cornu (Ann. de Vlllcole Normale Superieure, Series II.,Vol. III.),

and those of Vogel {Piihlicationen des astrophysiknlischcn Observa-

toriums zu Potsdam, I. 13,1, II. 83). The unit employed throughout

is the ten-millionth of a millimeter, and the results are only carried to

single units. The best maps of the solar spectrum differ by as much

as one or two of these units in the ultra violet portion, and a greater

precision than this in stellar spectra is obviously at present unattain-

able.

To pass from screw readings to wave-lengths points were constructed

with the readings of the spectra of the Moon on Plate 1 9 as abscis-

sas and the corresponding wave-lengths as ordinates. This plate was

selected since the lines appear to be more numerous and better defined

than in the other photographs. A smooth curve was then passed through

these points. The Avave-lengths corresponding to each half-turn of the

screw according to this curve are given in Table II., columns 1 and 2.

The relation between these quantities may be very closely represented

by the formula, A. ^ 3672
-f- 39 n -|- 4«^ in which A denotes the

wave-leniith. and n the number of turns of the screw. The values

computed by this formula are given in the third column, and the ob-

served minus the computed values in the fourth column.
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TABLE II.

Srrew
Reading.
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TABLE III. — Continued.

No.
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TABLE IV.
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Plate 42 was one of the first to be measured, and only the most

conspicuous lines were observed. This was done with the intention of

determining the scale from a few well-defined lines. It was afterwards

deemed better to employ all the lines visible on each plate for this

purpose. No marked line in the solar spectrum satisfactoi-ily repre-

sents No. 4 of Table IV. Nos. 3 and 4, 5 and 6, and 7 and 8, are des-

ignated in the original record as the limits of transparent bands in the

negatives, that is, of dark bands in the spectrum. Nos. 11 and 12

appeared as a broad dark band, whose edges were observed in Plate

65, and its centre in Plates 21, 24, 35, and 43. No. 28 is recorded in

Plate 57 as the centre of the band extending from 27 to 29. No. 47

is not well identified. The photographs of the solar spectrum indicate

a line having A = 4375 as the most conspicuous in this vicinity.

The residuals in Table IV. must next be examined, to see if they in-

dicate any systematic deviation, or if any correction should be applied to

the wave-lengths as deduced by the formula A = 3672 -\- 30 n -\- 4tr.
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the residuals is given in the last column. The residuals of the H line,

being all rendered zero by the method of reduction, are not included

in the last column, although retained in the preceding columns.

The average deviation of all the measures, including the faint, as

well as the more marked lines, is only 1.7, or less than .\ of the interval

between the sodium lines. Less accuracy was attained in measuring

the lines near the ends of the spectrum, owing to the faintness of the

photographic effect. In many cases the last lines were marked as

" very doubtful." This error was increased for the lines of greater

wave-length by the fact that a given distance, as one division of the

screw, represents a change in wave-length of double the corresponding

amount at the other end of the spectrum. Without the correction in-

dicated by this table, the average deviation of the individual results

would be 2.7. Table VI. gives the cori'ection indicated in each por-

tion of the spectrum derived from Table V. The first column gives

the limitinif wave-lenifths within which the corrections in the second

column should be applied. The sign of the corrections is such that

they are to be added to the results derived from the formula.

TABLE VI.

Limits.
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employed. As this instrument is corrected for the photographic rays,

the spectra are of nearly uniform width, becoming slightly narrower

at the ends. The other plates measured were obtained with the

28-inch reflector. As such an instrument is free from chromatic aber-

ration, the spectra are of uniform width.

The measurements of the various spectra are given in Table VII.

The first column gives a number for reference, followed by the meas-

ures of the corresponding lines in the columns headed by the number,

of the plates. The second part of each portion of the table gives the

mean wave-length of each line, found by reducing the corresponding

measures to wave-lengths by means of the curve and correcting by

Table VI. The last columns give the residuals found by subtracting

the mean from the individual values. So many measures were made

of a LyrcB that the second part of the table is here separated from the

first. In Plate 73 the residuals are omitted, since the scale for this

plate differs from that of the others. In the spectra of a Scorpii on

Plate 73 the H line is not visible. The original readings are therefore

given in Table VII.

TABLE Vn.

a Aqcil.e.

No.

1
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TABLE VII.— Continued.

a Lyil£.

No.

12
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TABLE VII.— Continued.

a Boons.

No.
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TABLE Yll.— Continued,

a ScoEPii.

No.
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Table VIII. The columns give a number for reference, the result for

a Aquilce taken from Table VII., that for a LyrcB, and that given by

Dr. Iluggins for all stars of this class.

TABLE VIII.

No.
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The only line omitted in this table which was noted in the spectra of

a Aurigce or a Bootis is No. 69 of Table VII. This line was meas-

ured in Plate 23 as one edge of a dark band in the negative, No. 70, or

h, forming the other side. Its wave-length may therefore be taken as

about 4090. This is the bright band noted on page 242. The same

phenomenon is shown in Plate 24, and even better in Plate 32. It

is also noticeable, though in a less marked manner, in the solar spec-

trum, as is shown in the photographs of Jupiter and of the Moon.

Not only do the lines of a Aurigce and a Bootis appear to coincide

with those of the Sun in position, but their relative intensity seems to

be nearly the same. Of the twelve lines seen in at least seven of the

nine spectra of the Moon and Jupiter, every one is contained in the

spectra of both a Aurigce and a Bootis. Of the fifteen lines which are

so faint as to be contained in but one or two of the spectra of the Moon

or Jupiter, only four are contained in the spectrum of a Bootis, and

but one in that of a Aurigce. The evidence afforded by the.-e photo-

graphs, therefore, points very strongly to the conclusion that tlie spec-

tra of these stars, and consequently their constitution, are the same as

that of our Sun.

The measurements of a Scorpii are much less satisfactory than

those of the other stars. Plate 73 gives a large number of lines, but

the scale of this plate, as already stated, differs from that of the

others. Fortunately, a Lyrce was photograped on the same plate, and

a curve was accordingly constructed with the measurements of the

lines of this star as abscissas, and the wave-lengths taken from the

measures of the other plates as ordinates. By this curve the meas-

ures of a Scorpii were reduced. Plates 39 and 48 were taken with a

wide slit, and the lines are indistinct. A satisfactory comparison

could scarcely be made without preparing enlarged paper positions,

and marking on them the points measured. This seems scarcely

advisable, considering the superiority of Plate 73. The large residuals

render the identification uncertain in some cases, since any line would

fall near one of those in Plate 73. The correspondence is much less

marked than in the other stars.

A comparison of the measures of the various plates is given in

Tabic X. The first column gives the number of the plate ; the sec-

ond, the name of the object photographed ; the third, the number of

measures made, that is, the number of points of the spectrum noted ;

and the fourth column gives the quantity subtracted from each of the

measures to reduce them to the same zero. The measures of the ends

of the spectra are given in the next two columns, followed by the

reduced value in wave-lengths.
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TABLE X.
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in the various spectra on the same plate. A portion of the difference

may be due to the impossibility of setting the lines exactly at right

angles to the micrometer screw, and in some cases, as in Plate 56, to

a possible movement of the plate between the measures of the two

spectra. This cannot account for all the difference, however, since in

several cases it is obvious to the eye. The difference in wave-length

would vary in different parts of the spectrum, but an idea of its mag-

nitude may be inferred by the rule that one turn of the screw near the

II line corresponds to a change of 80 in the wave-length. The two

spectra are thus disjDlaced l.y several units, an amount which the

residuals show is quite beyond the accidental errors of measurement.

The adoption of a new zero for each spectrum thus appears to have

been entirely justified.

From the last two columns of Table X. we see that the plates are

sensitive to rays of light of wave-lengths 3750 to 4800, that is, from

M nearly to F. When the light is intense, the spectra extend beyond

these limits. F is photographed in Plate 73, and in Plate 21a line

marked '' very doubtful " was observed at 3708. It was not included

in Tables III. and lY., as it probably only indicates the beginning of

the spectrum.

To secure entire independence in the results, the measures were

completed before the reductions were begun. The lines in each plate

were measured without comparison with any map, and no search was

made for lines which appeared to be wanting. When two similar

spectra were photographed side by side, as in Plate 21, care was taken

to cover one when measuring the other. Under these circumstances,

the agreement in the measures of several plates is strong evidence of

the identity of the spectra.
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IX.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE CHEMICAL LABORATORY OF
HARVARD COLLEGE.

ON MUCOPIIENOXYBROMIC ACID.

By Henky B. Hill and Edward K. Stevens.

Presented May 29, 1883.

The products which are formed when mucobromic acid is treated

with a large excess of baric hydrate, liave already been described by

O. R. Jackson and one of us.* Formic and dibromacrylic acids were

found to be the first products of this reaction, although even in the

cold a part of the dibromacrylic acid was further converted into brom-

propiolic acid. Later experiments undertaken with the view of avoid-

ing this secondary decomposition, showed that an entirely different

reaction ensued when the conditions were so modified that the solution

was at no time strongly alkaline.f The chief product formed in this

case was easily found to be an acid containing four atoms of carbon

aud one of bromine; but the determination of its constitution proved

to be a matter of more difficulty, and a description of it must therefore

be postponed until it can be further studied. Since it seemed possible

that sodic cthylate or potassic phenylate might react upon mucobromic

acid and yield similar products, whose constitution could more easily

be determined, we turned our attention in this direction. Although

we have been unable to obtain any such products by the action of

sodic cthylate, potassic phenylate has given us well-defined products

containing the phenoxyl group.

ALicophenoxyhromic Acid.

Potassic phenylate acts upon potassic mucobromate in aqueous

solution at ordinary temperatures; but the isolation of the potassic

mucophenoxybromate thus formed is somewhat difficult, and we have

• These Proceedings, Vol. XVL (n. s VIII.) p. 188.

\ Loc. C.U., p. 204.
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not been able to obtain uniform results in our various preparations.

We have found it advantageous to use a large excess of potassic

phenylate, and to add also potassic hydrate in quantity sufficient to

neutralize the mucobromic acid taken. We usually have dissolved

25 grms. of crystallized phenol and 17.5 grms. of ordinary potassic

hydrate in 30 grms. of water, and after the solution is well cooled, have

added 20. grms. of mucobromic acid. After the lapse of a short time

small compact rhombic crystals uf the new potassium salt begin to

separate, and the reaction is oidiuarily completed in less than an hour.

The crystals shouhl then be collected at once, drained by the pump,
and washed with a little cold water. Hydrochloric acid added to an

aqueous solution of the salt then precipitates mucophenoxybromic
acid in clustered needles, which, when dried over sulphuric acid, gave

the following results :—o

I. 0.2156 grm. substance gave on combustion 0.3486 grm. COj
and 0.0525 grm. Hp.

II, 0.2250 grm. substance gave 0.1 5G4 grm. AgBr.
III. 0.2168 grm. substance gave 0.1504 grm. AgBr.

c
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11. 0.4430 grm. of the salt gave on iguition with H.,SO^ 0.1255 grm.

K,SO,.

Calculated for Found.

KCjIItOCcIIjlBrOj. I. II.

K 12.65 12.76 12.72

Baric Mucophenoxrjbromnte. Ba(CJI(OC,.II,) BrO,)._,3II,0. This

salt was obtained by neutralizing a cold u(nieous solution of the acid

with baric carbonate, and allowing the solution thus obtained to evapo-

rate spontaneously. It separated in leafy rhombic crystals, wiiich were

very soluble in water. On warming the solution decomposition en-

sued. The air-dried salt contained three molecules of water, one of

which it lost over sulphuric acid, the rest at 100^

I. 0.8147 grm. of the air-dried salt lost over II.^SO^ 0.0213 grm. 11,0,

and in addition 0.0403 grm. at 100^.

II. 0.7863 grm. of the air-dried salt lost over H^SO^ 0.0201 grm. HgO,

and in addition 00397 grm. at 100°.

Calculated for Found.

BalCiUlOCeUjlUrOsJ^SUjO. I. II.

H^O 2.46 2.61 2.56

3 HgO 7.39 7.56 7.61

0.4628 grm. of the salt dried at 100° gave on ignition with H2SO4

0.1599 grm. BaSO^.

Calculated for
'

Ba(C4H(0CaU5)Br03),. Found.

Ba 20.23 20.32

When treated with an excess of an alkaline hydrate, mucophenoxy-

bromic acid, like mucobromic, is decomposed, and yields a substituted

acrylic acid togetlier with formic acid.

Phenoxybromacrylic Acid.

We have found it most convenient to dissolve equal weights of

potassic hydrate and potassic mucophenoxybromate each in their own

weiglit of water, and to mix the hot solutions. On cooling, potassic

phenoxybromacrylate separates in well-formed crystals. From these,

by the addition of hydrochloric acid, we pi-epared the acid which,

when recrystallized from hot water and dried over sulphuric acid, gave

the following results :
—

I. 0.2037 grm. of the substance gave on combustion 0.3307 grm. CO.^

and 0.0553 grm. 11,0.
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II. 0.2027 grm. of the substance gave 0.1577 grm. AgBr.

III. 0.2238 grm. of the substance gave 0.1739 grm. AgBr.

c
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0.5017 g:rra. of the salt dried at 110° gave on ignition with II^SO^

0.1873 grm. BaSO^.

Calculated for

Ba(C3lI(OCoIIj)Br02)j. Found.

Ba 22.06 21.95

Calcic Phenoxybromacrylate. Ca(C,H(OCgH5)BrO,)2.5ri,0. The

calcium salt was prepared from the acid by neutralizing its aqueous

solution with calcic carbonate. It was readily soluble in water, and

crystallized on cooling its concentrated solution in clustered needles,

which were permanent in tlie air or over sulphuric acid.

I. 0.93G1 grm. of the air-dried salt lost at 100-105° 0.1381 grm. II.O.

II. 0.75G3 grm. of the air-dried salt lost at 100-105° 0.1122 grm. II.p.
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formiate, which was identified by its characteristic behavior with

argentic nitrate and mercuric chloride. The decomposition of muco-

pheooxybromic acid by potassic hydrate may therefore be expressed

by the reaction :
—

CJI,(OC,H,) BrO^+ 11,0= C3H,(OC,H,)BrO,+ CHA-
While dibromacrylic acid passes readily into brompropiolic and

malonic acids in an alkaline solution, phenoxybromacrylic acid is ap-

parently unaltered by aqueous potassic hydrate. Even after long

boiling in a concentrated solution (2:1) no potassic bromide is

formed.

Phenoxybrommaleic Acid.

On warming a solution of mucophenoxybromic acid with argentic

oxide, metallic silver is readily formed. If the solution is then heated

to boiling, and the silver precipitated by hydrochloric acid, the filtered

solution deposits on cooling phenoxybrommaleic acid in the form of fine

felted needles. Their melting-point, when taken in the ordinary way,

we found to be 103-104°; but when slowly heated, the melting-point

was materially lowered, probably through the formation of the anhy-

dride. From the analysis of substance which had been dried over

sulphuric acid, it would seem that here also a certain amount of the

anhydride was formed, and that in this respect its behavior is perfectly

analogous to that of dibrommaleic acid which is partially converted

into anhydride by drying, as one of us has shown : *—
I. 0.1213 grm. of substance dried over H^SO^ gave on combustion

0.1935 grm. CO, and 0.0245 grm. H^O.

II. 0.2204 grm. of substance dried over HgSO^ gave 0.1494 grm.

n.

28.85

Ratio of carbon to bromine atoms as found = 10 : 0.995.

Argentic Phenoxyhrommaleate. Ag2C\(OC(;H^)BrO^. By the ad-

dition of argentic nitrate to an aqueous solution of the acid, the silver

salt is precipitated in the form of clustered rhombic plates, which may

* These Troceedings, Vol. XVI. (n. s. VIII.) p. 178.

AgBr.
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be recrystallized from boiling water without decomposition. The dry

salt is decomposed suddenly by heat, but without detoualioii.

I. 0.3922 grm. of the salt dried over II,SO^ gave on precipitation

with II Br 0.2928 grm. AgBr.

II. 0.2903 grm. of the salt dried over H^SO^ gave on precipitation

with HBr 0.2168 grm. AgBr.

Calculated for
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X.

SIR WILLIAM HERSCHEL'S OBSERVATIONS OF
VARIABLE STARS.

By Edward C. Pickering.

Presented January 9, 1884.

The discovery last summer of two additional catalogues of the

Light of the Stars by Sir William Herschel has been announced else-

where. At the same time a Journal was found, which gives the dates

of observation for the individual comparisons contained in the six

catalogues. The suggestion was made by Mr. Chandler, that the

observations of variable stars contained in tliese catalogues would thus

be rendered of value. The observations contained in Table I. were

kindly forwarded by Lieut. Col. Herschel, who has taken much trouble

in furnishinfj me with all the material available for the following dis-

cussion. The successive columns of Table I. give a current number,

the number of the catalogue of Herschel in which the star is con-

tained, the usual designation of the star, and its Flamsteed number.

The next columns give the date, the observation, and the resulting

magnitude. The latter is derived from the photometric observations

made in 1879-82 at Harvard College Observatory with the meridian

photometer, and will appear in the Annals of the Observatory, Volume

XIV. The values assumed for the intervals employed by Herschel

are obtained from a discussion of all his catalogues, and will appear

in the same volume; they are 0.1 for a period, 0.2 for a comma, and

0.4 for a dash.

The scale employed may be defined as that in which a magnitude

corresponds to the ratio whose logarithm is four tenths, and which

coincides with the scale of Arijelander for the ma<xnitude 5. It is

best illustrated by the statement that the magnitudes 3, 4, 5, and (J on

the scales of the Uranoraetria Nova, Heis, and the Durchmusterung

would be expressed by 3.1, 4.2, 5.0, and 5.8 on the photometric

scale.
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TABLE I.

No.

1
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vations will hereafter form a most valuable test of the correctness of

any assumed law, since in many cases they precede by more than half

a century any other observations of these stars of the same degree of

precision. This is shown in Table 11., which gives in successive col-

umns the name of the star, the number of observations contained in

Table I., the year in which the variability was discovered, and the

number of years by which this followed the observations of Her-

schel. A dash is inserted when the discovery preceded the observa-

tions. In these cases the observations of Herschel have less value,

since we iiave contemporaneous or antecedent observations which serve

to determine the nature of the changes. The last three columns give

the period in days, and the magnitude at maximum and minimum,

according to the catalogue of Professor Schonfeld.*

TABLE II.

Name of Star.
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line drawu uearly through these points serves to convert the scale

of grades into photometric magnitudes, or into actual light ratios.

From this we may conclude that the maximum and minimum liglit

of the variable expressed in photometric magnitudes is 3.7 and 4.5.

The range is accordingly less than that ordinarily given, but this is

partly due to the dilTerence in the scales. The observations of Iler-

scliel expressed iu grades equal 9.6, G.l, 8.5, and 1.0. The first

three of these correspond to periods of 1*^ 19^, 1"^ 4'\ and l** 14*", after

a minimum, if the light of the star was increasing, or to 3*^ 4**, o'^ G'',

and 3** 14'', if the light was diminishing. The other observation,

No. 4, which was made six days later, on July 25, serves to decide

between these two hypotheses. Tiie light was then sensibly that of a

minimum at 1.2 grades. As the period of the star is about 7'' 4'\

a minimum about a day preceding the observations 1, 2, and 3 would

also be indicated by observation 4. This would agree with the hy-

pothesis that the light was increasing on July 19, but would contro-

vert the view that it was diminishing.

The time of the observations is defined only by the limits of twi-

light, which in the latitude of Slough would extend to within about

two hours of midnight iu July. The star would culminate near mid-

night, and could be easily observed as long as darkness lasted. The

times of observation may therefore be written, 1795, July 19'^ 12** ± 2*^,

and 1795, July 2o'^ Ti"* ± 2'\ The mean of the three results on July

19 would give an interval from the minimum of 1*^ 12*^, or would

place the preceding minimum at 1795, July 18"^ 0\ with an uncertainty

of several hours, since a small error in the light corresponds to a large

deviation iu the time of minimum. The elements of Argelander indi-

cate a minimum 1795, July 18*^ 19'> 42™ Paris M. T.

g HercuUs.— The variations in light of this star are irregular, or

the law governing them has not yet been discovered. Should this law

ever be determined, these observations may have great value, since they

anticipate by sixty-two years the first observations of equal accuracy

previously known. Probably the variations are so slow that the hour

at which the observations were made will not be needed.

u Ilerculis.— The same remark applies to this star as to the preced-

ing. The observations are accordant, and anticipate other similar

observations b}' seventy-four years.

o Ceti.— Some other observations by Sir William llerschel are

given by Argelander.* As this star had been observed for many

years previously, these observations are not of especial importance.

* Bonn Beob.. vii. 329.
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7} Geminorum.— These observations precede by seventy years those

taken elsewhere. They will therefore have great value in determin-

ing the period when the nature of the variations is more accurately

established. The small change in light, however, makes the result

derived from any small number of observations somewhat doubtful.

^ Geminorum. — A comparison of the results obtained by Arge-

lander* with the photometric measures gives the variation in light of

this star from 3.6 to 4.2. It was therefore apparently observed by

Herschel near its minimum. The light curve indicates that the obser-

vation preceded or followed a minimum by about nineteen hours, but

the chanee in brightness durijij; this time is much less than the uncer-

tainty of the observation. The ephemeris of Schonfeld indicates a

minimum for Ep. —2434 at 1795, Nov. 8*^ 5*^.6, which does not differ

from the time of observation by as much as the uncertainty of the

comparison.

8 Cephei.— According to the curve of Argelander,t this star has

the magnitudes of 3.5 and 4.3 at maximum and minimum. The obser-

vation of Herschel would correspond to 8.0 grades. This indicates a

minimum preceding it by 1'^ 2^ or 2'^ 20'', according as the light was

increasing or decreasing. The star is above the horizon nearly all

night, hence the time of observation is fixed only by the limits of twi-

light. We may therefore call the time of observation, 179G, Nov.

5^ 12'' ± G*". The elements of Schonfield give for Ep. —2987 a

minimum at 1796, Nov. 4*^ 7'' 24"\ which agrees as well as could be

desired with the observation. As in the case of t} Aquilce, the obser-

vations of contemporaneous observers fix the period of this star so

accurately that a correction based upon a small number of observa-

tions does not seem justifiable.

yS Lyr(£.— The variations of this star have been so thoroughly de-

termined by other observers that these observations cannot add much

to our knowledge of the subject. Only one observation, No. 28

of Table L, is sufficiently precise to be of value, and the interval

hei'e employed —, is too large to be estimated with accuracy. This

observation has therefore not been reduced.

R Lyres.— The variations of this star are so small that it is doubt-

ful if the observations of Herschel can be utilized.

p Persei.— The same remark may be applied to this star as to

g Ilerculis.

X Tauri.— This star belongs to the Algol class. The maximum

* Bonn Beob., vii. 389. t Astron. Nach., xix. 39-3.

VOL. XIX. (n. S. XI.) 18
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brightness as givcMi in the photometric catalogue is 3.6. The agree-

ment of the observation No. 34 is probably accidental, since the large

interval — , cannot be estimated with accuracy. As far as it goes,

however, it indicates that the star was at its full brightness. The

other observation, No. 33, indicates a diminution of liglit, or that the

star was near a minimum. The law of variation of light is not known,

but probably the change in magnitude amounts to about 0.8. The

star retains its full brightness except for about two hours before and

after each minimum. We may accordingly assume that a minimum pre-

ceded or followed the observation No. 33 by about one hour. On this

day the sun set at about 3'' 47'" and X Tauri set at IC' 1()"\ Allow-

ing for twilight, we may accordingly assume 179G, Jan. l'^ 10'' i 5''

for the time of observation. For the other date we obtain, in like

manner, 1796, Nov. 30'^ iT'itG**. The ephemeris of Schonfeld,

applying the equation of light, gives 1795, Dec. 31*^ 22''.6, for Ep.

—6500. A correction to the ephemeris of — 11''. 5 is thus indicated.

This exceeds the possible error in the time, added to the probable

error in magnitude. In other words, if the star was really below its

full briafhtness, the minimum must have occurred several hours after

the computed time. In like manner, we obtain 179G, Dec. 1*^ 22''.3

for Ep. —6485, or the nearest minimum does not occur until 35

hours after the observation No. 34. Accordingly, as the observation

hidicated, the star should have had its full brightness. The first

minimum previously known of this star occurred on Dec. 6, 1848.

If it were possible to determine the hour of Ilerschel's observation,

the mean period of this star would be determined with great precision.

An uncertainty of one hour would correspond to about half a second

in a single period.

X Sagittarii.— This star varies in light from about 4.5 to 5.3 in a

period of a little over seven days. The only comparison made by Mer-

schel places this star a little fainter than 2 Sagittarii. The latter star

is commonly placed in Ophiuchus,— in f^ct, it is nearly in line with

52 and 58 Ophiuchi, and between them. Its magnitude, according to

the Uranometria Argentina is 6.8, which corresponds to 6.6 on the

photometric scale. This would make the variable much too faint,

even if at its minimum. It is also strange that Ilerschel should have

employed a star at so great a distance (about 8°), when he might

have taken others about equally faint and nearer. The hypothesis

that 2 Sagittarii was much brighter then than now, is negatived by the

fact that Ilerschel compared it with 52 Ophiuchi, and found it only

slightly brighter. The magnitude of this star in the Uranometria
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Argentina is 6.5, corresponding to a photometric magnitude of 6.3.

This value, altliough reducing the discrepancy, would still make the

variable 6.5, which is 0.7 fainter than its light at minimum. This

comparison is not given in the catalogue of Ilerschel, and accordingly

is not checked by appearing under both 2 and 3 Sagittarii.

The southern declination of the star restricts the time of obser-

vation within narrow limits. The star sets at 9'*, and twilicfht would

not be over until about 7"^. Accordingly, the time of observation

would be 1795, Sept. lo-i 8'' ± 1\ The elements of Schonfeld* give

a minimum at 1795, Sept. 15'* 16^ for Ep. —3902. The period of

Schmidt,! on the other hand, gives 1795, Sept. 13*^ 22''. If, then, the

star was really at its minimum when observed by Herschel, this obser-

vation determines a correction to the period with great certainty.

8 Lihrce. — The observations of this star are so important that they

require a more detailed discussion. The law of variation of the light

has been determined by Professor Schonfeld.t Table III. gives the

names of the various comparison stars, the letters by which they are

designated by Professor Schonfeld, and the brightness in grades that

he assigned to them. The next columns give the light according to

the photometric measures made at this Observatory, and according

to the Urauometria Argentina. The grades are reduced to magni-

tudes, as described on page 271, according to each of the scales. The
results found by subtracting the magnitudes derived from the grades

from that given in the two catalogues are given in the last two

columns.

TABLE III.

Names.
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The successive column,s give the Flamsteed immbers, the photometric

magnitudes, and the magnitudes according to Sir William Ilerschel.

These have been derived from a discussion of all six catalogues of

Ilerschel. They have a special value for the present purpose, since

they indicate the brightness of these stars at the time the observations

now under consideration were made. The fourth column gives the

nuignitude according to the Uranometria Argentina. The magni-

tude of 19, 8 LibrcB, according to each of these scales is inserted in

brackets.

TABLE IV.

Fl.
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A minimum is clearly iiiflicated in 1797, May 22, and the star

seems to have been below its maximum briglitness on the other nights

also. Converting the magnitudes into grades, and comparing with the

li"-ht curve of Professor Schonfeld, we may infer that on 1795, May 11,

the observation vras made 4'\7 before, or 5^.2 after, a minimum. The

observations of 1795, May 18, in like manner, indicate that a mini-

mum vrould follow in 3'\4, or had passed 3'*.8. The observation of

1797, May 22, indicates a brightness that does not differ sensibly from

that at minimum. The star changes in brightness by about a tenth of

a magnitude within an hour of minimum.

The hours within which the observations must have been made are

limited by the twilight, which would, for observations of such faint

stars, be appreciable within two hours of midnight. Tlie comparison

stars 43 and 44 Librce would be above the horizon from 8''.0 to 1G'\4.

Their altitudes would exceed 10° from 9''.2 to 15'\2.

The period of S Librce is 2'^ 1^ 51"' 20» = 2-1.3273148. Ac-

cordingly, if a minimum occurred near midnight on 1797, May 22,

others would have occurred on the afternoons of 1795, May 11, and

1795, May 18. We may therefore assume that tlie observations of

1795 were made after, and not before minima. vSnbtracting from the

time 1795, INIay ir> 12*^, the interval 5''.2, adding 0'\2 for the differ-

ence in longitude of Slough and Paris, and adding 0*^.1 for the equa-

tion of light, we obtain 1795, May IT' 7^.1, for the Paris heliocentric

time of minimum. The times of minima indicated for the other ob-

servations are given with this in the first column of Table VI. The
second column gives the ephemeris time for the epoch given in the

third column. The last column gives the observed minus the com-

puted times of minima.

TABLE VI.

Observed.
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its normal light. Observations of the maximum light would have had

comparatively little value.

The times of minima on IVIay 11 and May 18, 1795, are somewhat

uncertain, since the assumed light of the comparison stars may be in

error. All the stars with which 5 Librae was compared have ac-

cordingly been arranged in sequences by Mr. Chandler, since the

above reduction has been made. The details of these observations

will be published elsewhere, but they give a correction for the minima

of May 11 and May 18 of —2.3 and —2.5, instead of —4.8 and

—3.0 hours.
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XI.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE CHEMICAL LABORATORY OF
HARVARD COLLEGE.

By Charles F. Marery.

Presented March 12, ISSl.

No. L— ON ^-BROMTETRACHLORPROPIONIC ACID.

"With the hope of establishing the structure of certain bromdichlor-

acrylic acids which I have at present under examination, I endeavored

to prepare an acid of the same empirical composition by the addition

of a molecule of chlorine to bromproj^iolic acid.*

In studying the relations of these substances toward each other

under different conditions, it was found that the action of chlorine

upon the melted acid was so violent that frequently it resulted in an

explosion. Even at ordinary temperatures a gaseous product was

freely evolved, with a disagreeable odor resembling that of phosgene.

As previous experiments had shown, in a chloroform solution of the

acid the action of chlorine could easily be controlled ; in fact, for some

time it could not be determined whether the addition had beofun, since

evaporation of the chloroform left only a pasty mass which refused to

crystallize. Finally, after continuing the action for several hours, a

crust began to form above the solution, and soon the greater part of a

crystalline addition product was deposited.

This substance proved to be sparingly soluble in cold carbonic di-

sulphide and chloroform, more soluble in hot, and after purification it

melted with decomposition at 225°. The percentage composition cal-

culated from the results of analysis corresponds to that of bromtetra-

chlorpropionic acid.

* In a former paper (Maberj and Robinson, these Proceedings, Vol. XVIII.

p. 45) it was stated that a bromdichloracrylic acid could be prepared by passing

chlorine through a chloroform solution of brompropiolic acid cooled to 0°. This

statement was evidently made upon insufficient evidence, since all subsequent

attempts to obtain tlie same result have proved unsuccessful.
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I. 0.2000 grra. of the substance gave 0.5235 grm. AgBr + AgCL
IL 0.5874 grra. of the substance gave 0.2732 grm. COg and

0.0268 grm. H,0.

III. 0.5385 grm. of the substance gave 0.2330 grm. CO^.*
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No. II.—ON a- AND /3-CHLORDIBROMACRYLIC ACIDS.*

By Charles F. Mabery and Rachel Lloyd.

a-CHLORDIBROMACRYLIC AciD.

In a former paper by F. C. Robinsou and one of us,t a brief account

was given of certain experiments in which we had tried to obtain gdi

addition product of brompropiolic acid with chlorine monobromide.

Altliough the results then obtained were rather unsatisfactory, it

seemed possible nevertheless to prepare the addition product in a

state of purity, and this became especially desirable when it was

found that an acid of the same empirical composition could be formed

from chlortribrompropionic acid.

In resuming the study of this reaction, it was evidently necessary to

'secure at the outset a combination of the halogens containing no free

bromine, inasmuch as previous results had shown that a small percent-

age even of tribromacrylic acid could not be removed from the product

by crystallization. On the other hand, an excess of chlorine was xaot

objectionable since it had been found that this substance in the free

state united much less readily with brompropiolic acid than when com-

bined with bromine. The chlorine monobromide used to form this

addition product was therefore made by saturating bromine at 0° with

chlorine; and to insure complete saturation the resulting product was

dissolved in chloroform and this solution saturated at 0°. Brompro-

piolic acid was then added gradually, taking care to keep the solution

cold and the chlorine monobromide in excess. Chemical action imme-

diately ensued, and the formation of the addition product was complete

after standinsr half an hour. Evaooration of the chloroform left a

solid residue, which was easily purified by crystallization from hot

water.

This acid is sparingly soluble in cold, very soluble in hot water,

more soluble in hot than in cold carbonic disulphide, and very sol-

uble in chloroform. Its melting point is 104°. By slow evapora-

tion it separates from a solution in carbonic disulphide in triclinic

prisms. These crystals have been submitted to careful study by

* The results described in papers II., III., and IV. were obtained under my
direction in the summer course of instruction in chemistry for 1883.— C. F. M.

t These Proceedings, Vol. XVIII. p. 41.
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Mr. Oliver W. Huntington,* to whom we are indebted for the follow-

ing results :
—

Crystalline Form of a-CeLORDiBROMACRYLic Acid.

101

474 .,

Triclinic System.

Forms {100}, {010}, {001}, {101}, {ITO}, J430}, {034}, {304},

{740}, {470}, {474}, {047}?

P'rom the fundamental angles the following values were calculated :
—

Zonri04°43', Ton ^ 71° 6, Xou^71°10;

a •.!).€ = 0.7981 : 1 : 0.7207.

010 on 100

100 " 001

010 " 001

100 " 101

100 " ITO

100 " 430

100 " 740

010 " 470

OOT " 034

Angles between Norynals.

Observed.

G6° 23'

1

116° 17'
I

11G° 20' \ Fundamental angles.

63° 50'

70 rj47

27°

42° 26'

21°

J Calculated.

23° 52'

27° 5'

42° 36'

21°

In the paper above referred to Mr. Huntington makes the following

* These Proceedings, Vol. XVIII p. 282.
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remarks concerning the planes {430}, {034}, {304}, {740}, {470},

(474), {047} ? :
" These symbols were for the most part deduced from

the zone intersections, and the indices could only in a few cases be

verified by angular measurements. The faces of the vertical prism

especially were very irregular, in consequence of the alternations caused

by parallel grouping, so common with artificial crystals ; and although

the relative position of the fundamental planes could be accurately

fixed, the symbols of the intermediate planes must be regarded as

doubtful ; these planes were seldom seen, and only in the vertical zone.

The symbols given on the projection were obtained by finding the in-

tersection with the vertical zone of other zones never well defined on

the same crystal, and it can only be claimed that the approximate an-

gular measurements on the vertical zone were compatible with the

indices given above."

The composition of the purified acid was shown by analysis :
—

I. 0.2254 grm. of the substance gave 0.4435 grm. AgCl + AgBr.

II. 0.2046 grm. of the substance gave 0.3980 grm, AgCl + AgBr.

III. 0.8187 grm. of the substance gave 0.3920 grm. COg and

0.0273 grm. Hfi.

Found.

I. 11. III.

74.03 73.19

13.05

.37

In determining the solubility of this acid in cold water according to

the method of V. Meyer, a saturated solution was neutralized with

baric carbonate, and the barium determined in the filtered solution by

precipitation with sulphuric acid.

I. 11.0890 grm. of a solution saturated at 20° gave 0.2344 grm.

BaSO,.

II. 1.6299 grm. of a solution saturated at 20° gave 0.0379 grm.

BaSO,.

From these results the following percentages were calculated :—
I. II.

5.18 5.68

The barium, calcium, potassium, and silver salts of this acid were pre-

pared and analyzed.

Baric a - ChlordibromacryJate, Ba ( CgClBr^^) 2 • ^ H^.— On satu-

rating an aqueous solution of the acid with baric carbonate a neutral
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solution was obtained, from which, by evaporation, the barium salt

separated in elongated Hat prisms with oblique terminations. This

salt is much less soluble in cold than in hot water. The crystals which

separated from a hot solution were first dried to a constant weight in

the air, then heated to 80°.

0.9545 grm. of the air-dried salt lost 0.0712 grm. Ii,0 at 80°.

0.8790 grm. of the anhydrous salt gave 0.3083 grm. BaSO^.

Calculated for Ba(C3ClBr,02)2 • 3 IlaO. Found.

lip 7.46 "

'

7.52

Calculated for Ba(CsClBr202)».

Ba 20.63 20.62

The solubility of the barium salt in cold water was also determined.

I. 1.4307 grm. of a solution saturated at 20° gave 0.1190 grm.

BaSO,.

II. 2.5352 grm. of a solution saturated at 20° gave 0.214'2 grm.

BaSO,.

These results correspond to the following percentages:—
I. II.

20.46 20.70

Calcic a-CJilordihromaciylate, Ca(C3ClBr202)2 • 2i H^O.— The cal-

cium salt was prepared by neutralizing an aqueous solution of the acid

with calcic carbonate. From the concentrated solution the salt sepa-

rated in irregular branching needles, which lost two and one half mole-

cules of crystal water at 80°, after drying to constant weight in the air.

I. 1.2644 grm. of the air-dried salt lost 0.1006 grm. 11,0 at 80°.

II. 0.9273 grm. of the air-dried salt lost 0.0714 grm. 11,0 at 80°.-

Calculated for Found.

Ca(C3ClBr202)2.2iH20. I. II.

up 7.80 7.95 7.70

I. 0.8166 grm. of the anhydrous salt gave on ignition with II^SO^

0.2016 grm. CaSO,.

II. 0.8328 grm. of the anhydrous salt gave 0.1835 grm. CaSO^.

Calculated for Found.

Ca<C3ClBr202)2. I- H-

Ca 7.05 7.26 6.47

Potassic a-Chlordihromacrylate, KCjClBr^O^?— A solution of the

acid was carefully neutralized with potassic carbonate, evaporated to a
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small volume on the water bath, and finally to dryness over sulphuric

acid. It formed a deliquescent amorphous crust, in which the potas-

sium was determined after drying at 80°.

1.0508 grm. of the salt dried at 80° gave 0.3124 grm. K^SO^.

Calculated for KCiClBr^O,. Found.

K 12.92 "

'

13.36

Argentic a-Chlordihromacrylate, AgCaClBr.^O^. — The silver salt

was prepared by the addition of argentic nitrate to an aqueous solution

of the barium salt. It separated as a curdy precipitate, which could be

recrystallized from hot water without perceptible decomposition. It

crystallizes in rhombic plates, and is not affected by ordinary daylight.

0.4715 irrm. of the salt save 0.1799 grm. AgCl.

Calculated for AgCsClBivO,- Found.

Ag 29.07 "

'

28.72

/J-Chlordibromacrylic Acid.

The readiness with which chlortribrompropionic acid is decomposed

by alkaline hydrates has ali'eady been described,* and chlordibrom-

ethylen was identified as one of the products when the decomposition

was effected with the aid of heat in a strongly alkaline solution.

A more careful study of the conditions has shown that a halogen

atom may be eliminated without sevei'ing the connection of the carbon

atoms. If the solution is kept cold, and a calculated amount of the

alkaline hydrate— by preference baric hydrate— is added slowly, it

will retain its acid reaction until the change represented by the fol-

lowing equation is iiearly complete :

2C3ClBr30,Il2 + 2BaO,_,H2 = Ba(aClBr,0,)2 + BaBr^ + 4H2O.

The solution must then be made slightly alkaline, and kept so for

twenty-four hours. On acidifying with hydrochloric acid, the resulting

chlordibromacrylic acid is partially precipitated as an oil, and the

remainder may be extracted from the solution with ether.

The acid is purified by crystallization from hot water, in which it is

far more soluble than in cold. It is very soluble in ether and alcohol,

less soluble in carbonic disulphide and chloroform. By slow evapora-

tion from a solution in carbonic disulphide it crystallizes in oblique

prisms, which melt at 99°.

* These Proceedings, Vol. XVIII. p. 45.
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Several attempts were made by Mr. Huntington to determine the

crystalline form of this acid in order to compare it with that of a-chlor-

dibromacrylic acid. But unfortunately all the crystals we were able to

obtain for that purpose gave very imperfect reflections, and Mr. Hun-

tington was able to say only that in their general habit they resembled

closely those he had already measured of the a-acid. A few planes

gave fairly good reflections, and the angles thus measured were nearly

tlie same as those of the a-acid.
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Baric fi -Chlordibromacrylate, Ba(C3ClB^02)2 • 3 IIoO.— A solution

of the acid was heated with an excess of baric carbonate, filtered, and

concentrated by evaporation. On cooling, the barium salt crystallized

in oblique slender prisms, which were somewhat more soluble in cold

water than the barium salt of the a-acid. After drying to a constant

weight in the air the salt contained three molecules of crystal water,

which were slowly given up over sulphuric acid, but more rapidly at

80°.

I. 0.7765 grm. of the air-dried salt lost 0.0565 grm. H2O at 80°.

II. 1.0502 grm. of the air-dried salt lost 0.0782 grm. 11,0 at 80°.

III. 0.7185 grm. of the anhydrous salt gave 0.2462 grm. BaSO^.

IV. 0.5975 grm. of the anhydrous salt gave 0.2051 grm. BaSO^.

Calculated for Found.

BalCjClBroOolo.SHjO. I. II.

ll.f) ii-2 7.27 7.45,

Calculated for

BaCCsClBrjOolj. III. IV.

Ba 20.63 20.15 20.18

In determining the solubility of the barium salt in cold water the

following results were obtained :
—

I. 1.5511 grm. of a solution saturated at 20° gave 0.1413 grm
BaSO,.

II. 1.8345 grm. of a solution saturated at 20° gave 0.1676 grm.

BaSO,.

The solubility of the salt in water at 20° is therefore shown by the

following percentages :
—

I. II.

25.90 26.04

Calcic (i-CIilordibromacrylate, Ca(C3ClBr.,02)2 • '^ H>0.— On con-

centi-ating a solution of the calcium salt prepared by neutralizing a

solution of the acid with calcic carbonate, the sak separated in clusters

of branching needles, which were less soluble in water than the calcium

salt of the a-acid.

I. 1.2644 grm. of the air-dried salt lost 0.1345 grm. H,0 at 80°.

II. 0.9273 grm. of the air-dried salt lost 0.1038 grm. 11,0 at 80°.

III. 1.2124 grm. of the air-dried salt lost 0.1328 grm. H.O at 80°.

IV. 0.8820 grm. of the anhydrous salt gave 0.1887 grm.'CaSO^.
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Chlortribrompropionic Acid. P-Chlordibromacrylic Acid.

CBr.Cl CBrCl
I II

CUBr CBr
I I

coon COOH

Since the formula of /3-clilorcIibromacrylic acid is identical with (1),

the structure of the a-acid is probably represented by (2) ; or during

the addition of chlorine monobromide to bromprojoiolic acid, the weaker

halogen unites with the terminal carbon atom.

No. III.— ON /3-DIBROMDICriLORPROPIONIC AND
^-BROMDICHLORACRYLIC ACIDS.

By Charles F. Mabery and II. H. Nicholson.

)3-DlBROMDICHLORPROPtONIC AciD.

In a brief examination of the action of chlorine on /3-dibromacrylic

acid, it was found by F. C. Robinson and one of us,* that, although

the acid was not affected at ordinary temperatures, an addition-product

could readily be obtained by raising the temperature. Further study

of this reaction shows that the most desirable results are obtained as

regards time, as well as the quality and quantity of the product, if the

temperature is kept near 100°. In one experiment after continuing

the action for eight hours 5.9 grm. /3-dibromacrylic acid gave 7.9 grm.

of the crude /3-dibromdichlorpro2iionic acid, which melted without pu-

rification above 90°, or ninety-six per cent of the amount of pure acid

theoretically required.

The crude acid was easily purified by two or three crystallizations

from a hot solution in carbonic disulphide, which deposited the greater

part of the acid when cooled to 0°. It is but sparingly soluble in

water, more soluble in hot than in cold chloroform, and very soluble

in ether and alcohol. It crystallizes in oblique prisms, which melt at

100° and sublime slowly at higher temperatures. The composition

of this acid was determined by the following analyses :
—

I. 0.2142 grm. of the substance gave 0.4712 grm. AgCl -f AgBr.

II. 0.8223 grm. of the substance gave 0.3485 grm. CO., and 0.0510

grm. HgO.

* These Proceedings, Vol. XVIII. p. 44.

VOL. XIX. (n. S. XI.) 19
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/3-Bromdichloracrtlic Acid.

/3-clibromdichlorpropionic acid is readily decomposed by alkaline hy-

drates, and when the reaction is allowed to progress in the cold, the

elements of hydrobromic acid are eliminated with the formation of the

corresponding substituted acrylic acid. The best results were obtained

by treating the acid with an aqueous solution of baric hydi'ate in slight

excess over the calculated amount, and keeping the solution slightly

alkaline for twenty-four hours. Upon acidifying this solution with

hydrochloric acid, dichlorbromacrylic acid was partially precipitated

as an oil, which solidified when cooled to 0°. Since the acid is quite

soluble in water, the solution was extracted with ether, and the total

product was purified by several crystallizations from hot water.

This acid is very soluble in hot, rather sparingly soluble in cold

water, and very soluble in carbonic disulphide, chloroform, ether, and

alcohol. It crystallizes from water in lai'ge pearly scales, whicn melt

at 75°- 78°. Its composition was determined by analysis.

I. 0.2374 grm. of the substance gave 0.5059 grm. AgCl + AgBr.
II. 0.2034 grm. of the substance gave 0.4377 grm. AgCl + AgBr.

III. 0.7255 grm. of the substance gave 0.4433 grm. CO, and 0.0337

grm. H^O.

2 CI + Br
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baric carbonate. It separated after concentratiou on the water-bath in

prismatic crystals, which were less soluble in cold than in hot water.

I. 1.3022 grra. of the air-dried salt lost at 80° 0.11 G2 grm. 11,0.

II. 1.2529 grm. of the air-dried salt lost at 80° 0.1046 grm. H.O.

III. 0.5757 grm. of the anhydrous salt gave 0.2353 grm. BuSO^.

11,0

6a

Calculated for

BaCCaCljBrO.,). . 3 HjO.

8.58

Calculated for

BalCjCljBrOala-

23.82

Found.

I.

8.53

II.

8.35

III.

24.03

Calcic ^-Bromdicliloracrylate, Ca(C3Cl2Br0.2)2 . 3 11,0.— The cal-

cium salt separated in the form of rhombic plates sparingly soluble in

cold water, when an aqueous solution of the acid was neutralized with

calcic carbonate and concentrated on the water-bath. For analysis it

was dried first at a constant weight in the air, then at 80°.

I. 1.2318 grm. of the salt gave 0.1195 grm. H^ at 80°.

II. 1.1054 grm. of the salt gave 0.1088 grm. II.O at 80°.

III. 0.9719 grm. of the anhydrous salt gave 0.2741 grm. CaSO^.

H,0

Ca

Calculated for

CaCCaCLBrO,). . 3 n.fi.

10.15

Calculated for

Ca{C3CljBr02)2.

8.37

Found.

I. II.

9.71 9.85

m.
8.29

Potassic ^-Bromdichloracrylate, KCgCUBrOo.— The potassium salt

was prepared by neutralization of the acid with potassic carbonate.

After concentrating the solution the salt separated in minute prismatic

crystals, which were very soluble in water. "When dried to a constant

weight in the air, it lost nothing at 80°.

1.2362 grm. of the salt dried at 80° gave 0.4144 grm. K^SO^.

K
Calculated for KCsCLBrOj

15.15

Found.

15.03

Argentic ^-Bromdichloracrijlate, AgCgCl^BrO.,.— The silver salt was

thrown down as a flocculent precipitate upon the addition of argentic

nitrate to an aqueous solution of the acid. This salt is permanent in

ordinary daylight, and it can be recrystallized from hot water without
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decomposition. It forms irregular rhombic plates, which are very

slightly soluble in cold water.

0.G191 grra. of the salt dried over H.^SO^ gave 0.26G0 grm. AgCl.

Calculated for AgCjCljBrO,. Found.

Ag 33.03
"

32.34

Since /8-dibromacrylic acid has been shown * to have the structure

represented by the formula,

CBr,
II

CH
I

COOH,

the chlorine addition-product would naturally have the form,

CBrXl
I

CHCl
I

COOH,

and to the corresponding /3-bromdichloracrylic acid must be assigned

the formula,

CBrCl
I!

CCl
I

COOH.

IV. — ON ORTHOIODTOLUOLSULPHONIC ACID.

By Charles F. Mabery and George H. Palmer.

HiJBNER and Glassnerf found that, when paraiodtoluol was dissolved

in chloroform and treated with the calculated amount of sulphuric

anhydride, two acids were formed, which they called a- and /3-paraiod-

sulfitoluols. On trying the same reaction with orthoiodtoluol prepared

from orthotoluidin by means of the diazo reaction, we were unable to

effect any change in a chloroform solution, either in the cold or by the

application of heat. But when sulphuric anhydride freshly distilled

* H. B. Hill, these Proceedings, Vol. XVII. p. 151.

t Berichte deutschen Chem. Gesellsch., viii. 660.
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from Nordhausen sulphuric acid was added cautiously to the iodtoluol,

at first keeping the mixture cold, aud finally heating it for some time,

the reaction was easily accomplished. To separate the resulting pro-

duct from the acid mixture it was treated with an excess of baric car-

bonate, heated to boiling, filtered, and concentrated on tlie water-bath.

On cooling, the barium salt of orthoiodtoluolsulphonic acid separated

in clusters of needles, which were much less soluble in cold than in

hot water. So far as it could be determined by any difference in solu-

bility or crystalline form of the barium salt, only one acid was formed.

By precipitating carefully with sulphuric acid the barium from a solu-

tion of the barium salt, and concentrating the filtered solution on the

water-bath, the acid was left as an oily liquid, which did not solidify

when cooled to 0°, or on long standing over sul{)huric acid.

Baric Orthoiodtoluolsulphonate, Ba(C.IIgIS03)., . H H^O. — For

analysis the barium salt was prepared as above described, and dried

at first in the air, then at 100°.

I. 1.2312 grm. of the air-dried salt lost 0.0407 grm. H.O at 100°.

II. 0.8011 grm. of the air-dried salt lost 0.0300 grm. lip at 100°.

III. 0.5967 grm. of the anhydrous salt gave 0.1888 grm. BaSO^.

Calculated for Found.

Ba(CjIl2lS03), . 1^ HjO. I. II.

HP 3.54 3.31 3.G6

Calculated for Ba(C,HuIS03),.

Ba 18.G1 18.03

CnJcic Orthoiodtoluohulphonate, Ca(CJIgIS03), . 2^ II.,0. — This

salt was prepared by neutralizing the free acid with calcic carbonate,

and evaporating the filtered solution on the water-bath. The air-dried

salt was heated to 100°.

I. 0.02-13 grm. of the air-dried salt lost 0.0411 grm. H,0 at 100°.

11. 0.6250 grm. of the air-dried salt lost 0.0424 grm. 11,0 at'lOO°.

Calculated for Found.

Ca(C7H„IS03)j . 2i HjO. I. II-

11,0 6.62 6.61 6.78

0.7298 grm. of the anhydrous salt gave 0.1762 grm. CaSO^.

Calculated for Ca(C,H(jIS03)j. Found.

Ca 6.31 7.10

Plumbic Orthoiodtoluohulphonate, Pb(C.HJSO,,)., . 2 II._,0. -— The

lead salt was formed by treating the free acid with plumbic carbonate,
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filtering, and evaporating on the water-bath. The air-dried salt lost

two molecules of crystal water at 100°.

I. 1.2580 grm. of the air-dried salt lost 0.0o62 grm. H,0 at 100°.

II. 1.2538 grm. of the air-dried salt lost 0.0512 grm. H^ at 100°.

III. 0.7176 grm. of the air-dried salt lost 0.0294 grm. H.O at 100°.

IV. 0.6163 grm. of the anhydrous salt gave 0.2318 grm. PbSO^.

V. 0.6455 grm. of the anhydrous salt gave 0.2425 grm. PbSO^.
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XII.

RECENT OBSERVATIONS OF VARIABLE STARS.

By Edwakd C. Pickeiung.

Presented March 12, 1884.

The work of observing variable stars is a branch of astronomical

research which can be successfully prosecuted at observatories not

provided with the means for undertaking large pieces of routine work.

Hence, where these means exist, the observation of variable stars is

usually neglected, not from any doubt of its interest or importance, but

because it is assumed that attention will be paid to it at institutions less

fully equipped, and especially by the numerous amateur observers to

whose resources it appears so well adapted.

But in order to obtain the best results in this line of research, some

systematic division of the labor has become important. At present,

for want of system, some variable stars are observed with unnecessary

frequency, while others of no less interest are completely neglected.

A bibliography of the variable stars, which is in course of preparation

by Mr. S. C. Chandler, Jr., will exhibit large gaps in the observations

of many important objects in the list. lu such cases, the value of the

earlier observations is often impaired by the difficulty of connecting

them with those recently made.

In the hope of promoting a more systematic observation of the vari-

able stars, a pamphlet upon the subject, and a subsequent circular, have

been issued during the past year by the Harvard College Observatory.

In response to the recommendations of the pamphlet, a number of

observers signified their inclination to undertake the proposed work,

some of whom have already reported many valuable observations.

It is to be anticipated that their example will be followed by others,

so that the frequent renewal of the special lists of stars required by

each participant in the work will become inconvenient. Under these

circumstances it seems desirable to make a published statement of the

present condition of this brancli of scieiitilic inquiry, so that each ob-

server may judge for himself what part of the work can be most profit-

ably undertaken with the means at his disposal. This advantage would
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obviously be lost by waiting for the reduction and publication of the

observations. It is intended to publish another circular early in 1885,

giving, so far as practicable, the results obtained during 1884 by all

observers of variable stars. The value of this circular will depend

upon the amount of assistance which the various astronomers inter-

ested in the subject may be inclined to afford. Those who have

already undertaken to communicate their observations to this Observa-

tory will, no doubt, continue their co-operation. If the greater part

of the results obtained by independent observation elsewhere are also

communicated in a form so far condensed that they can be furnished

with little trouble to the observers themselves, the proposed circular will

exhibit a statement of the course of observation during the year suffi-

ciently complete to form a highly useful guide for subsequent work.

It is therefore hoped that observers of variable stars, whether profes-

sional astronomers or amateurs, will be generally disposed to furnish

the information necessary to the completeness of the circular. This

information relates to the following subjects :
—

1. Method of observation. If photometric, some account of the

instrument and the manner of using it. If not photometric, whether

the observations are made by Argelander's method, by the division

into tenths of the interval in brightness between two comparison stars,

one slightly brighter and the other slightly fainter than the star ob-

served, or by direct estimation of magnitude.

2. Stars observed during 1884, and the number of nights on which

each was observed. In naming the stars, it may be convenient to

use the numbers given in the first column of Table I. below.

3. The time and form of publication of the observations now con-

templated by the observer.

4. Plans for 1885, with regard to the stars selected for observa-

tion, and the number of nights on which it is proposed that each shall

be observed.

Further information, although not directly required for the purpose

of the circular, will be gratefully received. If the observations are

not to be published by the observer, a copy of them would be most

acceptable. If they are, any results already reached, as, for example,

the times and magnitudes of the maxima and minima of the stars, the

dates of the separate observations, or the number of nights in each

month of the year upon which a given star was observed, would be

of much service.

Table I. exhibits the results of observation of variable stars for

1883, so far as they are at hand, in order to show the nature of the
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TABLE I. — Variable Stars.

No.
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TABLE I.— Variable Stars.

No.
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TABLE I. — Continued.

No.
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TABLE I.— Continued.

No.
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TABLE I. — Continued.

1
No.
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TABLE I. — Continued.

No.
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TABLE I.— Continued.

No.
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TABLE I.— Continufd.

No.
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porary stars ; Class II., stars undergoing large variations in periods

of several months ; Class III., irregularly variable stars undergoing

but slight changes in brightness ; Class IV., variable stars of short

period, like ^ Lyrce or 8 Cephei ; Class V., Algol stars, or those which

at regular intervals undergo sudden diminutions of light, lasting for

but a few hours. The third column gives tlie name of the discoverer,

and the fourth column the date. The fifth column gives the number

of nights on which each star was observed in 1883 by the observers,

whose initials are appended to the figures. These initials are placed

in alphabetical order, and are explained below. The last column con-

tains the names of other astronomers who are known to have observed

the corresponding stars since 1880. Some of these names have been

abbreviated as follows : Duner, D. ; Ilartwig, IT. ; Safarik, Sf. ;

Schmidt, Sm. ; Wilsing, W.
The initials in the last column but one of Table I. refer to the

followincr series of observations :
—

C. This series is carried on by Mr. S. C. Chandler, Jr., at the

Harvard College Observatory. The telescope employed was made by

Mr. Clacey. Its aperture is 6^ inches, and the magnifying power

employed is generally 45 ; sometimes, 125 or 200. The observations

were begun in March, 1883, but their number has been greatly in-

creased since October. The present plan contemplates two or three

observations of each variable belonging to Class II. during every

month, whenever it is sufficiently bright to be visible. The obser-

vations are made by Argelander's method. Estimates of magnitude

are also made independently.

H. These observations are made by the Rev. J. Ilagen, S. J., at

Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin. After the middle of November, 1883,

the observations were independently repeated by INIr. Zwack. The

instrument is a telescope by Merz, three inches in aperture. The ob-

servations are made by the division into tenths of the interval between

two comparison stars. A copy of all the observations has been re-

ceived at the Harvard College Observatory, and is available for the

discussion of the variations of any of the stars observed.

L. These observations were made by Mr. H. A. Lawrence, and

will be mentioned below, under the heading U.

P. These observations are made by Mr. II. M. Parkhurst, at

Brooklyn, N. Y., with a telescope made by Fitz, nine inches in

aperture. The magnifying powers employed are 56 and 150. Many

of tlie observations are made by Argelander's method, and the re-

mainder with photometric apparatus devised by Mr. Parkhurst, in
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order to effect an optical diminution of the aperture, without dimin-

ishing the brightness of the field, until the disappearance of the star.

The telescope being fixed, the pencil of rays is gradually intercepted

and slightly deflected by a prism, the proportion of the light being

determined by the time which elapses after the passage of the transit

wire by the star. Both accuracy and facility of reduction are much
increased by placing over the object-glass caps bounded by logarithmic

curves. A copy of the observations has been received at the Har-

vard College Observatory, and is available for the discussion of the

variations of any of the stars observed.

S. These observations are made by Mr. E. F. Sawyer, at Cam-
bridgeport, Mass., by means of an opera-glass for the brighter stars,

and of a field-glass for the others. It is to be noticed that the obser-

vations of the star 95 b, made by Mr. Sawyer on twelve nights, con-

sist in the observation of twelve minima, each series usually including

a large number of comparisons. Mr. Sawyer has sent the results of

all his observations to the Asti-onomische Nachrichten.

U. These observations were made by Professor Winslow Upton,

of Brown University, durhig an expedition to observe the total eclipse

of the Sun which occurred on May 6, 1863. The observations were

chiefly made on board the U. S. S. Hartford, but partly on Caroline

Island, in the Pacific Ocean. No instruments except a field-glass

were employed in the comparisons, which were made by the division

into tenths of the interval between two comparison stars. Most of

the observations were independently repeated by Mr. H. A. Lawrence.

The stars observed were all south of —30° declination ; no account

has been received of any other observations of these southern stars

during 1883.

Z. These observations were made by Mr. Zwack, and have already

been mentioned under the heading H.

Although it is of course impossible to prepare a complete list of

stars suspected of variability, as distinguished both from known vari-

ables and from stars about the magnitude of which observers have

slightly differed, the attempt has been made iu Table II. to provide a

list of stars for the variability of which there is evidence enough to

make them interesting objects. When the variability of any of these

stars has been fully established, it will be very desirable to determine

their maxima, minima, periods, and light curves. In observing these

objects, the comparisons should be made either by Argelander's method

or by some other of sufficient precision to decide the question of vari-

ability. The mere estimation of magnitudes cannot suffice for this

purpose.
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TABLE II. — Suspected Variables.

No.
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TABLE II. — Continued.

No.
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XIII.

THE PHASES OF THE MOON.

By Arthur Searle.

Presented April 9, 1884.

During the passage of the Moon through the ordinary course of its

phases, the observed variations of the total amount of hght which

we receive from it are not readily accounted for by the accepted laws

of optics. The Photometrische Untersuchungen of Zollner (Leipzig,

1865) contains the results of previous inquiries into this subject, in-

cluding those of Zollner himself. Since then, so far as I have learned,

no important observations or theories relating to the phases of the

Moon have been made public. Additional knowledge of these phases

would have some useful applications to other subjects, and in particular

to that theory of the zodiacal light which ascribes it to sunliglit re-

flected from meteoric matter. From this point of view, an exami-

nation of Zollner's conclusions in the work above named, and an

attempt to derive some additional inferences from the material collected

by him, may be desirable.

The formula most commonly assumed as an expression of the

variation of the total observed light of a distant object, in consequence

of its changes of phase, is due to Lambert. The hypotliesis on which

it depends is that the light received from equally bright surfaces will

be proportional to their apparent areas. In other words, Lambert

asserts the quantity of light received from a small distant object to be

proportional, other things being equal, to the magnitude of its ortho-

graphic projection U2)on a plane perpendicular to the line of sight.

The validity of the assertion was rather feebly supported by Lambert

himself, and has never been clearly established. Zollner, however,

has pointed out some considerations favorable to Lambert's hypothesis ;

and it will probably continue to find emplovment, in the want of a

more complete investigation of the question to which it relates.

In addition to this special hypothesis, Lambert accepts the ordinary

photometric rule, (which appears to be almost a necessary consequence

of the rectilinear transmission of light,) that the actual illumination of
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a small surface, at a great distance from the source of liglit, will be

proportional to the magnitude of its orthographic projection upon a

plane perpendicular to the incident rays ; that is, if the surface is plane,

to the cosine of the angle of incidence. Its apparent illumination,

then, upon Lambert's theory, will be proportional, at any single point,

to the product of the cosines of the angles of incidence and emanation

at that point, if we understand the angle of emanation to signify the

angle between the normal to the illuminated surface and its direction

from the observer. This theory assumes that the reflection of light

from the given surface takes place irregularly, specular reflection being

altogether neglected. For this reason, as well as for others stated by

Zollner (p. 24), Lambert's formula seems likely to be fully apiilicable

only to somewhat translucent objects. A strictly opaque object, if

smooth, will probably exhibit the phenomena of specular reflection to

such an extent as to destroy the value of the formula ; if rough, the

theoretical quantity of irregularly reflected light will be variously

reduced in different phases by the shadows of the prominences.

With the assumptions above explained, Lambert arrived at the

result that the light received by irregular reflection from a distant

sphere would vary with the phases of the sphere in accordance with the

expression sin v — 1> cos v, where v denotes the angular magnitude of

the phase. It may also be deflned as the exterior angle, at the illumi-

nated object, of the triangle formed by the straight lines connecting

that object, the source of light, and the observer. If the total quantity

of light received from the sphere when in exact opposition is regarded

as unity, the quantity in any other phase will accordingly be denoted by

- (sin V — V cos v), provided that we regard as constant quantities
TT

the intensity and magnitude of the source of light, the magnitude and

reflecting power of the sjihere which it illuminates, and the distance of

the sphere both from the source of light and from the observer. The

coefficients depending upon these quantities will accordingly be neg-

lected in the present inquiry.

Zollner, in order to simplify the discussion of the lunar phases,

shows that the variable factor sin v — v cos v will be applicable, on

Lambert's hypothesis, to the phases of a right cylinder, with its axis

perpendicular to the plane of the triangle having its vertices at the

source of light, tlie cylinder, and the observer. The proposition may
apparently be extended to any surface of revolution subjected to the

same condition. Let dl denote an element of the generating line,

dh its orthographic projection on the axis, and dp its orthographic
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projection on a fixed plane containing the axis. Let r denote the per-

pendicular let foil upon the axis from dl, and the angle made by r

with a perpendicular to the fixed plane. The arc described by a point

in dl during the small fraction of a revolution which may be denoted

by dO is expressed by rd6; the projection of this arc upon the fixed

plane is r cos 6 dO. The projection of the surface, having dl and rdO

for its altitude and base, has r cos 6 dO for its base, but dh, not dp,

for its altitude. Accordingly, if I denotes the entire length of the gen-

erating line, and h its projection on the axis, the ratio of the element,

described by the generating line during its movement through dO,

to its projection on the fixed plane, is expressed by -^ Hence,

for different values of 6, the projections of the coi-responding elements

of the surface are proportional to cos 6. If the projection of each of

the surfaces described by the elements of I during its movement through

dO is substituted for that surface, and again orthographically projected

upon a new plane containing the axis, the final projections of corre-

sponding elements of the surface will appear by the same course of

reasoning to be proportional to cos 6 cos y, where y denotes the angle

made by r with the perpendicular to the new plane. We may regard

B as the angle of incidence of parallel rays of light upon a cylinder

circumscribing the supposed surfoce, and having the same axis ; y may

be regarded as the corresponding angle of emanation. On Lambert's

hypothesis, the ratio of light received from the given surface in differ-

ent phases will be the ratio of quantities obtained by the integration of

cos 6 cos ydO between limits determined for each phase by the extent

of the illuminated surface. Denoting the magnitude of the phase, as

above, by v, and regarding 6 and y as positive when they are measured

from the normal towards the terminator, the limiting values of

are — ^ tt at the terminator, and -^ (| tt — v) at the illuminated

limb; those of y are i tt — v at the terminator, and | tt at the illu-

minated limb. For any value of y, the corresponding value of $ is

y — (n — t'). Hence cos 6 cos y d6 = — cos y cos (v -\- y) dy,

the indefinite integral of which is — ^ [sin y cos (v -\- y) -\- y cos v].

Integrating between the given limits of y, we have the re<=ult

I (sin V — V cos v) ; the constant factor h indicates limitation to half

the surface, and vanishes from the ratio between the quantities of

light received from different phases. The integration may be some-

what simplified by employing the mean of 6 and y as the variable,

with the aid of the general formula

sin (a
-f-

b) sin (a — h) :^ ^ (cos 2 b— cos 2 a).
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To find the ratio of light, for a given phase, between two different

surfaces of revolution, we have only to determine the correspondino-

ratio of light for single elements of each surface, with the same values

of 6 and of y for each element ; the values to be assumed in practice are

^= y= 0. In the case of the sphere and the circumscribing cylinder,

the height of which is equal to the diameter of the sphere, let ^ denote

the angle between the axis and the radius drawn to any point in that

element of the sphere for which 6 and y vanish. At this point, the

angles of incidence and emanation are each equal to the complement

of ^; and the quantity of light received from the immediate vicinity of

the point will have the ratio sin- ^ to that received from an equal sur-

face at any point of the corresponding element of the cylinder. But

as the width of the spherical element, at the given point, is the pro-

duct by sin ^ of the width of the cylindrical element, the quantity of

light received from the element of the sphere, at the given point, will

have the ratio sin-^ ^ to that received from an equal length of the ele-

ment of the cylinder. Accordingly, if the radius of the sphere is the

unit of length, the ratio of the quantities of light received from the

spherical and cylindrical elements is )j I sin^ 'CdC Changing the

variable to — cos ^, which we may represent by x, we have

1 Tsin' I dt = I rtl — ^') dx =

the ratio found by Zollner (p. 40), from an independent determina-

tion of the phases of the cylinder, combined with Lambert's similar

proposition relating to the sphere. It is also sufficiently apparent,

although not distinctly set forth, in Seidel's statement of Lambert's

demonstration, that this ratio exists.

If, instead of the sphere, we consider a right cone, inscribed in a

cylinder of .the same height and base, the coefficient required to reduce

the phases of the cylinder to those of the cone is readily perceived to

be J cos ;)(,
in which ;^ denotes the inclination of the generating straight

line to the axis. The direct determination of the phases of the cone

is nearly as simple. The cosines of the angles of incidence and ema-

nation will be respectively expressed by cos ;i( cos $ and cos x cos y

;

the slant height of the cone is proportional to sec ^ ; and the ex-

pression to be integrated becomes

L
I cos X cos y cos (v -\- y) dy.
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For a frustum the height of which is insignificant in comparison with

the total height of the cone, the coefficient h disa2)pears.

Zollner regarded the analogy existing between the phases of a

smooth cylinder and a smooth sphere as an indication that the effect

of rouo'heniun' the surfaces would be somewhat similar in the two cases

(p. 51). Although it is doubtful if this extension of the analogy can

be carried far, it is still reasonable to think that it may be of use in

obtainiuij some notion of the kind of modification which Lambert's

formula will require when it is applied to the j)hases of a mountainous

body like the Moon. Zijllncr accordingly considered the consequences

of covering the surfaces of the cylinder with furrows parallel to the

axis, and obtained a general expression for the phases of this furrowed

cylinder without regarding the dimensions of the furrows as insignifi-

cant with respect to the diameter of the cylinder. By so regarding

them, the expression was afterwards reduced to

sin {v — 13) — {v— /5) cos (v — /3),

if we omit, as before, various f;ictors independent of the phase. In this

expression, /3 signifies the angle between the base and the slope of

each ridge, called by Zollner the angle of elevation. lie found his

own photometric observations between half and full moon well satisfied

by this formula when the value of /3 was assumed to be 52°.

The geometrical significance of the expression

sin {v— /?) — (y — ft) cos (v— ft)

was partially developed by Zollner (p. GG). A sufficient extension

of the process would liave enabled him to correct an error in his

analysis which, as it happened, did not attract his attention. The

expressions for the elementary surfaces F^ and Fg (pp. 55 and 56)

are not applicable throughout a sufficiently large phase. Both the

general expression and the simplified formula above mentioned are

therefore incomplete. The correction of the general expression is

unnecessary for our present purpose. "NVe may accordingly regard a

section of the cylinder perpendicular to its axis as a regularly serrated

circle, each serration being so small that the arc forming its base must

be considered as a straight line.

In the following figure, let A represent the junction of two adjacent

serrations, the vertices of which are at B and C. From B and C
draw the parallels BS, CS', directed towards the source of light, and

BT', CT, directed towards the observer. From A draw AM parallel
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to BS, and AN parallel to CT, respectively intersecting the straight

line BC at E and F.

Upon Lambert's hypothesis, equal amounts of light will emanate

from all straight liues at a sufficient distance from the observer, inter-

cepted between the parallels AN, BT', and equally illuminated ; that

is, so illuminated that equal lengths of different lines receive equal

quantities of incident light. This condition will be fulfilled (if the

intensity of the illumination remains the same for all the lines) when

the liues make equal angles with the rays of light. Suppose the

furrowed cylinder to be inscribed in a smooth cylinder, and BC to

represent a sensibly straight portion of the circle bounding the in-

tersection of the new cylinder with the plane containing the lines

AB, AC. At the same time, let the system of lines directed to the

source of light be revolved about B as a centre through the angle

ABC, so that the inclination of BS to BC may become equal to the

former inclination of BS to BA. The illumhiation of the line BC, or

of any part of it, as BF, will now be equal to the former illumination

of BA. But BF and BA are both intercepted between the parallels

AX, BT'; hence the quantity of light emanating from BF is equal to

that formerly emanating from BA. The revolution of BS about B
has increased the angle SBT' by the amount ABC; but SBT' is the

supplement of the magnitude of the phase, and ABC is equal to the

angle of elevation of the serrations. Accordingly, when the phase of

the smooth cylinder is less than the phase of the furrowed cylinder by

an amount equal to this angle of elevation, equal quantities of light

will reach the observer from the surfaces of which BF and BA are

respectively the sections.

If the position of tlie observer is changed, so that the angle CBT'

becomes equal to the angle of elevation ABC or ACB, the point F

coincides with C ; in this case, equal quantities of light are received

from BC in the smaller, and from BA in the greater phase. For still

smaller values of CBT', we have merely to substitute for BA that

part of it still visible to the observer. Hence, while the phase remains

so small that no pair of adjacent slopes, like AB and AC, are at once
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illuminated and visible, the liglu received from the visible parts of

slopes facing towards the terminator is equal to that received from the

continuous surface of the same region of the smooth cylinder when the

jjhase is diminished by an amount equal to the angle of elevation. In

this case, the formula obtained by Zollner is partially api)licable, since

it is accordant with the fact that no light will be received from the

furrowed cylinder until the phase is larger, by an amount equal to the

angle of elevation, than the initial phase of the smooth cylinder. As

this was the only point considered iu ZoUner's geometrical interpreta-

tion of his formula, the i-esult of his analysis appeared to be confirmed.

In considering the quantities of light rect:ived from the slopes facing

the illuminated limb, it will be convenient to assume what is approxi-

mately true iu the case of the Moon, that during the changes of phase

the angles of emanation at given points of the illuminated surface are

constant. Upon Lambert's hypothesis, equal quantities of light will

emanate from lines equally inclined to the line of sight, but of different

lengths, provided that these lines have received equal quantities or

incident light. In the ligure, the lines CA, CE, receive equal quanti-

ties of incident light, and if we now suppose the phase diminished by

the revolution of CT, and the lines parallel to it, about C as a centre,

through the angle ACB, the observed light from CE will be equal

to the light formerly received from CA. Since, however, we have

assumed the direction of CT with respect to CA to be invariable, this

result signifies that, when the phase is diminished, a quantity of light

equal to tliat formerly received from CA is now received, not from

CE, but from an equal arc of the circumference of which CE is part,

situated as far from the new terminator as CE was from the original

terminator. It may also be observed that BF -|- CE > BC. Ilcnce,

in order to assume, with Zollner, that the light received from the

smooth cylinder in the reduced phase is equal to that previously re-

ceived from the furrowed cylinder, we must assume at the same time

an increase of reflecting power in i)art of the smooth cylinder. Leav-

ing other geometrical considerations to suggest themselves, we may
now construct the formula required to represent the phases of the

i'urrowed cylinder.

Returning to the figure, let s denote the length of tlie slope AB or

AC; /?, the angle of elevation ABC or ACB; tt— v, the supplement

SBT' of the magnitude of the phase ; $, the angle of incidence on EC,
of which MEB is the complement; and y, the corresponding angle of

emanation, the complement of which is NFC. As before, 6 and y will

be regarded as positive when measured from the normal to BC towards
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the terminator, and the constant factors expressing the intensity of the

light and the dimensions of the cylinder will be neglected. The short

arc BC may be represented by ofy, if we consider the vertex of an

angle equal to y as placed in the axis of the cylinder. The quantities

of light received from the slopes AB and AC will be respectively ex-

pressed by s cos (0— /?) cos (y— ft) and s cos (9 -j- /3) cos (y -|- y8).

The value of s is g sec /? dy, and that of ^ is y — (tt — v).

These expressions do not represent the consequences which result

from the opacity of the surfaces considered, so that the integration

must be confined to the limits within which the whole surface of every

slope is illuminated and visible. The slopes facing towards the ter-

minator for which — /8 < — ^ tt will not be illuminated, and the

slopes respectively opposite them will be partly in the shade. The
slopes facing towards the illuminated limb for which y -j- /8 > J tt

will not be visible, and those opjjosite to them will be partly hidden.

The required integral is therefore

— 1 sec ft \ Tc'^or (y - ft) cos [vJr(y- P)] d{y-ft)
IJ iff — v

+ Teas (y + ft) COS b + (y + ft)] d (y + ft)]

the terms of which have the same foi'm as that of an expression

already found (p. 312). If v = 2 ft, as well as when w < 2 /?, no

finite region exhibits slopes wholly visible and illuminated, so that this

formula is then inapplicable. For those cases in which y > 2 /3,

the sum of its two equal terms becomes, on reduction,

I sec ft [cos 2 ft sin {v — 2 ft) —(v — 2ft) cos v].

When ft = 0, the limits of the integration coincide with those of the

phase, and the result becomes | (sin v — v cos v) , as before. When

ft = J TT, V cannot exceed 2 ft.

To complete the solution, we have still to consider the partly visible

and the partly illuminated slopes. The first case is exhibited in Fig. 2,
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and the second in Fig. 3. The length of BD, the visible portion of

the slope AB, is readily found to be —-^—: dy ; that of CD, the^ ' ^ cos (y — ^) '

COS Q
illuminated portion of AC, is -

—

dy. The expressions to be

integrated in the two cases are respectively cos y cos (6 — /?) dy,

and cos 9 cos (y -j- /?) dy. The first may be reduced to

— cos y cos \_(v — p) -\- y'\ dy,

the second to

cos (v -\- y) cos (y -\- jS) dy,

and this, again, to

-cos (y + ^) cos[(^;-;8) + (y + ^)]^(y + y9).

To determine the limits of integration, we are to consider that while

?; < /? no illuminated portion of the furrowed cylinder can be visible

;

and also that for values of v between /? and 2 /? two illuminated por-

tions of the cylinder will be visible, separated by a dark interval.

Part of each slope facing towards the terminator will be illuminated,

and will include a visible portion, for values of y extending from i tt

to I TT — {v — yS). These are accordingly the limiting values of y
in the integration of — cos y cos [ (y — /^) "j- y] dy. Part of each

slope facing towards the illuminated limb will be visible, and will

include an illuminated portion, for values of y extending from -^ tt— y8

to ^ 7r— V, where the terminator is reached. The expression

- cos (y + /?) cos [(. _ ^) + (y + ^)] (f (y + /5)

is consequently to be integrated between the limits

^ IT and I TT — (v — /3).

It is only necessary to compare these expressions, and their limits,

with the results obtained above (p. 312), to see that each of the defi-

nite integrals required will have the value

1 [sin {v — IB)-(v—P) cos {v — fi)] ;

it is also apparent from geometrical considerations that this should be

the result for values of v between (i and 2 /?. When v > 2 ^, the

inferior limit of the integration of — cos y cos [(y — ft)
-|- y] dy

remains constant at ^ tt — /?; and the superior limit of the other inte-

gration becomes ^ tt — (v — 2/3). The result of each integration

is now
i [sin ft cos (v — 2 ft)

—
ft cos {v — /3)].
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When V = 2 (3, this result coincides, as it should, with that from

I [sin (v-l3)-~{v- (S) cos (v - /3)].

The collection of the separate results of the inquiry furnishes the

following rule for computing, upon Lambert's hypothesis, the phases

of a right cylinder, with a surface occupied by regular furrows, parallel

to the axis, and of dimensions too small to be comparable to those of

the cylinder, which is supposed to be placed at a great and constant

distance from the source of light and also from the observer, with

its axis perpendicular to the rays of incident light and to the line of

sight :
—

If we adopt as the unit of measurement the quantity of light received

from a smooth cylinder equal in height and diameter to the furrowed

cylinder, when the magnitude of the phase is an entire semi-circum-

ference, denoting this magnitude, for any phase, by v ; the angle of

elevation, formed by the base and slope of each ridge, by /3 ; and the

observed quantity of light, by L ; then, if /5 = 0,

L = - (sin V — V cos v). (1)

If /? > 0, and y < ^, L = 0.

lfv>(3>0,andv<2/3,

L = - [sin (v—(3)—(v — (3) cos {v— yS;]. (2)

Ifv = 2/?,

L = -(sin/3 — /3cos/3). (3)

If V > 2 /5 > 0,

L = - [sin i3cos(v— 2 13) — ft cos (v— /5)]

_]_ Jl sec /3 [cos 2 /3 sin (v — 2 (3) — {v — 2 (3) cos v^, (4)
IT

By the collection of the terms of equation (4) which contain re-

spectively sin V and cos v, the equation is reduced to

L= - sec /S [(1 — /J sin 2 j8) sin y— (t;— 2 /? sin^ yS) cos v]. (5)

Equation (5) is readily transformed to

L = - sec ^ [sin w — v cos v — 2 /? sin /? sin (v — /?)]. (6)
TT

Since the expression log ^ (sin v — v cos v) has been tabulated
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by Seidel,* equation (6) is somewhat better adapted to numerical com-

putation than equation (5), Equation (2) may be very readily com-

puted from Seidel's table.

By means of equations (2) and (6), numerical expressions may be

obtained for the quantities of light corresponding to the phases of the

furrowed cylinder for assumed values of yS, in terms of the quantity of

light received from the smooth cylinder in opposition. If we adopt as

the unit the quantity of light received from the furrowed cylinder

itself when v = tt, we must divide each result by the corresponding

value of the expression - sec /? (tt — 2/3 sin- /S).

The differential coefficient of the value of L in equation (6), taken

with respect to v, is

- sec ;8 [v sin v — 2/3 sin /3 cos (v — /S)].

The value of L, accordingly, if /3 > 0, does not reach a maximum
when V = TT. For this value of v, L is greatest when the value of /3

is about 38° ; when (3 = 60°, L = 1 ; and for the limiting value

2
ft = 90°, L = -. This last result appears from equation (3) ; equa-

tion (6) is not applicable to the case without previous reduction to (3),

since v cannot exceed 2 /3 when /? = ^- tt.

Numerical values of L for six assumed values of /3 are given in

Table I. The unit of light, in this part of the table, is the quantity

received from the smooth cylinder when ?; = tt. The last three col-

umns contain results derived from the work of Zollner. The first of

these columns contains the values of L •according to his formula, when

(3 = 52°, and when the amount of light received upon this supposition

is regarded as unity if v = tt. The next two columns relate to the

twenty-two sets of observations, the results of which are given on

page 102 of his work. These results are here arranged in accordance

with the values of v, for which, the phase being always large, Zollner

substitutes the corresponding elongations of the Moon. The values of

V are here printed in Italics when the observations were made after full

moon. The observation made when v = 179° is assumed by Zollner

to be in accordance with his formula, in order to compare the other

observations with the results of the theory. This assumption is here

retained.

* Untersuchnngen iiber die Lichtstarke der Planeten Venus, jNIars, Jupiter

und Saturn. Miinclien, 1869. (Pp. 100-102 contain the table above mentioned.)
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TABLE L

V

5
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renders it less accordant than Zollner's own formula with the results

of his observations. Upon examining the residuals, I find the results

to be as follows :
—

Sum of Sum of a veriee
Positive Ne-'iitive ,f^^^'^^^
Residuals. Residuals.

I'^vation.

By Zollner's formula, 0.326 0.314 0.029

By equations (2) and (6), when v= 60°, 0.166 0.648 0.037

By assuming L to increase 0.137 for an
I a -io 4"1 04^

increase of 10° in v, J

It appears, then, that Zijllner's formula probably represents the

actual phases of the Moon, near opposition, better than it represents

the phases of a furrowed cylinder, computed upon Lambert's hypoth-

esis. The similarity between the two objects is certainly not great

enough to make it at all surprising that their phases should diifer.

It may now be asked whether any useful inference can be derived

from the theoretical investigation undertaken by ZiiUner, and re-

examined in the preceding pages. Before deciding this question in

the negative, it may be well to review the facts which have hitherto

come separately to our notice.

In the first place, while Lambert's hypothesis of the emanation of

light stands greatly in need of experimental verification, it is still too

accordant with some familiar facts to be regarded as a mere conjecture.

Smooth rounded surfaces under a diffused illumination (as, for ex-

ample, drifts of snow under a cloudy sky) have a general appearance

of uniform brightness, which makes it difficult to distinguish their out-

lines against a background of the same color. It may well be that

the true law of the emanation of light is not so simple as Lambert

regarded it, while yet his hypothesis may furnish a tolei-able approxi-

mation to the truth. The corresponding hypothesis with regard to

incident light is so universally accepted, that it needs no verbal sup-

port, although additional experimental evidence with regard to it, and

especially with regard to the modifications which it may need in

practice, is highly desirable.

Accepting these two hypotheses, Lambert's formula for the phases

of a smooth distant sphere follows as a matter of course ; and the

attempt has been made above to show that any smooth surface of revo-

lution, with its axis perpendicular to the plane determined by the

positions of the source of light, tlie illuminated body, and the observer,

will resemble the sphere in its phases. It is therefore somewhat

surprising to find that the actual phases of the Moon, at least near

opposition, disagree so decidedly with the results of Lambert's formula.
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Herschel's observations, as collected and reduced by Zullner, exhibit a

still greater divergence from Lambert's formula than those of Zullner

himself. Bond also obtained a like result from his own photometric

observations.

It seems, accordingly, to be well worth while to investigate the

results of Lambert's hypothesis when applied to a rough body of some

kind. As a first step in this direction, Zijlluer's discussion of the

phases of a roughened cylinder was apparently judicious, although he

seems to have laid too much stress on the analogy between a smooth

cylinder and a smooth sphere. But the accidental error in his analysis,

which has been noticed above, would have made it difficult to decide,

in the absence of further examination, whether any confidence could

be placed in his conclusion. The formula obtained in the preceding

pages, however, agrees with Zollner's in its most important peculiarity.

We find that the phases of a furrowed cylinder, like the observed

phases of the Moon, must exhibit a comparatively rapid increase of

light towards opposition, and that this increase ends abruptly when

opposition is reached, beginning to diminish abruptly as soon as oppo-

sition is passed. The great angle of elevation required in the ridges

of the cylinder, before its computed phases begin to resemble those of

the Moon, makes it probable that other forms of roughness besides

that exhibited by the furrowed cylinder are concerned in the problem.

But the degree of success attending the investigation proj^osed by

ZiJllner is sufficient to encourage further examination. Undoubtedly,

however, additional observations are much more important, if not more

interesting, than these theoretical reconciliations of Lambert's hypoth-

esis with the facts of nature.

The meteoric theory of the zodiacal light is affected by inquiries

into the phases of rough bodies, since it is highly probable that the

meteors assumed, to produce the light are of irregular shape and of

uneven surface. An important result already obtained is, that minute

but abrupt irregularities may be expected materially to modify the

phases of the bodies which exhibit them, and that, upon any plausible

hypothesis of reflection, such irregularities will tend to produce a

relatively great amount of light in the direction opposite to that of the

Sun. A few obvious remarks naturally present themselves with re-

gard to the probable effects to be expected from different kinds of

irregularity in surfaces ; but these effects need some mathematical ex-

amination before anything can be said of them sufficiently definite to

be useful.
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XIV.

MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS OF 133 STARS NEAR THE
NORTH POLE, OBSERVED IN 1882 AND 1883, AT
THE FIELD MEMORIAL OBSERVATORY OF WIL-
LIAMS COLLEGE.

By Truman Henry Safford.

Presented April 9, 1884.

The Observatory of Williams College is at present composed of two

buildings at some distance apart. The old, or Hopkins Observatory,

contains a Clark equatorial of 7^ inches aperture, whose mounting

by another maker is old and unsatisfactory, and a Simms transit of 3f
inches aperture, of ancient date, and in need of repairs. These instru-

ments are employed for practice by the students, to whom the situa-

tion in the College grounds is convenient ; but their horizon is much

encroached upon by trees and buildings. This is the oldest observa-

tory now in use in this country.

The newer, or Field Memorial Observatory, now consists of an iron

house, containing the Repsold meridian circle, with which the following

observations were made. The situation of this house is better adapted

to observation ; it is upon a slight elevation about a quarter of a mile

from the College buildings, with a horizon bounded only by the neigh-

boring mountains, Greylock in the southeast, the Taconies of New
York in the west, and the hills of Vermont in the north. The instru-

ment, of 4^ inches (French) in aperture, was completed in 1881 ; but

the building was delayed quite needlessly by the contractors, so that

the mounting did not take place until June, 1882, and the observa-

tions here given were begun a few weeks later. The intervening

time was spent in getting the instrument into proper adjustment, and

in tlie business of the annual Commencement. A few observations

were made before the focal adjustment ; these have not been reduced,

except to rate the clock, which is an old one, removed from the Hop-

kins Observatorv.
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The new building, the instrument, and the fund which renders it

possible to carry on astronomical observations, are the gifts of the

same gentleman, the Hon. David Dudley Field, of New York City,

well known in all civilized countries for his services to international

jurisprudence.

The series of observations here presented is, it is hoped, the begin-

ning of a large catalogue of stars. It is published in this form in

order to set forth some principles, which, as I believe, represent the

present state of practical astronomy with regard to the construction

of a secondary catalogue ; and to interest other observers in the appli-

cation of these principles.

These observations are also intended, in connection with earlier

ones upon the same stars, to meet a definite practical necessity for an

extensive catalogue of polar right ascensions for various purposes

of practical astronomy and geodesy. There are many observations

whose final discussion, especially with respect to systematic corrections,

will need to be based upon a combination of such catalogues as the

one here presented ; and the need of more such, especially for the

latest epochs, is sensibly felt by all who have been obliged to make

time-observations in the field for telegraphic longitudes. This is

especially true in our Western Territories ; the telegraphic communica-

tions are often precarious, and an accurate catalogue which enables the

astronomer to determine his time, by portable instruments, in half an

hour, with the precision of a fixed observatory, would often be of great

assistance towards economy of labor.

I have already published such a catalogue of polar right ascensions

for 1865, and its repetition on a more extensive scale is now, I think,

timely. Certain unsolved questions relating to personal equation will

also be advanced towards a solution by the speedy publication of the

materials here collected.

The method of observation is the following.

At the beginning of an evening's work the time is determined, as

well as the deviation of the instrument from the pole, Bessel's n, by

stars from the Berlin Jahrbuch. These observations are followed

by a set of observations of stars to be determined, and the evening's

work concluded by other stars from the Berlin Jahrbuch. From the

beginning I have taken pains that every determined star should be

preceded and followed by enough standard stars to make the interpola-

tion of the n perfectly certain, and to give the n a weight of at least

two observations of the star to be determined. Latterly, as the pre-

cision of the observations has become greater, I have taken similar
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pains with the clock corrections ; so that now the framework of a good

evening's observation is the following :
—

( 2-3 standard polars.

1 2 " time stars.

Stars to be determined.

(" 2-3 standard polars.

( 2 time stars.

It sometimes happens, however, that a star to be determined is pre-

ceded by an observation upon five wires and followed by another upon

five wires of a close standard polar, like Polaris or X Ursae Minoris.

In case the weather changes during the evening, I have considered

it safe to employ a one-sided determination of 7i and of the clock

correction whenever the mean of the transits of the two or three

standard polars is within an hour of that of the star to be deter-

mined.

The standard polars used by preference are those of the Jahrbuch

within 10° of the pole; those between 5° and 10° receive three-fourths

weicfht. When it is necessary to go beyond 10°, stars between 10°

and 20° receive one-half weight. Such stars of the Jahrbuch as are

given in the following catalogue are beyond 10°, and the observations

here given have in no case been employed to determine the polar

deviation.

The collimation has been determined by combination of level and

nadir, or, latterly, by two collimators ; one of these has an aperture

of 2h inches, and is an ordinary telescope with tube, pivots, level, and

micrometer ; the other is composed of a long-fociis object-glass of

five inches aperture and a temporary meridian mark, to be later re-

placed by a permanent apparatus, provided by the makers, but not yet

mounted.

In the use of the catalogue of the Jahrbuch the only point to be

especially noted is, that polar stars whose places are relatively uncer-

tain have been, so far as possible, avoided. Their uncertainty has been

pointed out by Professor Auwers. the author of the catalogue ; and is

mainly owing to proper motion. The best stars are those which were

observed by Bradley twice or more. One pair of stars (7G Draconis

above pole, and Draconis 1 H. below, or vice versa) gave values of n

differing systematically from each other by over OM ; but it so hap-

pened that the mean correction, derived from later observations of

both, combined with a new investigation of their proper motions, was

almost exactly zero; so that I made it a rule to observe the pair
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together, leaving the more refined investigation of the necessary-

corrections to a hiter date. At first I employed the standard polars

between 10° and 20° polar distance more freely than later.

Whenever stars beyond 10° of the pole were employed to determine

n they received a weight of one half, and those between 5° and 10° a

weight of three fourths ; those within 5° (of which the Jahrbuch gives

daily ephemerides) represented the unit of weight; the probable error

of an n corresponding to this unit bus been, in the mean, not far from

±0''020. This probable error, however, does not include the whole

of the errors in the .Jahrbuch places, but is somewhat greater than

would be given by perfect standard right ascensions reduced to my
method of observing. Omitting those stars beyond 10° of polar dis-

tance, for which I have no great number of observations, and elimi-

nating errors of star places and personal equation, but making no

distinction between observations in different positions of the instru-

ment, I obtain ±0^018 for the probable error of a transit, weight

= 1. This includes a fair average of the earlier, less precise obser-

vations.

In the tables which follow are given the separate results for each

night, as they were derived from the immediate reduction. The calcu-

lations were not, strictly speaking, duplicated; but a course was pur-

sued which teft very little chance of error. The first thing to be

noted is, that only those stars were reduced which have been four or

more times observed between July, 1882, and December, 1883. It is

intended to observe each star's right ascension eight times, in two

different positions ; and to double or quadruple this number for the

more important polars.

All stars within 10° of the pole brighter than the magnitude 7.5

(Durchmusteruiig), all in the same region which are fainter but im-

portant from proper motion, and all others, wherever situated, which

I can find to have been anywhere used as standar-d northern polars,

are included in the working list. Each siich star might be observed

in eight positions, as the instrument is reversible, and its object-glass

and eyepiece interchangeable, if we included observations below the

pole. Two of these positions, four observations in each, will suffice

for the majority of stars; four positions, for the stars of Professor

Albrecht's catalogue, prepared for the European geodetic association -,

while the eiglit positions, or 32 observations, will be adopted for stars

within 10° of polar distance whose places are given in the ephemerides.

The more important standard polars of the Jahrbuch will not be defini-

tively determined until the mark is permanently set up : at present
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their observations furnish only values of n and equations of condition

(not here given) among the various stars.

The instrument was not reversed during the present series, but the

eye-piece and object-glass were interchanged, September 4, 1883.

Before that date the observations were not so accurate as afterwards,

owinji to various small causes of error. The instrument was liable to

slight strains, until the counterpoises were properly regulated ; this

affects the observations up to April 17, 1883. There was a month's

interruption after this date, due to illness. The collimation was a

little uncertain during the winter; the assistant who determined it by

level and nadir met with some difficulty in levelling, and his results

were not very accordant. The clock was frequently inaudible ; much

of the time an assistant gave me the ticks during transits, and relief was

finally obtained by a galvanic connection with a telegraphic sounder.

This took place in or about July, 1883. The exchange of object-glass

and eyepiece put an end to a trouble with the field illumination, which

was due seemingly to a displacement of the prisms in transportation.

Very few observations are made upon less than five wires; half-

weight * is given to one or two wires ; and in the case of the stars

nearest the pole the movable vertical wire is freely used. As its coin-

cidence with the fixed wire varies a little with the temperature, it is

necessary to determine its coincidence with the central fixed wire very

carefully. The reductions to mean place have been effected with the

data of the American Ephemeris,— which agree closely with those

of the Jahrbuch,— and have been duplicated in many cases, employ-

ing Bessel's two sets of formula;. As declinations have not been

observed, they have .been pretty carefully computed from modern

catalogues, so that their values as employed are usually correct

to 1".

* More frequently the half-vvcijilit is clue to a combination of unfavorable

circumstances noted at the time of observation, or in one case to large and

irregular changes in the instrumental correction, so that its true value was un-

certain. One observation has been rejected for this reason ; but may per-

haps prove reducible later.
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MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS FOR 1883.0.

Results of Separate Observations.

Bradley 48.

1883, Nov. 7

16

27
Dec. 6

Mean A. R. 1883.0

h. m. 8.

30 59.-3.3

58.90

59.14
59.12

30 59.122

Bradley 74.

1883, May 17

June 1

Nov. 16
27

Dec. 6
15

h. m.

44 0.46

0.21

0.54

0.63

0.49

0.64

Mean A. R. 1883.0 44 0.495

Bradley 65.

1883, May 29
June 1

Nov. 7

27
Dec. 6

15

m.

51
s.

29.87

29.42

28.08

27.34

27.74

27.49

Mean A. R. 1883.0 51 28.323

Bradley 95.

1883, May 25 s. p.

29 s. p.

June 1 s. p.

8 s. p.

Mean A. R. 1883.0

h. m. s.

56 37.95
39.00

38.49

38.12

56 38 390

38 Cassiopeia A. E.

1882, Dec. 8
12 [wt.= i]
15

1883, Jan. 15

A. E.

Mean A. R. 1883.0

+0.33
-t-0.69

+0.14
0.00

+0.233
32.314

h. m.
1 22 32.547

Groombridge 339.

s. p.

s. p.

s. p.

s. p.

m.

361883, June 5
8

12

14

Mean A. R. 1883.0 1 36

55.32

54.63

55.57

54.19

54.928

Schwerd 75.

1882 June 5 s. p.
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MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS FOR 188S.0. — Continued.

Groombridge 700.
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MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS FOR 188S.0. — Continued.

Radcliffe 1311.
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MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS FOR 1883.0. — Continued.

Camelopardali 23 H.
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MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS FOR -[8S3.0. — Continued.

Groombridge nil*.
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MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS FOR 1883.0.— Continued.

ScinvERD 529.

1882, Nov. 10 s. p.

15 s. p.

16 s. p.

18 s. p.

1883, April 2

6
9
10

Mean A. R. 1883.0

tn.

38 31.88

31.42

31.78

31.04

31.44

31.81

32.12

31.92

8 38 31.751

SCHWERD 533.

1882, Oct. 30 s. p.

Nov. 4 s. p.

6 s. p.

8 s. p.

1883, Mar. 23
24
29

April 2
Mean A. R. 1883.0

ni.

41

8 41

Radcliffe 2218.

1882, Oct. 7 s. p
13 s. p
14 s. p

Nov. 6 s. p
8 s. p

1883, Mar. 29
April 2

6
9

Mean A. R. 1888.0

h. m.

8 50

8 50

s

15.51

15.31

15.99

16.05

15.83

15.80

16.18

15.89

15.820

43.89

44.22

43.48

43.90

44.00

44.10
44.24

44.77

44.21

44.090

Groombriuge 1480.

1883, April 10

13

14
17

Mean A. R. 1883.0

h. m. R.

8 53 38.52

38.57

39.25

8872
8 53 38.765

ScinvERD 587.

1833, April 2

14

17

17 s

27 s

29

Oct.

Nov.
P-

s. p.

s. p.

Mean A. R. 1883.0

h. m. 8.

9 44 41.06

41.77

40.80

41.12
41.40

41.52

9 44 41.278

Radcliffe 2104.

1883, Mar. 20
22

April 2
10

Oct. 17 s. p.

Nov. 27 s. p.

28 s. p.

29 s. p.

Mean A. R. 1883.0

h. m. s.

9 49 40.32

39.82

40.19

40.32

40.64

39.76

40.86

40.47

9 49 40.360

Radcliffe 2407.

1883, Mar. 20
April 2

17

Oct. 17 s. p.

Moan A. R. 1883.0

h. m
9 58

9 58

13.82 *

11.63

11.83

13.55

12.708

Camelopardali 29 H.

1882, Oct.

Dec.

1883, Mar.

13 s. p.

9 s. p.

12 s. p.

20

h. m.
10 12

April 14

17

Oct.

Nov.
17 s. p.

27 s. p.

28 s. p.

Dec. 3 8. p.

6 s. p.

Mean A. R. 1883.0 10 12

28,

26
26
27
26.

26.

27

27.

26
27
26.

26
26

121
46
76
34
47

99
07
08
29
01

86
26
892

* Tliis ?t;ir. a close pol.ir. w.is oli.scrTed with the micrometer: and for this date the micrometri-
cal Zpr(i-]i(iiiit is ;ipp:irciitly ill-dcti-niiiiu'd

t Tliis (iliservatioii is (iis(rc|);int, (iroljulily owing to a change in tlie position of the instru-
nii'iit , tint the seeing w.ts .-ilso very bad, .-itid I have retained it iiiudiangi'd for uniformity's sake,

Icavim; any correction to a Hnal discu.xsioi! of a few suspected evoninj^s. As soon as nearly final

ri^jht-asccnsions of all (he stars observed on this date sliall be ready, it will lie possible to follow

the changes in the v.ilue of n from l.Si'.S to 22''. .3 siilereal time, and dci-ide whether the dis-

crepancies in this quantity are accirlental or prostre.ssive ; at present Ccphci 01 II. s p gives

n + c=^l<!U!»; Oameloiur.lili .3'J II. s. p. -f 2< 11.3. 1 had attributed the dilTercnce to the
wretched seein;' in assi^iiiii;; the mean, and so reduced all the ob-crv.ili iii.>.
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MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS FOR 1883.0. — Continued.

Radcliffe 2594.

1882, Oct.

Nov
28 s. p.

4 s. p.

10 s. p.

1(3 s. p.

1883, Oct. 17 s. p.

Nov. 10 s. p.

Mean A. R. 1883.0

h. in. s.

11 19.59

18.31

10.08

19.83

18.00

17.23

11 18.173

Groombridge 1782.

1882, Oct . 20 s. p.

28 s. p.

Nov. 4 s. p.

10 s. p.

h. m. 8.

11 23 32.00

32.89

32.17

32.00

Mean A. R. 1883.0 11 23 32.415

Groombridge 1850.

h. m. s.

11 58 51.34

50.00

50.61

49.90

Mean A. R 1883.0 11 58 50.042

1882, Nov. 4 s. p.

10 s. p.

1883, Dec. 26 s. p.

29 s. p.

Bradley 1050.

h.

12
m.
13 25.50

9n
1883, May 29

Oct. 15 s. p. 'J,'i:^i

Nov. 7 s. p. 24.93

10 s. p. 25.05
Dec. 26 s. p. 25.53

Mean A. R. 1883.0 12 13 25.250

Bradley 1072.

1882, Nov. 10 s. p. C. des T.
18 s. p.

21 s. p.

1883, May 17

18
25
28

Oct. 15 s. p.

Nov. 7 s p.

10 s. p.

Dec. 20 s. p.

Mean
C. (les T.

h. m. .s.

Mean A. R. 1883.0 12 14 20.658

s.

+0,
+2.
+2,
+2.
+2.
+2.
-r4.

+2.
+1.
+2.
+2.
-h2.

18.

.77

41

.17

.08

02
98
22

00
42
59
02
358
30

Groombridge
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MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS FOR 188Z.0.— Continued.

Groo.mbkidge 2007.
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MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS FOR 1883.0. — Continued.

Groombridge 2270.
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MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS FOR ISm.O. — Continued.

Gkoombkidge 2476.
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MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS FOR 1883.0. — Continued.

Bradley 2412.

h. m. s.

18 39 34.30
34.78

34 81
34.86
34.5-2

34.70
34.21

34.59

34.50

34.59

34.69

34.59

Mean A. R. 1883.0 18 39 34.000

1882, July 20
Sept. 9

12

1883, Mar. 1 s. p.

8 s. p.
13 s. p.

22 s. p.

Sept. 6
15
17
18 ;

19

50 Deaconis.

1883, Sept. 15
18
19

Oct. 3

A. E.

Mean
A. E.

+0.07
+0.01
+0.14
+0.28
+0.125

8.402

Mean A. R. 1883.0
h. m. s.

18 50 8.527

Radcliffe 4208.

1882, Sept. 9
12
16

1883, Mar. 16 s. p.

Ausi. 8
Mean A. R. 1883.0

h.

18
m.
58

18 53

s.

1.97

1.98

2.42

2.53

147
2.074

V Dr.^conis.

1883, Oct. 9

11

15
16
17

18

Mean A. R. 1883.0

B. J.*

Mean
B.J.

—0.16
—0.10
—0.07
+0 11

+0.12
—0.10
—0.0:;3

4'J(>G2

h ni. s.

18 55 49.029

Radcliffe
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MEAN RIGHT ASCENvSIONS FOR 1S8S.0. — Continued.

SCHWERD 1172.
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MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS FOR ISSrj.O. — Continued.

Bradley 2701.

1882, Oct. 14

30
4
G

Mar. 13
21

h.

20
m.
34

Nov.

1883,

Sept

Oct.

Mean A. R,

28
24
15

19
22
1

1883

P-

P-

P-

P-

20 34

lO.OG

9.93

9.73

9.68

9.81

10.08

9.98

10.44

9.79

10.01

10 29
9.60

9.950

75 Draconis.

1882, Oct. 13

30
Nov. 4

6

1883, Mar. 13 s. p.
21 s. p.

23 s. p.

24 s. p.

Mean A. R. 1883.0 20 35 31 666

li. m s.

20 35 31.85

31.45

3126
31.40

31.44

31.82

31 73
32.;]8

SCHWERD 1235

1883, Apr. 13 s.

14 s.

Oct. 3

5
22

20 35 51.35

51.11

51.56

51.25

51.55

Mean A. R. 1883.0 20 35 51.364

74 Draconis.
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MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS FOR 1883.0. — Continued.

R.\DCLIFFE 5228.
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MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS FOR 1883.0. — Continued.

i

——
Cephei 3G H.
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CATALOGUE OF MEAN KIGHT ASCENSIONS FOR 1883.0.

Name of iiUr.
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CATALOGUE OF MEAN RIGHT ASCENSIONS. — Cowitnuerf.
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CATALOGUE OF MEAN EIGHT ASCENSIONS. — Continued.

Name of Star.
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38 Cassiopciae
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jner 1875.0
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The employinent of Mr. Gill's reversing prism would perhaps be

desirable in the continuation of this series.

The probable error of a single observation of a star within 10° of

the north pole has been found to be rather less since the counterpoises

were adjusted, in May ; and a still further decrease has been indicated

since the object-glass and eyepiece were exchanged in September.

The illumination of the field, as before stated, has been more satis-

factory.

I find from a great number of stars the followinji values reduced to

the equator :
—

« cos S.

1882— 1883, April 17, ± 0'.0267 (64 stars).

1883, May 9— 1883, Dec. 31, ± 0».0l96 (GO stars).

These values, however, are obtained by comparing observations in the

same position of the instrument.

For the whole time I find by 49 stars the value

€cos8 = ±0'.0238

from observations in two or three positions indifferently ; a value

which is very little larger than the average of the values which

precede.

There are not enough stars beyond 10° from the pole to give an

accurate value of the probable error, which in this region is some-

what increased ; nor have 1 yet divided those within 10° into zones

of declination.

From 46 stars observed since Sept. 5, 1883, only, I find

ceosS = ±0'.0161,

and it is quite possible that this smaller probable error may hold good

for present and future observations, so long as the instrument remains

in its present normal condition ; the relative weights of the dilTcrcnt

periods will, however, be better discussed when more materials are

available ; and especially when a sufficient number of stars have been

observed in four or more positions.

Another question deserves investigation : whether the personal equa-

tion for polar stars changes from time to time. I conceive, however,

that the study of this point must at present be deferred. The simplest

and best method to determine it will be to compare observations of

successive whole years. I do not imagine that the reversal of object-

glass and eyepiece would, )>y bringing into use new parts of the
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pivots, produce a supposititious personal equation of this sort in a series

of observations so entirely differential in character as the present; and

the second complete year will not be finished till July, 1884.

In the attempt to compare the present observations with similar

ones of earlier dates I was at once met with the difficulty arising from

the lack of exact proper motions. The two early catalogues which

are most available for their computation are Aiiwers's Bradley and

Struve's Dorpat Observations of 1814-15. But I have not yet had

time to complete the long calculations necessary for this purpose.

The plan which I have formed is, first, to reduce to a fixed epoch all

observations of these close polars which are free from dependence

upon a meridian mark of the old fashion; omitting especially Fedorenko,

Piazzi, Groombridge, and Pond, all of which require either large sys-

tematic corrections or frequent allowance for abnormal discrepancy.

The better catalogues, without especial systematic correction, will give

by least squares values of the proper motions, which will contain the

personal equations, it is true, but the residual errors will afford some

guide to their signs and amounts. The process would be analogous

to that which Professor Newcomb has employed for standard right

ascensions and Professor Boss for standard declinations ; that is, in

the least-square solution, one part of the chance errors for any given

star is owing to the systematic error of the catalogues employed. It

is of course impossible in this way to obtain the absolute values of the

systematic corrections, and quite likely that the final results will not

agree any better than if two catalogues, an old and a new one, were

arbitrarily adopted as the basis for these corrections ; but the method

has at least the merit of exhibiting such discrepancies as really exist,

and of showing what parts of the problem are for the time being abso-

lutely insoluble. The observations of the next half-century are in

fact necessary for its complete solution. It is my intention to con-

tinue these calculations, which have been long begun, and in which I

have been assisted by one or two of my former pupils.

A rather serious stumbling-block in this matter, which will for a

long time to come make it difficult to obtain exact reductions from

one stiuidard to another, and still more difficult to find a standard

which is not in some degree arbitrary, lies in the relation between

Bradley and Struve. For stars so near the pole as these, Bradley's

observations give larger right ascensions than Struve's of 1814-15,

so that, as ^lUdler has long ago pointed out, considerable positive

reductions are needed to reduce the latter to the standard which he

adopted,— the Posiliones Medics. Whether this standard was held to
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by him close enough is somewhat doubtful ; there seems, however, to

be no doubt that an interpolation between Bradley and the modern

catalogues to the epoch of Struve's earlier work would give on the

whole somewhat greater right ascensions of the stars of my list than

Struve himself, even after the systematic corrections used by Arge-

landoi', which arc derived from adopted positions of the clock stars,

were applied.

In other words, the distribution of the early observations of any

given polar is apt to be so irregular that any least-square solution will

give somewhat uncertain results; and it will not be soon possible to

arrange a really normal catalogue for these, any more than for other

needed stars ; a difficulty which in this case is aggravated by the small

number of those objects in the critical positions which have been fre-

quently enough observed.



A NEW THEORY OF COHESION
APPLIED TO THE THERMODYNAMICS OF

LIQiJIDS AND SOLIDS.
•

By Harold Whiting.

Presented by invitation, March :2, 1SS4.

§ I. The phenomena of surface tension, elasticity and

latent heat prove that between the particles of matter,

whatever they may be, there is an attraction which must

be some function of the distance between them. It is this

attraction against which work is done by expansion; and

since work is the product of force and distance, we may
obtain a measure of cohesion when we know the coeffi-

cient of expansion and the difference of the specific heats

of a body under constant pressure and under constant

volume.

The latter, unfortunately, in the case of solids and liquids,

has not been accurately determined, so that this simple

measure cannot be applied; but since the specific heat of

liquids invariably exceeds that of their vapors at the same

temperature, and the liquid coefficient of expansion is less,

the cohesion in the liquid state must be much greater

than in the state of vapor; and we may roughly calcu-

late, in certain cases, the law of its variation.

We have, for instance, for boiling water, a specific

heat of 42,000,000 ergs (C. G. S.), while that of steam,

under constant volume, is 15,600,000 ergs, nearly; the

difference being 26,400,000, and the coefficient of volumi-

nal expansion of water at 100° being (apparently) .0007,

a force of 38,000,000,000 dynes (C. G. S.) must be

overcome in order to account for this work. The pres-

sure of saturated steam is less than its calculated value,
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according to Gay-Lussac, by from 600* to 5000 dynes.f
;

The expansion into vapor being nearly equal to 1630 vol- 1

umes of the boiling liquid shows that the cohesive attrac-
i

tion must have diminished between seven million and
\

seventy million times, while the distance from particle to i

particle must have increased in the ratio of the cube !

root of 1630, or 11.75. ^^^ this case, therefore, we might
I

infer that the cohesive attraction per unit of surface varied •

inversely as some power of the molecular distance not '

less than six and not greater than seven and one-half, a

mean value being the most probable; and remembering
J

that the number of particles which exert this attraction

diminishes as the square of the distance increases, the i

molecular attraction would vary according to the fourth
j

or fifth power, inversely. %

For alcohol, in the same way, the coefficient of expan-
;

sion at 78° being .0013, the total expansion into vapor about '

455 volumes, and the difference of specific heats, 15,000,000

ergs, the cohesion is about 12,000,000,000 dynes per I

square centimetre, and since the pressure of the saturated
|

vapor according to Gay-Lussac,J reduced by suitable
]

formulae, is 15,000 dynes less than the theoretical value, I

it would appear that the molecular attraction varied as
i

the four-and-two-thirds power, inversel}'.
i

For ether we find a difference of specific heats of only

4,000,000 ergs, and a coefficient of expansion .0017, in-
'

dicating about 2,400,000,000 d3'nes for the cohesion; the '

expansion into vapor is about 235 volumes, and the pres- |

sure of cohesion of the vapor, deduced from Gay-Lussac's i

figures, § is 14,000 dynes, also indicating the four-and-
|

two-thirds power of the distance. i

These are the only liquids which I can find, the density 1

* Allowing for the space occupied by the molecules. See Zeuner, Chap. I, III, Chaleurs

lafentes interne et externe.

t See Deschanel's Natural Philosophy, Part II. (283-284.

J See Zeuner, French Translation, 1869, page 282.

§ Zeuner, ibid.
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of whose saturated vapors has been satisfactorily deter-

mined; and the indication is clearly that the cohesive at-

traction varies inversely as some power of the distance

between four and five.

The constancy of this law may be established by com-

paring the tables for latent heats and surface tensions.

The latter is easily seen, as Sir William Thomson and others

have pointed out, to represent, numerically, a large frac-

tion of the Avork necessary to volatilize a film of the

thickness of one molecule; and neglecting this thickness,

which does not var}' through wide limits, we shall find

that the surface tension and latent heat are approximately

proportional. That is, not only the equivalent of the work
necessary to separate a liquid into the thinnest possible

laminae (or films) is approximately proportional to that

necessary to volatilize it completely, but also both of

these quantities are determined by the attraction of the

molecules for each other, which could not be the case

unless the law of variation of this attraction were the

same, or nearly the same, for all liquids.

In no matter what way the cohesive pressure is calcu-

lated, we find that the latent heat varies very nearly in

proportion; thus the total latent heat of steam is 536
units, of alcohol vapor 202 units, and of ether vapor 91

units, corresponding to the order of the cohesive pressures

alreadv calculated, and also to the order of their surface

tensions, 81, 26 and 19 (dynes per centimetre).

These points will be more carefully considered after an

analytical investigation of the actual relations which must

subsist and those which probably subsist between these

various quantities; at present all the evidence of the facts

is to show that the cohesive attraction between two mole-

cules varies as the fourth or fifth power of their distance,

inversely, and not as any power materially greater or less.

There are various points of view which would make it

seem improbable that any such general truth can be estab-
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lished, and this accounts, undoubtedly, for the fact that the

laws of cohesion have hitherto escaped a systematic in-

vestigation. These considerations will be met later on.
;

It would seem, moreover, at first sight, that a multitude of

solutions might be possible, each equally capable of ex-

plaining the various phenomena by means of a sufficient

number of arbitrary assumptions— a number continually '

increasing, as new facts are discovered, until, like the cor- I

puscular theory of light, the whole structure would fall as j

if by its own weight, under the blows of some simpler

hypothesis.
j

Such is not the nature of the present investigation,
j

which adds nothing to the assumptions already required

by the molecular theory save one, which is shown to be

the necessary consequence of various phenomena.

The object of this paper will be to investigate more

fully the nature of the law of cohesion and to apply it

to the solution of the relations existins: between certain !

physical constants well known in thermod3'namics. It ,

may be stated that these have been generally viewed,

hitherto, from a purely empirical standpoint.

f

]

§ 2. There are evidently three distinct pressures which

exist in a liquid or solid: first, the external pressure (/^) ; ,

second, the kinetic pressure (/^'), due to the vibration of
j

the molecules; and third, the cohesive pressure (/^"), due
j

to the attraction of these molecules for each other. If
j

these pressures are all expressed in the same unit (dynes 1

per square centimetre), and are reckoned positively out-

wards, we have for a body in equilibrium the expression,

direction is inwards. %

P+ P' -\- P" = o,

the line drawn over P and P" indicating that their true
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The rough investigation of § i is probably sufficient to

show that in vapors, P," in liquids and sohds, P may gen-

erally be neglected; so that in vapors Pand P\ in liquids

and solids, jP" and P' are very nearly equal and opposite.

That is, in liquids and solids, the cohesive pressure plays

the same part as does the external pressure in vapors.

The well-known formula connecting the volume, V^ the

pressure, P, and absolute temperature, 2", of a gas,

—— = constant,

or, in the form used largely in the kinetic theory,

PV = — Mv\
3

where J/ is the mass and v^ the mean square of the molec-

ular velocity, is established upon the assumption that the

molecules of a gas are small as compared with the distance

between them. If the molecule has any size, that is, if

it prevents other molecules from approaching within cer-

tain definite limits, the free path (/) will in all cases be

shortened by an amount (/') which I propose to call the

molecular diameter. The present investigation proceeds

on the usual hypothesis that the latter is nearly, at least,

constant.

Since then the free path is shortened in the ratio of/ to

/— /', the kinetic pressure will increase, cceteris f>aribus^

in the same ratio, and we shall have for solids and liquids,

PT = — Mv'
I

3 I—

I

The kinetic theor}' asserts that two bodies are at the

same temperature when their molecular kinetic energies

are equal, that is, when

mv^ fn^v*
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and that furthermore

mv^

J^o mVo

2

whence combining, and denoting by vi, the mass of a

hydrogen molecule, and by vl the mean square of its

velocity at the freezing temperature of water ( 7^o= 273°),

we have, remembering that the density D is the quotient

of J/ and F,

r VV^ -— _ , 1.

3 ;// /; / — /

the fundamental formula in the kinetic theory of liquids

and solids. If we suppose /' very small as compared with

/, this formula immediately reverts to one of the forms well

known in the theory of gases.

Let us now suppose that a body on being heated 1° ex-

pands freely by the small ratio e; and that it is again com-

pressed at constant temperature to its original volume.

Designating by E the modulus of voluminal elasticity (after

Maxwell), or coefficient of resilience (after Everett) under

constant temperature, we shall require by definition an

external pressure, Ee^ equal and opposite to the increase of

internal pressure due to heat. The volume being un-

changed, the density must be the same; and if there be no

change in the molecular arrangement, the factor / -^ (/—/')

must be unchanged; so that the only variable in equation I.

is T^ which has increased from a value, Z", to the value

T -\- 1°, thus causing an increase of the kinetic pressure

equal to

3
° m 7; /-/' T

from which we see that

3 m I^l—

/
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that is, the continued product of the coefficients of vo-

himinal elasticity and expansion with the absolute tem-

perature is equal to the kinetic pressure.

This theorem applies only to liquids or solids in which

no molecular rearrangement is brought about by heat or

pressure, and which consequently agree, like gases, in

obeying the same general laws of expansion. An exami-

nation of the tables will show that most liquids fall under

this categor}^ The most important exception is water,

which we shall see, from many considerations, is not to be

treated as a pure liquid, even at moderately high tempera-

tures. In such liquids, /' may be treated as a variable, and

there is no connection between the real and apparent

compressibility and expansion.

The theorem is, in other respects, perfectly general, and

gives, for gases (in which eT ^=. \ by the Law of Charles),

P' ^^ E^ as it should be. The importance of the theorem,

in determining readily the free path of a molecule and the

measure of cohesion for liquids and solids, has apparently

been overlooked. The application to liquids is restricted

only by the paucity of those whose elasticity has been de-

termined, and its extension only by our ignorance of the

real nature of the law which governs molecular cohesion.

Let us therefore assume that the force between any two

molecules in the line joining them varies as the x\\\ power

of their distance, inversely; then the component of this at-

traction in any direction will also vary as the x\k). power

inversely; and if we conceive of a perfectly homogeneous

and uniform expansion in which every line is increased

in a certain ratio, called the ratio of linear expansion, so

that the angles subtended by a particle are in no case

altered, nor the direction of any line fixed in it, then the

component of the attraction of every particle for every

other, resolved in any one direction, will also vary as the .rth

power of the linear expansion, inversely, no matter how the
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particles may be situated with respect to the common line of

resolution; and hence the resultant force of cohesion, per-

pendicular to any surface, due to the action of all particles

on one side of that surface upon all particles on the other,

will also vary as the Ath power, inversely, of the ratio of

expansion, while the area of the surface separating a given

number of molecules will vary inversely as the square of the

ratio of expansion. It follows that the resultant cohesion

/^", measured in dynes per square centimetre of surface,

will vary inversely as the x -\- 2^ power of the ratio of

linear expansion.

Denoting, therefore, by P^' the value of the cohesive

pressure when the volume is V^ and the average molecular

distance /, we shall have

X -\-2

P" L'^' V. 3
o ' o

o

also, taking logarithms,

3 log /— 3 log 4 = log V— log f;

whence, by differentiation,

dl _ dV
^ I V

Now it is established in thermod3aiamics that the work

hW done in the (small) expansion SF against the press-

ure P IS

hW=P"hV,
hence the total work necessary to overcome the cohesive

forces in expanding from a volume F, to a volume V^ will

be

I
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If between the limits, F", and V2, ^ can be regarded as

constant and equal to a, we have

_ 3

«— I

whence if [^ = i we may write

a— I

hence we have, for the total work required for completely

vaporizing the unit of volume of a body, at constant tem-

perature,

,v=ca 3
I — a

^^' a— I

It is easily seen that if a-, be the maximum value of

a, during expansion, and t?, the minimum value, greater

than I,

IV>—

^

PJ'
a^ — I

<—^— p:
a^ — I

for, since Kis necessarily greater than i, each term in the

series is e^reater than ^ /l"A V 3 and less thanto

«.

«,— I

It follows that, independent of any theory of cohesion,

if the force be known to vary inversely as some power of

the molecular distance not greater in any case than a, and
not less than a,, the internal latent heat of vaporization of

the unit of volume of any substance is known within two
limits, in terms of the cohesive pressure P^\ under which
the substance exists in the original state.

Thus wc have a mathematical proof of the statement

in § I, concerning the mutual dependence of latent heat

and cohesion.
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The possibility of such a connection, independent of

the choice of units, is easily established by the considera-

tion that the dimensions of work per unit of volume and

pressure per unit of surface are the same, a consideration

by which the discovery of some law like that alluded to

might have been anticipated.

Denoting by a some value of the variable x between a,

and a^, a value which, although perfectly definite in any

case, is known only to lie within these limits, we have for

the internal latent heat,* Z, of the unit of volume, whose
mass is D, the equation,

JLD = —1— p;', III.
a— I

where J is the mechanical equivalent of heat, and remem-

bering that — Pq =1 P -\- P' we have, numerically,

3^^^ = -^z^ {p+n
where P may generally be neglected.

Combining with II. we have'&

-^^^^^r^iP+E.T), IV.

an equation by which the value of a can be determined.

For a given value of a there will be an indefinite num-
ber of possible theories by which this value can be real-

ized, but of this number one only is likely to be plausible.

On the other "hand, given any theory of the cohesive force,

the value o\^ a will be absolutely determined in every case,

so that we shall be able at once to decide for or against

the theory.

The internal latent heat (which will be understood throughout this paper) is that neces-

sary to convert the unit of weight of a substance into vapor of-the same temperature without

doing external work.
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§ 3. The necessary data appear to have been deter-

mined only for the five liquids in the table: — *
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Hence no force can explain the laws of cohesion which is

not capable of varying, inversely, as a power of the dis-

tance which is greater in some cases than four at least,

and less in others than 2^. It would therefore appear that

the law of universal gravitation, which requires a variation

at great distances according to the inverse square, cannot

explain the phenomena of cohesion; neither can an}' force

which disappears completely in the state of vapor.

We have seen the conditions required by the considera-

tions of the preceding sections. The only forces known
to physics which can by any possibility satisfy them are

those involving both attraction and repulsion, that is, po-

larity in some form.*

There is, however, a possibility of error in the result of

any reasoning, no matter how many facts may have been

gathered to support it; and in most minds there will be

found an unwillingness to limit in any way the application

of such a general truth as the law of universal gravitation,

the beauty of which, if it could be adapted to the explana-

tion of the laws of cohesion, would be admitted by all. It

is to answer this objection, and to prove, once for all, that

the law of universal gravitation can never explain the

phenomena in question, that the following proof is added

of a proposition which might be considered self-evident.

Let us suppose that the attraction between different par-

ticles varies inversely as the A^th power of the distance;

then the potential will vary inverse!}' as the x— i^^ The
potential at the common centre of a series of nearly spheri-

* It is true that, in one sense, the law governing all forces, properly so called, is fundamentally

the same, being reducible to elements attracting or repelling inversely as the square of the

distance ; nevertheless, in effect, forces are essentially different.

Two small systems of electrified points, neither being charged as a whole, will in general

attract each other inversely as the fourth power of the distance. Small circular currents or

electric vortices will do the same; and this is also the law for small magnets under certain

conditions. (See Maxwell, Volume II., ^ 388.) Arranged in different ways, two particles of

magnetized matter may attract inversely as the square, the fourth power, or again

inversely as the seventh power of the distance; and the probable resultant of an indefinite

number of such particles will be found to vary inversely as some power between the fourth

and fifth of the average distance bet^veen them.
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cal shells whose mean radii are proportional to the num-

bers I, 2, 3, 4, etc., into which all the particles of a body

may be considered as distributed in numbers proportional

nearly to the squares of the radii, will be a constant multi-

plied by the series,

+(i)-"'+(i)'""+(i)'"'+«-
or its equivalent as far as convergence is concerned. Now
it is well known that, unless the exponent in this series

were greater than unity, the series would not converge;

accordingly the potential at any point would depend upon

the whole quantity of surrounding matter, and not merely

upon the nature and distribution of the substance in the

immediate neighborhood; hence the latent heat would be

governed, not only by the amount vaporized, but also by

that which remained in the liquid or solid state. That is,

a definite latent heat for a given substance would be im-

possible unless X— 3 > i. We conclude that it is abso-

lutel}^ necessary that the attraction between different

particles of a body, upon which latent heat depends,

should vary, on the whole, inversely as some power of the

distance greater than the fourth, so that this application of

the law of universal gravitation must finally be abandoned.

A number of facts, based upon the variations of spe-

cific heat in the liquid state and the departures in gases

from the Law of Boyle and Mariotte, might be brought

forward to support the evidence already adduced; enough

has probably been said to prove that if the phenomena are

to be solved at all, it must be by some force which varies,

for the most part, inversely as the fourth or filth power of

the distance.

§ 4. Having proved that a force of no other type can

explain the phenomena arising from cohesion, it is now of
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interest to inquire whether there are any known forces, simi-

lar to those of electric or magnetic action, which may be

adequate to this task; and the following sections arc ac-

cordingly devoted, for the most part, to the analytical inves-

tigation of the consequences of various suppositions.

The solution of problems in the theory of cohesion can

only be obtained through some simple hypothesis; and the

first which we shall examine is that the normal attraction

of two particles is inversely as the fourth power of the dis-

tance. The investigation of the theory of cohesion from

this point of view will be greatly facilitated by the study of

the attraction and repulsion of small magnets, the laws

for which are apparently identical with those which we
have supposed.

Since any distribution of magnetism may be represent-

ed as the resultant of an indefinite number of very small

magnetized particles, arbitrarily arranged, no matter what

the shape of these particles may be,* I shall assume for

convenience, in this investigation, that the ultimate par-

ticles of matter which need be considered are analogous

to small uniformly magnetized spheres, which may or

ma}' not correspond to the chemical atoms. The corres-

pondence, if any exist, will appear in this and in the next

section.

The strength of field at any point, due to a uniformly

magnetized sphere, may be represented by that due to a

small magnet of equal moment at its centre ;f hence the

action of one magnetized sphere on another may be repre-

sented by that of a small magnet at the centre of the first

upon the whole mass of the second sphere; but the action

of the second sphere upon this small magnet would by the

same proposition be equal to that of a second small mag-

net at its own centre; and therefore, since action and reac-

tion are equal and opposite, two uniforml}' magnetized

* See Gumming, Theory of Electricity, Prop. I., page 225, et seq.

t See Gumming, Theory of Electricity, Prop. IX., page 276.
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spheres must attract or repel exactly as two small mag-

nets of respectively equal moments would do, if placed at

their centres.

Since the field due to a small magnet is shown to vary

in any direction inversely as the cube of the distance,'^* the

attraction for a second small magnet, measured by the dif-

ference of the action upon the nearer and farther pole, will

vary as the rate of change of a force, itself var3ing inverse-

ly as the cube of the distance, which rate of change is

seen at once, by the principles of the calculus, to vary

inversely as the fourth power of the distance.f

So long, therefore, as the atomic arrangement is not

disturbed, whether a substance be elementary or com-

pound, the attraction between any two atoms according to

the analogy will vary, as we have supposed, inversely as

the fourth power of the distance, and therefore, in the per-

fectly homogeneous expansion described in the last sec-

tion, the value of x will be constant and equal to 4, so

that we shall have

JLD = — P". I.

If, however, the substance be not elementary, we must

remember that, in the state of vapor, the spheres (or

atoms), which we have supposed to be completely sepa-

rated, must afterward be reunited in clusters, so that a part

of the energy required to separate them completely will

not be needed. An approximation to the relative amounts

of energ}^ required to volatilize an element and a com-

pound, respectively, will be found by considering from

how many atoms a given atom is separated in each case,

and what attraction is exerted by each atom from which it

is separated.

It is of course impossible to obtain an exact solution

without knowing the atomic grouping, both in the solid

• Gumming, ibid,

t See Maxwell, § 388.
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or liquid and in the gaseous state; but we know that it is

impossible for a given atom to be surrounded by more than

twelve at equal distances from it and from each other, and

that, in order to have thirteen or more, some of the central

distances must be increased. In any compact atomic ar-

rangement, we shall therefore not commit a serious error

by assuming that there are twelve atoms at unit-distance

from a given atom, forty-eight at two units' distance, and in

general 12 n^ at n units' distance.

Not knowing how these atoms may be arranged, we
must apply the theory of probabilities to determine the

potential at any centre due to all the surrounding atoms;

and we shall find that this potential, like the probable

error of the mean of a number of terms, is proportional

to the square root of that number; 11^ atoms at ;/ units'

distance will therefore through interference have a prob-

able effect only as great as n atoms combined; and since

the potential must vary, cccteris -paribus, inversely as the

cube of the distance, the effect of 12 it" atoms at n units'

distance, as in the case of an indefinite number of magne-

tized particles, w411 be equal to that at unit-distance of 12

atoms divided by if. The whole number of atoms sur-

rounding a given atom will therefore be equivalent, very

nearlv, to

12(1 + JL + JL + J^ _[- etc.)

atoms at unit-distance.

This series may be broken up into two, namely,

' + 7+7 + 7 + ^'-

which is shown* to be equal to —-, and a second series,
8

Ricmann's "Partielle Differentialgleichungen," } 23, fin.
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_L4-JL-j_JL-uJL-4-etc

which is easily seen to be one-fourth of the original series.

Since, then, three-fourths of the series is equal to —--^ the

>

whole series is equal to —- .

6

We see, therefore, that the theory which we are investi-

gating is not open to the criticism which caused us to

abandon the theory of gravitation, since the potential,

which determines the latent heat, is practically indepen-

dent of the whole mass of a substance, provided only that

it contain several lavers of molecules or atoms, as we
alwa3^s suppose it to do.

The latent heat is the same as if about 2 tt^ atoms could

surround a given atom, and for convenience in rough cal-

culation we may call this number twenty.

It follows that a substance having two atoms in the

molecule will require about one-twentieth less heat to

volatilize it than if it had only one, since in the latter case

each atom is practicall}^ separated from twenty others

(whose interference may be neglected), while, in the for-

mer, one of these remains by its side. In the same wa}-, if

the molecule contain three or four atoms, clustered, the

substance will require two- or three-twentieths less heat

respectively; but when there are more than two atoms in

the molecule, we may have a variety of atomic groupings

possible, and to obtain even a rough measure of the latent

heat, a knowledge of the graphical symbol will be neces-

sary.

If the atoms be of different kinds, the solution becomes

still more complex, and indeed impossible in the present

state of our knowledc^e of the molecular constitution.*

'^* See, however, Ruhlmann, Mechanischen Warmetheorie, Volume II., page 226 et seq.
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A special device must be invented for approximation in

each particular case; and although a solution of this sort

is of course worthless for purposes of demonstration,

it will be sufficient to show whether the facts are

satisfied or not by the theory within reasonable limits,

and if the error, introduced by the complexity of a mole-

cule in a given case, is found to be small as compared to

the whole quantity, we may suppose that any small mis-

take in the elimination of this error will have still less

influence in the result.

We have reason to expect, a priori, that in any simple

liquid the latent heat Avill be less than its uncorrected value

by not more than fifty per cent.; and if we allow for a

mistake of even twenty per cent, in calculating the correc-

tion, we ought not to be in error by more than ten per

cent, in the result.

When the latent heat has been determined, we ought

to be able to supply either the elasticity or the coeffi-

cient of expansion, with the same degree of approximation,

wherever formula II. of § 2 applies. If a liquid be not

simple, but compounded (chemicall}') of two, difl:ering

widely in their properties, especially if the union be not

very intimate, we may shorten the calculation by treating

the compound liquid as a mechanical mixture of its com-

ponents. Thus ethyl h3-drate (alcohol) may be treated

as a mixture of 18 parts water and 74 parts ethyl oxide

(ether), whereas the latter (ethyl oxide) would not be

treated as a mixture of ethylene and water, even if we
possessed the necessary data.

§ 5. In applying the rules and formulae of the preced-

ing sections, it must be remembered that they were estab-

lished on the assumption, which has not so far been

questioned, that the ultimate atoms are perfectly elastic.
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1

but nevertheless sufficiently hard to resist any change of

shape induced by the sudden pressure of impact. In the

case of gases and vapors, it is known that this yielding

may be disregarded; but in liquids and solids we have no

right to assume that the laws founded upon this assumption

will be rigorously true. It must not be attempted, without

a special examination, to apply them to mercury, or any

substance whose coefficient of expansion is so widely diffiir-

ent from that of a gas. A cursory glance at the tables of

expansion will be sufficient, however, to show that the

densest bodies have, in general, the least coefficients of

expansion, so that the existence of such substances as

mercury and the heavy metals, with their very small

coefficients, encourages us to think that in such light and

expansible liquids as ether, alcohol, etc., there may still

be sufficient distance betvs^een the molecules to enable us

to disregard their compressibility.

The ratio of the two products, JLD and MeT, which

should be unity for an elementary substance containing

only one atom to the molecule, I shall call the principal

ratio. This ratio has not been, determined for a single

elementary substance.

From the mean results tabulated in § 3, we find for the

principal ratio of alcohol the value 2.17; for ether, 0.74;

for bisulphide of carbon, 0.89, and for turpentine, 0.93.

These numbers are not probably accurate within five or

even ten per cent., as two determinations of the modulus

of elasticity alone are apt to differ by ten or twelve per

cent.

For bisulphide of carbon, we may adopt the graphical

svmbol 6" = C = 6", the symbol 5=6', or S = S.

w // w //

c c
We shall find, in either case, one atom of carbon united

to two atoms of sulphur; but in the first case the two sul-
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phur atoms are attached only on one side, in the others

there are two points of attachment, indicating clearly

for each atom a loss of 2% of the maximum value

of the latent heat, that is, a principal ratio of 0.90;

but the first case indicates for two atoms the value 0.95

and for one the value 0.90, giving an average value any-

where from 0.91 to 0.94 according as we take the numbers

of atoms, merely, or the atomic weights into account.

In the same wa}^, for turpentine, assuming the graphical

symbol

H
H — C — H

I

// — C -- H
H — C — II

C
//\

H — C C <
II — C C <w /\\/

C

II
II
II

H — C — II

II

or some different symbol, more or less condensed,* we
have for the principal ratio a set of values from 0.83

to 0.90, and for ether

H II II IIII II,
// — 6' — C — O — C — C — II

I I
II

// // // //

we have values from 0.84 to 0.91.

* See Beilstein, Vol. II., page 1769.
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In all these cases the attraction only of the atoms in

direct union with a given atom is taken into account.

The calculated and observed values of the principal

ratio are compared as follows:

Calculated. Observed.

Bisulphide of Carbon . . . 0.90 to 0.94 0.89

Turpentine 0.83 to 0.90 0.93

Ether 0.84 to 0.91 0.74

where it will be noticed that the calculated and observed

values agree almost within the limit of probable error of

the latter, according to a statement already made.

It was pointed out in the last section that a liquid might

in some cases be treated as a mechanical mixture of two of

its components, if the properties of these components were

known.

We have for a mechanical mixture of A volumes of a

liquid whose properties are designated by a prime ('), and

J3 volumes of a liquid designated by two primes ("), the

equations,

J.
_ AL' -\-BV

A-\-B

D = AD + BD'
A \- B

Ae' + Be"

A + B

A + BE r=

~E ' E"

so that, if^ -|- j^= I , we have

A . B

JLP ^ J {AL' 4- BV) {AD' 4- BD")
EeT EE" {A^-{-B^)T

'

AE" + BE'
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in which formula we see that even if both liquids A and

B satisfy the equations,

JL'D' = E'^T, and JL"D" = E"^T,

it will not in general be true that a mixture of the two

liquids will do the same.

Trcatinof alcohol as a mixture of ether and water we
have, from the table in § 3, since

^ = li. and ^ = -li
,

92 92

the value 1.86 indicated* for the principal ratio, at 0° cen-

tigrade, against 2.17 observed.

Independent of the theory, from a mechanical point of

view, it may be interesting to note the values of the sepa-

rate quantities indicated, namely: for the latent heat, 182,

which is correct at 100° according to Zeuner; for the

density, .787, which is true at about 25°; for the modulus

of elasticity, 9,899,000,000, which would probably be right

in the neighborhood of 35° (see Everett, page 52); and for

the coefficient of expansion, .001196, which is the value at

about 45° according to Pierre.

It is not inconsistent with the modern theories of mo-

lecular structure to suppose that those parts of different

inolecules which may have greater mutual cohesion than

the rest should be drawn together so as to form a nucleus;

and it is possibly the clustering of the ''•hydroxyV rad-

icals, in alcohol, which enables us to treat it so success-

fully as a mixture of ether and water. On the other hand,

it is the impossibility, perhaps, of the formation of such

nuclei that causes the approximate agreement of the first

three liquids with the theory for elementary substances.

The investigation of the case of water, which alone re-

mains, will be deferred until after the analytical treatment of

*JLD ^ 42,000,000 (l^ 86-5 + ^ 575) (|^ 0.736 + ^|)
-^<^ 20,200,000,000 X 8,800,000,000 ,^, „ ^ ,—

, .„ o o (l^ 0.0015 —as 0.00005) X 273
7.1. 20,200,000,000 + ^a 8,800,000,000 ^9i^ ^ 5sr ^J '•>
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the coefficients of elasticity and of expansion; we shall

find no reason to regard it as an exception to our funda-

mental laws.

In conclusion I would say that too much weight must
not be attached to the accidental agreement of the three

liquids tabulated, it being not very improbable that a

fourth liquid should differ by a hundred per cent, from the

value calculated in the same way. The case of alcohol is

a good example, which has been explained. In dealing,

however, with such large numbers as the elasticity and

mechanical equivalent, and such small ones as the coeffi-

cient of expansion, the slightest mistake in theformulae
would be apt to increase or diminish the result by hun-

dreds or perhaps millions of times; and even an approxi-

mate agreement between theory and observation must,

in such cases, be considered in the light of a confirmation.

In the case, therefore, of the element bromine, the sym-
bol being B}\_^ I will venture to predict that the principal

ratio will be found to be equal, very nearly, to 0.95.

Since the total latent heat at 63° is given as 45.6 (An-
drews), and the density 3.187 (Cooke), the coefficient of

expansion at zero is .001038 (Pierre), and since the in-

ternal latent heat at 0° is 46.0,* we have

E, 42,000,000 X 46.0 X ^-187 oE = ^i-^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ '- = 22,870,000,000,
0.95 X .001038 X 273

the same, nearly, as for water at 41°
(
Jamin), which value

is therefore predicted for the coefficient of resilience of

bromine to hold within the ordinary limits of errors of

observation.

§ 6. If in the equation of equilibrium,

* Calculated by the usual formulae, assuming the absolute vapor density to be .007168 (re-

duced to o^ centigrade and 1,014,200 dynes pressure) ; also using the specific heats of

the liquid and vapor as determined by Regnault.
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we substitute the value of P' in terms of P^ derived

from equation I. § 2, namely,

p: 7; A h I-I T, p{i-vy

since the density varies inversely as the cube of any

length, and if, moreover, we substitute the value of i^" in

terms of /^o",

p» J6

~pr
~~

T^'

as required by our hypothesis for bodies suffering no

change of state, we have

^"f"^° 7; i'{i—r) "I" -^^ /"

Differentiating with respect to log V^ and remembering

that, since V \ V^=^ l^ : /^,

log V — log F^ = 3 log / — 3 log 4, whence differ-

entiatmg, _- — = -^1^^— , we have

.. dP , I dP' , / dP^' ^, ^ .

K —-— + — - ,- -4- — =: o, that IS,

dV ^ 3 dl ^ ^ dl

y dP _ ±p, T^ n(L-n (3/^—2/0
dV 3 ° ^o /' (^—ry

_i_Pl^K {h-n ydT_ cLr^JlR^^
3 "7; /^ (/-/') dV 3 "

^'^

Simplifying, and substituting P' and jP" in place of

their values, also putting Z-*-]- ^' i" place of

—

P," we
have
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In this formula, if we suppose T constant, that is if

= o, we nnd
dv

y dP^_ p:_ (\r-z T

dV 3 V /— / + 2 P^o\

hut the coefficient of resiHence, E^ being defined as the

hmit of the numerical ratio of the increment of external

pressure i^P) to the corresponding voluminal compres-

sion, ( —~^j, the temperature being constant, is equal alge-

dl^
braicallv to the first term V : hence we havedV

Now if in I. we suppose the pressure to be constant, that

dP
is if —— = o, we shall have, transposing and inverting,

dV P'̂
III.

since e is defined as the coefficient of voluminal expansion

under constant pressure.

The truth of the formulae II. and III. is easily tested by

multiplying them together. We have

Be = ,

a relation already established by mechanical considera-

tions (^2).

/
'

If, moreover, in III., we put -—- = o, and P -{- P' ^^
if
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— P" ^= o, that is, if we express the two conditions always

assumed to hold in perfect gases, we shall have

T
as should be the case.*

Substituting this value in the last equation, we find

jE =: P,' which is easily shown to hold for perfect gases.

There is, therefore, every reason for confidence in the

formulae of this section, the applications of which will be

treated of when the ratio of/' to / has been determined.

The next and several following sections will be devoted

to the relations which exist between the coeflEicients {£ and

e) and their derivatives, which, we shall find, can be estab-

lished independent of the value of/' -r- 1. It is sufficiently

obvious, from the preceding investigation, that some such

relations must exist; nevertheless these have not been

studied, and have been known only empirically hitherto.

It is commonly supposed that in the experimental data

for the expansion of liquids, or those at least which have

been studied the most, little remains to be desired; such,

however, is not the case, as may easily be seen by com-

paring the results of different observers. There is prob-

ably no branch of physics in which the accuracy attainable

has been so far overestimated. Had the real uncertainty

of the determinations been recognized, the theoretical bear-

ings would undoubtedl}' have claimed more attention.

§ 7. To investigate the laws of a liquid or solid, ex-

panding freely under heat, we put /^= o in equation III.

of the last section, which then becomes

^ /— /'

T 4/' -3/
I.

• It may here, for convenience, be pointed out that c must not be confounded with the ab-

solute coefficient of expansion, being defined approximately as the ratio of increase of volume

to the volume itself for a rise of 1° in temperature The diff'erence, which is considerable for

gases, in the case of liquids and solids will be found to be slight.
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whence, by differentiation with respect to Z',

±=- ^-^' V J_ -U 3/(4/-30+3(/-/') \^
dT ^r— zl

"^ T^^ T\ (4/'— 3/)^ )dT

= — ^ + -^(^ ^^7_ \̂ '
^^^"^ ^•' ^^^'^'^^ substituting

for its value,

—

'- (see hist section), we have

de e
I

e/
,

eV

^r r ' r(4/'— 3/) ' 4/'— 3/

T \^r-^l) ^ 4/'-3/'

hence again from I.

de 4e''
I

eV 46''
, e^

Now from I. we have

4/'er-3/er=3/-3/';
/'(4er+3) = /(36r+3);

I 3+4^^'

which, substituted in the precedmg equations, gives

\.a.

^^ 4, ,. I

^^ ^ ± £== 4- ^' (3 + 4^^)
dl^ 3 I2 + I26r_,3 3

3+4^^ ^

r= iie^ 4- e^ 4- 4. £3 7; so that, finall}',

3 3

i^ = T ^^ + T^^^' II^Z 3 3
Ai.
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a relation between e and its lirst derivative which is inde-

pendent of the value of / or /'.

DifFerentiatinc asrain, we find

dT' 3 dT ^ ^ dT ^ I

€^

where, substituting the value of ~^ in terms of e, we

have

-^ = 12.263 + 15.5^^^+ S-Z^'T\ HI.

In the same way, by successive differentiation and sub-

stitution of the values of the first derivative in terms of e,

we have

d^e
-- loi.iie'^ -f- 2o\r^^feT A^ 145.196^7''

dT^
+ 35-55^^n IV.

accurate to two places of decimals, and

-^= 1148.6^ + 3218.6^r+ 3504.^^^^ + 1743.^'^^

+ 332.6^r^ V.

where the coefficients are expressed to the nearest unit;

so that when e is given, the values of its successive deriva-

tives at any temperature arc determined.

At the end of this paper will be found a table (I.) show-

ing the corresponding values of e and its first four deriva-

tives at the freezing temperature of water (7^0=273"),

from 60= .0001 to e„^ .002. Tables may easil}^ be con-

structed for any temperature; the use of this particular

table is explained below.

Let the volume ( F) of a liquid which is unity when the

temperature is 0° centigrade (/= o) be represented by a

sufficient number of coefficients in the form,

V— I + t?/ + bt' -|- cl' + dt' + en + etc.;
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then the absolute coefficient of expansion will be ex-

pressed b}' the series,

so that the voluminal expansion, e, which is the quotient

ot' the absolute expansion by the volume, will be

_ rt- -f- 2^/ + 3^/^ + 4rt^/3 -(- 5^/4 _|_ etc.

^ ~
I -f- ^7^ + bt' 4- cV^ -|- dt' + et^ -f etc.

whence, by actual division, we find

e = ,7 -|- (2^ — a'~) t^ (3c — -^ab + a^) f

{-{-^d— 4^c — 2^^ + ^cfb — a') fi

+ (5^ — S'^d— 5^6- + 5«V + 5^^^ — 5«3^ _j_ ^5) p

+ etc.
"

VI.

Putting a, b\ c\ d' and e in place of the coefficients of

the successive powers of t, so that

a! =. a

b' ^ 2b — a^

<:' = 3r — T^ab -\- a}

d' =^ 4</— ^ac— 2(5^
-f~ 4^*^ — (^^

e' =z ^e — s^^d— 5(^(f + ^a^c -\- ^ab^' — ^a^b

+ a^

we have

e =^ a' + b'^ -{- ct' + d't^ + eV^ + etc.

r VIL

d^e

~d¥

d'

^ // ^ 2rV + 3^7^ + 46'73 + etc.

= 2t:' + 6dt + 1 26-7^ + etc.

= 6^' -|- 24t'7 -j- etc. . VIII.

dt

d^e

dt

- = 24^' -|- etc.

:= o -|- etc.
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Hence, substituting, we have

d'

dt^
=.6d' t— etc., <?r a — -— —

—

dt' 6 dt^

e t d^e
, ^— -7=- —.—+ etc.

6 dt^
^

d'

dt'
=:2C' + t

d'e

dp
,3 d'e

,
t' d'e , ,

t —r- + 1— -\- etc.
dt^ ' 2 c//^ '

= 2C' -\-
tdM
dt^ 2

d'e

dt'
-\- etc.,

whence c' ^ —-
2 df

t d^e— — -~ — etc.
2 dp

de^

dt
= b' + t

d'e

dp
d^

,
t^ d^e^

I

P d^
~dW "^ 2~ ~~dP

"^ T ~dF

whence

b' = d^
dt

p
2
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Summing up our results, we have

dt ' 2 dr
f^w/'s

I

/•* d'e .

6 ^/-^ ' 24 rt^2^

^' =
d^

I /^^

r/^e /^ d'e
,

.—

.

+ &c.
6 r//+ '

d'

dt'

I / <f ^e

'6

24

— /-

- — /

^'e +
/^ ^/l-: — &c. > ix.-:^

&c

+ &L^\

equations by which, at any temperature, /, the values of ^',

b', c, d' and e' may be calculated in terms of e and its

derivatives, the relations between which have been already

determined (I. to V.) The temperature specially adapt-

ed to this calculation is, however, the freezing tempera-

ture; for, putting t^o in equation IX. all but the first

terms disappear.

It remains to be determined whether the successive

terms in which e is expressed,

e=a' -{- b't + c't' + d't^ + e't' + etc.

form a convergent series.

Referring to equations I.—V. we see that the ;^th deriva-

tive of e may be expressed

^"^ — yl£" + ' 4- Be" + ' TA 1-^V" + ' T\
dT" ' ^ ' '

* It will be noticed that equations IX. are the expression of the converse of Maclaurin's the-

orem, from which they might have been derived by considering « as a constant, while a', b' , etc.

are variables. Not being able at once to find a proof of the proposition in this form, it was
thought advisable to give the calculation in full. The theorem is known as Bernouilli's. See

Williamson's Differential Calculus, § 64.
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hence

dT" + ' ^ ^ -^ V3 ^3 J

+ i?(^e" +^+ 0^ + 2) €«+ (^ e^T-\-± e^T^)\-\

The ratio of the term containing A in the 7i -\- i^' deriv-

ative to the corresponding term in the ;^^'' derivative is

(;2 _|_ i) g (1_ -^ ± er) ; that of the B term is

JL _[- (;2 -f- 2) e(-^ -)- 4_ er) ; that of the last term is

^ _|_ (2;/ -f- i) e/^-I .+ A. ^t\ so that the succes-

sive derivatives ultimately form a divergent series.

Referring, however, to equation IX. we find

/ _ ^ . 7/ _ (^^o . / _ I ^'g°
etc

(;/ + i)' = - ^
"^"'^

(;^ + 2)' =
n ! dr

(;z + I)/ «^/" + '

so that the ratio of the (;/-|-2)''to the (^/ + i)'' term in

the series,

e = a' ^ /// + rV^ 4- dt^ + eV^ H [- ;//"-

+ (;/ + i)7" + (;/ + 2)'r + ' + etc.,

will be

-(;2 _|_ ly n-^1 d^e.

The last factor can be represented as the quotient oftwo

sums, each of a number of terms; the ratio of no term in the

numerator to the corresponding term in the denominator

can by any possibility exceed
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-" + (2«+l).(| + ±^T),

so that the value of the quotient must be less than this

quantity. Hence the ratio of the (u -|- 2)"^ term to the

(;^ -[~ i)^' ^^ the expansion of e cannot exceed the value

When ;/ becomes indefinitely large, this ratio approach-

es the value -— -\- id (— -\- — eZ"), so that if

— 4- 2d\— A- ^€.T\<' I, the series is certainly con-

vero^ent.

Now t is necessarily less than T^ since 7"° = 273° -f- f\

and the smaller the value of e, the greater can be the ratio of

t to T without invalidating the convergence of the series.

If / < O1 evidently e^ can be as great as one pleases,

that is, the series is necessarily convergent for a descending

scale of temperature.

If ^ ^ 60° and e <; .002

we have 2et l-^ -|- ^ eTj <i ~ <i — -—
; hence

the tables, which were constructed from e = .0001 to

e = .0020, are at least reliable up to 60°.

In the same way e is certainly determinate up to the

value .00135 for at least 90°; and for still smaller values

of 60, still higher temperatures may be used. It will be

noticed that there is no liquid whose coefficient of expan-

sion is as great as .002 which does not boil, at the ordinary

pressure, below 60"; and none boiling above 90° has a

greater coefficient than .00135, so that thus far theory and

fact are not at variance. It must also be remembered
that the ratio of a term to the one preceding it was shown
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t 1 A.

to be less than -—- -f" 2e/ (— -|- — eT") by assuming that

the maximum ratio of the corresponding coefficients held

for all. Since this is evidently not the case, the series is

much more convergent than has been assumed, and there

is every reason to believe that the value of e is deter-

minate for all temperatures below a certain critical point.

Such a point is now believed to exist for all substances,

above which the laws of liquid expansion will cease to

apply. The correspondence of theory and fact in respect

to this point will, if established, afford a complete physi-

cal demonstration of the sufficient convergence of our

series.

The value of the critical temperature we are not yet

prepared to calculate, owing to the difficulty of the mathe-

matical solution; but in one of the sections following we
shall see how it may be derived from our theory in a

much more simple way.

It remains, therefore, to conclude that, since e is deter-

minate for all points below the critical temperature, the

volume and its coefficients must also be determinate, and

their calculation by means of the derivatives in Table I. is

therefore perfectly legitimate.

Equations VII. enable us to determine the value of ^, b^

c, d and e, successively, for all values of e at the temper-

ature zero; and a table will be found at the end of the

paper (II.) in which these coefficients are calculated for

values of 60 from .0001 to .0020.

By means of these coefficients, a volume table has been

constructed (III.) by which, when the value of e^ is known,

the volume may be found, calculated at intervals of 10°, from

— 10'' to 150" centigrade, the volume at zero being unity;

and furthermore, by means of this table, if the volume be

known at any temperature besides zero, the value oi e^ and

hence the volume at any other temperature may be de-

duced.
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If, moreover, only the ratio of expansion be known
for a given range of temperature, it w^ill be possible to find

b}^ trial what value of e^ will account for this ratio, and

thus to determine completely the laws of expansion of

the substance.

The advantage of this method of treating expansion,

which i-equires for substances not subject to a change of

state onl}' a single accurate observation in place of at least

three, and which is the same for all bodies having the fun-

damental coefficient in common, is obvious; it remains

onl}' to see how closely our calculations are borne out by

experience.

§ 8. The usual method of determining the law of ex-

pansion of a substance depends upon the assumption that

the volume at any temperature, /, can be expressed suffi-

ciently well by three constant coefficients. A, jB, C, in the

form

Four observations of the volume are usually made at dif-

ferent temperatures, the first being preferably zero, or, when
that is impossible, the melting point. The other three, in

absence of the data, may be assumed to have been chosen

at equal intervals up to the boiling point, or the highest

temperature observed. It is then always possible to

assign such values to A^ B and C as shall make the vol-

umes calculated by the formula agree with those observed

at all four temperatures. The values of the coefficients, A^

B and C, as determined by Kopp and Pierre, have been

tabulated by Sharpies for about eighty-eight liquids, of

which eleven were determined by both observers. In

order to compare our results most directly with their fig-

ures, we must calculate the theoretical values of yl, B and

C which would represent the volumes correctly according
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to Table III. at four ditfcrent temperatures which may
divide the whole range of temperature in question into

three equal parts.

We have, for o" and any three temperatures, /,, i^ and /^

at which the formulae must hold, the simultaneous equa-

tions:

' 1 == I + at, + bt,' + ct,^ + dt,' + et:^ + etc. (2)

I
= I + yl/. + Bt: + a^ (3)

"^^
\ = I + ^A -f bt^ + c4^ -f dt,' + ^4^ + etc. (4)

^3 1=1+ at, + ^// + ^Z/ + dt,^ + ^// + etc. (6)

Subtracting (2) from (i), (4) from (3), and (6) from

(5), transposing in each case {A — a) t, and dividing by

t, w^e have

A — a:^—{B — b)t,— {C—c)t,' + dt,^

+ et,' + etc. (7)

yl — rt' = — (^ — (5) /, — (C— c) // + dt,^

+ ^4^ + etc. (8)

A — a = — {B — b) t^— {C—c) t,^ + dt^

+ ^^3' + etc. (9)

Subtracting (8) from (7) and (9) from (8) we have,

transposing and dividing by 4— /, and t,— Z^, respectively,

(i? _ ^) = _ (C— 6-) (A + /,) + ^ it: + t.t.

+ /'.O + ^ {t^ + ^/A + /./.^ + /.O + etc. (10)

^B-b)=.-{C-c) {t, + /,) + d (// + //,

+ 1^) + ^ (/^-^ + t:t. + ^3^3^+ A^) + etc. (11)

Subtracting (11) from (10), transposing and dividing

by {t^ — /,), we have

C- ^ = r/ (/3 + A + /.) + ^ (^; + t^ + t: + tj,

+ // + /,/.)+ etc. (12)
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Hence for any three temperatures, t„ f^ and A, at which
the two formulae are assumed to agree, we can find the

difference between C and c, and hence by substitution in

(10) or (11) the value of B— b, which again, substituted

in (7), (8) or (9), will give the excess of ^ over a.

If, however, the three temperatures, ^',, t^ and t^^ are

chosen at equal distances, as we presume in absence of con-

trary evidence that they are, we have 4= 2^, and t^= 3/1

;

C= c ^6dt ^ 2sef' + etc.
]B = b — iidf — Goefi + etc. V I.

A=z a -\- 6df' + 2>^et^ + etc.
J

where i is the lowest of the three temperatures at which

the formula is exactly fulfilled.

Table IV. was constructed to show the different values

of y4, B and C corresponding to values of e from .0001

to .0020, which must be chosen to represent correctly the

volume at the extremes of three adjacent intervals of tem-

perature, each equal to the figure at the head of the col-

umn, the lowest extreme being (strictly) zero. The
table shows that the values of B and C may be very dif-

ferent according to the range of temperature chosen, and

that A cannot be relied upon to represent the true coeffi-

cient of expansion at zero. As a practical confirmation of

this indication of the theory, I will quote three different

values of A for butyrate of eth}!, namel}', .001202790,

from 13^ to 99'', and .000632742, from 99° to ii9°.4, ac-

cording to Pierre, while Kopp gives .001 178 17, probably

for the whole range of temperature. It would seem, at

first sight, impossible that two such careful observers could

have difiTered by 50% in their estimation of the coefficient

A from 99° to 119", but if wc compare the volumes indi-

cated in each case, taking into account the other coeffi-

cients as well, we shall find differences which may easily

be attributed to errors of observation.* The fact remains

*See Table VII.
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that wc cannot reh' on these coefficients for the expansion

at any temperature, however accurate the volumes may be.

Before proceeding to a comparison of the results of our

theory with those of observation, let us examine a little

more closely into the probable error of the latter. The ex-

ample quoted is an extreme case, and we will give Pierre

the advantage of choosing the nearest of his two coeffi-

cients A, for comparison, thus considerably reducing the

difference between the two observers; let us, moreover,

take the mean of the coefficients in the case of fusel-

oil and butyric acid, by which the agreement will be

still further increased; we shall find nevertheless between

Kopp and Pierre (by the method of squaring the errors),

in the eleven liquids which they have determined in com-

mon, a mean difference for the coefficient A of .0000489

-)- (between four and five per cent.), for the coefficient

J^ a mean difference of .000001318 -|- (nearly fifty per

cent.) and for the^ coefficient C a mean difference of

.00000001345 -|- (between sixty and seventy per cent, of

the average value of the coefficient).

The details of the calculation are embodied in Table V.,

in which the figures of Kopp and Pierre are quoted in full

from Sharpies. It is thought that the figures will not need

explanation.

§ 9. We are now prepared to make a direct com-

parison of theor}' and observation. Table VI. contains the

values of A, B and C calculated and observed for 75

liquids, which may be identified by means of the numbers

Ibllowing their name and symbol in Table XVIII. It was

not thought necessary to include in Table VI. the eleven

liquids alluded to in the last section, as they are to be sub-

jected to a much severer test. Besides these, the only two

omitted from thc> table were sulphurous dioxide, which

w^as out of the reach of the volume table, and is hardly a
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liquid, and phosphorous chloride, which has a coefficient

C some thousand times greater than the average (no

other liquid exceeding it by more than seven times), thus

clearly implying that this substance is an exception, like

water, to the general law of expansion.*

We shall see that the existence of such exceptions does

not militate, in any way, against the truth of our theory.

In the construction of Table VI. the calculated values

of ^, B and C were taken by interpolation from Table IV.

so as to represent, as correctly as possible, both the vol-

ume and coefficient of expansion of the liquid, between o°

and the boiling point, using of course the table calcu-

lated for the given range of temperature.

The observed values are taken directly from Sharpies'

Tables, omitting however several figures which we have

proved to be insignificant; when two values, not differing

greatly, were given for different ranges of temperature, the

mean was taken. The influence upon the result would in

no case be perceptible.

The diflerences are given for the three coefficients A^

B and C, calculated and observed; and it will be found

that the mean difference for A being only .000,003,3, that

for ^ is .000,001 -f-? ^incl that for C, throwing out number

74, is .000,000,012 -|-, which we see in all cases is less

than the mean difference between the two observers al-

ready found in the case of the eleven liquids which they

determined in common.

It is proposed to subject these eleven liquids to a still

more searching examination. At intervals of 10°, by aid

of the empirical formula,

F= I + ^/ + ^/^ + Ct'

* The probability of an error, by chance, exceeding the probable error, as in this case, by

more than a hundred times was too small to be included in the tables of Chauvenet or in those

of Haskell which are appended.
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the volume, from 0° (or else the melting point) up to the

boiling point in each liquid, has been calculated both ac-

cording to Pierre and according to Kopp. These values

will be found in Tables VII., in the columns headed Vp

and Vj^ respectively.

The mean was then taken in the column Fp a-, and the

difference between Kopp and Pierre, in the column head-

ed Ap_A', is squared in the next column, A^.

With the method of least squares, by actual trial, the

best value of e in Table III. was found, to represent the

volume through the same range of temperature. The
value of e is given at the head of the table, and the

volumes, taken from Table III. by interpolation, are in

the column V (. The differences between these and the

mean volumes, according to Kopp and Pierre, are given in

the column A/>, ^r-t? ^^id the squares are given in the

last column, A^

These columns of squares are added for each liquid, so

that the sum of all the squares may easily be found.

Amongst this number, or amongst the seventy-five previ-

ously examined, if there be a single liquid (as for instance

butyric acid) in which a molecular change affecting the

volume is brought about by heat, the mean difference

between theory and observation will be indefinitely in-

creased; if there be the slightest constant error in the ob-

servation, the elimination of which is impossible, the

observations will be equally accordant, but the theory will

seem unduly to disagree; in all cases, the mean square of

the difference between theory and observation will be in-

creased by the sum of the mean squares of the errors from

each source.

There is no reason to suppose that the constants of the

standards, in terms of which the expansion was expressed,

as, for instance, the coefficients of expansion of mercury

and glass, determined by Regnault, were more accurately
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measured than any of the rest, being equally subject to

thermometric error; if this be true, then, according to the

theory of probability, the mean error of the results of Kopp
and Pierre combined will be, not one-quarter of their mean
difference, as would be the case if the standards were

absolutely reliable, but one-half or three-quarters, according

as we assign to Regnault (or whatever standard they may
have used) the weight of two observers or that of only

one.

Where, as in the present case, the mean difference of

theory and observation is equal to about two-thirds of the

mean difference of two observers, the discrepancy is

probably due to errors of observation. It would appear

that for ten out of the eleven liquids most closely exam-

ined,—the exception being butyric acid—the agreement

is actually greater than probability could require even if

the theory (as well as the standards) were known to be

absolutely true.

In the case of solids, according to the results obtained

by Dr. Matthiessen, the law of expansion will need to be

modified. I have already pointed out that if the mole-

cule or atom were itself compressible, the indication of

the kinetic theory would not be strictly fulfilled; the

departure can easily be subjected to mathematical compu-

tation, and its value determined, constantly increasing

with the state of aggregation.

It appears to me, however, that the facts do not justify

such a laborious calculation. It is to be observed that

in weighing in water, as in the experiments of Dr.

Matthiessen, any error in the determination of the density

of the water,* or of its temperature, will affect the results

by a proportionate amount.

* The mean difference between Kopp and Pierre for water [see Table, Sharpies, page 73] is

a little more than .0005, or one-twentieth of one per cent., corresponding to an error of one-tenth

of one degree in temperature.
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In conclusion, concerning all the results which have

been brought forward (which are the best that I have been

able to find) I would suggest that until we discover some
more accurate method of measuring temperature than we at

present possess, it will be useless to hope to obtain in any

thermometric measurement of the rates of change ofexpan-

sion more than an approximation to the truth.

It is therefore absurd to base a theory even upon such

precise measurements as those of Dr. Matthiessen. The
atoms are undoubtedly compressible, but we shall be

unable to obtain a measure of their compressibilit}' in this

way, and we have no reason thus far to suppose that the

theory of expansion, developed for the lighter liquids, is

not applicable, without modification, to solids.

The result of the investigation suggests that the treat-

ment of matter in its different states ma}' difier only in that

here, one factor, there, another, can in practice be neg-

lected; and that the Laws of Expansion are fundamentally

the same for all bodies, whether they be solid or liquid,

vapor or gas.

§ lo. Maxwell has pointed outin his Theory of Heat^

chapter V., page 107, that the- elasticity of a fluid is ex-

pressed by the quotient of the slope of a curve by the

volume, which is its abscissa, while the ordinate is the

pressure. Hence if the volume be unity, the slope and

elasticity are equal. The present section is devoted to

the analytical investigation of elasticity and its applica-

tion to isothermal curves.

"It has been suggested by Professor James Thomson"
(see Maxwell, chapter VI., page 124), "that the isother-

mal curves" [of liquids in contact with their vapors]

"for temperatures below the critical temperature are only

apparently, and not really, discontinuous, and that their

true form is somewhat similar in its general features to

the curve ABCDEFGHK:'
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A A' A'
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"The peculiarity of this curve is that between the pres-

sures indicated by the horizontal lines, ^J^and DH^ any

horizontal line, such as CEG, cuts the curve in three differ-

ent points. One of these, indicated by C, evidently cor-

responds to the liquid state. Another, indicated by G,

corresponds to the gaseous state."

Maxwell continues to the effect that E may be left out

of consideration, being a point of unstable equilibrium.

Curves are also given of the general form A'B'CD' E'

F'G'H'K' and yl'^^"^V"^^ representing isothermals

at and above the critical temperature. All these curves

are concave upward as far as a certain point, such as E^

then convex as far asy, and finally concave again. The
slope of all is at first downwards, and finally downwards.

Below a certain isothermal, the concave curvature is suf-

ficient to cause an upward slope between D and F;
above it, it is insufficient; and this particular isothermal is

characterized by having a slope which reaches zero as its

limit and then tends downward again. Now unless the

curvature changed its sign at the point where the curve

becomes horizontal, the slope on one or the other side of

this curve would be upward ; hence we may determine

this curve by supposing the slope and curvature to be

equal simultaneously to zero. It is evident, moreover,

that this is a complete definition of the curve, since no

other can at any point fulfil the same conditions.

It is hardly necessary to add that this isothermal belongs

to what is called the "critical temperature." Below it,

since at E the slope is upward, there can always be found

for a given pressure two volumes, C and G^ at which the

substance is in stable equilibrium. Above it, since the

slope is always downwards, only one state is possible.

That is, the temperature of this isothermal is the limit up

to which a liquid is possible in contact with its vapor.

The method of treating isothermals and determining

the critical temperature by the theory is extremely sim-
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pie. We have merely to put the elasticity which we
have found In § 6, II.,

and Its derivative with respect to the volume, or /, which

amounts to the same thing, simultaneously equal to zero.

We shall first find an expression for the ratio oil' to /, in

the critical state itself, w^hich will enable us to calculate

successively the cohesive, the internal, the external pres-

sures, the density and the critical temperature, which lat-

ter, being found for one point of the curve, is the same of

course for all. These are all the constants which we
need to determine.'*

The formula for the elasticity may also be written, since

P-\- P' + P" = o,

P' /o/— 2/S , _,—
; ;/ ) -|- 2P , whence, substituting theB =

values of P^ and P' in terms of P' and Pro ?

p; =

p:

p' I

3

(7,-0 T (3/-2O

T 7.1-

l

I' (/-

h-r
i—v 7: f—V

2I'

n
+ 2 p:

I'

76 p
P L -r p/j I.

Differentiating with respect to /, and remembering that

all other factors are constant, we have

dl 3
^

2(/-( /-/-)+/(/-/-)-)/-(/-/-) (3/-2/O T [

lui—ryp ^

+ 36 A_ +
{i-iy

p:

* The elasticity being zero, the coefficient of expansion will be indefinitely great at that point

;

the latent heat will disappear, and instead we shall find an enormous specific heat under a

sufficiently great constant pressure, falling off rapidly as the temperature is increased. The
surface tension is very closely related to the cohesive pressure, and the distinction between

vapor tension and external pressure disappears.
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The left hand term in the parenthesis is essentially posi-

tive; the right hand term essentially negative, since />
/'> o and 4 >> r. When / becomes very great, the left

hand term disappears in comparison with the other; as

/— r approaches zero the right hand term becomes infi-

nite, so that at both extremes the curvature is concave

T
upwards. Between the two, it is evident that, if -—- is

sufficiently small, the right hand term will become less

than the left hand, and the curvature will become convex

upward. There will therefore in general be two middle

points where the curve is perfectly straight.

From I. we see that when /= /', ^= 00, that is, the

curve becomes parallel to the axis of pressures with an

infinite downward slope; when / increases indefinitely,

the curve approaches the axis of volumes as an asymp-

tote, and the slope becomes positive before it vanishes

owing to the disappearance of the second term in parenthe-

sis in comparison with the first. Between these values,

T
if is sufficiently small, the slope evidently becomes

negative somewhere, and in changing to negative and then

to positive again, must twice pass through the value zero.

Hence there will be in general two points, D and jF,

where the curve is parallel to the axis of volumes. When,
however, T is increased, it is at last impossible for the

slope to become negative; there must be some value for T
when the slope reaches the value zero without crossing it;

for we may put ^ and its derivative simultaneously equal

to zero, and the isothermal in question fulfils all the con-

ditions which should hold at the critical temperature.

It is easy to show that all the curves in the neighbor-

hood of the critical temperature have the general charac-
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teristics which were anticipated by Professor Thomson;

and to prove by a second differentiation, as well as by ac-

tually plotting these curves, that the elasticity and its deriv-

ative do not more than twice pass through the value zero.

We have, therefore, every reason to expect that the true

form of the equation may have been found for the curves

whose characteristics were predicted thirteen years ago.

If we suppose equations I. and II. to be simultaneously

equal to zero, we have, multiplying I. by 6, dividing

P'
both equations by ——

, and transposing,

6/0-(/q-O T^ (3/- 2/0 _ 36/0^ r^
,
5-1

i^{i^i') 7; {i—V) /" L ^Po'J

U (/q - o T (3/- 20- + w 36/0^
Ti -^ ^°1

P {I— I') 7; (/— O' ~ I' ^ ~^p:-^

whence

P (/_/') 7; (/—/') i^{i—i')T, {i—iy

Clearing effractions and common factors,

6 (/- o (3/- 21') = (3/- 2/')^ + ir

18/^ _ 12/r — i8/r + 12/'^ = gp — 12/r + 4/'^ + ir

9/^— 19/^ + 8/'^ = o

72 19 zr I

/I9V 7'2_ / 19 V 7'2 8

9

^ — 19
I I7Tq"V 8

r 18
± JBJ 9

Since / is essentially greater than /', only the positive

root is to be taken, and we have, finally, in the critical

state, the condition,

Y— 1-53022 III.
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Substituting this value in the equation

2A -
-J

-yj -\- 2 P" = o, we have

P'
-—jj- = 1.228, nearly, whence

—= 0.228, nearly.

6, 7^ \6

Substituting for P'' its value, P/' -^ = P,'' f^j f-L\

6

p' = 0.09566 (^A) p;^ IV.

7^=. 0.01776 (^-^)V/ V.

The last expression was obtained by taking the differ-

ence of two very nearly equal values, and is therefore not

very reliable. If the atoms are spherical, the appar-

ent molecular diameter (or shortening of the free path)

will be less, the further the molecules are apart; in a

linear expansion, therefore, of from forty to fifty per

cent., we must on this account look for a greater free

path, and consequently a less kinetic pressure; further-

more, since for great distances the law of variation of the

magnetic attraction is inversely as some power much
greater than the fourth, and we have supposed that the aver-

age power is the fourth, it follows that at short distances

the attraction, according to the analogy, cannot vary quite

so rapidly. Both these causes combined would tend to

diminish the external pressure, the first by lessening the

frequency of impact of the molecules (or atoms), the

second by holding them more closely together; the result

is that we must expect to find that the external pressure,

calculated in this way, is considerably too great.
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By inspection of the figures given, it will be seen that a

combined variation of about twenty per cent, in these two

pressures would annihilate completely the external pres-

sure; hence if the observed values lie between zero and

those calculated, the total error due to disturbing causes

cannot exceed twenty per cent.

For the critical temperature, Z^, we have from §2, I.

(see § 6, init.) the formula,

pr ^ pr fll_ (/q—n _T_\
° [p il-V) Tj

Hence

= 0.09566

or, finally,

'^V (i.5302)^(.5302) ^^

p: ^ ^^ ' ^^^ ' L—ro

^ = '''''
{t)^ 7-7'

an equation by which the value of the critical temperature

may be determined when we know at any temperature T^

the ratio of /' to 4. We have seen reason to expect that

our formulae are to be relied upon within ten or twenty

per cent, and shall hope to find, accordingly, later on,

that the values of the critical temperature, calculated by

this formula, are sufficiently close to those estimated by

CaEcniard de la Tour.

§ II. The surface tension of a liquid is very easily

determined by means of the height to which it will rise

in a capillary tube, of known diameter, which it thoroughly

wets. It is believed that the surface tends to contract

with a perfectly measurable force, not depending upon

the depth of the liquid, but being the same for the thin-
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nest possible film (in a soap-bubble for instance), as in

the surface of deep water. The contractile force depends,

accordingly, upon the breadth of the film, and not on its

thickness; and in Everett's Units and Physical Con-

stants (page 42, § 46) we find the tension in dynes of a

surface a centimetre broad. Since a film has two surfaces,

each with a tension independent, nearly, of the thickness

as assigned, to produce a given film would require a

perfectly measurable quantity of work, which, in the thin-

nest possible films, must be a considerable fraction of

that necessary to convert the liquid into vapor.

This fraction is easily determined theoretically. For

the latent heat, instead of the series,

• i2(i + (i)' + a)= + a)' + etc.)

which represents the equivalent of the total number of

atoms from which a given atom has to be separated, we
now have only

6(i+(l)'+G)^+(i)' + etc.)

the molecules all 13'ing in one plane. From each of these

must be subtracted, as before, the equivalent of the num-
ber of atoms which remain clinging to a given atom in

the state of vapor. The value of the last series, which is

the more convergent of the two, is easily found to be

7.206, which, subtracted from the first series, or 19.740,

leaves 12.534 to represent the work done in stretching the

film.

Plence the fraction of the work spent in this way is

^^
'^^^^—, , or for ordinary liquids about two-thirds of

^(19.740)
that required for complete vaporization.

It is therefore easy, if we know the principal ratio, K^

to find the thickness of the thinnest possible film. To
generate each square centimetre of such a film, the tension
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(6") of each surface must be overcome through the dis-

tance of one centimetre, requiring an expenditure of en-

ergy equal numerically to twice this tension; the density

of the film being D and the thickness /, the weight will be

ID and the equivalent of the internal latent heat JLID,
about two-thirds of which is required to laminate the

liquid in this w^ay. Equating the two expressions for the

work, we have '534 7 —. 2 S, whence
(19.740) K

7_ 3-1 5 J^S ..

a formula by which the absolute thickness of a molecular

film may be calculated according to the theory.*

If we could regard the cohesive pressure across a

square centimetre of surface as the sum of the contractile

forces of a suflicient number of films of thickness /, and

cutting the surface at right-angles, we should at once

obtain an expression for the cohesive pressure; but we
must remember to take into account the eflfect of oblique

action, and the accumulative attraction of successive

shells, which will increase the results in the ratio of the

two series, (i) and (2),

(1) I + (i-)' + (ly + (1)^ + etc.

+ a)' + (i)' + (i)' + etc.

+ {.ly + (Ay + etc.

+ (i)^ + etc.

-|- etc.

(2) I + (1)' + ay + (i)' + etc.

+ («' + iiy + i\y + etc.

+ (i)' + etc.

+ etc.

* The usual expression for this thickness, /= -—-— , entirely disregards the fact that the
JLD

liquid is only partly volatilized when reduced to a thin film. For the results of another method

of calculating the molecular diameter, see Riihlmann, Volume IL.page 237.
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The first series 's evidentl}' equal to

the second is equal to

I + ay + ay + ay + «*<:•

which is equal to 1.201 -|- ; so that we have

P" = ^:^-^ TIL

w^iich, combined with II., gives by an independent method

of reasoning the same result as before, namel}^,

JLD = KP\
since we have disregarded signs, and have considered the

external pressure equal to zero.

Now the thickness of a molecular film, having been

determined by various methods for a few elementary sub-

stances, can be calculated for any substance whose graphi-

cal symbol is known;* and hence if the surface tension is

given, formula III. enables us to determine the cohesive

pressure, and indirectly any of the other ph3'sical con-

stants in terms of which it may be expressed.

§ 12. The difference between the specific heats of a

substance in the liquid and in the gaseous state is, as we
have seen, other things bei7ig equal^ the measure of the

work done in separating the particles by the amount cor-

responding to an increase of one degree in temperature.

The sum of all such elementar}^ quantities of work done in

an indefinite expansion is the internal latent heat of vapor-

ization ; and, conversely, we may regard the difierence of

these two specific heats as the change of the internal

latent heat per degree of temperature, or, what is the same
thing, the derivative of this latent heat with respect to

the temperature.

In order, however, that this rule may apply in all strict-

ness, the temperature of the liquid and vapor whose specific

• See also Riihlmann, ibid. "Untersuchungen iiber die absoluten Grossen der Molecule."
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heats are compared must be the same; and of course the

specific heats must be corrected for the external work

done in each case. For liquids this may generally be

disregarded ; but for vapors we must multiply the external

pressure in dynes by the coefficient of expansion, remem-
bering to divide by 42,000,000 and by the density, if the

result is to be expressed in heat units per unit weight.

Deducting this number from the ordinary specific heat, we
have that under constant volume. The specific heat of

the liquid at the same temperature necessarily exceeds

this by the amount of the diminution of the latent heat of

vaporization per unit of temperature.

To find an expression for this difference, we have

merely to differentiate the equation for the latent heat

already found, namely,

JLD = ^ Dvl -'' ^ ^

where we notice that D may be cancelled, and that K\?>

the principal ratio, not far from unity, which we have

already calculated for several liquids.

In the liquid or solid state, it must be supposed that the

expansion is accompanied by a grouping of the atoms;

hence iTmust not be disregarded, and we have

J
dL ^ K_ v^ m,

f
{{l—r)—l) ^ dl . I \

-^ dT z T, m\ {l—ry dT'^ i—v)

_Kvlm, I K vlm.T V dl

^T,,n{l—V) 3 mT, {J
— IJ dT

=J (//'— //) , where H and H' are the specific heats

of the liquid and of the vapor.

Substitutincj for ——-, its value — , we have
dr 3'

T(TT_TT'\_ K ^. m, Te V

I

_ K vl m, I ^
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a formula by which we may determine the difference of

specific heats if we know the coefficient of expansion, the

factor A^and the ratio of/' to /.

The formula may also be written, substituting L for its

value,

still involving the ratio of the molecular diameter to the

free path.

But since the work done in expansion is the product of

the coefficient by the pressure overcome, less the affinity

satisfied, we may also write

/ {H— H') = KP\, II.

in which, substituting any value oi P" ^ we have from III.

§ II, from II. § I, and from III. § i,

J ^H— H') D^K ?iii^ ^ JLD^ = KEe T, III.

whence we see that {^H— //') := Ze. IV.

By means of these formulae the difterence may be deter-

mined between the specific heat in the liquid state and

that under constant volume in the state of vapor.

§ 13. We have now considered the principal physical

constants, and we find, with the exception of a few rela-

tions between them which are independent, that all involve

in some way the ratio of the molecular diameter to the

free path. It docs not, therefore, seem surprising that

the relations which still remain to be established should

have escaped the notice of a scientific world which has

until recently* been bent upon the solution of the molec-

ular theory of liquids and solids on the false supposition

that the molecules were very far apart, and the repulsive

* Sec Riihlmann, ibid.
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forces exerted at considerable distances, the atoms beins:

hypothetically soft though perfectly elastic bodies.

In the next section we shall consider the ratio of the

molecular diameter, or shortening of the free path, to the

whole molecular distance; the object of the present section

is to obtain formulae for actual use, from which this troub-

lesome factor may have been eliminated.

We have already obtained three equations independent

of the free path, namely,

JLD

JLDl _

= ^> (0

K, (2)

L. = //- //'.
(3)

We have, moreover, equations involving the ratio of/' to

/, namely,

^'"T 77^7=7" (4)

3 /-/'
T ^r-2,1 ' (5)

and

In these equations J, T^ , vl and —L are well-known
m

physical constants.

y= 42,000,000 (C. G. S.)

'^l = 33?948jC)C)C)?oc)o (C. G. S.)

7'„:=273° (Centigrade).

•— is half the "molecular weight"
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3

K is the "principal ratio" defined above, which may be

calculated approximately for a homogeneous substance by

the formula,

K=^ I —

e§ being the ^^qiiantivale?ice'^ of the atom whose molec-

ular weight is m.

Finally the thickness of the molecular film, /, which is

closely connected with the absolute weight of the mole-

cule, may be calculated with more or less accuracy by

reasonin<2: from its value in a known case to that in an un-

known. For this, of course, an approximate knowledge

of the atomic grouping is necessary.

It is evident that two more data must be had in order

to obtain a complete solution of the problem, and these

are evidently the free path and the strength of the attrac-

tion of each atom. That is, we must have a description

in full of the nature and distribution of the material with

which we have to deal, in order to be able to predict its

specific properties under any imposed conditions.

The determination of the density is evidently equiva-

lent to that of the free path, for, under given conditions

of pressure, volume and temperature, the free path is

determined, by the kinetic theory, when the density and

molecular weight are given; but we are yet unable to

determine the attractive power of the various elementary

atoms, owing to the insufficiency of the data. It is evi-

dent, therefore, a priori, that the absolute calculation ot

the physical constants will be impossible, until by sure but

laborious methods these atomic constants shall have been

worked out.

We have, therefore, tio depend upon six equations to de-

termine the ratios between seven unknown quantities,

which is clearly possible. These seven quantities are
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the free path, latent heat, elasticity, expansion, critical

temperature, specific heat, and capillarity; and It is evident

that we may completely eliminate the free path, and have

five equations connecting the remaining constants, or. If

we choose to leave out the surface tension, which alone

Involves the doubtful factor /, have left four equations

connecting the five most Important physical constants.

It follows that. If the value of a single one of these

is given, that of all the rest will be determined; If two are

given, .then the others may be determined. Independent

either of the molecular distance or 'of the principal ratio;

if three are given, all may be determined, independent of

any theoretical consideration.

It is not proposed to work out a multitude of equations

which can evidently arise from the various combinations

of these quantities; it will be sufficient to deduce a few

which will be found convenient for actual use, and others

by which the Theory may be thoroughly tested.

For instance, from (i), (4) and (5),

Zwe = (5-922 -f- 7.89667")

From (i) we have

LJD= EeT\i — ^'"-^ 1
L 2o%m J

From II. and (2) we have

/Z//>=3.i5.sTi- -'"-^1
L 26%'in J

From II. and III. we have

From III. and (3),

/(a- II')JB = 3.is Se [i

L

II.

III.

IV.

V.
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Le.

From (3) directly,

From I. and VI.,

{H—H') m = (5.922 + 7.8966 T)

From IV. and V.,

{II—H')JD= EeT
2o^m

VI.

VII.

VIII.

From (4) and (5),

£ c'mT= 82,898,000 (3 -^ ^eT)D. IX.

And finally, fi-om (5) and (6),

T^e (3 + 3eTy P'= 0.11876 (:^ + ^ery (P' + P).X.

These formulae nearly all involve e, which is one of the

most generally, if not most accurately, known of all the

physical constants, thanks to the efforts of Kopp and

Pierre. When, however, as in the case of water, the

coefficient is hidden under some molecular change, the

value ma}^ easily be eliminated. It should be remembered,

however, that any molecular change that affects the ex-

pansion will also alter the compressibility, so that we
can no longer depend upon the value of £.

The relations between the other constants will not in

general be disturbed.

§ 14. The truth of the ten equations of the last section

is easily shown, in the case of most liquids, to hold within

reasonable limits. In many cases, if not in most cases, the

error committed by using these formulae is not large as

compared with the error of actual observation. To ex-

amine in detail the application of these equations to the

hundred or more substances whose constants have been

determined would require an almost endless amount of

labor. A brief consideration may not be out of place.
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The general truth of the first equation was anticipated

in . Miller's Chemical Physics, where, oh page 342, he

gives a table of the Latent heat for equal Volumes.

The cause of the variation of these latent heats, tosrether

with that of their approximate agreement, is now ex-

plained, being due to the fact that the coefficient of

expansion varies through narrow limits for all ordinary

liquids.

The average value of the product of the internal latent

heat by the molecular weight is easily found from Miller's

Table to be about 7,700. The average value of the

coefficient of voluminal expansion at the boiling point (say

80°) is not far from .0012;^ the product is therefore about

9.2, and the second term is equal to 5.9 -|- ^t-Zi ^^ 9-2

about, which sufficiently establishes the general truth of

the formula.

The second formula has been already discussed; the

third and the two followino; are of interest as erivino- the

absolute thickness of a molecule.

We have for water in equation III.

/=:

—

-—-—-^ — = about ten thousand-mil-
575 X 42,000,000 X I

lionths of a centimetre, instead of fortv-six, according to

Riihlmann. Professor Cooke has suggested five thousand-

millionths as the most probable number.f

The formulae for the difference of the internal specific

heats of the liquid and vapor are easily shown to agree, as

nearly as could be expected, with the observations of

Regnault, in which these two specific heats are in no case

determined for the same range of temperature.

The specific heat of ether vapor is, for instance, 0.48,

nearly, from which, deducting 0.03 for external work, we

* See Tables for expansion, Sharpies, pages 68-72.

t In the New Chemistry, page 34, fin.
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have 0.45 for the specific heat under constant volume, for

a range of temperature from 70° to 220°. Now since the

specific heat of ether is 0.53 at o" and 0.55 at 35°, we may
assume that at 70° it would be about 0.57, and at 140°

about 0.61, the excess being in the neighborhood of 0.14;

the latent heat being 82 (Regnault— Zeuncr) and the rel-

ative coeflftcient of expansion about .0017, we should have

for both sides of equation VI. the number 0.14, so that, as far

as these figures show, the relation may be perfectly exact.

The case of bromine is of unusual interest, it beinof an

elementary liquid; in equation VII. we have without any

correction H— //' 1^.05 74, which multiplied b}^ the

molecular weight (160) gives 9.2, nearly. The coefficient

of relative expansion being about .0013 at the given tem-

perature (80° -|- ), gives about 3.7 for the second term in

the parenthesis; adding we have 9.6, which finally mul-

tiplied by the principal ratio (-95) gives 9.2, nearly, for

the other side.

There are many other cases of agreement, and indeed

it may be said that there is no case in which the truth of

the formulae for specific heat can be disproved; neverthe-

less, the evidence is negative, and all that is claimed for

these formulae is to represent approximately the diflTerence

between the specific heats of the liquid and vapor.

When it comes to solid bodies, or such a dense liquid

as mercur}', a glance will be sufficient to show that these

formulae for specific heat do not hold at all; and neither

does formula IX. connecting the elasticity and expansion.

It would appear as if the cohesive force varied inversely as

some power of the distance much less than the fourth, as

would be the case if the molecules were in absolute con-

tact during even a considerable portion of the time which

we suppose to be occupied by a vibration. By referring to

the original formulae, it will be seen that the rate of ex-

pansion will be greatly diminished in tliis case; and hence

the constants will nearly all be aftected.
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The laws for dense solids could easily be established by
the same methods of reasoning; but their discussion would
exceed the intended limit of this paper. It ma}', however,

be observed that the products of the coefficients are usu-

ally from one-third to one-half as great for solids as for

liquids, and that the law of variation of the force which
binds them together, being compounded probably of at-

tractive and repulsive forces, appears to vary inversely as

some power of the distance not far from the square.

The critical temperatures calculated by formula X.

come out, for the four liquids examined by Cagniard de

la Tour, about ten per cent, higher than his estimate; it is

possible that under different conditions a more elevated

temperature might have been required, but it is more
likely that the theory is at fault. Many considerations

have been left out of account which would indicate just

such an error. In particular I would mention the same

causes which led us before to expect a still greater diver-

gence in the expressions for the pressure at this temperature

(§ 10) and the difference between the mean and probable

velocity of the molecule, all of which considerations must

at present be passed over.

The ten equations of the last article appear to be borne

out by experience in the case of a hundred liquids, as close-

ly as one Avould have a right to expect, in view of the minor

considerations which have been of necessity disregarded.

By means of a more general analysis, outlined in § i6, I

have been able to prove that the same would not have

been true if we had assigned an essentially different

law to the variation of the cohesive force; the relations

calculated between all these constants would h"ave been

in that case entirely out of proportion.

§ 15. To facilitate the use and application of the for-

mulae of § 13, connecting the latent heat, elasticity, expan-
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sion, specific heat, critical temperature and surface ten-

sion, tables have been constructed expressing the value

of each of these constants in terms of the ratio of /' to /„

,

called the Principal Argmnent. In the case of the coef-

ficient of expansion, the ratio was calculated in Table X.

explicitly in terms of e, for 0° centigrade, by means of the

formula I. «-, of § 7,

which became —- = ^-^ ^—^ I.

4 3 + 1092 fo

For the critical temperature ( T^ in Table XI. formula

(6) of § 13 was employed, at the temperature zero, neglect-

ing the external pressure. This became
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formula derived from the fundamental equation and from

equations (3) and (5) of § 13, namely,

^ K =5-9-^(4 -^-3) V.

For curiosity's sake, Table XV. was also constructed

to show the surface tension at intervals of 10" correspond-

ing to a given ratio of /' to /. It was assumed that the

density varied as the quotient of the absolute molecular

weight b}' the cube of the absolute molecular distance;

and having determined the value of / for water (about

.000,000,01), we have from § 13, IV. and (4), approxi-

mately.

^JS=--('-T^-~
T^ "' • V" I J To

by which the value of S may be calculated roughly from

that of/' -T- /, and conversely.

In the construction of the last three tables it was neces-

sary to calculate the ratio, /' -^ /, at various temperatures,

in terms of its value at o", which might have been done

indirectl}^ by means of Table X. and Table III.— the ratio

var3'ing inversel}' as the cube root of the volume. To
facilitate this calculation, however, an auxiliary table

was constructed (XVI.), by means of which, if the ratio

of /' to / is known at any one temperature, it may be

found at anv other.

It is easy by means of these tables to find the values of

all of the six specific constants of this section, when a?iy

one is given. By reference to the proper table, the ratio

of /' to 4 can be found, already reduced to the tem-

perature zero; then with this as an argument, the val-

ues of the other constants can be derived, each from its

own table. It is assumed tliat the density and molecular
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weight are known, and also the quantivalence of the vari-

ous atoms which compose the molecule.

To present the results of the theor}' in the clearest form,

and in the smallest possible compass to compare them with

those of observation, Table XVIII. has been constructed;

the old-fashioned names of the substances, which are ex-

clusively liquids, are placed in the first column; the most

modern s3'mbols follow, and to still further identify the

liquids, the density, boiling point and melting point are

added, mostly from the determinations of Kopp and

Pierre. The value of the Principal Argument, /' -r- /, is

then tabulated in three columns, calculated respectively

from the expansion, the critical temperature and the latent

heat.* The last column contains references to the tables

or sections where the liquid in question has received a

special examination, so that the comparison may easily be

made.

The truth of the theory is illustrated by the e^eneral

agreement of the values of the Principal Argument calcu-

lated from different data; its practical use is limited only

by the accuracy w^ith which, from the most probable value

of the Argument, the various constants may be derived.

§ 1 6. The treatment of the specific heat of gases, the

tension of vapors and the expansion of liquids subject to

a change of state involves the use of the theory of proba-

bility, which is foreign to the purpose of this paper. It

seemed, however, desirable to show that there was nothing

in these phenomena necessarily inconsistent with the law

which we have assigned to the variation of the force of

cohesion.

The similarit}' between a velocity in the kinetic theory

and an accidental error in the theory of probability is seen

from various considerations. Knowing onl}', in any spe-

* Calling unity the value of A'.
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cial case, that the velocity or error is positive and finite,

W'e are able, nevertheless, to calculate from various data

the average, the mean, and the probable value. The
chances are the same for positi\'e as for negative magni-

tudes, and the principle of the conservation of energy

requires that velocities taken at random, like errors, shall be

compounded so that the mean square of the resultant may
be equal to the sum of the mean squares of the com-
ponents.

If we possessed absolutely no know^lege of the mechan-
ism by which velocities are determined, our only choice

would be to apply the same rules as to accidental errors;

and by comparing the ditferent formulae which have been

suggested for the kinetic theory, one might easily become
convinced that the substitution of one formula for another

is not likely to cause a mistake of more than one place in

the decimal point.

The formula for the probability (^c) of a velocit}^ of a

gas molecule^, for instance, being less than r, may be

deduced from Watson's formula, in his Kinetic Theory

of Gases, page 5, namely.

V 77 ^ °
.

while Chauvenet's formula for the probability that an error

will be less than /is

4>t =-^ rVv//.

The formulae for solids and liquids have not apparently

been worked out, and, in complete ignorance of the mech-
anism which determines the kinetic energy of a given

particle, we can obtain an approximation, only, to the dis-

tribution of velocities, b}' means of the more general theory

of probability. For convenience of reference, a table of

the probability of errors has been appended, calculated by
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Chauvenct, from o to 5 times the probable error; and Mr.

Haskell has extended this table in logarithms from 5 to

100 times the probable error. It will therefore be an easy

matter to calculate, rough!}-, the chances of all the different

velocities which are likely to occur, and to see whether

the various phenomena, such as have been described, can

be attributed to the inequality of their distribution accord-

ing to the laws of chance. The results must be accepted

with the greatest caution, as indicating the possibility of

explaining the phenomena in this way, and not the proba-

bility of having found the true solution.

The internal molecular heat has been so successfully

treated of late, by the ordinary assumptions of the Kinetic

Theory, that there can be little or no question that the sub-

ject is properly a branch of this theory, and consequently,

being entirely independent of cohesion, cannot conflict

with any supposition as to the nature of the latter.

The question of vapor tensions needs a special examina-

tion.

Maxwell has pointed out in his Theory of Heat, under

the "Molecular Theory of Evaporation and Condensation''

(page 323), that a liquid in contact with its vapor is in

equilibrium when the rate of evaporation of the liquid is

equal to the rate of condensation of the vapor, both being

determined by the laws of chance.

By assuming that the total energy of a substance varies

as the square of a velocit}-, we may at once obtain expres-

sions for the probability of a particle of water becoming

steam and a particle of steam becoming water, taking into

account the interchange across any surface which separates

them. The theoretical solution will be of the general form,

the demonstration of this formula (which is itself of slight

importance) will be omitted on account of its length. A
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is the ratio of the probable to the mean velocity, and B
may be taken as 1.974; W'l?, the total energy contained in

the substance; and n is nearly equal to unity. The for-

mula indicates, in a general way, the variation of vapor ten-

sion with the temperature and in different substances.

Solved by the ordinary tables of probability, its results

may vary widely from the truth (though seldom by more
than one decimal place), which is in part owing to the

uncertainty of the true value of W. Were there a table

constructed to represent the actual probability of a velocity

bearing various ratios to the probable velocity, one might

reasonably expect to obtain more accurate results.

The theory of probability throws much light on the sub-

ject of the expansion of liquids near their melting point.

In the solid or crystalline state, bodies may occupy
more or less space than in a state of fusion, according to

circumstances; and we conclude that there must exist cer-

tain molecular arrangements which are more compact, and

others less compact, than a simple chance distribution.'^

Whenever a particle contains two or more molecules

having, as a system, sufficient velocity to overcome their

mutual cohesion, the particle ma}' be said to be in a state

of fusion; if, on the other hand, their velocity is so slight

that the molecules must return to the same relative posi-

tions, the particle may be considered to be solid.

The principle of the distribution of velocities asserts that

in any substance in which the mean velocity is given,

there are always a certain number of molecules which

have, for the moment, more than twice that velocity, for

instance; that no matter how high the temperature may
be raised, through the inequalities of chance, there will

alwavs be some molecules whose relative velocities are

* A homely illustration might be derived from architecture, in which the general structure

is less aggregated, and the solid portions more so, than the materials would be if completely

disarranged.
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insufficient, for the time being, to carry them out of the

sphere of their mutual attraction; and that no matter how
low the temperature may be, there will always be some
which are free to move under the influence of external

forces.*

It follows that in liquids, solid particles, in solids, liquid

particles must always be present.

What distinguishes a solid from a liquid is not, therefore,

according to this theory, the fact that all particles are

either solid or liquid; but simply that the rate of solid-

ification or of liquefaction, as the case may be, is in excess;

so that a structure once set up is capable, in solids, of

maintaining itself, while in liquids it never attains more than

indefinitely small dimensions.

The existence, however, of an indefinite number of these

indefinitely small solid particles is easily seen to have a

inarked influence on the volume whenever in the solid

state the density is considerably diflerent from that of the

liquid.

Conspicuous amongst all liquids in this respect stands

water, which expands greatly on solidif3'ing. In all such

liquids, the continual formation of solid particles, be it only

for an instant, must tend to increase the volume, and the

colder the liquid becomes, the greater will be the propor-

tion of solid particles at any instant; so that, other things

being equal, the liquid will expand by cooling.

On the other hand, if the solid be denser than the liquid,

the rate of expansion with the temperature will be in-

creased by the gradual disappearance of solid particles.

The existence, therefore, of exceptions to the general

law of expansion does not militate in any way against the

validity of the reasoning by which it was established.

As in the case of vapor tensions, the quantitative appli-

cation of the theory of probability is beset with mathe-

• The practical effect is seen, undoubtedly, in the slow yielding of the hardest rocks to

enormous pressures, discussed in Geology, and in the so-called viscosity of ice.
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matical difficulty and practical objections. It may per-

haps be allowable to suggest that, from almost any point

of view, there will be in melting ice only from fifty to

seventy per cent, of solid particles, and in freezing waiter

nearly one-half as many, but in boiling w^atcr not more than

one-third; so that the number which disappear in melting is

not more than twice the number which are eliminated

when the liquid is raised to boiling. The true expansion,

therefore, from o° to ioo°, instead of being 1.04, niay be

from 1.08 to 1. 10, and the real coefficient at 0° is probably

from .0006 to .0008, increasing regularly with the tem-

perature, as in the case of an ordinary liquid.

§ 17. The investigation of the hypothesis that the cohe-

sive forces var}' inversely as the 4"' power of the distance

has now been carried as far as was originally intended.

The results of other hypotheses remain to be determined.

In equation IV. § 2,

If a different value be assigned to a, we can see that

the relation between the latent heat and the other con-

stants will be materially altered. There being no reason

on the whole to suppose that the value already considered

is either too great or too small, and since a determines, in

a certain way, the average rate of change of the cohesion,

it follows that we are not allowed any great w^dth in the

nature of our fundamental hypothesis.

It is not so with the cohesion at short distances. In the

condition of equilibrium,

P+ P' + P" = o,

if we write P" : P^' = ll : P ^ we shall obtain equations

as before for the elasticity and the expansion, which may be
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at once reduced to the lorms already obtained by putting

We have

3[:-3;(//«.4§-.)]

whence, by substitution, we shall find Ee T=^ P,' as before.

Disregarding 7^ in comparison with E or P', and treat-

ing a; as a constant, we have by ditferentiation,

_^^ ^ . _ r^ — 2 -v- r3 + Gv— 3) er n _
dT 3

^"^ ^^U — 3-1 L3-^(^_2)erJ ^

"-AT — 3-' ^3 -(- ("^— 2) ^^

= J1 (6Ar— 15 +er(A^^ — 5.V + 6)) III.

^7^' 81 l4-7e(v^—5^^+6) (6;i'—i5+7e(.v^—5;^-t-6)) j *

etc.

From equations III. it is easil}^ seen that x cannot be

constant and less than 3, since it is well known that the

rate of expansion increases with the temperature.

There is much however to indicate for x a smaller value

than 6; the rate ofexpansion does not increase quite so rap-

idly on the whole as our first analysis would indicate, and

from the analogy of small magnets we should expect that at

short distances the attraction should vary, for compound
substances, inversely as some power of the distance be-

* It will be noticed that the value of x is here greater by 2 units than in { 2, denoting the

rate of variation of the pressure, not the attraction.
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tween the fourth and the square; that is, we should expect

to find 6 ^ X ^ ^.

The effect of diminishing x will be evidently to increase

the elasticity and to diminish the expansion in like pro-

portion, so that the product £e T will not be affected, and

hence the principal ratio. A", will remain the same; but

the specific heat, which involves the product Ee"^ T^ will be

diminished, as we have already seen is the case in solid

bodies.

A diminution of .v would, however, increase the calcula-

ted value of the critical temperature, which we have seen

is already too high, and this alone is sufficient to counter-

balance the weight of the argument founded upon expan-

sion.

By giving different values to x^ all possible relations may
be represented between e and its derivative; by assigning

arbitrary values to x at different temperatures, any law of

expansion can be expressed; and if our reasoning has been

correct, when the true relations between the derivatives

shall have been determined with still greater accuracy than

at present, we shall be able to conclude precisely by what

law the cohesion actually varies in different states of aggre-

gation, and we may then class under the head of accurate

knowledge what has so far been only hypothetical.

§ 18. The above sections were already in the press

when the communication of D. Mendelejeff, On the Ex-
pansion of Liquids, published in the April Journal of the

Chemical Society at London, first came to my notice.

The table for the expansion of liquids, quoted from

Thorpe, has been reprinted in full (Table VIII.) and is a

most striking confirmation of the uniformity of the law of

expansion of liquids, pointed out in § 9. One can hardly

avoid the conclusion that the experiments of Thorpe must
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have been remarkably free from sources of accidental

error.

MendelejefF points out that the law of expansion may be

represented, within the limit of error of observation, by the

extremely simple empirical formula,

kt
'

where k is a constant very nearly equal to the coefficient

of expansion.

By calculating k for the next to the highest temperature

in the table, I find an average error of only five ten-thou-

sandths in the use of this formula for the 47 liquids exam-

ined by Thorpe. The formula claims, therefore, a careful

investigation.

Differentiating and dividing by the volume, we have

dV k
J

II.

III.

dt"

The first derivative is therefore onl}' about one-third as

great as the Theory would indicate, and the other deriva-

tives are also much smaller, so that the isobaric curves

will be straighter; but from Table VII. it will be suffi-

ciently evident that the whole difference in question is less

than the mean difference between two observers such as

Kopp and Pierre.

From a purely empirical point of view, it is not easy to

decide between the relative values of the formula of Men-

delejeff and that of the Theor}'.
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In the case of the 47 liquids examined by Thorpe, it must
be frankly admitted that although the observed values lie,

in every case but one, between those calculated by the

two formulae, the average is twice as near the indication

of Mendelejeff as to that of the Theory. More significance

would, however, be attached to this fact, were there a

sufficient number of observations, made independently,

with which the results of Thorpe might be compared.

The curvature of the line representing the expansion Is

subject to a constant error due to the standards of com-
parison ; and the fact that nearly every other observer has

found a greater curvature, not only for liquids in general,

but also for those few examined in common with Thorpe,

should not be left out of accorait.

For the purpose of comparison. Table IX. was con-

structed, showing the differences between the volumes

according to Mendelejeff's formula and those from the

mean results of Kopp and Pierre, for the eleven liquids

already examined.

It will be noticed that the volumes for ether do not

agree with those calculated by Mendelejeff, owing prob-

ably to the use of other data by the same observers,

which I have not been able to discover. The fig^ures

taken from Sharpies' Tables are not so favorable as those

quoted in the paper. The sums of the squares of the

differences are represented in the table below.

If, for various reasons, butyric acid be omitted from

the list, the sums of the squares of the errors will be

2,432,832 for Kopp and Pierre, 2,289,662 for Mendelejeff,

and 414,460, for the Theory; or, throwing out fusel-oil,

which is most unfavorable to Mendelejeff, the sums will

become 1,551,256, 736,953, and 243,518, respectively.

The statement of Mendelejeff, that the empirical for-

mula represents the expansion within the limit of error of

observation, is therefore completely borne out in tlw3 case
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facts as we possess is that the truth must lie between them.

It was pointed out in § 10 that, in expansion, the free

path would increase with the distance moj'e than one

might expect, b}' an amount which could be calculated,

for instance, in the case of spherical atoms.

The impact, which is necessarily central in the most

condensed state, would often be oblique in a state less con-

densed. The effect of thus increasing the length of the

free path would be to diminish the visible expansion and

also its rate of change. The same is true of the rapidl}^

increasing vapor tension, and these considerations, together

with those given in the last section, are sufficient to ac-

count for a much greater ditference than actually exists

between the theoretical and empirical formulae.

The latter is undoubtedly, as Mendelejeff claims, ?i first

opproximation to the expression of the facts; the former,

to their exact theoretical solution. The close ai^reement of

the formulae must be considered as a mutual confirmation.

§ 19. In the same April Journal of the Chemical So-

ciety will be found an article by Thorpe and Rlicker On a

Relation between the Critical Teinperatuj-es of Bodies

and their Thermal Expatisions as Liquids.

The formula of Van der Waals is first considered, name-

ly, that at corresponding temperatures,

I dV,

V, dt
X 7^, = C, I.

in which the first factor is evidently the same as our e.

This formula, by the way, may be derived from § 13.

In (6) we have

/'

V

f:
- ^1 = -8,5 ^ i^^^i-^)

I ) \ I J '^7; P
where, neglecting the last factor, which is nearly equal to

I, we see that if we know the ratio of Z", to T, which is
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the same, by definition, for all liquids at corresponding-

temperatures, the ratio of I' to / must be determined.

We have, therefore, for the coefficient of expansion,

from (5),

'- r -^' '

4 — -3

r . .

where we see that if —- is given, c varies inversely as the

temperature.

Therefore e : e' = 7"'
:
2"= 7"/ : Z", , or eT", = constant.

By combining this result with Mendelejeff's formula for

expansion,

I kt

II.

Thorpe and Rijcker obtain the following:

Vt «7;— 273
'

whence

The mean value of a is calculated for 7 liquids, the

critical temperature being determined by Sajotschewsky,

as 1-995; from 5 other determinations, 1.976; from 10 by

Pawlewski, 1.991; and from 12 others, 1.93. Selecting the

most probable value, 1.995, ^^^^ critical temperatures of

the first 7 liquids are calculated by the formula,

T — '^^t — 273 TV
I 7~Tr \ >

with a remarkable degree of approximation, the average

error being very little more than one degree, which is of
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course very much smaller than the probable error of ob-

servation.

Table XVII. has been constructed to show the probable

error when all the liquids quoted are taken into account,

and to compare this error with that of the Theory. It will

be seen that the average error is here in the tens and not in

the units, and that the probable error of the Theory is a

little smaller, and could be made very much so, had it

been thought advisable to introduce the empirical constant,

o. 1 16, instead of that calculated from purely theoretical

considerations (.11876).

The use of either formula is of practical importance, and

the difference between their indications is no greater than

the limit of error of observation. This is owing; to the

close agreement, at low temperatures, of the formulae for

expansion (already considered), by which, in combination

with the principle of Van der Waals, the critical tem-

perature might be calculated in each case.

Both formulae agree in indicating, for all liquids, an in-

variable ratio between the densities at the absolute zero

and at the critical temperature. From the empirical

formula (II.), we see that this ratio should be <7 -^

{a — i), or 2.005, nearl}^ while the Theory requires

the cube of /, -^ /,' or about 3.4. Various considera-

tions, whose discussion would be unprofitable, tend to

diminish this theoretical value; but a single accurate

determination of the density of a liquid in the critical state

would probably serve as a crucial test of the reasoning.

§ 20. Conclusion:

—

(i) It is not claimed that the

theory which has been developed is by any means a com-

plete solution of the relations existing between the various

constants of Thermodynamics; the main point has been to

show that such relations exist. The provisional assump-

tion of a cohesive force varying inversely as the fourth
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power of the distance may be considered as the first link

in the chain by which these may finally be connected

together.

(2) The connection between these constants is ex-

emplified in a series of six tables, in which they are all

expressed, explicitly or implicitly, in terms of certain well-

known constants, and one which is peculiar to this theory,

called the Principal Argument. It has not been attempted

to adjust these tables empirically (which might easily

have been done) so as to obtain the best possible results;

they represent rigidly the relation between the six physi-

cal constants required by the Theory for an ideal liquid or

solid.

(3) The indications of this theory are in many cases

within the limits of errors of observation, and in no case are

we led to a result w^iich is not reasonably close to the

truth, considering the quantities which have been neg-

lected. The same would not have been true if any fun-

damental change had been made in the supposition as to

the nature of the cohesive force or its rate of variation,

the general law for which may, therefore, be considered

as established.

(4) In view of the magnitudes of several of the quanti-

ties treated, the approximate agreement of the results pre-

cludes any essential error in the formulae.

(5) In working out the mathematical solution of various

problems, we had frequent recourse to certain formulae

which were already developed in Maxwell's Electricity

and JMagnetism. We have followed, all through, the

analogy between the attraction of a number of small mag-

netized spheres and the ordinary phenomena of cohesion.

The analogy appears to hold in every respect. On the

other hand, the laws of the attraction assigned to ordinary

unpolarized matter have been proved to be entirely incom-

patible with the known facts.
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(6) There being nothing inconsistent with any of the

phenomena known to Chemistry or Physics in the suppo-

sition that the ultimate particles of matter, of whatsoever

sort, have fundamentally the same characteristics, may it

not be that the same causes which, under certain condi-

tions, render the particles of steel and other substances per-

manently magnetic, belong in reality to the elementary

atoms of which all bodies are composed, like the polarities

assigned to them in electrol3'sis, whether the body as a

w^hole exhibits magnetic or diamagnetic properties? If

this should be so, then w^e have found the physical basis

for a Theory of Cohesion.





TABLES.



Table of the Probability of Errors. (Probable

Error =z i.)

Derived from Chauvencfs Aifronomy, Vol. JI, Table IX, A

Error
less

tlian



Table of the Logarithmic Probability of Errors.

Probable Error = i. (Haskell.)

Krror
greater
than

5-0

5-2

54
5-6

5-8

6.0

6.2

6.4

6.6

6.8

7.0

7-2

74
7.6

7.8

8.0

8.2

8.4

8.6

8.8

9.0

9.2

94
9.6

9.8

lO.O

Logarithm of

Probability.

4.8722

1-6557

4.4318

4.2004

1-9615
_5-7i5i

5.461

1

5.1996

6.9305

6.6538

6.3695

6.0776

7.7781

.14709
7.1561

8.8335

_^-5033

8.1654

9.8199

9.4665

_9-io56

10.7370

10.3606

ii-9764

ii-5845
1 1. 1 849

Difference.

2165

2239

2314

2389

2464

2540

2615

2691

2767

2843

2919

2995

3072

3148

3226

3302

3379

3455

3532

3609

3686

3764

3842

3919

3996

2nd
Differ-

ence.

74

75

75

75

76

75

76

76

76

76

76

77

76

78

76

77

76

77

77

77

78

78

77

77

78

Error
greater
tlian

Logarithm of

Probability.
Difference.

2nd
Differ,
ence.

Logarithmic probability continued, accu-

rate to four figures.

10

I I

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

£1.185

13.070

16.762

78.258

i_i-559

24.665

^•575
30.289

34-807

37.129

41-254

2. 115

2.309

2.504

2.699

2.894

3-090

3.2S6

3.482

3-678

3-865

194

195

195

195

196

196

196

196

197

Logarithmic probability continued, contain-

ing four significant figures.

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90
100

£^.i8

41.25

91.68

160.41

249.40

358.65

486.16

635-91

803-92

990.17

29-93

49-57

69.27

89.01

108.75

128.49

148.25

167.99

187.75

19.64

19.70

19.74

19.74

19.74

19.76

19.74

19.76



I.

Table for Epsilon and its Derivatives.

Containing four significant figures calculated /or

T=273°

€



II.

Table of Coefficients of Volume.

Containing four significant figures.

V= I -\- at-^ be -f- ct^ + dt' + ef' + dc.

a
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T&blC ^^. Calculation of the mean diffcrctice bet-Mccn Pierre and Kopp.

c
(A

s
c

p
K

.001185569
.001 134200

2)4-000051369

o

"3

P
K

w

£

c

r

c
c

.0000256S5

.001I59S85

.001048630

.001041390

-I-.000007240

.000003620

.001045010

.001653500

.001546400

-f-.oooioyioo

.000053550

.001599950

.001513240

.001480260

+.000032980

.000016490

.001496750

.001325200

.001364460

—.000039260

.000019630

•001344830

.001295950

.001277900

+.000018050

.000009025

.001286925

.001258490

.001273S00

—.000015310

.000007655

.001266145

B
.00000

1 5649300
13635000

2)+02014300

01007
I
50

1 4642 1
50

17509900
07836000

+09673900
04836950

12672950

85060000
69745000

+ 15315000

07657500

77402500

23590000
3503160

-II44I600

05720800

29310800

28624840
01353800

+27271040

73635510

T49S9320

29098000
3947100

-10373000

05 1 86500

c
.0000000

0911100
0S74100

2 ) +0037000

34284500

29568800
21914000

+07654400
03827200

25741200

0018500

0892600

01 345

I

s

1761800

—162728^

oS 1 364

1

0948159

6425S00

4005100
270f)70(3

+1304400
0652200

3352900

0661800
3924800

-3263000

1 63

1

500

2293300

0425690
03639CK)

+0061790

0030895

0394795

1492150
1

1 79700

+031-450

0156225

1335925

A-A
io-»X

2.639

0.052

11.471

1.088

I-54I

0.326

0.234

A-B

lO"

0.041

0.936

2.346

A^C
io-'«X

O.OOI

2.6^7

1.309 1.700

7-437 10.647

1.076 0.004

0.585 0.097



T^bl© If . Calculation of the mean differ ence bet'Mcen Pierre and Kopp.



VI. Table of the Value of

A
Liuuid Assumea Observed

aa B AB AC

.00 .00

Calculatid Observed

.00000

Calculated Observed

.0000000

I



A, B and C Calculated and Observed.

A
No. of
Liquid Assumed Observed

.00 .00

aa b
Calculated Observed

.00000

AB C AC
Calculated Observed

.0000000

38



TABLE VII.

I. Wood Spirit (e := .001120).

V. V. ^P-K A' V. V. 'p,K-€

10"

20°

30"

40°

60°

1.0120^1

1.02442 I

I.03724II

1.05053!!

1.06436 I

1.07875,1

01 149+ 54
02330+1 12

03549I+175
04810+243
06120+316
074S3I+392

.01 1761I.01 144

.023S6J1.02339

•0363<^V°35'^9
.04931 1.0490

1

.0627811.06280

.07679I1.07730

+32

+47
+47
+30
— 2

-51

1024
2209
2209

900

4
2601

35^654

2. Alcohol (e = .001020)

894

V. V. VP,K Vc ^P.K-. A'

10"

20°

30°

40°

60°

70"

1.01067
1.02169
1.03309
1.04486
1 .05701

1.06953

1.08247

1.01 05

1

1.02127
1.03242

1.04403
1.05622

1.06909
1.08276

+16



TABLE VII. (continued).

5. Acetate of Ethyl (£=.001251),

V, V, J,_, A' V,., V, /],,,., A'



TABLE VII. (continued).

8. Fusel-oil (e=.00090).



TABLE VII. (concluded)

V„

10. Butyrate of Ethyl (e

V
.00

V. Ap.K A^ P,K

nil).

V, AP,K-< A'

10^

20°

30°

40°

50°

60°

70°

80°

90°

100°

1 10^

1.01206
1.02427

1.03676

1.04970
1 .063 1

7

1.07723

1.09233
1. 10830
1. 12540
1.

1 4360
1. 16330

.01 192

.02416

.03678

.04983

.06338

•07745
.09216

.10750

.12360

.14050

.15810

•01135

.02319

•03558

.04857

.06222

.07656

.09169

.10770

.12460

.14250

.16170

+ 64
+102

+119
+ 119
+105

+ 83

+ 55
+ 20
- 10

- 50
-100

4096
10404
14161

14161

11025

6889
3025
400
100

2500
1 0000

406564 76761

II. Butyric Acid (e = .000924).



VIII. Expansion of Liquids according to Thorpe.

(D. Mendelejeff.)

pcyi.ci,
FBr^
NCgllJI.,, iimliuc . .

so,(drf)Ci ....
c,ii,ci

s:ci,

ClIBi-a

CIIJCl
(CIl,Bi).,

S.,0,C1.,

cVo^cf^
VOCI3
TiCl,

NQH,, picoline .

POBrCl,
AsCl,,

pscig
C3H.OCI, cpichloi-hvdria

CaPLOII, allvl alcohol .

P(C;il50)C];t • . •

QClgOCl
CBrCla . .

FOCI, . .

C(NO.,)Cl,
Br, . . .

C2CI3OII .

SnCl, . .

cii,cicri.,ci

cs, . .

'.

SOCl.,

PCI.,
.'

C,II, § . . . •

CCl,
C,H,;

II

SO,Cl.,

C,U,,~M . . . .

CIIC13
NC,Hp. propio:iitril .

ciigCiici, . . .

cii.ci,

SiCl,

AsF,
00(0113)2, acetone

CJIgOCl . . .

(NO,),. . . .

10"

1 .00S3

1 .00S5

1 .00S7

1 .0091

1.0095
1 .0094
1 .0094
1 .0093
1 .0094
1 .0096

1.009S

1 .0097
1.0097
1 .0099
1 .0098
I.OIOI

1.01 00
1.0102

1.01 03
1.01 03
1.0104
I.Olio
1.0109
1. 01 09
I.OI I 1

i.oioS

I.OI I I

I.OI 17
I.0II6

I.0II6

I.OI 19
I.OII7

l.Oll'

[.0120

I.OI2I

I.0122
I.0124
I.0125
[.0125

1-0125

1 .0130

1-0134
I .0136
1 .0144
I .or3<s

r.0139

1.0157

30

.0350
- i

0359
.0262

0273
.0285

.02S5;

.02S7

.0283

.0286

.0293

.0299

.0298'

.0298

.0301

•0299'

•03071

.0306

.0310

•0315

•0314,

.0324

•033-

.0332

•0333

•0337

•0335

•0347
•0356

•0356
.0360

.0360

.0360

.0360

.036S

•03:

0376
.0380

.0386

.0387

.03S8

.0404

.0417

.0425

•0433

•0433

-0433

60°
I

.0507

•0530

•0535
.0552

.0578

.0584

.05 84

.05S6

.05S7

.0605

.0616

.06 1

8

.06 1

8

.0619

.0620

.0630

.063

1

.0639

•0653
,0660

.0680

.0682

.0686

.0693

.0694

.0698

.0719

.0736

.0742

.0745
•075-

•0755

.0771

.0778

.0792

.0797

.0815

.0S18

.0820

•0S55

100° 150"

1.0S69 1.136S

1.0916 1. 1450
1.0925 1.1473
I.094 I 1.1465

1.0994 1.1585
1.1016 1. 1618

1.1012

I. 1027
1.1023
I. 1061

1.1074
1.1086

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

bo
c

.0904

.0885

.0920

,1087

,1084

,1097

,1098

,1104
.1121

1155
1 . 1 20-^'

I . I 204
1. 1 20

1

I . I 3o6
1. 1 232
1. 1226

1.1302

1-13:

,1401

1-1439

fO

Ss

.1479
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IX. Comparison of Mendelejeff's formula with the mean
results of Kopp and Pierre.

t° fp,K A' Vp.K Vm

20

30
40
50
60
70

10

20

(i) Wood Spirit.

10
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PROCEEDINGS.

Seven hundred and sixty-tliird Meeting.

May 29, 1883.— Annual Meeting.

The President in the chair.

The Treasurer and the Librarian presented their annual

reports.

The Corresponding Secretary read the annual report of

the Council.

The chairman of the Rumford Committee presented the

following

Report of the Rumford Committee for the year.

Since the last report various scientific investigations have been

instituted by the Committee as follows :
—

I. Experiments in photographing the solar spectrum with the

improved dry plates ; conducted under the direction of Professor

Pickering, by Mr. W. H. Pickering. The Committee have expended

on this account $233.56, viz. :
—

Scott's bills, S7.75 and $iri $22.75

French's bill 69.80

Clark & Sons' bill 85.00

Stevens, for labor, &c 56.01

$333.56

II. Experiments on the so-called Thomson effect in Thermo-

electricity, and related subjects ; conducted by Professor Trowbridge.

The Committee have expended on this account $323, viz. :
—

To Williams, for large Bunsen battery . . . $225.00
" *' for large adjusting coils . . . 98.50

"$323.50



468 PUOCEEDINflS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY

The Committee have had under consideration, for two years, sci-

entific work of great merit by various indivichiuls with reference to

an apjiropriate selection of a candidate for the Rumford Premium

;

and, after much deliberation, have come to a unanimous agree-

ment to recommend to the Academy the adoption uf the following

votes :
—

Voted, That the Rumford Premium be awarded to Professor H. A.

Rowland, of Baltimore, " For his researches in Light and Heat."

Voted, That the Rumford Committee be authorized to draw upon

the Treasurer of the Academy for the expenses incurred in the prep-

aration of the gold and silver medals which constitute the Rumford

Premium, and charge the same against the income of the Rumford

Fund.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Joseph Lovering,

Chairman of Rumford Committee.

The report was accepted and the votes recommended were

adopted.

On the motion of the Corresponding Secretary, it was

Voted., That the following should be substituted in phice of

No. 4 of the standing votes of the Academy :
—

" One hundred extra copies of each paper published in

the Memoirs or Proceedings of the Academy may be sep-

arately printed for immediate distribution, and jjlaced at the

disposal of the author free of charge ; and, at the special

request of the author, this number may be increased to two

hundred."

The following gentlemen were elected members of the

Academy :
—

George Basil Dixwell, of Boston, to be a Resident Fellow

in Class III., Section 3.

John William Mallet, of Charlottesville, Virginia, to be an

Associate Fellow in Class I., Section 3.

Atticus Greene Ilaygood, of Oxford, Georgia, to be an As-

sociate Fellow in Class III., Section 1.

Charles Adolphe Wurtz, of Paris, to be a Foreign Honor-

ary Member in Class I. Section 3, in place of the late Fried-

rich Wohler.
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The annual election resulted in the choice of the foUowins:

officers :
—

Joseph Lovering, President.

Oliver W. Holmes, Vice-Preside7it.

JosiAH P. Cooke, Corresponding Secretary.

John Trowbridge, Recording Secretary.

Henry P. Kidder, Treasurer.

Sajmuel H. Scudder, Librarian.

Council.

Edward C. Pickering,

Amos E. Dolbear, \ of Class I.

Robert H. Richards,

Henry P. Bowditch, \

Asa Gray, \ of Class H.

Alexander Agassiz, f

Edward Atkinson,

James B. Ames, ) of Class HI.

Justin Winsor,

Rumford Committee.

Wolcott Gibbs, John Trowbridge,
Edward C. Pickering, Josiah P. Cooke,

John M. Ordway, Joseph Lovering,

George B. Clark.

Member of Committee of Finance.

Thomas T. Bouve.

The President appointed the following standing com-

mittees :
—

Committee of Publication.

Alexander Agassiz, Josiah P. Cooke,

Amos E. Dolbear.
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Committee on the Library.

Henry P. Bowditch, William R. Nichols,
Henky W. Haynes.

Auditing Committee.

Henry G. Denny, Robert W. Hooper.

The following papers were presented :
—

" Recent Volcanic Phenomena on the Hawaiian Islands."

By William T. Brigliam.

" The Flow of Lava Streams as illustrated by the Hawaiian
Eruption of 1881." By William T. Brigham.

The following papers were presented by title :
—

Contributions from the Chemical Laboratory of Harvard
College :

—
1. " On Turmerol." By C. Loring Jackson and A. E.

Menke.

2. " On Curcumin." By C. Loring Jackson and A. E.

Menke.

3. " On the Action of Phosphorous Trichloride on Aniline."

By C. Loring Jackson and A. E. Menke.

4. " On the Action of Sodic Ethylate on Benzaldehyde."

Bv C. Loring Jackson and G. T. Hartshorn.

5. " On the Action of Concentrated Hydrobromic Acid

upon Miicobromic Acid and other Related Substances." By
Henry B. Hill.

6. " On the Action of Alkaline Hydrates upon Mucobromic

Acid." By Henry B. Hill and E. K. Sterns.

7. " On Phenoxychloracrylic Acid." By M. Loeb.

8. " On the Determination of Nitrites with Potassic Per-

manganate." By L. P. Kinnicutt and J. U. Nef.

0. " On the Determination of Sulphites with Potassic Per-

manganate." By L. P. Kinnicutt and R. Penrose.

" Weber's Theory of Magnetism." By John Trowbridge

and C. B. Penrose.

On the motion of the Corresponding Secretary, it was

Voted, To adjourn this meeting to the second Wednesday

in June.
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Seven hundred and sixty-fourth Meeting.

June 13, 1883.— Adjourned Annual Meeting.

The President in the chair.

The President announced the death of Gabriel Gustav

Valentin, Foreign Honorary Member.

On the motion of jMr. Winsor, it was

Voted, To appropriate for the coming year, subject to the

approval of a future stated meeting :
—

For general expenses .... $2,200.00

For publishing 2,000.00

For library 1,250.00

The following papers were presented :
—

" A Method of Correcting the Weight of Bodies for the

Buoyancy of the Atmosphere." By Josiah P. Cooke.

" Connection between Vision and the Kinetic Theory of

Gases." By AmosE. Dolbear.

" Conversion of Camphor into Borneol." By C. Loring

Jackson and A. E. Menke. (By title.)

Seven hundred and sixty-flfth Meeting.

October 10, 1883.— Stated Meeting.

The President in the chair.

The President announced the death of Sir Edward Sabine,

of Woolwich, Foreign Honorary Member; and of Stephen

Alexander, of Princeton, N. J., and William A. Norton, of

New Haven, Associate Fellows.

The appropriations recommended at the adjourned annual

meeting were confirmed.

The following gentlemen were elected members of the

Academy :
—

Arthur Michael, of Medford, to be a Resident Fellow in

Class I., Section 3.

Ira Remsen, of Baltimore, to be an Associate Fellow in

Class I., Section 3.
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Charles Hermite, of Paris, to be a Foreign Honorary

Member in Class I., Section 1, in place of the late Joseph

Liouville.

The following papers were presented :
—

" On Standard Time." By J. Rayner Edmands.
" On the Latitude of Harvard College Observatory, from

Observations in the Prime Vertical in 18G5." By William

A. Rogers.

" On the Zodiacal Light." By Arthur Searle.

" The Fossil White Ants of Colorado." By Samuel H.

Scudder. (By title.)

On tlie motion of Professor Pickering, it was

Voted, To appoint a committee, with power to consider

the introduction of the system of standard time now under

deliberation bv the managers of railroads in the United States

and Canada.

The chair appointed the following members upon this

Committee :
—

Messrs. Wolcott Gibbs, Francis A. Walker, and J. Rayner

Edmands.

Seven hundred and sixty-sixth Meeting.

November 14, 18b3. — Monthly Meeting.

A quorum was not present, and the Academy was not

called to order.

Seven hundred and sixty-seventh Meeting.

December 12, 1883.— Monthly Meeting.

The President in the chair.

The President announced the death of John Lawrence

Smith, of Louisville, and John Lawrence Le Conte, of Phila-

delphia, Associate Fellows ; and of Oswald Heer, of Zurich,

Foreign Honorary INIember.

The following paper was presented :
—

" On Vortex Rings studied experimentally." By Amos
E. Dolbear.
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S«ven hundred and sixty-eijjhth Meeting.

January 9, 1884.— Stated Meeting.

The President in the chair.

The Corresponding Secretary read letters announcing the

death of Joachim Barrande, of Prague, and Oswald Heer,

of Zurich, Foreign Honorary Members; also a letter from

Charles Hermite, acknowledging his election as Foreign

Honorary Member.

The death was announced of Andrew A Humphreys, of

Washington, Associate Fellow ; and of Evangelinus A.

Sophocles, of Cambridge, and Calvin Ellis, of Boston, Resi-

dent Fellows.

Mr. Edmands presented the following report of the com-

mittee on Standard Time.

To THE President of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences :

—
Sir,— The Committee appointed to consider the advisabiUty, with

reference to the pubhc convenience, of an acceptance by cities and

towns of the system recently adopted by the raih-oads of the United

States and Canada, by which the time will be uniform within each of

five sections of North America, respectfully recommend the general

introduction of the system for the following reasons.

It is of the greatest practical importance in a business community

and among travellers to have an accepted standard time, to which well-

constructed clocks and watches conform. True solar time is not reg-

ular enough for this purpose, since clocks cannot be made to keep time

with it. " Mean time " is an arbitrary device which overcomes the

difficulty. At different seasons of the year it is alternately faster and

slower than true solar time ; yet it serves practical purposes so well,

that many persons are ignorant of the fact that the difference exists.

As the division of the day into twenty-four hours and the calling of

noon " twelve o'clock " are both mere conventional arrangements, no

difficulty has been found in calling it twelve o'clock when an imaginary

or " mean " sun crosses the meridian, although twice a year this mean

noon varies more than a quarter of an hour from true solar noon.

For places in ditferent longitudes, mean noon occurs at different

instants. Many a suburban resident would find his watch a minute
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wrong by city time sliould he keep it true to the local time of the town

where he lives. But he fails to notice this fact because none of the

clocks in his town show the local time. Suburban clocks are made to

agree with those of the city, and the city clocks often show the time of

some larger city. F'or example, there is hardly an inland city in New
England which uses its own local time. Clock time, therefore, is arbi-

trary and conventional in nearly every respect. It is an invention

which has been modified from time to time to suit practical conven-

ience. Even in legal matters no one would think of appealing to the

true solar time, but in the absence of statute would rely upon whatever

standard is used by common consent.

The greater importance of precise time to us than to our ancestors

is due to our increased facilities'for dealing with those who live at a

distance,— to the railroad, the telegraph, the telephone, and the fast

mail. The same causes make it the more necessary to be punctual in

appointments with neighbors. It is difficult to realize how much more

important an exact knowledge of the time is for purposes of this sort

than for all others. Few persons really appreciate the number and

variety of interests which depend in one way or another upon the

arrival and departure of trains. This is especially true of a city sur-

rounded by well-developed suburbs. A large amount of the business

of Boston, for example, is done by people who enter and leave the

city daily by railroad, and the number of these increases every

year.

The consideration which induces a community to allow its time to

differ from the local time, is the existence of a railroad which uses the

time proper to some other longitude. There are no instants marked

out by nature as the times for men to perform their daily recurring

acts. Hours for meals vary widely ; and people show the latitude

which exists in the choice of times for beginning work or amusements,

by taking even hours and half-hours in preference to the intermediate

quarters or smaller divisions. Whatever be the standard of time,

men's daily affairs can be appointed according to convenience ; and, if

it be desired to use even hours and half-hours by the clock, the rail-

way standard offers as many chances for convenient arrangements as

does local time. The best plan is, then, for all the time-pieces, public

and private, to conform to that standard. As each railroad carries one

standard to two termini, this plan is inconsistent with the general use

of local time.

Heretofore there have been over fifty different standards in use at

once upon the railroads of the United States and Canada. In many
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places, moreover, where two or more standards are used, the local time

enters to increase the confusion. Remedies for this state of things

have been studied by able scientific men, discussed at length by learned

societies, and developed practically by railroad managers. All purely

ideal solutions have had to give way to those considerations which affect

the convenience of the public. For example, an early suggestion was

for the railroads to use one universal standard, while each community

should use its own local time. But such a scheme is visionary, since

neither the railroads nor the people would put it into practice. Ac-

cording to the plan which the railroads have recently adopted, the min-

ute-hands of watches all over the country are to be in coincidence, but

the hours are nowhere to depart far from local time ; and thus the

troublesome necessity of allowing for a difference of an odd number of

minutes is avoided. Again, tiie boundaries between sections using

successive hours are to be fixed with due regard to economic consid-

erations.

Those American communities which have heretofore had their own

local times must now consider whether to retain them, or submit to the

temporary inconvenience of adopting the new standard, which is to

come into use by the railroads. The recurring seasons of the year and

the gradually altering conditions of a city often call for altering the

time set to start a train, begin work, or open a public entertainment.

Some inconvenience immediately results, but it is quickly compensated.

If the standard of time be changed, many appointments will remain the

same by the clock, with positive improvement in some cases, while

others will be soon shifted according to convenience. Men will not

continue long to do things too late or too early in the day just because

the standard has been altered. Suppose, for example, that the clocks

of a city are put back a quarter of an hour. If the time set for open-

ing a school or factory had heretofore been thought rather early in the

day, the change would be beneficial. If, on the other hand, the hour

for opening had been thought rather late, the selection of a half-

hour earlier by the clock would effect the same improvement. In a few

weeks after the introduction of the new standard, people will be amazed

to see how little is the difference it has made in matters about which

anxiety is now expressed.

The introduction of uniform time will be no new experiment. In

the year 1848, I^^ngland, Scotland, and Wales adopted Greenwich

time as a standard for the railways, the change for the western part of

Scotland exceeding twenty minutes. This railway standard is now

used for all ordinary purposes throughout the island. The evils which
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some people feared woukl accompany or follow its introduction never

came, and the experience of a generation with uniform time has not

developed any desire to return to the system of local time.

The American case only differs from the British in the breadth of

our country, which requires to be divided into several sections, whose

standards differ by whole hours. Each section, however, is compara-

ble with Great Britain. It is true that a city located upon a boun-

dary between sections does not reap the full advantage i^ossessed by

more centrally located places, but the new system will be better than

the old, even on the frontiers of the sections.

Let us trace the effect of the adoption of the new standard by the

railroads upon any city which has heretofore been able to impose its

local time upon the surrounding country, taking Boston as an illustra-

tion. Evidently the very causes which brought the time of the neigh-

boring places into coincidence with that of the larger city will now
carry the time of those places over to the new standard, which in this

case is nearly that of Philadelphia. That is, Taunton and New Bed-

ford, Worcester and Springfield, Fitchbur^- and North Adams, Lowell

and Concord, Lawrence and Dover, and Portsmouth and Augusta,

have heretofore used Boston time solely because tlieir railroads did so;

but when the railroads give up Boston time the bond will be broken,

and Boston can only preserve the uniformity by conforming to the

new standard.

Such considerations lead us to the conclusion that any city, however

large, which maintains its local time after the railroads have deserted

it in favor of the new standard, will isolate itself from tlie time of the

country, and bring constantly recurring annoyance upon its citizens,

its visitors, and those who deal with it by telegraph.

In order to avoid perplexities for the first few days under the new

system, it is important that people throughout the country should

realize that we have now the consummation of a scheme deliberately

considered in all its details, and brought about by means whicli insure

its permanence. The movement is irresistible. Ofiicials and local

boards, with which the authority may lie, should therefore take formal

action in favor of it. Mills, banks, brokers' boards, and schools should

announce their intention to conform to it. Lawyers and insurance

companies should prepare themselves to use the slight verbal precau-

tions which will prevent litigation arising from any uncertainty during

the first few days following the change. And individuals generally

should adapt their plans to the new arrangements. Already the rail-

roads are prepared. But inaction on the part of communities leaves
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room for possible misunderstandings and legal difficulties, which would

be averted by a little foresight and promptness of action.

(Signed,) Wolcott Gibbs, \

Francis A. Walker, >- Committee.

J. Rayner Edmands, )

Professor Henry P. Bowditch called the attention of the

Academy to the necessity of better Hbrary accommodations

;

and, on his motion, it was

Voted, That a committee be appointed to consider this

subject.

The chair appointed the following committee :
—

Messrs. Henry P. Bowditch, Josiah P. Cooke, and Henry
P. Kidder.

The following gentlemen were elected members of the

Academy :
—

Oliver Clinton Wendell, of Cambridge, to be a Resident

Fellow in Class I., Section 2.

Joseph Thatcher Clarke, of Boston, to be a Resident Fel-

low in Class IH., Section 2.

The following papers were presented :
—

"Additional Observations confirmatory of the Relation:

Imperial yard -\- 3.37027 inches= Metre des Archives." By
William A. Rockers.

" A Possible Explanation of the Discordant Values of the

Equinox determined by Pond between 1820 and 1833." By
William A. Rogers.

" Observations on Variable Stars by Sir William Herschel."

By Edward C. Pickering. (By title.)

Seven liundred and sixty-ninth Meeting.

February 14, 1884. — Monthly Meeting.

The President in the chair.

The Corresponding Secretary read a letter from the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh, inviting the Academy to send a delegate

to its Tercentenary Celebration during Easter week.
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The selection of a representative was left to the officers of

the Academy.

The death of Arnold Guyot, of Princeton, N, J., Associate

Fellow, was announced.

The special business assigned for this meeting was the pre-

sentation of the Rumford medals, which had been awarded at

the annual meeting, in accordance with the recommendation

of the Rumford Committee.

The President made the following address in presenting

the medals to Professor Rowland :
—

The medals awarded to Professor Rowland have been struck at the

Philadelphia Mint, and appropriately engraved under the direction of

the Rumford Committee. Their deHvery to the recipient has been

postponed for several meetings, under the hope and expectation that

Professor Rowland would find it convenient to be present, and receive

the medals in person. His attendance with us now is warmly wel-

comed, and adds greatly to the interest of the occasion. I ask your

kind attention to a brief statement of so much of the scientific work

of Professor Rowland as justifies the award of the Rumford premium,

and of the relation in which these researches stand to the present

condition and needs of physical science.

Astronomy, at least that part of it which relates to celestial me-

chanics, has presented for many generations unchallenged claims to a

precision not attainable in any other science. The comparative sim-

plicity of its problems, involving only the familiar and measurable

units of mass, space, and time, has enabled it to attain and to hold

this distinguished position, in spite of the fact that all the senses

except vision are excluded from its study. If it has received any

assistance from the experimental laws of mechanics, much more have

these laws been illuminated by the motion of the planets, where

friction and other resistances do not interfere.

After Grove, in 1842-43, had published his lectures on the corre-

lation of the various physical forces ; after Mayer, Ilelmholtz, and

others had published their conclusions (the deductions partly of

theory and partly of experiment) that these different forces were

mutually convertible ; and after the view first seized in prophetic

vision by Bacon, Locke, and Winthrop was experimentally estab-

lished by Rumford, Davy, Joule, and numerous coadjutors, and with

ever-increasing clearness, that the assumed caloric was imaginary,

and that heat was only one kind of motion in ordinary matter, —
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then it was possible to introduce unity, harmony, and precision into

all the physical sciences by making the familiar units of measurement

universal. As other forms of energy (mechanical, electrical, mag-

netic, chemical, capillary, radiant, and gravitation) can be converted,

directly or indirectly, into heat-energy, heat has become a universal

standard of energy, current everywhere in science, and redeemable.

Hence it has become of prime importance to determine the mechanical

equivalent of heat, — the amount of heat, for example, which corre-

sponds in energy to a given mass falling through a given height in a

given latitude. In this way heat and all its dependencies will be

measured by the units of ordinary work. For more than forty years,

physicists in different countries, and by various methods, led by

Joule, have been engrossed with this measurement, reaching results

which have slowly but happily converged towards a common agree-

ment.

Professor Rowland, after an historical and critical review of the

methods and results of older cultivators in this rich field, has turned

up the soil anew, deepening the furrows.

The fruits of his long and patient labor were made known to the

Academy in 1879, in Volume XV. of the Proceedings. New appara-

tus was devised ; the comparative merits of mercurial and air ther-

mometers were discussed ; and the various constants of science which

enter into the case were re-examined. The research is a model of

ingenious and conscientious experimentation, and was not published

until it had received from its author the same severe criticism which

he had applied to the work of others. That his final conclusion

harmonizes so well with the best of Joule's, increases our confidence

in both. A larger discrepancy might have given a greater show of

originality ; but science would have paid for the novelty by a loss of

security, and another revision of the whole subject would have been

entailed upon it.

When Newton announced his dynamical theory of the solar system,

as simple as it was comprehensive, it made slow headway against

the fanciful hypothesis of Descartes, which was intrenched in all the

universities of Europe. And yet Newton's theory reposed upon a

firm mathematical foundation; while that of Descartes submitted to

no quantitative tests, and contradicted all the known laws of me-

chanics. The history of astronomy from that time almost to the

present moment tells of ever new victories achieved by the combined

attacks of the telescope and mathematical analysis in the province of

celestial mechanics, presenting the law of gravitation as supreme
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dictator to planetary and sidereal systems. But these triumphs,

complete in their details, and grand iu tlieir cosmioal range, were

limited to questions which concern the distances, motions, dimen-

sions, and masses of the heavenly bodies. The law of gravitation can

assign a value to the quantity of matter in planets and binary stars;

but it asks and can answer no question in regard to the quality of

this matter, only so far as a comparison of the size and mass of a

body gives a measure of its density. That an instrument would be

invented or developed which would complement the mechanics of the

heavens by the chemistry of planets, comets, and stars, so that a

physical observatory would become a necessary adjunct of the old

observatory, was beyond the hope of the most sanguine astronomer,

down to the moment of its actual realization.

Newton owes his singular fame, not exclusively to his discovery

and expansion of the law of gravitation, but partly to his experimental

researches in optics. That he did not recognize the dark lines in the

solar spectrum has been explained by the statement that he was

obliged to use the eye of an assistant in these experiments, on account

of an injury to his own. Be this as it may, the existence of these

lines was first known to Wollaston in 1802 ; and from that moment

the spectroscope and spectrum-analysis, as we now understand them,

were possibilities.

Although Fraunhofer made a careful study of these lines in 1824,

and Brewster, Herschel, Talbot, Draper, and many others, pursued

the inquiry by way of experiment and explanation, and stood upon

the threshold of a great discovery, the spectroscope and spectrum-

analysis, as practical realities, date from the investigations of Kirch-

hoff and Bunsen, in 1862. Not only does the spectroscope carry

chemistry into regions tenanted only by planets, comets, stars, and

nebulae, and reveal motions in the direction of the line of vision

otherwise hopelessly beyond recognition, but it competes with the

ordinary chemical analysis of bodies which can be handled, and has

detected new substances which had escaped the vigilance of the chem-

ist. Some of these results can be realized with simple instruments

:

others require a compound spectroscope consisting of a battery of

prisms. It was a great step in the way of simplicity and ease of

manipulation, when the diffraction-spectrum, produced by fine lines

ruled upon glass or metal, was substituted for the spectrum produced

by the combined refractions of many prisms. And here we touch

upon the researches of Professor Rowland in light, which enhance his

claim to the Kumford premium.
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Professor Rowland's improvements in the diffraction-spectrum are

manifold, 1. He has substituted for the fiat plate on wliich the

grating was formerly ruled a spherical or cylindrical surface. 2. He
has ruled these lines to such a degree of fineness that 5,000, or 42,000,

or even 100,000, have covered only one inch. 3. This exquisite

work was executed by a machine of his own invention, and produced

spectra free from the so-called ghosts which result from periodical

inequalities in the ruling. 4. By making the curvature of the ruled

plate discharge the office of a lens, he has avoided absorption at the

violet end of the spectrum. 5. By his simple mechanical arrange-

ments, different parts of the spectrum can be photographed with a

great economy of time, and with such excellence of definition that

old lines are subdivided, and new ones spring into visibility. 6. The
spectrum obtained is the normal spectrum. In the words of a com-

petent authority on the subject, " the gratings of Mr. Rowland make

a new departure in spectrum-analysis." 7, Finally, his mathematical

exposition of the theoi-y of gratings has explained observed anomalies,

indicated the conditions of success, and prophesied the limits at which

future improvements in spectrum-analysis must stoj).

Professor Rowland, it is now my duty, and certainly it is a

most agreeable one, to present to you, in the name of the Academy,

the gold and silver medals which constitute the Rumford premium.

Count Rumford, in conveying this trust to the Academy through

President John Adams, expressed a preference for such discoveries as

should, in the opinion of the Academy, tend most to promote the good

of mankind. The practical applications of science are numerous and

valuable, and are sure of popular recognition and reward; but they

often come from the most unexpected quarters. No one can predict

what wonderful points of contact may be suddenly revealed between

a purely theoretical investigation and the practical utilities of life.

Meanwhile, a deeper insight into the laws of the material universe,

extorted from a reluctant Nature only after long and patient labor

and thought, and many disappointments, becomes a permanent posses-

sion for mankind ; and, as long as man does not live by bread alone,

it is for him a perennial blessing. The Academy, in awarding the

Rumford premium to you, has indicated the kind of scientific work
which, in its opinion, tends most to promote the highest good of

mankind.

I ask you to accept, with these medals, my warm congratulations,

and the cordial good wishes of. all the members of the Academy here

assembled to administer Count Rumford's trust.

VOL. XIX. (n. S. XI.) 31
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On receiving the medals, Professor Rowland spoke as

follows :
—

Mr. President, and Gentlemen of the Academy :
—

I thank you for the honor you have conferred upon me, wliich lean

but regard as the greatest honor of my life. In receiving these medals,

I am pleased to think that they have been conferred upon work which

is not the result of a happy accident, but of long and persistent en-

deavor.

There are some investigators whose disposition permits them to fol-

low their aim, inspired by the mere love of the labor and the work.

There are others to whom the sunshine of appreciation is necessary.

To either class, appreciation, when it comes, is always acceptable; and

I assure you that the judgment set upon my investigations by this

Academy is highly valued by me.

It has been intimated that a short account of my work would be of

interest to the members of tlie Academy. My attention was first called

to the construction of dividing-engines by an inspection of a dividing-

engine constructed by Professor W. A. Rogers, at Waltham, in this

State. On returning to Baltimore, I devoted much time to the general

problem of such machines ; and, through the liberality of the trustees

of the Johns Hopkins University, I was enabled to construct an engine.

In about a year this engine was finished. It worked perfectly the

moment it was put together, and it has not been touched since. In

order to rule diffraction-gratings, I reflected that it was necessary that

the screw should be perfect, and that the rests for the plate which re-

ceives the ruling should also be as perfectly adjusted as is necessary in

optical experiments.

The process of making the screw consisted in grinding it in a long

nut in which it was constantly reversed. When this screw was finished,

there was not an error of half a wave-length, although the screw was

nine inches long.

When the dividing-engine was completed, my mind was occupied

with the problem of the best form of surface to receive the ruling. I

speedily discovered, that, by ruling the lines on a concave mirror of

long focus, I could dispense with a collimator and with the ordinary

arrangement of lenses. I now rule gratings six inches long, with

various numbers of lines to the inch. I find that there is no especial

advantage in bavins: more than fourteen thousand to the inch, with the

ordinary conditions of ruling. Having made the concave grating, I

invented a simple arrangement for mounting it, so that a photographic
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camera should move along the arc of a circle at one end of a diameter,

upon the other end of which the grating was placed, and always remain

in focus. With this apparatus, onB can do in an hour what formerly

took days. Moreover, the spectra obtained are always normal spectra,

and every inch on a photograph represents a certain number of wave-

lengths.

After finishing my apparatus, I found it necessary to study photog-

raphy ; and I "therefore devoted much time to this subject, and made

a special study of all known emulsions. I discovered that an emulsion

containing eocene ienabled me to photograph from the violet down to

the D line ; and other emulsions were used for the red rays. I have

also been engaged in enlarging my negatives, and in printing from

these negatives. On these enlarged photographs, lines are doubled

which have always been supposed to be single. The E line is easily

doubled. My map of wave-lengths is based upon Professor Charles

S. Peirce's measurements of the wave-length of a line in the green

portion of the spectrum.

The following paper was presented by title :
—

" Deducing from one Epoch to another Stars very near the

Pole." By William A. Rogers.

Seven hundred and seTsntieth Meeting.

March 12, 1884.— Stated Meeting.

The President in the chair.

The President announced the death of Johann F. J.

Schmidt, of Athens, Foreign Honorary Member ; and of

George Engelmann, of St. Louis, Associate Fellow.

The Corresponding Secretary read an invitation from the

Royal Society of Canada to attend its third annual meeting,

at Ottawa.

Professor Pickering spoke of the importance of a represen-

tation before the legislature in I'egard to a new topographical

map of the State. The chair appointed the following com-

mittee to consider this subject :
—

Messrs. Edward C. Pickering, Asa Gray, and Samuel H.

Scudder.
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Professor Gray spoke upon the question of a rebatement of

the fees of the Academy, and the following gentlemen were

appointed a committee to consider this subject :
—

Messrs. Edward Atkinson, Henry P. Kidder, and Thomas
T. Bouvd.

On the motion of the Corresponding Secretary, it was

Voted, That the next meeting be an adjourned stated

meeting.

The following papers were presented :
—

" On the Systematic Observation of Variable Stars." By
Edward C. Pickering.

" On a New Magnetic Theory of Molecular Action." By
Harold Whiting. (By invitation.)

Seven hundred and seventy-first Meeting.

April 9, 1884. — Adjourned Stated Meeting.

The President in the chair.

The Corresponding Secretary read letters announcing the

death of Signor Quintino Sella, of Turin, President of the

Reale Accademia dei Lincei, of Rome ; and of Dr. George

Engelmann, of St. Louis.

The following papers were presented :
—

" On the Determination of the Varying Positions of Cir-

cumpolar Stars." B}- William A. Rogers.

" On the Phases of the Moon." By Arthur Searle.

" On the Mean Right Ascensions of One Hundred and

Thirty-three Stars near the North Pole." By Truman H.

Safford.

The following papers were presented by title :
—

" On /3-Bromtetrachlorpropionic Acid." By Charles F.

Mabery.
" On a- and /9-Chlordibromacrylic Acids." By Charles F.

Mabery and Rachel Lloyd.

" On yS-dibromdichlorpropionic and ^-bromdichloracrylic

Acids." By Charles F. Mabery and H. H. Nicliolson.

" On Orthoiodtoluolsulphonic Acid." By Charles F. Ma-

bery and George H. Palmer.
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Seven hundred and seventy-second Meeting.

May 14, 1884.— Monthly Meeting.

The President in the chair.

The Corresponding Secretary read letters announcing the

death of Francois Auguste Alexis Mignet, Foreign Honorary

Member ; also, an invitation to the twenty-fifth anniversary

of the Offenbacher Verein fiir Naturkunde.

The Corresponding Secretary also announced that Volume
XIX. of the Proceedings would be ready for distribution at

the adjourned annual meeting, and that the twentieth volume

had been already begun.

The President announced the death of Charles Adolphe

Wurtz, Foreign Honorary Member.

The following papers were presented :
—

" Systematic Errors of Magnitudes in Star Catalogues."

By Edward C. Pickering.

" Recent Photographic Investigations at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology." By William H. Pickering.

The following papers were presented by title :
—

" Transverse Magnetic Effects in Various Metals." By
Edwin H. Hall.

" A Comparison of the Right Ascensions derived from

Harvard College Observations of Maskelyne Stars during the

years 1870-79 with the Fundamental Systems of Newcomb
and Auwers." By William A. Rogers.

" Results of Recent Investigations conducted at the Physi-

cal Laboratory, Cambridge." By John Trowbridge.
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During the past year the Academy has lost by death eigh-

teen members, viz. : — three Resident Fellows : Ezra Abbot,

Calvin Ellis, and E. A. Sophocles;— seven Associate Fellows :

Stephen Alexander, of Princeton, N. J. ; J. L. Le Conte, of

Philadelphia ; George Engehnann, of St. Louis, Mo. ; Arnold

Guyot, of Princeton, N. J. ; A. A. Humphreys, of Washing-

ton, D. C. ; W. A. Norton, of New Haven ; J. L. Smith, of

Louisville ;— and eight Foreign Honorary Members : Joachim

Barande, of Prague ; J. B, Dumas, of Paris ; Oswald Heer, of

Munich ; F. A. A. Mignet, of Paris ; Edward Sabine, of Lon-

don ; J. F. J. Schmidt, of Athens ; Gabriel Gustav Valentin,

of Berne ; and Charles Adolphe Wurtz, of Paris.

RESIDENT FELLOWS.

EZRA ABBOT.

Dr. Abbot was born in Jackson, Me. He graduated at Bowdoin

College in 1840. By inheritance and from his childhood of scholarly

tastes and habits, he filled the years of his college life with thorough,

solid work,— the fit foundation for his subsequent labor and attain-

ments. Already imbued with the love of sacred learning, as with the

devout spirit in which he ever pursued it, he was wont to take his

Greek Testament into the religious meetings of the students ; and,

when he was the speaker, he gave to the portion of Scripture

which was the theme of the hour the added lijrht derived from the

original text.

After graduation, we do not find that he had any definite career in

view ; and he evidently had no just appreciation of his ability to make

a career for himself. He might perhaps have remained in or near

his native town, and found employment in some school or academy.
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But ho gave himself, for its own sake and for his own sake, with an

earnest singleness of purpose, to the study of the New Testament, as

of the record of all that appertains to man's deepest needs and his

eternal well-being. One of Professor Norton's books came into his

hands, and, while he read it with vivid interest, it gave room for

questions ; and his was a mind that could not rest with a question

unanswered. He therefore entered into communication with I\Ir.

Norton. There is no surer index or gauge of a man's intellect than

his interrogations. Only he who knows how to ask is capable of re-

ceiving. Such was Mr. Norton's belief, and he at once sought to form

intimate relations with the young man who could ask so wisely. He
was in feeble and declining health, and needed skilled assistance in

the advancement toward completion of certain unfinished work. It

was at his earnest solicitation that Mr. Abbot first came to Cambridge.

Mr. Norton, in dying, left his Translation of the Gospels nearly

ready for the press, but the annotations in a fragmentary and im-

perfect condition. The chief editorial labor in the preparation of the

two volumes for the press devolved on Mr. Abbot ; and the volume

of Notes owes its existance to the painstaking industry and the keen

critical insight with which he completed and arranged the materials

expressly designed for it, but not fully elaborated, selected from the

minutes taken by Mr. Norton's students in previous years such com-

ments as had not been made obsolete by the author's maturer research

and riper judgment, and filled, in accordance with the author's known

opinions, such lacnnce as he had left unfilled. It may be doubted

whether, if Mr. Norton had lived long enough to carry this volume

through the press, it would have better represented his blended bold-

ness, caution, and reverence as a critic, or have done more ample jus-

tice to his transcendent merit as an interpreter of the sacred record.

Mr. Abbot afterward rendered similar, though less arduous, service in

preparing for publication from imperfect manuscript a portion of Mr.

Norton's intended treatise on the " Internal Evidence of the Genuine-

ness of the Gospels."

At an early period of INIr. Abbot's residence in Cambridge he was

a teacher in the public High School ; and while he found there no

small amount of uncongenial drudgery, he proved himself "apt to

teach," and won the enduring gratitude of many willing learners.

Wliile thus engaged, he prepared a catalogue of the small library be-

longing to the School ; and, with his life-long habit of putting the best

work possible into whatever he did, he made of this little volume, not

a mere list of the books, but a complete bibliographical index to their
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contents. It was the first work of the kind ever done in this country
;

and it attracted such attention as to make an era in catak)guing, wliich,

through him, took its place among the liberal arts. The reputation,

thus accruing to him led to his appointment in 1856 as Assistant

Librarian in Harvard University, with the special charge of the

cataloguing department. To liiin is due the double system of card

catalogues, in which every book is represented by a full descriptive

card in the alphabetical list of authors, and by one card or more in the

alphabetical list of subjects, — the subjects so covering the entire

ground, and their divisions and subdivisions so distinctly marked

that those who are engaged in any particular investigation can ascer-

tain in a very brief space of time precisely what help the library can

furnish. This system is extended to all important articles in periodi-

cal literature, so that whatever is to be found on the shelves is brousfht

under the easy command of the student or inquirer. These cata-

logues can of course admit of the insertion of new cards without any

disturbance of those previously in place. The method adapts itself to

indefinite increase ; and a million of books micht be catalosfued in rows

of drawers that would occupy much less floor-room than is needed for

the desks that sustain the huge, profusely interleaved, and ultimately

overcrowded volumes that perform the same service for the British

Museum. Mr. Abbot, as a librarian, by no means confined himself

to his official duty, stringent as were its claims. He was reputed to

possess such knowledge of books as no one else had ; and no person

engaged in any important investigation failed to resort to him for

authorities and their comparative value. It was found much more

satisfying and profitable to consult a living and always accessible cata-

logue, than to turn over cards in their cases. It was at an early period

of Mr Abbot's connection with the library that he prepared the biblio-

graphical index appended to Alger's " History of the Doctrine of a

Future Life," probably the most complete list of works on eschatology

ever made, and a monument of research and erudition in its kind

unsurpassed, if not unequalled.

These cares and labors might have seemed sufficient for one life.

But time well filled is elastic, and working hours multiply with the

drafts made upon them. Mr. Abbot was all this while pursuing his

Biblical studies with unbated zeal. While he was profoundly versed

and skilled in hermeneutics, textual criticism became his specialty.

This, of necessity, brought him into correspondence and intimate

intercourse with the leading scholars in that department in this coim-

try and in Europe ; and his judicial habits of mind, his entire freedom
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from bias on sectarian grounds, tlie thoroughness of his research and

comprehension, and his capacity of assigning their just value to con-

flicting and nearly balanced authorities have placed him for many

years in the foremost rank as regards the criticism of the New Testa-

ment. In 1872, he was chosen Bussey Professor of New Testament

Criticism and Interpretation in Harvard University, and immediately

commenced in the Divinity School the course of instruction which

thence onward was his chief life-work, pursued with unintermitted dili-

gence through years of frequent infirmity and illness, and suspended

only close under the shadow of death ; though, at the last, he could

not go without assistance from his carriage to his lecture-room. It is

diffiiult to convey in words the impression which he made upon his

pupils. They felt themselves in the presence of one who both had

mastered his subject and was mastered by it,— whose faith had clari-

fied his vision of Divine truth, while his clear insight had intensified

his faith. His expositions were characterized by simplicity, perspi-

cuity, positiveness of statement when he felt sure, though others

might doubt, and the candid admission of doubt or ambiguity wher-

ever he saw reason for it. In fine, his classes had the precise tran-

script of what he knew, what he believed, and what he felt.

It was impossible that he should not have been placed on the

American Committee for the Revision of the New Testament, and

no member of that board was more constant in attendance than he,

or more profoundly interested in the work. How far the " readings

and renderings preferred by the American Committee " were of his

suggestion, we cannot say or conjecture ; but there can be no doubt

that, with reference to the " readings," peculiar deference was paid

to his judgment. However that may have been, no one can read the

list without deep regret that the American " readings and renderings "

had not been adopted. Yv''ith hardly an exception, they are far

preferable to those that received the suffrages of the English revisers.

Dr. Abbot took part in a series of meetings held by the Committee in

several of our large cities, in order to interest cultivated and religious

men in their work. A person who was present on one of these oc-

casions gave us a description of the meeting. Several of the mem-
bers, who were brilliant speakers, had made eloquent addresses, and

the evening was far spent. When, at that late hour. Dr. Abbot rose

with a paper in his hand and commenced reading with his slender

thread of a voice, there was a general rustling of imjiatience and a

turning of eyes toward the door of exit But he had hardly read his

second sentence, when every eye was fixed upon him, every ear intent.
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The satiety of the fully fed hearers became hunger. He closed too

soon for his audience ; and his address was, to all who heard him, the

one event of the eveninjj.

Dr. Abbot wrote much on the text and interpretation of the New
Testament, but principally in periodicals read chiefly by Biblical

scholars. Whatever he wrote was thoroughly matured; and he seems

never to have published an article till he had completed, so far as his

materials permitted, the study of its subject in all its relations and

bearings. A collection of these articles would comprise essays on

not a few of the most difficult and most warmly controverted topics of

discussion as regards the text of the New Testament. Second to none

of his writings is his essay on the Authorship of the Fourth Gospel,

in which he demonstrates — if there can be demonstration outside of

mathematics— that Justin Martyr used that Gospel, and that it can

have been written by no other man than the Apostle John. In a

somewhat extended range of reading on that question, we have found

nothing that can be compared with this treatise as regards affluence

and precision of authorities, clearness of statement, and cogency of

reasoning. It is understood that Dr. Abbot had made some progress

in a treatise on the internal evidence of the Joliannine origin of the

Fourth Gospel. We earnestly hope that this work will be found in a

sufficently advanced state to be given to the public ; for no man can

have had a finer appreciation than he of the thick-sown tokens of the

authorship of that Gospel by an eye and ear witness.

Dr. Abbot would have done more for his own reputation had he

been less generous. That he gave freely of the money which was not

his own self, was but a small part of his beneficence. His own mind

and culture, his time and his best services, were at the command of

every one who sought his aid. Some of the best work done by others

in his department owes its worth, and especially its thoroughness and

accuracy, to his suggestions, contributions, and revision, sometimes

gratefully acknowledged in preface or foot-note, sometimes unrecog-

nized. He did, also, all that was in his power to sustain and encour-

age independent labor in his chosen field. The last work of his life

was to solicit funds, in addition to his own liberal benefaction, in aid

of Dr. Gregory in his search for Biblical manuscripts in Eastern

Europe and in Asia ; and his correspondence in this behalf must have

been nearly the latest, probably the very latest, letters that he wrote.

But his beneficence was not confined to scholarly enterprise. For

many years a Sunday-school teacher, he taught his successive classes

with as painstaking care and thoroughness as if they had been pro-
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fessional students, while he made them feel profoundly the inmost

meaning and spirit of their Gospel lessons. No seeker for knowl-

edge on the subjects within his range ever failed to receive all that he

asked, or more. Strangers became his neighbors and kindred, when

they gave him the oppoi'tunity of serving them.

Dr. Abbot was far from being a sj^ecialist in a limited sense. His

scholarsliip was broad and large. His literary taste was singularly

pure and delicate. He had, too, a keen relish for mirth, gayety, and

humor; and, in his own speech and social intercourse, he illustrated

the close kindred, indicated by their common family name, of wit and

wisdom. He gave himself seasons of leisure and recreation too spar-

ingly ; but no one can have enjoyed such seasons more than he, or

have made them more richly tributary to the enjoyment of others.

The beauty of his character was pre-eminently a " beauty of holi-

ness." His whole soul and life were moulded, penetrated, and filled

by the power and love of the Saviour, whose Gospel was his perpet-

ual study. For those who knew him there is no need that we speak

in detail of those traits of character that made him in his home and to

all his friends unspeakably dear, and that leave a memory which lias

in it fully as much of hope as of sorrow ; for there is nothing but his

frail body which can be thought of as not living on in the light of

heaven, and awaiting for those whom he has left the reunion to which

there is no parting.

CALVIN ELLIS.

Dr. Calvin Ellis was elected a Fellow of this Academy on No-

vember 9, 1859. He never held office nor made any communication

to it. His writings were chiefly medical ; and they, with his high

repute as Professor of Clinical Medicine in Harvard University, as

a Reformer in the modes of medical instruction, and as a Physician

in Boston, make him an honor to the Academy, and the Peer of any

one therein.

He was born in Boston, Augiist 15, 1826, and died on December

14, 1883. He was a lineal descendant, in the seventh generation, of a

farmer named Ellis, who, with some of his fellow townsmen, emigrated

to New England, in 1G34, from old Dedham, county of Essex, England.

They bought a large tract of land about fifteen miles from Boston,

and called the town Dedham, which name it still retains. The Ellis

estate has always been occupied by one of the descendants. Each

generation has borne the reputation of loving and honoring work, and

a desire for mental culture gradually sprang up among them. Our
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associate's grandparents educated their youngest son for college. Dur-

ing the last two generations, this taste for mental culture has steadily

grown. From the family have come some of the most eminent of our

clergymen, lawyers, merchants, and men and women of intellect and

character. Our associate, I believe, is the only physician who has as

yet prominently appeared. Down through the race has also come

free religious thought ; alike removed from a superstition which cramps

the mind and a science which would ignore the religious instincts of

mankind.

Thus we see that our associate received amply, as a part of his

hereditary constitution, three of the most precious of human qualities

;

namely, a belief in work, a genuine love of letters, and a religious dis-

position. These fine traits contributed much to the moulding of the

character of Dr. Ellis, and to his career in life.

In his homestead he was most fortunate. The parents and children,

loving and respecting one another, grew up together in peace. At

the Chauncy Hall School, in Boston, he was fitted for Harvard

University, and he entered there in 1842, He received "a part"

at Commencement, which, at his especial request, was not spoken in

public. Like many others, he had spent much time in sports, manly

indeed, but not exactly tending to literary culture. He was an earnest

member of the first Harvard Boat Club that rowed upon the Charles

River.

Dr. Ellis used to say that, during his college life, he " played "
; and

that " he first awoke to the full meaniufj of life when he beo-an the

study of medicine." In 184G he entered the Harvard Medical School.

His career at that School won the entire respect of his teachers. In

1849 he became resident i:)upil at the Massachusetts General Hospi-

tal. While there he was found to be one of those reliable yoimg men
whose superiors were sure that any order given would be promptly

and implicitly obeyed. Respectful he was to his elders, yet self-

respecting all felt him to be. Of a cheerful, sunny nature, his man-

ners to all— physicians and patients, rich and poor— were those of

the true gentleman.

After receiving the degree of M. D. in 1850, he spent two years in

the French and German hospitals. While there, he devoted himself

much to clinical medicine, morbid anatomy, and pathology. This was

of great advantage to him in his subsequent career as a medical practi-

tioner in Boston and as Professor at the Medical School. After his

return to Boston he was soon selected as assistant to Dr. J. B. S.

Jackson, the eminent pathologist of that day, and one of our Fellows.
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Erelong he was made Admitting Physician and Pathologist at the

Massachusetts General Hospital. In 18G5 he was chosen Attending

Physician of the same, and held the office till his death.

Seventeen years after leaving college, in 18G3, he was made Assistant

Professor in the chair of the Theory and Practice of Medicine in the

Harvard School. He held this oiRce till I860, when, at the recjuest of

the Professor of Clinical Medicine, he was chosen Adjunct Professor

in that department, in which, upon the resignation of his superior in

18G7, he became Professor. The Corporation of the College, in thus

placing our associate in this high position, acted wisely for the institu-

tion under its charge. It is believed that the profession fully sustained

that selection of one who, during the twenty years since entering upon

the study of medicine, had steadily grown in the respect of all as a

wise physician, an admirable teacher, and a most honorable man. At

the time of his election, no one was so well qualified as he for that

professorship. He held it until his death, sixteen years afterwards.

His influence on students who, year after year, passed through his

curriculum, was most beneficent. From his reverence for truth, and

his desire to teach them to diagnose diseases scientijically^ he may
have seemed ''slow" at times to some. He did not deal in Mowinij

assertions of his own opinions or those of others. He sought rather

to develop the minds of the pupils, so that they could use them well in

their subsequent lives as physicians. I learn from some of his best fiu-

pils, that, in this respect, his influence has been of immense advantage to

many who are now practising their profession throughout New England.

Probably this influence has been felt of late over a wider field ; for,

since the great improvements recently made in the administration of

the Harvard Medical School, pupils have come to it from all quarters

of the Union. He has been called by some a "drill-master "
; and no

higher compliment than this expression could be paid to any teacher,

if by that " drill " he taught pupils so to grapple with the intricacies of

a case that now, as physicians, they can make an accurate " diagnosis

sooner and more accurately than those educated in other schools, who
have not felt Dr. Ellis's power." In addition to this quality as a

teacher, all the students could not hel]} respecting him for various

other excellent traits,— he was so honorable, so earnest in giving aid

to all, and so kindly in his dealings with the unfortunate patients whom
his class met, under his supervision, at the hospital. His example in

this latter respect was a perpetual manifestation before them of all of

those courtesies and kindnesses which should exist between physician

and patient.
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During his life as a pbysiciau, until disease checked him, he was an

active participant in the exercises of the medical societies, and earnest

in every good suggestion for elevating the standard of professional at-

tainments. He was, indeed, a qu'et but efficient leader amongst us.

To the local medical societies, and to the Massachusetts Medical

Society, of which he was for a long time a Counsellor, he, from time to

time, presented more or less elaborately prepared papers, which were

subsecpiently published. A list of them is herewith appended. They

are forty-one in number, the first having been printed in 1855, the last

in 1882. He left, partly finished, a work on "Symptomatology," —
still in fragments of manuscript. Some of the papers show great skill

in the unravelling of the mysteries of obscure disease ; and all clearly

show his love of scientific accuracy, his unwillingness to lay down, as

fully demonstrated, any proposition not wholly sustained by an accu-

rate examination of every, even the most minute, fact bearing upon

the subject under discussion. As clinical teacher and as a writer,

instead of boldly announcing as true an opinion for which there might

not be sufficient data for a perfect judgment, he was willing to remain

in a state of " philosophic doubt," Let it be understood, however, that

this state of doubt, as to the precise nature of a case before him, did not

prevent him from being as ready promptly to prescribe for severe

symptoms ; as all other physicians are at times compelled to do —
when they prescribe for symptoms only.

Let me refer to a few of his publications, etc.

In 18G0 (Xo. 10 on list) he pi-inted an essay on "Tubercle." It

had gained for him the Boylston Medical Prize. After a thorough

statement of the various apparently proved facts about tubercle, as

given by the ablest pathologists of Europe in their various works, and

from his own microscopic and other observations, he arrives at the

conclusion that " tubercle " does not really exist as an entity ; but that

it is rather a degeneration of the existing tissues, a " want of vitality,"

or of a " capacity for organization." Koch had not, at that time, dis-

covered the Bacillus.

His introductory lecture before tlie Medical Class in 18G6 (No. 21

on list) is admirable. It teaches his hearers that the profession de-

mands of every student the sternest loyalty to truth, abnegation and

service, and, if need be, self-sacrifice. These qualities, he declares,

are not too much to demand "of those who seek to interpret the

la^A,-, of nature for the benefit of mankind." He refers to the many

adv^^ntages derived from modern scientific, methods, and to the cIosq

relation of health with disease,— the one running into the other in
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their essential and minute characteristics. He claims that the " sci-

ence of medicine is in advance of tlic art." And here he broaches

the chief idea underlying his unfinished work on " Symptomatology,"

and declares that " to make a diagnosis needs as nice a calculation, a

balancing of many points, as any legal inquiry; but instead of this we

make a rough guess." " If you would elevate the profession," says he,

in another part, " receive every new truth fi-om any source." These

are indeed high themes, and nobly treated by him. They are true

to all the aims of this Academy in its desire that its members should

strive for simple, severe truth in every branch of human learning.

In 1880 (No. 41 on list) his pamphlet on "Albuminuria as a Symp-

tom " gives a full idea of his great learning upon that single symptom,

and foreshadows more clearly the same above-named work.

This memorial would leave a meagre idea of Dr. Ellis's literary

work, if we should not attempt- to give some few details of a work

upon medical diagnosis, on which for many years, and with many

interruptions caused by disease, he was laboring even up to within

a few days of his death. Unfortunately, it has been left in such an

imperfect condition, on many and disconnected pieces of paper, which

he alone could have brought together so as to make a whole produc-

tion, that publication seems impossible.

The word Symptomatology was chosen by Dr. Ellis as showing

somewhat the character of the work. The ideas * underlying it are,

in my view, far in advance of the present mode of clinical instruction.

The work would have been, in truth, an encyclopaedia of all the symp-

toms which have been actually proved to occur in connection with the

various diseases to which mankind are at times subject. These would

have been arranged alphabetically, and the diseases, in wliich they

had been thorouglily and scientifically proved to occur, would have

been given. Kefcrences to authors, in which the less known symp-

toms are- reported, would have been made. This might have been

called its first part. In the second part, he would have had re-

corded cases, for the diagnosis of which he would refer to each symp-

tom as found in the first part, lie would probably be able very soon

to eliminate from any case under examination a great majority of

the diseases, in which the symptom might be known to occur. In

this way, he would proceed Avith all the symptoms recorded in the

* Dr. Ellis has distinctly docl.arcd that to Skoda and Oppolzer he owes

tlie first conception of a plan, which he had vainly sought for from previous

teachers.
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case. Having gone through this course, and eliminated one disease

after another, he would finally, by physical exploration, be able, not

only to say what the disease is, but also, if need be, to declare what

it cannot be. Dr. Ellis claimed that a thorough drilling in this way,

in a method for exact diagnosis, would better prepare the pupil for

future prompt performance of duty as a practitioner of medicine.

For even if, perchance, the physician could not make a perfect, un-

doubted diagnosis in any special case, he would be better able to

administer for temporary relief than one with a less drilled mind'

would be.

It may be a. question with some, whether there ever has been any-

thing that can be legitimately called a " scientific method," which

every one could pursue in teaching clinical medicine. There have

been famous " clinical teachers " ; but each one has had " his own

method," by which he doubtless gave much special instruction, but

a method such as suggested by Dr. Ellis,* whereby knowledge, that

has been posilively proved to be true by the best experts, would be

given to the pupil, and then his mind drilled in the use of all of these

proved facts, in order to the perfect elucidation of a case before him,

has not, I think, existed ; certainly not since modern modes of scien-

tific research have dawned upon us.

But can one hope that, with our present teachers and pupils. Dr.

Ellis's plan will be immediately adopted ? The teachers are unpre-

pared for it ; and many would probably sneer at it as too fatiguing for

common minds, and as a very dull and " slow " method for pupils. It

is to be feared that many pujiils would agree to this decision. Dr.

Ellis's views may well wait for a century before being duly appre-

ciated ; but that, within that time, his views, or something like them,

something more accurately scientific than the present method of clini-

cal teaching, will be demanded of clinical instructors, seems to me

as certain as we are now certain that modern science, when applied

to medical and surgical studies and practice, throws aside, as utterly

worthless, many of the well-fought-for theories of our fathers. We can

only regret that death prevented Dr. Ellis from giving to the world

this matured work of his life.

These reforms have been very great during the last ten or twelve

years. The Faculty, in spite of constant opposition from a small but

* In a conversation I held with Dr. Ellis only a few weeks before his death,

he said to me, " I am preparing a work in which I shall give a method for

clinical instruction, such as they [referring to clinical teachers] have never

used before."
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able minority, have carried out all their plans as "originally pro-

posed." * These changes have made the School, in its perfect arrange-

ments for instruction, the equal of any one in tliis country, and very

much superior to most of them. It now vies with some of the best in

Europe. By them the name of Harvard University has been greatly

honored. To Dr. Ellis, as Dean of the Faculty, and his younger as-

sociates, is due the supreme merit of giving this great boon to our

country.

It must be admitted that this statement contradicts the resolution

accepted and recorded by the Overseers of the University at their

meeting, June 22, 1882. That resolution gives the high merit of these

reforms to one who was, throughout the years of discussion thereupon,

their ablest opponent. Each item was carried by the Faculty, in spite

of that opposition. Yet the resolution of the Overseers declares that

*' his [namely, the opponent's] practical wisdom and energy greatly con-

tributed to and controlled the progressive steps by which the Medical

Department of the University has reached its present high position."

In other words, that resolution virtually gives to another what justly

belongs to our deceased associate. Thus much the canons of biograph-

ical truthfulness require, if we would enumerate all the reasons the

Academy has for honoring the memory of Dr. Ellis. These vast

improvements in the means and modes of instruction in medicine,

which have been, only within a very short time, finally inaugurated

at the Harvard Medical School, are, of themselves, sufficient glory to

any one who has striven for them. These reforms have been for many

years intimately connected with Dr. Ellis's life-work. Considering

their immense influence for good upon medical practice in the future of

this country, they perhaps present his strongest claim to the gratitude

of the medical profession and of the community, and to honor from this

Academy. As all the facts mentioned in this part of our subject rest

on unim[)eachable authority, silence upon them, in any memorial of

Dr. Ellis, would be a neglect of an obvious duty.

We have traced Dr. Ellis as a physician, a writer, a professor of

medicine, and a reformer in medical education. How was he as a

man, publicly and socially, in the more intimate relations of man to

man ? No one was ever more public-spirited than he. Twice, dur-

ing the civil war, he went, at the request of the Governor of Massa-

* Words used by Dr. Ellis only a few weeks before his death, when con-

versiri};; with myself on the subject. It is believed that they are true, and that

medical iiublic opinion fully sustains this assertion.
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chusetts, or on appeals from others in authority, down " to the front,"

and sought to give aid to the wounded, to heal the sick, and to care

tenderly for them. Twice he returned ill with Southern fever. The

fact of his first illness did not prevent him from offering himself again a

living sacrifice, if need be, in a war for his country's life and for human

liberty. Of late years, when civil service reform is mooted, he has felt

much interest in it. " To vote," with him, meant high duty. When
comparatively well, he attended primary meetings of the citizens ; and,

only a few days before his death, he went from his sick-chamber to the

polls, and, after depositing his vote, returned to his bed. Yet he was

no politician. He thought he was acting as every honest citizen of

this republic, who is not a simpleton, should act. He did his share

toward upholding and purifying the government.

In his social relations no one was ever purer, no one more ready to

aid a professional brother. He made no pretence to private or public

charity ; but his bounty was great on objects he deemed good. His

large bequests to Harvard demonstrate his faith in true learning, and

in Alma Mater as dispenser of it. He was liberally progressive, but

never fanatical ; he was too thoughtful and prudent for that. Of

friends he was one of the truest type. He was most hospitable and

courteous ; always cheerful, and enjoyed mirth. He was never married.

He died after years of suffering, and looking forward without fear.

He became partially unconscious as the end approached, and under

the influence of narcotics, which, for a long time previously, he had

been compelled to use, when suffering very greatly. Before this ob-

scuring of the intellect occurred, and within a few hours of his death,

he made an accurate diagnosis of the fatal symptom and its sure

result,— namely, peritonitis from perforation,— and he calmly met

his fate.

We can now look back upon his life with admiration. We see his

strong ancestral traits. We watch his steady, never-failing growth to

a wide reputation as a physician, and as one of the noblest teachers of

medicine Harvard has ever had. We see him constantly cheerful and

honorable, and of an indomitable energy in everything that he under-

took, and in every reform for the advancement of his profession. We
know that he has left throughout the country hundreds of pupils im-

pressed with his high-toned character, and better trained physicians

in consequence of his example, his teachings, and the drilling which

he cave to them while under his oharge.

Finally, although he never spoke to us as a body, nor gave us a

written communication, has he not left to each Fellow of this Acad-
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emy the precious legacy of a well-rounded life, devoted to excellence

in every department in which he was called to work,— a life which,

whenever it shall recur to our memory, will leave no sting, but rather

stimulate us towards all that is manly and true in our social relations,

and in our various branches of scientific labor?

LIST OF DR. ELLIS S PUBLICATIONS, ETC.

No.
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EVANGELINUS APOSTOLIDES SOPHOCLES.

EvANGELiNus APOSTOLIDES SoPHOCLES died, December 17,1883,

in his room in Holworthy Hall, at Harvard College. He was born in

1804 in the village of Tsangarada (TcrayKupaSa) in Thessaly, on the

slope of Mount Pelion. His father's name was Apostolos, and tlius

he obtained the patronymic Apostolides, which the rest of his family

still continue to use as a surname. The name of Sophocles, by which

he has always been known away from home, was gi^'en him in liis

youth by his teacher Gazes, as a compliment to his scholarship. He
spent his childhood in his Thessalian home, and thus he became

familiar with the scenes famous in the story of the Argonauts, with the

home of Achilles, and with the rocky coast of Magnesia on which a

part of the fleet of Xerxes was dashed as it was on its way to attack

Greece. While still a boy he accompanied his uncle to Cairo, where

he spent several years in the branch of the Sinaitic monastery of St.

Catherine, visiting also the principal monastery on Mount Sinai itself.

He returned to Thessaly in 1820, where he remained a year at school,

chiefly studying the Greek classic authors, under the instruction of

several teachers of repute, especially Anthimos Gazes, who had been

twenty-five years in Vienna and had there published a periodical in

Greek and a Lexicon of Ancient Greek, besides other literary works.

The breaking out of the Greek Revolution in 1821 closed this school,

and Sophocles, at the age of fourteen, returned to the monastery in

Cairo. After a few years he left the Sinaitic brotherhood on the

death of his uncle, and became again a pupil of Gazes at Syra, where

he became acquainted with the Rev. Josiah Brewer, a missionary of

the American Board of Foreign Missions, who visited Gazes in Sep-

tember, 1827. A few months later he removed with his teacher to

the island of yEgina, then the seat of the Provisional Government of

Greece. Mr. Brewer, who accompanied the party from Syra to

iEgina, there invited Sophocles to go to the United States, and by the

advice of Gazes the invitation was accepted. Sophocles arrived at

Boston from Smyrna, July lo, 1828, and put himself under the tuition

of Mr. Colton, of Monson, INIass. Here he studied Latin for the first

time. In 1820 he entered as Freshman at Amherst College, but

remained only a part of one year. He afterwards lived at Hartford

and New Haven. All his earlier works were published at Hartford,

where at one time he taught matliematics. In 1842 he came to Har-

vard College as Tutor in Greek, and remained until 1845. He
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returned, in 1847, to take the same office, and since that time the

college apartment in which he died, No. 2 Holworthy, has been his

only home. lu 1859 he was made Assistant Professor of Greek;

and in 16G0 a new Professorship of Ancient, Byzantine, and Modern

Greek was created for him, which he continued to fill until his death.

This professorship has since been abolished by vote of the Corporation

and Overseers. He received the honorary degree of A. M. from Yale

College in 1837, and from Harvard College in 1847; and that of

LL. D. from the Western Reserve College in 18G2, and from Harvard

College in 1868.

The principal publications of Professor Sophocles are as fol-

lows :
—

Greek Grammar, 1838; second edition (a new work), 1847.

First Lessons in Greek, 18-39.

Greek Exercises, 1841 ; second edition, 1848.

Romaic Grammar, 1842 ; second edition, 1857 ; republished in London, 1866.

Greek Lessons for Beginners, 1843.

Catalogue of Greek Verbs, 1844.

History of the Greek Alpliabet, witli Remarks on Greek Orthography and Pro-

nunciation, 1848 ; second edition, 18-54.

Glossary of Later and Byzantine Greek, published as Vol. VII. of the Memoirs
of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1860.

Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Periods (from b. c. 146 to a. t>.

1100), 1870; a revised and much enlarged edition of the Glossary just

mentioned.

Professor Sophocles was a scholar of extraordinary attainments.

His knowledge of the Greek literature in its whole length and

breadth could hardly be surpassed, and he had much rare and pro-

found erudition on many points on which the Western scholarship is

most weak. On the other hand, he treated the classic philology of

Germany with neglect, if not with contempt, and he never learned

German so as to read it with facility. The works of most of the great

German scholars of the present century were little known to him,

except so far as they were written in Latin or translated into English.

But many things which are found in these works came to Sophocles

independently. His native language was a great help to him in his

study of Ancient Greek, and his intuitions often seemed to come to his

aid where book-learning failed hira. He showed little or no sympathy

with the attempt to resuscitate the ancient forms of Greek in the

literary language of the new kingdom of Greece ; indeed, for this

indifference, and for his general lack of interest in the progress of

Greece since the Revolution, he was often censured by his fellow
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countrymen. But much of this, as well as much of his show of

inditllrence to the ordinary calls of humanity, was a part of his

habitual cynicism, which was quite as much affected as real. While

he refused to take part in most of the ordinary charities, and seldom

or never let his name appear on a subscription paper, he was really in

his own way one of the most benevolent of men ; and it may be

doubted whether there was another man in our community whose

gifts bore so large a proportion to his personal expenses. j\Iany are

the poor who will miss his unostentatious benevolence now that he is

gone.

Though he took little interest in any religious questions, he always

remained faithful in name to the Greek Church in which he was born.

In later years he renewed his relations with the monks of Mount

Sinai ; and as his strength failed, he wandered back more and more in

his thoughts to the Sacred Mountain. The monastery of St. Catherine

was enriched by more than one substantial present by his kindness,

and the pious monks offered solemn prayers on Mount Sinai daily for

his recovery from his last sickness, and sent him their congratulations

by Atlantic cable on his saint's day. Now that he has left us, we feel

that a bond is suddenly broken which connected us with a world

which lies beyond our horizon. Such a phenomenon as Sophocles is

indeed rare in our academic circles, and we feel that it was a privilege

to have him among us.

'EpTTv^ois, )(Koepovs €Kirpo\ea>v TrXoKci/xovy.

ASSOCIATE FELLOWS.

STEPHEN ALEXANDER.

Professor Stephen Alexander was born in Schenectady,

N. Y., on September 1, 1806, and died at his residence in Prince-

ton, N J., on Monday evening, June 25, 1883.

His father, who was of Scotch extraction, an active and prominent

business man in Schenectady, died in 1809, at the early age of forty-

four, leaving his widow with two small children, one the subject of this

sketch, the other a sister, two years younger, who afterwards became

the wife of Professor Henry of the Smithsonian Institution.
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The property of the elder Alexander at the time of his death was

considerable in amount, but to some extent in an unavailable form,

consisting largely of lands scattered through the States of New York
and Vircrinia. After the settlement of the estate his widow therefore

found herself, not poor exactly, but in embarrassed circumstances,

with a meagre income, and obliged to observe a careful economy.

The writer has met with no account of young Alexander's child-

hootl and youth. Judging from his subsequent character and phy-

sique, it may be presumed that he was delicate rather than i-obust

;

not noisy, boisterous, nor fond of athletic sports, but rather quiet,

gentle, and studious. He must have had good school advantages,

and he must have been bright and somewhat precocious, for he

completed his academic course in Union College, and graduated with

high honor in 1824, before he was quite eighteen years old.

After graduation he was engaged in teaching for several years,

most of the time at Chittenango, N. Y. Whether he was engaged

elsewhere I have not been able to ascertain certainly, though I am

disposed to think that in 1830 and 1831 he was connected with

the Albany Academy. At all events his mother and family moved

to Albany in 1829, where his cousin (father's sister's son), Professor

Henry, was then beginning his distinguished career ; and during the

next two or three years they were associated together in numer-

ous astronomical observations, as appears from letters and papers in

the possession of the family. In 1830, Professor Henry married

IMiss Alexander, and the double relationship thus established shaped

the whole life and fortune of his much loved younger cousin and

brother-in-law.

In 1832, Professor Henry accepted the chair of Natural Philosophy

in the College of New Jersey, and removed to Princeton with his wife

and family. Professor Alexander came with them, and entered the

Theological Seminary ; but the next year he was appointed a Tutor

in the College, a year later he was made adjunct Professor of Mathe-

matics and in 1840 he received the chair of Astronomy. This chair

he retained until 1876, though in the long period intervening the

style and duties of his professorship were frequently modified. For

many years he taught mathematics and astronomy, and later, giving

up the mathematics, he taught natural philosophy and astronomy,

but astronomy always and chiefly. In 1876, at the age of seventy,

he was retired, receiving from the College, as Professor Emeritus, a

suitable provision for his declining years. The remainder of his life

he spent mostly at Princeton, in dignified quiet,— busy always with
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mind and pen, but prevented by continually increasing feebleness from

appearing much in public, or completing many things for printing.

Some months before his death he met with a singular accident, by

which a shoulder was dislocated and the arm broken. Although the

fracture healed and the bone knit together again, almost against

expectation, yet he never regained his strength, but gradually de-

clined and died at last, so far as appeared, from mere exhaustion.

He was married twice : first, to Miss Meads of Albany, who died

in 1846, leaving three daughters, two of whom are living. His

second marriage was in 18.")0, to Miss Forman of Princeton, who

survives him, with two daughters.

His eminence was recognized in various ways during his life. In

1839, he was elected a member of the American Philosophical Soci-

ety, and a fellow of our own Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1850.

He received the degree of LL. D. from Columbia College in 1852
;

in 1859 he was President of the American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, and in 18G2 was selected as one of the original

fifty members of the National Academy of Sciences.

During his connection with the College of New Jersey he accom-

plished a considerable amount of valuable astronomical observation

;

and that, although he had no observatory nor any instrumental equip-

ment such as would now be considered indispensable in a respectable

high school. In 1835, in connection with Professor Espy, he made

an accurate determination of the difference of longitude between

Princeton and Philadelphia by the observation of meteors. The

method had been proposed (first by Ilalley) more than a hundred

years before ; but, so far as I can learn, this was its first successful

application, and the only one in this country. Not long after, similar

observations were made in Germany, Ireland, and Italy. r>ut the

telegraph soon superseded shooting-stars for all such purposes. A
few years later he participated with Professor Henry in thermopile

observations upon the radiation of sun-spots.

But his main interest lay in the observation of solar eclipses,

and in this he was enthusiastic and indefatigable. He began his

astronomical career before he came to Princeton, by his observations

of the annular eclipse of 1831, at Berlin, INIaryland. These observa-

tions, together with certain star-occultations and calculations of the

longitude of Albany, were communicated to the Albany Institute.

In 1834, he went to Ebenezer, Georgia, to observe the total eclipse

which occurred on November 30th of that year. Through the liberal-

ity of friends of the College, he had just come into possession of a fine
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three-and-a-half-inch telescope by Fraunhofer, — an instrument which

as long as he lived was his pride and his delight. It was almost

amusing (and a little pathetic) to hear the old gentleman say one

evening, after a magnificent view of Saturn with the twenty-three-inch

telescope of the Halsted Observatory, " Yes, there is more light,

but the little Fraunhofer holds its own amazingly well." At the time

of its purchase, however, if I am not mistaken, ''tlie little Fraunhofer"

had no superior in the country except tlie five-inch Dolloiid telescope

presented to Yale College about four years previously. I have never

seen any account of Professor Alexander's observations of tliis eclipse,

and am not sure that they were ever published.

In 18 GO, he was the astronomical chief of the large party sent

out by government to observe the eclipse of that year in Labrador.

The expedition was entirely successful, and its valuable results can be

found in the Coast Survey Report for 18G0.

In 1809, again, he was the chairman of the committee appointed by

the National Academy of Sciences to organize the observation of the

solar eclipse of August 7th, and himself took part in the observations

at Ottumwa, Iowa. The writer's first experience in astronomical

expeditions came with this eclipse, and it would be most ungrateful

to leave unrecorded here the kindly courtesy with which our friend

responded to my application for a place on one of the parties, and

the helpful wisdom with which he assigned my work.

In 1838, 1854, 1865, and 1875, he observed the annular eclipses of

those years, and, if his health had allowed, he would have gone to

Denver with the Princeton party to observe the total eclipse of 1878.

Several other partial eclipses and transits of Mercury, and a large

number of star-occultations, were observed by him from time to time ;

and in December, 1882, he terminated the astronomical labor of more

than fifty years by observing with great care and interest the transit

of Venus.

But Professor Alexander's special forte was hardly that of an

observer. As has been said, he had neither the instruments nor the

opportunities for regular and consecutive observations of any kind

;

nor had he probably the mechanical taste and skill, or the physical

strength and endurance, necessary to distinguished success in that sort

of work. He was, however, very anxious to obtain the means for

a careful study of the Nebulos, for which, of course, a great telescope

is indispensable. Accordingly he spared no efforts to obtain such an

instrument, with a corresponding observatory. The undertaking was

a difficult one, but before he retired from his professorship he saw
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completed the observatory, which the generosity of his friend and

admirer, General Ilalsted, had provided; and after weary years of

waiting there came at last before his death the great instrument he

had dreamed of. It was my privilege to point it for him upon some

of those wonderful objects he had so long desired to see with his own

eyes, and to listen to his expressions of satisfaction and delight. But

the great telescope came too late for him to use it much ; he labored,

and others entered into his labors.

As was the case with all college professors thirty years ago, his time

and strength were so occupied by the duties of instruction and dis-

cipline, in the class-room and the faculty meeting, that little remained

for other work. Still he accomplished a good deal in the way of

writing, as well as in observing. Though he could not be called a

prolific author, yet he published in various scientific periodicals a

very considerable number of papers, some of which were very elabo-

rate, and excited no little interest and discussion. Probably the most

important and characteristic of them were the four following : a paper

upon "The Physical Phenomena attendant upon Solar Eclipses"; one

on " The Fundamental Principles of Mathematics "
; one on " The

Origin of the Forms and the present Condition of tiie Clusters of

Stars and several of the Nebula?"; and finally, his treatise on " Certain

Harmonies in the Solar System." The first of these was read at tlie

centennial meeting of the American Philosophical Society in 1843,

and a full abstract, evidently revised and corrected by the author,

appears in the volume of Proceedings then published. It shows a

most extensive range of reading, and is an exceedingly thorough,

orderly, and exhaustive, though hardly discriminating, summary of

everything that any observer ever really saw, or thouglit he saw, on

such occasions. The pajier on the Fundamental Principles of Mathe-

matics was first read before the American Academy in 1848, and

afterwards published in Silliman's Journal. It is an interesting, sug-

gestive, and eloquent essay. The subject permitted the author to indulge

his genuine Scotch love for metaphysics and hair-splitting, and he found

in it also opportunity for imagination and poetry to an extent that

makes the article curiously singular among mathematical disquisitions.

His discussion of Nebulai and Clusters of Stars appeared in Gould's

Astronomical Journal, in a series of papers running through many

numl)er3. The main purpose appears to be to show that many of the

nebuUe and star-clusters are stars, not in tlie process of formation,

but of disintegration,— that the nebular stage follows, in some cases,

instead of preceding, the stellar.
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Laplace's nebular hypothesis had a great fascination for Professor

Alexander, and lay at the foundation of most of his astronomical

speculations ; although, as in the case just mentioned, he sometimes

reached conclusions apparently much at variance with it. He was

never weary of speculatioiis bearing upon the origin and structure of

the solar system,— the relations between the distances, dimensions,

masses, and characteristics of the planets. His most extensive, and

undoubtedly, in his own estimate, his most valuable and important

work, was "The Plarmonies of the Solar System," published in 1875,

as one of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. In this

treatise he considered that he had established the existence of certain

determining ratios in the spacing of the planetary orbits, and in their

satellite systems. The method, tone, and spirit of the work are essen-

tially that of Kepler, rather than that of Galileo or Newton, and quite

justifies the title of "the American Kepler" conferred upon him by

a foreign critic.

Numerous other minor papers, containing observations of occulta-

tions, longitude determinations, discussions of the asteroid system, etc.,

are scattered through the Proceedings of the American Philosophical

Society, the volumes of Silliman's Journal, Gould's Astronomical

Journal, the Astronomische Nachrichten, and other scientific serials.

I have not been able to form anything like a complete catalogue of

them in the time at my command. The published papers of Professor

Alexander are, however, very few compared with the total number

of those which he presented at the meetings of the different scientific

organizations to which he belonged. He was a ready and fluent

speaker, easily presenting his subject from mere skeleton notes; but,

like some of the rest of us, he was very impatient of the dull labor of

writing necessary to prepare his matter for the press.

As a scholar Professor Alexander was unusally broad and thorough.

He was an excellent linguist, familiar with Greek, Latin, and Hebrew,

and well versed in the principal European languages, — at least suffi-

ciently so to be able to read any of them except Russian with ease,

and to speak and write some of them. He was fond of general litera-

ture, of history, fiction, eloquence, and poetry, and himself sometimes

wrote verses of no mean order. He was a lover of metaphysics, phi-

losophy, and theology, and delighted in controversial debate. He was

familiar, of course, with the ordinary literature of his departments

of instruction, with Laplace's Mecanique Celeste and many other

of his mathematical writings, and with the works of Newton, Euler,

and Lagrange. He always also kept up with current mathematical
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and astronomical literature, to an extent unusual in his day, when

foreign periodicals were expensive and hard to get.

As a teacher and lecturer, especially in his younger days, he had

a remarkable power of exciting interest and enthusiasm in the sub-

jects he dealt with. I do not think I can do better than to (juote

from an admirable address delivered at his funeral by Hev. Mr. Hins-

dale of Princeton, an old pupil of Dr. Alexander's, and a graduate of

thirty years standing, who remembers our friend as he was in the

fulness of his strength and power. Having spoken of Dr. Alexander's

associates in the Princeton Faculty, Dod, Torrey, J. W. and J. A.

Alexander, Hope, Henry, and Guyot, Mr. Hinsdale goes on to say :
—

" Of such associations Stephen Alexander was not unworthy. He
pushed his researches into the depths of mathematical and astronomi-

cal science, availing himself of his acquaintance with the principal

languages of Europe. He printed for the use of his students treatises

on Ratio and Proportion, Differential Calculus, and Astronomy. He
was unselfish in his devotion to the interests of the College, and the

advancement of learning. He aroused the admiration of his pupils

by the evident extent of his knowledge and his ardor in imparting it

;

although it must be said that he often became so profoundly interested

in setting forth the philosophy of mathematics as to forget that their

acquaintance with the subject was of necessity far less than his own,

and so to outrun their ability to follow and comprehend him.

'• The closing lectures of his course in Astronomy, in which he dis-

cussed the Nebular Hypothesis of Laj^lace, were characterized by a

lofty and poetic eloquence, and drew to his class-room many others

than the students to whom they were addressed I vividly re-

call one of the occasions of which I speak; the hushed and expectant

auditory; the shy, almost abashed manner of the lecturer; the rapt

look, the glowing countenance, the throbbing frame, which indicated

how completely he was possessed of his theme ; the magnificent sweep

of his ideas concerning the formation of the material universe, with

its countless suns and systems ; his happy application of Scripture

phrase, when, pointing to the drawings of certain nebula? of remarkable

form he would quote, ' They all shall wax old as doth a garment, and

as a vesture shalt thou fold them up, and they shall be changed ' ; the

outburst of eloquence, seeming to our young minds akin to inspira-

tion itself, with which he ascribed all the beauty and glory of crea-

tion to Him who is enthroned in majesty above all spheres, evermore

controlling and guiding all, the Personal God, glorious in holiness,

fearful in praises^ doing wonders."
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There can be no question that for many years he impressed himself

prolbundly upon the hundreds of young men who graduated from the

College, and is remembered by them with reverence and love.

In person he was small, slight and frail, probably never weighing

a hundred and twenty pounds when in his best condition. His

countenance was refined, and delicate, and on occasion luminous with

feeling ; his manner was gentlemanly and courteous, but usually rather

reserved until some interesting topic made him forget hinself, — then

he was fluent and even impetuous in conversation. He was modest

almost to shyness, though certainly conscious of his own real merit

and ability ; pure and simple-hearted as a child, and gentle unless in

the presence of some wrong or meanness, —- then he could blaze with

unexpected fire. He was a faithful friend, a good and patriotic

citizen, and an earnest and active member and officer of the church to

which he belonged, always prominent in its work and counsels.

It would of course be false to say that he was faultless, but I am
sure of this,— that a purer and more blameless life than his is seldom

lived, and that his name will always be reverently and affectionately

remembered by those who knew him best.

JOHN LAWRENCE LE CONTE*

Dr. John Lawrence Le Conte belonged to a distinguished and

wealthy family of Huguenot descent. For more than half a century

the family Le Conte, father, son, and two surviving cousins, has been

largely connected with the different branches of natural history of the

United States. The late Dr. Le Conte was a prominent link of this

respectable family pedigree.

John Lawrence Le Conte, the son of Mayor John Eaton Le Conte

and Mary A. H. Lawrence, was born, May 13, 1825, in New York

City. His mother died a few weeks after the birth of this child.

When a boy, he was placed in St. Mary's College, Maryland, from

which he graduated in 1842. His decided taste for natural history,

for collecting insects, plants, or stones, developed very early, though

he was never behindhand iu his obligatory studies. According to

the wishes of his father, his inclination for studies different from the

regular course of the College was not repressed. " Once it happened

* I have, of course, used freely all tlie necrologies known to me ; but I am
personally indebted to the lato Dr. J. L. Le Conte for a number of facts given

here.
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that, during tlie custommy silence in the school-room, young Le Conte

was seen suddenly starting from his seat and scrambling on the floor

in the middle of the room. Called to the tutor's desk, he held in

his hand two beetles, and explained that they were very rare, and

that he could not help trying to catch them."

His progress in the study of languages and mathematics was

thorough and rapid. After graduation he entered the College of

Physicians and Surgeons in New York, and received his medical

degree in 1846. He was in 1844, chemical assistant to Prof. John

Torrey. During this time his predilection for the study of the Coleop-

tera of his country seems to have strongly developed, and henceforth

he pursued this work through his whole life with an earnestness

rarely equalled and never surpassed. He joined an entomological

society, of which I believe Rev. F. J. Morris of Baltimore is the

only survivor. The collections of his father, of Mr. S. 8. Haldeman,

of the Rev. Mr. Melsheimer and the Rev. Mr. Ziegler, were at his

disposal, and before his graduation he published two papers containing

the descriptions of some species believed to be new to science.

It is touching to observe how his father devoted himself to the care

and development of his only child. About twenty years before, he

had himself published some papers on Coleoptera, but later he took

a greater interest in the previous stages of Lopidoptera. The well-

known monograph, which he published together with Dr. Boisduval

from Paris, France, was the fruit of these studies. But when the

son decided upon the line of his studies, his father returned .ilso

to his former favorites, and published a monograph of the Histerida3

of the United States, for which the son had drawn some excellent

plates. These plates evince a prominent talent for entomological

drawing, and it is not easy to understand why he did not follow up

this remarkable talent, (perhaps the plates for the monograj)!! of Pasi-

machus are made by him,) tlie more so as his father was an excel-

lent draughtsman. Mayor Le Conte was distinguished for thorough

knowledge of several Ian <iu aces, and for his taste in fine arts and in

music. So father and son studied and worked together. Once in a

conversation the late Doctor spoke at some length about the works

of Berosus. "When I asked how it had happened that he had studied

this ohl and rather odd author, he answered, " I liave studied all

such things together with my father." At this time he made his

first journey to the Platte River and Fort Laramie, in 1845, after

Fremont's first exploration.

A very important characteristic of his entomological publications
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showed itself almost from the time when he began to work,— to be

perfectly sure of the differences of the species. To obtain this aim

he used dichotomical or synoptical tables, or comparative descriptions.

Here, as ever afterwards, he studied as much as possible the works of

other scientists, and adopted what he found available ; but based his

publications upon his own original studies. There exists no fairer,

no better way to advance science.

It was quite natural for such aa eager student to become hampered

more or less seriously by the smallness of the collections within his

reach, by the almost entire want of non-American insects, by the lack

of sufficient literature. In his first more extensive papers he com-

plains about these wants. But it was unknown to him, that at this

time the entomological student in Europe had nowhere an advantage

over the American student. Every country, with rare exceptions, was

scientifically almost isolated. Only after 1849 scientific communica-

tion was opened with England, much later with Italy and America.

No student of to-day can conceive the difficulties which a student

had to conquer forty years ago.

For Le Conte it was decidedly fortunate that the late Dr. H.

Schaum, from Berlin, Prussia, visited the United States in 1847 and

1848. Dr. Schaum, then in the prime of life, had doubtless at that

time the largest knowledge of the species of Coleoptera. As nephew

of Professor Germar of Halle, he had had a chance to study all the

important collections in Europe. His knowledge of Micros, Pselaphi-

dos, and similar groups, was unsurpassed. Such a man was just what

Le Conte wanted and needed, and Schaum stayed a number of weeks

at his house in Philadelphia. He went with him througli his whole

collection, adding to it from the lari;e collections made by him-

self during his journey from New Orleans to Canada, unica not

excepted. I remember very well, when my friend Schaum returned

to Europe, how enthusiastically he spoke about the zeal and eagerness

of the gifted young student in Philadelpliia. "He squeezed me dry

as a lemon, and you know the extent of my knowledge of species."

They became life-long friends, and their frequent correspondence was

only stopped by Schaum's premature death. Tlie impulse and advan-

tage of this friendship is clearly to be seen in Le Conte's succeeding

publications, particularly in his paper on Pselaphidte.

The arrival of Professor L, Agassiz gave to the young student

more general views, and a larger scope. He attached himself enthu-

siastically to the celebrated master, and formed a life-long friendship

with the father, and later with the son. He accompanied Professor

VOL. XIX. (N. S. XI.) 33
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Agassiz in 1849 on his exploration of Lake Superior, and published

an account of the Coleoptera collected on this journey.

In the autumn of 1850 he visited California, stopping a short lime

at Panama, and staying in San Francisco, San Jose, and San Diego

with Dr. C. C. Parry, who was connected with the Mexican Boun-

dary Survey. In November he crossed the Colorado Desert, and

was in February in the valley of the Gila.

In 1852, the Le Contes removed to Philadelphia. The abundant

new material obtained on his journeys was directly studied. It is

really marvellous to look over the large number of papers (nearly

sixty) published by him in the years subsequent to his travels. Some

are of great extent, as the one on Longicornia ; others, called by hira

mostly Synopses, are shorter, but all are the result of his own most

thorough study.

In 1857 Le Conte was connected for a few months with the Hon-

duras Interoceanic Railway Survey, only to resume his interrupted

scientific labor till the breaking out of the war.

In 1861, he was married to JNIiss Helen Grier, and after his mar-

riage gave up the practice of medicine. Shortly after, he joined the

army during the war as Lieutenant-Colonel and Medical Inspector.

After the war, in 18G7, he acted as geologist for the railroad survey

through Kansas and New Mexico, and again in connection with his

old friend, Dr. Parry.

His studies were now so far advanced, that he decided to publish

a general work on the classification of the North American Coleoptera

for the benefit of the increasing number of students. The first part,

j)ublished in 1862, has iudeed served as a basis for the study of all

American students. The comparison of this work with that of Lacor-

daire is very interesting. Le Conte's work goes not farther than the

recently published fifth volume of Lacordaire. In comparing the

larger groups, the families, and the genera, it is easily understood how
carefully he had studied Lacordaire's master work. But everywhere

he has aimed to build up a similar work, based upon his own studies

and his own convictions. This general work was followed by a new
and entirely changed catalogue of the known and described species.

After such long and uninterrupted work a vacation was needed

imperatively. In the autumn of 1869 he started for Europe with his

family, remaining abroad until near the close of 1872, and visiting

in the mean time Algiers and Egypt. As he was acknowledged in

Europe as a high authority in his field, this vacation turned into more

or less a working vacation. He had for the first time the chance to
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see and to study extensive collections containing the insects of the

whole world, and to settle many doubtful points of synonymy.

Soon after his return, he resumed his work with undaunted ardor,

in connection with his pupil and friend, Dr. George H. Horn. Now
began what may be called the second period of the immense work to

which he had pledged his life,— the full knowledge of the Coleopte-

rous Fauna of North America.

The first jDeriod contains his first walks in this large field. He
had found indeed some good work by his predecessors ; namely, by

Th. Say, whose widely scattered and rare papers he collected and

republished. But in general very little was finished in a manner

suited to his purpose. He was obliged to go through the whole class

of Coleoptera, to study everything by himself ; and it has been justly

said, that he presented everything in a more improved form. The

work on classification and the new catalogue closed up the first

period.

But during the time in which he had followed steadily his long

course, a large quantity of new material had been brought to light,

and nearly all new collections found their way to his laboratory.

Abroad, the knowledge of Coleoptera was very much advanced, and

his own views were widely enlarged. The study of the new addi-

tions necessitated a comparative study of the species known formerly.

Finally, his own papers, though they had steadily advanced, needed,

as he himself found, a thorough revision, in order to bring them all up

to the same standard. During the first period he had published

about a hundred papers, in the second period about half this number

;

but to these should be added the papers of Dr. Horn, and a few of

the late R. Crotch (who stayed a winter in Philadelphia), as both

worked on the same material, and on the same plan. It became now

necessary to study the very large group of the Rhynchophora, and

it has been well said by Dr. Horn, that " here Le Conte made one

of the boldest strokes of his career in the isolation of that group from

other Coleoptera, and by proposing a classification of them as remark-

able for its novelty as it was true to nature." The species of Rhyn-

chophora were published in 1876.

Having completed as far as possible the studies necessary for a con-

tinuation of his work on the classification of the Coleoptera, it became

obvious that the advance of science during the last twenty years

demanded an entirely new work. As his health was slightly failing,

he associated with himself his true and most devoted friend. Dr. Horn.

The new work was to be equally divided, and was begun in January,
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1882. It was completed in March, 1883. It was the last effort of

a life-long study.

Since 1878 he had been appointed to the United States ]\Iint in

Philadelphia. In the spring of 1883 he made his last journey to

California. His health seemed to improve, then to fail again. lie

died on November 15, 1883, and was buried in West Laurel Hill

Cemetery in Philadelphia. His wife and two sons survive him.

Le Conte's figure, his features and countenance, reminded one

strongly of his French descent. Concerning his character it is suffi-

cient to say that he had no enemy. lie was an honorary member of

the prominent entomological, and many other societies, as well as a

member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. His publi-

cations will form a strong and enduring basis for all succeeding workers

to build upon.*

His extensive collection was bequeathed by him to the Agassiz

Museum in Cambridge. It will forever be one of the most valuable

treasures of this institution.

GEORGE ENGELMANN.

In the death of Dr. Engelmann, which took place on the 4 th of

February last, the American Academy has lost one of its very few

Associate Fellows in the Botanical Section, and the science one of

its most eminent and venerable cultivators.

He was born at Frankfort-on-the-Main, February 2, 1809, and had

therefore just completed his seventy-fifth year. His father, a younger

member of the family of Engelmanus who for several generations

served as clergymen at Bacharach on the Rhine, was also educated

for the ministry, and was a graduate of the University of Halle, but

he devoted his life to education. Marrying the daughter of George

Oswald May, a somewhat distinguished portrait-painter, they estab-

lished at Frankfort, and carried on for a time with much success, a

school for young ladies, such as are common in the United States, but

were then a novelty in Germany.

George P2ngelmann was the eldest of thirteen children born of this

marriage, nine of whom survived to manhood. Assisted by a scholar-

ship founded by " the Reformed Congregation of Frankfort," he went

* Mr. S. Hensliaw lias published a "List of Le Conte's Entomological Writ-

ings," Cambridge, 1878, 4to ; and an Index to the Coleoptera described by Le

Conte, in Trans. Amer. Entom. Soc, 1881, vol. ix.
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to the University of Heidelberg in the year 1827, where he had as

fellow students and companions Karl Schiuiper and Alexander Braun.

With the latter he maintained an intimate friendship and correspond-

ence, interrupted only by the death of Braun in 1877. The former,

who manifested unusual genius as a philosojihical naturalist, after lay-

ing the foundations of phyllotaxy, to be built upon by Braun and

others, abandoned, tlirough some singular infirmity of temper, an

opening scientific career of the highest promise, upon which the three

young friends, Agassiz, Braun, and Schimper, and in his turn Engel-

mann, had zealously entered.

Embarrassed by some troubles growing out of a political demon-

stration by the students at Heidelberg, Engelmann in the autumn of

1828 went to Berlin University for two years ; and thence to Wurz-

burg, where he took his degree of Doctor in Medicine in the summer

of 1831. His inaugural dissertation, De Anthohjsi Prodromus, which

he published at Frankfort in 1832, testifies to his early predilection

for Botany, and to his truly scientific turn of mind. It is a morpho-

logical dissertation, founded chiefly on the study of monstrosities, illus-

trated by five plates filled with his own drawings. It was therefore

quite in the line with the little treatise on the Metamorphosis of Plants,

published forty years before by another and the most distinguished

native of Frankfort, and it appeared so opportunely that it had the

honor of Goethe's notice and approval, Goethe's correspondent,

Madame von Willema, sent a copy to him only four weeks before his

death. Goethe responded, making kind inquiries after young En-
gelmann, who, he said, had completely apprehended his ideas of

vegetable morphology, and had shown such genius in their develop-

ment that he oflTered to place in this young botanist's hands the store

of unpublished notes and sketches which he had accumulated.

The spring and summer of 1832 were passed at Paris in medical

and scientific studies, with Braun and Agassiz as companions, leading,

as he records, " a glorious life in scientific union, in spite of the

cholera.' Meanwhile, Dr. Engelmann's uncles had resolved to make
some land investments in the valley of the Mississip|)i, and he willingly

became their agent. At least one of the Ikmily was already settled in

Illinois, not far from St. Louis. Dr. Engelmann, sailing from Bremen
for Baltimore in September, joined his relatives in the course of the

winter, made many lonely and somewhat adventurous journeys on
horseback in Southern Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas, which yielded

no other fruits than those of botanical exploration ; and finally he

established himself in the practice of medicine at St. Louis, late in the
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aulumii of 1835. St. Louis was then rather a frontier trading-post

than a town, of barely eight or ten thousand inhabitants. He lived to

see it become a metropolis of over four hundred thousand. He began

in absolute poverty, the small means he had brought from Europe com-

pletely exhausted. In four years he had laid the foundations of success

in his profession, and had earned the means for making a voyage to

Germany, and, fulfilling a long-standing engagement, for bringing to a

frugal home the chosen companion of his life, Dora Hartsmann, his

cousin, whom he married at Kreuznach, on the 11th of June, 1840.

Ou his way homeward, at New York, the writer of this memorial

formed the personal acquaintance of Dr. P^ngelmann ; and thus began

the friendship and the scientific association which has continued un-

broken for almost half a century.

Dr. Engelmann's position as a leading physician in St. Louis, as

well among the American as the German and French population, was

now soon established. He was even able in 1856, witliout risk, to

leave his practice for two years, to devote most of the first summer to

botanical investigation in Cambridge, and then, with his wife and

young son, to revisit their native land, and to fill up a prolonged vaca-

tion in interesting travel and study. Li the year 18G8 the family

visited Europe for a year, the son remaining to pursue his medical

studies in Berlin. And lastly, his companion of nearly forty years

having been removed by death in January, 1879, and his own robust

health having suffered serious and indeed alarming deterioration, he

sailed again for Germany in the summer of 1883. The voyage was

so beneficial that he was able to take up some botanical investigations,

which, however, were soon interrupted by serious symptoms. But

the return voyage proved wonderfully restorative ; and when, in eaily

autumn, he rejoined his friends here, they could hope that the unfin-

ished scientific labors, which he at once resumed with alacrity of spirit,

might still for a while be carried on with comfort. So indeed they

were, in some measure, after his return to his home, yet with increasing

infirmity and no little suffering until the sudden illness supervened

which, in a few days, brought his honorable and well-lilled life to a

close.

In the latter part of his life Dr. Engelmann was able to explore

considerable portions of his adopted country, the mountains of North

Carolina and Tennessee, the Lake Superior region, and the Rocky

Mountains and contiguous plains in Colorado and adjacent territories,

and so to study in place, and with the particularity which character-

ized his work, the Cacti, the Coniferae, and other groups of plants
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which he had for many years been specially investigating, " In

1880 he made a long journey through the forests of the Pacific States,

where he saw for the first time in the state of nature plants which he

had studied and described more than thirty years before. Dr. Engel-

mann's associates [so one of them declares] will never forget his

courage and industry, his enthusiasm and zeal, his abounding good-

nature, and his kindness and consideration of every one with whom
he came in contact." His associates, and also all his published

writings, may testify to his acuteness in observation, his indomitable

perseverance in investigation, his ci-itical judgment, and a rare open-

ness of mind which prompted him.continually to revise old conclusions

in the light of new facts or ideas.

In the consideration of Dr. Engelmann's botanical work,— to

which these lines will naturally be devoted,— it should be remem-

bered that his life was that of an eminent and trusted physician, in

large and general practice, who even in age and failing health was

unable— however he would have chosen — to refuse professional ser-

vices to those who claimed them ; that he devoted only the residual

hours, which most men use for rest or recreation, to scientific pursuits,

mainly to botany, yet not exclusively. He was much occupied with

meteorology. On establishing his home at St. Louis, he began a

series of thermometrical and barometrical observations, which he con-

tinued regularly and systematically to the last, when at home always

taking the observations himself, — the indoor ones even up to the last

day but one of his life. Even in the last week he was seen sweeping

a path through the snow in his garden to reach his maximuna and mini-

mum thermometers. His latest publication (issued since his death by

the St. Louis Academy of Sciences) is a digest and full representation

of the thermometrical part of these observations for forty-seven years.

He apologizes for not waiting the comjDletion of the half-century

before summing up the results, and shows that these could not after

three more years be appreciably different.

A list of Dr. Engelmann's botanical papers and notes, collected by

his friend and associate, Professor Sargent, and published in Coulter's

Botanical Gazette for May, 1884, contains about one hundred entries,

and is certainly not quite complete. His earliest publication, his

inaugural thesis already mentioned {De Anthohjsi Prodromus), is a

treatise upon teratology in its relations to morphology. It is a re-

markable production for the time and for a mere medical student with

botanical predilections. There is an interesting recent analysis of it in

" Nature," for April 24, by Dr. Masters, the leading teratologist of our
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day, who compares it with Moquin-Tanflon's more elaborate Teratologie

Vegctale, published ten years afterwards, and who declares that, " when

we compare the two works from a philosophical point of view, and

consider that the one was a mere college essay, while the other was

the work of a professed botanist, we must admit that Engelmann's

treatise, so far as it goes, affords evidence of deeper insight into the

nature and causes of the deviations from the ordinary conformation of

plants than does that of Moquin."

Transferred to the valley of the Mississippi and surrounded by

plants most of which still needed critical examination, Dr. Engelmann's

avocation in botany and his mode of work were marked out for him.

Nothing escaped his attention ; he drew with facility ; and he methodi-

cally secured his observations by notes and sketches, available for his

own after use and for that of his correspondents. But the lasting

impression which he has made upon North American botany is due

to his wise habit of studying his subjects in their systematic relations,

and of devoting himself to a particular genus or group of plants (gen-

erally the more dilTicult) until he had elucidated it as completely as

lay within his power. In this way all his work was made to tell

eflFectively..

Thus his first monograph was of the genus Cuscuta (published in the

American Journal of Science, in 1842), of which when Engelmann

took it up we were supposed to have only one indigenous species, and

that not peculiar to the United States, but which he immediately

brought up to fourteen species without going west of the Mississippi

valley. In the year 1859, after an investigation of the whole genus

in the materials scattered through the principal herbaria of Europe

and this country, he published in the first volume of the St. Louis

Academy of Sciences a systematic arrangement of all the Cuscuta%

characterizing seventy-seven species, besides others classed as perhaps

varieties.

Mentioning here only monographical subjects, we should next refer

to his investigations of the Cactus family, upon which his work was

most extensive and important, as well as particularly diHicult, and upon

which Dr. Engelmann's authority is of the very highest. He essentially

for the first time established the arrangement of these plants upon

floral and carpological characters. This formidable work was begun

in his sketch of the Botany of Dr. A. Wislizenus's Expedition from

Missouri to Northern Mexico, m the latter's memoir of this tour, pub-

lished by the United States Senate. It was followed up by his ac-

count (in the American Journal of Science, 1852) of the Giant Cactus
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on the Gila ( Cerens giganteus) and an allied species ; by his synop-

sis of the Cactaceic of the United States, published in the Proceed-

ings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1856; and by

his two illustrated memoirs upon the Southern and Western species,

one contributed to the fourth volume of the series of Pacific Raih'oad

Expedition Reports, the other to Emory's Report on the Mexican

Boundary Survey. He had made large preparations for a greatly

needed revision of at least the North American Cactacece. But,

although his collections and sketches will be indispensable to the

future monographer, very much knowledge of this difficult group of

plants is lost by his death.

Upon two other peculiarly American groups of plants, very difficult

of elucidation in herbarium specimens, Yucca and Agave, Dr. Engel-

mann may be said to have brought his work up to the time. Nothing

of importance is yet to be added to what he modestly styles " Notes

on the Genus Tacca" published in the third volume of the Transac-

tions of the St. Louis Academy, 1873, and not much to the "Notes

on Agave," illustrated by photographs, included in the same volume

and published in 1875.

Less difficult as respects the material to work upon, but well adapted

for his painstaking, precise, and thorough handling, were such genera

as Juncus (elaborately monographed in the second volume of the

Transactions of the St. Louis Academy, and also exemplified in

distributed sets of specimens). Euphorbia (in the fourth volume of the

Pacific Railroad Reports, and in the Botany of the Mexican Boundary),

Sagittaria and its allies, CaUitriche, Isoetes (of which his final revision

is probably ready for publication), and the North American Loran-

thacece, to which Sparganium, certain groups of Gentiana, and some

other genera, would have to be added in any complete enumeration.

Revisions of these genera were also kindly contributed to Dr. Gray's

Manual ; and he was an important collaborator in several of the

memoirs of his surviving associate and friend.

Of the highest interest, and among the best specimens of Dr.

Engelmann's botanical work, are his various papers upon the Ameri-

can Oaks and the Coniferce, published in the Transactions of the St.

Louis Academy and elsewhere, the results of long-continued and most

conscientious study. The same must be said of his persevering study

of the North American Vines, of which he at length recognized and

characterized a dozen species,— excellent subjects for his nice dis-

crimination, and now becoming of no small importance to grape-

growers, both in this country and in Europe. Nearly all that we
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know scientifically of our species and forms of Vttis is directly due

to Dr. Engehnann's investigations. His first separate publication

upon them, "The Grape Vines of Missouri," was published in 18G0;

his last, a re-elaboration of the American species, with figures of their

seeds, is in the third edition of the Bushberg Catalogue, published

only a few months ago.

Imperfect as this mere sketch of Dr. Engelmaiin's botanical author-

ship must needs be, it may show how much may be done for science in

a busy physician's horce suhsecivce, and in his occasional vacations.

Not very many of those who could devote their whole time to botany

have accomplished as much. It need not be said, and yet perhaps it

should not pass unrecorded, that Dr. Engelmanu was appreciated by

his fellow botanists both at home and abroad, that his name is upon

the rolls of most of the societies devoted to the investigation of nature,

that he was " everywhere the recognized authority in those depart-

ments of his favorite science which had most interested him," and that,

personally one of the most affable and kindly of men, he was as much

beloved as respected by those who knew him.

More than fifty years ago his oldest associates in this country— one

of them his survivor — dedicated to him a monotypical genus of plants,

a native of the plains over whose borders the young immigrant on iiis

arrival wandered solitary and disheartened. Since then the name of

Engelmann has, by his own researches and authorship, become un-

alterably associated with the Buffalo-grass of the plains, the noblest

Conifers of the Rocky Mountains, the most stately Cactus in the world

and with most of the associated species, as well as with many othir

plants of which perhaps only the annals of botany may take account.

It has been well said by a congenial biographer, that " the Western

plains will still be bright with the yellow rays of Engelmannia, and

that the splendid Spruce, the fairest of them all, which bears the name

of Engelmann, will still, it is to be hoped, cover with noble forests

the highest slopes of the Rocky Mountains, recalling to men, as long

as the study of trees occupies their thoughts, the memory of a pure,

ui right, and laborious life."

ARNOLD GUYOT.

Arnold Gutot, Ph.D., LL. D., was born near Xeufchrvtel, Swit-

zerland, September 28, 1807. His earlier studies were pursued at

Neutchritel, Stuttgart, and Carlsruhe. In his delightful memoir of his

friend Agassiz, prepared for the National Academy, he gives a beau-
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tiful picture of his first scientific studies. He subsequently studied

theology for tliree years at Neufchatel and Berlin, at the latter place

attending the lectures of Neander, Ilengstenberg, and Schleiermacher.

His interest in scientific studies was increased by the Professors with

whom he now came in contact, and the peculiar opportunities he en-

joyed. Unwilling to enter upon the high duties of the Christian min-

istry with a divided mind, he turned aside from his theological course

and devoted himself to science, a field more congenial to his taste,

and, as he conscientiously believed, better adapted to his capacities.

He passed five years in Berlin in scientific study, attending the

lectures upon physics, chemistry, meteorology, geology, mineralogy,

physical geography, botany, and zoology, from such men as Dove,

Erman, Mitscherlich, Weiss, Hoffman, Lichtenstein, Steffens, Ritter,

and others. Portraits of Ritter, Steffens, and Humboldt he always

kept upon the walls of his study, in memory of his student days.

Upon the especial recommendation of Humboldt, he was granted free

access to the Royal Botanical Gardens, and the chief gardener fur-

nished him weekly with hundreds of cut specimens of the rarest ex-

otics for his herbarium. To Steffens he owed much in philosophy, and

a letter of Ritter, which was unfortunately lost some years since, bore

testimony, not merely to the ability of the young student, but to the

scientific position and attainments of the physical geographer who was

second in this department of science only to Ritter himself. In 1835,

Mr. Guyot received his degree of Ph.D. from the University of Ber-

lin. He had spent five years in the family of Herr Miiller, the Privy

Councillor of Kinw Frederick "William IH. He now removed to

Paris and became the private instructor of the young sons of Count

de Pourtales. B}^ special arrangement, however, he continued his

scientific studies, and also devoted himself to history, under Michelet.

His summers were spent in scientific excursions in France, Belgium,

Holland, Italy, and Switzerland.

As early as 1838 he discovered, and announced in a paper read be-

fore tlie Geological Society of France, most of the important laws

concerning the formation, nature, and motion of the glaciers. He first

discovered the laminated structure of the ice, and explained the blue

and white bands ; showed that the motion of the glacier is due to the

displacement of its molecules, which constitute its plasticity and ex-

plain its moulding, &c. These discoveries were subsequently illus-

trated and confirmed by the investigations of Agassiz and Forbes

;

while he, with characteristic modesty, remained silent, and did not

even publish his paper until 1883. In 1839, Mr. Guyot was ap-
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pointed Professor of History and Physical Geography in the Academy

of Neufchatel, which was now upon a university basis, Agassiz was

amoner his collea<;ues at this time. Here he delivered no less than

thirteen different courses of lectures in connection with the two de-

partments of which he had charge. Agassiz having taken up the

glaciers with his usual enthusiasm, Professor Guyot entered upon an

investigation of the erratic bowlders, which had been neglected since

the last observations of De Charpentier. During seven successive

summers Professor Guyot conducted his investigations on both sides

of the Central Alps in Switzerland and in Italy. From eleven differ-

ent basins, covering a surface three hundred miles long and two

hundred miles wide, he collected about six thousand specimens of

rocks as vouchers of the results. One set of these specimens he placed

in the museum at Neufchatel ; the other, he gave to the Museum of the

College of New Jersey. From these specimens and his more than

three thousand barometrical observations he was enabled to trace

these bowlders to their source in the mountains, and to determine

the laws of their distribution and the coincidence of these with the

laws of the moraines on the glaciers. The main results were pub-

lished in the Bulletin de la Societe des Sciences Naturelles de Neuf-

chatel, and in Comte d'Archiac's Histoire de la Geologic. He next

made soundings in the Lake of Neufchatel, and published a fine

topographical map of its subaqueous basin.

After the political revolution of 1848, he came to this country and

settled in Cambridge, Mass. He first became extensively known

here by a course of lectures on " Comparative Physical Geography

m Its Relation to the History of Mankind," delivered before the

Lowell Institute in Boston, in the winter of 1848-49. These were

translated by Professor Felton, and published in the volume entitled

" Earth and Man." He was employed for some years by the Massa-

chusetts Board of Education to deliver lectures in the Normal Schools

and before the Teachers' Institutes, and thus began the reform in the

method of studying and teaching geography. In 1854 he was elected

Professor of Physical Geography and Geology in the College of New
Jersey, and removed to Princeton in 1855, where he continued

to reside. He was also appointed lecturer in the State Normal

School at Trenton. He delivered courses of lectures in the Theo-

logical Seminary at Princeton, in the Union Theological Seminary

at New York, and before the Smithsonian Institution at Washing-

ton, D. C.

In addition to the discharge of his duties as Professor, he continued
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the work which he had begun in New England, the barometrical

measurement of the mountains. lie not only measured the height of

the White and the Green Mountains, the Adirondacks and the Catskills,

but he investigated the physical structure and elevation of the entire

Alleghany system. The results of these summer excursions appeared

in papers prepared for the Smithsonian Institution, the American

Association, and the National Academy ; also in articles in Silliman's

Journal, and in special maps. He first determined the true height of

Mount Washington, of the Black Mountains in North Carolina, and

of the Green Mountains in Vermont. He introduced into this country

the improved barometers now employed, and organized the system of

meteorological observations, first under the care of the Smithsonian

Institution, which has now grown into the admirable " Signal Ser-

vice." He prepared for the Smithsonian Institution the very exten-

sive series of meteorological tables now so generally employed. It

was from his suggestion that the first deep-sea soundings of the Atlan-

tic were made by our government. He publislied a large series of

Wall Maps, and a series of Geographies, which have revolutionized

the study of geography in this country. He was the author of the

Introduction to Johnson's Physical Atlas, and was one of the editors

of Johnson's Cyclopajdia. His Maps and Geographies received the

gold medal, the highest honor awarded, at Paris in 1878 ; and the

medal of progress, a special honor, was given him at the exhibition

at Vienna, in 1873. He was a member of the National Academy

in this country, was an Honorary Member of the Geographical So-

ciety of France, and an Associate Member of the Royal Academy of

Turin and of numerous other societies. His last work was " Creation,

or the Biblical Cosmogony in the Light of Modern Science." It was

finished only a few days before his death. He had been in declining

health for several years, and died on February 8, 1884. In 18G7 he

married a daughter of the late Governor Haines, of New Jersey, who

still survives him.

A simple extract from the minutes of the Faculty of the College of

New Jersey will show the impression produced by him upon those

with whom he came in contact, and this judgment is confirmed by

numerous other testimonials :
—

" His life-work was prosecuted with such intellectual vigor, inde-

fatigable energy, conscientious fidelity, and distinguished success, that,

among the eminent men of science of which the present age has been

so prolific, the name of our departed colleague will ever occupy a con-

spicuous position. His character commanded the esteem of all within
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the wide circle of his acquaintance. In deportment he was ever a model

of propriety, digiufied yet courteous, decided in his convictions yet

modest in expressing them, considerate not only of the rights but of

the feelings of all with whom he was associated, never unkind in vvord

or act, and one of whom no one ever spoke or thought unkindly, singu-

larly guileless and unselfish a pure-mmded, large-hearted, loving, and

lovahle Christian gentleman. His sincere, humble, childlike piety gave

an attractive charm to all his conduct and conversation, and no one

could be associated with him without feeling its elevating, refining, and

ennobling influence. It was fitting that such a life should be crowned

by the production of a work that will be prized by sincere seekers

after truth respecting the works and the word of God, — an exhibition

of the hai'mouy of science and revealed religion."

ANDREW ATKINSON HUMPHREYS.

It falls to the lot of few men to encounter responsibilities so

weighty and so diverse in character as those which rested upon

General Humphreys at different periods of his long professional

career; and of fewer still, to make of each new responsibility a

new title to distinction.

Soldiers will most admire the general whose thoughtful intel-

lect organized victory while others slept, and whose fiery energy

led him iuto the thickest of the fight, until, like the heroes of

mythology, he seemed to bear a charmed life.

Administrators will appreciate the skill displayed in systema-

tizing the Coast Survey Office ; in directing the Pacific Railroad

explorations to a prompt and successful termination ; and, after

the war was over, in welding together the remnants of two

distinct Corps of Engineers, and creating from them a united

body fitted to meet the responsibilities devolved by law upon

the orgauization.

Scientists will see his highest titles to fame in his personal

investigations of the great questions involved in the construction

of the Pacific Railroad ; in the protection of the alluvial region

of the Mississippi against overflow ; in the deepening of the chan-

nels at the mouths of that river ; and in the many other problems

which engaged his attention before the cares of his high office as

Chief of the Corps rendered it impossible to find leisure for such

studies ;
— but they will also gratefully remember his appreciation of
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the needs of science, and liis care to aid its votaries whenever his

position afforded the opportunity.

Personal friends who were associated with him intimately in

private life, and knew his sterling independence of character, his

contempt of all shams, his bi'eadth of intellect, his appreciation

of good in others, his generosity in according full credit when-

ever it was due, his inbred courtesy, which extended beyond

forms and was an integral part of himself, — in a word, who knew

the man,— will place these qualities above all others, because they

constituted the basis upon which his unobtrusive greatness was

founded.

Andrew Atkinson Humphreys was born in Philadelphia on

November 2, 1810. His grandfather and father had both been

distinguished in the public service as Naval Constructors, and

each finally became chief of that Corps. . Tlie boy was admitted

to the Military Academy, under Colonel Thayer as Superintend-

ent, in 1827, and was graduated in 1831. His mind was one of

those which mature slowly ; and his standing, thirteenth in a class

of tliirty-three members, was no gauge of his real ability. He
was assigned to the Second Artillery , but after serving mostly

at Southern stations, and taking part in the Florida war, his health

suffered severely, and he resigned his commission in 1836,

He adopted civil engineering as his profession ; but when the

Corps of Tojiographical Engineers was created, in 1838, he was

appointed one of the First Lieutenants of the new organization.

After various duties on the Great Lakes, and serving again in the

Florida war, he was ordered to Washington in 18-42 ; where he

remained for two years as assistant in the Bureau of his own

Corps, and for five years in charge of the Coast Survey Office

under Professor Bache as Superintendent.

In 1850, he was selected to direct the topographical and hy-

drographical survey of the delta of the Mississippi, and the

investigations to determine the most practicable plan for secur-

ing it against inundation, and for deepening the channels at the

mouths. While prosecuting this work in 1851, Captain Hum-

pheys was prostrated by a sun-stroke, which unfitted him for

active duty for about two years. During the latter part of this

time he travelled in Europe, and carefully studied the experience

of many centuries on similar works for improving the Po, the

Rhine, the Vistula, and other rivers.

Immediately after his return, in the summer of 1854, in addi-
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tion to the INIississippi investigations, he was placed in charge of

the explorations and surveys for determining the most practica-

ble route for a railroad from the JMississippi River to the Pacific

Ocean. From this date until the breaking out of the war, he

performed an amount of professional labor which will be ap-

preciated only by those who had personal knowledge of it at

the time. Burdened with these two great national works and

with the direction of subsequent explorations in the West, he was

also an active member of the Light House Board, and served ou

two different commissions charged with important duties connected

with the Military Academy, beside making special reports upon

various works of internal improvement, which exhibit profound

study and great ability. His mind seemed to work like a ma-

chine which required neither rest nor repairs ; but his bodily health

suffered from his intense application.

Of General llum|)hreys's war record this is not the place to speak.

He served with the Army of the Potomac during the whole of its

checkered history, and won a reputation which places him confessedly

among the greatest soldiers the country has produced.

His last mental labor (1882-8'i) was the preparation of two

volumes of the Scribner series, ti-eating of the operations subse-

quent to the battle of Gettysburg, which have recently been

compared to Ca>sar's Commentaries by one of our best read

military critics. During this period, Major-General Humphreys

was either performing the duties of Chief of Staff of the Army

or commanding the Second Corps ; and it is fortunate indeed that

he found time to write what will always be regarded as a military

classic covering the most important operations of the war.

After the termination of hostilities General Humphreys was charged

with an examination of the condition of the Mississippi levees, with

a view to deciding what could best be done by the government to

repair the damages and neglects caused by the war. On August 8,

18G6, he was appointed Chief of Engineers with the rank of Briga-

dier-General in the regular service.

He held this office for thirteen years, serving also as a member

of several boards and commissions charged with highly important

duties. This period was one of transition in the history of the

Corps of Engineers. The two corps which had existed before the

war had been consolidated "in 1863. Many of the most distinguished

officers had been killed during the war, and their places were supplied

by recent graduates of the Military Academy, whose period of service
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spent iu active campaigning had aiforded no experience on works of

construction, on surveys, or on special investigations.

The sreat chansjes in ordnance and the introduction of armor

plating ui^on ships of war, rendered necessary a complete revision of

our system of sea-coast defence. Works of internal improvement

were undertaken upon a gigantic scale, calling for the earnest and

systematic efforts of the Corps, both individually and as a body, to

meet in this branch of duty the just expectations of the War
Department and of Congress.

Never before had so responsible duties devolved ujion the Chief

of Engineers, but it was soon seen that the hand of a master was

at the helm. The work of the general office was divided into four

divisions, and an officer of special litness was placed in charge of

each. The old responsible board of Engineers for Fortifications

was revived, with the distinguished names of Barnard, Cullum,

Tower, and Wright as its personnel. Officers of rank and experience

were selected for the charge of important districts and duties, accord-

ing to merit as shown by their records in the department; and soon,

under his careful attention, everything was working as smoothly as

if the great convulsion caused by four years of civil war had never

shaken the organization.

General Humphreys's individual contributions to science, and his

care to advance its interests, were appreciated. In 1857, he was

elected a member of the American Philosophical Society, Philadel-

phia; in 1862, an honorary member of the Imperial Royal Geological

Institute of Vienna; iu 1863, a Fellow of the American Academy of

Arts and Sciences, Boston. In the same year, his name was placed

on the list of the original corporators of the National Academy of

Sciences. In 1864, he was elected an honorary member of the Royal

Institute of Science and Arts of Lombardy, Milan. He was also a

corresponding member of the Geographical Society of Paris ; of the

Austrian Society of Engineer Architects; and of the New Orleans

Academy of Sciences., In 1880, he was elected an honorary member
of the Italian Geological Society. The degree of LL. D. was con-

ferred upon him by Harvard College in 1868.

In the regular service, besides the ordinary promotion in his

Corps, he received the brevets of Colonel, Brigadier-General, and

Major-General for gallant and meritorious services iu the battles

of Fredericksburg, Gettysburg, and Sailor's Creek.

He was married in 1839 to his cousin. Miss Rebecca Hollings-

worth, and in his home the happiest hours of his life were spent.

VOL. xix. (n. s. XI.) 34
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There he always found rest from his hibors in an atmosphere of

love not often of this world; and when, ou December 27, 1883, his

final summons came, suddenly as the soldier would have wished, his

sons and daughter were able to gather round and support their

mother in her afllictiou.

When, upon his own application in 1879, his name was placed

on the retired list of the Array, it was universally felt that one

of the great men of the age had entered upon a merited rest.

During a long life he had always ranged himself on the side of

right, justice, and truth ; and no personal considerations had ever

hampered him when he felt that duty required a strong and de-

cided stand. AVith all this strength, he was one of the kindest

and most generous of men, and he possessed a personal magnetism

which never failed to win the regard of those thrown into close

relations with him. Indeed, the closer those relations, the stronger

were the feelings of admiration and love engendered.

WILLIAM AUGUSTUS NORTON.

WiLLTA^r Augustus Norton was born in East Bloomfield, N. Y.,

October 25, 1810, and died, September 21, 1883, after an illness of but

a few daj's, within a month of the completion of his seventy-third year.

In 1827 he entered the Military Academy at West Point, where he

graduated with high honors, and, in 1831, was promoted Second

Lieutenant of Fourth Artillery, and assigned to duty as Acting Assist-

ant Professor of Natural Philosophy in the Military Academy. He
filled this position until 1833, with the exception of a few months,

when he served with his regiment in the " Black Hawk War." In

1833 he resigned his position in the army, and was appointed Profes-

sor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in the University of the

City of New York. This position he filled until 1839. He was after-

wards Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy in Delaware

College, Newark, Delaware. Tliis post he held for ten years, when

he was elected President of the College, and served in this capacity

during the year 18o0. He then went to Brown University, Provi-

dence, Rhode Island, where he had charge of tlie Department of

Natural Philosophy and Civil Engineering. In 1852 he was elected

Professor of Civil Engineering in Yale College ; and in the autumn

of that year he entered upon his duties with a class of twenty-six

students, who had followed their instructor from Brown University.

From that time, to the day of his death, he was ever found at his
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post of duty, and many of his old pupils now filling responsible posi-

tions throughout the country will testify to the practical value of his

instruction, to his great capacity as a teacher, and to his character as

a man.

By his death the Sheffield Scientific School thus loses its oldest and

one of its most widely known and beloved instructors. A teacher of

more than fifty years' experience, an earnest and careful investigator,

the school has had almost from its very inception— over a period of

more than thirty years— the benefit of his skill and zeal. With its

growth and rapid development he is identified, and to his faithful and

devoted labors its success and reputation are largely due.

A teacher's best testimonial is the esteem and respect of his pupils,

his best reward their love and confidence, and in this respect Profes-

sor Norton stood very high. No teacher ever had more loyal pupils.

It has been the privilege of the writer to be his pupil, afterwards his

colleague,— always his friend,— and during that period of seventeen

years he has never met or known any student to entertain or suffer

any doubt of Professor Norton's entire impartiality, his skill and

fidelity as a teacher, or his friendly interest. With a manner pecu-

liarly genial and endearing in tlie class-room, frank and manly always

and at times almost jovial, he imparted to every pupil something of

his own enthusiasm, and made each one feel that his instructor was

also a personal friend. No student ever acted upon this impression

and found it to fail. Ever ready with suggestion, advice, encourage-

ment, and aid, young at heart himself and believing thoroughly in the

young men under his charge, he was more to them than the subjects

he taught, and his personal influence was better than books. Many

of his old pupils will learn of his death with keenest sorrow, and will

feel his loss as that of a friend.

Professor Norton was not a man whose work began and ended in

the class-room. His educational and scientific contributions were

numerous and important. Among these the chief published works

are a " Treatise on Astronomy, Spherical and Physical," 1839, and

a " First Book of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy," 1858. Of

these, the first is a very complete and thorough treatise, which has

passed through several editions.

His scientific memoirs were contributed mostly to the American

Journal of Science, or the Philosophical Magazine of Loudon, or

were read at meetings of the American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, or of the National Academy of Sciences. Of

these, the following are some of the more important :
—
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Terrestrial Magnetism American Journal of Science, Second Scries, Vol. IV.

Periodical Variations of the Declination and Directive Force of the Magnetic

Needle. American .Journal of Science, 1855.

Ericsson's Caloric Engine. American Journal of Science, 1853.

Donati's Comet, two memoirs. American Journal of Science, 1859 and 18G1

Molecular Physics, two memoirs American Journal of Science, 1804 and

1872.

Principles of Molecular and Cosmical Physics. American Journal of Science,

1870.

The Corona seen in Total Elipses of the Sun. American Journal of Science,

1870.

Physical Constitution of the Sun. American Journal of Science, 1871.

Dynamical Tlieories of Heat. American Journal of Science, 1873.

Laws of the Deflection of Beams exposed to a Transverse Strain, tested by

Experiment. Proceedings of American Association, 1870.

Physical Theory of the Principle of the Lever Proceedings of American

Association, 1870.

Results of Experiments on the Set of Bars of Wood, Iron, and Steel, after a

Transverse Stress. Two papers read before the National Academy of Sci-

ences (April, 1874, and April, 1875). A succinct statement of the general

conclusions of tlie two papers publislied in the American Journal of Science,

April, 187G.

Results of Experiments on Contact Resistance. Read before National

Academy of Sciences, April, 187G
;
published in American Journal of Science,

June, 187G.

The above list sufficiently indicates the scope and character of Pro-

fessor Norton's scientific labors. Those of them which pertain to

engineering sulyects are valuable contributions to the science of which

he was so long a teacher. His investigation of Ericsson's Caloric

Engine was thorough and masterly. Made at a time when extrava-

gant expectations were widely entertained with regard to the new

motor, his conclusions, expressed in the paper of 1853, are referred

to and qnotod to-day as one of the best exjiositions'of the true nature,

character, and future of the hot-air engine.

His experiments upon the set and transverse strength and deflection

of bars of wood, iron, and steel, constitute an important and valuable

addition to engineering science. The experiments were conducted

with care and skill, and the value of the results has since been re-

peatedly acknowledged, and the results themselves incorporated into

standard text-books. These papers are clear, precise, and definite

both in statement and description,— qualities characteristic of all of

Professor Norton's work, whether in or out of the class-room.

Of his numerous contributions to the American Journal of Science,

comprising some of the most earnest work of his life, that journal

speaks as follows (November, 1883) :
—
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" His earliest memoir was in the forty-sixth vohime of the first

series, and was on the mode of formation of tails of comets. The

manner of action of a solar repulsion in producing the comet's tails

was developed at length. Some of the ideas, though original with

Professor Norton, had been anticipated by Olbers and Bessel. A
series of papers followed upon the relations between the distribution

of heat on the earth and the phenomena of terrestrial magnetism.

" From these he was led on to further discussion of magnetic action

over the earth, and of like action, as he argued, in the body of the

sun, and in the formation of the comas and tails of comets. These

papers included especially an elaborate discussion of the famous comet

of 1858.

" After this followed a series of papers on molecular physics, in

which, starting from a few elementary assumptions, he arranged

in one system the various phenomena of physics, explaining the gase-

ous, liquid, and solid forms of matter, the various phenomena of elec-

tricity and magnetism, of light, heat, attraction, crystallization, and

chemical action ; also explaining terrestrial, cometary, and solar physics,

the whole worked out in detail. Many of his conceptions and argu-

ments are in direct opposition to widely accepted theories. But if

some, or even if all of them shall, in the end, fail to be accepted as

truths of nature, yet these memoirs will continue to testify to his love

of truth, his 2)ainstaking labor, and his complete grasp of the problems

to be solved."

In addition to the special purely scientific work above mentioned,

Professor Norton was, in 1859, appointed engineer on the part of the

State of Connecticut to detei-mine the boundary line in controversy

between this State and that of New York.

Of late years Professor Norton's contributions have been few, owing

to his almost complete absorption in the preparation of a work which

should present in systematic shape the views and conclusions above

alluded to. Upon this work, containing the ripest results of his life

of study, he based his claim to scientific reputation. He spoke of it

always with enthusiasm, regarding his views as having passed out of

the region of mere theory and as being capable of conclusive demon-

stration, and he ardently hoped that he might live long enough to

complete the work. This we believe he did, but his sudden death ha3

prevented his superintending its publication. It is to be hoped that

it will yet see the light, and constitute, as he always hoped it would,

his best claim to scientific reputation.

Professor Norton needs, however, no such work as his best claim
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to remembrance. That claim is best founded on his daily work as a

beloved teacher and on his personal character as a true and high-

minded man.

As a teacher the writer can speak from personal experience of his

rare capacity, and any enthusiasm he might well be betrayed into

while on this topic would be heartily indorsed by every one of his

former pupils living to-day. And, as with the best teachers, the

greatest advantages were unconsciously imbibed by his pupils from

personal contact,— the unconscious nifluence of high ideals, of love

of truth and honor, of personal integrity, of scrupulous exactness,—
these were lessons daily enforced, and more valuable than any of those

he so well knew how to extract from the text-book or illustrate on

the blackboard. His patience and courtesy were unfailing. No stu-

dent, however trying or dull, ever heard from him an impatient or

sarcastic word. Throughout his long career as a teacher, he never

had the ill will of a single jiupil, or any of those collisions quite as

often due to the lack of sympathy of the teacher as to the wilfulness

of the scholar. "With perfect gentleness and courtesy, a thoroughness

which spared no pains, and a clearness of exposition which, in the

writer's experience, is very rare, he took every student with him in the

prescribed course, and sent him away at graduation not only a wiser

but a better man, as well as a personal and enthusiastic friend.

Professor Norton was married, in 1839, to Miss Elizabeth Emery

Stevens, of Exeter, N. H., with whom, for more than forty years, he

enjoyed that household happiness and content for which his kind and

gentle nature so eminently fitted him. To that little household of

two every student of his was always welcome, and all know how good

it was to be there. There he dropped the professor, and his students

found always a hearty welcome, and a genial, sympathizing friend, —
young at heart as themselves, and interested in all their plans and

prospects.

The record of this long and useful life, the lofty aims and high

character which lay back of it, the simple faith and sincere convictions

which guided it, the manly, genial qualities of mind and heart which

adorned it, combine to make it one which claims and holds a foremost

place in that long list of honored names— faithful teachers, sincere

investigators, and high-minded men — of which Yale College has

a right to be and is most justly proud. The inlluence of such lives

is the best heritage of universities, and their memories are a tower of

strength to the institution which claims them, as well as an inspiration

and example to the students and colleagues who cherish them.
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J. LAWRENCE SMITH.

J. Lawrence Smith was born near Charleston, S. C, December

17, 1818. At an early age he manifested great taste for mathemat-

ics; when four years old he could solve simple problems in addition

and multiplication with great rapidity. Tliis was some time before he

could read. At eight years of age he was prepared for the study of

algebra, and at thirteen years he was studying calculus. His knowl-

edge and taste for mathematics continued throughout life. He
pursued his studies in the best private schools of Charleston ; after-

ward he was sent to the University of Virginia, where he enjoyed

fiicilities for the indulgence of his taste for mathematics. In the

latter part of his academic career he devoted himself to the higher

branches of physics, mixed mathematics, and chemistry, studying the

last rather as a recreation. He selected civil engineering as a

profession, and after devoting two years to the study of its various

branches in connection with geology and mining engineering, he was

employed as an assistant engineer on the railroad projected at that

time between Cincinnati and Charleston. This pursuit not i^roving

congenial with his scientific tastes, he determined to study medicine.

After studying three years, he was graduated Doctor in Medicine by

the Charleston Medical College, an institution possessing at that

time a corps of distinguished medical teachers. Dr. Smith then went

to Europe, where he devoted three years more to the study of med-

icine. During all this time he continued his devotion to those

departments which first enlisted his scientific affections. He studied

physiology under Flourens and Longet ; chemistry under Orfila,

Dumas, and Liebig ; physics under Pouillet, Desprez, and Becquerel

;

mineralogy and geology under Elie de Beaumont and Dufrenoy.

While in Europe Dr. Smith prosecuted original researches on certain

fatty bodies. His paper on Spermaceti, in 1843, at once stamped

him as an experimental inquirer. On his return to Charleston, in

1844, he commenced the practice of medicine, and delivered a course

of lectures on toxicology before the students of the Charleston Medi-

cal College. He also established the Charleston Medical and Surgical

Journal, which proved a success.

But the State needing his services as assayer of the bullion that

came into commerce from the gold-fields of Georgia and North and

South Carolina, he accepted this duty, and relinquished, the practice

of medicine. He also gave a great deal of attention to agricultural

chemistry. The great beds of marl on which the city of Charleston
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stands early attracted his attention. He first pointed out the large

amount of phosphate of lime in these marls, and was one of the first

to ascertain the scientific character of this immense airricultural

wealth. Dr. Smith also made a valuable and thoroush iuvesti<xation

into meteorological conditions, character of soils, and culture, affecting

the growth of cotton. His report on this subject was so valuable that

in 1846 he was appointed by President Buchanan, in response to a

request of the Sultan of Turkey, to teach the Turkish agriculturists

the proper method of cotton culture in Asia Minor. On arriving in

Turkey, Dr. Smith was chagrined to find that an associate on the

commission had induced the Turkish government to undertake the

culture of cotton near Constantinople. Unwilling to associate his

name with an enterprise which he felt satisfied would be a failure,—
the event justified his judgment, — he was on the eve of returning to

America, when the Turkish government tendered him an indejjendent

position as Mining Engineer, with most liberal provisions. He per-

formed the duties of this position for four years, with such signal

success that the Turkish government heaped upon him decorations

and costly presents. Since 184G the Turkish government has con-

tinued to receive large revenues from his discoveries of emery, chrome

ores, coals, etc. His papers on these subjects, read before learned

societies and published in the principal journals of Europe and

America, gave him a high position among scientific men. His dis-

covery of emery in Asia IMinor destroyed the rapacious monopoly of

this article at Naxos, in the Grecian Arcliipelago, extended its use,

and greatly reduced its price. His studies on emery and its associate

minerals led directly to its discovery in America. In Massachusetts

and North Carolina a large industrial product of emery is now

carried on. To Dr. Smith justly belongs the credit of having done

almost everything for these commercial enterprises by his successful

researches on emery and corundum.

Dr. Smith investigated a great many Turkish resources. His paper

on the "Thermal Waters of Asia JNIinor" is of great scientific value.

In 1850 Dr. Smith invented the Inverted Microscope. This instru-

ment, with his ingenious eyepiece micrometer and goniometer, is an

important improvement; it is especially valuable in chemical work

and culture experiments. This instrument has been unjustly figured

and described in some works as Nachet's Chemical Microscope.

After Dr. Smith's return to America, his Alma Mater, the Univer-

sity of Virginia, called him to the chair of Ciiemistry, made vacant

by the resignation of Prof. R. Y.. Rogers, in 1852. While dis-
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charging the duties of his chair, he, in connection with his assistant,

George J. Brush, performed the vahuihle and much needed work of

revising the Chemistry of American JNIinerals. Having married a

daughter of Hon. James Guthrie, of Louisville, Kentucky, Professor

Smith resigned his chair in the University of Virginia, and adopted

Louisville as his home. In 1854 he was elected to the chair of

Chemistry in the Medical Department of the University of Louisville,

made vacant by the resignation of Prof. B. Silliman. He filled this

chair with signal success for several years, finally resigning it, and

devoting his time to scientific research. For a number of years he was

President of the Louisville Gas Works, and had the scientific charge

of them.

Professor Smith had a private laboratory, which was one of the

most complete and best equipped laboratories in this comitry. In 1855

he published a valuable JMemoir on Meteorites. Since that time he

has given special attention to these bodies. His private collection of

meteorites was one of the largest in the world, and he was regarded

as one of the highest authorities on this subject. Professor Smith was

one of the commissioners of the United States to the Paris Exposi-

tion of 1867, and to the Vienna Exposition in 1873. His report on
" The Progress and Condition of Several Departments of Industrial

Chemistry " was wellnigh exhaustive.

In 1873 he issued an interesting work containing the more impor-

tant of his scientific researches. Since this volume was published he

has contributed a large number of valuable papers to various scientific

journals. Professor Smith was very ingenious in devising new appa-

ratus and methods of analysis. "While much of his work was of a

practical kind, he yet preferred original research in the less cultivated

field. Of late years he was especially interested in the rare elements,

and while studying Samarskite he discovered what he thought to be a

new element, which he named Mosandrum. In 1878 he published an

account of his researches on this subject, which attracted much atten-

tion among scientists.

In 1879 Professor Smith was elected Corresponding Member of the

Academy of Sciences of the Institute of France, to succeed Sir Charles

Lyell. He also received honors from the principal scientific bodies of

the world. He was a member of the American National Academy

of Sciences ; the Chemical Society of Berlin ; the Chemical Society

of Paris ; the Chemical Society of London ; the Societe d'Encourage-

ment pour I'lndustrie Nationale ; the Imperial Mineralogical Society

of St. Petersburg ; the American Association for the Advancement
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of Science ; the British Association for the Advancement of Science

;

the Polytechnic Society of Kentucky ; tlie Boston Society of Natural

History ; the American Academy of Arts and Sciences ; the American

Philosophical Society ; the American Bureau of Mines ; the Societe

des Sciences et des Arts de Hainaut ; and of the Royal Society of

Gottiniren. He was Chevalier de la Legion d'Honncur ; Member of

the Order of Nichan Iftahar of Turkey ; Member of the Order

of Medjidiah of Turkey ; and Chevalier of the Imperial Order of St.

Stanislas, of Russia.

In 1874 he was President of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science.

Professor Smith was a most indefatigable worker ; his more impor-

tant original researches number nearly one hundred, besides numerous

addresses, lectures, and communications to secular and scientific papers

on various scientific subjects. In 1881, on account of failing health,

he ceased active work in the laboratory ; but his zest for .science was

not dulled. As late as June, 1883, he published two valua})le papers,

namely, " Methods of Analyzing Samarskite," and " Peculiar Con-

cretion occurring in Meteoric Iron." Mucli of his work of late was

not left in a suitable condition for publication, and unfortunately

will be lost to the scientific world. P'or two or three years he had

been in declinins health from a chronic affection of the liver ; but

he was seldom confined to his house. On the 1st of August, 1883,

a severe attack of his disease compelled him to go to bed. After an

illness of more than two months, characterized by the most patient,

uncomplaining endurance, he peacefully and painlessly passed away,

Friday, October 12, 1883, at three P. M. In accordance with his

request, no eulogy was pronounced, but with a simple burial service

his body was interred.

Professor Smith was of imposing presence and great dignity, strong,

manly, self-reliant, pure-hearted, withal one of the most modest, unos-

tentatious of men,— a simple, genial Christian gentleman. To those

who knew him, or ever felt the charm of his presence, he was scarcely

less endeared by his genial virtues tlian admired for his great powers.

In him were united great talents and profound knowledge, with such

graces of character as modest unselfishness and the most spotless

integrity. His hospitality was unl)ounded, his love for children

great; his courtesy and gallantry to ladies partook of the chivalry of

former ages. He was most generous with his apparatus, and any

one manifesting an interest in science was sure of help and encour-

agement from him. For many years he was a consistent member of
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the Walnut Street Baptist Church. He was active in every benevolent

and charitable work. His charity knew no sect nor creed, but his

ear and purse were open to all real suffering. He founded and largely

endowed the Baptists' Orphan Home of Louisville, thereby erecting a

monument more noble and enduring than marble or brass.

Professor Smith said, " Life has been very sweet to me. It comforts

me. How I pity those to whom memory brings no pleasure !
" He

had " set his house in order," saying he knew it would be but a short

time before death would claim him ; but he was ready to go at any

hour or day. He leaves the memory of a pure life and a heart full

of "exercised humanity."

FOREIGN HONORARY MEMBERS.

JOACHIM BARRANDE.

In the department of the Haute-Loire, on the borders of the central

plateau of France, between Auvergue and the Vivarais, lies the little

town of Saugues, where, on the 11th of August, 1779, Joachim Bar-

rande was born. Graduating among the first scholars of the Poly-

technic School at Paris, he was appointed engineer at Decize (Xievre),

and there constructed an aqueduct {pont-canal) over the river Loire

that gave him a celebrity among the proficients in that department

of science. The presentation of Barrande to the Dauphin, the Due
dAngouleme, occurred during his stay at Decize, which place the Due
visited in the course of his travels through France. The Dauphin

was much impressed by the character, the manners, and the great

learning of the young engineer, and a little later, when a preceptor

was desired for the instruction of the Comte de Chambord in science,

he recommended Barrande warmly to the King, Charles X.. for that

position ; the literary and religious education of the heir of the elder

Bourbon family was given already in charge to Tariu, Bishop of

Strasbourg. This unsolicited nomination to a place eagerly sought by

many savants of that time filled Barrande with joy, and he accepted

it with all the grave responsibilities he foresaw in the future, but with-

out a thought that he was thus devoting himself to perpetual exile.

At the Tuileries he organized a chemical and physical laboratory for

the use of his royal pupil, but the revolution of 1830 soon put an end

to his residence in this palace; the mob invaded his laboratory and
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broke up his furnaces and retorts, electric machines, etc., and Barrande

left France in company with his pupil. They remained in England,

and in Scotland at llolyrood Castle, and in 1832 the prince was
estabiiihed iu the ancient palace at Prague, the chateau of Ilrad-

schin.

During the stay in England and Scotland Barrande perfected his

knowledge of the English language, which he spoke with ease. The
French proverb, "A quelque chose malheur est bon," never had a hap-

pier application than in his example. In establishing their residence

at Prague the Bourbon family carried with them the man who was to

make celebrated forever the Silurian basin of Bohemia, and to cause

it to become the classic ground of the most ancient fossil formations of

the terrestrial globe. Barrande immediately began to decipher the

geologic volume open before him. He recalled all his recollections of

the geology of the environs of Paris, and of the centre of France ; the

lectures of the College of France, the Garden of Plants, and the Sor-

bonne ; he brought to mind the great principles of natural history

he had heard from the mouth of Georges Cuvier, Alexander Brong-

niart, Constant Prevost, and De Jussieu. But all this was of little help

now ; he was before a nature entirely new, and as yet untouched by

scientific research. Everything was to be done. He did not hesitate,

but went resolutely to work, and all his excursions with his pupil

(or we may say with his two pupils, for the elder sister of the Comte

de Chambord, Louise Marie Therese de France, later Duchess of

Parma, went with them) were directed to the study of the rocks in the

environs of Prague. Everytliing was collected in these scientific ex-

cursions
; plants, insects, shells, birds, re^Jtiles, mammals, all were good,

and the two pupils were endless questioners. Barrande replied as his

store of varied knowledge gave occasion, often modestly saying, " We
will study that together." Geology soon became their favorite science,

and the excursions were planned with a view to the best localities for

fossils, such as Skrej, Zlichov, and Wiskocilka. The collections soon

filled to overflowing the rooms devoted to study. Something must be

done, and Barrande bought a house, Kleinseite, No. 419 Choteksgasse,

so celebrated since, where, during forty-five years and more, he

had placed the largest and richest collection of paleozoic fossils in the

world.

Very gradually the observations of Barrande took the form of sys-

tematic classification, which allowed him to find his way in the laby-

rinth of the ancient rocks of Bohemia. Many points still remained

obscure, when, in lb 10, he procured a copy of Murchison's " Silurian
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System." In the fossils published in this celebrated book, by the care

of Agassiz, of Sowerby, and especially of Lousdale, he was happy to

find the forms he had collected so abundantly in Bohemia. His clas-

sifications agreed with those of England ; the groups of Longmynd, of

Llandeilo, Mayhill, Aymestry, Dudley, Weulock, and Ludlow, of the

Ens-lish s:eolo2;ists, were also found in the beds of the environs of

Prague ; and, as he said later, it was in gratitude for the service

rendered him by the " Silurian System," that he adopted the title of

" Systeme Silurien du Centre de la Boheme."

Meanwhile the royal Bourbon family had left Prague for Goritz,

and, later still, for Frohsdorf. Barraude was chiefly domiciled at

Prague ; he had also an apartment in Paris, at No. 6 Rue Mezieres,

and later at 22 Rue de TOdeon. All geologists and paleontologists of

any reputation in either the Old or New World have visited Barrande

in these apartments, and were always received there with the perfect

courtesy of a gentleman of the old regime.

Barrande was soon master of the German tongue, and several of his

memoirs were written in German. In order to direct more precisely

the search for fossils that the workmen in the quarries of Bohemia

were to undertake, and avoid being deceived, he learned to speak the

Tcheque.

The cunning of the peasants and their desire for gain are shown in

the followuig anecdotes. Ten or twelve intelligent workmen were

employed by the year to collect fossils. Barrande showed them the

beds of rock, the forms of the fossils he especially wished to obtain,

and indicated their locality. In order to excite their emulation, he

promised the largest reward for fossds coming from certain places where

they were rare. It happened that several of these men ti-ied to de-

ceive him, bringing a certain number of fossils that they said were

found in the locality for which the highest price had been offered.

Barrande quietly placed the fossils before him, and, while talking with

them, arranged them in groups. He then said, very politely, '• You are

trying to deceive me: these fossils," pointing to a group, "come from

such a place, and not where you pretend to find them." The workmen

looked at one another astonished. They had been very careful to

assure themselves, by a spy employed for that purpose, that M. Bar-

rande was at his house ; they knew no one had seen them take the

fossils. Certainly he was a wizard,— an astrologer who had a pact

with the Devil ! As they were caught in their attem])ted deception,

they confessed. Barrande treated them with great kindness, as he

always did his inferiors, and bade them do so no more,— pardoned
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them, and paid them the highest price for the fossils, although they

were not worth it ; but he said, " Let this be a lesson to you : auother

time I shall dismiss you from my employ."

One of these men was so successful in deceiving him, that he was

fond of telling the story. One day this man appeared in great distress.

"What is the matter?" said Barrande. "Oh! my wife is danger-

ously ill." " Here, take this money and go to the doctor and the

apothecary." A few days later, he came all in tears,— his wife was

dead, he said. Barrande quickly gave him auother sum of money to

meet the funeral expenses. Time went on, and he came no more ; but

one day he appeared, looking anxious, scratching his ear, aud had evi-

dently a demand to make. " Well, what is it now ? " " O, I cannot

stay any longer all alone ; I want to marry again." " Have you found

any one suitable ? " '• Yes." " AYell, here is money that will help }0U

to celebrate your new marriage." The cunning peasant went away

delighted. Some time after, Barrande went to the village where the

peasant lived, aud, in talking with the Syndic or Mayor, he said,

" Such a one has had the misfortune, poor fellow, to lose his wife."

" Not at all : his wife is alive." •' I know," said Barrande, " but it

is his second wife." " I assure you you are mistaken, for his first

wife has never even been ill." Barrande laughed heartily, said noth-

ing, but did not employ the man again.

Barrande edited his great work himself. H a'mg placed the first

two volumes with booksellers, their vexatious and absurd exactions

and commissions caused him to withdraw them, and he subsequently

sold his own works. His liberality was great, and he frequently pre-

sented these magnificent and costly volumes to public institutions, and

even to individuals. In America he gave the four large volumes last

issued, entitled " Acephales," to the Boston Societ_y of Natural History,

and to Jules INIarcou, James Hall, Charles A. White, J. S. Newberry,

F. V. Hayden, and C. King. He spared neither money, labor, nor

effort that this work might be as perfect as any that had Ixen pub-

lished. He employed the best draughtsmen, especially Humbert, who

had been long under the good training of the celebrated paleontologist,

Deshayes. Humbert passed nearly twenty-five years with Barrande,

and died at his work. He had established a French printing-press at

Prague, and the work is very correct ; so much so, that it could not

possibly have been done better in Paris.

Taken one with another, all llie expenses included, each volume

represented an outlay of twenty thousand francs. This would make

for the twenty-two volumes published an expense of four hundred
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and forty thousand francs. Hardly forty thousand were returned to

him by those who purchased the work.

The patrimony of Barraude was but small, and to meet this great

expense, much beyond the means of a private individual, and such as

only a government was able to undertake, Barrande spent the income

of all his appointments ; that received from Charles X., that from the

Conite de Cliambord as preceptor, and that as manager of the fortune

of the elder branch of the Bourbons. For the prodigious fact remains

to be told, that Barrande, besides the scientific work which he did

without any aid save that of a copying clerk to whom he sometimes

dictated some of his descriptions, administered a fn-tune of nearly sixty

millions of francs, part of which was landed pro[)erty scattered from

the environs of Vienna to Venice and the Chateau de Cliambord.

The journeys he made to fulfil these duties, to Goritz, Frohsdorf, INIu-

nich, Venice, Modena, Parma, Paris, and Chambord,may be numbered

by hundreds, and the great capacities of the man are well shown by

the onerous and absorbing nature of his two so widely different occupa-

tions, and also by the placid and serene elegance of his bearing under

such great stress of work as lay upon his slioulders. Only a giant's

strength could calmly lift and carry such enormous burdens.

He lived with great simplicity, putting all he had in his collections,

books, and above all in publishing his works. The Comte perceived,

doubtless, tliat his former master, liow become his most favored friend,

must spend moi'e than his appohitmeuts in his scientific work; and

when the head of the house of France visited Prague, where he found,

among the multitude of specimens, some difficulty in being seated for

want of room, he used to say, in leaving a large sum of money behind

him, it was his subscription to the Silurian System of Bohemia.

Each volume of this great work was justly dedicated to tlie generous

prince, and in the latest one, Prague, 8 December, 1881, he says,

"The unusual number of these illustrations [361 plates] shows clearly

the extent and the efficacy of your royal munificence, without which

all my efforts and all my personal sacrifices would have been power-

less to accomplish my task." By this liberality, the last representative

of the illustrious house of the elder Bourbons has earned the gratitude

of all the actual and future geologists and paleontologists the world

may furnish.

The influence of Barrande on the progress of geology and paleon-

tology was not limited to the centre of Europe, but includes Spain,

Scandinavia, Great Britain, and North America. He not only pub-

lished some fossils of Canada and Newfoundland, but the large place
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that the primordial fauna occupies in America to-day, and its true

positiou in the scale of strata, are due to him. The late Dr. Emmons

had recognized a special fauna in his "Taconic System," but there

were neither enough species, nor siilficiently good specimens to show

the principal characters, especially in the great family of Trilobites.

Besides, a passionate and unjust opposition had arisen against the

discoveries of this pioneer in American stratigraphy. Barrande, with

great impartiality and loyalty, declares: " Dr. Enunous first announced

the existence of a fauna anterior to that which had been established

in the Silurian System, as characterizing the Lower Silurian division,

which I have named the second fauna. It is then just to recognize

this priority, and I think it all the more proper to state it at this mo-

ment, that it has remained unclaimed until now." *

Another great service rendered to geology by Barrande is his dis-

covery and " Doctrine des Colonies." Like all new observations and

facts that arise and overturn admitted conclusions, this has caused a

vigorous and persistent opposition, first by paleontologists and then by

geologists; but Barrande always replied victoriously, by facts, to this

opposition, and several geologists of great experience in the field, not

only admit the " doctrine of colonies," but consider it the greatest

discovery that has been made in stratigraphy since " Strata Smith

"

discovered in 1799 that strata could be identified by their fossils.

Barrande, like Agassiz, was a pupil of Cuvier ; and both have ex-

celled all their contemporaries in the exactness of their descriptions,

the delicacy of their observations, and above all in the multiple com-

parison of all the forms, of all the characters, which was the chief

glory of their illustrious master, and it may be said that both remained

faithful through life to the doctrines professed by the great French

naturalist.

It is impossible in a limited article to do justice to a savant and a

man whose life was so full and so prolonged. So courteous, gener-

ous, benevolent, and full of goodness,— of a wide toleration, although

immovable in his convictions, whether of politics, science, or re-

ligion,— Barrande remained always true to himself. He was during

his last years the most ancient household member of the eldest branch

o* the Bourbons: having lived faithfully through the few good and

many evil days of the oldest kingly dynasty that remains in our time,

he could not long outlive the last male representative ot tliat royal Ime :

and SIX weeks after tlie death of h.s king, who was also his pupil and

* Documents Anciens ct Nouveaux sur la iaune Priniordiaie er le Systume

Taconique en Anicrique, p -*25, Pans. February, 18G1.
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his friend, for the Corate de Chambord was all of these to Barrande,

the greatest French geologist of the century died, in his eighty-fourth

year, on the 5th of October, at the Chateau of Frohsdorf, near Vienna,

under the same roof where his royal master had just terminated his

honoi'able life of exile, always respected even by his political enemies.

As a last {)roof of friendship the Comte de Chambord apiiointed Bar-

rande executor to his will ; and in carrying out this last trust, he took

a cold that rapidly degenerated into paralytic pneumonia.

The splendid collection of fossils, and the large and valuable library,

were left by will to the Museum of Natural History of Bohemia, and

also a sum of ten thousand florins, which has been more than doubled

by his family, — a brother and sister, for Barrande was never married.

His great work, already far advanced, will be completed under the direc-

tion of the Bohemian Museum. The seventh volume, in two parts, on

Gasteropoda, will soon be issued by Dr. Waagen ; the eighth volume,

in three parts, on Echinoderms and the Colonies, is to appear in two

years, and is also under the supervision of, and edited by. Dr. Waagen.

Volume IV., the last of the series, (for the publication of the different

parts of his work has been quite irregular,) will be edited by Dr.

Novak, and is devoted to Bryozoa and Corals. The whole work forms

a series of twenty-nine or thirty volumes, or " tomes," as Barrande

called them. The edition is of two hundred and fifty copies only ; of

which more than fifty have been presented to public libraries.

The motto on the title-page of each volume reads, '' C'est ce que j'ai

vu, — le temoin an juge," and in his " Defense des Colonies " he says

:

"La science est loin d'etre achevee, elle se fait lentement, en sur-

montant Ics difficultes de I'observation et aussi en se degageant penible-

ment des entraves que notre intelligence humaine et bornee se crce a

elle-meme par ses theories prLCon^ues."

Noble words from one who has penetrated so far into the secrets of

the earth's history, and has unveiled them without prejudice, and with-

out fear of disturbing received and prevailing opinions.

JEAN-BAPTISTE-ANDRfi DUMAS.

Jeax-Baptiste-Andre Dumas was born at Alais, in the south of

France, July 14, 1800. His father belonged to an ancient family,

was a man of culture, and held the position of clerk to the munici-

pality ot Alais. The son was educated at the college of his native place,

and appears to have been destined by his parents for the naval service.

But the anarchy and bloodshed which attended the downfall of the

VOL XIX. (n s XI.) 35
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First Empire produced such an aversion to a military life that his par-

ents abandoned their plan, and apprenticed him to an apothecary of the

town. He remained in this situation, however, but a short time ; for,

owing to the same sad causes, he had formed an earnest desire to leave

his home, and, his parents yielding to his wish, he travelled on foot to

Geneva in 1816, where he had relatives who gave him a friendly wel-

come, and where he found employment in the pharmacy of Le lloyer.

At that time Geneva was the centre of much scientific activity, and

young Dumas, while discharging his duties in the pharmacy, had the

opportunity of attending lectures on botany by M. de Caudolle, on

physics by M. Pictet, and on chemistry by M. Gaspard de la Rive
;

and from these lectures he a'^quired an earnest zeal for scientific in-

vestigation, liie laboratory of the pharmacy gave him the necessary

opportunities for experimenting, and an observation which he made of

the definite proportions of water contained in various commercial

salts, although yielding no new z-esults, gained for him the attention

and friendship of De la Rive. Soon after we find the young philoso-

pher attempting to deduce the volumes of the atoms in solid and liquid

bodies ny carefully determining their specific gravities, and thus an-

ticipating a method which thirty years later was more fully developed

by Hermann Kopp.

About this time young Dumas had the good fortune to render an

important service to one of the most distinguished phj'sicians of

Geneva, whose name is associated with the beneficial uses of iodine

in cases of goitre. It had occurred to Dr. Coindet that burnt sponge,

then generally used as a remedy for that disease, might owe its efficacy

to the presence of a small amount of iodine ; and on referring the

question to Dumas, the young chemist not only proved the presence

of iodine in the sponge, but also indicated the best method of adminis-

tering what proved to be almost a specific remedy. It was in con-

nection with this investigation that Dumas's name first appears in

public. The discovery produced a great sensation, and for many

years the manufacture of iodine preparations brought both wealth

and reputation to the pharmacy of Le Royer.

Soon after, Dumas formed an intimacy with Dr. J. L, Prevost, then

recently returned from pursuing his studies in P^diiiburgh and Dublin,

and was induced to undertake a series of physiological investigations,

which for a time withdrew him from his strictly chemical studies.

Several valuable papers on physiologiail subjects were published by

Prevost and Dumas, which attracted the notice of Alexander von

Humboldt, who on visiting Geneva, in 1822, sought out Dumas and
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awakened in him a desire to seek a wider field of activity tlian his

present position opened to him. In consequence he removed to Paris

in 1823, where the reputation he had so deservedly earned at Geneva

won for him a cordial reception at what was then the chief centre of

scientific study in Europe. La Place, _ Berthollet, Vauquelin, Gay-

Lussac, Thenard, Alexandre Bronguiart, Cuvier, Geoffroy St. Ililaire,

Arago, Ampere, and Poisson, all manifested their interest in the young

investigator. Dumas was soon appointed Repetiteur de Chimie at

the Ecole Polytechnique, and also Lecturer at the Athenaium, an in-

stitution founded and maintained by public subscription, for the pur-

pose of exciting popular interest in liteiature and science; and from

this beginning his advancement to the highest position which a man of

science can occupy in P"'rance was extremely rapid.

In 1826 he married Mdlle. Herminie Brongniart, the eldest daughter

of Alexandre Brongniart, the illustrious geologist, an alliance which

not only brought him great happiness, and at the time p;reatly advanced

his social position, but also in after years made his house one of the

chief resorts of the scientific society of Paris. The many who have

shared its generous hospitality will appreciate how greatly, for more

than half a century, Madame Dumas has aided the work and extended

the influence of her noble husband.

In 1828-29 Dumas united with Theodore Olivier and Euijene Peclet

in founding the Ecole Centrale des Arts et Manufactures, an insti-

tution which met with great success, and in which, as Professor of

Chemistry, Dumas rendered most efficient service for many years, and

in 1878 had the very good fortune to aid in celebrating the fiftieth

anniversary of his own foundation ; and to see it acknowledged as

among the most important and efficient scientific institutions of the

world. In 1832 Dumas succeeded Gay-Lussac as Professor at the

Sorbonne; in 1835 he succeeded Thenard at the Ecole Polytechnique;

and in 1839 he succeeded Dej'eux at the Ecole de Medeciue. Thus

before the age of forty he filled successively, and for some time simul-

taneously, all the important professorships of chemistry in Paris ex-

cept one. This exception was that of the College of France, with

which he was never permanently connected, although it was there

that he delivered his famous course on the History of Chemical

Philosophy, when temporarily supplying the jilace of Thenard.

Dumas early recognized the importance of laboratory instruction in

chemistry, for which there were no facilities at Paris when he first came

to what was then the centre of the world's science ; and in 1832 founded

a laboratory for research at his own expense. This laboratoi'y, first
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establi^shed at the Polytechnic School, was removed to the Rue Cuvier

in 1839, wliere it remained until broken up by the Revolution of 1848.

The laboratory was small, and Dumas would receive only a few ad-

vanced students, and these on terms wholly gratuitous. Among
these students were Piria, Stas, Melsens, Leblanc, Lalande, and

Lewy, with whose aid he carried on many of his important investi-

gations. By the Revolution of 1848 Dumas's activities were for a

time diverted into political channels ; but under the Second Empire

his laboratory was re-established at the Sorbonne, and in 1868 was

removed to the Ecole Centrale.

The political episode of Dumas's life was the natural result of an

active mind with wide sympathies, which recognizes in the pressing

demands of society its highest duty. The political and social upheaval

of 1848 seemed at the time to endanger the stability in France of

everything which a cultivated and learned man holds most dear ; and

Dumas was not one to consider his own preferences when he felt he

could aid in averting the calamities which threatened his country. Im-

mediately after the Revolution of February, he accepted a seat in the

Legislative Assembly offered him by the electors of the Arrondissement

of Valenciennes. Shortly afterwards the President of the Republic

called him to fill the office of Minister of Agriculture and Commerce.

During the Second Empire he was elevated to the rank of Senator,

and shortly after his entrance into the Senate he became Vice-Presi-

dent of the High Council of Education. In order to reform the abuses

into which many of the higher educational institutions of Paris had

fallen, he accepted a place in the Municipal Council of Paris, over

which he subsequently presided from 1859 to 1870.

In 1868 Dumas was appointed Master of the Mint of France, but

he retained the office only during a short time, for with the fall of the

Second Emi)ire, in 1870, his political career came to an abrupt termi-

nation. The Senate had ceased to exist, and in the stormy days which

followed, the Municipal Council had naturally changed its complexion ;

and even at the Mint, the man who had held such a conspicuous

position under the Imperial government was obliged to vacate his place.

Some years previously he had resigned his professorships because his

official positions were incompatible with his relations as teacher, and

now, at the age of seventy, he found himself for the first time relieved

from the daily routine of official duties, and free to devote his leisure

to the noble work of encouraging research, and thus promoting the

advancement of science. He had reached an age when active investi-

gation was almost an impossibility, but his commanding position gave
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him the opportunity of exerting a most powerful influence, and this he

used with great eftect. In early life he had been elected, in 1832, a

member of the Academy of Sciences in succession to Serullas ; in 18G8

he had succeeded Flourens as its Permanent Secretary ; and in 1875 he

was elected a member of the French Academy as successor to Guizot,

a distinction rarely attained by a man of science.

It was, however, as Permanent Secretary of the Academy of Sci-

ences that Dumas exerted during the last years of his life his greatest

influence. He was the central figure and the ruling spirit of this dis-

tinguished body. No important commission was complete without

him, and on all public occasions he was the orator of the body, always

appropriate, always eloquent. In announcing Dumas's death to the

Academy, M. Holland, the presiding ofllcer, said :
—

" Vous savez la part consideral)le que Dumas prenait a vos travaux

et vous avez bien souvent admire, comme moi, la haute intelligence

et la tact mfini avec lesquels il savait imprimer a nos discussions

les formes moderees et courtoises inherentes a sa nature et a son

caractere. Sous ce rapport aussi la perte de Dumas est irreparable et

cree dans I'Academie un vide bien difficile a combler. Aussi, long-

temps encore nous chercherons, a la place qu'il occnpait au Bureau

avec tant d'autorite, la figure sympathique et veneree de notre bien-

aime Secretaire perpetuel."

And while Dumas was still occupying his conspicuous position in

the Academy, one of the most distinguished of his German con-

temporaries* wrote of him: "An ever-ready interpreter of the

researches of others, he always heightens the value of what he

communicates by adding from the rich stores of his own experience,

thus often conveying lights not noticed even by the authors of those

researches."

"When the writer last saw Dumas, in the winter of 1881-82, the

great chemist had still all the vivacity of youth, and it was difficult to

realize his age. He took a lively interest in all questions of chemical

philosophy, which he discussed with great earnestness and warmth.

There was the same fire and the same exuberance of fancy which had

enchanted me in his lectures thirty years before. At an age when

most men hold speculation in small esteem, I was much struck with

his criticism of a contemjiorary, who, he said, had no imagination.

* A. W. Hofmann, in Nature, February 6, 1880, to whose admirable and ex-

tended bioiirapliy tlie writer is indebted for niucli of the material with which

this notice has been prepared.
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although ho spoke with the highest praise of his experimental skill.

At that time Dumas showed no signs of impaii-ed strengtii. But

durinfT the following year his health began to fail, and he died on the

11th of April, at Cannes, where he had sought a retreat from the

severity of the winter climate of Paris.

Dumas was one of the few men whose greatness cannot be estimated

from a single point of view. lie was not only eminent as an investiga-

tor of nature, but even more eminent as a teacher and an administrator.

Beginning the study of chemistry at the culmination of the epoch of

the Lavoisierian system, and regarding, as he always did, tlie author

of that system with the greatest admiration, he nevertheless was the

first to discover the weak point in its armor and inflict the wound

which led to its overthrow. Without attempting to detail Dumas's

numerous contributions to chemical knowledge, we will here only refer

to three important investigations, which produced a marked influence

in the progress of chemical science.

While still in Geneva, Dumas, as has been said, made numerous

determinations of the densities of allied substances, with a view to dis-

covering the relations of what he called their molecular or atomic

volumes ; and it is no wonder to us that the problem proved too

complex to be solved at that time. After his removal to Paris he

took up the much simpler problem which the relations of the mo-

lecular volumes of aeriform substances present, and his paper " On

Some Points of the Atomic Theory," which was published in the

Annales de Chlmie et de Physique for 182G, had an important influ-

ence in developing our modern chemical philosophy. Gay-Lussac had

previously observed, not only that the relative weights of the several

factors and products concerned in a chemical process bear to each

other definite proportions, but also that, when the materials are aeri-

form, the relative volumes preserve an equally definite and still simpler

ratio. Moreover, on the physical side, Avogadro, and afterwards

Ampere, had conceived the theory, that in the state of gas all mole-

cules must have the same volume. It was Dumas who first saw

that these principles furnished an important means of verifying the

molecular and atomic weights.

" I am engaged," he writes, " in a series of experiments intended to

fix the atomic weights of a considerable number of bodies, by determin-

ing their density in the state of gas or vapor. There remains in this

case but one hypothesis to be made, which is accepted by all phj'sicists.

It consists in supposing that, in all elastic fluids observed under the

same conditions, the molecules are placed at equal distances, i. e.
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tliat they are present in them in equal numbers. An immediate con-

sequence of this mode of looking at the question has already been the

subject of a learned discussion on the part of Ampere,"— and Avoga-

dro as the author subsequently adds, — " to which, however, chemists?

with the exception perhaps of M. Gay-Lussac, appear to have given

as yet but little attention. It consists in the necessity of considering

the molecules of the simplest gases as capable of a furtlier division,—
a division occurring in the moment of combination, and varying with

the nature of the compound."

Here, it is obvious, are the very conceptions which form the basis

of our modern chemical philosophy ; and at first we are surprised that

they did not lead Dumas at once to the full realization of the conse-

quences which the doctrine of equal molecular volumes involves in the

interpretation of the constitution of chemical compounds, and to the

clear distinction between " the physically smallest particles" and " the

chemically smallest particles," or the molecules and the atoms, as we
now call the physical and the chemical units. This distinction is im-

plied throughout Dumas's paper already quoted, and is illustrated by a

striking example in the introduction to his treatise on " Chemistry

applied to the Arts," published two years later ; but the ground was not

yet prepared to receive the seed, and more than a quarter of a century

must pass before the full harvest of this fruitful hypothesis could be

reaped.

There were, however, two imj^ortant incidental results of this in-

vestigation from which chemical science immediately profited. One

was a simple method of determining with accuracy the vapor densi-

ties of volatile substances which has since been known by Dumas's

name. The other was a radical change in the formula of the silicates.

On the authority of Berzelius, who based his opinion chiefly on the

analogy between the silicates and the sulphates, the formula SiO., had

been accepted as representing the constitution of silica. But from the

density of both the chloride and the fluoride of silicon Dumas con-

cluded that the formula was SiO.,, a conclusion which is now seen to be

in complete harmony with the scheme of allied compounds. To Ber-

zelius, however, the new views appeared wholly out of harmony with

the system of chemistry which he had so greatly assisted in develop-

ing, and he opposed them with the whole weight of his powerful influ-

ence, and so far succeeded as to prevent their general adoption for

many years. Still, "the new mode of looking at the constitution of

silicic acid slowly but surely gained ground, and it is now so firmly

rooted in our convictions, that the younger generation of chemists will
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scarcely understand the pertinacity with wliich this innovation was

resisted." *

But if this investigation of gas and vapor densities brought a great

strain upon the dualistic system, the second of the three great investi-

gations of Dumas, to whicli we have referred, led to its complete

overthrow. The experimental results of this investigation would not

be regarded at the present day as remarkable, and cannot be compared

either in breadth or intricacy with the results of numerous investiga-

tions of a similar character which have since been made. The most

important of these results were the substitution products obtained by

the action of chlorine gas on acetic acid. They were published in a

series of papers entitled " Sur les Types Chimiques," and the capital

point made was that chlorine could be substituted in acetic acid for a

large part of the hydrogen without destroying the acid relations of the

product; and the inference was, that the qualities of a compoinid sub-

stance depend not simply on the nature of the elements of which it

consists, but also on the manner or type according to which these

elements are combined.

To the chemists of the present day these results and inferences seem

so natural that it is dilRcuIt to understand the spirit with wliich they

were received forty years ago. But it must be remembered that at

that time the conceptions of chemists were wholly moulded in the dual-

istic system. It was thought that chemical action depended upon the

antagonism between metals and metalloids, bases and acids, acid sails

and basic salts, and that the qualities of the products resulted from the

blending of such opposite virtues. That chlorine should unite with

hydrogen was natural, for no two substances could be more unlike

;

but that chlorine should supply the place of hydrogen in a chemical

compound was a conception which the dualists scouted as absurd.

Even Liebig, the " fiither of Organic Chemistry," warmly contro-

verted the interpretation which Dumas had given to the facts he had

discovered. Liebig himself had successfully investigated the chemical

relations of a large class of organic products. He had, however,

worked on the lines of the dualistic system, showing that organic

substances might be classed with similar inorganic substances, if we

assume that certain groups of atoms, which he called " compound

radicals," might take the place of elementary substances. In the edi-

tion of the organic part of Turner's Chemistry bearing his name. Or-

ganic Chemistry is defined as the " Chemistry of Compound Radicals,"

* Hofinaiin, loc. cit.
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and the formuliB of organic compounds are represented on the dual-

istic system. Liebig's conceptions were therefore naturally opposed

to those advanced by Dumas, but it is pleasant to know that the con-

troversy which arose never disturbed the friendly relations between

these two noble men of science, who could ajiproach the same truth

from diiFerent sides, and yet have faith that each was working for the

same great end. In his commemorative address on Pelouze, Dumas
expresses towards Liebig sentiments of affectionate regard, and Liebig

dedicates to Dumas, with equal warmth, the German edition of his

"Letters on Chemistry."

By the second investigation, as by the first, although Dumas gave a

most fruitful conception to chemistry, he only took the first step in de-

veloping it. His conception of chemical types was very indefinite, and

Laurent wrote of it, a few years later :
" Dumas's theory is too gen-

eral ; by its poetic coloring, it lends itself to false interpretations ; it

is a programme of which we await the realization." Laurent himself

helped towards this realization, and in his early death left the work to

his associate and friend Gerhardt, who pushed it forward with great

zeal, classifying chemical compounds according to the four types of

hydrochloric acid, water, ammonia, and marsh gas. Hofmann, William-

son, Wurtz, and many others, greatly aided in this work by realizing

many of the possibilities which these types suggested ; and thus modern

Structural Chemistry gradually grew up, in Avhicb the types of Dumas
and Gerhardt have been in their turn superseded by the larger views

which the doctrine of quautivalence has opened out to the scientific

imagination. It is a singular fact, however, that, while the growth

began in France, the harvest has been chiefly reaped by Germans ; and

that, although in its inception the movement was strongly opposed in

Germany, its legitimate conclusions are now repudiated by the most

influential school of French chemists.

The third great investigation of Dumas was his revision of the

atomic weiiihts of manv of the chemical elements, and in none of his

work did he show greater experimental skill. His determination of

the atomic weight of oxygen by the synthesis of water, and of that of

carbon by the synthesis of carbonic dioxide, are models of quantita-

tive experimental work. To this investigation, as to all his other

work, Dumas was directed by his vivid scientific imagination. In his

teaching, from the first, he had aimed to exhibit the relations of the

elementary substances by classing them in groups of allied bodies

;

and at the meeting of the British Association in 1851 he had de-

lighted the chemical section by the eloquence and force with which
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he exhibited such relations, especially triads of elementary substances;

such as chloriue, bromine, and iodine ; oxygen, sulphur, and selenium;

phosphorus, arsenic, and antimony; calcium, barium, and strontium:

in which not only the atomic weight, but also the qualities of the

middle member of the triad, were the mean of those of the other two

members. Later, he came to regard these triads as parts of more ex-

tended series, in each of which the atomic weights increased from the

first to the last element of the scries, by determinate, but not always

by equal differences, the values being, if not exact multiples of the

hydrogen atom according to the hypothesis of Prout, at least multi-

ples of one half or one quarter of that weight. There can be no

doubt that these speculations were more fanciful than sound, and that

Dumas did not do full justice to earlier theories of the same kind ; but

with him these speculations were merely the ornaments, not the sub-

stance of his work, and they led him to fix more accurately the con-

stants of chemistry, and thus to lay a trustworthy foundation upon

which the supersti'ucture of science could safely be built.

That exuberance of fancy to which we have referred made Dumas

one of the most successful of teachers, and one of the most fascinating

of lecturers. It was the privilege of the writer to attend the larger

part of two of his courses of lectures given in Paris iu the winters of

1848 and 1851, and he remembers distinctly the impression pro-

duced. Besides the well-arranged material and the carefully pre-

pared experiment, there was an elegance and pomp of circumstance

which added greatly to the effect. The large theatre of the Sorbonue

was filled to overflowing long before the hour. The lecturer always

entered at the exact moment, in full evening dress, and held to the

end of a two hours' lecture the unfliigging attention of liis audience.

The manipulations were entirely left to the care of a number of as-

sistants, who brought each experiment to a conclusion at the exact

moment when the illustration was required. An elegance of diction,

an appropriateness of illustration, and a beauty of exposition, which

could not be excelled, were displayed throughout, and the enthusiasm

of a French audience added to the animation of the scene.

To the writer the lectures of Dumas were brought in contrast to

those of Faraday. Both were perfect of their kind, but very different.

Faraday's method was far more simple and natural, and he excelled

Dumas in bringing home to young minds abstruse truths by the logic

ot veil-arranged consecutive experiment. With Dumas there was no

attempt to popularize science ; he excelled in clearness and elegance of

exposition. He exhausted the subject which he treated, and was able
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to throw a glow of interest around details which by most teachers

wouhl have been made dry and profitless.

Two volumes of Dumas's Lecturts have been published ; one com-

prises his course on the Philosophy of Chemistry, delivered at the

College of France in 1836; the other contains only a single lecture,

accompanied by notes, entitled " The Balance of Organic Life,"

which was delivered at the Medical School of Paris, August 20, 1841.

In both these volumes will be found the beauty of exposition and the

elegance of diction of which we have spoken, and they are models of

literary style. But of course the sympathetic enthusiasm of the great

man's presence cannot be reproduced by written woi'ds.

Tlie lecture on " The Balance of Organic Life " was probably the

most remarkable of Dumas's literary efforts. It dealt simply with the

relations which the vegetable sustains to the animal kingdom through

the atmosphere, which, though now so familiar, were then not gener-

ally understood ; and the late Dr. Jeffries Wyman, who heard the

lecture, always spoke of it with the greatest enthusiasm.

As might be expected, Dumas's oratory found an ample field in the

Chamber of Deputies and in the Senate ; and wliether setting forth a pro-

ject of recasting the copper coinage or a law of drainage, or ridiculing

the absurd theories of homeopathy, he riveted the attention of his col-

leagues as completely as he had entranced the students at the Sorbonue.

In the early part of his life, Dumas was a voluminous writer, and

in 1828 published the " Traite de Chimie appliquee aux Arts," in

eight large octavo volumes, with an atlas of plates in quarto. But

besides this extended treatise, the two volumes of Lectures just referred

to are his only important literary works. He published numerous

papers in scientific journals, which, as we have seen, produced a most

marked effect on the growth of chemical science. But the number of

his monographs is not large compared with those of many of his con-

temporaries, and his work is to be judged by its importance and influ-

ence rather than by the extent of the field which it covers.

In his capacity of President of the Municipal Council at Paris, of

Minister of Agricultural Commerce, of Vice-President of the High

Council of Education, and of Perpetual Secretary of the Academy of

Sciences, Dumas had abundant ojiportunity for the exercise of his ad-

ministrative ability, and no one has questioned his great powers in

this direction ; but in regard to his political career we could not ex-

pect the same unanimity of opinion. That he was a liberal under

Louis Philippe, and a reactionist under Louis Napoleon, may possibly

be reconciled with a fixed political faith and an unswerving aim for
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the public good; but his scheme for "civilian billetting" (by which

wealthy people having rooms to spare in their houses would have

been compelled to billet artisans employed in public works) leads one

to infer that his statesmanship was not equal to his science. Nev<!r-

theless, there can be no question about his large-hearted charity. He

instituted the " Credit Fourier," which flourishes in great prosperity to

this day ; he also founded the " Caisse de Retraite pour la Vieillesse,"

and several other agricultural charities, which, though less successful,

afford great assistance to aged workmen. Louis Napoleon ustd to say

in jest that the whole of the War Minister's budget would not have

been enough to realize M. Dumas's benevolent schemes ; and once,

half dazzled, half amused, by one of the chemi^^t's vast sanitary pro-

jects, he called him " the poet of hygiene."

It was to be expected that a man Avorkingwith such eminent success

in so many spheres of activity, and at one of the chief centres of the

world's culture, should be loaded with medals, and marks of distinction

of every kind. It would be idle to enumerate the orders of knighthood,

or the learned societies, to which he belonged, for, so far from their

honoring him, he honored them in accepting their membershi]). It is

a pleasure, however, to remember that he lived to realize his highest

ambitions and to enjoy the fruits of his well-earned renown. France

has added his name in the Pantheon

" Aux Grands Hommes la Patrie Reconnaissante."

OSWALD HEER.

OsAVALD Heer, the most eminent investigator of the fossil plants

and insects of the tertiary period, died on the 27th of September last,

shortly after he had entered upon tlie seventy-fifth year of his age.

He was born at the hamlet of Nieder-Utzwyl, in Canton St. Gallen,

Switzerland, August 31, 1809, passed most of his youth at Matt, in

Canton Glarus, where his father was the parish clergyman, pursued

his academic and professional studies at the University of Halle, and

was ordained as minister of the Gospel in the year 1831. The next

year he went to Zurich, where he resided for the rest of his life. Here

he studied medicine for a time, but soon devoted himself seriously to

entomology and botany, of which he was fond from boyhood. In 1834

he became Privat-docent of these sciences; in 1852, when the Univer-

sity of Zurich was developed, he became its Professor of Botany, and

in 1855 he took a similar chair in the Polytechnicum. Most of his
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earlier publications were entomological ; and it was by the way of ento-

mology tliat he entered upon liis distinguished career as a paleontologist.

His life-long friend, the eminent Escher von der Liath, appreciating his

rare powers of observation, induced him to undertake the study of

the fossil insects of the celebrated tertiary deposits of Oeningen. The

results of his labors in this virgin field were published between the

years 1847 and 1853. His attention had from the first been attracted

to the plants associated with the insect remains. His first paleo-

botanical paper appeared in 1851 ; the three volumes of his Flora

Tertiaria Hdoetice. were issued between 1855 and 1859; in 1862 his

memoir on the fossil flora of Bovey-Tracey (England) was published

in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, London.

About the same time also appeared a paper in the Journal of the

Geological Society on certain fos.^il plants of the Isle of Wight.

For the benefit of his health, always delicate and then much impaired,

he passed the winter of 1854-55 in Madeira, and on his return pub-

lished a paper on the fossil plants of that island, and an article on tlie

probable origin of the actual flora and fauna of the Azores, Madeira,

and the Canaries. In this, and in his work, published in 18G0, on,

Tertiary Climates in their Relation to Vegetation (which the next

year appeared also in a French translation by his young friend

Gaudin), Heer brought out his theory of a Miocene Atlantis. His

more extensive and popular treatise upon past climates as illustrated

by vegetable paleontology, his Urwelt der Schweiz, — a vivid por-

traiture of the past of his native country,— appeared in 18G5, and

afterwards in a revised French edition, with his friend Gaudin (wlio

died soon after) for collaborator as well as translator. There was also

an English translation by Heywood, published in 1876, and, indeed, it

is said to have been translated into six languages.

In 1877 Heer completed his Flora Fossilts Helvetice, a square-

folio volume, with seventy plates, which extended and supplemented

his Tertiary Flora of that country, being devoted to the illustration of

the fossil plants of the Carboniferous, the Triassic, the Jurassic, and

the Cretaceous, as well as the Eocene formations.

The life-long delicacy of Heer's health prevented his making any

extensive explorations in person. But materials for his investigation

came to him in even embarrassing abundance, not only from his own

country,— where, even before he was widely known, (as his fellow

countryman and his distinguished fellow worker in paleobotany, Les-

quereux, informs us,)' a lady opened upon her property near Lausanne

quarries and tunnels expressly for the discovery and collection of fossil
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plants, and sent them by tons to Zurich,— but from all parts of the

world, collections yerfe pressed upon him, and his wliole time and

strength were given to their study. In this way he became interested

in the Arctic fossil flora, of which he became the principal investigator

and expounder. His first essay m the domain which he has made so

{teculiarly his own was in a paper on certain fossil plants of Vancouver

Island and British Columbia, published in I860 ; and in 18G8 he

brought out the first of that most important series of memoirs upon

the ancient floras of Arctic America, Greenland, Spitzbergen, Nova
Zenibla, Arctic and Subarctic Asia, etc., which, collected, make up

the seven quarto volumes of the Flora Fossilis Arctica. The seventh

volume of this monumental work was brought to a conclusion only a

few months before the author's death.

Ileer's researches into the fossil botany of the tertiary deposits were

very important in their bearings. They made it certain that our

actual temperate floras round the world had a common birth-place at

the North, where the continents are in proximity ; they essentially

identified the direct or collateral ancestors of our existini; forest trees

which flourished within the Arctic zone when it enjoyed a climate

resembling our own at present ; and they leave the similarities and the

dissimilarities of the temperate floras of the Old and the New World to

be explained as simple consequences of established facts. Thus Heer

himself did away with his own hypothesis of a continental Atlantis

by bringing to light the facts which proved that there was no need of

it. And, while thus justifying the ideas which had been brought

forward m one of the Memoirs of the American Academy (in 1859)

before these fossil data were known, he was not slow to adopt and to

extend the tentative views which he had confirmed.*

A list of Ileer's scientific publications is given in the Botanisches

Centralblatt, No. 5, for 1884. They are seventy-seven in number,

besides the seven quarto volumes of the Flora Fossilis Arctica, which

comprise a considerable number of independent memoirs. These

works make an era in vegetable paleontology. Their crowning gen-

eral interest is that they bring the vegetation of the past into direct

connection with the present.

Although he lived to a good old age, and was never inactive, Heer

was for most of his life an invalid, suffering from pulmonary disease.

For the last twelve years his work was carried on at his bedside or

* The first and second volumes of the Flora Fossilis Arctica appeared

in 1HG8-71. " Sequoia and its History," in whicii tlie earlier view was extended

and made clearer, and Ileer's results noted, was publislied in 1872.
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from his bed, assisted by a devoted and accomplished daughter ; he

seldom left his house, except to pass the last two winters in tlie milder

climate of Italy. Last summer, having finished his Arctic Fossil Hora,

in the hope of recruiting his exhausted strength he was removed to the

most sheltered spot on the shores of the Lake of Geneva, but without

jenefit. He died at Lausanne, at his brother's house, on the 27th of

September, 1883. It has been well said of him, in a tribute which a

personal friend and fellow naturalist paid to his memory, that " a man

more lovable, more sympathetic, and a life more laborious and pure,

one could scarcely imagine."

Heer was elected into the Academy in May, 1877. He is botani-

cally commemorated in a genus of beautiful Melastomaceous plants,

indigenous to Mexico.

FRANCOIS-AUGUSTE-ALEXIS MIGNET.

Francois-Auguste-Alexis Mignet, whose name was added to

our Foreign Honorary roll in 1876, died in Paris on the 24th of

March last, at eighty-eight years of age. He had lived to be the

senior member of the Institute of France, having been admitted to

the Academic Fran^aise in 1836, and to the Academy of Moral and

Political Sciences as early as 1832. Of this latter Academy he was,

at his death, the Honorary Perpetual Secretary, after more than forty

years of active service in that distinguished office. His discourses at

the annual meetings of this Academy, as published from year to year,

contain admirable sketches of the lives and characters of the eminent

members with whom he was associated, and who had died before him.

Talleyrand, De Tocqueville, Victor Cousin, and De Broglie, of France

;

Ancillon and Savigny, of Germany; Brougham and Macaulay, of

England ; and Edward Livingstone, of our own land,— were among

the subjects of his brilliant eloges. But he was the author of larger

and more substantial works of history and biography. In 1824 he

published a notable History of the great French Revolution of 1789,

and this was followed, from time to time, by many volumes relating

to " The Spanish Succession," " The Abdication of Charles V.," " The

Rivalry of Charles V.," and other topics of general historical interest.

A charming biography of Marie Stuart, and an excellent little Life

of Benjamin Franklin, were also among the productions of his pen.

He was a man of great accomplishments and many personal attrac-

tions, an eloquent speaker and a fine writer, and he will long be re-

membered as one of the most valuable and honored members of the

Institute of France.
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SIR EDWARD SABINE.

Sir Edward Sabine was boru in Dublin, October 14, 1788. He
died, June 2G, 1883, at the great age of nearly ninety-tive years. His

grandfather and his uncle had served with distinction in the army,

and lie received his own education at the military colleges of Marlow

and Woolwich. The exigencies of the service were urgent: so that

he obtained his first commission in December, 1803, at the early age

of fifteen. He was employed for a year at Woolwich, and then sent

to Gibralter, where he remained until 1807. On his return, he was

assigned to the Horse-Artillery, and ordered to various home stations

until the war came with the United States, in 1813-14. In January,

1813, he was attached to a company in Canada. The ship in which

he embarked was captured by a privateer, which was in its turn re-

captured by a British frigate, and he reached Halifax in safety. Cap-

tain Sabine served with credit at Quebec, on the Niagara frontier, and

at the attack on Fort Erie, and received honorable notice in the de-

spatches of the commanding ofiicer. The remainder of his military

service was limited to the nine years following 1830, when the

troubled condition of Ireland required his presence with his company

or upon the staff. Though he reached the rank of Lieutenant-

Colonel in 1841, and of General in 1874, the periods of his active

professional life were only brief episodes in a career eminently scien-

tific. " Peace hath her victories no less renowned than war " : and

the government early recognized in him the qualities and tastes which

admirably adapted him to these peaceful conquests.

Captain Sabine was elected a member of the Royal Society of Lon-

don, April 16, 1818. By the advice of the Council of this society, he

was selected by the Admiralty to accompany the expedition of Com-

mander John Ross, in 1818, in search of a Northwest Passajje. His

duty was to assist " in making such observations as may tend to the

improvement of geograj)hy and navigation, and the advancement

of science in general." On his return he published a description of

twenty-eight species of birds collected in Greenland, and an account of

the Esquimaux who inhabit its western coast. In 1821 the Copley

Medal of the Royal Society was awarded to him for his scientific ser-

vices, in which were included his measurements of the force of gravity

by the vibrations of a pendulum, published in that year. In I8l9,

he was chosen to go with Lieutenant-Commander Parry on a second

Polar Expedition. Parry has recorded his obligations to Sabine " for

his valuable advice and assistance during the whole course of this voy-
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age, to the credit of which his individual hibors have so essentially

contributed." The intensity of the magnetic force of the earth, the

dip and declination of the magnetic needle, and the irregularities in

its action produced by tlie iron in the ship, especially in latitudes

where the directive force of the earth is feeble, were conspicuous

among the subjects which interested Sabine and were discussed in his

earlier publications.

The exact figure of the earth may be studied in three ways: 1. by

inequalities in the moon's motion; 2. by measuring the lengths of a

degree of the meridian in different latitudes ; and 3. by the compara-

tive values of the force of gravity in various places, as indicated by the

pendulum. In the years 1821-23, Sabine, adopting the last method,

vibrated his pendulum at numerous places between the equator

and Spitzbergen, and the results of his experiments, spread over

eighty degrees of latitude, were published, in 1825, in a thick quarto

volume, by the Board of Longitude. For this laborious and able in-

vestigation Sabine received the Lalaude Gold Medal from the lustitut

de France. Biot and Babbage have criticised this work ; but the

numerical value which Sabine assigned to the ellipticity of the earth

is substantially sustained by all the experiments with the pendulum to

the present time. In 1825 Captain Sabine and Sir John Herschel

were appointed Commissioners to cooperate with a French Commis-

sion in order to ascertain the difference of longitude between the obser-

vatories of Greenwich and Paris, by means of optical signals. The

value then obtained differs by only six tenths of a second of time from

that now given by electric signals. In 1828, Sabine, Young, and

Faraday were appointed " scientific advisers of the Admiralty,"

The last forty-six years of Sabine's scientific activity were dedicated

to the study of terrestrial magnetism. In 1834-37, he made, in

conjunction with Rev. Ilumjjhrey Lloyd, or Captain J. C. Ross, a

systematic magnetic survey of Ireland, Scotland, and England. The

observations, the I'eductions, and the reports on the subject, published,

with maps, by the British Association, were to a large extent his own

work. In 1858-61, at the request of the British Association, he

repeated the survey, with the assistance of Di-. Lloyd ; and with the aid

of Captain Evans calculated and reported the values of the dip, decli-

nation, and intensity. In his first Arctic voyage, Sabine had noticed

with surprise that the magnetic intensity was diminishing in Baffin's Bay

while he was moving northward. Hence he suspected that the pole of

magnetic intensity was south of his position : a suspicion which was

justified by observations made in New York in 1822, where the inten-

VOL. XIX. (n. S. XI.) 30
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sity is greater than at Melville Island in the latitude of 74° N. In

his earlier report of 1837 he placed the pole of intensity in the lati-

tude of 52°, which is eighteen degrees south of the pole of dip. This

result was deduced from a magnetic reconuoissance at long range.

But it harmonizes with the theory of Gauss, and does not conflict

witlj the observations of Captain (now General Sir) J. II. Lefroy,

who laid cloj^er siege to it in 1843.

In 183G, an appeal was made by Humboldt to the British govern-

ment to establish at various places in its vast empire magnetical obser-

vatories similar to those then operating in Germany and Russia.

Accordingly, in 1839-40, four of these observatories were instituted

;

viz. at Toronto, St. Helena, the Cape of Good Hope, and Ilobarton.

They were not intended to be permanent ; and the jieriod of their

activity varied from three to ten years. Their work was reinforced

by the Naval Scientific Plvpedition to the Antarctic Zone of Sir J.

C. Ross and Lieutenant Moore. The observers were selected largely

from the younger officers of the Horse-Artillery, and were instructed

in their new work by Professor Lloyd at Dublin. It is sufficient to

say that most of them acquired a scientific taste and reputation which

introduced them to the Royal Society, while they have also risen to

the highest rank in their profession. The appointment of Major

Sabine as the general superintendent of this great scientific work was

fortunate. He devoted twenty years of his life to the arrangement,

discussion, and publication of the formidable mass of meteorological

and magnetical observations which issued from these prolific observa-

tories. Only a brave heart would have confronted this stupendous

task, even with the liberal clerical aid furnished by the government.

In the voluminous introductions to the twelve thick quarto volumes

which issued from his office, Sabine investigated the periodical changes

in the meteorological and magnetic elements, their secular variations,

their irregular fluctuations, their relations to solar and lunar time,

to disturbances in the sun, and to the aurora. The decennial period

in the amplitude of the diurnal oscillation of the needle, which Lament

detected in his observations at Munich, reappeared in Sabine's mate-

rials, and was extended to the irregular disturbances, and later, by

himself and others, to changes in the declination, dip, and intensity.

Ilansteen, from a larger scries of observations, changes the period to

eleven years. Meanwhile, AV^olf had deduced from Schwabe's cata-

logue of solar spots a similar period in their number and magnitude

About 1852 came the interesting announcement by Sabine, Wolf,

Secchi, and Gautier, of a probable coincidence in the maxima of spot-
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frequency and magnetic disturbance ; "Wolf not limiting the compari-

son to recent observations, though the earlier ones on both classes of

phenomena are fragmentary.

In addition to his official work, Sabine continued his publication of

a series of papers, which he began in 1840, under the title of " Con-

tributions to a View of the Distribution of Magnetism over the Earth."

The fifteenth contribution appeared as late as 1876, when its author

was eighty-eight years old. In these contributions Sabine collected,

arranged, and discussed an immense fund of observations, made by

sea or land, in every latitude and longitude, printed or in manuscript,

and drawn from innumerable sources, foreign and domestic, many of

them inaccessible to the ordinary student. The observations were

illustrated by maps, prepared in the office of the Admiralty, under

the direction of Captain Evans of the Royal Navy. The astronomer

Halley had attempted, with equal boldness, but with inadequate mate-

rials gathered in his own voyages, to make a rough sketch of the

features of the earth's magnetism in 1701.

Allusion has been made in this notice to only the most important

of the one hundred and three papers printed by Sabine. His mind

and his pen were incessantly at work. Every subject coxmected with

the physics of the globe interested and occupied him : the tempera-

ture of the depths of the ocean, the direction and force of its currents,

and their influence on navigation ; the influence of the Gulf Stream

on the coasts of Europe and on the oceanic horizon ; the barometrical

measurement of mountains and their efi'ect upon the plumb-line ; the

length of degrees of the meridian ; the meteorology of Bombay ; the

winter storms of the United States ; and the causes of mild winters.

At the same time, he was not unmindful of the improvements going on,

at home and abroad, in his own arm of the military service. Not less

valuable were his services as the scientific adviser of his wife, the

gifted translator of Humboldt's " Cosmos and Aspects of Nature," and

of Dove's " Distribution of Heat over the Surface of the Earth." The

societies which honored him with their highest offices brou2;ht him

labor as well as distinction, and demanded of him the preparation of

many addresses. He was the General Secretary of the British Asso-

ciation from 1839 to 1858, and its President in 1853. In 1846 he

was made Foreign Secretary of the Royal Society, in 1850 Its Vice-

President and Treasurer, and its President between 1861 and 1871.

The Royal Medal, then recently re-established by Queen Victoria, was

awarded to him in 1849 for his contributions to the study of terrestrial

magnetism; and the government created him a K. C. B. in 1869 for
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his great services in the cause of science. Learned Academies abroad

placed iiis name upon their distinguished rolls, and Universities at

home crowned him with their highest honors. He was elected a

Foreign Honorary Member of this Academy, May 28, 1867. His

life was protracted for a f(;w years after his physical strength was

exhausted and his mind had been overshadowed by disastrous eclipse.

JOHANN FRIEDRICH JULIUS SCHMIDT.

JonANN Friedricii Jdlius Schmidt was born at Eutin, in the

Grand Duchy of Oldenburg, October 25, 1825, and was educated at

the Hamburg Gymnasium. He developed very early in life a taste

for the observation of natural phenomena, which was directed into

astronomical channels, at the age of fourteen 3'ears, by his coming into

possession of a copy of Schroter's work on the Moon, which so struck

his attention that he at once began his first attempts at astronomical

observation by sketching the lunar surface with a small telescope con-

structed by his father, which he steadied against a lamp-post. This

work soon became his chief occupation ; but was carried on with im-

))roved facilities, first by a telescope lent him by a gentleman uiter-

fcsted in the progress of the young, astronomer, and afterwards by the

use of the instruments at the Altona and Hamburg observatories, to

which latter {)lace he went as an assistant to Riimker in 1842. In

1845 Schmidt went to Bilk, near Dusseldorf, where Benzenberg had

established an observatory for the observation of meteors and the

search for intra-Mercurial planets. His instrumental facilities here,

however, were much restricted, the solicitude of Benzenberg lest the

polish and lacquer of the principal telescope should suffer by handling

practically prohibiting its use. Benzenberg died in 1846, and Schmidt

went to Bonn as assistant to Argelander. Here his lunar work was

somewhat interrupted, his time being largely occui)icd with observa-

tions of planets and comets, and with the meridian circle. He made,

on the occasion of the total eclipse of the sun, July 28, 1851, impor-

tant observations, in East Prussia, with leference to the phenomena

Avhicli are now identified with tlie chromosphere, revealed more dis-

tinctly since that time by the spectroscope.

Later, Schmidt was appointed, on Argelander's recommendation,

to the charge of a private observatory established at Ohnutz by

Baron von Unkrechtberg, provided with a small meridian circle

and a five-inch refractor, with smaller telescopes and subsidiary

apparatus. He began work here in June, 1853, and actively prose-
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cuted work in the various directions in which he was interested

until August, 1858, when, after a few mouths' sojourn at Vienna,

where he observed in September and October Donati's comet, and in

Trieste, he went to Athens, December 15, 1858, where he had been

appointed Director of the Observatory. Here, as soon as the condi-

tion of the institution permitted, he began the voluminous series of

observations, the results of which, published annually in the Astro-

nomische Nachrichten, have become so familiar to astronomers, and

afford such striking testimony to his industry and zeal.

Sclimidt seems never to have been attracted to work in the mathe-

matical or calculative fields of astronomy ; one or two preliminary

orbits of the comets of 1847 and 1848, and of the planet Egeria, being

his only published work in this direction. From the start his incli-

nation was strongly toward the observation of the physical phenomena

of the heavenly bodies, and to this his favorite work he applied him-

self with an ardor and unwavering persistence which may be considered

among the chief attributes of genius. Hia. enormous industry is

remarkable even in this industrious scientific age. The duration of

his scientific life was forty-three years, and in this period, with only

very moderate instrumental means, and scarcely any assistance, he has

accumulated a mass of observation material which seems incompre-

hensible to a man of ordinary powers. His work on the moon alone,

covering thirty-three years, would have appalled most men. Any one

who will attempt to delineate even a very small portion of the lunar

surface with an instrument of the size used by Schmidt, and with the

amount of detail given by him, will appreciate the task acliieved in his

chart of the Lunar Mountains, published in 1878. The drawings and

micrometrical measures of various portions of the moon, he accumu-

lated for about a quarter of a century before he seriously contemplated

forming a general chart. In 1865, he first resolved to lay down all

his fragmjCntai-y surveys on a six-foot map, to see what parts had been

neglected. In so doing he found how much was wanting, and how
little he possessed ; but, nothing daunted, devoted nine years more to

the extension and repetition of his observations, and so industriously

that his older work became of comparatively little importance. He
then determined to conclude the labor and publish what he had already

accomplished, as it was manifest that the filling in of all the detail

visible in a six-foot refractor would surpass the powers of endurance,

and require more than the lifetime, of a single individual. In 1874 he

carried his chart to Berlin, and it excited so much interest that the

German government undertook its iiublication. In point of com-
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prehensiveness it far exceeds any other attempt of its kind. Thus,

while Lohrmanu's map includes about 7,200 craters, and Miidler's

7,800, Schmidt's chart includes the extraordinary number of nearly

33,000.

Next or perhaps equal in importance is Schmidt's series of ob-

servations on the variable stars, which extend from 1842 to 1883, and

which probably outnumber those of all other observers of his time

combined. It has been his practice to publish annually, in the As-

tronomische Nachrichten, the provisional results, and it seems pecu-

liarly fitting that the same number of that journal which contains the

announcement of his death contains also the last of this memorable

series. Schmidt made several notable discoveries of new variables.

The original records of his observations have been deposited in the

Astro-Pliysical Observatory at Potsdam, and will form an almost

mexhaustible treasure to future workers in this field.

In still another department, that of the solar phenomena, Schmidt

was a remarkably fruitful and persevering observer. In 1857 he pub-

lished the results of a continuous eleven-year series of observations

on the vm-spots, which are simultaneous with, and serve to complete

and supplement, those of Schwabe. He gives tables of the daily

number of spots and groups, with remarks on special phenomena,

and adds a discussion of them. His speculations on the possible

connection of the sun-spot period with the varying position of the

centre of gravity of the solar system with reference to the centre

of the sun itself, have not met with general acceptance. During the

last twenty years, also, this kind of observation has been perse-

veringly kept up by Schmidt, with the help in recent years of his

assistant, Alexander Wurlisch.

The other labors of Schmidt, although important and in extent

sufficient to absorb the whole time and energy of an ordinary maTi,

can only be mentioned briefly here. lie was a persistent ol)server

from 1843 to 1879 of the phenomena pertaining to the Zodiacal

Light; made very large contributions to the fund of observations of

shooting-stars during the same period ;
published a thirteen years'

series of observations on the Northern Lijrht ; determined micromet-

rically the positions of about three hundred nebul?e ; made very

elaborate drawings of the Great Nebula in Orion, and a chart of tlie

surrounding region ; has deposited at Vienna a beautiful drawing of

the Milky Way ; accumulated during forty years voluminous observa-

tions on the brightness of the principal planets, besides nearly six

hundred drawings of the surface of Mars and Jupiter ; made impor-
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tant investigations on the subject of the twilight, based on his obser-

vations at Hamburg, Rome, Naples, and in Greece, from 1843 to 1864,

obtaining very interesting results
;
published, as Annals of the Athens

Observatory, important contributions to our knowledge of the physical

phenomena of comets, and also on the Physical Geography of Greece

;

co-operated largely in the construction of Hour V. of the Berlin Acad-

emy Charts, the most elaborately worked of the series ; made series

of measures of the diameters of the various planets, as well as obser-

vations on Saturn's rings ; and finally took a very large share in the

work of position determinations of comets and asteroids.

Surely this devoted servant of science has well earned the tribute

of admiration which astronomers universally pay to his memory. To

make good his loss, not one, but several assiduous workers will be

required in the various fields which he has so long and ardently

cultivated.

Schmidt died of heart disease, being found dead in his bed, Thurs-

day morning, February 7, 1884, after having passed the previous

evening apparently in perfect health at the German Embassy at

Athens. The funeral was made an occasion for national mourning,

in which all classes sorrowfully participated.

GABRIEL GUSTAV VALENTIN.

Gabriel Gustav Valentin, for forty-five years Professor of

Physiology at Berne, died in that city on the 23d of May, 1883.

He was born of Jewish parents, at Breslau, on the 8th of July, 1810.

He took his degree in medicine in his native city in 1832, and con-

tinued to practise his profession there till 1836, when he was called to

the chair of Physiology at Berne. This position he held till 1881,

when he resigned on account of ill health.

During his long period of scientific activity Professor Valentin made

contributions to nearly every department of Physiology. We find him,

for instance, in 1842, contributing to "Wagner's Lexicon of Physiology

articles on Secretion, Animal Electricity, Nutrition, Biliary Movement,

and on Galvanism in its effects on the animal body and the tissues of

the human and animal body. His associates in this important sci-

entific undertaking were the brothers Weber, Piirkinje, Lehmann,

Ludwig, Von Siebold, Berzelius, Bischoff, Bidder, Frerichs, Leuckart,

Volkmann, and many others of that band of devoted investigators

whose labors during the middle of the present century contributed so
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largely to place physiology in its proper position among the experi-

mental sciences.

A glauce through the annual reports on the progress of Physiology

shows that the name of Valentin appears several times in nearly

every year as a contributor to the periodical literature of this science.

In addition to these labors, he found time to write a text-book of

physiology, which was translated into English by Dr. Brixton.

His latest work seems to have been a series of articles entitled

" Histiologische and Physiologische Studien, " the publication of which

in the Zeitschrift fiir Biologic continued as late as 1882.

CHARLES ADOLPHE WURTZ.

The sad intelligence of the death of this distinguished French

chemist, on the 12th of May, comes to us by telegraph, just as we are

completing this Report, and we have no time for an extended notice.

He was not elected a Foreign Honorary Member of this Academy

until the last annual meeting, so that his name has not yet appeared

on our printed list. His death, following so closely that of Dumas,

leaves a vacancy in the ranks of the French chemists which cannot soon

be filled.

Wurtz was born at Strasburg, November 16, 1817, where he was

educated. He became a student in the chemical department of the

medical school of his native city in 1839, and took his degree there in

1843. Soon after he moved to Paris, where he began his chemical

career as assistant to Dumas, and first acquired an independent posi-

tion as Professor at the Agricultural Institute at Versailles. After

the death of Orfila, in 1853, and the retirement of Dumas, in 1854,

their chairs were united in that of Medical Chemistry, and given to

Wurtz. He became Dean of the Medical Faculty in 1866, and sub-

sequently was elected Professor of Chemistry at the Sorbonne.

It is, however, with the Medical School in Paris that "Wurtz is

chiefly identified, and his investigations were carried on in the labora-

tory of that institution. Under the influence of Laurent and (Tcrhardt,

Wurtz's studies were early directed towards organic chemistry; and

to him is due, in no small measure, the development of modern struc-

tural chemistry. Almost at the outset of his career, he discovered the

remarkable reaction by which the primary amines are produced from

the cyanates of the alcohol radicals, and thus gave prominence and

greater definiteness to the ammonia type of chemical compounds.
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Subsequently he studied the action of sodium on the iodides of the

alcohol n.di:als. Previously, by the action of zinc on the iodide of

ethyl and methyl, Frankland had succeeded in isolating hydro-carbon,

which he regarded as the actual alcohol radical; but Wurtz, using a

mixture of the iodide of two radicals, found that he obtained a homo-

geneous product, which was formed by a union of the two radicals.

This left no doubt that Frankland's radical substance was also formed

by the union of two molecules of methyl or ethyl, and rendered our

views of the relations of such radicals much clearer than before. In

order to define the radicals of organic chemistry more accurately,

Wurtz introduced the term " rest," and enunciated the rule, which for

a long time held an important place in the science, "that the atomicity

of a compound radical is always equal to the number of hydrogen

atoms, or their equivalents, which the rest may be regarded as having

lost."

Soon after followed Wurtz's remarkable investigations on the

glycols, and oxide of ethylene, by which he not only defined the di-

atomic alcohols, and gave us our first accurate knowledge of these

bodies, but also developed the theory of types into the larger doctrine

of quantivalence, in which he recognized the determining cause of

molcular structure ; and it was in the discussion on the constitution of

lactic acid which followed this investigation that Wurtz made the dis-

tinction between basicity and atomicity. Subsequently, by the action

of hydriodic acid on araylene, Wurtz obtained a product isomeric with

amyl alcohol, and the investigation of this new substance resulted in

defining the relations of the now well-known class of tertiary alcohols.

We must not forget to mention also the synthesis of the oxygen

bases, including that of choline, — so interesting as one of the proxi-

mate principles of the animal economy ; also the synthesis of the

aromatic acids, followed during these last years by a study of the con-

densation products from aldehyde, by which he isolated aldol and other

compounds after the same type.

Among Wurtz's later investigations is one into which he was led

by a controversy with some of his colleagues iu the French Academy,

in regard to abnormal vapor densities as bearing on the validity of

the law of Avoijadro. The discussion chiefiv turned on the action

of heat on hydrate of chloral, and by a most ingenious series of

experiments Wurtz proved that aqueous vapor was present as such

in the vapor of this substance, and therefore that the apparent ab-

normal vapor density of hydrate of chloral was due to disassociation.

This controversy indicated Wurtz's nearly isolated position among
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the modern school of French chemists. As the writer lias stated,

in the notice of Dumas, the French school, as a rule, repudiate the

legitimate consequences of the very movement which originated with

their immediate predecessor. Wurtz, however, although with the

strongest French sympathies, and while claiming chemistry as almost

exclusively a French science,* saw throughout the inconsistency of

this position, and, as he aided in developing, has sought to maintain

in its integrity, the system of modern structural chemistry. Wurtz's

volumes on the Philosophy of Chemistry, which have appeared in

different languages under several titles, contain an elegant exposition

of this system. Wurtz was also the author of several elementary

treatises on Chemistry, the editor of a Dictionary of Chemistry, of

the " Repertoire de Chimie Pure," and one of the editors of the

" Annales de Chimie et de Physique." It would be impossible in a

limited sketch to give more than the barest outline of his scientific and

literary work. Indeed, jjreviously to 1864 he had published seventy-

three papers, as shown by the Catalogue of the Royal Society.

In 18G7 AVurtz became a member of the Academy of Sciences, and

in 1881-82 presided over that body. He received many distinguished

honors, and a few years since was made Senator of France.

Since the last Report, the Academy has received an acces-

sion of nine new members ; viz. four Resident Fellows, tliree

Associate Fellows, and two Foreign Honorary Members.

The list of the Academy corrected to the date of this Report

is hereto added. It includes 193 Resident Fellows, 85 Asso-

ciate Fellows, and 66 Foreign Honorary Members.

* See the Introduction to his work on Chemical Philosophy.
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Elected May 29tli, 1883. Died May 12tli, 1884.
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Isle of Wight.
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chrysanthemoides, 28.

Gilliesii, 28.

Iseo-Mexicana, 27.

nudicaulis, 27.

oblongifolia, 27.

oppositifolia, Xutt., 27.

pedata, Gray, 28.

schkuhrioides, 27.

sinuata, Less., 20.

Woodhousei, 28.

Baric /3-l)romdichloracrylate, 291.
a-chlordibromacrylate, 283.

Baric j3-chlordibromacrylate, 287.
mncophenoxybromate, 2G4.

orthoiodtoluolsulphonate, 294.

phenoxybromacrylate, 2G5.

Barrande, Joachim, notice of, 539.

Bidens dondia^folia, Less., 16.

heterophylla, Ort., 15.

leucantha, Willd., 16.

procera, Don, 10.

Seemanni, Schultz Bip., 16.

Boebera, DC, 39.

Boeberastrum, 39.

Borraginacea?, 89.

Botany, North American, contribu-
tions to, 1.

^-Bromdichloracrylate, argentic, 292.

baric, 291.

calcic, 292.

potassic, 292.

/3-Bromdichloracrylic acid, 291.

;3-Bromtetrachlorpropionic acid, on,
279.

Buchnera Americana, L., 93.

disticha, HBK., 94.

elongata, Swartz, 93.

Mexicana, Hemsl., 94.

obliqua, Benth., 93.

pilosa, Benth., 92, 93.

Buddleia Pringlei, 86.

C.

Cacalia, L., 51.

aconitifolia, Miq., 51.

atriplicifolia, L., 51.

cerviariajfolia, DC., 52.

Chiapensis, 53.

cirsiifolia, Hook. & Am., 53.

cordifolia, IIBK., 53.

decomposita, Gray, 52.

discolor, Grisebach, 54.

diversifolia, Torr. & Gray, 51.

Floridana, 52.

hastata, L., 51.

lanceolata, Nutt., .52.

ovata. Ell., 52.

pachyphylla, Schultz Bip., 52.

parasitica, Schultz Bip., 53.

peltata, IIBK., 52.

penduliflora, 53.

prenanthoides, IIBK., 53.

reniformis, Muhl.,51.
runcinata, IIBK., 54.

Schaffneri, 53.

sinuata, Llav. & Lex., DC, 52.
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Cacalia suaveolens, L , 51.

tabiilaris, .')2.

tuberosa, Nutt., 52.

Cacaliopsis Nardosmia, 50.

Calais, (34.

Calcic /3-bromdichIovacrylate, 292.

a-chlordibroiuacrylate, 284.

j3-chlordibromacrylate, 287.

j3-dibromdiclilorpropionate, 290.

orthoiodtoluolsulphonate, 294.

phenoxybromacrylate, 266.

turmerate, 218.

Callinhoe lineariloba, 74.

Caprifoliaceae, 76.

Castilleia cinerea, 93.

plagiotoma, 93.

Central canal, reduction of the, in

the pig, 106.

literature, 106.

observations, 106.

Chsenactis Fremouti, 30.

Nevii, 30.

thysanocarpha, 30.

a-Chlordibromacrylate, argentic, 285.

baric, 283.

calcic, 284.

potassic, 284.

i3-Chlordibromacrylate, baric, 287.

calcic, 287.

potassic, 288.

a-Chlordibromacrylic acid, 281.

cystalliue form of, 282.

/3-Chlordibromacrylic acid, 285.

a- and /S-Chlordibromacrvlic acids,

on, 281.

constitution of, 288.

Chorisma, Don, 73.

Cichoriaceje, 59.

Clappia suaedaefolia. Gray, 18.

Cnicus, L., 56.

altissimus, Willd., 57.

Americanus, 56.

discolor, 57.

Eatoni, 56.

filipendulus, 57.

foliosus. Gray, 56.

Grahaini, 57.

Hallii, 50.

Kamtschaticus, Maxim., 56.

ochrocentus, .57.

Rothrockii, 56.

Wlieeleri, 56.

Coefficients of volume, table of, 437.

Cohesion, a new theory of, applied
to the thermodynamics of

liquids and solids, 353.

Cologania Lemmoni, 74.

Communications.
William Barnes, 97,

Henry Draper, 231.

Asa Gray, 1

Henry B Hill, 262.

C. Loring Jackson, 211, 222.
Charles F. Mabery, 279.
A. E. Menke, 211, 222.

Edward C. Pickering, 269, 296.

Truman Henry Safford, 324.

Arthur Searle, 146, 310.

Samuel II. fScudder, 133.

Edward K. Stevens, 262.

Albert H. Tuttle, 111.

Harold Whiting, 353.

Composita^, new, with revisions of

certain genera, and critical

notes, characters of, 1.

Convolvulacepe, 90.

Cordylanthus, 95.

Orcuttianus, 95.

Pringlei, 94.

Coreopsis anthemoides, DC, 15.

Schaft'neri, 15.

Cracca sericea, 74.

Crusea, Cham., 77.

allococca, 78.

subulata, 78.

Curcumin, 211.

action of acetic anhydride on,
211.

action of phosphoric oxychloride
on, 213.

formula, 214.

Cynaroidese, 56.

D.

Diacetcurcumin, 212.

properties, 213.

/3-Dibromdichlorpropionate,

calcic, 290.

potassic, 290.

/3-Dibromdichlorpropionic acid, 289.

/3-Dibromdichlorpropionic and /3-

bromdichloracrylic acids, on,

289.

Dichseta, 22.

Diodia lippioides, Griseb., 79.

simplex, Svvartz, 79.

Distillate, the, obtained from the

ether extract with steam,
study of, 217.

Distillation with steam, study of the

residue from, 219.
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Pitlirix, 18.

Dumas, Jean-Baptiste-Andre, notice

of, 545.

Dysodia, Cav., 35, 36, 37.

antliemidifolia, Benth, 40.

appendiculata, Lag., 38.

cancelluUi, 38.

chrysantlienioidos, Lag., 39.

Cooperi, Gray. 39.

grandifiora, DC, 37.

integrifolia, 37.

montaiia, 38.

poropliylla, Cav., 38.

poropliylloides, Gray, 39.

pube.scen.s, Lag., 39.

ses.siIifolia, DC., 37.

speciosa, Gray, 38.

squamosa, 38.

tagetiflora, Lag., 39.

Dysodiopsis, Gray, 40.

E.

Eatonella, 19.

Congdoni, 20.

nivea, 19.

Echidiocarya ursina, 90.

Electra, DC., 15.

Ellis, Calvin, notice of, 492.

Encelia, 7.

calva, 8.

exaristata, 8.

Ghiesbreghtii, Gray, 9.

halimifolia, Cav., 8.

heteropliylla, Ilemsley, 9.

lagasca^formis, 9.

Mexicana, Mart., 8.

microphylla, Gray, 7.

srcaposa, 7.

stenophylla, E. L. Greene, 8.

subaristata. Gray, 8.

Engelmann, George, notice of, 510.

Epsilon and its derivatives, table

for, 43G.

Ericaceae, 84.

Erigeron Arizonicus, 2.

Lemnioni, 2.

Keo-Mexicanus, 2.

Oreganus, 2.

Eriopliyiliim, Lagasca, 22, 2i.

anibiguiun, 2(3.

caespitosum, Dougl., 26.

Eriophyllum confertiflorum, 25.

gracile. 20.

lauosuu), 25.

niulticaLde, 24.

nubigenum, Greene, 25.

Pringlei, 25.

stiecliadifolium, Lag., 25.

Wallacei, 25.

Watsoni, 26.

Eritriohiuiu Cooperi, 89.

micromeres, 90.

molle, 89.

oxygonum, 89.

Errors, probability of, table of the,

434.

logarithmic probability of, table

of the, 435.

Ether extract with steam, study of

the distillate obtained from,
217.

Euactinella, 32.

Eubaeria, 21.

Eudysodia, 37.

Euhymenatherum, 40.

Eupatoriacese, 1.

Eupectis, 44, 45.

Eustachian tube to the first visceral

cleft, relation of the external

meatus, tympanum, and, 111.

Eutermes, Heer, 143.

fossarum, 143.

Meadii, 144.

Eutroxiniou, 71.

Evening observations: Eylert, 197.

He'is, 192.

Jones, 183.

Neumayer, 197.

Schmidt, 198.

AVeber, 195.

External meatus, tympanum, and
Eustachian tube, to the fii-st

visceral cleft, relation of the,

111.

bibliography, 130.

explanation of figures, 132.

explanation of letters, 131.

historical synopsis. 111.

observations and conclusions,

121.

recapitulation, 127.

Expansion for 0° Centigrade, prin-

cipal argument in terras of

the, 454.

Eylert, evening observations, 179.
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Fellows deceased.

Ezra Abbot, 487.

Calvin Ellis. 492.

Evangeliiuis A. Sophocles, 502.

Fellows elected.

Joseph Thatcher Clarke, 477.

George Basil Dixwell, 468.

Arthur Michael, 471.

Oliver Clinton Wendell, 477.

Fellows, List of, 571.

Fellows, Associate, deceased.
Stephen Alexander, 504.

John Lawrence Le Conte, 511.

George Engelniann, 516.

Arnold Guyot, 522.

Andrew A. Humphreys, 526.

AVilliam A. Norton, 530.

J. Lawrence Smith, 5o5.

Fellows, Associate, elected.

Atticns Greene Haygood, 468.

John William Mallet, 468.

Ira Remsen, 471.

Fellows, Associate, List of, 574.

Filago depressa, 3.

Flaveria chlorjefolia. Gray, 35.

Flourensia cernua, DC, 7.

Foreign Honorary Members de-

ceased.

Joachim Barrande, 539.

J. B. A. Dumas, 545.

Oswald Heer, 556.

F. A. A. Mignet, 559.

Sir Edward Sabine, 560.

Johann F. J. Schmidt, 564.

Gabriel Gustav Valentin, 567.

Charles Adolphe Wurtz, 568.

Foreign Honorary Members elected.

Charles Hermite, 472.

Charles Adolphe Wurtz, 408.

Foreign Honorary Members, List

of, 576.

Fossil white ants of Colorado, the,

133.

G.

Gaillardia comosa, 34.

Mexicana, 34.

Galium, 80.

Arkansanum, 80.

Bolanderi, Gray, 80.

Kamtschaticum, Steller, 80.

Matthewsii, 80.

Texense, 80.

Gaultheria, 84.

myrsinites, Hook., 84.

ovatifolia, 85.

Genera and species, miscellaneous,
74.

Gentiana Bigelovii, 87.

Forwoodii, 86.

Gentianaceaj, 86.

Gnaphaliam Arizonicum, 3.

attenuatura, DC., 4.

Bourgovii, 3.

brachypterum, DC, 4.

inornatura, DC, 3.

oxyphyllum, DC, 3.

pannosum, 3.

Gochnatia glomeriflora, 57.

hypoleuca, 57.

Greenella Arizonica, 2.

discoidea, 2.

Guyot, Arnold, notice of, 522.

Gymnolaena, DC, 37.

Gymnolomia encelioides, 4.

ovata, 4.

platylepis, 5.

H.

Hamulium, DC, 14.

Heer, Oswald, notice of, 556.

Heis, evening observations, 192.

Helenioidefe, 18.

Helenium Thurberi, 32.

Heliantliella argophylla, 9.

enceliopsis, 9.

nudicaulis, 9.

proper, 9.

Helianthoidefe, 4.

Ilelianthus Parishii, 7.

Hemiptilium, Gray, 63.

Hemizonia paniculata, 17.

Wrightii, 17.

Herschel, Sir William, observa-
tions of variable stars, 269.

Hieracium, 65, 66.

abscissum. Less., 70.

albiflorum. Hook., 67.

argutum, Nutt., 67.

Bolanderi, Gray, 68.

carneum, Greene, 69.

crepidispermum, Fries, 70.

cynoglossoides, Arvet-Touvet,
08.

discolor, 69.

Fendleri, Schultz Bip., 69.

gracile, Hook., 66.
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Hieracium Greenei, 69.

horridum, Fries, 66.

Lemmoni, Gray, 70.

JMexicamini, Less., 70.

? ]\Iogollense, 69.

nudicaule, 68.

Parishii, 67.

Tringlei, 69.

Rusbyi, Greene, 67.

Scoiileri, Hook., 66.

triste, Cham., 66.

Wrightii, 68.

Ilodotennes, Hagen, 142.

V Coloradensis, 142.

Humphreys, Andrew Atkinson, no-
tice of, 526.

Hydrophyllacejs, 87.

Hymenatherum, Cass., 36, 40.

acerosum, Gray, 40.

aureum, 42.

Belenidium, DC, 41.

diffusum, Gray, 40.

gnaphaliopsis. Gray, 42.

Greggii, 42.

Hartwegi, Gray, 41.

Naii, DC, 41.

Neo-]\rexicanum, 40.

pentach?etum, DC, 42.

polychajtum, Gray, 40.

setifolium, 42.

tagetoides, Gray, 40.

tenuifolium, Cass., 40.

tenuilobum, DC, 41.

Thurberi, 41.

Treculii, 42.

Wrightii, Gray, 41.

Hymenopappus
artemisiajfolins, DC, 29.

corymbosus, Torr. & Gray, 29.
filiiblius, Hook., 29.

Mexicanus, 29.

scabiosajus, L'Her., 29.

tenuifolius, 29.

Hymenoxys, 32.

I.

Inuloidefe, 3.

Ipomoea cuneifolia, 90.

Lemmoni, 91.

tenuiloba, Torr., 91.

Thurberi, Gray, 90.

Ixeris, Cass., 73.

Jones, evening observations, 183.

L.

Labiatfe, 96.

Lactuca, 72.

acuminata, 73.

Canadensis, L., 72.

Floridana, 73.

graniinifolia, 73.

hirsuta, Muhl. & Nutt., 73,

iiitegrit'olia, Bigelow, 73.

leucoph?ea, 73.

Ludoviciana, DC, 73.

pulchella, DC, 73.

Lactucastrum, 73.

Laphamia, 18.

Layia Douglasii, Hook. & Am., 17.

Jonesii, 18.

Le Conte, John Lawrence, notice
of, 511.

Leguminosfe, 74.

Lentibulariacefe, 95.

Lepidospartum squamatum, 50.

feptocephala}, DC, 43.

Liquids and solids, a new theory
of cohesion applied to the
thermodynamics of, 353.

Liquids, expansion of, according to
Thorpe, 452.

Lobeliaceai, 82.

Loeselia Havardi, 87.

Loganiacese, 86.

Longitude of zenith, for stations in
north latitude, 179.

for stations in south latitude,

182.

Lonicera Sullivantii, 76.

M.

IMachaonia fasciculata, 77.

Macrocephalai, DC, 42.

Macrorhynchus, 71.

Madiese, 17.

Malvaceic, 74.

Margaranthus Lemmoni, 91.

Meatus, external, relation of, to the
first visceral cleft. 111.

Mendelejeff's formula, comparison
of, with the mean results of

Kopp and Pierre, 453.
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Metastelma Arizonicum, 85.

Meteoric theory of the zodiacal light,

3'2;3.

Microseris, Don, 6i.

Bolanderi, 64.

laciiiiata, 64.

leptosephala, 64.

procera, 64.

Mignet, F. A. A., notice of, 559.

]\Iilky AVay, brightness of the, 156.

Mimosa Lemmoni, 76.

Monacetcurcumin, 211,

properties, 212.

Monardella Pringlei, 96.

Monolopia gracilens, 20.

Moon, the, phases of, 310.

Mucobromic acid, 262-268.

Mucophenoxybromate, baric, 264.

potassic, 263.

Mucophenoxybromic acid, 262, 268.

Mutisiacese, 57.

Neumayer, evening observations,

197.

Nitric acid, action of, 227.

Nodocarptea, 79.

radicans, 79.

North pole, mean right ascensions

of 133 stars near the, 324.

North pole of ecliptic, azimuth of,

from north through west, for

stations in north latitude,

178 ; in south latitude, 181.

hour angle of, 177.

zenith distance of, for stations

in north latitude, 177 ; in

south latitude, 180.

Norton, William Augustus, notice

of, 530.

Nothocalais, 65.

O.

Oldenlandia Greenei, 77.

Orthocarpus imbricatus, Torr., 94.

linearifolius, Benth., 95.

pachystachyus, Gray, 95.

Orthoiodtoluolsulphonate,
baric, 294.

calcic, 294.

plumbic, 294.

OrthoiodtoluoLsulphonic acid, 293.

Oyedtea Seemauni, 10.

P.

Palafoxia Feayi, Gray, 31.

latifolia, DC, 31.

linearis. Lag., 31.

Pappothrix, 18.

Parishella, 82.

Californica, 84.

Parotermes, 135.

fodinas, 141.

Hagenii, 139.

insignis, 137.

Pectidiformes, DC, 42.

Pectidium, 45, 48.

Pectis, 43,

angustifolia, Torr., 46.

Berlandieri, DC, 46.

Bonplandiana, HBK., 46.

canescens, HBK., 47.

capillaris, DC, 46.

diffusa. Hook. & Arn., 47.

elongata, HBK., 48.

fasciculiflora, DC, 45.

holostemma, 46.

Jaliscana, Hook. & Am., 46.

Liebmauni, Schultz Bip., 47.

prostrata, Cav., 45.

tenella, DC, 46.

uniaristata, DC, 46.

Pectothrix, 44, 47.

Pentstemon caisius, 92.

rubescens, 92.

Perezia, Lag., 58.

adnata, 60.

carpholepis, 60.

Coulteri, Gray, 59.

Dugesii, 00.

formosa, 58.

fruticosa, Llav. & Lex., 60.

hebeclada, Gray, 59.

Humboldtii, Gray, 59.

microcephala. Gray, .59.

Moschato, Llav. & Lex., 58.

nana, Gray, 58.

nudicaulis, Gray, 58.

oxylepis, Gray, 59.

Parry i. Gray, 58.

patens, Gray, 60.

platyphylla, Gray, 60.

reticulata, Gray, 60.

rigida. Gray, 60.

runcinata. Lag., 58.

Seemanni, Gray, 59.

Thurberi, Gray, 59.

thyrsoidea. Gray, 58.

turbinata, Llav. & Lex., 58.
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Perezia Wislizeni, Gray, 58.

Wrightii, Gray, 60.

Perityle, 18, 19.

Pliacelia Orcuttiana, 88.

pachypliylla, 88.

Parisliii, 88.

Popei, Torr. & Gray, 87.

Phases of the i\Ioon, 310.

Phenoxybromaciylic acid, 264.

Phenoxybromacrylate, argeutic, 260.

baric, 265.

calcic, 266.

potassic, 265.

Phenoxybrommaleic acid, 267.

Phosphorous anilid, 226.

properties, 227.

Phospliorous trichloride, action of,

on aniline, 222.

Phosi:>horic oxychloride, action of,

on curcuniin, 213.

Photography of planetary and stellar

spectra, researches upon the,

231.

Pig, on the development of the pos-
terior fissure of the spinal

cord, and the reduction of

the central canal, in the, 97.

Plateilema, 31.

Plp^vpteris, DC, 14.

Plectritis, Lindl., 83.

Plumbic orthoiodtoluolsulphonate,
294.

Polemoniaceai, 87.

Polypteris, Nutt., 30.

Posterior fissure of the spinal cord
in the pig, 97.

literature, 97.

material, 101.

observations, 101.

resume, 107.

table of measurements, 108.

explanation of table, 108.

explanation of plates, 109.

Poroi>hylluin coloratum, DC, 30.

Ervendbergii, 35.

filifolium, 35.

gracile, Benth., 36.

Linaria, DC, 36.

oljtusifolium, DC, 35.

JSeemanni, Schultz Bip., 35.

snffruticosum, 36.

viriditlorum, DC, 35.

Potassic /3-bromdichloracrylate, 292.

a-chlordibromacrylate, 284.

/3-clilor(lil)romacrylate, 288.

^-dibromdichlorpropionate, 290.

Potassic mucophenoxybromate, 263.
phenoxybrouiacrylate. 265.

Principal argument, absolute criti-

cal temperature in terms of
the, 455.

in terms of the expansion for 0°

Centigrade, 454.

variation of the, with the tem-
perature, 459.

Probability of errors, table of the,

434.

table of the logarithmic, 435.
Psathyrotes pilifera, 50.

Pterophyton. Torr. & Gray, 12.

Ptilomeris, 23.

R.

Rowland, Professor, presentation of

Rumford Medal to, 478.
Rubiacese, 77.

Rumford Medal, presentation of, to

Professor Rowland, 478.

S.

Sabine, Sir Edward, notice of, 560.

Sambucus melanocarpa, 76.

Saracha umbellata, DC, 91.

Sartwellia Mexicana, 34.

Schkuhria, Roth., 27.

.Schmidt, evening observations, 198.
Sthniidt. J. F. J., notice of, 564.

Scrophulariacese, 92.

Senecio, 54.

aureus, L., 55.

cardaniiue, Greene, 54.

Clevelandi, Greene, 54.

crassulus, 54.

Hartwegi, Benth., 54.

Iluachucanus, 54.

lobatus, Pers., 55.

Madrensis, 55.

Keo-Mexicanus, 55.

petrajus, Klatt, 54.

rugelia, 54.

salignus, DC, 55.

M'ernerifEfolius, 54.

A\'lii])]il('anus, 54.

Senecioni(le;v\ 50.

Silphium albiflorum, 4.

Siplionella, Krok, 82.

Smitli, J. l^awrence, notice of, 535.

Solanaceaj, 91.
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Sophocles, Evangelinus Apostolides,

notice of, 5U2.

Spectra, planetary and stellar, re-

searches upon the photo-

graphy of, 231.

Spermacoce Doraingensis, 79.

richardsonioides, Wright, 79.

rubricaulis, 79.

Standai'd time, report of the com-
mittee on, 473.

Stephanomeria, Nutt., 59.

cichoriacea. Gray, 61.

elata, Nutt., 62.

exigua, Nutt., 63.

latucina, Gray, 62.

minor, Nutt., 62.

myrioclada, Eaton, 62.

paniculata, Nutt., 63.

Parry i, 61.

pentachfeta, Eaton, 63.

proper, 61.

runcinata, Nutt., 62.

Schottii, Gray, 63.

Thurberi, Gray, 62.

virgata, Benth. , 63.

Wrightii, 62.

Stevia amabilis, Lemmon, 1.

Syntrichopapipus Lemmoni, 20.

T.

Tagetes, Tourn., 38, 42.

coronopifolia, Willd., 44.

elliptica. Smith, 43.

filifolia, Lag., 44.

foatidissima, DC, 43.

Lemmoni, 4U, 42.

lucida, Cav., 42.

micrantha, Cav., 44.

Parryi, Gray, 42.

patula, L., 43.

pauciloba, DC, 43.

subulata, Llav. & Lex., 43.

subvillosa. Lag., 43.

tenuifolia, Cav., 43.

Zypaquirensis, IIumb.& BonpL,
43.

Temperatures, critical, 400.

Thelesperma ambiguum, 16.

Thermodynamics of liquids and sol-

ids, a new theory of cohesion
applied to the, 3.')3.

Thymophylla, 42.

Tithonia diversifolia, 5.

Trichophyllum, 25.

Troximon, Nutt., Benth. & Hook.,
71.

alpestre, 70, 71.

apargioides. Less., 72.

aurantiacum, Hook., 71.

cuspidatum, Pursh, 71.

glaucum, Nutt., Pursh, 71.

gracilens, 71, 72.

graudiflorum, Gray, 72.

V Greenei, 71.

heterophyllum, 72.

humile, 72.

laciniatum, 72.

Nuttallii, Gray, 72.

retrorsum. Gray, 72.

Turmeric, on certain substances
obtained from, 211.

Turmeric acid, 217.

properties, 218.

Turmerol, 215.

Study of the distillate obtained

from the ether extract with
steam, 217.

Study of the residue from dis-

tillation with steam, 219.

Tympanum, relation of, to the first

visceral cleft, 111.

u.

Utricularia occidentalis, 95.

Valentin, Gabriel Gustav, notice of,

567.

Valeriana Arizonica, 81.

sorbifolia, HBK., 81.

Valerianacese, 81.

Valerianella, 81.

amarella, Krok, 82.

anomala, 83.

aphanoptera, S3.

chenopodifolia, DC, 82.

congesta, Lindl., 83.

lougiflora, Walp., 82.

macrocera, 83.

Nuttallii, Walp., 82.

olitoria, PoUich., 81.

radiata, Dufresne, 82.

samolifolia, 83.

stenocarpa, Krok, 82.

Woodsiana, Walp., Krok, 82.
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Variable stars, recent observations
ot; 290.

Sir William Ilerschel's obser-
vations of, 269.

Verbena Arizonica, 95.

Verbenaceaj, 95.

Verbesina, L., 11.

alata, L., 14.

ancistrophora, 14.

Capitancja, Nees, 13.

Coahuilensis, 14.

Coulteri, 13.

crocata, Less., DC, 14.

encelioides, Benth. & Hook., 14.

Fraseri, Hemsl., 14.

helianthoides, Michx., 12.

heteropliylla, 12.

hypoleuca. Gray, 13.

longifolia, 12.

neriifolia, Hemsley, 13.

nudicaulis, 12.

occidentalis, Walt., 11.

ovata, 13.

ovatifolia, Gray, 15.

Palmeri, 11.

stricta, 13.

tetraptera, 13.

venosa, E. L. Greene, 13.

Virginica, L., 11.

Warei, 12.

Wrightii, 12.

Verbesinaria, DC, 11.

Viguiera blepharolepis, 5.

canescens, DC, 6.

decurrens, 5.

Ghiesbreghtii, 6.

heliantiioides, HBK., G.

Peruviana, Gray, 6.

Poeppigii, 6.

sessilifolia, DC, 6.

Volume, coefficients of, table of,

437.

Volumes, table of, 438.

W.

Weber, evening observations, 195.

Wurtz, Charles Adolphe, notice of,

568.

Wyethia longicaulis, 4.

X.

Ximinesia, 14.

Zenith, longitude of, for stations in

north latitude, 179.

for stations in south latitude,

182.

Zexmenia aurea, 10.

brevifolia, Gray, 10.

crocea. Gray, 11.

fasciculata, Schultz Bip., 11.

helianthoides. Gray, 11.

hi.'^pida, 10.

Zodiacal bands. 164.

Zodiacal light, tlie, 146.

brightness of the, 154.

distinctness of the lower edge
of the, 159.

meteoric theory of the, 323.

INlilky Way, standard of com-
parison for the, 156.

place of the, with respect to

the ecliptic, 149.

references, 147.

relative intensity of the, 155.
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